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PReFAce
This book has been a long time in the making—from the initial conception of the
idea many years ago, through the planning, and finally, the implementation. During
that period of time, the unflagging optimism of George Vozikis has kept us going.
To a great extent, this book reflects George’s passion for this project. We have been
privileged to share this journey with him. It was over thirty years ago that the three of
us met, sharing a common passion for entrepreneurship, but more profoundly, a strong
desire to improve the likelihood of success for our students as they embarked on their
entrepreneurial careers.
As the years passed, our thoughts on teaching entrepreneurship coalesced and we
found ourselves following similar paths in the classroom. At the same time, we found
ourselves disenchanted with the entrepreneurship textbooks available. This book is
a product of those times, those thoughts, those feelings. We’ve tried to leverage our
strengths and bring what we know, have experienced, and have read to this project. We
are hoping we have been successful in this endeavor and that it will result in students
having both a better theoretical and applied background to draw upon and to enrich
their entrepreneurial experiences—both within and outside of the classroom.
Venture initiation and development are key components of this book. We’ve used
these two key elements as the foundation for a discussion that bridges the gap between
theory and practice, between talking and doing. The book focuses upon the activities
comprising a venture’s launch, growth and management, yet at the same time we’ve also
provided the reader an understanding of the research conducted in entrepreneurship.
Doing so provides a basis for going beyond anecdotal stories of success.

oRGAniZATion
The overall framework of the book follows our “Enterprising Model.” It consists
of four parts, each germane to the understanding of the entrepreneurial process and
venturing (and discussed in greater detail in Chapter 1):
Part I: Introduction to Entrepreneurship and Intrapreneurship discusses the
evolution of the entrepreneur and intrapreneur as well as examining the feasibility of a
venture’s value concept. It shows the student how to “put it all together” in a business
plan and provides a conceptual framework for success
Part II: Venture Initiation presents the development of a framework for the venture’s
value concept “niche” idea. The chapters cover the topics of value opportunity
located in strategic target markets, financial analysis and returns, and designing the
framework for the venture’s infrastructure, i.e., product and marketing considerations,
organizational and operational considerations, and legal issues.

Part III: Venture Management’s “ability to execute” once the venture is launched, is
ensured by organizing and staffing the venture with skilled individuals and providing
them with competent managerial leadership with FAKTS, and by providing solid
financial money management and control.
Part IV: Venture Development discusses the question of whether the venture can protect,
improve and expand upon it’s value concept and sustainable competitive advantage
edge through effective growth management, development, and/or “harvesting”, and
finally, by examining additional future expansion possibilities of the venture’s value
concept, in particular looking at international opportunities.
Throughout the development of this book we tried to keep in mind the very different
facets of entrepreneurship and yet, it’s overwhelmingly worldwide appeal. It is our
hope that this textbook will be a portal for students wishing to find answers to the
questions of how to start and succeed in launching a new venture.

ADDiTionAl FeATUReS
We have provided several other features within the book to enhance the students’
learning experience, including key terms, learning objectives, topic outlines for each
chapter, references, and review questions. In addition, at the end of each chapter is
a section entitled “Reflections from the front lines of LifeGuard America,” a bridge
between theory and practice which presents the actual thoughts and contemplations of
a nascent but very successful entrepreneur regarding his real-life venture startup. John
R. Fitzpatrick, III, President and CEO of LifeGuard America, an organization in the
organ procurement and transplant industry, and with substantial experience in corporate
America, graciously wrote these sections himself as a reflection of his experiences in
launching and developing his venture, and as a contribution to his incredible devotion
to entrepreneurship education.
Supplementing these tools are the “Magnificent 7 Hooks,” an innovative structure
to be used by students to analyze and write their business plans. The “Hooks” provide
an evolutionary approach to writing a business plan, focusing students’ attention on
distinct chapter topics allowing the gradual and progressive formulation of a plan.

PART ONE:
INTRODUCTION TO
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
& INTRAPRENEURSHIP

cHAPTeR

1

enTRePReneURSHiP AnD THe enTRePReneUR
learning objectives
1. To understand the essence of entrepreneurship
2. To identify the major characteristics of the entrepreneur
3. To be able to relate and integrate the process of venture initiation and development into a
workable action model
Topic outline
Introduction
The Classical Entrepreneur
History of Entrepreneurship
Characterizing The Entrepreneur
Entrepreneurs: born Or Made?
The Enterprising Model
Conclusion
References
Review Questions

“We say here that everybody wants to be a chicken’s head,
not a bull’s toenail.”
(Chien-Shien Wang, Taiwan’s former vice minister for economic affairs,
on why there are so many small businesses in his country.)
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inTRoDUcTion
“Twenty years ago, Fortune 500 companies in the U.S. hired over 70 percent of college
graduates. Today, Fortune 500 companies hire less than 7 percent of college graduates
and the entrepreneurial enterprises hire over 80 percent. More than 40 percent of
students start a business within one year of graduation” (“History of the Center,”
2000). These businesses employ 55 percent of the total American work force. When we
think of the entrepreneur, we often visualize the small business. While most, if not all,
business ideas begin “small,” a great deal of focus is placed upon entrepreneurial ideas
that have grown into sizable corporations. In examining the entrepreneur we should
not get entwined in the small vs. large argument, but rather focus on the individual
that made his or her dream come true. The individual who is able, through painstaking
effort, to transform a simple idea into a moneymaking, successful venture is the real,
classical entrepreneur.

THe clASSicAl enTRePReneUR
The word entrepreneur evolved from the French “entreprendre,” meaning to undertake.
To undertake a business, to translate words into action, this is how we view today’s
entrepreneur. The Webster’s definition of entrepreneur is: “One who organizes,
manages, and assumes the risks of a business or enterprise” (Merriam-Webster, 1999).
This definition applies to an entrepreneur’s desire to undertake an idea and implement
it through a business plan, with the essential goal of making a profit. The word itself
expresses the dynamic nature of entrepreneurship and the inherent contradictions in
the attempt to balance the need for a venture’s flexibility with the need for coordination.
Additionally, the word entrepreneurship also reflects the inherent difficulties in
balancing three seemingly impossible acts: the entrepreneurial problem as far as the
choice of products and markets are concerned; the engineering problem in terms of the
development of a production process for these products and their distribution in the
targeted markets; and finally, the administrative problem of designing the appropriate
managerial structures and processes to ensure the venture’s effective organization, in
anticipation of the next entrepreneurial problem, as the venture grows and evolves.
Entrepreneurs come in all shapes, sizes, and colors. They are young and old, male
and female. Some are successful in their endeavors, while many are not. However, one
common bond exists among all entrepreneurs: they have implemented their thoughts
in a cohesive, concerted effort. Words become action, and hopes become realities.
Economist Joseph A. Schumpeter (1939) views the entrepreneur as an innovator,
as well as a manager. Schumpeter continues this line of reasoning by arguing that
entrepreneurial profit evolves from innovation, from procuring an item, a commodity
at a lower unit cost than any competitor. However, subsequent comments serve as a
— 4 —
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caveat to any entrepreneur hoping to rest upon past accomplishments. Schumpeter
warned of the continuous prospect of creative destruction: Once in existence, almost
all enterprises feel threatened and put on the defensive.
Schumpeter (1939) also provided a historical review of the problem associated
with assigning specific definitions to the term entrepreneur. Cantillon, the fifteenth
century French economist, was apparently the first to introduce the term entrepreneur.
Cantillon defined the entrepreneur as the agent who purchases the various means of
production for ultimate assembly or combination into marketable products. Cantillon
recognized that a degree of uncertainty and risk entered into the entrepreneurial
activity (Schumpeter).
Adam Smith, the father of private enterprise, influenced heavily by Cantillon,
viewed the entrepreneur as a minor contributor to the workings of the economic
system. The businessman, according to Smith, provided capital and nothing else to the
productive process. The role can be likened to that of the catalyst that serves to initiate
and incite a chemical reaction, but serves no useful subsequent function (Schumpeter,
1939). Chester I. Barnard advanced the belief that a relationship exists between the
entrepreneur and innovation. To Barnard, the entrepreneur was the one who conceives,
discovers, and promotes innovative activities in business operation. Innovation is
essential to all formal organizations. In an environment that is constantly changing, it is
crucial to have the capacity to sense and affect change if an organization is to survive.
Harbison and Myers developed the notion of the organization builder. To them, the
organization builder is “the catalytic agent in the process of industrialization, i.e., he/
she acts and reacts with economic and social environments to bring about economic
change” (Harbison & Myers, 1959, p. 17). On the other hand, Collins and Moore
(1964) concluded, after an exhaustive review of conflicting terminologies, that when
utilizing the term entrepreneur, “we shall (only) mean the innovating entrepreneur
who has developed an ongoing business activity where none existed before” (p. 20).
Perhaps the most candid and frank views and definitions of the entrepreneur
are provided first by Schöllhammer and Kuriloff (1979, pp. 8-12) who wrote that
entrepreneurs, in the modern sense, are the self-starters and doers who have organized
and built successful enterprises since the Industrial Revolution, and secondly by
Ronstadt as quoted by Kuratko and Hodgetts (1989):
Entrepreneurship is the dynamic process of creating incremental wealth. This
wealth is created by individuals who assume the major risks in terms of equity,
time and/or career commitment of providing value for some product or service.
The product or service itself may or may not be new or unique but value
must somehow be infused by the entrepreneur by securing and allocating the
necessary skills and resources. (p. 8)

— 5 —
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EXHIBIT 1-1
The Evolution of the Entrepreneur
Cantillon

Transforming means of production into marketable products

Smith

Catalyst initiating a chemical reaction

Schumpeter

Innovator

Barnard

Conceives, discovers, and promotes innovative action

Harbison & Myers

Organization builder who brings economic change

Collins & Moore

Developer of a business activity where none existed before

Ronstadt

One who infuses value into a product or service

Today’s Entrepreneur

Undertakes, implements, and transforms dreams into realities
by creating value where none was perceived to exist before

In this context, we should reserve the term “enterprise” for actions, which entail
carrying out innovations. For the individuals who carry them out, we should reserve
the term “entrepreneurs.” This terminological decision is based on a historical fact and
a theoretical proposition, namely, that carrying out innovations is the only function,
which is fundamental in history and essential in theory to the type usually designated
by that term. In order to prosper in the long run, the entrepreneur must continually
initiate innovative actions and reactions in a competitive economic system (Dale,
1970, p. 28).
What has historically separated the entrepreneur from the masses is the fact
that they undertook a business idea. They implemented where others dreamed. They
transformed dreams into realities. They tried, and perhaps even failed, where others
merely weighed their options. Entrepreneurs charge, while others hesitate. They run
when others walk, and they leap when others hope.

HiSToRY oF enTRePReneURSHiP
In the beginning of human history, mankind was an agrarian society and the first
entrepreneurs were farmers, artisans, or craftsmen. True entrepreneurial recognition
came much later, during the Mercantilism period in Louis XIV’s France in the
— 6 —
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eighteenth century, which created merchant entrepreneurs. Cantillon, as mentioned
earlier, was the first to associate the “risk-bearing” activities of the economy with the
term “entrepreneur.” The industrial revolution in England brought forth entrepreneur/
industrialists and later entrepreneurial service industries developed. There are
a lot of similarities between entrepreneurs at the end of nineteenth century and
“Internetentrepreneurs” at the beginning of twenty-first century. A success manual
from the late nineteenth century advocated that “never before in the world’s history
was competition in every calling and pursuit as fierce as now in this latter half of
the (nineteenth) century. Those who don’t play by the new rules would be trampled
underfoot in the rush and roar of the nineteenth century” (Useem, 1999, pp. 159160). For example, people during the 1890s started shopping from Sears Roebuck
and Montgomery Ward catalogs, while now shopping is done from the Internet. What
both periods have in common is the kind of people who shaped the new way of “doing
things” and who recognized the value of:
•
•
•
•

The fundamental changes in the world that presented new opportunities
The new strategies that were needed to take advantage of these changes
The new kinds of organizational structures that were needed to execute
those strategies
The implementation of a value creating vision into action

Another historical perspective of entrepreneurship is the more recent revolution of
a business firm’s organizational structure. There have been four distinct phases of
organizational transformation. The first phase was the evolutionary development of
professional managers. Phase two started when these professional managers determined
that their companies could operate many different conglomerate businesses, such as an
oil firm owning and operating a retail store, or a sugar company owning and operating
hotels. Over time, the weaknesses of this model became more pronounced, and during
the 1970s a new third phase emerged when most conglomerates started unraveling. As
the conglomerates proved their inefficiency, this third entrepreneurial phase became a
true force. These entrepreneurs emerged by undertaking financial ventures, turnaround
improvements of old businesses, or building up businesses from nothing, such as
Sam Walton, Bill Gates, and Charles Schwab. These entrepreneurial creations have
ushered a new wave of alliances of competing and non-competing companies with
entrepreneurial roots, without of course negating the entrepreneurial phase, which is
far from over, especially with the advent of the Internet (Chakravarty, 1998). The
future of entrepreneurship is indeed today, and the opportunities are limitless because
the bricks and mortar days have been replaced with bricks and “clicks.”

— 7 —
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cHARAcTeRiZinG THe enTRePReneUR
Jean Baptiste Say in the early nineteenth century, and Joseph Schumpeter, the twentieth
century economic genius, began writing about entrepreneurship and its impact on
the economic development of a country. Additionally, for many years psychologist
David C. McClelland studied a particular human motive, the need to achieve. In his
landmark effort, The Achieving Society, McClelland (1961) tested a hypothesis “that
a society with a generally high level of [need for] achievement will produce more
energetic entrepreneurs, who in turn produce more rapid economic development” (p.
205). The need for achievement is the most dominant among the psychological drives
that motivate the entrepreneur according to McClelland, and can be classified into
three broad categories:
1. Entrepreneurs like to set goals for themselves and measure their performance
against stringent standards of excellence. They want to succeed and compare
themselves only to their own specifically conceived criteria.
2. Entrepreneurs are interested and actively involved in unique accomplishments.
They want to be distinctive, to protrude, and to stand out among others.
3. Entrepreneurs are not “buck passers.” Coinciding with their achievement
motivation is the acceptance of responsibility for all their actions. (pp. 36-46)
McClelland (1961) and his associates also provided a more comprehensive list of
tested entrepreneurial characteristics. Some of these include:
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals high in need for achievement are moderate risk takers.
Entrepreneurs wish to operate in situations in which they can obtain a sense of
personal achievement.
Entrepreneurs perceive their probability of succeeding as very high.
Entrepreneurs are not strongly motivated by material rewards.
Entrepreneurs desire and need constant progress reports and personal
performance assessments. (pp. 36-46)

One additional entrepreneurial personality characteristic deserves mention here.
Shapero (1978) conducted a number of research efforts focusing on the concept of
locus of control. Shapero’s observations emphasize the fact that entrepreneurs, in
general, feel that they can influence events to their own benefit or detriment. Their
strong internal locus of control contrasts with people who are “externals” and believe
that rewards or punishments in life come through fate, luck, or chance (Shapero).
Economic breakdowns should be blamed precisely on the lack of entrepreneurship
and lack of entrepreneurial type decision-making. A basic characteristic of most
entrepreneurial decision-making is its on-going nature and the entrepreneurial desire
— 8 —
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to see things through (Cole, 1959, p. 14). An entrepreneur’s work is not over until the
decision he or she made has been implemented and executed. In such circumstances,
while most of us would probably settle for the status quo, entrepreneurs act. Reasons
for this go to the very heart of human creativity and can rarely be expressed in
anything other than terms, such as animal spirit, instinct, drive, purpose, or sheer selfrighteousness because the entrepreneur believes he or she is right, while everyone else
is wrong (Casson, 1991, p. 14).

enTRePReneURS: BoRn oR MADe?
While entrepreneurs have many unique characteristics, there is a main idea still
missing. Previous research in entrepreneurship has often focused on identifying
the personal characteristics or traits that distinguish entrepreneurs from the general
population, rather than adopting a process-oriented approach (Low & Macmillan,
1988; Boyd & Vozikis, 1994). Additionally, many of these identified characteristics
are not exclusively held by entrepreneurs, but rather possessed by many successful
individuals (Brockhaus, 1982; Brockhaus & Horwitz, 1986; Gartner, 1985). The one
important characteristic that is missing is the trait of self-efficacy, which has been
defined as a person’s belief in his or her capability to perform a task (Gist, 1987;
Boyd & Vozikis, 1994). Self-efficacy plays a very important role in the development
of entrepreneurial intentions and actions and confirms that the main entrepreneurial
drive comes from “inside,” because individuals will not be successful entrepreneurs if
they do not believe in themselves. Through education, or actual work experience, one
can readily acquire specific attitudes, knowledge, and skills in the business functions
of accounting, finance, marketing, etc., but the spark needed to fire that entrepreneurial
spirit must come from “within.”
While we can easily identify a number of individuals who exhibit “inborn”
native entrepreneurial characteristics, it seems that theory leans toward the position
that anyone can develop, refine, and emerge as a bona fide, successful entrepreneur.
Minniti and Bygrave (1999) advocate that people who are alert to an entrepreneurial
environment where “disequilibrium” exists, in the sense of continuous change, and
have the ability to cope with uncertainty can be “made” into entrepreneurs. This
complements of course Schumpeter’s ideas, where the entrepreneur is the one who
creates the disequilibrium, rather than merely reacting to changes. Alert individuals
can react to market opportunities and act upon them when they are convinced
that the utility received from undertaking an entrepreneurial venture exceeds the
utility received from any alternative income-producing activity. Some detect these
marketing opportunities, and some do not. Those who do can be labeled entrepreneurs,
and those who do not cannot be labeled entrepreneurs. Minniti and Bygrave further
identify three simultaneous elements that reinforce the decision to allow one to be
labeled an entrepreneur:
— 9 —
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•
•

•

The subjective initial personal endowment of the entrepreneur, such as family
background, education, and personal history
The institutional and economic state of the specific economic setting of an
entrepreneurial venture, such as property rights, taxes, inflation rate, and
opportunity cost of engaging in entrepreneurial activities
The existing level of entrepreneurial activity in that specific economic setting
as perceived and evaluated by the individual entrepreneur, such as networking,
and support system for entrepreneurial activities (p. 3)

Furthermore, some specific events in one’s lifetime increase or decrease the prospect
of becoming an entrepreneur. An inheritance or a sudden gift, for example, increases
the probability of becoming self-employed, especially since most entrepreneurial
ventures begin not with bank loans but with one’s own or family funds (Blanchflower
& Oswald, 1998).
Can entrepreneurship be taught? This is debatable unless the characteristics
of an entrepreneur are separated, conceptually speaking, from the entrepreneurship
process. The basic assumption guiding this text is that entrepreneurship cannot be
“forcefully” taught, and nobody can be forced to become an entrepreneur. Rather, this
course will endeavor to transpose the student into the mind frame of an entrepreneur
or intrapreneur! This requires the creation of worthwhile and positive outcomes as a
result of hard work and initiative on the part of the student. In order to accomplish
these positive outcomes the entrepreneurial process can be taught in terms of:
1. Analysis of facts by collecting information and evaluating knowledge on the
possibility of the existence of a value concept
2. Active thinking by synthesizing, planning, integrating, and assigning meaning
to the knowledge related to this value concept
3. Application of the knowledge by initiating the venture and validating the value
concept
4. Active doing by the effective management and development of the venture,
thus advancing the relevance of the knowledge about the value concept by
ensuring its growth and survival
Hopefully, the initial exposure you receive here will inspire many of you to consider
creating your own business idea by building your confidence. As our old friend, the
late Jeff Bracker, an entrepreneurship professor at the University of Louisville used
to say: “Competence can be bought, or acquired. Confidence, never!” The atmosphere
provided by our free market economy is most amenable for budding entrepreneurs.
However, the spark needed to fire that entrepreneurial spirit must come from within.
Through schooling or actual work experience, you can readily acquire and become
truly confident about the required FAKTS of entrepreneurship, the building blocks of
venture development:
— 10 —
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•
•
•
•
•

Financials
Attitude
Knowledge
Timing
Skills

THe enTeRPRiSinG MoDel
Every plan needs structure, and a complex task such as what needs to be accomplished
here requires a course of action that will bring structure, and lay the foundations for
the transformation of a plan into a real-life firm. The enterprising model offered here
is comprised of four parts, which are outlined below in more detail:
Part I: Introduction to Entrepreneurship and Intrapreneurship
Part I delineates the evolution of the entrepreneur as an individual with distinctive
characteristics through the application of individual entrepreneurial efforts (Chapter
1) or entrepreneurial activities and processes in a corporate setting in order to develop
entrepreneurial pockets of corporate innovation (Chapter 2), fulfilling the essential role
of entrepreneurship, namely by evaluating the feasibility of the venture’s value concept
and “putting it all together” in a business plan (Chapter 3), as well as developing a
success framework by identifying overall success requirements (Chapter 4).
Part II: Venture Initiation
Part II presents the development of a framework for the venture’s value concept “niche”
idea, which begins by systematically seeking and conceptualizing this value opportunity
concept (Chapter 5), in a demand-driven opportunity strategic target market (Chapter
6), by projecting the potential returns and its timetables for the venture’s financial
prospects (Chapter 7), and specifying the need for personal and additional financial
and overall commitment (Chapter 8), and finally, by designing the framework for the
venture’s infrastructure consisting of the product and the marketing considerations
(Chapter 9), organizational and operational considerations (Chapter 10), and legal
considerations (Chapter 11).
Part III: Venture Management
The entrepreneurial or intrapreneurial venture’s “ability to execute” once the venture is
launched, is ensured only by organizing and staffing the venture with skilled individuals
and providing them with competent managerial leadership with FAKTS (Chapter 12),
and by providing solid financial money management and control (Chapter 13).
Part IV: Venture Development
Whether a venture proposal constitutes a real “deal,” depends on whether its survival
— 11 —
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and growth are ensured by protecting, improving, and expanding the venture’s
value concept and sustainable competitive advantage edge through effective growth
management, development, and/or “harvesting” (Chapter 14), and finally, by examining
additional future expansion possibilities of the venture’s value concept by assessing its
growth and development prospects through internationalization (Chapter 15).
In addition to the text and the material that it highlights, at the end of each chapter
there is a section entitled “Reflections From the Front Lines of LifeGuard,” a bridge
between theory and practice that presents the thoughts and contemplations of a nascent
entrepreneur in the process of a real-life venture startup. These sections are written
by John R. Fitzpatrick III, President and CEO of LifeGuard America, a venture that
aims at dramatically improving the organ procurement and transplant industry and
consequently saving the lives of many who are waiting for transplant organs around the
country. John has over fifteen years of senior leadership experience in such companies
as Hewlett-Packard and Harley-Davidson and in his most recent role as President and
CEO of Indian Motorcycle Company in Gilroy, California, which he left in May of
2001 to start LifeGuard America in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He has been working since then
to bring LifeGuard America to a point where the management team, strategic partners,
and the value concept itself are fully tested and ready to deliver services. John is a 1978
graduate of the University of Tulsa’s Electrical Engineering College and served twelve
years as a fighter pilot with Tulsa’s 125th Tactical Fighter Squadron while working
at FlightSafety (1980-1981), Hewlett Packard (1981-1987), and Advanced Graphics
Systems (1987-1994). John and his wife, Luanne, have been married for seventeen
years, and they have two wonderful girls, Kelli Kathleen and Ashlee Anne.

conclUSion
The characteristics of the entrepreneur and the intrapreneur and their impact on the
venture’s performance have been a subject of long academic debates. However, they
inherently rely on several FAKTS that seem to be universally accepted. Entrepreneurs
and intrapreneurs possess Financial skills to help them avoid strategic and financial
pitfalls. They have a compelling but realistic Attitude about their venture’s possibilities.
They are the world’s experts on the potential of their products and services because
they Know their specific product, market and industry. They have a clear vision of
the enterprise’s current and future state of affairs because their Timing is perfect at
the juncture of economic, financial, competitive, and personal circumstances when
everything has come together. This enables them to provide direction and effective
communication to other organizational members as well as convey confidence
to investors. Finally, entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs possess the organizational,
communication, and competence Skills to effectively manage operational processes,
and formulate and implement strategies. These FAKTS constitute the fundamental
blocks of venture initiation and development.
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ADDITIONAL WEBSITE INFORMATION
Topic
History of the
Entrepreneur

Web Address

Description

www.technopreneurial.com/
articles/history.asp

Gives a brief overview of the
history of the entrepreneur.

Characteristics
of the
Entrepreneur

www.cbsc.org.alberta/tbl.
cfm?fn=cutout

Lists characteristics of
successful entrepreneurs,
personal qualities of
successful entrepreneurs, skills
of successful entrepreneurs,
external factors involved
in success, and, reasons for
starting a business.

Characteristics
of the
Entrepreneur

www.businesstown.com/
entrepreneur/index.asp

Links to a profile of the
entrepreneur, myths about
entrepreneurs, and self analysis.

General
Entrepreneur
Information

www.startupjournal.com/

Wall Street Journal’s center
for entrepreneurs includes
recent articles about
entrepreneurship.

Fortune 500
Companies

www.inc.com/inc500/

Lists America’s fastest growing
private companies, and
information on each.

Sam Walton,
www.iusb.edu/~mfox1/w100/
Charles Schwab,
cnn2.htm
Bill Gates, etc

Brief biographies of the people
who had a profound impact on
business in the 20th century.

Achieving
Society

www.radcliffe.edu/murray/
data/ds/ds0574.htm

In depth information about
the study carried out by David
McClelland.

www.dushkin.com/connectext/
psy/ch11/survey11.mhtml

Provides a brief survey to test
your own locus of control as
well as other websites that
give information about locus
of control.

Locus Of
Control
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keY TeRMS
entrepreneur: To undertake (French).
entrepreneurial Problem: Concerned with the choice of products and markets.
engineering Problem: Concerned with the development of a production process for
these products and their distribution in the targeted markets.
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Administrative problem: Concerned with designing the appropriate managerial
structures and processes to ensure the venture’s effective organization, in anticipation
of the next entrepreneurial problem, as the venture grows and evolves.
Enterprise: A term reserved for action, which entails carrying out innovations.
Entrepreneurs: A term reserved for the individuals who carry out the action of an
enterprise.
Mercantilism: A period during Louis XIV’s eighteenth century France that created
merchant entrepreneurs.
Industrial Revolution:
industrialists.

A period in England that brought forth entrepreneur/

Internetentrepreneurs: A title given to entrepreneurs of the twentieth century.
Need for Achievement: The most dominant among the psychological drives that
motivate the entrepreneur.
Locus of control: The distinct feeling that one can either influence events to their
own benefit or detriment, or hold the belief that rewards or punishments in life come
through fate, luck, or chance.
Analysis of Facts: Collecting information and evaluating knowledge on the possibility
of the existence of a value concept.
Active Thinking: Synthesizing, planning, integrating, and assigning meaning to the
knowledge related to this value concept.
Application of Knowledge: Initiating the venture and validating the value concept.
Active Doing: The effective management and development of the venture that
advances the relevance of the knowledge and the value concept and ensures its growth
and survival.
FAKTS of Entrepreneurship: Financials, Attitude, Knowledge, Timing, Skills.
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ReView QUeSTionS
1. In what ways are the FAKTS of entrepreneurship universally accepted by each
entrepreneur?
2. Are entrepreneurs born or made?
3. Discuss the concept of self-efficacy.
4. What does the word “entrepreneur” mean to you?
5. Can entrepreneurship be taught?
6. Briefly describe the evolution of the entrepreneur through the ages.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
How does one become an “entrepreneur”? Are entrepreneurs born, raised or converted
from some other stock? Looking back, I must confess that my entrepreneurship began
at a very young age. My father was a genius, period. It doesn’t hurt, I guess, that he
graduated from Berkeley in the 1940s with honors, had Enrico Fermi as a physics
professor, and sat in on monthly breakfast talks with Mr. Fermi and Albert Einstein at
a local Berkeley café. There are few people that I have ever met in my life that have
the ability to conceive, process and design in three-dimensional space while at the
same time able to communicate effectively to those of us who cannot. His incredible
abilities led him to a path of entrepreneurship in the Oil & Gas industry that is, to this
day, without equal. In 25 years he amassed over seventeen patents and started seven
different companies with products that remain state-of-the-art twenty-one years after
his all too early death. It was in the shadow of this giant that I watched, learned and
“apprenticed” for thirty some years.
It is hard to say whether I actually learned or just came to appreciate and imitate
my father’s actions. I believe that by witnessing his undaunted spirit while launching
a new company with products that were ground breaking in their field, I came to
appreciate and aspire to that same goal: to make a difference. His words still ring in
my ears, “Be good at something first; then and only then can you extend yourself into
the world making it a better place.” Born, raised or converted? I guess it doesn’t much
matter. Once entrepreneurism gets into your blood, it becomes a way of life and good
or bad, there is no turning back.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1. Does it appear that Mr. Fitzpatrick was an unknowing apprentice to entrepreneurship?
2. How would an apprenticeship differ from being “taught” entrepreneurship?
3. What do you think is meant by Mr. Fitzpatrick’s reference to conversion?
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2

coRPoRATe enTRePReneURSHiP
learning objectives
1. To explain why corporate entrepreneurship or intrapreneurship is a real source of new businesses
and an activity encouraged by many larger firms
2. To compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages of corporate venturing efforts
3. To identify the primary characteristics, attitudes, and philosophies usually attributed to
corporate surs
4. To identify the four stages of the corporate entrepreneurship process and the various activities
comprising each stage
5. To identify the challenges faced by corporate management during the corporate entrepreneurship
process and how their resolution can contribute to the success of a corporate venture
Topic outline
Introduction
Corporate Venturing, Entrepreneurship, And Intrapreneurship
The benefits Of Corporate Entrepreneurship
Popularizing The Concept Of Corporate Entrepreneurship
The Advantages Offered by Larger Firms To Venturing Efforts
The Corporate Entrepreneur
The Trials And Tribulations Of The Corporate Entrepreneur
Some Additional Costs And benefits To Consider
The Corporate Entrepreneurship Process
Initiating The Process: Choosing An Idea
Planning The Venture
Managing The Venture From Survival To Growth
Integrating The Venture Into The Organization
Conclusion
References
Review Questions

“Every time you put a new idea into action you find ten people who
thought of it first, but they only thought of it.”
(Unknown)
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inTRoDUcTion
Individual entrepreneurs have become our mythic heroes, and their success, as well as
the excitement, action, and dynamism surrounding their ventures, is broadcast daily
in business journals, newspapers, and other forms of news media around the country.
Entrepreneurship as a legitimate alternative career path has captured the imagination
of the American public and educational institutions like no other time in our business
history, as well as transferred as a concept to other countries to promote economic
development (Lado & Vozikis, 1997).
Discussions of entrepreneurship, however, cannot afford to simply focus on
smaller or emerging ventures and ignore larger firms. Only 3-4 percent of the millions
of businesses in the United States employ more than 500 workers. Together, however,
they account for over 38 percent of the total working population (Birch, 1987).
This is a substantial number of workers, without a doubt, but can they play a role
in entrepreneurship? Can senior managers turn corporate employees into bona fide
entrepreneurs? Can organizations, generally perceived as bureaucratic and conservative,
adjust to the radically different mindset needed for corporate entrepreneurship? Can
these large firms, which need to depend on coordination and centralization for sheer
survival reasons, create conditions of flexibility from within, so entrepreneurial
activities can spring and flourish?
If organizations can make this paradigm shift, corporate entrepreneurship
or intrapreneurship becomes another yet alternative mode of entry for potential
entrepreneurs. But this type of entry strategy differs significantly from the more
traditional methods of independent entrepreneurship addressed earlier. For one thing,
ownership is typically not part of the bargain between the parent firm and the corporate
entrepreneur, and even if it is, it is generally a token amount provided as an incentive
to engage into intrapreneurial activities. Ownership usually remains firmly in the
hands of the corporation that provided the intrapreneurial environment. Furthermore,
the corporate entrepreneur’s personal wealth is not at risk, nor are financial resources
as difficult to obtain. Even with these differences, however, bringing a new product or
service to market within the context of a larger firm offers many of the same challenges
as independent entrepreneurship does. It is a way for aspiring entrepreneurs working
for a corporation and unable or not yet willing to experience some of the same highs
and lows that independent entrepreneurs do, to engage in entrepreneurial activities that
add value to the organization which employs them.
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coRPoRATe VenTURinG, enTRePReneURSHiP,
AnD inTRAPReneURSHiP
Corporate entrepreneurs, corporate venturers, intrapreneurs, product or business
champions, business innovators…At one time or another, all of these terms have
been used to describe the broad range of entrepreneurial activities undertaken by an
individual or a team employed by a large organization or their subsidiary, and within the
framework of this large organization. Kolchin and Hyclak (1987) for example, define
intrapreneurship not as a concept, but rather as a “managerial philosophy.” Invariably,
researchers and authors have drawn distinctions between these labels, but these terms
can safely be used interchangeably, as long as they engage, as Covin and Miles (1999)
argue, in some sustained regeneration, organizational rejuvenation, strategic renewal,
or strategic domain redefinition. It follows then, that the responsibility of intrapreneurs,
as individuals or groups, is to identify a new business opportunity from various venture
ideas that constitutes a process of renewal or innovation within a large organization
and ultimately bring it to market (Sharma & Chrishman, 1999). Corporate resources
may or may not be used, but because of the fact that the intrapreneurs are employed by
the corporation, the ownership of the venture idea and the potential benefits from its
commercialization remains predominantly in the hands of the firm.
Not surprisingly, ownership is a critical issue. There are many examples of
entrepreneurs who worked for substantial periods of time in their companies and
came up with new business ideas. But their ideas were frequently developed outside
the confines of their employers’ organizations, and at the right “timing” juncture as
explained earlier, they left to start their own firms. Howard Head, the developer of metal
skis, and the metal tennis racket, as well as Chester Carlson, the founder of xerography,
typify these individuals. Both men identified potential business opportunities while
working with established firms, but chose not to use their employers’ resources and
probably lose ownership of their ideas. Instead, they left their companies, took their
vision and ideas with them, and followed their respective entrepreneurial strategies
to success. This type of “latent entrepreneurs” does not fit the model of the corporate
entrepreneur, but rather they resemble the independent entrepreneur discussed earlier.
Adding confusion to the definition issue is that the process of corporate
entrepreneurship is frequently customized to fit each firm’s unique characteristics.
There are distinct differences in generalized process of corporate venturing. Some
firms use a deliberate and highly structured corporate entrepreneurship framework,
while other firms pursue a relatively unstructured approach in their intrapreneurial
activities. This does not mean that one approach is better than the other, but rather
illustrates that most firms modify their intrapreneurial activities to fit their own unique
circumstances. For example, a systematic intrapreneurial opportunity search process
may be intentionally designed by a firm’s senior management to ensure that any new
business opportunities reflect the firm’s core strategy and mission. In contrast other
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firms may follow the “anything goes” approach and leave things relatively unstructured.
Accordingly, employees either have relatively few guidelines and have plenty of free
time to work on their intrapreneurial projects, or because of corporate restrictions,
they may have to circumvent the system in order to find the time and the resources
needed to develop their ideas.
In the introduction of the 1990 Strategic Management Journal issue devoted to
corporate entrepreneurship, Guth and Ginsberg (1990, p. 5) break down the concept
into two parts: the development of new business ventures inside an already established
business, and the further development and renewal of an organization’s existing
underlying key ideas.

Benefits Of Corporate Entrepreneurship
Advocates of corporate entrepreneurship profess that our larger and more established
organizations have little choice but to encourage entrepreneurial behavior. They
claim that corporate entrepreneurship increases innovation, productivity, and morale;
provides employees with a better feel for their markets; and enables firms to retain their
most talented workers. If these claims are true, a sense of entrepreneurial spirit should
be encouraged among employees if only to maintain a firm’s competitive position in
their marketplace. To date, however, the purported benefits are based for the most part,
on anecdotal evidence only, rather than good exploratory research. While this does not
negate the value of corporate entrepreneurship, it reinforces the need to understand
its pros and cons before buying into the idea and committing the firm to corporate
venturing efforts.
This has resulted in a substantial number of medium- and larger-size firms
working to overcome the traditional perception that big is necessarily bad as far as
entrepreneurial activities are concerned. What these firms realize is that many of their
employees possess the kinds of ideas and entrepreneurial skills on which both parties
can capitalize. If enough ideas can be generated, it is a good bet that some will be
cultivated into significant new business ventures. The trick is to find these people
and foster that potential. To do so, firms are trying hard to overcome the traditional
obstacles to implementing innovative ideas. They are learning how to recognize and
accommodate the differences between standard corporate practices and the procedures,
philosophies, and systems (or lack of the same) that a venturing effort requires. In
other words, businesses serious about setting up internal venturing efforts cannot just
tell their employees to go out and be creative. Instead, they first must do some serious
soul searching about their ability to implement programs often incompatible with their
usual methods. If they choose to go ahead, changes in their practices and philosophies
will be necessary. Obviously, trying to mobilize an entire firm to accommodate new
ventures is an ambitious task, but if successful, the financial and psychic rewards
from a successful new business can be substantial for both the company and the
corporate entrepreneur.
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Popularizing The Concept
Of Corporate Entrepreneurship
The idea of corporate entrepreneurship really picked up steam with the publication of
Gifford Pinchot’s (1985) book, Intrapreneuring. Media coverage, along with the “pop”
aspect of the term, made intrapreneuring one of the buzzwords of the ’80s. While the
term was new, the idea was not. Larger firms have long acknowledged the need for
entrepreneurship within their boundaries, but seldom, until recently, have they made
such highly-publicized attempts to encourage it in their organizations. Their shift in
thinking regarding this process can be traced to four reasons. They are:
1. Increasingly poor competitive positions in dynamic marketplaces. The
flexibility, quality, and rapid response offered by smaller businesses has led
to the erosion of significant competitive positions in key markets traditionally
dominated by more established firms. On occasion, larger firms have literally
had their markets stolen away by smaller, more aggressive entrepreneurial
companies. As a reaction, some firms initiate intrapreneurial efforts in an
attempt to restructure themselves into smaller units possessing characteristics
similar to those of their more innovative competitors.
2. Inability to implement innovative ideas. Firms find themselves with no
shortage of innovative ideas; they are hobbled, however, by their inability
to implement them, to bring them to market. Businesses are questioning the
effectiveness of their centralized management structures – can they adapt
to changes in the marketplace as needed? Can they stay in touch with their
customers and state-of-the-art technology? Circumventing their tried-and-true
systems of analysis and control to accommodate new business ideas is one
response. Reorganizing into smaller, more entrepreneurial units is another.
3. “Vulture” Capitalists. Without an infrastructure set up to encourage and
reward creative ideas, the best talent and the newest technologies are being
lured away by venture, or as some call them, “vulture” capitalists possessing
abundant resources and the promise of making entrepreneurial dreams come
true. Competition is no longer isolated to products and services, but instead,
has shifted to a struggle to retain the firms’ best employees. If dissatisfaction
with their firms’ procedures and philosophies become too much to bear,
talented employees find it easy to locate better opportunities. In some firms,
product development efforts are slowed down, short-circuited, or completely
derailed by a lack of talented secondary personnel able to step in and
replace technical specialists who depart for greener pastures and their own
entrepreneurial dreams.
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1. Unproductive mergers and acquisitions. Firms believing that mergers and
acquisitions are a cheap way of obtaining assets and technologies oftentimes
find their strategies counterproductive. Participants in the merger mania craze
of the ’70s, ’80s, and ’90s frequently encountered difficulties in integrating
dissimilar cultures and resources. Not only do firms lose key people but
also many newly-acquired entrepreneurial businesses find their competitive
advantages squandered and their highly-prized freedom to be more constrained
than originally thought. As problems and costs multiply with acquired firms,
internal venturing efforts become a more acceptable alternative.
By pointing to the reasons outlined above, advocates of corporate entrepreneurship are
able to convince senior management (in many companies they are senior management)
of the benefits of venturing. Other firms jump on the bandwagon because it is
“fashionable,” or their competitors are doing it. Some firms choose to set up elaborate
internal systems to promote venturing, while others set up more freewheeling and
unstructured approaches. Peters and Waterman (1982) described the latter:
All of these companies were making a purposeful trade-off. They were creating
almost radical decentralization and autonomy, with its attendant overlap, messiness
around the edges, lack of coordination, internal competition, and somewhat
chaotic conditions, in order to breed the entrepreneurial spirit. They had forsworn
a measure of tidiness in order to achieve regular innovation. (p. 201).
Another group of businesses uses consultants and/or intrapreneurship “schools” to
educate their employees. For example, in the mid-1970s, a Swedish firm, Foresight
Inc., set up one of the first schools to teach intrapreneurship. Companies using their
services were required to select from a group of volunteers those employees felt to
have the greatest intrapreneurial potential and the most promising new business ideas.
Selected individuals were sent to Foresight Inc. and instructed in the fundamentals
of intrapreneurship and implementing their ideas. On returning to their firms,
participants were expected to resume their normal activities. Whatever free time
they had available was used to develop their ideas into business plans, which were
subsequently presented to their senior management staffs. If an idea was deemed
feasible, start-up capital was supplied to get the new venture off the ground and the
project was either integrated into the firm as a new product or service, or spun off into
a subsidiary business (Arbose, 1982).
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The Advantages Offered by Larger Firms
to Venturing Efforts
Corporate entrepreneurship has become more popular with the realization that a
large firm’s size, expertise, and resources can provide significant advantages over the
independent entrepreneurship process. Pinchot (1985), for instance, identifies four
potential advantages provided by the larger firm: (1) marketing clout, (2) a technology
base, (3) financial resources, and (4) personnel resources.
1. Marketing clout. Unlike the entrepreneur who must start from scratch
convincing potential customers of the value of a new product or service, the
intrapreneur comes equipped with an established company name. More often
than not, this implies staying power in the marketplace, the ability to pay
bills, prior successes, and organizational expertise. Legitimacy is accorded the
venture right from the start, an attribute particularly handy when attempting to
secure and negotiate initial contracts with suppliers and distributors.
2. Technology base. The intrapreneur is provided access to substantial
technological resources, including people with technical skills and proprietary
knowledge. Technical facilities, including laboratories for start-up and
prototype work, and manufacturing pilot plants may also be available to
cut overhead and scale-up costs. Fortunately, proprietary knowledge can be
exchanged freely within the firm because an implied (and sometimes explicit)
trust exists among company personnel. On the other hand, independent
entrepreneurs who frequently come into contact with consultants, suppliers,
distributors, potential customers, and others, no doubt have to be more
concerned over the possible theft of proprietary knowledge.
3. Financial resources. While it is easy to view a parent firm as an alwaysreliable source of funding, the reality for most companies is that development
funds are generally limited by the number and variety of potential investments
available. Hence, internal competition for resources is often vigorous. Even
with the prospects of strong competition, however, the internal fundraising
process pales in comparison to the independent entrepreneur’s plight in
raising capital. No doubt, capital is more easily accessible when a venture
starts off with senior-level support and a budget allocated for venturing efforts.
Sometimes, the venture may even benefit from the corporate mentality of
throwing money at problems until they are resolved. The venture may actually
get more funds than needed‑‑usually an entrepreneur’s dream come true. But a
word of caution. While the cliché reads: “Never look a gift horse in the mouth,”
over-funding can work against a start-up venture. Many have failed for the
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unusual reason that they had too much money. Just how they manage to do this
is not well researched, but some experts suggest that ventures with too much
money never learn how to conserve their resources for the tougher times ahead.
They lose their “hungry” feeling and get lazy. They stop finding ways to shave
costs, they lose their competitive edge, and they begin to settle for second-best.
Indeed, Fashion Portfolio, a venture begun by Levi Strauss and Co., Inc. was
given twice as much space as seemingly needed, had 58 employees when 1620 would probably have been sufficient, and provided a constant flow of money
from the parent firm. Shortly after they began the venture, Levi’s abandoned it
due to poor performance and a lack of fit with their corporate strategy.
4. Personnel resources. Skilled personnel, familiar with their firm’s corporate
strategy and resources may be available to help build and develop the new
venture. They already understand the firm’s capabilities, and perhaps even
more important, know the “ins and outs” of getting things done in a large firm.
Skills such as cannibalizing, scavenging, and bootlegging, among others, come
in handy when needing to circumvent the normal corporate control systems
that oftentimes block innovative efforts.
Organizations may benefit in other, more intangible ways from the venturing process.
For example, Shapero (1985) asserts:
Entrepreneurship benefits organizations by bringing out or generating
behaviors valuable to organizational survival and successful performance.
For an organization, an increase in the tolerance of ambiguity among its
managers means the ability to deal with uncertainty in a positive way. An
increase in optimism, creativity, and the ability to take initiative and act
independently means an increase in behaviors highly appropriate to the task
dealing with today’s tough international marketplace. The greatest benefit from
entrepreneurship for an organization is achievement of focused motivation that
cannot be realized through other means. Entrepreneurship acts as a powerful
lens focusing individual motivation and energy in a way unmatched by all the
manipulations of industrial psychologists and organization developers. (p. 4)

THe coRPoRATe enTRePReneUR
Regardless of the approach used to foster corporate venturing, a necessary early step is
to identify employees possessing entrepreneurial capabilities. Unfortunately, tests do
not exist that can be considered valid indicators of entrepreneurial potential. Neither
are psychological profiles of the prototypical corporate entrepreneur of much use.
What researchers do agree upon, however, is that the manager of an entrepreneurial
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unit requires skills different from the manager of an existing operating unit. Pinchot’s
(1985) comparison of the characteristics and traits of traditional managers, traditional
entrepreneurs, and intrapreneurs found wide discrepancies between the manager and
the intrapreneur. At the same time, however, he recognizes many similarities between
the entrepreneur and the intrapreneur. Pinchot’s work provides some interesting
insights into the intrapreneur as an individual, but it reflects his bias toward a solo
entrepreneur, initially working on his/her own initiative to develop new business
ideas for their companies. The characteristics possessed by his intrapreneurs are those
necessary to successfully navigate his view of the intrapreneurial process: networking
the idea, bootlegging resources, and team-building.
Pinchot’s (1985) view of intrapreneurship is not the only model available. Slightly
different approaches to corporate entrepreneurship exist in some firms, which use
a more deliberate search process to generate new opportunities. In this case, firms
often look for individuals possessing a mixture of characteristics – the independence
and networking qualities of Pinchot’s solo intrapreneurs and the discipline and
administrative skills of more traditional corporate managers.
Carrier (1996) found that intrapreneurs have similar psychological profiles, even
though the contexts in which they operate are different. For example, intrapreneurs
are motivated by promotion rather than independence, even though they value the
freedom and the extra resources that promotion will bring to them, as well as the
ability, authority, and power to take further entrepreneurial initiatives in other areas
of the organization. Another reward valued by the intrapreneur that was identified
in Carrier’s study, was ownership of capital stock as additional compensation and
incentive. Not surprisingly, this type of corporate entrepreneur must recognize the
advantages offered by a large company in terms of the marketing and financial clout,
and the personnel and technological resources, and learn to capitalize upon them within
the constraints established by a firm’s philosophy toward risk and return. To this end,
autonomy must be accommodated, but at the same time, it has to be tempered by the
reality of getting things done through the usually bureaucratic organization.
Beyond the characteristics mentioned above, corporate entrepreneurs must have an
incredible capacity to learn from failure. Thomas Edison, perhaps more the inventor
than entrepreneur, may best exemplify this philosophy. He is reputed to have said to
someone asking about the 2000 plus failures he had while developing the light bulb:
“They were not failures but successes. I now know over 2000 ways that the light bulb
will not work.” Turning every setback into a learning experience is critical to longterm success.
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The Trials And Tribulations
Of The Corporate Entrepreneur
At every step of the way lie pitfalls, traps, and obstacles waiting to bog down the
corporate entrepreneur in endless mazes of red tape and untold frustration. Coalitions
formed by groups and individuals around the issues in which they have vested
interests may either support or endanger entrepreneurial ventures. It pays for corporate
entrepreneurs to know how to minimize their political exposure and how to maneuver
politically within their firms when necessary. One way of doing this is to secure
senior-level corporate sponsors who can protect and shelter the venture from those
unsympathetic to the entrepreneurship effort.
Another way is to recognize supporters and detractors for who they are and the
stakes for which they are playing. Appropriate responses can then be made to reduce
the venture’s exposure and to effectively protect it from any detractors.
Almost invariably, corporate entrepreneurs start with little more than their ideas
and a position in their organizations. The issue becomes, then, how to persuade senior
management that their projects are viable business opportunities, rather than just good
ideas. Persuasion and team-building skills are a necessity. Corporate entrepreneurs
have to be able to share their visions with other employees, to sell them on their ideas,
and to get them to join their venturing teams. No easy task, this requires substantial
interpersonal skills. But more firms are insisting that employees joining venture teams
put their careers at risk, i.e., link their future with their venture’s performance. The
rationale for giving up job security makes corporate entrepreneurs that much more
committed to attaining success with their own ideas, but it also makes the recruiting
process that much more difficult.
Considerable danger faces venture managers unable to secure internal support
and/or convince key supporters of the worth of their projects (George & MacMillan,
1986). Therefore, without the commitment and support of critical players, such as
other executives, workers, suppliers, distributors, and potential customers, essential
resources may be delayed or denied and projects may die a fast death. It is crucial,
therefore, that all risks be identified. Not just those of the venture team, but also
those of the venture’s various support groups. For instance, what are the risks of the
customer? What if the venture cannot comply with delivery dates? If the new product
does not perform as promised? What risks are assumed by suppliers? By distributors?
Will the new venture threaten in any way their supporters’ current businesses, and if
so, how? All of these concerns and more must be planned for in advance or the venture
faces the possible loss of critical members of their support group.
As the venture progresses, corporate entrepreneurs frequently face new problems
with their firms’ control and reporting mechanisms. Finding a balance between the
freedom and autonomy needed by the venture and corporate requirements for controlling
and safeguarding company resources has oftentimes proven difficult. Parent firms
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requiring even petty decisions to be justified to corporate management are a prime
example of a stumbling block. They can cause agonizing and frustrating delays for
corporate entrepreneurs needing to make rapid decisions and who can seldom take
no for an answer. Unfortunately, second-guessing and corporate interference have
eliminated more than their share of new ventures. Witness the problems faced by
Exxon’s information processing ventures in the 1970s. Exxon executives shackled
their ventures by requiring corporate approval for such trivial decisions as advertising
campaigns. No doubt, the lack of autonomy contributed to the ventures’ poor
performance, which ultimately led to Exxon’s decision to eliminate many of their
entrepreneurial efforts.
Corporate entrepreneurs must possess the highest level of self-confidence in both
their abilities and their ventures. They must live with the uncertainty of companies
who struggle to have patience for one year, not to mention the five it might take
to prove that a venture is indeed a success. Not surprisingly, hanging over the
corporate venturer’s head is the threat of having less-than-supportive senior managers.
Unsympathetic to the venturing effort, they wait for the one mistake that will let them
politic against it, and if successful, they will be there to pick up the leftovers for
their own operations. Even with a corporate sponsor protecting the venture, and no
matter how hard the corporate venturer may try to convince detractors of the value of
venturing, they are not easily persuaded if it does not fit their agenda. In general, the
best we can offer the corporate entrepreneur to counter this danger is to learn how to
move freely across organizational boundaries, to exercise political skills when and
where necessary, to obtain resources even when scarcity prevails, and to convince
senior managers to empower them with the kinds of freedom and decision making
responsibilities required for successful venturing efforts. In a nutshell, the corporate
entrepreneur must protect the venture whenever possible and learn how to personally
survive and prosper in the corporate world.

Some Additional Costs And Benefits To Consider
To this point, we have identified an extensive assortment of potential costs and
benefits associated with the venturing process. Of course, other issues exist which
can impact the organization or the corporate entrepreneur either pro or con. For
example, benefits may be gained from using the venture as a laboratory, such
as experimenting with new techniques, structural innovations, cultural changes,
etc. Experiments deemed successful in new venture projects can be tried with
considerably less risk in other parts of the parent organization. Ventures may also
create new jobs and increase the positive economic impact of a firm on the local
community. Some firms are, in a sense, “forced” to plan for success, i.e., to prepare
their second-line employees to eventually step in and take over for individuals
targeted for venturing efforts.
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The risks for potential corporate entrepreneurs must also be considered. No doubt,
pressures to perform financially are substantial, but social pressures may be as much a
concern. Because corporate entrepreneurs may be perceived as “risk-takers,” they may
be seen by some as not being team players, rather, mavericks out to feather their own
nests at the expense of their firms. The hoped-for integration of the new venture into
the parent firm can be endangered. Jealousy and resentment toward members of the
venture team may also surface, at which point corporate interference is usually just a
short step behind. For example, a few years ago, XEROX Corporation announced a
new venture product called Yardbird, a low-cost copying machine designed to make
36-inch wide copies for the technical market. Several executives responsible for all
other copier marketing functions attempted to gain control of the Yardbird machine.
Until senior management stepped forth and reaffirmed their commitment to corporate
venturing, the Yardbird project was in danger of becoming just another item in XEROX’s
marketing strategy.
Of course not all venture managers are embattled entrepreneurs confronted
by hostile executives on all sides waiting to pick up the pieces when their ventures
inevitably fail. On more occasions than not, the corporate entrepreneur has substantial
support within the organization. Not just from senior-level sponsors, but support also
may come from executives and workers in all parts of the firm. Employees hoping to be
part of the next venturing effort recognize their stake in the venture’s success and will
offer help whenever and wherever possible. As venturing efforts build winning track
records, opportunities to be creative and independent become more common. When this
happens, claims of improved morale, productivity, and innovation begin to surface.

THe coRPoRATe enTRePReneURSHiP PRoceSS
So far we have discussed corporate entrepreneurship in terms of what it is, who is
involved and what characteristics they possess, and the costs and benefits associated
with venturing efforts. Now it is time to turn to the venturing process itself, to try to
make sense of what Peters and Waterman (1982) described as, “messiness around the
edges, lack of coordination, internal competition, and somewhat chaotic conditions.”
Fortunately, the literature on the subject provides us some help in organizing a
framework to examine the process. Antoncic and Hisrich (2001) advocate that in order
for the intrapreneurial process to be successful, four dimensions must characterize
it: a commitment to new business venturing, innovativeness per se, self-renewal,
and proactiveness. Russell (1999) further advocates that any intrapreneurial process
should concentrate on the improvement of the firm’s competencies and the extension
of opportunities to do so through an internally generated innovation process. Finally,
Cunningham and Lischeron (1991) propose a model of the entrepreneurial process
that takes the form of a reiterative stage process of evaluation, planning, acting and
managing, and continuously reassessing the need for change.
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It is quite obvious that any intrapreneurial effort should be a process, and
should not merely incorporate the mere identification of new ideas, products, and
philosophies (Rule & Irwin, 1988), but also a process of problem solving and team
work, as well, as a structural rearrangement of the organization to promote the vital
forces critical to the organization’s continued development and success (Reilly &
DiAngelo, 1987). By combining the issues advanced by the work of these authors as
well as others, four stages in the corporate entrepreneurship process can be identified,
characterized by proactive change, innovation, and structural accommodation of
entrepreneurial activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initiating the process
Planning the venture
Managing the venture from survival to growth
Integrating the venture into the parent organization

By no means is the model comprehensive, because each venturing effort has unique
features. However, the successful overall implementation of this process and the careful
execution of entrepreneurial activities at each of the corporate entrepreneurship stages
will create added value for the organization by proactively creating and pursuing
opportunities in the environment. In contrast, neglect of this process will make the
organization less focused on entrepreneurial activities and may ultimately not only fail
to produce added value, but may also destroy already existing value overtime (Vozikis,
Bruton, Prasad, & Merikas, 1999).

Initiating The Process: Choosing An Idea
Corporate entrepreneurship begins with the idea for a new product or service. Most
firms are blessed with an abundance of ideas, thanks to the creativity and talents of their
workforces. And these ideas emerge through every means possible from a deliberate
search process conducted by the organization, to the individual who observes a need in
the marketplace, to simply stumbling upon the creation of a new product and recognizing
how to take advantage of it.
Generating good ideas, however, is not the only answer for a firm wanting to begin
a corporate venturing effort. In truth, new business ideas are not hard to produce, but
rather it is whether or not they are an opportunity that matters. How often have you
heard the old adage, “a-dime-a-dozen”? This is exactly what ideas are. If you do not
think so, check out the business failure statistics for your community. See how many
presumably “good” business ideas have failed for one reason or another.
Successful businesspeople recognize that there is a significant difference between
a good idea and a good opportunity. An opportunity is a set of conditions that enhance
a firm’s chances of success. The latter is oftentimes described as:
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•
•
•
•

Answering a customer need
Holding the promise of a stream of future tie-in products or services
Entering an expanding market at the right time, when the window of opportunity
is wide open
Possessing an inherent “unfair” advantage that enables a company to
effectively and profitably compete in the marketplace (Timmons, Smollen,
& Dingee, 1985)

On the other hand, a good idea is an opinion, a belief in the validity of a yet-to-beproven business concept. The conditions surrounding it are unknown, and they may be
good or bad, but they have yet to be fully examined. In the best of all worlds, market
research may eventually prove that a good idea is a good opportunity. Entrepreneurs,
however, frequently get carried away with the excitement of their ideas and often fail
to take that extra step to determine whether or not they actually have an opportunity.
Unfortunately, ventures such as these more often than not end in failure because the
chances of attracting funding, the right people for the team, and the necessary resources
decrease if your «homework» is not done. But some ventures are obviously not good
opportunities, yet they do not fail, strangely enough because some businesses succeed
in spite of what they do, rather than because of what they do. Conditions change
rapidly, and over time an idea may evolve into an opportunity. There are plenty of
unsophisticated businesspeople out there, who, by their poor decisions, may help keep
you in business. In other words, good planning and research is only partly responsible
for the success of a venture. Luck, happenstance, timing and a host of other factors
also play important roles in the survival of a business.
Companies sponsoring venturing efforts, however, don’t often have the patience to
wait for ideas to evolve into opportunities or for luck to strike. They need to be more
proactive, yet at the same time, recognize the constraints of operating within a large
firm. Hence, opportunities must be defined in a broader context. For example, Pinchot
(1985) contends that good intrapreneurial ideas meet the needs of three parties: the
customers, the corporation, and the intrapreneur’s personal needs. The first, fulfilling
customer needs, has already been mentioned. The second, meeting corporate needs,
means that venture ideas must fit the corporation and its purposes. For example, does
the idea make sense financially and practically? Will it achieve the corporation’s
financial performance goals? Is the idea affordable? If not, the chance of attracting
a sponsor to support such a venture is not high. What are the upside potential and
the downside risk? Does the venture pose any substantial threats to the rest of the
organization? If so, forget it. Does the venture fit in a practical sense with the mix of
the company’s businesses?
Meeting personal needs revolves around the intrapreneurs’ wishes. Will their skills
match the venture’s needs? Do they have experience in their proposed business? Do
they like their venture and will they be happy working in it? Obviously, an early but
difficult task for the firm is sorting through the variety of business ideas that may
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be proposed and try to find the relatively few with characteristics necessary to be
deemed good opportunities.

Planning The Venture
Once a new business idea is selected, converting it into a viable business enterprise
is no simple task. For lack of a better term, we simply call this stage “planning the
venture.” It begins more or less with a corporate entrepreneur sharing an idea with
colleagues in an attempt to convince them to join a venture team, and it ends when
the product is brought to market. To a great extent, forming a team is a type of preselling; it is just that the corporate entrepreneur is selling an idea to his/her colleagues,
rather than a product to customers.
It is critical that the viability of the idea is conveyed to colleagues. Can the heart
of the idea be expressed simply, in a couple of sentences? Do colleagues respond
with, “I wish I had thought of that”? If potential team members aren’t completely
convinced of the opportunity, or feel uncomfortable with the people involved and
the possibility of corporate interference, they aren’t going to join the venture. And
a corporate venture without a team is more-often-than-not doomed to failure. Team
members are needed to provide complementary skills and to share the pressures and
uncertainties of the venturing effort.
George and MacMillan’s (1986) study identified several other important steps in
the venturing process, i.e., building consensus for the venture both inside and outside
the firm and obtaining support from a senior-level sponsor. Not surprisingly, these
activities go hand-in-hand. Indeed, it is crucial that the venture team work on building
internal support, because, inevitably, there will be groups or individuals resistant of
corporate entrepreneurship. At that point, it is incumbent upon senior-level sponsors
to step forth and impress upon these groups the importance of not interfering with
the venture. The real issue, then, is that supporting new business ideas must be made
a goal for the entire organization, not just isolated venturing efforts.
Outside support also must be garnered for venture efforts. As noted before,
suppliers, distributors, and customers may hold back resources or information at key
times if they feel that a venture is not addressing their needs. They may, in fact,
have a vested interest in the failure of the venture. It is not unlikely that they feel
threatened by the disruption of their status quo, or that they are upset because of
the novel demands made on them by the new venture. Whatever the reason, it is
important to the venture’s chances of success that the commitment and support of key
outside parties is obtained. George and MacMillan (1986) suggest several ways such
support can be attained:
•

Identify potential risk-bearers and their concerns and learn how to
accommodate them. Customers, suppliers, and distributors face a variety of
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•

•

very real risks with a new venture, such as, nonperformance, late delivery,
poor risk/return tradeoffs, etc. Once these concerns are recognized, they need
to be alleviated.
Identify risk-sharers and the outside parties who stand to benefit if the venture
succeeds. Sometimes they can help lower the costs and initial risks of the
venture. Remember, if you win, they win, so they should have an interest in
helping wherever possible.
Make sure all third party and government concerns, such as product liability,
performance guarantees, supplier delivery contracts, government requirements,
etc. have been addressed in detail. (pp. 86-88)

Getting permission to proceed may sound relatively easy, but it encompasses a great
deal more than a simple decision. In order to get to this position, the venture team
must provide senior management with the kind of data and information that will
convince them that this project is indeed a good opportunity, not just a good idea.
Typically, this begins with the development and submission of a written business plan.
If the idea looks promising, the venture team is asked to present their plan to senior
management, at which point an approval or rejection is given. If approved, capital
is formally committed to the project. The acquisition of resources begins in earnest
after the venture is given legitimacy, i.e., once it is given the green light by senior
management. Financial resources are transferred to the venture, and in some cases,
outside organizations also provide funding through joint ventures, strategic alliances,
or other forms of partnering. Physical resources, such as office space, equipment,
research and development facilities, etc. are provided, as well as intellectual resources.
New employees are either hired from outside or transfer from other areas within the
firm. All of these resources and the energy of the venture team are ultimately focused
on developing a prototype of the new product.
An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) model may be needed at this stage manned
by the Management Information Technology department of the organization to make
sure that resources are directed toward the intrapreneurial effort, and that productivity
improvements and cost reductions, along with added value outcomes are ensured. ERP
systems are necessary at this stage, because intrapreneurial activities are much more
complex and far reaching within the organization from the viewpoint of implementing
them, because of the many different and novel types of knowledge required. They are
also complex and far reaching in terms of implementation and use, because of the
fact that they may introduce fundamental changes in the way people work (Scott &
Vessey, 2000). ERP systems help generate physical models, product designs, testing
requirements, product documentation, user’s manuals, and a variety of other functions
that are needed before presenting the product to potential customers.
Once the prototype has been developed and the venture moves into the initial
selling effort, it often runs into a problem common to many businesses, not just
corporate venturing efforts. That is, it finds it difficult to get their first orders. In
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particular, technical intrapreneurs may have trouble because they either never learned
or had to relearn, good selling skills. One recommendation for handling this problem
is to identify a few critical “deals” and focus the majority of the venture’s efforts on
obtaining those sales (George & MacMillan, 1986). Specific action plans, focused
on getting initial sales orders from each of the targeted customers, are preferred over
cultivating a broad range of end-users, many of whom may cost more to develop into
good customers than they may initially be worth. In order for venture teams to progress
through the above stages however, senior management must actively involve itself in
the venturing effort beyond being just new business champions. Since they do not have
the time needed to manage each venturing effort, they must make sure that there are
appropriate guidelines and conditions, which aid a venture in its development. They
also cannot abdicate their responsibility to the venture. Indeed, there are times when
only senior managers can prevent or resolve some of the major problems confronting
a venture. Exactly what roles senior managers play and when, are unique to each
firm, but MacMillan and George (1985) identify four general challenges during the
initiating and planning stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Selecting a context
Designing an appropriate structure
Committing to provide support
Using a venture ombudsman

Selecting a context is the initial role of senior management. If this role is not fulfilled,
the firm runs the risk of wasting time and resources. They are essentially telling their
employees to innovate in a vacuum with no concern for what the firm is doing now or
should be doing in the future. Therefore, it is the senior management’s responsibility to
identify the boundaries for their firm’s venturing efforts and ensure that all venturing
efforts fit into the corporate strategy and mission. If not, the possible consequences can
be dire.
Another way senior management selects a context for a firm’s entrepreneurial
efforts is by developing an appropriate assortment of ventures, i.e., a portfolio of
new businesses. Some companies attempt to spread their risk by supporting many
different ventures. All things considered, perhaps the best way to handle the context
decision is for senior managers to put together a clearly expressed venturing strategy
that recognizes the firm’s strengths and weaknesses and their vision of the future.
Such a strategy provides venture businesses with a clear reference point for their
decision-making.
Designing an appropriate structure for a new corporate venture is quite different
from the process followed by an independent entrepreneur. By virtue of starting the
firm, the independent entrepreneur generally becomes the president. Vice-presidential
slots tend to be filled, either immediately, or as the venture progresses, with members
of the venture team. On the other hand, corporate ventures start off within the context
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of a more established firm hence the “structure” must fit into the larger design of the
parent organization. This means that senior management’s challenge is to ensure that
conditions exist which encourage and enhance corporate venturing efforts. It means
providing what Pinchot (1985) calls “freedom factors” which provide the conditions
needed for a venture to grow into maturity.
Suppose you are trying to design a structure that provides freedom and autonomy
to a group, yet at the same time encourages some adherence to corporate direction,
procedures, and policies. Where would you start? Frankly, most people can probably
identify dozens of suggestions, but pulling them all together into a cohesive package
is a monumental task, and that is exactly what confronts senior management. Pinchot
(1985) offers some suggestions that make good sense for most corporate venturing
efforts. For example, does the firm encourage the self-appointed intrapreneur? Will
intrapreneurs be as likely to have their ideas funded as the groups whose ideas were
developed through the firm’s deliberate search process? Does the firm encourage the
venture manager to accept “ownership” or responsibility for the project, in essence,
providing an internal champion ultimately accountable for the success of the idea? If
they do, do they reward this person accordingly?
Who will be the corporate entrepreneur? Choosing a manager for the venture is
an area in which the senior manager must sometimes tread lightly. It is not always
true that the person who develops the idea is the best venture manager. Indeed they
may be the most committed and enthusiastic manager, but they also may not have the
management, marketing, or financial skills required for the venture to succeed. For
instance, AT&T and Exxon learned their lessons the hard way when they put in charge
of several of their ventures, the technical specialists who had developed the original
business ideas. Needless to say, they flopped miserably, because they were “technicians”
with few business skills. Thus, it is crucial that senior management recognize the
kinds of challenges offered by a new venture and place in charge a manager with the
appropriate skills to shepherd it to success.
Other design features influenced by senior management include determining
where the venture would be best located: within an existing division or in a specialized
structure? Each location offers some advantages and disadvantages, which need to be
weighed against one another before any decision is made. For instance, if isolated in a
specialized structure, will the venture generate resentment and jealousy? If placed in
an existing division, will the venture encounter interference?
Are funds available for investigating new ideas? Can the firm ensure that employees
will have access to resources when needed, without having to go through a potentially
ponderous control system? Can employees use the resources such as, people, equipment,
knowledge, etc. found in other areas of the firm? Can they purchase materials from
outside vendors if internal suppliers are not competitive? Is trial-and-error accepted?
Error in particular needs to be accepted because without it progress cannot be made, as
Edison discovered in his 2000 “successes” during the development of the electric bulb.
Does the firm encourage experimentation? If the firm does not promote risk-taking
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and does not communicate to its employees that failure is just another learning process,
then the innovative intrapreneurial activities will be non-existent.
A very interesting approach to structural smoothing in accommodating
intrapreneurial activities is a process called “figure-eighting” or ∞, similar to the figure
eight ice skaters form during their competition. It has been used very successfully
in the product development division of the Williams Company in the early 2000s,
with consultants serving as liaisons and coordinators between intrapreneurs and line
managers. The forward motion of the figure eight (~) is undertaken during the forward
moving intrapreneurial activity until a certain point where this forward motion is halted
temporarily and a backward motion is purposefully implemented to close the figure
eight so a structural “cushion” and a strategic fit accommodation of the intrapreneurial
outcomes are provided, and certain value chain activities are outsourced. Once this
structural accommodation is securely in place, intrapreneurial figure-eighting can
resume its forward motion again until it is time to slow it down for further structural
smoothing. Thus, a continuous forward progress of intrapreneurial activities is ensured
while at the same time, the complaints of the intrapreneurs “you are slowing me down”
and the complaints of the line managers “you are going too fast” are both given
serious consideration and are contained. In order for the figure-eighting process to be
successful, it must run continuously with successive figure eights moving forward after
a brief respite. However, if the forward intrapreneurial motion takes over for a long
period of time, especially if they generate a lot of revenue initially, there is a structural
disintegration and lack of connectivity with the rest of the corporation, which may
present serious integration problems later for any positive intrapreneurial outcomes.
Similarly, if the backward figure-eighting motion of structural accommodation takes
too long, the intrapreneurial activities may atrophy and may never catch fire again
even after the return to the forward figure-eighting motion.
Finally, senior management must confront a particularly thorny design issue: the
reward system. Unfortunately, the reward systems of most firms are not set up to deal with
venturing efforts. For one thing, Pinchot (1985) contends that they encourage safe and
conservative attitudes rather than risky behavior. With that in mind, why do traditional
reward systems fail and how can senior management resolve their shortcomings?
First, they fail because even when successful, their rewards are not commensurate
with the risks taken. Corporate entrepreneurs may (or may not) be risking their job
security for small to moderate financial rewards. Financially, they may do relatively
well, but compared to the successful independent entrepreneur, there are probably
fairly wide compensation gaps. Second, employees who achieve success in a firm are
typically rewarded with promotions. This is frequently of little interest to the corporate
entrepreneur who prefers autonomy and the opportunity to be innovative to managing
old ideas. Having the freedom to spend funds on additional new business ideas is
oftentimes much more appealing to the corporate entrepreneur.
Resolving these problems is not easy. Even when firms think they have come up with
an appropriate reward system, they may find they have created a weakness somewhere
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else. For example, XEROX tested the commitment of one of its venture managers by
asking him to raise half the seed capital needed to start his proposed project. While his
success at raising the money showed XEROX that there was outside validation for his
idea, it also created a problem for the employee. Venture capitalists refused to invest
in the idea unless the employee left XEROX and its implied job security. He complied,
and subsequently owns 50 percent of the venture while XEROX owns 20 percent. The
firm’s intent seems reasonable; this process allows the corporate entrepreneur to share
the project’s risk by owning a substantial portion of the venture. Yet, XEROX gave up
a good chunk of the venture along with the services of a talented employee in order to
get the project off the ground. Is the trade-off worthwhile?
AT&T attempted to resolve financial concerns by placing half of a venture’s aftertax profits into a bonus pool for their employees. At the maximum, employees can
receive up to eight times the salary they had relinquished. But the sudden infusion of
wealth may have its downside. The corporate entrepreneur now has financial resources,
plus the experience of success. They have been known to opt for a different career,
and they may leave the parent firm to start as independent entrepreneurs. One way
senior management handles this is to simply spread out bonuses and other forms of
compensation over time.
What about promotion? How do you award someone who may not be interested in
promotion? Is recognition enough? Perhaps a second career path allowing the corporate
entrepreneur to move on to other ventures will suffice. Unfortunately, not many firms
are set up to offer this. The bottom line is that senior management has to handle these
situations on an individual basis. For one thing, designing a reward system in advance
to handle these contingencies is an admirable effort, but the unique needs of each
member of the venture team dictate that promotion considerations be dealt with during
the managing and integration stages, not during initiating and planning.
The third challenge for senior management is the commitment to provide
support for the venture. Much has already been said about the importance of finding
a sponsor, but without a clear sign of commitment from the firm in both dollars
and resources, few employees will risk their careers on a venturing effort. The
senior manager must ensure that the venture gets the resources it requires, not only
at start-up, but also as it continues to develop and grow. On occasion, this may
entail some type of political maneuv ering to protect the venture and to keep it from
antagonizing those threatened by innovation.
At the same time, senior management has to work hard to keep the interest of
other internal venture supporters. As difficult as it is to keep the firm patient, senior
management must make it aware of the commitment in time and resources typically
required of successful innovation efforts. Pinchot (1985) calls this “nervous money,”
when executives have a tendency to pull out of a venture at the first hint of trouble.
Senior management must work to counter this attitude. Several firms have had success
with the appointment of a venture ombudsman, or venture board. As a middleman, the
ombudsman has to be focused on the corporation’s goals as well as sensitive to the
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protection and enhancement of the venturing process. MacMillan and George (1985)
contend that the ombudsman makes certain that key issues are considered, identifies
and recruits venture managers, and in general, keeps everything moving in the right
direction. AT&T, XEROX, IBM, 3M, and Eastman Kodak have formed venture boards,
among others, to ensure that ventures have senior-level sponsors.
In summary, it is obvious that the first two stages of the corporate venturing
process hold substantial challenges for senior management. The chances for success
of any venturing effort may hinge on the roles assumed by senior managers during
the initiation and planning stages of the corporate entrepreneurship process. As they
define the roles they fulfill, they need to keep an old saying in mind, “in business, the
most successful person is the one who holds on to the old as long as it is good, and
grabs the new as soon as it is better.”

Managing The Venture From Survival To Growth
Even though the venture’s product is out the door and the first few sales are made, it
is no time to relax. Now is the crucial period in which the venture finds out whether
it is a flash-in-the-pan, or a true opportunity with a stream of future products and
services. During this period the corporate entrepreneur’s role begins to change. The
entrepreneurial characteristics of the venture manager’s job begin to diminish and they
become more administrative in nature. The role of the corporate entrepreneur shifts
from nurturing the venture to making certain that it adjusts to the problems of growth.
Again, George and MacMillan (1986) identify the most important steps in this process:
preparing for the inevitable attacks from competitors, insuring the existence of an
adequate infrastructure, and managing the resource squeeze.
As soon as rapid growth commences, the business is assured of competition.
Furthermore, if the venture has developed a new technology, you can be even more
certain that competitors will be close behind. After all, the new venture has already
undertaken the lion’s share of the development risk. Now the “follower” firms will
jump in and try to imitate or improve upon the venture’s product, particularly if the
potential market size is attractive. What this means is that the venture manager must
prepare in advance for the first serious attacks by competitors. Given the burdens of
coping with rapid growth, this comes at probably the worst time imaginable. But if
the firm doesn’t plan for this scenario, they leave themselves extremely vulnerable to
competitive threats.
Managing growth means a great deal more than simply taking in more sales dollars.
The venture can’t assume that growth will take care of itself. Instead, growth requires
more clerical staff, more production workers, more of everything. It means more
paperwork, more orders, an expanding distribution system, better inventory control
procedures, and changes to just about all other systems being used. In George and
MacMillan’s (1986) words “the venture must ensure that its infrastructure is adequately
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developed to accommodate such growth” (p. 89). This also means that the venture
must understand what is happening with their suppliers and distributors. Will they
be capable of servicing your firm if it expands in size by 30 percent a year? What if
growth is at 50 percent or more?
In relation to the rest of the organization, the venture is usually a very small
part of the overall firm. Still, as the venture grows and the infrastructure expands to
accommodate it, and as other divisions of the firm evolve, the overall organization’s
need for resources continues to increase. Not surprisingly, the “favored” status of the
venture may be endangered. Given the increasing demand for resources in all areas
of the firm, the venture may be asked to compete for them against other internal
divisions. Thus, the venture manager might have to manage a resource squeeze, i.e.,
manage the venture during a period when resources are harder to obtain because the
venture is in competition for a limited amount of resources with other parts of the
organization. Among other things, this may result in staffing shortages or financial
resources being more closely monitored and controlled. Unfortunately, competition
for resources may occur during the growth stage, as these resources incur substantial
financial and personnel costs in shifting from a customized product to a mass
production culture, just as the venture needs those most in order to accommodate the
venture’s increased growth.

Integrating The Venture Into The Organization
As the venture continues to evolve, the organization must make choices as to what it
intends to do with it. Obviously, a variety of exit decisions are possible. The venture
can be sold to the venture team or an outside group, or it can be spun off into a separate
business or subsidiary. Typically, the preferred alternative is to integrate the venture
into the parent firm. Doing so, however, requires some substantial adjustments on the
part of both the venture team and the parent firm. What should corporate entrepreneurs
and their team do next? Go on to another venture? Become corporate citizens like
before? What if they have to give up control of the venture to someone else? If so,
how do they avoid losing the commitment, energy, and enthusiasm that originally
drove the project? Needless to say, a wide assortment of questions must be asked and
answered at this stage, and must be jointly decided by both senior management and
the venture team.
During the managing and integrating stages, just as during the initiating and
planning stages of the corporate entrepreneurship process, senior management faces
four challenges:
1. To impose necessary discipline
2. To fully assess and understand the risks involved
3. To manage the process rather than the projects
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4. To assure either a smooth integration into the parent firm or a problem-free
exit (MacMillan & George, 1985)
Imposing discipline is similar to setting limits for a child. Senior management must
ensure that the venture focuses on specific goals and opportunities and that they know
their boundaries. They must not be allowed to overanalyze; instead, they must center
the venture’s efforts on achieving its objectives, such as revenues, profits, growth, etc.
Insist on some amount of discipline rather than allowing the venture to forever chase
wild hares. Set up progressive milestones in order to evaluate progress and if necessary,
to give a clear signal when the venture should be terminated. It is very difficult for a
venture manager who proposed and is committed to a new business idea, to objectively
define failure. At what point should a venture be ended? That is a question that is
typically better left to senior management to answer.
How objective can venture managers really be about their projects? Can they
really assess and understand the financial and non-financial risks involved? It may
be relatively easy for them to identify what failure would cost them in terms of asset
write-offs, but what about their credibility with suppliers, distributors, stockholders,
etc.? What about the risks incurred by success beyond their wildest dreams? Can their
infrastructure maintain its service capabilities? No doubt, these are concerns that can
be addressed by the venture manager, but at the same time, we believe the broader
corporate view of senior management needs to have a say. Contingency plans should

be developed in tandem by senior management and the venture team.
If the venture’s goal is to avoid corporate interference at all costs, they miss out
on the positive aspects of the relationship with their parent firm. On the other hand,
complete neglect by the corporation leaves much to be desired. Therefore, it is senior
management’s responsibility to provide an appropriate balance between the two
extremes and manage the venturing process, rather than the venture projects. Monitoring
for strengths, weaknesses, progress to date, and any problems they may be facing are
ways of checking on the venture. All of these activities require time and attention, but
senior management has no choice. They cannot forego their responsibilities, unless
they want their ventures to fail.
Finally, the last challenge for senior management is to assure a smooth integration
into the parent firm. The venture must become part of the corporation, subject to its
policies and procedures. Consider the difficulties in this situation. Successful venture
managers may have reaped financial rewards far beyond what their peers in the larger
corporation may have achieved. What now? If brought back into the corporation, is
their compensation cut in order to be in line with the other corporate executives?
Where should they be placed? In their old job, in a brand new venture, or in charge
of the newly-integrated venture? How do they adjust to the divisional and corporate
controls from which venturing efforts typically try to escape? The bottom-line is that
each situation must be handled on its own merits. But to do so, the venture team and
senior management must communicate fully their expectations, their concerns, and
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their suggestions. The venture team must realize that integration, or exit, is inevitable,
and if it is integration, it comes with corporate policies and control systems. The
parent firm must understand that the venture’s success is an important corporate goal.
Even so, the integration process is seldom complete without its share of frustrations
on both sides.

conclUSion
What does the record show? Has corporate venturing been successful? Actually,
the jury is still out. Intuitively, it is a way for corporations to sustain their growth
while their core businesses are beset with problems of foreign competition, changing
technology, and volatile markets. It is a way for corporations to nurture an innovative
climate and to develop badly-needed new businesses. And there have been some
remarkable successes, such as, 3M’s “post-it-notes” and IBM’s 650 computer, among
others. Hewlett-Packard, Bristol-Myers, Johnson & Johnson, and many other large
firms, have had outstanding successes with new ventures. On the other hand, there has
been a growing disenchantment among some firms over their attempts at corporate
venturing. Trying to simulate the culture of an independent start-up is not without its
problems. Choosing the right ideas and then having the patience to wait on them is
not something to which large firms can easily adjust. Obtaining support, fending off
corporate interference, managing growth along with the conflict between the start-up
environment of a new venture and the control-oriented behavior of a larger firm, are
all dangers which confront a corporate venturing effort. Not surprisingly, there are
more than a few who agree with Hollister Sykes, the former head of Exxon’s new
ventures program, who said, “It is impossible to preserve completely an independent
entrepreneurial environment within a large, multi-product corporate setting” (Sykes,
1986, p. 74). Exxon, Levi Strauss & Co., and others have experienced difficulties
with the venturing process, but the attractiveness of the idea keeps it high on many
corporations’ list of priorities. The firm hoping to avoid difficulties needs to be mindful
of the following issues:
•
•
•
•
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Pay attention to what constitutes a good opportunity versus a good idea.
Identify the qualities needed in a successful venture manager.
Make good matches between venture projects and venture managers.
Understand how to integrate the complementary activities of the venture
manager and senior management in order for the firm to achieve its
venturing goals.
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ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic

web Address

Description

Exxon

www.exxonmobil.com/corporate/

background information
on the company as well
as current press releases,
investor info, and brand
info

Enterprise
Resource
Planning

www1.ibm.com/mediumbusiness/
solutions/erp_eas.jsp

brief overview of solutions
offered by ERP

XEROX

www.xerox.com

Company, product, and
service information

Company
venture boards

www.att.com

Company, product, and
service information

Corporate
Venturing

www.nokia.com/
nokia/0,5184,5136,00.html

Provides examples of how
Nokia was successful in its
corporate venturing efforts
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keY TeRMS
intrapreneurship: A “managerial philosophy.”
“Vulture” capitalist: An investor with abundant resources and the promise of making
entrepreneurial dreams come true.
Marketing clout: The established company name that an intrapreneur is equipped
with and which implies a staying market power.
Technology base: The substantial technological resources to which an intrapreneur
has access.
Financial resources: Taking into account outside sources of funding, but also internal
competition for the funds available for distribution.
Personnel resources: Skilled workers, familiar with their firm’s corporate strategy
and resources available to help build and develop a venture.
corporate entrepreneurship Stages: Initiating the process, planning the venture,
managing the venture from survival to growth, and integrating the venture into the
parent organization.
opportunity: A set of conditions that enhance a firm’s chances of success.
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Planning the Venture: Begins with a corporate entrepreneur sharing their idea with
colleagues as an attempt to convince them to join a team, and ends when the product
is brought to market.
enterprise Resources Planning (eRP): Makes sure that resources are directed
towards the intrapreneurial effort and that productivity improvements and cost
reductions, along with added value outcomes, are insured.
challenges of integrating: The need to impose discipline, to fully assess and
understand the risks involved, to manage the process rather than the projects, to assure
either a smooth integration into the parent firm or a problem free exit.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. Describe two of the four reasons why there has been a recent shift for organizations
to begin highly publicizing their attempts to encourage entrepreneurship in their
organizations.
2. List the four potential advantages provided by larger firms to venturing efforts.
Briefly describe each.
3. Intrapreneurial ideas must meet the needs of three different parties. Briefly describe
the three parties and how such ideas meet their needs.
4. Why do traditional rewards systems fail and how can senior management resolve
their shortcomings?
5. What constitutes an effective integration of the intrapreneurial venture in the firm’s
organizational structure?
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
I believe that there are still several companies that incubate entrepreneurs. Sure, there is
the story of Steve Jobs who left Hewlett Packard because: “They just don’t get it.” But
on the flip side, I received a great deal of my skills while working at Hewlett Packard in
the early 1980s. Their now famous MBWA “Management By Walking Around” was very
much a “here is the objective – you create the solution” environment that nurtures the
early development of an effective entrepreneur’s skills. Harley-Davidson Motor Company
is another excellent example of a company that has created a corporate environment that
truly fosters the development of entrepreneurial skills within the workplace. We created a
one-of-a-kind workplace in Kansas City’s Harley Plant. And I mean WE, because no one
had all the answers when we started in 1994 in Milwaukee, but by the time we opened the
plant in 1997, we had created a self-directed workplace unlike any other on earth.
I have also had the privilege of learning about and working with several companies
like Nokia. Nokia has taken the logical next step in creating a group within the company
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that has the sole objective to develop both internal and external entrepreneurs. Their
charter reads like a true twenty-first century organization:

“Innovent, an Insight & Foresight Team, offers a collaborative environment
for early stage entrepreneurs in the U.S. working on concepts that facilitate
connections between people, their communities and the things that matter to
them. By connecting with Nokia, leading edge entrepreneurs are offered an
opportunity to position themselves at the forefront of developments in the
exciting field of communications.”
Even their website, www.nokia.com/innovent, is an excellent example of how a
company has transformed itself from rubber and wood products in the twentieth century
to a state-of-the-art twenty-first century telecommunications company in less than a
decade. Nokia is clearly one of the best examples of a company that has embraced
every element of the corporate entrepreneurship process and is reaping the benefits
every day with newborn partnerships and advancing technology relationships.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.

Do you believe it possible that a company like Hewlett Packard could provide an
entrepreneurial environment, as Mr. Fitzpatrick suggests, even in light of the Steve
Jobs story where he left to start Apple Computer? Explain why or why not.
2. After reviewing Nokia’s innovent web site, what in your opinion makes them
different from any other company that offers an incubation environment for
entrepreneurial growth?
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FeASiBiliTY AnAlYSiS AnD VenTURe eVAlUATion:
Putting it All Together in A Business Plan
learning objectives
1. To recognize the importance of a feasibility analysis
2. To understand and integrate the results of the feasibility analysis of a venture idea into a workable
action plan
3. To recognize the critical value and importance of a business plan
4. To provide a credible framework for the launching of the new venture
Topic outline
Introduction
Preparing A Feasibility Analysis: The “FAKTS”
“F” For Financial Considerations
What bankers And Investors Want To See: Putting It All Together
“A” For Attitude Self Analysis Considerations
“K” For Knowledge Considerations
Knowing The Venture’s business
Knowing The Venture’s Market
Knowing The Venture’s Competition
Knowing the Venture’s Location
Knowing The Venture’s Legal And Governmental Factors
“T” For Timing Considerations
“S” For Management Skill Considerations
Preparing A business Plan
The Conceptual Essentials of a business Plan
A Sample Written business Plan Outline
A Sample Oral Presentation business Plan Outline
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
“It wasn’t the president of the Bank of England who came over on the Mayﬂower. It was the

members of the genetic pool who desired change, adventure. They were able to live on the
edge of a frontier. America, therefore, has been selected genetically as the agent of change.”
(The late Dr. Timothy Leary, in an interview with The Chicago Tribune, (“Notables,” 1980).
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inTRoDUcTion
The word feasibility merely implies the possibility of an idea becoming a success.
Feasibility studies are conducted by entrepreneurs, as well as by the largest
multinational corporations. While in-depth feasibility studies are time-consuming and
occasionally even tedious, they represent a source of potential savings and assistance
to the individuals preparing them. When the City University of Hong Kong began their
virtual education initiative they undertook just such a study to help ensure the success
of their program (Ma, Vogel, & Wagner, 2000). Based upon the conclusions drawn from
a feasibility study, it will become obvious whether or not it is financially advisable to
commit funds, time, and energy to a given venture idea. The feasibility study provides
the entrepreneur or the corporate intrapreneur with an enormous amount of flexibility,
not available if the business idea has been hastily conceived. The feasibility study
provides a “go, no-go” response based on sophisticated data collection by answering
the question: “Is it possible for this idea to succeed and to be profitable?” or in simpler
terms: “Can we make it? Can we sell it? Can we make money out of it?” The successful
evaluation of any business venture requires attention and care. Even though half of the
Inc. Magazine 500 companies did not have a formal plan when they started (Olson &
Bokor, 1995), planning, revenue, and expense control are the factors that should be
given careful consideration in evaluating the financial potential of a venture idea. An
example of this type of feasibility study is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) that
is primarily used for small and medium sized firms considering a start-up business (Lee
& Osteryoung, 2002). Most of the entrepreneurial literature exploring the relationship
between pre-startup planning and the venture’s actual performance confirms that there is
indeed a high correlation between planning and new business survival (Castrogiovanni,
1996). What is also needed is a critical self-analysis of the individual responsible for
initiating the venture, as well as an analysis of the essential guidelines to “put it all
together.” A master plan can detect potential problems long before a loan application
or, even worse, the doors of the firm have opened and funds have been committed. The
preparation of a master plan will also enhance the confidence of the entrepreneur or
intrapreneur in the potential success of the business and its stability, and the venture
will avoid the fate of so many others where substantial investments of talent, time, and
money are wasted because of insufficient attention to the feasibility, evaluation, and
the needs of the venture proposal.
PREPARING A FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS: THE “ FAKTS”
The feasibility analysis is the operationalization of the entrepreneur’s idea. The
following FAKTS in preparing a venture idea’s analysis will determine its feasibility.
This process includes the following considerations:
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F for Financial Considerations
A for Attitude self-analysis considerations
K for Knowledge considerations
T for Timing considerations, and
S for Skill considerations
Careful consideration and validation of these FAKTS considerations is critical. They
represent written and unwritten prerequisites of the venture’s framework of success,
as well as philosophical credos for the business venture that will provide both stability
and direction. In outlining the feasibility analysis, one must adhere to the rule of the
three Cs: be candid, concise, and clear in evaluating and organizing the outcomes of
this very critical process. A good rule of thumb is that if the idea cannot be described
simply and clearly, it has not been thought through, and the preparation of a solid
business plan cannot be initiated because the feasibility analysis proved that the
venture undertaking would be indeed a waste of time, money, and energy. The time
and energy expended represents an investment that should be quickly recovered if the
venture idea proves feasible and reaches its potential.

“F” for FinAnciAl conSiDeRATionS
The most important component of the feasibility analysis and evaluation of a venture
idea is the part that indicates the expected financial results of operations, as well as
the venture’s growth potential and its capital needs. For anyone investing or lending
money to the venture, including the individual entrepreneur, the analysis should make
abundantly clear why they should provide funds, when they can expect a return, and
how large that return is expected to be. It is a plan for the future, and consequently,
the presentation of financial information about the business venture and its product or
service must be future oriented.
The ability to obtain money is as necessary to the operation of the business venture
as is a good location or the right equipment, reliable sources of supplies and materials,
or an adequate work force. The amount of money needed depends on the purpose for
which these funds are needed. Figuring the amount of money required for new venture
start-up business construction, conversion, or expansion is relatively easy.
To plan working capital requirements, it is important to know the “cash flow”
which the business will generate. This involves simply a consideration of all elements
of cash receipts and disbursements at the time they occur. Similarly, if heavy capital
investments are required, it is difficult for an entrepreneur to assemble the needed
financial resources. Thus, we see very few new automobile manufacturers being
planned. An employee of a steel mill, no matter how motivated, would find it difficult
to start a similar business because of the capital requirements.
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By contrast, in growing industries with low capital requirements, many new firms
are being organized. Examples are companies producing computer software and solar
power equipment. For the same reasons, an experienced real estate salesman in a
growing metropolitan area might find it relatively easy to spin off from his employer
and start a new firm.
Financial projections should be realistic, with reasonable margins that conform
to experience and industry standards. Assumptions in the business plan concerning
necessary or possible capital requirements such as increased personnel, expanded
manufacturing facilities, or equipment needs should be clearly stated and identified
as such. Otherwise, the business plan will create an overly “optimistic” picture for
management, which will later create difficulties in the budgeting process and plan
evaluation. It can also create skepticism for potential investors.
The budgetary process is the money portion of the business plan, and it is integral
to the plan, not separate from it. The budget should be the last step in the planning
process undertaken only after the feasibility analysis information has been gathered,
and objectives have been set, so budget needs can be realistically formulated. The
budget can also serve later as a tool to determine the sensitivity impact of any necessary
changes in objectives, action steps, or timetable.

What Bankers And Investors Want To See:
Putting it all together
It should be obvious by now, that the successful evaluation of a business venture is the
most important aspect of the business plan, and it requires attention to all the items that
have been extensively discussed so far. The feasibility analysis, planning, revenue and
expense levels, as well as the future prospects of the proposed venture are the factors
that should be given careful consideration in evaluating the potential of a venture idea,
because they will strengthen the credibility of the business plan. The financial history
of the entrepreneur and the requirements of the business plan are usually intertwined
and should take precedence over the formulation of a business plan. The number one
step in starting a business would be to get personal finances in order (Bailey, 2001).
Sometimes, for entrepreneurs to put together their financial credentials and history,
they have to start from scratch:
1. Find records, receipts, checkbook stubs, etc., and sort them in a “shoebox”
manner, according to type (revenue or expense) and according to the timing
involved (day, month, and year).
2. Prepare a current balance sheet to see where you stand now.
3. Prepare a current income statement (if pre-startup operations have already
begun).
4. Once the price and profit margins are set, there is a need to identify and
determine the following essential operating data:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Projected sales increases
Sales revenue breakdown between cash sales and accounts receivable
Ratios and the account receivable turnover
Estimated current and projected allowance for bad debt
Estimated current and projected inventory needs and corresponding levels
Estimate of the proportion of accounts payable that has to be paid in cash
Method and amount of depreciation expense
Tax implications of your expenditures

1. Prepare a projected income statement taking into consideration optimistic,
pessimistic, and realistic projections (preferably for 2 or 3 years).
2. Prepare a projected cash flow statement on a monthly basis, and for the next
two years, to identify the venture’s cash needs.
3. Prepare a projected balance sheet for the next two years. If there are problems
in terms of cash solvency during certain months in the cash flow statement,
either revise pricing, cut costs, or make preparations for cash infusion in the
future (loan, stock sale, etc.) and then readjust the projected balance sheet.
Prospective entrepreneurs should be absolutely honest with their bankers and investors,
after they have been honest with themselves, and provide accurate and detailed
information to three fundamental questions:
•
•
•

Can the entrepreneur make the product or service?
Can the entrepreneur sell the product or service?
Can the entrepreneur make money from the product or service, so it can repay
the loan and the investors get their money back?

A sound business plan can satisfy the first question, the entrepreneur’s experience the
second, and the entrepreneur’s credit history and collateral assures the lender about
the third. The banker should be briefed regularly about good and bad times. It is better
for the bank to know trouble is coming than to be surprised when a payment cannot be
met. A banker or an investor should not be treated like a doctor, and the entrepreneurs
should not only pay a visit when the firm’s health is in a bad shape. In good times they
should stop by and say “hello,” and offer reassurances that everything is going well.
Bankers and investors have human traits too, and good relations between borrowers
and lenders, or investors and entrepreneurs are important so that all are on the same
side in times of trouble as well as times of great opportunity.
Since a good relationship is important, entrepreneurs need to look for bank officers
and investors who meet these specifications:
•
•

Likeable and respectable as a person
Likes and respects you as a person
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•
•
•

Has a genuine interest in the venture
Has respect and authority within the bank or the investment community so
their superiors, as well as others will respect their opinion of you
The two should trust each other and each find the other predictable

“A” for ATTiTUDe SelF AnAlYSiS conSiDeRATionS
While the scope and history and the essence of entrepreneurship from a theoretical
perspective has already been covered, it is most important for the development of any
sound feasible business idea, to step back and assess one’s own abilities and interests.
The ultimate success of any venture lies with the entrepreneur. Certainly, other factors
that will be examined later are also of great importance, but none, not a single one, is
as critical as the input, involvement, energy, attitude, and resolve of the individual that
will spearhead the effort.
So what is an entrepreneur anyway? Many definitions have been listed and analyzed
earlier. One way to understand the entrepreneur is to read the writings of theorists and
researchers. As mentioned earlier, the word “entrepreneurship” is derived from the
French, but if you ask the French what they mean by an entrepreneur, they usually
mean a building contractor. Others have defined an entrepreneur as anyone who “talks
fast and breathes fast.”
The attitude of an entrepreneur plays a large part in the decision to start a business.
It is believed by some that a person who can truly be considered an entrepreneur is
a person who has decided to start a business and then looks to find a niche (Krueger,
Reilly, & Carsrud, 2000). Entrepreneurial start-ups do not necessarily result from a
good idea that a person just happens to stumble on. An entrepreneur is looking for
good ideas that can be put to use.
Thus, a good way to find a good definition of entrepreneur is to spend time with the
entrepreneurs of this world. The definition of course, does not concentrate on heroic
people with special genes, but rather on the leadership qualities of the entrepreneur and
the events that occur as a result of the manifestation of the entrepreneurial leadership,
the entrepreneurial events. President Truman once said that a leader is a person who
gets other people to do what they do not want to do, and liking it!
If an entrepreneurial event happens then the following conditions are present:
•
•
•
•

An individual or group takes initiative.
They bring together resources and form an organization to accomplish
something.
They run it with relative autonomy.
They succeed or fail with the event (Goldstein, 1984).
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There are, of course, some more practical questions that a prospective entrepreneur
must address. One important issue in academic literature has been dealing with the
intentions vs. actions paradox. It is a widely known fact that many persons with bright
ideas never cross the bridge between having an idea and putting forth the effort to
implement it. This aspect has been the subject of research in both management and
cognitive psychology. Investigations have centered on the relationship between such
traits as the need for achievement, locus of control, risk taking propensity, tolerance
for ambiguity, and entrepreneurial intentions. One of the most important notions that
contribute to the understanding of entrepreneurial intentionality is that of self-efficacy,
a person’s belief in his/her ability to perform a certain task that can be mastered and
developed into stronger levels (Boyd & Vozikis, 1994).
The following worksheet provides a simple yet insightful checklist of many of the
necessary components for defining one’s self-efficacy in order to determine whether
entrepreneurial intentionality that will lead to successful entrepreneurship, is present
in the individual’s psyche. While weaknesses need to be acknowledged, entrepreneurs
should concentrate on their strengths, not their weaknesses, because strengths are
what one likes to do best and enjoys doing it, and can work hard to improve it. Under
each question, check the answer that comes closest to what you really feel. Be honest
with yourself:

• Are you a self-starter?
_______
I do things on my own. Nobody has to tell me to get going.
_______
If someone gets me started, I keep going.
_______
Easy-does-it! I don’t put myself out until I really have to.
• Why are you interested in entrepreneurship or intrapreneurship?
_______
Self-employment.
_______
Profit.
_______
Service to my family or loyalty to the company.
• How do you feel about other people?
_______
I like people and I can get along with just about anybody.
_______
I have plenty of friends and I don’t need anyone else.
_______
Most people bug me.
• Can you lead others?
_______
I can get most people to go along when I start something.
_______
I can give the orders if someone tells me what we should do.
I let someone else get things moving. Then I go along if I feel
_______
like it.
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• Can you take responsibility?
________
I like to take charge of things and see them through.
________
I’ll take over if I have to, but I’d rather let someone else be
responsible.
________
Always some “eager beaver” around wants to show how smart he
is. Let him…
• How good an organizer are you?
________
I like to have a plan before I start. I’m usually the one to get things
lined up.
________
I do all right unless things get too messed up. Then I cop out.
________
I just take things as they come.
• How good a worker are you?
_______
I don’t mind working hard for something I want.
_______
I’ll work hard for a while, but when I’ve had enough, that’s it!
_______
I can’t see that hard work gets you anywhere.
• Can you make decisions?
_______
I can make up my mind in a hurry if I have to. It usually turns
			
out OK.
_______
I can, if I have plenty of time.
_______
I don’t like to be the one who has to decide things. I’d probably
blow it.
•
Can people trust what you say?
_______
You bet they can! I don’t say things I don’t mean, and I always
mean what I say.
_______
I try to be on the level most of the time, but sometimes I just say
what’s easiest.
_______
What’s the sweat if the other fellow doesn’t know the difference?
•
Can you stick with it?
_______
If I make up my mind to do something I don’t let anything
stop me.
_______
I usually finish what I start, if it doesn’t get messed up.
_______
If something doesn’t pan out right away, why beat your
brains out?
•
How good is your health?
_______
I never run down!
_______
I have enough energy for most things I want to do.
_______
I run out of steam sooner than most my friends or colleagues.
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•
Is it easy for you to get up in the morning and go to work?
_______
I’m up and out of the house before the alarm goes off!
_______
Most of the time, I can get up all right.
_______
I really like to sleep.
•
When you’re working on a project, does time seem to fly by unnoticed?
_______
When I am interested in something I could care less about the
time involved.
_______
I try to work on a semi-regular schedule.
_______
I go in at 9:00 and leave by 5:00 and that’s it!
•
Do business ideas frequently come to mind?
_______
I always come up with the greatest ideas everywhere, even when
I just watch TV.
_______
Sometimes, I come up with flashes of brilliance.
_______
Every so often I think of what I consider a good idea.
•

Do you really want to start an entrepreneurial venture for yourself
or at your job?
_______
It has been my lifelong dream and ambition.
_______
It would be great but if it didn’t happen, it wouldn’t be the end of
the world.
_______
Truthfully, I like the security of corporate life.
If most checks are beside the first answers, you probably have what it takes to be an
individual or corporate entrepreneur. If not, you are likely to have more trouble than
you can handle if you venture in uncharted waters. If you still want to get involved
in entrepreneurial activities, it would be better to find a partner who is strong on the
points you are weak on. However, if most checks are beside the third answer, not even
a good partner will be able to shore you up.

“k” for knowleDGe conSiDeRATionS
Many people may wish to start a business venture, but they are unable to do so. They
lack the knowledge, the experience, the contacts, or the resources that are needed. An
entrepreneurial venture, whether independent or corporate, is built around the individual
entrepreneur who must be able to perform those key activities, which are required for
success. If it is a clothing store, the entrepreneur must be good at buying the right
merchandise, as well as displaying, advertising, and pricing it. The entrepreneur as a
manager must also be able to do the selling and handle the record keeping, identify
suppliers, and train employees. An alert employee of a clothing store can learn many of
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these needed skills and become capable of starting a successful clothing store. People
often start businesses in fields they already know in order to draw upon their previous
knowledge and backgrounds. Thus, one might think of established organizations as
“incubators,” providing their employees with experiences, which make them more or
less prepared to become entrepreneurs. However, companies vary widely in the extent
to which they provide an environment conducive to entrepreneurial activity.
It should also be noted that even within the same organization, employees
develop different kinds of knowledge and experience. Some stay in the same job
and never achieve much breadth in work experience or contacts. Others become
specialists, good in their jobs, but lacking the basic skills needed to produce or sell
a product and get a company started. Still others are in better positions to develop
external contacts and to learn about market opportunities. Thus, an industrial
salesperson may learn that customers would buy a particular product that is not
currently available. The salesperson may conclude that a new company could get
started by offering that product.
All of this is not to suggest that an entrepreneur cannot start a firm in a field in
which he or she has no experience. It happens every day. If the founder gets started by
buying an existing business or by entering into an agreement with a franchisor, then
previous experience is less important. However, available evidence suggests that more
than 50 percent of all entrepreneurs start businesses in industries they know intimately,
and in which they already have a great deal of experience. The previous educational
and job choices which a person makes help determine what kind of business, if any, he
or she might someday be in a position to start (Cooper, 1980).

KNOWING The Venture’s Business
The overwhelming majority of the fast rising entrepreneurial ventures are single
product/service single market firms, and more recently, e-commerce firms. The
founding entrepreneurs have gone to great trouble to define their businesses as narrowly
as possible. While the task of defining a business seems exceptionally elementary,
businesses have, at times, great difficulty in defining what business they are in. A
blurred image results in customer confusion. Interestingly, when W. T. Grant Co.
closed back in 1975, many argued that the retailing industry had finally learned some
valuable lessons in defining the business. However, subsequent failures of Woolco,
Fed Mart and others, more recently, prove that lack of definition of the business is still
a very serious problem.
Most entrepreneurial ventures find themselves in a similar bind oftentimes caused
by lack of foresight. Quite frequently, entrepreneurs do not plan where they would
like their businesses to be one year, one month, one week, or even one day in advance.
Deciding what business you are in today, and what your business will look like in one,
two, or even five years from now is no easy task. To succeed initially, many businesses
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become involved in a variety of activities. Opening a new grocery store may require
that the entrepreneur not only sell groceries, but also books, magazines, lawn furniture,
cook-out grills, and health and beauty aids, but there has to be a central core activity
that the business performs. The plans that will ultimately develop will be based on
someone’s specific perception of just what business he or she is in. If the importance
of this single activity is overestimated or underestimated, the chances for eventual
business success are limited. The prospective entrepreneur needs to take time, work
with friends and associates, listen, and then respond to the following questions:
1. What is the central activity of the proposed or existing venture?
2. What type of business will it be? Will it primarily be involved in merchandising,
manufacturing, or providing a service?
3. Does anyone want the product/services it will provide?
4. Have you studied surveys and/or sought advice and counsel to find out what
fields of business may be expected to expand?
5. Are general business conditions good?
6. Are business conditions good in the city and neighborhood where the venture
will locate?
7. Are current conditions good in the proposed venture’s line of business?
8. Does the venture constitute a unique business?
9. Is the business a seasonal one? If so, is there a need for adjustments in
business operations, and why? Can sales fluctuations be reduced in order to
reduce uncertainty?
10. Why is this business going to be profitable?
11. What are the chances for the venture’s success?
Responding to these questions should help provide important and necessary clarity to
the entrepreneur’s business mission.

KNOWING The Venture’s Market
The importance of defining the business cannot be overemphasized. However, in order
to succeed, the individual or corporate entrepreneur must also be knowledgeable about
the venture’s market. When the new Life magazine was introduced, the publisher, Time
Inc., had thoroughly identified, and researched its target market. The publisher knew
the number of potential subscribers in the target market, the age group it wanted to
attract, the average income, the average education of its market, as well as a number of
other factors. By first identifying these crucial characteristics Time Inc. was then able
to develop a product and a marketing program designed to appeal to this particular
target market. Even this thorough analysis however, did not prevent Life’s ultimate
demise, because markets shift and what was valid yesterday may not be valid today.
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It is important to note that market research is not a one-time project. It should
be a continuous process since companies operate in a dynamic and changing world.
One of the critical capabilities identified by George Day (1994) was market sensing.
Systematic gathering, interpreting, and using market information, gives the company
a significant advantage over its rivals that may be more internally focused. In today’s
environment, an ever-increasing amount of knowledge is available about the potential
customers for a start up business. Customer profiling has increased in quantity and
accuracy over the past several years. Information is now so sophisticated that marketers
can spot individuals in every household and target each separately (Berwick, 2002).
Another important consideration for knowing the market is customers. Since
entrepreneurial companies usually choose an unfilled niche, drawing the exact customer
profile is critical. After all, customers are the source of real cash inflow that keeps
the company functioning. Since customers tend to be so specific to each business,
we’ll just mention the two general types of customer. Currently with the advent of the
e-commerce terminology, these two types are described by today’s popular terms: B2B
(business to business) and B2C (business to consumer). The questions that need to be
answered about the specific venture’s market and customers include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who is the typical customer of the venture’s market?
Where is the market?
What is the size of the total U.S. market for the venture’s product or service
in numbers and dollars?
Are there plans to appeal to local, regional, or national segments of this market?
Are there any new customer market segments that the venture would want
to attract?
What is the venture’s market growth potential?
What trends could be projected for the venture’s market?
What market share should the venture gain?
Is brand name important to the venture’s market?

One of the greatest needs that prospective individual and corporate entrepreneurs have is
to rely on adequate, accurate, and current information so they can make knowledgeable
decisions concerning the market of their products and/or services. Market research
is the means by which information about the various elements that make up buying
and selling is obtained and evaluated. Good market research can be costly and time
consuming, but poor research is even more costly when the answers obtained cause an
entrepreneur to make a wrong decision. Because of usually limited financial resources,
the entrepreneur’s margin of error is quite often very narrow. However, in some cases,
inference analysis using related products, markets, and/or environmental variables
could provide a certain degree of accuracy and confidence in the results of the market
research (Jeannet & Hennessey, 1998, p. 254).
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KNOWING The Venture’s Competition
Once the issues above have been settled, one must consider another important factor,
namely, competition. To be successful in a start-up operation, it is important to identify
and understand the competition. If an entrepreneur claims to have no competition they
will lose credibility. If there are no identifiable competitors it could be a result of not
having a market (Shah, 2002). Regardless, if no direct competitors can be found, an
analysis should be done encompassing all of the businesses selling anything close to the
same product and all of the businesses addressing the same market. The entrepreneur
should use this information to outline how they plan to stay ahead of the competition
and maintain a competitive advantage.
Two factors distinguish the company from its rivals: product/service uniqueness
and low price. In a study of Inc. 500 companies, Olson and Bokor (1995) found that
56 percent of firms used the innovativeness of a new product or idea to distinguish
themselves from the competition, while 44 percent decided to duplicate competition.
While the definition of “duplicating the competition” is arguable, since the companies
could have merely added some inconsequential distinguishing features to their products,
we can also safely assume that many of these new ventures go into the business hoping
to beat competition by lower price. Charging a price that is too low in the attempt to
position themselves as low-cost providers is considered one of the common mistakes
that entrepreneurs make (Stern, 1993). In determining the price, the entrepreneur
should consider such variables as industry trends, the competition’s pricing, and the
niche for the product. If the product is unique, the company may consider a skimming
or penetration strategy, rather than direct competition based on price. In dealing with
their competitors, entrepreneurs should address the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the nearest competitors, and how long have they been in business?
Where are they located in relationship to the business site?
What prices do the competitors charge for their products or services?
Have their businesses been steadily improving? If yes, why? If not, why not?
Why and how will the business be able to compete with existing competitors?
What can we learn from the competition?
Do we regularly review competitors’ ads to obtain information on their prices?

KNOWING The Venture’s Location
The questions concerning competition in the preceding section have a direct bearing
on selecting a proper location for the business venture, and estimating the value of
the investment into the chosen location. The maximum return on investment must be
considered when deciding the best location to establish the business. The return on
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investment can be determined by comparing the total cost for a specific location with
the sunk cost of the existing location (Brimberg & ReVelle, 2000).
Proper site location can help the business make money. Even if the entrepreneur
has ample financial resources and above-average managerial skills, these cannot offset
the handicap of a poor location. Moving is costly, and legal complications of a lease
can be difficult to untangle, not to mention other location-related problems that could
arise. Clearly, a careful examination of alternative sites is a worthwhile endeavor.
By studying the relevant Bureau of the Census reports, valuable insights about the
characteristics of prospective customers, as well as knowledge about the economic
strengths and weaknesses of your trading area can be developed. Every business has
a trading area; in other words, the geographic region from which it draws its potential
customers. Data for trading areas, regardless of size, generally can be assembled by
combining a number of census tract tables, and these tables may be the best single
source of information, supplemented with other material.
The main concern of a prospective owner of a retail store, for example, should be
the factors that have direct relevance to the store’s trading area. Far too many small
retailers select a store site by chance. In fact, the most common reason is “noticed
vacancy.” Their high failure rate would be considerably lower had they analyzed in
advance the trading area’s population characteristics, housing characteristics, nature
and quality of competition, traffic count, and accessibility. It is also of fundamental
importance to determine total consumer purchasing power and the store’s expected
share of this total. Each location analysis must be customized, concentrating on a
particular line of business. Some of the questions that should be addressed regarding
the knowledge of the location factor include:
1. Have at least three possible locations for the business been selected?
2. Weighing the benefits of rent vs. actual location of the business, what is the
most feasible site for the business firm?
3. Are water, electricity, gas, and sewer facilities included in the site?
4. How are police and fire protection in the area?
5. Are there any particular zoning laws in the area that one should consider?
6. Is the location near schools, libraries, recreational facilities, residential or
commercial neighborhoods, and is this important?
7. Do you know what kind of people will want to buy what you plan to sell, and
accordingly, what is the make-up of the population in the city or town where
the firm plans to locate? Do people who want to buy what you plan to sell live
in the area?
8. What are the specific makeup, number, type, and size of competitors in the area?
9. Does the area need another business like that?
10. Are employees available in the area?
11. If parking is an essential part of doing business, are there adequate parking
facilities?
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12. Is the cost of the prospective location reasonable in terms of taxes and
average rents?
13. Is there sufficient opportunity, prospect, and room for growth and expansion?
When it comes to choosing a specific street site, certain specific factors that would
render the most favorable location should be considered. A firm should locate:
•
•
•
•
•
•

On the side of the street with the highest pedestrian traffic count
On the side where major department stores and other “business attractors”
are located
On the side nearest the community’s primary area of population growth
On the side that protects customers from extreme weather conditions
On the side with shade in the afternoon
On the side with the fewest alleys, loading zones, fire hydrants, and the like

Additionally, there are many advantages to opening shop in a mall, shopping center, or
office complex because the small ventures benefit from the overflow of the traffic of
the major stores or businesses. Furthermore, there is the prestige involved in being part
of a modern, cosmopolitan shopping mall or office tower. However in a mall location,
many leases require small shops to remain open when department stores are open.
Because of this, on Sunday or major holidays, when the weather is good, people find
other things to do besides shop and the small owner is stuck with high overhead and
low sales volume that does not justify remaining open.
In a downtown area rent hikes threaten small businesses as the commercial space
market tightens. For instance, in places like San Francisco or Boston’s Back Bay area,
where land space is scarce and demand for office and store space is enormous, the
supply of retail and office space is very small, resulting in the entrepreneur being at
the mercy of the landlord. There are ten important potential trouble spots that have to
be negotiated carefully before signing a lease:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How long will the lease run?
How much is the rent?
How much will the rent go up?
Can I sublease?
Can I renew?
What happens if my landlord goes broke?
Who is responsible for insurance?
What building services (electricity, heating-ventilation-air conditioning
[HVAC], cleaning services) do I get?
Who else can move next door or nearby?
Who pays for improvements? (Cunningham, 1982).
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Finally, all prospective entrepreneurs must determine the long-range quality of the site
and the general trade area. Relocation can be very expensive. Sophisticated site work
initially can save a great deal of trouble in later years.

knowinG the Venture’s legal
And Governmental Requirements
The legal requirement for a business varies from location to location. For example, if
an entrepreneur is starting a venture in Oklahoma, there could be dramatically different
tax laws and other requirements that possibly would not be required if the start-up was
set to be in another state or outside of the United States altogether. There are also
various incentives that may be offered by local and federal governments to attract a
company to their area (Cochineas & Argent, 2002). In gathering the comprehensive
information needed to prepare a business plan, certain mundane but extremely important
considerations must also be examined, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What licenses, (if any) are needed to operate the business?
What police and health regulations apply to the business?
Will the firm’s operations be subject to interstate commerce regulations? If
so, which?
Has advice from a lawyer been obtained regarding responsibilities under
Federal and state laws and local ordinances?
Is there a system in place for handling the withholding tax for employees?
Is there a system in place for handling sales taxes? Excise taxes?
Is there an adequate record system in place for efficient and accurate tax
form preparation?
Is there a worksheet system in place for meeting tax obligations?
Has advice from an insurance agent been obtained about what kinds of
insurance the business will need and how much it will cost?

“T” FoR TiMinG conSiDeRATionS
Today, unlike some years ago, widespread changes in technology and globalization
present many opportunities for entrepreneurial ventures and especially for the
e-commerce oriented entrepreneur or corporate intrapreneur who can put together a
solution much faster than in the past. While technological or international trends may
not bear any relation to a venture’s plans, other trends and events will certainly affect
the “go-no-go” decision.
Many well-conceived, sound ideas fail because of improper timing. For example,
even conservative predictors suggest that most Americans are eating at least one of
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every three meals away from home at a restaurant. What will this trend do to a grocery
store? The current average price for an American car keeps increasing. If this figure
continues to climb, won’t many car owners be forced to repair and repaint, rather than
replace their older vehicles? What do these consumer trends mean to you? Will they
have any impact on the business idea? Can it still be successful? The idea may be great,
but its timing may be lousy.
The timing of the business entry is one essential, critical variable that is too often
overlooked, and corresponds to what the philosopher and psychologist Karl Jung
called synchronicity, when all opportune psychological and environmental conditions,
circumstances, and favorable state of affairs come into a juncture to form a good timing
nexus. He specifically defined synchronicity as an “acausal connecting principle,” an
essentially mysterious connection between the personal psyche and the material world,
based on the fact that they both are only different forms of energy. Jung associated
synchronistic experiences with the relativity of space and time and a degree of
unconsciousness in two junctures:
First, an unconscious conceptual image content comes into consciousness either directly
(i.e., literally) or indirectly (symbolized or suggested) in the form of a dream, idea,
or premonition, and then in a synchronous fashion, an objective situation coincides
with this conceptual content. As soon as a psychic content crosses the threshold of
consciousness, the synchronistic marginal phenomena disappear, time and space resume
their accustomed sway, and consciousness is once more isolated in its subjectivity. The
one is as puzzling as the other (Sharp, 2001).
Prospective individual or corporate entrepreneurs researching the feasibility of a
proposed venture should be cognizant of the ever-changing trends in themselves and
in the environment of many prospective industries that may trigger conditions for
synchronicity and opportunistic timing and pay close attention to the following issues:
1. What has been the growth and stability of the industry in question?
2. Have there been any major technological changes or advances within
the industry?
3. Are consumer preferences changing or are they fairly steady and predictable?
4. What is the nature and intensity of competition in the industry?
5. Has there been an excessive amount of regulatory activity directed at that
specific industry?
6. Is franchising making significant inroads into the industry?
7. What does it take to be successful in the specific industry, and do I have it, or
can I get it?
8. Is a great deal of experience needed for success in that industry?
Even though “luck” is an important element of the timing factor, it should be noted that
it is quite interesting that usually luck has a peculiar habit of favoring those who do
not really depend on it. Those “lucky” individuals are the ones that applied the extra
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ounce of care and due diligence in their feasibility study and are quite oblivious of the
concept of “bad luck” because they are not as vulnerable to misfortune and to a bad
turn of events as are the individuals who did not exercise care and due diligence in the
conceptualization of their business venture idea.

“S” for MAnAGeMenT Skill conSiDeRATionS
According to various studies of factors involved in the failures of small businesses,
roughly 98 percent of businesses fail because of managerial weakness. Less than
two percent of the failures are due to factors beyond the control of the individuals
involved. This points to one very important fact: the successful entrepreneurs built
their businesses upon their own personal strengths, experiences, and hobbies. Besides
having a good knowledge of their product or service, they also enjoyed the business as
well. This is another factor that is too frequently overlooked and too critical to any new
venture to ignore. It is much easier for entrepreneurs to commit tremendous amounts
of managerial time and energy to an activity they enjoy rather than one they dislike
or that bores them. The following questions must be addressed and emphasized in the
management section of a business plan prior to the operationalization of ideas:
1. Are the right people in place and are they are properly organized to implement
the plan?
2. Who will make things happen? The entrepreneur himself or herself, or some
other enthusiastic, experienced, and committed individuals? The experience,
talent, and integrity of those responsible for enacting the business venture’s
proposals are of primary concern.
3. What will be the total number of employees hired, and how will their work
be scheduled?
4. What form will the organizational structure and the organizational chart take?
5. Who will report to whom?
6. Which other members of management are officers and directors?
7. Are there outside board members?
8. What are the business histories and experiences of the people involved in your
business? What will be their duties and responsibilities?
9. Will job descriptions for key personnel be developed?
10. Will opportunities be provided for key, non-family personnel to grow?
11. How will salaries in the business compare with the competition?
12. Will the business require skills taught in a local vocational technical program?
If so, could students be used as interns in the business?
Although details of the personnel manual are not a necessary portion of a feasibility
study or a business plan, a brief discussion of employee policies and benefits may be
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a helpful indication of the general management approach. Curriculum vitae or other
details of the personal backgrounds of management may be left to an appendix.
By answering these questions, key areas of potential weakness in the required skill
conceptual part of the feasibility study can be identified before problems arise.

PRePARinG A BUSineSS PlAn
By now the feasibility of a business venture idea or a potential acquisition of a going
concern has been thoroughly defined, outlined, and conceptualized. The final obstacle
that must be overcome includes “putting it all together” and obtaining start-up capital
to get the business going. When all the in-depth questions on the feasibility and
evaluation of an enterprise idea, such as those outlined above, have been considered
and thoroughly researched, and the information needed to answer them has been
gathered and analyzed, entrepreneurs should turn their attention to organizing the
specific sections of a formal business plan. Why should one go through the trouble of
creating a formal written business plan? There are two major reasons:
1. The process of putting a business plan together, including the conceptual
thought and analysis that entrepreneurs put into it, before beginning to actually
write the business plan, forces them to take an objective, critical, unemotional
look at the venture project in its entirety.
2. The completed business plan is an operating tool, and, if properly used, will
help manage the business and work toward its success.
The importance of planning cannot be overemphasized. By taking an objective look
at the proposed business venture, areas of strengths and weaknesses can be identified,
and needs pinpointed that might have been otherwise overlooked. As an operating tool,
the business plan helps establish reasonable objectives and helps the entrepreneur in
figuring out how to best accomplish them. It also helps in spotting “red flag” problems as
they arise and assists in identifying their source, thus, at the same time also suggesting
ways to resolve them. It may even help avoid some problems altogether.
The business plan, however, should not create an overly optimistic picture because
this will create difficulties in the budgeting process and the subsequent plan evaluation
by investors by creating skepticism for the potential investor. Internet sales forecasts,
especially, give too rosy outlooks, and are tossed about without explaining their
methodology. Therefore, even though they may be easy to find, they can be difficult to
analyze and validate (“Business Bulletin: Internet Sales,” 2000, p. A1).
It should be also noted that the budgetary process and the resulting budget should be
the last step in the business plan process. Only after gathering all pertinent information,
setting objectives, assessing the venture’s needs, and determining its feasibility, can
the budget be realistically formulated. It can then serve to steer any necessary changes
in objectives, action steps, or timetable.
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Finally, a business plan is written primarily for the purpose of clarifying in the
mind of the entrepreneur, in a crystal clear manner, where the venture is headed,
and secondarily to merely convince outsiders that the business venture is promising
and not doomed to failure. If the proposals in the business plan turn out to be
marginal at best, it is far cheaper not to embark on an ill-fated venture at all, than
to learn by experience later what a few hours of concentrated and hard work in
putting together an honest, crystal-clear business plan should have determined in a
convincing manner.
Potential entrepreneurs are sometimes too enthusiastic and often get sidetracked on
the practicality and the potential for success of a new venture. Bankers and investors,
however, want to know and see convincingly that the proposed venture’s financial,
managerial, operational, and marketing plans are more than adequate. Loan requests
from entrepreneurs are frequently rejected because of poor preparation, inadequate
presentation, or because the entrepreneur is unsure of the precise capital requirements
of the business. They can also be rejected because of some tangible or intangible
element of Murphy’s Law that all of a sudden springs out of nowhere:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nothing is as simple as it seems.
Everything takes longer than it should.
The more innocuous a change appears, the further its influence will extend.
All warranty and guarantee clauses become void upon payment of invoice.
The necessity of making a major design change increases as the fabrication of
the system approaches completion.
Firmness of delivery dates is inversely proportional to the tightness of
the schedule.
Dimensions will always be expressed in the least usable term. Velocity, for
example, will be expressed in furlongs per fortnight.
An important Instruction or Operating Manual will have been discarded.
Suggestions made by the Value Analysis group will increase costs and
reduce capabilities.
Original drawings will be mangled by the copying machine or the printer.
In any given miscalculation, the fault will never be placed if it involves more
than one person.
In any given situation, the factor that is most obviously above suspicion will
be the source of error.
Any wire cut to length will be too short.
Tolerances will accumulate unidirectionally toward maximum difficulty
of assembly.
Identical units tested under identical conditions will not be identical in
the field.
The availability of a component is inversely proportional to the need for that
component.
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•
•
•
•

If a project requires n components, there will be n-1 units in stock.
Left to themselves, things always go from bad to worse.
Nature always sides with the hidden flaw.
If everything seems to be going well, you have obviously overlooked something.

The CONCEPTUAL Essentials Of A Business Plan
A proposed sequential method for “putting it all together” as far as a critical thinking
approach to the business plan preparation is concerned is presented below in Exhibit
3-1. It constitutes the basic foundation for the meticulous analysis of the concepts of the
entrepreneurial venture’s business plan. It is essential for convincingly crystallize in the
entrepreneur’s mind the fact that the venture has indeed merits and is worth pursuing
further, especially since the formulation of a business plan entails a great deal of effort,
time, and money in order to construct it in a thorough and comprehensive way:

EXHIBIT 3-1
The Concepts Of A Business Plan

THE NICHE
The Value Concept for the Customer
(WHY buy?)
THE MARKET
The Demand-Driven Strategic Opportunity Target
(WHO buys, HOW MANY, WHEN, HOW, WHERE?)
THE RETURN
The Financial Projections and their Timetables
(How much can we profit and when?)
THE NEED
Success, Personal Investment, and Additional Financial Need Requirements
(How much we personally contributed, how much more we need, and what does it
take to succeed overall?)
THE INFRASTRUCTURE
The Product and Marketing Considerations
The Organizational and Operational Considerations
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The Legal Considerations
(What business functional plans need to be in place as the venture’s infrastructure?)
THE PEOPLE “FAKTS”: Financials, Attitude, Knowledge, Timing, and Skills, i.e.
THE ABILITY TO EXECUTE
The Management and Leadership of People
The Financial Management and Control of Money
(Ability to lead and manage people and money?)
THE DEAL
The External and Internal Performance Risks
(Evaluation and contingency plans to PROTECT the Value Concept’s performance
against any threats?)
The Growing and Sustained Competitive Advantage Edge
(Growth and development plans to IMPROVE the Value Concept’s Sustained
Competitive Advantage Edge?)
The Future Possibilities
(International, “harvesting,” and/or exit prospects to EXPAND the Value Concept?)

This critical thinking approach and conceptual analysis of the essentials of the business
plan will enable the prospective entrepreneur or intrapreneur to identify the current and
future needs of the venture in terms of type, amount, and timing, and at the same time
greatly increase the probability of securing funds on favorable terms by presenting the
persuasive argument to bankers or investors of “knowing what you’re talking about!”
Therefore, the same concepts of the business plan as shown in Exhibit 3-2 need to
be reconceptualized and reconfigured in terms of seven “hooks” that will convey to
bankers and investors that you indeed “know what you’re talking about.” Additionally,
another strong message will be conveyed to the interested parties that this is not a
random exercise in futility, but rather a well thought-out business plan. Exhibit 3-2
presents the actual conceptualized business plan in terms of the “Magnificent Seven”
conceptual hooks:

EXHIBIT 3-2
The CONCEPTUALIZED Business Plan
THE NICHE Hook #1: Can we MAKE it?
The Value Concept for the Customer
(WHY buy?)
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THE MARKET Hook #2: Can we SELL it?
The Demand-Driven Strategic Opportunity Target
(WHO buys, HOW MANY, WHEN, HOW, WHERE?)
THE RETURN Hook #3: Can we PROFIT from it?
The Financial Projections and their Timetables
(How much can we profit and when?)
THE NEED Hook #4: Can we COMMIT to it?
Success, Personal Investment, and Additional Financial Need Requirements
(How much we personally contributed, how much more we need, and what does it
take to succeed overall?)
THE INFRASTRUCTURE Hook #5: Can we PLAN it?
The Product and Marketing Considerations
The Organizational and Operational Considerations
The Legal Considerations
(What business functional plans need to be in place as the venture’s infrastructure?)
THE PEOPLE “FAKTS”: Financials, Attitude, Knowledge, Timing, & Skills
Hook #6: Can we EXECUTE it?
The Management and Leadership of People
The Financial Management and Control of Money
(Ability to lead and manage people and money?)
THE DEAL Hook #7: Can we GROW it?
The External and Internal Performance Risks
(Evaluation and contingency plans to PROTECT the Value Concept’s performance
against any threats?)
The Growing and Sustained Competitive Advantage Edge
(Growth and development plans to IMPROVE the Value Concept’s Sustained
Competitive Advantage Edge?)
The Future Possibilities
(International, “harvesting,” and/or exit prospects to EXPAND the Value Concept?)
These “Magnificent Seven” will put everything into perspective and crystallize the
reasons why the entrepreneur is engaging in this long but rewarding journey toward
financial and personal independence.
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A Sample WRITTEN Business Plan Outline
After in-depth conceptual and critical thinking questions have been considered and
analyzed, as well as the necessary information to answer them collected, attention
should be focused on organizing the mechanical structure of the specific sections of the
business plan in order to enhance its readability and presentation straightforwardness.
The following suggested format of a written business plan outline presented in
Exhibit 3-3, would be helpful in constructing a complete written version of the business
plan that can be used as a blueprint for the venture’s launching:

EXHIBIT 3-3
A Sample Written Business Plan Outline
1. Cover Sheet
•
•
•

Business name, address, phone and fax numbers, email address
Principals
Date

2. Executive Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brief summary of the plan
Major objectives
Product/service(s) description
Marketing strategy
Financial projections
Personal Investment and the description of additional financial needs

3. Table of Contents (each section listed with headings and subheadings)
4. History
•
•
•
•
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Value concept, product/service(s) background
Organizational structure
Brief outline of the owner’s past and current successes and experiences
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5. Definition of the Business
•
•
•
•
•

The value concept to the customer
The added value in the purchasing decision
Reasons for buying the product or service
Reasons for buying from this specific business
Solutions to customer problems

6. Description of Products or Services
•
•
•
•

Define what is to be developed or sold
Status of research and development
Patents, trademarks, copyrights
Catalogue sheets, photographs, or technical information in the appendix

7. Definition of the Industry
•
•
•
•
•

Description of the industry and business fit
Entry and growth strategy
Licenses, regulatory and compliance requirements
Barriers to entry for competitors
Barriers to exit in case of venture failure

8. Definition of the Market
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic target market: WHAT needs? WHOSE needs? HOW needs are
satisfied? HOW MUCH price-wise?
Market size and trends
Market penetration and market share and sales projections
Gross and operating margins and pricing
Analysis of competition

9. The Management Team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The ability to execute: Financials, attitude, knowledge, timing, and skills
Key personnel
Organizational structure
Compensation and incentives
Partnerships, agreements, and other employee policies
Supporting external team of professional advisors and services
Additional details such as resumes in the appendix
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10. Objectives and Goals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing plans
Operating plans
Quality assurance plans and service and warranty policies
Profit, revenue, and cash goals and potential and profit durability
Development status and timetable schedule
Financial plans and future needs

11. Financial Data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed and variable costs
Break-even analysis
Projected income statements
Projected cash flow analyses
Projected balance sheets
Pro-forma ratio analysis
Projected statements of changes in financial position
Cost-volume-revenue-profit analyses and tax implications (if applicable)

12. Concluding remarks: THE DEAL
•
•

•

Evaluation of external and internal risks and contingency plans to PROTECT
the value concept’s performance from any threats
Growth and development to IMPROVE the value concept’s sustained
competitive advantage/edge and productivity goals for its continuous
renewal and improvement
The venture’s future possibilities and overall prospects to EXPAND the value
concept through internationalization, “harvesting,” and/or exit prospects

13. Appendices
•
•
•
•

•
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Narrative history of the company in detail
Management structure (organizational charts, detailed resumes, etc.)
Lists, specs, pictures and brochures of products, systems, software
Detailed objectives and goals:
a. Products and services and technical analysis
b. Research and development
c. Marketing
d. Manufacturing and/or operations and facility layout
e. Administration
f. Finance
Historical financial information (3 to 5 years if possible)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Major assumptions
Regulatory, environmental, compliance, license, and approval documents
Reports by independent technical experts and consultants
Lists of customers and suppliers
Letters of recommendation or endorsement
Any other pertinent material that would enhance the business plan’s validity
and credibility

(Adapted from Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1984, pp. 22-23)

A Conceptual and Operationalized
ORAL PRESENTATION Business Plan Outline
The presentation of a venture proposal and its business plan should not be elaborate
and taxing to the intended audience, but rather target and give details on the essential
“hooks” that will quickly generate enthusiasm and interest in the venture and result in
its approval and funding.
The suggested format for a business plan’s oral presentation outlined in Exhibit
3-4 follows the conceptualized business plan with its “Magnificent Seven Hooks” and
should be adaptable in its length depending on the time allotted for its presentation. An
oral business plan presentation should never exceed its allocated time.

EXHIBIT 3-4
A SAMPLE ORAL PRESENTATION BUSINESS PLAN OUTLINE
1. COVER SHEET
•
•
•

Business name, address, phone and fax numbers, email address
Principals
Date

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Hook them with the “Magnificent Seven” early,
so they read the written long version of the business plan LATER!)
•

Hook #1 We can MAKE it: The Niche and the Value concept
(The way the world IS now, which constitutes a problem.)

•

Hook #2 We can SELL it: The Strategic Target Market Opportunity
(The Solution… the way the world OUGHT TO be, the definition of
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the Industry, Market, and Business, the Strategic demand or supplydriven Opportunity Target, added value to the customer’s purchasing
decisions, etc.)
•

Hook #3 We can PROFIT from it: The Financial Return
(How much return on investment will the venture generate for an
investor, and when? Credible, substantiated, and realistic, optimistic,
and pessimistic scenarios and timetables in a graphic format.)

•

Hook #4 We can COMMIT to it: The Success, Personal Investment,
and Additional Financial Need Requirements
(The framework of the specific needs that are required for the venture’s
success, their nature, degree and level, cost, and justification, the amount of
personal investment committed and its proportion to overall personal wealth,
and finally and as a result of this analysis, the specific needs of additional
financial investment. Investors want to know up front how much you need,
whether you really know what and how much you need, and how much you
put out of pocket, so they “categorize” and measure you as an individual
and as a true entrepreneur, as well as your venture as a degree of risk.)

•

Hook #5 We can PLAN it: The Infrastructure Plans
(Product and Marketing plans, Organizational and Operational plans, and
Legal structure plans.)

•

Hook #6 We can EXECUTE it: The People and Money Management
(YOU, the FAKTS, the ability to execute once the venture is launched,
plugging the holes by organizing and staffing the venture with skilled
individuals and providing them with competent managerial leadership
with FAKTS, and if you cannot, with other credible individuals, and the
responsible and solid financial management and control of the money).

•

Hook #7 We can GROW it: The Deal!
(Why is this venture proposal such a Deal for an investor? Because its
survival is ensured and by reviewing the venture’s threat and performance
risks and by making sure that contingency and management plans are
in place that will fend off external and internal threats to PROTECT
the venture’s value concept performance; by renewing through
growth and development its sustainable competitive advantage edge
to IMPROVE the value concept; and finally, by examining the future
possibilities of the venture’s value concept by assessing its prospects
for internationalization, “harvesting,” and/or exit potential in order to
EXPAND the value concept).
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The remainder of the oral presentation business plan outline should describe in
more detail certain of the aforementioned items, if time is not of essence and there
is enough interest on the part of the audience to hear more. Never risk taxing the
patience of an audience by elaborating on details and covering issues beyond the
“Magnificent Seven HOOKS” that can be easily covered in the written long version
of the business plan!
3. THE PRODUCT/SERVICE
•
•
•
•

The product and its value added (The solution again…)
Define what is to be developed or sold
Status of research and development
Patents, trademarks, copyrights

4. THE MARKETING PLAN AND MIX
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definition of the Industry (given the problem of what IS, what COULD
be done, and finally, what SHOULD done)
Definition of the Market and TARGET Market (what needs, whose
needs, how to satisfy those needs, and at what price and quality)
Market potential (market size and strategic fit)
Competitive strengths/advantages (in the specific industry and the
specific market)
Business and marketing strategy
Entry and growth strategy
The four Ps of Marketing
Advertising and promotional strategy 		
(P1)
Distribution channels (positioning)		
(P2)		
Product development strategy 		
(P3)
Price and profit margins			
(P4)

5. THE COMPANY
•
•
•

History (background of successes and failures of the individual and the
company, since they will find out anyway.)
Organizational structure
Legal organizational structure

6. OPERATIONS OVERVIEW
•
•

Production Technology and Operations
Technical Qualification and Certification Program
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•
•
•
•

Plant/store layout
Hours of operation/service
Operations flow
Operational timetable

7. THE MANAGEMENT TEAM
• Key personnel (FAKTS)
• Consultants and Advisors
• Hierarchical organizational structure
8. THE FINANCIAL SUMMARY
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial plans and needs
Profit, revenue, cash goals, potential, and durability
Summarized financial statements (income statement, balance sheet, and
cash flow)
Key ratio analysis (margins, profitability, debt/equity)
Other important financial considerations (taxes, additional sources of
funding, revenue, etc.)
Financial timetables

9. EXIT STRATEGY/CONCLUDING AND RE-EMPHASIS REMARKS
•
•

•

•

•

Why this is such a great DEAL for an investor!
What kind of contingency plans have been evaluated and are in place
to protect the venture’s value concept from external and internal risks
that could possibly threaten its performance.
Emphatically state again about why YOU have a sustainable EDGE
over the competition, and how you will grow, develop, and improve
the value concept’s sustained competitive edge through productivity
and renewal.
Where do you want to take this “thing,” what are the possibilities
for future international growth by expanding the value concept, and
ultimately how do you intend to “harvest” or exit the venture?
Finish by re-emphasizing the “Magnificent Seven hooks”!

conclUSion
No business plan, no matter how carefully constructed or how thoroughly is understood,
will be of any use at all unless it is put into action. Going into business is rough, and,
as mentioned earlier, over half of all new businesses fail within the first two years of
operation, while over ninety percent fail within the first 10 years.
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A major reason for failure is lack of planning, and the best way to avoid this and
enhance the chances of success is to plan and follow through on the business plan.
Again the business plan should be implemented and executed, not placed forgotten in
the bottom drawer of a desk.

ADDITIONAL WEBSITE INFORMATION
Topic

Web Address

Description
Venture Banking Group is an
operating division of Greater
Bay Bancorp, a diversified
bank holding company (GBBK
- Nasdaq). VBG was started in
1994, and provides innovative
banking solutions to emerging
growth technology companies
in the Silicon Valley and beyond.
VBG serves a broad range of
industry segments in both the
technology and life science
arenas. Also gives a form for
entrepreneurs to fill out in order
to request services from the
Venture Banking Group

Banking

www.venturebanking.com/
index.html

Woolco

www.geocities.com/zayre88/R_
woolco.html

Gives the history, and
subsequent failure of the
Woolco chain

Knowing the
Venture’s
Market: Life
Magazine

www.life.com/Life/

Tells about the magazine’s
current projects as well as a
history of the magazine

Knowing the
Venture’s
Location

www.census.gov/main/www/
subjects.html

Gives an A-Z list of all current
census information

Business
Plans

www.business-plans.co.uk/

Defines the purpose, necessity,
and process of creating a
business plan. Links to other
informational websites about
forming a business plan

Sample
Business
Plans

www.businessplans.org/

Excellent variety of sample
business plans
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keY TeRMS
Feasibility: The possibility of an idea becoming a success.
Financial considerations: An analysis of why they should provide funds, when they
can expect a return, and how large that return is expected to be.
entrepreneurial event: The event in which the individual or group takes an initiative,
resources are brought together to form an organization to accomplish something, and
run with relative autonomy.
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Market sensing: Systematic gathering, interpreting, and using market information.
Synchronicity: When all opportune psychological and environmental conditions,
circumstances, and favorable state of affairs come into a juncture to form a good
timing nexus.
The concepts of a Business Plan: The Niche, The Market, The Return, The Need,
The Infrastructure, The Ability to Execute, and The Deal.
The “Magniﬁcent Seven” conceptual hooks: The business plan that deals with making
it, selling it, profiting from it, committing to it, planning it, executing, and growing.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. What are the three fundamental questions that all prospective entrepreneurs
should be able to answer when dealing with investors and bankers, and how can
these three questions be satisfied?
2. What are the “Magnificent Seven” conceptual hooks, and what questions do these
hooks pertain to?
3. What sorts of considerations are included in the “K” of the “FAKTS” of the
feasibility analysis? Give some examples of what these considerations pertain to.
4. Briefly discuss the issues of timing in launching a venture.
5. Why is the “right” attitude important in launching a venture?
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
I have written many business plans in my career, and I continue to learn through the
use of others to review, critique, and refine the end product. I tend to write operational
business plans, which sometimes makes for a lengthier document that must be broken
into a more concise core with several addendums. Whatever you do, before you begin
the distribution and resulting presentation of your new endeavor, get professional
and comprehensive reviews of your documents. I worked for eighteen months on the
business plan for LifeGuard America and thought I had it ready to take to the market.
Luckily for me, I was introduced to the Oklahoma Technology Commercialization
Center and its director, Tom Walker. Tom took one look at the 97-page business plan
and began laughing out loud. Part of the service the OTCC provides its clients is a
critical review of their business plan with professional outside reviewers who take
the gloves off and “call it like it is.” Tom’s initial review of my plan was like being
hit with a cold bucket of water: basically a grade of “D” on a subject and document
I considered myself an expert. He and the team at the OTCC were right on target. I
had forgotten the fundamental aspect of any business plan: the target audience is the
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investor. Here I was telling someone how to build a watch when all they really wanted
was to know what time it was. Once again the words of my good friend began ringing
in my ears: “Never say boo who, when boo will do.” We immediately tore the business
plan apart and created an Executive Summary of six pages – an extremely tough but
necessary project. The Executive Summary was followed by a newly organized main
section in the following format:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Company Overview & Background
Services & Technology
Market Definition
Competitive Landscape
Market Plan & Positioning
Sales Plan
Management Team
Implementation Plan
Financials

We also created separate documents including a marketing plan, sales plan, a Private
Placement Memorandum, and an operating agreement for our LLC. These documents
were, in some manner, all originally bundled into my 97-page phone book business plan,
but now that they were properly organized after three long days worth of work, they
received an updated grade of A-, still not perfect but ready for serious consideration.
It is also important to note how crucial it is for any entrepreneur to be flexible in
the development over time of his original idea. One must always remember that it is
indeed a shared vision that is being created. My original concept focused on the highspeed jet transportation of time-critical human organs like the heart and lungs. Over
time, however, it has metamorphosed into a logistical support system for transplant
teams to assess organ suitability using our Internet Protocol based Virtual Private
Network IP/VPN, (a term not even invented when I first started working on LifeGuard
America). In short, the business plan had evolved into the information age where the
demands of the transplant community had progressed to the need for real time medical
information to support rapid decision-making in a time-critical business. The old plan
of high-speed transportation is now only a footnote to the key element of the business
plan. If I had been inflexible to the changing requirements of the environment, I would
have missed the opportunity completely. Remember, it is not about you and your ideas,
but rather the creation of a shared vision based on a flimsy idea or concept that evolves
into a strong, viable business opportunity.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1. What do you believe is the most important function of your business plan?
2. Why do think Mr. Fitzpatrick is so insistent on being flexible with your business plan?
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VenTURe SUcceSS FRAMewoRk:
overall Success Requirements
learning objectives
1. To discuss success and failure
2. To describe a comprehensive framework of success factors
3. To identify the factors that lenders and investors seek before deciding to fund a new venture
Topic outline
Introduction
Income Oriented businesses Vs. Entrepreneurial Ventures
Success And Failure
Determinants Of Success: A Review Of The Literature
A Framework For Success
Competitive Strategy
Environmental Factors
Demographic, Psychological, And behavioral Factors
Management Practices
Conclusion
References
Review Questions

“People who try to do something and fail are infinitely better
than those who try to do nothing and succeed”
(Lloyd James)
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inTRoDUcTion
Everyone who is at all familiar with the problems of creating new ventures and
developing small businesses believes that the majority of these companies could
continue to live and prosper if the people at their heads would only spend on preventive
planning a fraction of the imagination, care, and work they spent on building up their
businesses in the first place.
Someone said: “I know how the surgeons in the accident ward down at the hospital
must feel when the highway casualties are brought in Saturday nights: frustration at
being unable to do much more than make the patient’s last hour a bit more comfortable;
rage at the needless waste and destruction of so much that could live constructively
and productively; and sadness when I ponder what might have been had these friends
of mine only started to think about the future of their business a few years sooner.”
There is no doubt that the challenges and issues facing entrepreneurs in their quest
to develop and sustain their businesses are complex and multiple. The price of failing
is high not only to entrepreneurs and investors, but also to society. Entrepreneurs and
investors stand to lose their investments; society loses jobs and incurs high social costs
such as unemployment insurance, reduced competition, less innovation, and wasted
investment capital.
In the start-up stage, the key question is quite simple: why does one business idea
succeed in getting implemented, when others do not? That is, what factors improve the
chances of successfully starting a business and overcoming the major obstacles standing
in the way of survival? Once past the survival stage, however, the manager must make
a conscious decision about the future of his/her venture. Will it be entrepreneurial
and attempt to grow, or will it be income-oriented opting for stability or slow growth,
and focusing on maintaining the founder’s personal and business lifestyles? With this
decision the question becomes: why does one existing business succeed and another
cease operations, or at best perform marginally? What are the requirements and the
needs for improving the firm’s chances of succeeding at maintaining their incomeorientation, developing into a high-growth company, and sustaining growth and
profitability? Hopefully, this chapter will provide some insights for avoiding the more
common pitfalls that new firms tend to encounter as they are created and evolve. The
intent is to “stack the deck” in favor of success.

incoMe oRienTeD BUSineSSeS
VS. enTRePReneURiAl VenTUReS
Income-oriented businesses (e.g., flower shops, bowling alleys, hardware stores, etc.)
are different than entrepreneurial ventures, and therefore have different funding needs
and success requirements. Income, or lifestyle businesses are often created to serve
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as a substitute to working for someone else, and the owner has, in a sense, purchased
himself/herself a job. Such businesses tend to grow slower than entrepreneurial
ventures and plateau at some steady employment level.
Birch (2001) differentiates between the two by labeling income-oriented businesses
“small business” while calling entrepreneurial ventures “gazelles.” Gazelles usually
are in high tech, get venture capital, are young, small, and operate in national or
international markets rather than regional markets. The ability for small business,
which Birch estimates at 5.8 million, to grow or decline in terms of employment, what
Birch (1988c) calls volatility, tends to be extremely low. In contrast gazelles, which he
estimates at about 352,000, have a different fate:
Entrepreneurial businesses never just grow and rarely just decline. They do both
sequentially. They stumble onto something, get a big boost out of it, and grow
significantly. Then, as soon as they think they’re rounding third base, someone
always seems to move home plate. Maybe there’s a change in their economic
world. Other competitors close in on them. A new technology eliminates the
value of their market niches. Or perhaps they simply get cocky, or lazy, and
lose track of the direction in which they were headed. Whatever the cause, the
inescapable fact is that the most likely result of any company’s growth, is a
slowdown or even outright decline. (p. 25)
Almost invariably, entrepreneurial ventures experience high volatility. Their growth
patterns are not just simple upward curves, but over enough time, a series of peaks and
valleys. In order to come up from the valleys, the firm has to learn from its mistakes
and reversals. Once it does, it can get back on the path to success. Big declines tend to
be preceded by rapid growth, rapid growth is a frequent precursor of a big decline, and
either a big decline or no change is the forerunner for closing.
This kind of activity highlights the fact that for most entrepreneurial ventures rapid
growth is inherently volatile. A word of caution is needed here. This does not mean
that there are not many firms who have simply gone straight up, increasing their sales
year to year by dramatic percentages. But the rule for entrepreneurial ventures tends to
be more like a cyclical peak and valley pattern (Richman, 1988).
Companies that go up fast often come down fast (Hyatt, 1988). Because they
frequently rely on a single product for their sales, technology, or market, for example,
what might be a pothole to a bigger company with other revenue sources and a larger
capital base looks like a large ditch to the small growth company. Further, explosive
sales growth often requires a company to add costs–payroll, plant, and equipment at
an equally rapid rate. If the growth rate slows abruptly, a company can be caught with
excess capacity, personnel, and fixed costs. Growing quickly on the tiny capital base
that most young, first-spurt companies have leaves little room for even small errors and
none for egregious greed (Richman, 1986).
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Perhaps by understanding volatility better, firms can benefit by learning how to
cope with it, and how to anticipate, plan, and capitalize on it. After all, volatility is
healthy, because it eliminates inefficiency and poor ideas from our economic system
that constituted bad opportunities in the first place. Firms that do not learn how to
profit from their mistakes may end up forever riding a roller coaster between their
peaks and valleys.

SUcceSS AnD FAilURe
Statistics claim that the majority of new ventures are discontinued before the age of
five or six. To say the odds are not attractive is obviously an understatement, but they
can be beaten. It should be recognized also that the so-called “failure rates” are plagued
by definitional problems and inconsistent measures. Definitions of failure vary from
study to study affecting what is and what is not considered a failure. Economists and
politicians often quote a widely believed statement about small firm failure: “Four out
of five small firms fail in their first five years.” Administrators of the Small Business
Administration use this statement to express their concern about the health of small firms,
and mainstream economists have used it to express what they think is the irrelevance
of small companies for economic development. However, this claim not only has no
foundation, but in fact, no statistical source or any other type of analysis reports such
high failure rates. Instead, there is good evidence that more than half, rather than the
reported one-fifth, of all new small firms survived for eight or more years. A research
studying the eight-year destinies of all small firms formed in 1977-1978 confirmed that
out of 814,000 firms, 54 percent of the companies survived, while 26 percent merely
changed ownership. The rest of the firms either died or failed. To distinguish between
death and failure, Dun & Bradstreet defines failure as “business termination with losses
to creditors.” This is a suitable definition because it differentiates between the firms that
fail because of financial distress, and the firms that terminate operations by the owners
voluntarily. This also tells us that the chances for an entrepreneur starting out in the U.S.
are surprisingly good. Therefore, from a lender’s perspective the probability of losses
from lending to new businesses is far less than 80 percent that the statement “Four out
of five firms fail in the first five years” implies, and the survival rate of the small firm,
including ownership changes, is one out of two with 28 percent surviving with their
original owners at the helm (Bygrave, 1997, pp. 458-459).
Just what are the odds of starting a business and surviving? Unfortunately,
business mortality records are notoriously poor and only deal with firms which have
ceased operations. What about the individual who comes up with an idea and wants
to know what his/her chances are of getting the business off the ground? Of course,
there is no way to keep track of “failed ideas” or business plans that could not be
implemented (Birch, 1988b).
Perhaps even more important for prospective entrepreneurs to understand, is that
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many firms ceasing operations are quite often started by people lacking the fundamental
training and business skills needed to succeed, who have never balanced a checkbook
before, much less understood a set of accounting books, and people who let their
excitement and enthusiasm outweigh any rational considerations as to whether or not
their ventures have even the slimmest chance for success.
Obviously, failure is a most disturbing term, loaded with emotion and negative
implications. Yet it has been the operative word for the majority of studies examining
firms going out of business. Failure does not always have a disappointing outcome.
There are many ways a firm can cease operations without experiencing real failure. For
example, many firms can close down without incurring losses, or the owner(s) may sell
their operations at a profit and reopen under a different name, or perhaps they move
into other occupations with better opportunities. Businesses are also discontinued
because of retirement, illness, or because they are simply sold for a profit, rather than
only because of poor operating performance. Because of the variety of ways businesses
can be discontinued, there is a multitude of competing definitions and measures of
small business “failure rates.” There is simply no uniformity in conceptualizing failure.
That’s the good news.
The bad news is that, typically, somewhere around 98 percent of the business
plans submitted to venture capitalists end up rejected for one reason or another. The
odds are probably pretty good that you can start a business, but the more you need
outside funding, the more the odds tend to get progressively worse. The entrepreneur’s
capacity to raise money is a result of having the other venture factors stacked in favor
of success. Whether the funding materializes or not, this does not cause these other
success factors to just happen. Rather, in most instances, venture funding follows good
entrepreneurs with FAKTS who have spotted good opportunities and who demonstrate
that they clearly grasp the driving forces that will govern success. For this type of
ventures, there is no serious shortage of risk capital or non-venture capital financing.
Increasingly, sophisticated bankers, financial institutions, and informal investors back
people who have demonstrated that they understand the driving forces needed to
succeed in their proposed business (Timmons, Smollen, & Dingee 1985, p.16).
Obviously, there is a huge gap between what determines success and failure at
the start-up stage. The role of entrepreneurs, therefore, is to identify as many ways
as possible to increase the chances of their ideas and find ways to improve the odds
that their ventures get funded if outside capital is needed. In this sense, it is good
opportunities that are more likely to get funded and started than good ideas. But what
constitutes a good opportunity? Is it the venture’s chance of success? Timmons et al.
(1985) contend that success in a new venture takes much longer to appear than most
people realize, i.e., pearls (winners) take 7-8 years to mature, while lemons (losers)
ripen much quicker, in two and a half years.
Regardless of the statistics used, no one disagrees that the odds are poor. Failure is
definitely more often the rule rather than the exception, but there are ways to improve
the odds. For one thing, the 65 percent failure rate cannot be generalized across the
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board. Substantial variation exists between industries, localities, and time periods. The
success rate is also considerably improved among firms that receive venture capital.
For instance, one study found only an 18 percent failure rate among 272 ventures
over a seven year time period (Dorsey, 1979). Why have ventures funded by venture
capitalists been so successful? This is because venture capitalists can differentiate
between a good idea and a good opportunity. This may be so, but at the same time, they
do not automatically pick winners. One study of performance found that 40 percent
of venture capital deals resulted in a loss of 50-100 percent of the total investment. In
only a little over 10 percent of their deals did they realize their targeted return of five
or more times their investment (Timmons et al., 1985).
Are there any other benchmarks, guidelines, or rules that can be used to
increase chances of success, besides the venture’s idea being a good opportunity?
Unfortunately, there are no specific formulae to improve the odds, but there are
some general insights that have been obtained from previous research. For example,
Timmons et al. (1985) have drawn from some of the early studies on job generation
and company formation and conclude that a rough threshold-level exists which
closely corresponds to both the odds of survival and the potential for growth. At a
minimum, exceeding $500,000 to $1,000,000 in sales or 10-20 employees, results in
improved chances for survival. Anything above these figures increases the odds of
surviving even more, because higher survival rates are found among firms creating
more jobs. It is therefore logical to assume that the more jobs you create, the more
successful you must be and thus, the higher the survival rate (p. 5).
Perhaps the most comprehensive and insightful examination of company survival
and failure has been undertaken by Birch (1987). Using a database of 5.6 million
firms ranging in size from mom-and-pop grocery stores to Fortune 500 conglomerates,
Birch found that smaller firms (0-19 employees) are slightly less likely to cease
operations than larger firms (500+ employees). On the other hand, the odds of survival
for intermediate-sized firms (20-499 employees) are better than smaller companies.
Hence, Birch provides support for the intuitive belief in a threshold-concept up to a
certain level of employment, meaning that the odds of survival are, as Timmons et al.
(1985) suggest, progressively better as the firm gets larger, or at least until it hits a
threshold of 500 or more employees, at which point survival rates get slightly worse.
Can we pinpoint the specific venture opportunities that have the highest survival
rates? How about the ones easiest to start? And what about survival and growth?
Wouldn’t it be great if we could find a business that is easy to open, and likely to
survive, and has a high probability of growing? Unfortunately, we cannot. High survival
rates and rapid growth just are not compatible with frequently started businesses. The
businesses that seem easiest to start tend to grow little or even worse, they tend to
close. Those that easily survive do so because they are difficult businesses to get into.
And the ones that can make entrepreneurs and investors rich, are hard to start and
hard to keep going. Entrepreneurs must think carefully about what kind of venture
opportunity they want to undertake and seek funding for, because none is likely to
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provide them with easy entry, and security, and rewards. Thus, they will be forced to
choose those characteristics that matter most to them and their financiers, and then
brave the absence of the others (Birch, 1988a).

DeTeRMinAnTS oF SUcceSS:
A ReView oF THe liTeRATURe
It was mentioned earlier that in most instances, venture funding follows good entrepreneurs
with FAKTS, who have spotted good opportunities, who have demonstrated a clear grasp
of the driving forces that will govern success in their proposed venture. Perhaps no topic
has been researched more often in the entrepreneurship/small business literature than
the determinants of success. Unfortunately, the early literature on the topic of success
seldom provided any connection between the various approaches. Some advocate
personality variables, and others demographic characteristics as the key determinants of
success. And still another group champions the use of simple rules-of-thumb developed
through experience, such as “never get involved in a partnership.” A more recent set
of authors suggests that entrepreneurial strategy is the major concern. Peter Drucker’s
(1985) book, Innovation and Entrepreneurship provides several chapters and examples
of successful entrepreneurial strategies along with an interesting discussion of the key
elements necessary for entrepreneurial management to flourish in a new venture.
Entrepreneurial strategies have become a key research topic in new venture
performance (e.g., Sandberg, 1986; McDougall & Robinson, 1987; MacMillan & Day,
1987; Stuart & Abetti, 1987). A word of caution here: in several studies purporting
to examine entrepreneurial strategies, the researchers have included intrapreneurial
ventures. Given the significant resource advantages possessed by large firms, it may
not be appropriate to apply their findings to independent entrepreneurs. A second
concern is that many of the strategy studies limit their focus only into entrepreneurial
ventures and exclude income-oriented small businesses, which are often content with
stable or slow growth strategies.
Another favored approach to studying success has been to examine the personality,
behavioral, and demographic characteristics possessed by entrepreneurs and small
businesspeople. The belief here is that successful entrepreneurs possess traits, behaviors,
and personality characteristics different from non-entrepreneurial types. One criticism
of this segment of the entrepreneurial literature is the lack of a widely accepted
definition for an entrepreneur. Because no uniform definition exists, much of this
research makes little distinction between an entrepreneur and a small businessperson,
and the results are somewhat confusing. Still, an enormous amount of literature exists
on personality traits, such as risk-taking, autonomy, locus of control, etc., behavioral
activities related to organization creation, and demographic characteristics like age,
experience, education and family role models (Gartner, Carland, Hoy, & Carland,
1988; Carland, Hoy, Boulton, & Carland, 1984; and Brockhaus, 1982).
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Examining psychological traits is perhaps the most controversial of all the
approaches to studying success. It reflects the search for a “magic bullet” of the
single best psychological profile describing the “successful” entrepreneur or small
businessperson (Gartner et al., 1988; Carland, Hoy, & Carland, 1988). The search
has not been altogether very successful. In fact, the consensus seems to be moving
towards accepting that demographic variables may help indeed predict the probability
of someone starting a new venture, but offer little in predicting or improving the odds
of succeeding at starting and growing an entrepreneurial venture or a small business
(Hofer & Sandberg, 1987, p.22). Gartner et al. (1988) further criticizes the utility of
examining personality variables to identify a so-called “entrepreneur.” Nevertheless,
this is still a fairly controversial, and as yet unsettled, issue.
A final approach to discussing success is more comprehensive in nature, because
it attempts to identify all the personality, demographic, behavioral, environmental,
strategic, and other factors that affect a venture’s odds of succeeding. The reality is
that any one factor may affect the chances of success, but there are many more that can
quickly lead to financial ruin if not avoided or addressed. With this approach, authors
are trying to cover all the bases in order to make new venture owners sensitive to the
multiple factors that can either make or break their venture’s prospects. Oftentimes
this takes the form of a checklist of factors most responsible for small business failures.
The entrepreneurship and small business journals such as The Journal of Business
Venturing, The Journal of Small Business Management, Entrepreneurship Theory and
Practice, among others, consistently carry articles that highlight these issues and offer
suggestions on how to avoid or resolve such failure factors.
Recently, academic research has entered a new and hopefully fruitful phase wherein
different success factors are examined and researched simultaneously in an attempt to
weigh them in terms of their impact on success, similar to the FAKTS profile advocated
earlier. While the results are still preliminary, progress is being made. For instance,
one study found success to be related to four factors: 40 percent entrepreneurial values
or personal traits, 40 percent managerial skills, 10 percent interpersonal skills, and 10
percent environmental dimensions (Goodwin & Ibrahim, 1987).
In a review of the literature on this combination of determinants of new venture
performance, Hofer and Sandberg (1987) suggest it is most affected by three generic
factors in order of importance:
1. Structure of the industry entered
2. The business strategy used by the new venture
3. The behavioral characteristics of the founding entrepreneur
Another particularly interesting discussion on success and failure factors has been
undertaken by Vesper (1980). He cites factors such as choice of business, education and
experience, collaboration with other parties, prior choices of employer and geographic
location, ability to attract starting capital, and management practices as affecting the
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founder and the firm’s chances of success.
Timmons et al. (1985) take a different view of the subject. Rather than explicitly
talking about success factors, the authors identify the variables driving a potentially
high-growth new venture creation process, such as the founders, the opportunity per se,
and the resources required. By paying close attention to all the elements encompassed
by these three categories, it is implied that the venture process will be successful.

A FRAMewoRk FoR SUcceSS
In order to provide a comprehensive review of the factors linked to small business and
entrepreneurial success, there is a need to synthesize the work of previous authors and
develop a framework useful for studying the determinants of success. Because of this
comprehensive approach, several other factors have been included that are, for the
most part, uncontrollable by the entrepreneur or small businessperson, e.g., interest
rates, taxes, inflation, and the regulatory climate because they are so often noted as key
contributors to the failure or success of small ventures.
The classification scheme offered here is fundamentally similar to several of the
frameworks mentioned previously, but it also differs in certain respects. The venture’s
competitive strategy is considered to be the most important determinant in the success
of both small businesses and entrepreneurial ventures, while personality traits are
still considered also to be a significant factor in determining the odds of success.
Instead of attempting to identify a single best psychological profile, it is advocated
that certain behaviors, attitudes, and traits do indeed lend themselves well to various
entrepreneurial and small business situations, and should not be discounted because
different personality factors may be more appropriate under different conditions since
each business situation is unique. Thus, a framework of success factors encompasses
the following aspects:
•
•
•
•

Competitive strategy
Environmental factors
Demographic, and psychological and behavioral characteristics
Management practices

This is by no means a complete list of factors. Every situation is unique and entrepreneurs
and small businesspersons need to recognize which of the factors are most appropriate
to their own situation, and therefore there can be no definitive categorization scheme.
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coMPeTiTiVe STRATeGY
As mentioned previously, much of the literature related to success and management
practices appears to be more relevant to small businesses after they have gone
through the start-up stage. As far as entrepreneurial startups are concerned, the idea
of a “thinking big” strategy makes it essential for entrepreneurial startups to consist
of a venture that fits this criterion. Furthermore, the fact that venture capital funded
firms command a better success rate, is the reason that 98 percent of all submitted
business plans are rejected by venture capital firms is because the odds of their having
a successful competitive strategy are not great to begin with.
A fair amount of research has been conducted on venture capitalists’ criteria (e.g.,
Sandberg, Schweiger, & Hofer, 1987; MacMillan, Siegel, & SubbaNarasimha, 1987;
Robinson, 1987; MacMillan, Zemann, & SubbaNarasimha, 1987; MacMillan &
SubbaNarasimha, 1986; Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984). These studies provide some good
insights into: (1) the criteria used by venture capitalists in evaluating proposals;
(2) the differences between funded and non-funded plans; and (3) the differences
between successful and unsuccessful ventures that had already received funding
from venture capitalists.
One way of improving the success rate with venture capitalists is to know the
criteria that they use in judging a proposal. Unfortunately, venture capitalists tend to
weigh their various criteria differently, depending on: (1) the characteristics of the
industry to be entered; (2) the quality of the management team, and; (3) the strategy
they identify for their venture.
Even with the “unique” characteristics of each venture and venture capital firm,
there are some generalizations that can be made regarding the criteria used to evaluate
proposals. Three studies (Tyebjee & Bruno, 1984; MacMillan, Siegel, et al., 1987;
and Robinson, 1987) have yielded somewhat similar results, except for one area,
namely the importance of the entrepreneur’s or the team’s characteristics, because it is
believed that a quality team is the best foundation for a successful competitive strategy.
Interestingly, the Tyebjee and Bruno study did not support the conventional wisdom
in the venture capital industry, but rather found market attractiveness to be the most
important criterion. Outside of this one issue, the results seem to be relatively similar.
A fourth study, MacMillan, Zemann, et al. (1987), looked at the kinds of criteria used
to screen ventures but not the specific criteria per se. For comparative purposes, the
criteria found in each of the four studies according to which venture capitalists evaluate
venture business proposals are shown in Exhibit 4-1, and illustrate the components of
the venture’s competitive strategy that have been found to contribute to future success
and survival.
Identifying the criteria used by venture capitalists is one way to enhance the chances
for funding. Another way is to understand some of the differences between funded
and non-funded plans. MacMillan and SubbaNarasimha (1986) examined this topic
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and found that plans that were not funded typically projected extremely optimistic
performance results for their venture’s competitive strategy. Apparently, venture
capitalists identify an upper and lower boundary of acceptable results. Anything
outside these limits tends not to impress venture capitalists, and the plan is generally
not funded. The problem is that these limits cannot really be identified, because they
are unique to each venture capital firm. It is like trying to hit a moving target, different
for each situation. Additionally, funded plans tend to have a balance in terms of the
material devoted to each functional area of the business, e.g., marketing, finance,
production, etc., the necessary ingredients for a successful competitive strategy, while
plans that are not funded neglect to provide this balance.
Another study highlights just how difficult it is to evaluate new venture proposals.
Examining businesses that had already received venture capital funding, they found
that they could be classified into three unsuccessful and four successful venture types.
Unfortunately, what makes them hard to evaluate is that the unsuccessful ventures were
virtual mirror images of the successful ventures, with typically only one characteristic
separating the successful from the unsuccessful ventures. The bottom line is that a proposal
might conform to everything noted above, but there is still a large component of venture
evaluation that is more an “art” than a “science” (MacMillan, Zemann, et al., 1987).

EXHIBIT 4-1
Competitive Strategy Criteria Used By Venture Capitalists In
Evaluating Business Proposals
Tyebjee & Bruno (1984)
• Market attractiveness: Is there a market and how attractive is it?
• Product differentiation: Does the entrepreneur have technical skills and is the
product unique and patentable?
• Profitability potential: Can we realistically expect high profits?
• Managerial capabilities: Demonstrable skills in management, marketing,
and finance
• Environmental threat resistance: Venture’s protection against competitive and
non-competitive threats
• Cash-out potential and ease of exit
MacMillan, Siegel, et al. (1987)
• Competitive risk: Product market threats
• Bailout risk: Financial potential
• Investment risk: Prospect of attractive returns
• Management risk: Entrepreneur’s risk management abilities, capacity for
sustained effort, and market familiarity
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•
•

Implementation risk: Developing a prototype, market acceptance, and ability
to articulate the venture
Leadership risk: Leadership talent of the entrepreneur

Robinson, (1987)
• Management team
• Fit between management’s technical skills and industry’s requirements
• Resource needs vs. personal skills and motivation of management
• Venture’s financial history
• Professional references
MacMillan, Zemann, et al. (1987)
• Criteria that screen out ventures where there is a risk of failure due to
unqualified management
• Criteria that screen out management that may be well qualified but
lack experience
• Criteria that screen out ventures where the basic viability of the project is
in doubt
• Criteria that screen out ventures where there is high exposure to competitive
attack and profit erosion before the investment can be recouped
• Criteria that avoid ventures locking up the investment so that it cannot be
cashed out for long periods of time.

enViRonMenTAl FAcToRS
Goodwin and Ibrahim’s (1987) study specifically identifies three environmental factors
contributing to small business success, namely, interest rates, taxes, and government
assistance. The following factors should also be added: inflation, the founder’s choice of
geographical location, the regulatory climate, technology transfer programs, incubator
and entrepreneurship centers, luck, the structure of the industry in which the business
will be or is already competing, timing, and in case of a high tech firm, the presence of
a cluster of other technology companies (Goss & Vozikis, 1994).
Exhibit 4-2 illustrates these factors, plus several others related to the
general categories.
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EXHIBIT 4-2
Environmental Factors Contributing to Venture Success
Interest Rates, Inflation, and Taxes
Choice of Location
		 Trained Business Professionals and Consultants
		 Community Networking Opportunities
		 Proximity To a Good University
		 Labor Supply
		 Transportation
		 Utilities
Industry Structure
Regulatory Climate
Federal, State, and Local Government Assistance
Technology Transfer Programs
Incubator and Entrepreneurship Centers
Presence of a Cluster of Other Technology Firms
Timing
Luck
Can all these economic variables be controlled or even affected by an individual
entrepreneur or small businessperson? Typically not, but they always come up in any list
of factors most often contributing to small business failures. Therefore, entrepreneurs
or small businesspersons who wish to achieve success when seeking funding must, at
the very least, be educated and aware of these issues, and be able to show that they
will be able to capitalize on them when opportunities present themselves and avoid
the pitfalls.
As far as the interest rates are concerned, for example, there is no question that
many entrepreneurs believe they are being unjustly singled out as high credit risks. A
congressional report based on a survey of the ten largest U.S. banks found that large
banks often issue loans to big companies at interest rates lower than the published
prime rate. The small firm may be misled if it believes that their rate is anywhere
near the best rate charged bigger corporations. This situation exists because banks
frequently believe they must charge more for smaller loans to compensate for a higher
cost of money. They privately concede that it is usually more advantageous for a
bank to extend credit to a larger corporation rather than a smaller company, since
larger corporations can afford higher interest costs. In addition, large corporations
actually reduce a bank’s costs because it is usually cheaper for a bank to pay “service”
charges on accounts with larger businesses by consolidating a wide variety of company
banking functions. The small business mentality is different from that of the larger firm,
and the entrepreneurial mentality is different from that of the small businessperson.
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Unfortunately, the majority of bankers seldom relates to either because their job is
to make loans that do not go bad, not to take excessive risks on someone starting a
new venture. Another reason small businesses suffer disproportionately from higher
interest rates is that they typically have less equity than larger companies. Their needs
have to be met more by short-term debt, which again makes them less attractive to
both long-term lenders and investors.
Inflation, while no longer at the high levels of the late ’70s, is an often misunderstood
phenomenon when considered in relation to small business. As damaging as it may seem
to be, the truth is that inflation, resulting in increasing prices, can help to keep a lot of
poorly run companies above water. Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Bank, labeled inflation as “clearly the number one reason that a higher percentage of
businesses managed to survive in the late ’70s.” This unusual effect occurs because
borderline businesses may run up large debts, in which case accelerating inflation
makes such debts cheaper and cheaper to repay because in the long run, lenders may
charge fixed interest rates that eventually prove to be under the inflation rate. For
borrowers this is a splendid arrangement because they are able to repay loans with
dollars depreciating at a higher rate than their interest charges (Malabre, 1980, p. 40).
High inflation also helps smaller businesses in still another way because it fosters a
climate where badly managed companies can more easily survive by continuing to sell
goods and services of inferior quality through widely expected price increases. Along
the same lines, inflation bolsters profits, though in an unsound manner, by exaggerating
the value of assets, by producing inventory profits and by earnings write-offs for the
depreciation of equipment unrealistically low that does not reflect true replacement
costs (Malabre).
The federal tax structure possesses a big business bias, is unduly complex, and
fails to take into account the special needs and problems of the small firm. Such
problems include: understanding and complying with the tax system at all levels of
government; retaining needed capital for operations and growth; acquiring long-term
financing and equity capital; maintaining the independence of the small business as a
viable objective; and providing financial security for the entrepreneur. Small firms which
are capital-intensive enough to benefit from depreciation schemes and investment tax
credits must assemble a battery of high-paid accountants, lawyers, and tax consultants
in order to understand the complex array of today’s tax laws. Complicated exemptions,
record keeping requirements, and other complex features, combine to produce a heavy
compliance burden for the small business.
The location choice is another critical consideration for new ventures seeking
funding, because it contributes to success in a variety of ways. For example, today’s
emphasis on economic development by state and local officials is a bonanza to
entrepreneurial ventures able to take advantage of the incentives and subsidies being
offered. Some locations can provide a community infrastructure that enhances the
chances of developing new ventures, such as the existence of local venture capital,
Chamber of Commerce support, workshops on financing, marketing, etc. for the
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small business, trained professionals in law, accounting, insurance, banking and other
areas needed by entrepreneurs and small businesspeople, and much more. The choice
of location can also reinforce the validity of an entrepreneurial effort by providing
psychological support and solid networking from nearby successful entrepreneurs and
small business owners. Some locations are much more supportive of start-ups and
young growth companies and every year, many financial publications and magazines
produce rankings of cities with business-friendly climates. Typically, locations with
both a high frequency of start-ups and excellent support for growth companies have
a mix of characteristics, including close proximity to a university with a strong
graduate program that can facilitate technology transfer, a good labor supply, excellent
transportation facilities, a superior educational system, good and inexpensive utility
services, access to suppliers, and professional assistance available for the start-up and
growth company.
The industry structure sometimes takes a life of its own in a particular location. For
instance, Atlanta’s excellent transportation facilities and centralized regional location
makes it a home base for numerous distribution companies. Omaha, Nebraska, has
twenty-five telemarketing centers employing 10,000 people. Why has Omaha become
the national center for this industry? Because it is a central location in the U.S. and
because the Midwest has no noticeable accent, thus, less chance of insulting someone
when contacting them over the phone. Socorro, New Mexico, has become the center of
expertise in explosives technology because it offers huge chunks of vacant land right
outside the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. Anyone working with
explosives knows that transporting experimental explosive devices long distances is
not particularly appealing or safe.
The regulatory climate is another element that can influence the success of startups and existing small businesses. For instance, Arizona, which has been consistently
ranked at or near the top in new jobs, business births, and growth climate, offers a
very favorable regulatory environment, a pro-business attitude, reasonable tax rates,
moderate labor laws, and the presence of a large number of high-tech companies,
which spin off many new ventures. New jobs originate from three sources: (l) 5
percent from out-of-state recruiting; (2) 49 percent from expanding existing firms
already in the state; and (3) 55 percent from new businesses from local industry
(Charland, 1988). Recognizing the favorable regulatory environment on a state level
can benefit the entrepreneur looking for subsidies, inexpensive financing, and a core
group of skilled personnel.
Government assistance on all levels, federal, state, and local, also takes many
different forms. For instance, government-financed and government-backed loans
are available through a number of sources. In Colorado, the Colorado Department of
Local Affairs, the Colorado Housing and Finance Authority, and the Farmers Home
Administration all offer such loans. Similar programs exist in other states.
Technology transfer programs like Pennsylvania’s Ben Franklin Partnership, Ohio’s
Thomas Edison Incubator Program, Virginia’s Center for Innovative Technology, and
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Oklahoma’s Technology Commercialization Center try to bridge the gap between
academic researchers and industry by finding ways to facilitate the commercialization
of technical research. Potential entrepreneurs with an idea for a technology-related
business based on technology transfer, or individuals looking for a technically oriented
partner, can enhance their chances of success by locating near technology transfer
centers and becoming familiar with technical personnel working in related areas. These
centers tend to attract a core mass of expertise, where state-of-the-art technology and
knowledge exists and can potentially serve as a good source for finding and attracting
qualified partners to a venture team.
Incubators like a holding company help ventures and especially e-commerce
sites up off the ground, nurturing them with sound advice and then “unloading” them
when they become profitable. Incubators grow by finding companies with promising
business ideas and prospects, but lacking a key ingredient or two, such as office space
or technical and legal help, and they supply these missing elements and often invest
in these companies. They also introduce them to customers of other “incubates,” or
help them recruit talent, or ultimately help them find prospects for other companies
to acquire, or even point them to the right direction of possibly being “harvested”
themselves. However, strong companies already have what an incubator provides
because they have strong managerial skills, a good business plan, and are already
attracting investment and venture capital. Consequently, an incubator is not the right
location for them (“Incubators Lay,” 2000). Universities, through research parks, and
Centers of Entrepreneurship, also provide useful services and technical assistance to
businesses and establish cooperative research projects among academia and industry;
they usually house and make available consulting services and information, oftentimes
free, through the Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE), the Small Business
Administration (SBA), the Small Business Development and Assistance Centers
(SBDC and SBAC), Minority Business Development Centers (MBDC), and a host of
other federal, state, and local government or quasi-government organizations.
Technology firms also tend to prefer to gather around high technology clusters
such as California’s Silicon Valley, North Carolina’s Research Triangle, Texas’s Austin,
and Alabama’s Huntsville in order to take advantage of the technology climate, the
possibility of “cannibalizing” other firms’ technical personnel, and most importantly
to benefit from what the economic literature calls “agglomeration economies,” i.e. the
benefits of just being in an environment that is conducive to high tech opportunities
and being associated with other similarly minded entrepreneurs and high tech firms
(Goss & Vozikis, 1994).
Finally, timing and luck are issues that are always present and could have a
tremendous impact. However, as mentioned earlier, they need to be treated in such a
way as to make sure that the venture’s success relies upon them the least.
Much of what has been discussed on the environmental factors contributing to a
venture’s success appears to benefit the venture entrepreneur because the prospective
entrepreneurial venture has more to gain from favorable environmental factors than
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a small business. This is because small businesspersons begin their business within a
short distance of their home city. It is rare that they move to start a business. For one
thing, their business is often started as a way to enact their profession or to pursue a
personal interest and is oftentimes a craft or a trade whose success depends on their
knowledge of the local area. They trade in a much more restricted region, and they
are more interested in maintaining their business and their personal lifestyle than
being bothered with growth. They strive for personal income and security. Because of
their more limited objectives and focus, the small businessperson often finds that the
support mechanisms offered by the government and other organizations are of little
use, or worse, completely irrelevant for their purposes, because such programs tend to
be heavily oriented to assisting growth firms.

DeMoGRAPHic, PSYcHoloGicAl,
AnD BeHAVioRAl FAcToRS
Much research in the entrepreneurship field has focused on the person of the entrepreneur,
asking the question: Why do certain individuals start ventures successfully when others,
under similar conditions, do not? Asking why can lead to answering with the question
of who. Certain inner quality or qualities, and traits differentiate entrepreneurs from
non-entrepreneurs.
However, a startling number of traits and characteristics have been attributed to
the entrepreneur, and an entrepreneurial “psychological profile” assembled from these
research studies could portray someone larger than life, full of contradictions, and
conversely, someone so full of “traits” that the term would have to be one of a generic
“Everyman” (Gartner et al., 1988). Therefore, it is not suggested by any means that being
a successful entrepreneur is equivalent to being a modern-day Renaissance person.
The focus in this section however, is not to define who is an entrepreneur, but
rather to identify the variety of characteristics that have at one time or another been
considered important for success by investors, lenders, and venture capitalists during
the funding evaluation process in entrepreneurial ventures and/or small businesses.
Psychological and behavioral factors are inextricably bound, because in order to
understand behavior one has to understand why the person behaves in a particular
manner since personality cannot be separated from other aspects of life (Carland et al.,
1988, p. 35).
Successful venture performance is determined by events before, during, and after
the creation of the venture. Many of the key behavioral determinants of successful
entrepreneurship can be learned from experience, from education, from workshops
and seminars, from role models, and from a variety of other sources of knowledge
and information.
In this sense, an entrepreneur is not only born, but can be made better. In other
words, it is not about just traits, but rather about the fact that entrepreneurs somehow
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have learned to take the steps required to set up a successful business. This could settle
the argument whether entrepreneurship can be taught, because as Gartner advocates:
“It’s like tennis, I cannot guarantee how good you will be if you take a course, but we
can pretty much get you up to speed. We can provide the skill sets” (“Where Are We
Now,” 2001).
Exhibit 4-3 displays a number of demographic as well as behavioral and
psychological variables that fit these criteria, which investors and potential team
members look for in entrepreneurs. Five groups combining both psychological and
behavioral characteristics have been identified, but this is by no means a definitive
categorization, but rather one of many frameworks that could possibly be constructed.
The demographic characteristics pertain to gender, age, household income/
net worth, education, role models, and experience, while the psychological and
behavioral characteristics groups, not necessarily in any ranking order or importance,
are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inquisitiveness and risk acceptance
Motivation and leadership
Professionalism and self-confidence
Adaptability to their environment
Achievement and action-orientation

EXHIBIT 4-3
Demographic, Psychological, And Behavioral Characteristics
Contributing To New Venture Performance
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES
Gender
Age
Household Income/Net worth
Education
Role Models
Experience
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL VARIABLES
Inquisitiveness and Risk Acceptance
Willingness to learn about and invest
		
in new techniques
Propensity to take calculated risks		
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Motivation and Leadership
Ability to activate vision and instill it
in others
		
Sense of humility
Sensitivity and respect for employees
Overcoming the fear of failure			
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Professionalism and Self-Confidence
Projects a successful image
		
Interested in and enjoying business
		
Has discipline to sit down and plan
		
Good physical health, energy, stamina 		
					
Emotional stability
		
Positive mental attitude
		
A sense of optimism and self-confidence 		
Pays attention to details
Not afraid to stand out from the crowd
					
Internal focus of control
		
Integrity and reliability
		
			

Leading by example		
Team building
Build and sustain an entrepreneurial culture
Positive role model
Encourages people to do their best
Share rewards
Adaptability to Environment
Flexibility and adaptation to change
Learns from mistakes
Emphasizes tolerance
Able to conceive the environment 		
accurately
Keeps things in perspective between
business and personal life
Seeks and uses feedback to develop
innovative ways to exploit opportunities
Focuses mostly on opportunities,
not problems
Tolerance for ambiguity and uncertainty
Creative and innovative			

								
Achievement and Action-Orientation
Taking personal initiative
Ambitious
Patient with people, but impatient with obstacles
Goal-oriented and goal-directed
Total commitment and determination to succeed
Achievement-oriented
Tenacity, perseverance, and desire to overcome hurdles
Low need for status and power
Decisiveness

Virtually every study of entrepreneurs and/or small businesspeople has found consistent
conclusions regarding demographic variables. Entrepreneurs are more likely to be males,
and better educated as a whole (“Today’s Self-employed,” 2001). Age is irrelevant to
starting a business, but certain characteristics related to age are considerations. For
example: in most cases, the younger entrepreneur, the less business experience is
possessed; but, at the same time, there is more energy and enthusiasm. Every so often,
the latter makes up for the former.
Family role models have an influence on the likelihood of starting a business and
provide psychological support for venturing efforts. Education, life, and job experiences
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help identify particular opportunities, which shape personalities and attitudes towards
risk-taking, achievement, control, etc. In fact, the National Panel Study of U.S. Business
Start-ups, a large scale study of nascent entrepreneurs compared to a control group of
Americans who are not starting a business, has found that more than 90 percent of
business founders have already had prior experience in the same line of business in
which they created their new venture, or ran another business of their own when they
started a new company (“The Founder,” 2001).
Prior management and marketing experience plus a proven prior success record
tend to enhance the entrepreneur’s chances of obtaining outside funding. How does
experience work? Not surprisingly, experience provides a set of rules-of-thumb that
help guide the entrepreneur’s way. It allows entrepreneurs and small businesspeople to
operate in familiar territory and with familiar people, suppliers, distributors, customers,
etc. But to truly enhance the chances for success, experience needs to be combined
with education. One without the other is no guarantee of failure, but neither are the
odds of success improved. Education plays a key role in determining success because
entrepreneurs can be made better. Numerous programs on the fundamentals of starting,
developing, and growing a business exist at colleges and universities, Chambers of
Commerce, SBA workshops, and many other sources.
Psychological and behavioral variables in contrast, describe who the entrepreneur
is (psychological or personality traits) and what the entrepreneur actually does
(behavioral activities). As Exhibit 4-3 indicated, this covers a lot of ground, and in
order to group these variables into a more manageable set and discuss them in some
logical fashion, they were classified into five categories, with each category having
its own differentiating logic that separates it from the others. While each category of
these attributes may contribute to success in their own way, it should be emphasized
that their absence also provides the entrepreneur with an opportunity to seek these
characteristics among potential partners, business associates, and team members.
Having a team whose whole exceeds the sum of its parts is attractive to investors,
lenders, potential customers, team members, and many other stakeholders.
Inquisitiveness and Risk Acceptance. The propensity of entrepreneurs to take
calculated risks and be sensitive to risks within certain limits has been well researched
by academics. Unfortunately, the myth that entrepreneurs are gamblers or big risktakers still exists. The research, however, proves otherwise, and indicates that successful
entrepreneurs minimize their risks by consciously following strategies where risk is
clearly defined and managed, and by buffering themselves personally and financially
from the dire consequences of excessive risk. Additionally, learning how to share the
risks with partners, investors, customers, suppliers, distributors, and others, is a critical
requirement for a successful venture. Mitton (1984) found successful entrepreneurs
doing the following:
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•

•

•

They initiate and orchestrate actions, which, while not risky to themselves,
have risk consequences. And while they shun risk, they sustain their courage
by the clarity and optimism with which they see the future.
They limit the risks they initiate by carefully defining and strategizing their
ends, controlling and monitoring their means, and tailoring them both to what
they see the future to be.
They manage risk by transferring it to others. This way they leverage their
position by using resources other than their own, and, in so doing, the rewards
of success far outdistance the penalties of falling short (p. 427).

Motivation and Leadership. It is seldom that a single individual starts any successful
business undertaking alone. Instead, a team of individuals is critical not only for their
complementary skills, but also to demonstrate that the idea is sellable, and that the
venture’s founder has been able to communicate and instill his or her vision in other
people. Simply put, for the venture to achieve success, the team’s individuals need to
be as committed and enthusiastic about the opportunity’s value concept as the founder.
Certainly this is a critical issue, but once the venture is past start-up, founders have
just as difficult a task confronting them. They must not only continue to build the firm,
but at the same time they must sustain an entrepreneurial culture that enables new
products and services to continually be developed and improved. In order to do this,
the successful entrepreneurs must motivate, lead, understand, and respect the people
they come in contact with, such as customers, employees, investors, suppliers, etc.,
and encourage the team to continue to do their best. They must be positive role models,
leading by example rather than by telling. And they must do all this while simultaneously
exerting relatively tight financial, managerial, and communication controls during the
early stages of the venture. This last characteristic represents somewhat of an oddity
because the popular literature emphasizes independence, informal management styles,
limited controls, etc. instead. Stuart and Abetti’s (1987) research, however, contradicts
this popular view, because they found success positively linked to the entrepreneur’s
strong control and guidance during the formative stages.
Professionalism and Self-Confidence. Much of the entrepreneur and small
businessperson’s success is tied to their ability to market their ideas, themselves, and
their products or services. Since many of them lack a proven “track record” when they
first start out, they must find some other way to communicate their enthusiasm and
professional competency (Dible, 1986). They must be able persuade people to join their
team, persuade investors to fund their ideas, and persuade customers to buy. One of the
keys to doing this is to project a professional image and exude self-confidence in order
to convince others that they are worthy of their confidence. Successful entrepreneurs
believe in themselves and their abilities. They tend to be inner-directed, and have
internal locus of control, i.e., success or failure is not a random event determined
by timing, luck, or happenstance. Instead, it can be controlled and influenced by the
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entrepreneur’s actions or inactions. These desirable characteristics are further solidified
by the individual’s ability to make time to carefully plan what to do in the future, while
at the same time, paying attention to the myriad of current details and small fires that
need to be extinguished everyday, and which, if left unattended, can easily turn a
winner into a loser.
Establishing a successful image should also be tied to high ethical standards and
good physical and emotional health in order to show the ability to combat the pressures
of starting and growing a business, and having an interest in and fully participating in
the business world’s network. In addition to these characteristics, the individual must
also demonstrate a positive mental attitude, optimism, and a sense of confidence in
both the business venture and the people involved.
Adaptability to the Environment. The ability to adapt to their environment is clearly
a skill which entrepreneurs must possess if they desire to be both successful in their
start-up efforts and to maintain their venture’s viability as they grow. This behavior
appears to revolve around four characteristics. First, they seem to have an ability to
perceive the realities of their environment relatively accurately, and, at the same time,
not only adapt to the changes in the environment, but also focus on the opportunities
that these changes represent. Second, they learn from their mistakes, and they are not
afraid of criticism. Instead, they seek out feedback and use it to develop innovative
methods to take advantage of their opportunities. Third, they are able to keep a
balance between their personal and their business lives. They stress tolerance of the
ambiguity, complexity, and uncertainty surrounding them and try to keep everything
in perspective, emphasizing what really matters. Those who do not, oftentimes find
themselves plagued with unhappy personal and family lives. Finally, entrepreneurs
bring creative and innovative approaches to bear on new opportunities, instead of
using the same old tactics and modus operandi.

EXHIBIT 4-4
Critical Problems of Small Firms
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
1. Dependence for survival on a principal manager or a “one-man-show”
2. Neglect of selection and supervision of personnel
3. Lack of planning and information
4. Lack of management development
5. Lack of management and coordination
6. Lack or misuse of time
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OPERATIONS
1. Lack of operating experience in product buying, pricing, and handling finances
2. Poor record keeping and control
3. Inventory mismanagement or not the right kind or amount
4. Wrong location
5. Competitive weakness and diseconomies of scale in purchasing, operating, etc
6. Heavy operating expenses and overhead
7. Wrong overall attitudes of avoiding hard work and responsibility for the
firm’s operations
FINANCE
1. Lack of total capital
2. Lack of financial planning and use of financial information and ratios
3. Lack of working capital
4. Poor credit practices and overextension of credit and bad debts
5. Slow collection of accounts receivable
6. High debt level
7. Improper application of capital
MARKETING
1. Non-aggressive selling, promotion, and advertising
2. Inadequate sales
3. Lack of concentration on result areas of products, markets, and technology
4. Lack of research and development and product upgrading
5. Poor knowledge of markets
6. Poor knowledge of competition (Vozikis, 1979)
Achievement and action oriented. Much has been written about the entrepreneur’s
need for achievement. It is perhaps the primary motivational force at work within
the entrepreneur. Indeed, the very act of starting a new business personifies what the
need for achievement is all about (McClelland, 1961). It all boils down to the fact that
successful entrepreneurs tend to be self-motivated individuals with a strong desire to
overcome challenges. Obviously, an attractive challenge to the entrepreneurs is the
ability to start up and succeed in their own business. They set high, but realistic goals
and compete against self-imposed standards. They look for moderate risks and use
feedback when possible to gauge their progress. They use money to keep score, rather
than as an end in itself.
Along with the traditional need for achievement behaviors, there are some other
action-oriented characteristics that are important in determining performance. These
include the need to take personal initiative, to be ambitious and to take action, to be
patient with people but impatient with obstacles, to be totally committed and determined
to succeed, and to be tenacious and persevering in pursuing the opportunity’s value
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concept. Finally, entrepreneurs have a low need for status and power, because it is the
need for achievement that drives them, not the desire for power and control over others
(Timmons et al., 1985).

MAnAGeMenT PRAcTiceS
A lack of superior management practices is consistently cited as one of the primary
reasons given for the failure of small venture firms. Unfortunately, the degree to which
management practices are a cause versus a symptom of failure is much more difficult
to assess (Vesper, 1980).
Nevertheless, an extensive body of literature exists identifying the types of
problems, critical issues, and causes of failure encountered by small firms, as they
relate to inadequate and ineffectual managerial practices. Exhibit 4-4 illustrates such
a list, compiled from a review of the literature. These studies lead to one fundamental
conclusion: it is important to recognize that most small firm managerial problems
are essentially problems of poor managerial practices even for problems of other
functional business areas, such as finance or marketing. They are generally internal to
the firm, hence, within the scope of responsibility of the manager, and they appear to
play a much more important role after the start-up phase is completed.

conclUSion
There are enormous numbers of success factors that, if addressed properly, can
significantly improve the odds for survival, growth and overall success. These factors
are many and complicated. Indeed, many of them are firm or industry-specific, but many
others are considerably easier to generalize. Some result from rigorous research studies,
others originate from the anecdotes and experiences of successful entrepreneurs.
Unfortunately, they do not all contribute to success equally, nor do they contribute
in every situation. Indeed, several of the factors have produced contradictory results.
For example, in one study they are identified as prime determinants of success, and
in another they may be minor considerations or even completely immaterial. Rather
than try to settle the debate by critiquing the research, we preferred to cast our net
as broadly as possible and identify the factors which have been considered at one
time or another to be important elements in defining the odds of success for either
entrepreneurial ventures or small businesses.
The key to success lies in the venture’s value concept idea, its strategic target
market, the original feasibility study, the venture’s formal business plan, the financial
statements, and the quality of the management of the firm proving the ability to
“execute.” Information pertaining to all these factors should be thoroughly examined
and reexamined to allay any fears of failure, because entrepreneurs will be doing
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both themselves and their investors or lenders a tremendous disservice if they enter
into any new venture ill prepared. However, once the venture’s success framework
is ready, the enormous possibilities of the venture should justify a very optimistic
outlook for its success.
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keY TeRMS
income-oriented businesses: Created to serve as a substitute to working for someone
else, and the owner has, in a sense, purchased himself/herself a job (“small businesses”).
Gazelles: Usually in the high tech and get venture capital, are young, small, and
operate in national or international markets rather than regional ones (“entrepreneurial
ventures”).
Business failure: Business termination with losses to creditors.
entrepreneurial strategies: Different set of rules and tactics to help secure the
survival and success of a venture.
comprehensive strategy of success: Identifies all the personality, demographic,
behavioral, environmental, strategic, and other factors affecting a venture’s odds
of succeeding.
Framework of success: Competitive strategy, environmental factors, demographic
and psychological behavioral characteristics, and management practices.
environmental factors: Outside factors contributing to a businesses success, such as
interest rates, taxes, and government assistance.
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incubator: A company, which helps ventures, especially e-commerce sites, up off the
ground, nurturing them with sound advice and then “unloads” them when they become
profitable.
Agglomeration economies: The benefits of being in an environment conducive to
similar businesses and opportunities.
Demographic factors: Where a business is located and what kinds of people (both
customers and associates) are in close proximity.
inquisitiveness and Risk Acceptance: The propensity of entrepreneurs to take
calculated risks and be sensitive to risks within certain limits.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. Describe a few of the ways that a firm can cease operations without experiencing
real failure.
2. Entrepreneurial strategies have become a key research topic in new venture performance.
There are a few things that entrepreneurs should be aware of when looking at this
literature; what are they?
3. Identify the reasons why smaller firms are charged higher interest rates than
larger firms.
4. Describe the ways in which successful entrepreneurs deal with risk.
5. Critical problems of small firms typically arise out of four main sources. What are
they? List some of the problems associated with each source.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
The difference between being good and being great is ultimately determined by
who you surround yourself with and how well and how far you are able to project
your shared vision. True success, in my book, is measured not in dollars but in the
amount of greater good done by a group of individuals acting as one. One of my first
endeavors fell prey to the most fundamental of all mistakes an entrepreneur can make,
under-funding. TeamwareTM was a software company that developed a solution for
the amateur sports enthusiast who managed a league or just wanted to keep track of
individual statistics. We had a grand exit strategy of selling to Microsoft, as well as
being added to their Microsoft at Home product line. We badly underestimated the
amount of marketing and advertising that would be required to break into the already
established league management software environment. It was the first real lesson in
entrepreneurship 101; take what you think you will need in funding and multiply it
by at least 1.5.
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I have been blessed, lately, to have the opportunity to pull a group of highly talented
people together around a shared vision that saves hundreds of lives every year and is
profitable enough to support having fun getting the job done. LifeGuard America, as
you will learn later in the book, is a rare opportunity to create a business environment of
self-directed work teams with a collaborative approach to R&D. It utilizes the strengths
of local higher education to deliver services that saves lives and improves the human
condition starting here in America and moving into the international community.
I also read long ago what Mark Twain once wrote, “Great people are those who
can make others feel that they, too, can become great.” I have always believed that you
should find a way to help others reach their goals and in the process you will find that
your reward is a by-product of your actions. I found this to be true in business and the
military whether I was selling to a customer, technically supporting a sales team, or
leading a group of fighters to a distant target; find out what will make the other guy
successful and help him/her get there. I also have come to find that this manner of work
ethic builds trust and loyalty, which are absolutely required when building a successful
venture around a shared vision.
The fear of failure is not a driver for me, but rather the desire to succeed. It is
also important for me to be a part a something bigger than myself. I have always felt
most successful in my business life when I was around a group of talented people who
were highly driven by the objective at hand. Base your endeavor’s success factors on
meaningful objectives that make your customers more successful, and I will guarantee
that revenue will follow. Do not become consumed by the fear of failing but rather
driven by the absolute need to successfully implement your business plan for the sake
of your customers. This focus will see you through the tough times when everything
appears to be going against you and your plans. The words of Michael Jordan are
timeless and always pertinent: “I have missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I
have lost almost 300 games. On 26 occasions I have been entrusted to take the gamewinning shot... and I missed. I have failed over and over and over again in my life. And
that’s precisely why I succeed.”

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.

How do you believe entrepreneurs can best protect themselves from the most basic
of mistakes when first starting out?
2. Mr. Fitzpatrick sounds like an idealist. Do you believe that success is really a
function of the people who are a part of your venture?
3. What are your fears? Is failure one of them? How important do you think not having
a fear of failure really is when it comes to starting a new business venture?
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cHAPTeR
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VenTURe iDeA SoURceS AnD oPPoRTUniTieS
(CAN WE MAKE A VALUE CONCEPT NICHE FOR THE CUSTOMER? Why Buy?)

learning objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.

To understand that there are almost limitless sources of ideas
To identify these sources of ideas
To learn how to systematically pursue the opportunities presented by the sources of ideas
To be able to distinguish the most promising ideas and relate them to a specific entrepreneurial
situation

Topic outline
Introduction
Creativity
Intuition
Innovation
Ideas From Education
The Most Popular Idea: The Family business
Invention
Hobby
Home-based businesses
Moonlighting
buying An Existing Firm
Financial Evaluation Of An Existing business
Direct Mail
“Unincorporated” Executives
Starting Up Again
Franchising
Conclusion
References
Review Questions

“Imagine…”
(John Lennon)
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inTRoDUcTion
Ken Paulson, Executive Director of the First Amendment Center encapsulated the
American spirit in a newspaper editorial published across the nation in September
2003 with the following words:
“This nation was founded by hell-raisers, dissenters, and rebels. That willingness
to raise issues, question authority and take risks has served us well for more
than 200 years. That spirit can be summed up in a few words and can even fit
on the front of a T-shirt: DARE TO BE FREE!”
Entrepreneurs apparently are not averse to dissenting, creative maneuvering, and
starting something out of nothing in the pursuit of happiness, independence, and
freedom. According to a survey, when asked how they came to own their firms, 42
percent of business owners said that they started their business from nothing, 23 percent
purchased it, 22 percent said that the business was passed on to them from the family, 5
percent reported it was a spin-off from another business, and the remaining 8 percent
was “other” (Laventhol & Horvath, 1987). As Thurow writes, “Take two guys just
graduating from the same business school: The bureaucrat among the two will figure
out the odds of the new venture objectively, while the other guy, the entrepreneur, will
say, ‘These are the odds the way I’m going to make them. I’m going to do whatever it
takes to make it work. If my dumb uncle can do it, then I can certainly do it!’” (Thurow,
1980, p. 7).
The essence of entrepreneurship is creativity. Products, customers, and startup costs of ideas that entrepreneurs turn into businesses vary, but they all share the
spirit of creativity and innovation. Creative “balloons” are rising until one pops and
bathes the prospective entrepreneurs with creative “juices.” All of sudden somehow
you know that this is it! Whether introducing a new technology, or offering a better
product, ideas start with an inspiration that gets developed into a value concept and an
opportunity that fills a customer need. For success, ultimately the 1 percent inspiration
is as critical as the 1 percent market timing, or as the 98 percent of perspiration and
hard work (Robinett, 1985).
How important is the original idea to the development of a significant business? By
itself, not very important, but with hindsight it looks critical. The original inspirational
idea is likely to endure and become a business only if it is anchored into a niche serving
a specific customer and market need with real benefits derived from a value concept.
The word “niche” is a French word and it literally means “bird’s nest.” This bird’s
nest will safeguard, incubate, and nurture the entrepreneurial idea and ultimately ensure
the survival of the value concept, by providing answers to the following fundamental
questions during the initiation of the venture idea: Why is the idea concept of any
value? Why should a customer buy it, and why from your niche? How does the value
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idea concept provide added value to a customer’s buying decision? How does the
customer’s decision to buy this particular value idea concept compare relative to
similar and/or other purchasing decisions that can be possibly made?
Good ideas do not look very good at first glance or even at a second glance, but
rather they sound strange, crazy, or obscure. As a matter of fact, if people say you
have a wonderful idea, you may be in trouble: an idea everybody acknowledges as
wonderful has probably arrived at the scene too late! (Hawken, 1987)

cReATiViTY
Creativity is often confused with innovation. Creativity deals with the invention of
something new. Innovation involves the process of putting this new idea into use.
Consequently, an innovator may or may not be the creative force behind an innovation,
but is always the actual originator of the idea (Fonvielle, 1987). Creativity therefore,
is the mental process that leads to solutions, ideas, conceptualizations, artistic forms,
theories, or products that are unique or novel. Creative thought calls for the use of the
right side of the brain or “soft” thinking, as opposed to the logical left brain and “hard”
thinking (Duncan, 1992).
Creativity can be defined as the production of novel ideas that are useful and
appropriate to the situation, regardless of the type of idea, the reasons behind its
production, or the starting point of the process. Why do people engage in creative
activity? What is the initial state of the trigger? The first question involves the drivers
for idea generation, whereas the second involves the degree of problem finding effort
to trigger the process (Unsworth, 2001).
Creativity is a vital ingredient for any new venture. Entrepreneurs must think
outside of the creative norms to improve the chance of success. They must also be
creative enough to foresee potential problems for the new start-up and to develop a
contingency plan to make it work. Even after the new venture begins operation this
creative spirit needs to be maintained. It is common for a firm to lose creativity as it ages
for entirely good reasons, such as to maximize business imperatives of coordination,
productivity, and control (Amabile, 1998). One suggestion for maintaining workplace
creativity is to hire at least a small percentage of oddballs, or smart people who “don’t
get” how they are supposed to act or think. This may cause difficulty of interaction but
the differences of opinion will help creativity (Sutton, 2002).
Research has shown that creativity can be taught, especially as “mental gymnastics
engaging the conscious and subconscious parts of the brain” (Smith, 1985, p. 81). It is a
mix of logic, intuition, imagination, and knowledge as they all relate to the ability to see
connections, contrasts, distinctions, and relationships among people, ideas, things, and
processes. Creativity is simply the ability to use different modes of thought (Smith).
Two basic types of creativity are internal and external creativity. Internal creativity
involves finding new ways of doing things or new things to implement from our own
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thinking. External creativity means the introduction of new ideas from outside sources.
Both of these creativity types are sources for ideas for new businesses (Hemphill &
Kuriloff, 1978).
Michael Ray and Rochelle Myers, who teach a course on creativity at Stanford
University, offer the following suggestions for developing a springboard for creativity:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Destroy judgment and create curiosity by attacking barriers to creativity.
Pay attention by putting your senses to work.
Do not be afraid to ask dumb questions.
Do not stress yourself by thinking about creativity.
Balance concepts by asking yourself if things are “yes” or “no.”
Be creative by being yourself, not someone you are not (Bacas, 1987).

Creativity involves surrounding a problem with a myriad of solutions dredging up
ideas beyond the ordinary. It is like challenging someone to find one hundred uses for
a cup. The first twenty are quite obvious, the next batch is farther from the obvious
ordinary, and the best creative solutions come at the end (Mamis, 1985).
Creative thinkers do not have exact characteristics that prescribe their creative
traits. Nevertheless, creative individuals share the following common attributes
(Smith, 1985):
•

•

•

•

•

Personality. Creative types are generally risk takers, independent, highly
motivated, skeptics, and hard to get along with. Change and uncertainty do not
make them anxious; instead they relish disorder.
Childhood. Creative people were granted unusual freedom and independence
during childhood and were exposed to diverse cultural and intellectual possibilities,
including financial strain, parental divorce, and a dose of adversity.
Social habits. The creative loner is a myth. In contrast, gifted creators are
social “animals” exchanging ideas with friends and colleagues, and talking
about their areas of interest with anyone who cares to listen.
Education. School is not a prerequisite for creativity. With its stress on logic and
conformity, it may hinder creativity. Tests have shown that a child’s creativity
plummets 90 percent between the ages of five and seven. By the age of forty,
adults possess only 2 percent of the creative ability they possessed when they
were five. Some creativity may emerge after some degree of college education,
but some experts believe that graduate school may actually be detrimental in
some fields to creative thinking.
Intelligence. Studies point to approximately 130 IQ as a threshold for creativity.
Beyond this level a higher level does not seem to make much difference.
Instead, non-intellectual trait differences take over, such as personality and
value systems.
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•

Know-how. Mastering a field and developing an expertise take a lot of hard
work. Creative inspiration is almost always a product of years of perspiration
in a certain field. A 1980 study found that most renowned musicians and
painters spent on the average ten years of hard work before they created a true
masterpiece.

Creativity does not happen in a vacuum, and individuals need to create an
environment that will condition and elicit creativity. However, creativity cannot be
demanded on the spot, but it can be incorporated as part of the expectations of a
task or job (Harris, 2001).

inTUiTion
Intuition’s role in creativity and innovation is indispensable. Yet people frequently
discount its value. “It’s only a hunch,” you’ve probably said more than once, or, “I’m
not going to play any hunches.” Not trusting hunches may actually impair the ability
to make good business decisions. Research shows that business success depends to
a large extent on the ability and willingness to make intuitive decisions, frequently
with incomplete information and raw data. For entrepreneurs in particular, intuition,
combined with the courage to take risks, can be a critical factor in the success of
companies.
Long time ago, when a paper cup salesman noticed the long lines at a Walgreen
Drug’s soda fountain, he had a gut feeling that maybe milkshakes should be sold in
paper cups that would allow customers to carry them out. Drugstore managers however,
dismissed the salesman’s intuitive idea as a bunch of “crock” because they claimed
that the extra penny and a half for the cup would eat most of their profit on the 15cent milkshake. The young salesman staked his reputation and personal survival on
his intuition and promised the drugstore owners free paper cups for a month if they
were willing to try his idea. Sure enough at the end, the take-out milkshake was not a
bunch of “crock” and became a big winner. The intuitive salesman, Ray Kroc made
plenty of paper cup commissions, which later helped him start his subsequent venture,
McDonald’s Corporation (“When the Paper-cup,” 1985).
John Mihalasky, a professor at the New Jersey Institute of Technology, has tested
hundreds of business executives for intuitive ability and found that effective, superior
decision-making does indeed correlate highly with intuitive ability. In one experiment
Mihalasky chose twenty-five chief executive officers who had held top positions for at
least five years in their companies. All came from manufacturing companies with less
than $50 million in annual sales. In general, those who scored highest on the intuitive
test also reported the greatest increase in company profits. In fact, the high scorer was
also the top profit maker, and his company’s annual sales had increased from $1.3
million to $19.4 million (Raudsepp, 1981).
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The shrewd guess, the fertile hypothesis, the courageous leap to a tentative
conclusion, these are the most valuable products of the thinker at work, according
to Jerome S. Bruner, a visiting scholar in psychology and social relations at Harvard
University. Certainly, the history of technology and innovation provides proof that the
ideas that were responsible for great breakthroughs came from intuitive perceptions
that were only later tested and verified. Take, for example, the case of George I.
Long, former president of Ampex Corporation. When Long recognized that a product
permitting the transcription of TV programs for distribution and rebroadcast has the
potential to tap a huge market, others felt that the technical difficulties were too great.
They were dubious about the potential market value of the product and considered
Ampex too small to tackle the problem. But Long’s hunch about the success of the
product was so strong that he left another company to join Ampex. The hunch paid off:
Videotape established Ampex as an early leader in a booming industry.
But good hunches are not the monopoly of an elite few, like Edwin Land who
followed his hunch that the Polaroid camera would sell despite the ominous forecasts
of market surveys. We all know what it feels like when a hunch is born, but often we
doubt the trustworthiness of our hunches or sometimes we do not have the guts to
follow through on our insights.
Although hunches can be validated only when acted upon, there are ways to develop
intuitive ability and generate more valid hunches:
1. Get the facts. If you are familiar with your business or a particular subject, you
are much more likely to intuitively reach an appropriate decision or solution
to a problem.
2. Watch out for self-decision. If a hunch turns out to be wildly wrong, chances
are it emerged from wishful or fearful thinking, not from intuition. Be willing
to confront your fears and to accept things as they are. That allows intuition to
function more freely.
3. Keep a record. Diary keeping is the best way to check whether you have genuine
intuitive hunches or mainly wishful projections. If you discover that many of
your hunches are inaccurate, take stock and try to learn how your personal
interests or anxieties distort your perceptions. Jotting down your insights also
helps you retain those ideas that often evaporate the moment the phone rings
or an impromptu meeting is called.
4. Combine intuition and analysis. Scientific research shows that the two
hemispheres of the human brain process different kinds of information. In
most people, the left side controls the analytical, linear, and verbal processes;
the right, the intuitive, nonlinear, and nonverbal thought. Effective problem
solvers, scientists say, couple the right brain processes with the left. They
transpose intuition into logical order before implementing ideas.
5. Be patient and don’t “force” solutions. Often the intuitive hunch comes in a
flash when the problem is put aside. “Sleeping on it” provides time for ideas
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to incubate. Many creative people report they find solutions to apparently
intractable problems during periods of relaxation after concentrated intellectual
activity. Drawing, music, exercise, and other forms of nonverbal expression
provide excellent ways to activate intuition.
6. Don’t brush aside your hunches. Intuition is not irrational or unnatural, but
a normal function of the brain that is probably not related to clairvoyance,
mystical precognition, or similar phenomena. R. Buckminster Fuller, developer
of the geodesic dome, called intuition “cosmic fishing.” “You feel a nibble,”
he said. “Then you’ve got to hook the fish.” Too many people get a hunch,
then light up a cigarette and forget about it. Intuition is no good without the
courage to implement a decision based on it (Raudsepp, 1981).

innoVATion
As mentioned earlier, innovation is the process of putting a creative idea to use. Joseph
A. Schumpeter viewed innovation as an entrepreneurial tool to profitability because as
entrepreneurs succeed in developing and implementing innovations in their respective
industries, their dominance in terms of profits, market share, and industry strength
increases. Schumpeter’s definition identified innovation in five different cases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The introduction of a new goods
The introduction of a new method of production
The opening of a new market
The conquest of a new source of supply of new materials, and
The carrying out of a new organization of any industry by creating a monopoly,
or breaking up a monopoly position (McDaniel, 2000).

Peter Drucker (1986) laid out a number of “do’s” and a few “don’ts” as fundamental
principles of innovation.
DOs
•
•

Purposeful innovation starts with a systematic analysis of the opportunities.
Innovation is both conceptual and perceptual, in the sense that you have to go
out “there” and look, ask, and listen. Otherwise you may conceive the right
innovation in the wrong perceptual form.
• An innovation, to be effective, has to be made simple and focused, otherwise it
confuses. Specific, clear applications address specific, clear needs.
• Effective innovations start small, requiring little money, few people, and
addressing few needs in a small, limited market, and everything being
“almost right.”
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•

A successful innovation always starts and aims at leadership within a given
economic environment without necessarily becoming “big business.”
DON’Ts

•
•
•

Do not try to be too clever, either in design or execution. Innovations must be
handled by and addressed by ordinary human beings.
Do not diversify, do not splinter, and do not try to do too many things at once;
instead, be FOCUSED!
Do not try to innovate for the future, but rather innovate for the present, with
current applications and benefits for the user.

Entrepreneurial genius lies more on the premises of implementing, i.e. seizing ideas
and turning them into innovative, profitable enterprises, rather than on the premises
of generating original creative ideas and concepts. Innovators excel at recognizing a
creative idea as a problem in the world the way it is now and actually matching it to a
specific solution or need in the way the world ought to be that is market-driven rather
than supply-driven. In other words, demand for the solution would be automatically
there once the solution is commercially introduced, rather than having to supply the
education, information, and expensive promotion to educate customers that they indeed
have that problem and they do need the proposed solution that is offered, in order to
derive value from it. Actually, it is sometimes better if you are not the creator of
something. Too much creativity usually does not produce results, since innovation is
the concept that requires the discipline to make a commercial success out of the creative
idea. The innovative entrepreneur “must be more of a critic and an implementer, rather
than a creative thinker” (Lener, 1986).
Failure however, is an integral part of innovation (Farson & Keyes, 2002). IBM’s
Thomas Watson Sr. once said, “The fastest way to succeed is to double your failure rate”
(Farson & Keyes, p. 64). This is a lesson that is becoming part of the norm in today’s
marketplace. A truly successful entrepreneur should expect a few failures along the
way. Besides, most innovative breakthroughs are unexpected. For example, in 1928,
Alexander Fleming was looking at his bacteria experiment under a microscope trying
to identify what had gone wrong. It seems that a mysterious mold was forming on the
sample, disrupting his experiment. Then Fleming began to notice something interesting.
Bacteria would not grow near the mysterious mold. Completely by accident, Fleming
made one of the most significant breakthroughs in medicine, the discovery of penicillin
(Hillis, 2002).
Innovation can be compared to life’s evolution: endless mutation, occasional
progress. Through eons life underwent uncounted mutations; once in a while one
of these haphazard events produces results and improves the survival prospects of a
species. These successful mutations become part of the genome. The only difference
between innovation and evolution is that not all the innovation “mutations” are
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accidental, haphazard, or waiting for a mutation to occur. Individuals can be taught
to think unconventionally, and situations can be created that will be conducive to
innovation. But what cannot be done is to predict precisely which apparently worthwhile
innovation will be a permanent part of our future and make the greatest contribution
toward long-term entrepreneurial success (Hamel, 2001).
Finally, individuals have different levels of needs concerning stability, certainty,
and predictability in their lives. Consequently, while there may be more opportunities
for creative ideas in an unstable, uncertain environment, some people would prefer
to sleep well rather than eat well, and they would forego creative ideas and business
opportunities for the sake of stability and a steady job and paycheck.

iDeAS FRoM eDUcATion
Back in 1945 when he was a senior at Cornell, Donald Berens applied to the University’s
graduate business school. He wanted to go into business for himself, and, even though
Cornell did not have specific courses in entrepreneurship, he figured that anything
he learned would help. Cornell, however, figured otherwise, and rejected Berens’
application. According to the school officials, he did not project enough “success
potential.” Berens became the multi-millionaire president of Hickory Farms Sales
Corporation, a chain of 106 food stores with headquarters in Rochester, New York,
and gave Cornell $1 million to set up graduate small business and entrepreneurial
courses, not as a case of sweet revenge, but rather as the fulfillment of a ten-year
dream to do something substantial for young people. He believed that by funding a
chair in entrepreneurship, he could not only help students sample the entrepreneurial
experience, but also help the business community benefit from better-educated
entrepreneurs (Graham, 1980).
Interest in entrepreneurship among students at elementary schools through high
school is quite strong. Almost nine out of ten high school students indicated a desire
to learn more about entrepreneurship, while 73 percent stated that they want to be “my
own boss.” Sixty nine percent of the students want to start a business of their own,
and among African-American youths the percentage is even higher, up to 80 percent.
However, entrepreneurship curricula at that level have been given only nominal
attention at best. Despite the strong demand for entrepreneurship among students, 85
percent of them reported they were taught “a little about” or “practically nothing about”
business and entrepreneurship throughout their years of schooling (Gallup, 1994).
At the post secondary level, courses in entrepreneurship are a breathtaking
innovation in graduate schools of business. A surprising number of young college
students possess the spirit of American private enterprise along with their belief in a
successful and prosperous future for themselves and their country. This has produced a
more pro-business climate in university campuses, and student-owned businesses have
spread so quickly that they now have their own trade association (Bock, 1984). This
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phenomenon is a result of the heavy criticism that American colleges and universities
have received for turning out too many people whose sole aspiration is a secure, wellpaying job in a large corporation. “The trouble with most of you today,” Roger Babson,
a pioneer financial forecaster and founder of Babson College told a group of students
late in his life, “is that you are not willing to start at the bottom and create a business”
(Rowe, 1986).
One example of the new interest in entrepreneurship is the proliferation of courses
on new venture management at colleges and business schools. Professor Karl H.
Vesper from the University of Washington, an expert on entrepreneurial education,
reports that in 1969, when he started compiling statistics on the subject, only sixteen
schools offered courses in entrepreneurship. Today, he says, there are quite a few
endowed chairs in the subject, and over 500 colleges and universities offer courses in
new venture management, marketing, and finance. The proliferation of Web sites and
Internet startups has also created conditions where talented college students are lured
away from their studies to work full-time in an e-commerce related firm, or more likely
use what they learned in college to start their own entrepreneurial ventures and skip or
postpone their education (“Careers Before College,” 2000).
Although Vesper stresses that courses can provide useful assistance, he believes
they cannot provide at least five ingredients needed for the successful business:
•
•
•
•
•

The concept for a product or service
Technical know-how
Money and facilities
Personal contacts
Customer orders

A very successful project is the Small Business and Entrepreneurship program at the
University of Texas at Austin Institute for Constructive Capitalism, or better known as
IC2. This program focuses on the consideration of initiative and risk-taking behavior,
the capital needs of small businesses and entrepreneurs, and the environment best
suited to new and small enterprises. To understand the role of the entrepreneur in
American society, a database of approximately 35,000 representative companies has
been developed. Information on firms’ locations, sales, fixed assets, stock, gross profit,
long-term obligations, etc., is available to researchers for advanced study and to small
businesses for assessing their own firms (Kuhn, 1982).
Similarly, at the University of Tulsa it has become increasingly apparent in recent
years that there are problems in the traditional approaches to the development of
innovation, intellectual property, and patents developed by faculty and/or students,
especially in the College of Engineering. Innovation centers across the United
States have demonstrated that the proper environment can produce successful startup companies combining the best of university-developed technologies and student
interests with competent and professional managerial and financial advice.
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The Tulsa University Innovation Institute (TUI2) was founded in 2000 and dedicated
to preparing graduates to lead and develop emerging growth companies in the New
Economy fueled by technology, globalization, and constant change. An Innovation
Certificate awarded to participating business, engineering, law, and arts and science
students utilizing the innovation center concept provides them with the opportunity to
interact with each other, having innovation as a common interest and denominator. The
interdisciplinary curriculum and faculty assists students with entrepreneurial evaluation,
selection, development, management, funding, and overall nurturing of promising
technological developments. The Innovation certificate program is an interdisciplinary
program intended for top academic students from any college – students who are
interested in innovative product development and business formation – to participate
in a 15-credit hour certificate program. The program allows them access to a variety of
interdisciplinary courses in engineering, law, business, and in Arts and Sciences, such
as graphic communications.
The ultimate purpose of Tulsa University’s Innovation Institute program is to
determine whether the idea or invention under examination ought to be developed
further, in terms of both technical and commercial feasibility. The university’s
academic programs provide TUI2 participants an in-depth, integrated, and crossfunctional education and research as the focal point for cutting-edge entrepreneurial
and innovation activities, as well as access to private equity investors, and structured
mentoring. TUI2 aspires to be an invaluable resource for TU students, faculty, alumni,
and the Tulsa business community (Vozikis & Cornell, 2000).
The popularity of such entrepreneurial academic programs stems from the
general consensus that the information provided corresponds nicely with that needed
to actually start a new business. Generally, entrepreneurship courses show students
real business problems by giving them the opportunity to hear and to question
people who have gone into business for themselves, as well as accountants, bankers,
lawyers, and venture capitalists. Many courses require students to carry out such
academic exercises as finding a product and drawing up plans for a company to make
it (Pappas, 1977).
Education in entrepreneurship/small business covers the entire scope of business
administration, and as such is the closest approach to the original concept of
management education available in universities at the present time. With the continued
increasing fragmentation of business education into ever narrower specializations, it
would seem that a field of study that tries to take an overall, integrative, pragmatic,
rational approach to business will find itself increasingly popular even with those who
aspire to be top executives (Zeithaml & Rice, 1985).
Others point out that some of the most successful entrepreneurs of the age never
attended business school, including Ray Kroc of McDonald’s and Edwin Land of
Polaroid. “There are some things you just don’t teach, such as a person’s commitment
to his goals, his drive, his dedication to a task,” says Lewis A. Shattuck of the Smaller
Business Association of New England (Pappas, 1977, p. 1).
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Despite the attractions of entrepreneurship, there are few opportunities immediately
available to the graduating MBA with an emphasis in entrepreneurship. Small firms
are reluctant to take on fresh, seemingly overqualified MBAs, since they rarely have
staff positions where they can place MBA graduates as trainees. Further, it is quite
costly for a small firm to train overqualified individuals and then see them move on to
greener pastures.

THe MoST PoPUlAR iDeA: THe FAMilY BUSineSS
The family-run Mom and Pop store is alive and well. Only now it may be Dad and
Daughters, or Mom, Her Nephew, and His Wife. More than just a proprietorship built by
one hardworking person, the family-run shop is one where “Dad starts building toward
the future, bringing in daughters-in-law, wives, and cousins.” Dreux (1990) suggests
that one could conservatively estimate that there are roughly 1.7 million business
entities of the privately owned firms in the United States, excluding sole proprietorships,
that can be safely considered family run. In terms of sole proprietorships, the Internal
Revenue Service also claims more than nine million non-incorporated proprietorships,
and most of those include more than one family member.
Experts see a growing spirit of entrepreneurship in this country, but as many experts
point out, a small business or a new business is not the same as a family business. It
is really hard to attach numbers to the family business phenomenon because family
business is a totally different “animal” than a small business per se, or an entrepreneurial
venture with a solo-flying entrepreneur. Family business is largely a “state of mind” and
Wortman (1995) contends that more than twenty definitions are in use in the literature,
and that usually researchers develop one that fits their needs. There is even debate as to
whether family business is true entrepreneurship (Hoy & Verser, 1994).
Family firms seem to outperform non-family firms both internationally (Stoy
Heyward, 1992; Dunn, 1995) and in the United States (Kleiman, Petty, & Martin,
1995) during their average life span, which is approximately 24 to 26 years, roughly
the working span of its founder. There is usually a fifty-fifty chance that the family
business longevity will stretch beyond this to the second generation. Only about 16-18
percent of family businesses survive to the third generation, and any one that survives
beyond that is a rare commodity. The fact that family businesses do not outlive their
founders is owed largely to time bombs planted by the founders at the beginning that
make succession difficult or even impossible, especially when the family firm becomes
the patriarch’s or matriarch’s baby, and nobody can tell them what to do, or make
them let go. The result is that there is an overall lack of succession planning in family
firms (Dean, 1992), and if there is, Astrachan and Kolenko (1994) found in a random
national sample of family firms that only 21 percent had a succession plan in writing.
The problem of family succession is often the most acute in family firms when the
original founder hangs on while the heirs feel overshadowed and frustrated, as in the
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case of an 85-year-old patriarch who had just passed the business along to his son, and
he was contending that “the kid’s coming along fine.” Well, the “kid” was in his sixties,
and his father was still there and resisting letting go, seriously constraining the firm’s
ability to grow. However, family love is the essence of this enterprise: “It’s a chance to
take something you have created with the people you love and build them a future.” It
is also a chance to multiply your earnings by keeping them in the family. A successful,
growing business is one of the best investments anyone can make, and one of the best
legacies anyone can leave (Churchman, 1982).
According to studies on the growth of family business, the traditional beliefs
that family businesses start and remain small because they are marginal operations
are questionable. This perspective stems from the assumption that individual owners
with profitable businesses will seek to increase profits and reduce losses through firm
growth and economies of scale. Daily and Dolinger (1992) found that the majority
of family firms adopted a “defender” strategy in which growth is not actively sought,
but achieved through operating efficiencies and incremental process improvements.
This was also supported for family firms across the globe (Gallo, 1995; Ouh, 1995).
Contrary to theory however, profits of family businesses increase at very small firm
sizes, suggesting that the owners may be “profit maximizers” and may elect not to
enlarge their operations because of the higher profitability of small size (Kirchhoff &
Kirchhoff, 1985).
Large family-run companies such as M&M/Mars and Marriott for example,
usually exclude non-family executives from stock ownership plans and real
political power despite the professional recruiting process and promises. However,
as the business matures, usually during the third generation of family ownership,
very few family businesses are still run by family members because they either lost
interest or they have become so wealthy that they do not have to work any longer
(Byrne, 1988.)

inVenTion
In the early part of the twentieth century, The Animal Trap Company of America sold
a five-cent mousetrap. For years, Chester M. Woolworth, the president of the company,
had tried to improve it. Finally, in 1928, he introduced a better mousetrap that he
offered to the public for 12 cents because of higher production costs. The better and
improved mousetrap proved to be a market disaster because even though it was clearly
better, it lost its disposable nature at the new, higher price. After the husband hurried
to work in the morning, even though he was the one who had purchased the mousetrap,
it was the wife who had to remove the dead mouse and clean the trap, which was too
expensive to throw away. The housewife, who did not want a dead mouse around all
day, clearly preferred the old mousetrap that could be disposed along with the dead
mouse. This is the story of the “better mousetrap” (Venture Capital, 1973).
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Inventors love ideas. They always want to know how something works. They adore
fixing things and rigging up little gadgets and suggesting how to improve the airflow
through the attic even if nobody asked. The spark that lights an idea comes most often
from a problem. Inventors might just as well be called “problem solvers” since they
refuse to put up with life’s problems in the world as it is today. The best inventors not
only solve problems, but they recognize needs and value concepts in a world “the way
it ought to be” and that no one else can see. The office copier may be a shrine now, but
Chester Carlson had to knock on hundreds of doors before Batelle Labs advanced the
money that started Xerox. Everyone else thought the idea was cute, but not necessary.
Isn’t that what carbon paper is for, after all? Carlson was able to knock off the blinders
of what one invention expert calls “object-centered thinking,” or the inability to see
anything but what already exists. The act of invention, like all creative endeavors, then
becomes a trip down a sort of mental cafeteria line, taking a piece of one idea, two
slices of another, and ending up with a brand-new concept. Inventors must thus be able
to fit together many seemingly disparate pieces of information (Eisenstein, 1987).
So things rattle around a bit, and an idea strikes. Typically, inventors say their
inventions come on them suddenly, like a summer storm. Inventors must be curious and
persistent. They must be patient, hard working, and able to think in both abstract and
concrete terms. They must be a bit impractical: a friend once asked Benjamin Franklin
what good was one of his minor inventions. Franklin, miffed, replied: “What good
is a newborn baby?” In short, they must be like every other successful person, only
more so. Whether these traits are innate or acquired is debated. Perhaps inventing is
a natural, irresistible process, like breathing. Teachable or not, inventing, like writing,
is a solitary occupation that breeds emotional attachment to the product. Benjamin
Franklin’s analogy seems apt: many inventors refer to their ideas as “children.” They
show off patent drawings as if they were baby pictures, and believe their inventions
will grow up to be worth a million dollars. Alex Weinstein who invented a spill-proof
spoon ideal for children and adults with cerebral palsy, Parkinson’s disease, or other
muscular dysfunctions that make a steady hand almost impossible, put it this way: “It
goes beyond money. An experience like that, you can’t buy” (Divito, 2000, p. H7).
The heart of American technological growth may be the rise of systems, such
as mass marketing and mass production, but the spark for this technological growth
is still invention. Invention experts claim America is a uniquely creative country,
where many people refuse to know their place and keep tinkering, against all odds,
sometimes wondering themselves why they keep doing it, especially when things turn
sour. Americans have always considered themselves an inventive country. Independent
inventing formed the basis of computers, lasers, and photocopying. Light polarization
used in many sunglasses, was discovered in a rented room by young Edwin Land.
According to a National Science Foundation report, many aluminum fabrication
techniques were first developed by independents, as were seven of thirteen major
advances in steel production during the decade following World War II. Eugene
Houdry, inventor of a practical way to catalytically “crack” crude petroleum in the
refining process, was unemployed (Livezey, 1981).
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“Yankee ingenuity” may be one of America’s most fundamental myths, part truth,
and part nostalgia. Inventors come from a complete cross section of the population,
according to George Lewett, head of the Office of Energy-Related Inventions at the
National Bureau of Standards. The only generalization one can make is that they
are all different, with one exception: few women invent. Historically women have
been issued only about 2 percent of US patents. Experts say only 1 percent of those
patents ever earn money for the inventor. This was the case with Juanita Donica
and Dianne Syme, who came up with the idea of the icicle Christmas lights in 1994
but found out that the patent they had obtained was not enough to prevent large
competitors from copying their invention and raking most of the profits. Instead,
the mother and daughter invention team concentrated on their next creation and
learned their lesson by skipping tradeshows and going directly to retailers to avoid
copycats (Coleman, 2000).
A patent is an exclusive property right of an invention which is issued by the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks of the United States Department of
Commerce. This patent gives the inventor the right to prevent others from making,
selling, or using that invention for seventeen years, and is valid only in the United
States and its territories and possessions. In order to market and protect a patented
product in a foreign country, one should apply for patent protection in the particular
country to prevent infringement.
To be patentable, an invention must satisfy three conditions: it must be “novel,”
useful, and not obvious to one “skilled in the art.” Therefore, an idea, a method of
doing business, printed matter, or an improvement that is obvious, is not patentable.
The requirement of novelty is the most critical and most difficult to establish. The
invention must be analyzed on the basis of specific standards. A search of Patent Office
files will determine whether or not anyone else has patented it already and establish its
novelty. The invention is not novel if it is known or used by others in this country or
if it is described in a publication in any country. Even inventors themselves cannot get
a patent if their invention was disclosed and described in a printed publication more
than one year prior to the date of the patent application. Additionally, a patent cannot
be obtained if the invention is in public use or has been for sale for more than one year
before the patent application.
There are four statutory classes of patents. First, there are machine patents, which
are primarily mechanical or electrical. Second, there are method patterns for a process
or a series of at least two steps. Third, there are patents granted for composition of
matter, especially for chemically produced items. If after preliminary analysis and
patent search the invention appears to be patentable, a patent application covering the
invention must be prepared and filed in the name of the inventor with the Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks. Seeking the advice, expertise, and experience of a patent
attorney is essential at this point, because the patent examiner will carefully study
the application and decide whether the patent application needs to be revised and
resubmitted. If it is refused, then the decision can be appealed to the Board of Appeals
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of the Patent Office. Patent applications are reviewed in the order that they are received
and consequently it may take a long time before a decision for a patent approval is
made, though it usually takes between eighteen to twenty-four months. Once the
patent is granted, another fee is assessed in addition to printing charges. The patent
application must include:
•
•
•

A written document that comprises a petition, a specification, and an oath
A drawing when appropriate
The filing of a patent fee

A patent, despite its obvious advantages, is by no means a guarantee of immunity
from lawsuits, but rather attracts challenges to its legality, and constitutes merely an
interest worth fighting for in a lawsuit regarding patent infringement and interference.
Interference occurs when two or more applicants have applications pending for
substantially the same invention. In this rare case, evidence as to priority and time
precedence is submitted to a board of examiners. Infringement, on the other hand,
constitutes unauthorized manufacture, use, or sale of subject matter protected by the
claims of a patent. In this quite common case, the patent owner may file suit in a
Federal court for damages and/or an injunction for “ceasing and desisting” and in
effect prohibiting the continuing use or manufacture of the patented article.
Is the purpose of the patents to protect inventors? Most people would probably
say yes, but the framers of the U.S. Constitution provided this protection as a means
to a broader end, namely national progress by sharing knowledge, not hoarding it.
Thus, they gave Congress “power to promote the progress of science and useful arts
by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their
respective writings and discoveries” (Livezey, 1981).
Inventors are proud of their independence, and suspicious of those who meddle
in their affairs. One day, Sir Robert Peel, then Prime Minister, visited the nineteenth
century English inventor Michael Faraday. Peel, spying a prototype of Faraday’s
famous magnetoelectric generator, asked a question that inventors always like to
answer: “Of what use is it?” Faraday fixed his Prime Minister with a cynical stare
and said: “I know not. But I wager some day your government will tax it” (“Backyard
Inventors,” 1981).

HoBBY
When Calvin Coolidge proclaimed that the business of America is business, he could
scarcely have imagined today’s hustling hobbyists: insurance agents who make pots
for profit, stockbrokers who cook for cash, banker-musicians, dentist-stamp collectors.
Name the hobby and almost certainly someone is turning it to his part-time profit.
People are playing the saxophone, performing magic, taking photographs, tracing
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genealogies, breeding animals, hybridizing plants, leading charter-travel groups, fixing
up old cars, refereeing sports events, trading coins (Main, 1980).
Fads also emerge from a passion for a particular creative hobby. Ken Hakuta is a
self-prescribed “Dr. Fad” and introduced some years ago the “Wacky Wallwalker,” a
plastic, spider-like creation that you toss at the wall, and then it proceeds to slowly
walk downward to the floor. Hakuta has become the mentor for other fad and hobby
enthusiasts, and has even initiated the operation of a fad hot line (1-800-USA-FADS)
to help creative hobby types with free advice. It seems that Americans have a special
place in their hearts for fads and hobbies, and these kinds of ideas can come in any size,
shape, or form (Eisenstein, 1987).
A growing number of managers and middle-aged executives are also turning their
hobbies into full-time businesses, especially if they are faced with untimely firing
or early retirement. Robert L. Swain, chairman of Swain & Swain Inc., a New York
placement firm, estimates that about 20 percent of fired executives start hobby-based
ventures. Madeleine Swain, president of the same firm, has a name for these individuals:
Midpreneurs. An entrepreneur, she says, creates an idea and tries to market it, while a
midpreneur takes a hobby, something he or she has experience with, and tries to make
it into a profit-making venture (Gottschalk, 1986).
Microsoft founder and CEO Bill Gates represent a clear example of a case of
an entrepreneur who started a business as a hobby. Gates, whose vision has been
compared to that of Thomas Edison and Henry Ford, considers himself and co-founder
Paul Allen as almost accidental entrepreneurs whose computer hobby catapulted them
into immense riches (“1994 Chief Executive,” 1994).
During downturns, consumers fill their needs for luxury by buying things made by
hand that are beautiful but not too expensive. Regardless of the state of the economy,
the basic rule is that only quality sells, and whatever the hobbyists do, they need to do it
well. Additionally, even the amateur has to be professional, businesslike, and original.
There are too many truly talented people who will not succeed, simply because they
failed to grasp the importance of such elementary things as market research, record
keeping, and the promotion of one’s business.
A profitable pastime does not necessarily pay off right away. Some hobbyists with
a comfortable current income from their professions just want to build up their leisuretime activity until they retire or turn in into a full-time enterprise. Others, such as coin
or stamp collectors, deal in appreciating assets rather than regular income. Still others
may be more interested in generating the tax advantages of their hobby.
Many entrepreneurs in contrast, are finding that they are outgrowing the home
office for their hobby business (Strempel, 2002). Real estate investors have begun to
offer office space with all of the amenities such as high-speed Internet access and a
receptionist for businesses that are starting to become more than just a hobby. Many
hobby businesses use these leased office spaces as a step before building or purchasing
their own building.
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HoMe-BASeD BUSineSSeS
Working out of the home is not a novel idea. There is a very old name for it: “cottage
industry.” It does take a certain type of person to run a business at home, whether
making canoes, computers, or chocolate chip cookies. It is hard to get financing, and
the success rate is not high. There are few fortunes made at home. It is sometimes
frustrating trying to make heads or tails of taxes, government regulations, zoning
laws, or accounting practices. And there is no “leaving it all behind” at the end of the
day. Yet these small operations are abundant. Nearly a half a million retail businesses
exist without a payroll, meaning that just one person or a family runs them. Service
industries, which include such work as accountants, typists, and researchers, have
more than a million businesses without a payroll. There is no exact count on how many
of these are actually at-home businesses (Irwin, 1980).
The number of self-employed persons has grown at a faster rate in recent years
than the ranks of those who work for someone else, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Home-based businesses spend about $10 billion annually just in equipment
and supplies, and thus they constitute a major target market for companies such as
Bell Atlantic’s Call Manager, Ameritech’s Home Office Telecom Services, and Sprint’s
Sprint Sense Home Office (Dyszell, 1999).
The self-employed work more hours than those who work for others, namely an
average of 41.9 hours a week compared with 38.5 hours for other workers. About 54
percent of home-based businesses fall into the white-collar category, vs. 46 percent
of blue-collar businesses. One in five businesses has home-based origins and that
includes such giants as Ford Motor Company and Apple Computers. Their average
earnings are below those who are on someone else’s payroll, but the self-employed
may fare better because of the things their businesses can provide them which are not
counted as income (Biddulph, 1991).
Organizations such as the National Alliance of Home-based Businesswomen aim
to provide a local and national network for this relatively unknown part of the work
force. The alliance is a national, nonprofit organization dedicated to the professional,
personal, and economic growth of women who work from their homes. NAHB grew
out of a survey of local home-based businesswomen conducted by Marion Hehr of
Edison, New Jersey, and Wendy Lazar of Norwood, New Jersey. Even before they
published their findings in “Women Working Home: The Home-based Guide and
Directory,” they met with a few home-based businesswomen to mold the organization.
In January 1981, sixteen “first members” were listed in the board meeting minutes. A
year later there were members in all but twelve states and chapters starting in more
than twenty-five cities. The alliance encourages members to form local chapters for
personal contact and mutual support. Through chapters they exchange information and
experiences, create educational programs, make professional contacts, and showcase
their goods and services (MacBride, 1982).
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People start a business at home for financial reasons. Saving money on overhead
is very important at this stage. One common reason is that they can stay home with
their children, but there is more to the decision to work at home than that. There is also
the convenience of a home-based business. The hours are flexible, there is no need to
commute, and those who do not see clients do not have to go to the expense of buying
a business wardrobe or commit to an expensive office overhead. In addition, homebased businesses get tax breaks.
Sometimes, however, the home-based businessperson may seem to have the worst
of all possible jobs. The flexible hours are long, sometimes longer than a regular job,
and can stretch into seven-day weeks. Distractions are numerous, and interruptions to
do household chores are the rule. Priorities conflict endlessly, and quitting time never
comes. Worst of all, perhaps, supplies and equipment that are necessary to conduct
business are not as available as they are in a regular office, and paychecks are usually
erratic and frequently small. Finally, restrictive zoning laws mean that, most likely,
nine out of ten home-based businesses may be in violation of zoning ordinances and
regulations (Danbom, 1995).
But the home-based businessperson also faces unique challenges. There are
questions such as: Are my prices right? My service is good, but how do I develop a
professional business identity? Am I keeping the necessary business records? How
can I persuade my family and friends to take my business seriously and not treat it
as a hobby? When do I devote my time to my family and when do I demand their
cooperation? Owners of a home-based business cannot step into the next office to test a
new idea on a co-worker, nor do they learn about new business trends and opportunities
over lunch with other businesspersons. To a large extent, they are separated from the
business world in which they compete.
But beyond money, beyond talent, and beyond “fun,” these individuals also find a
renewed sense of self worth, even though sometimes there is a feeling that work at home
is not as important and glamorous as in the “real world” or a feeling of loneliness. The
intangible rewards of personal growth, self-esteem, and fulfillment become payment
themselves. Even those whose businesses have folded or whose bottom lines are in red,
speak enthusiastically about “this positive experience” (Gardner, 1980).

MoonliGHTinG
Moonlighting entrepreneurs are real because when the economy is uncertain, people
figure they better roll up their sleeves and take care of themselves. Because moonlighters
typically want to keep their employers ignorant of such ventures, their ranks cannot be
counted. Just how many moonlighters there are is hard to tell, but the U.S. Department
of Labor puts the number of “dual jobholders” between 1 and 5 percent of all employed
persons. Their median age is about forty-three years, four years older than the median
age for all workers. Male second job entrepreneurs outnumber females by a 2 to 1 margin,
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and seven out of ten are married. A sales occupation is the most common nature of
their second job, while their first job is usually administrative, executive, managerial, or
professional. These characteristics are found at all economic levels (Gruenert, 1999).
Moonlighting for an entrepreneur is a good way to start a new venture while
maintaining the safety net of an existing job. Moonlighting for the primary employer
may not be looked at with a positive light, especially if the new venture is in a similar
field. Primary employers have filed lawsuits against other companies claiming that
the company benefited from the proprietary information that was passed along by the
moonlighting employee (Anna, 2002). Employees who are considering moonlighting
should take into account the business ethics related to their situation, since they were
hired to do a job for a given amount of money. An employer has the right to expect a
full day’s work for a full day’s pay, and should lay the ground rules down for employees
who moonlight and be prepared to enforce these rules before the profits of the company
are affected (Schmitt, 2001).
Moonlighting can be as creative as one chooses to make it. Not uncommonly, parttime workers find a new field so exhilarating that they switch careers. They include
part-time carpenters, upholsterers, salesmen and welders. There are car repair shops in
backyard sheds and photography studios in basements. People across the country are
also getting imaginative with their computers and establish a commercial presence by
acquiring and registering an Internet domain by paying a nominal fee to the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers. Or they may pay a slightly higher fee
to domain registration houses, and buy commercial space on the World Wide Web to
“host” their site. With the opening of a “great domain land rush” similar to the one that
opened the state of Oklahoma to settlers, new domain names such as .biz, .info, .pro,
.name, .aero, .coop, .museum, in addition to the existing ones such as .com, .net, .org,
.edu, .int., .mil, .gov, will offer many opportunities to moonlighting entrepreneurs to
engage in e-commerce part-time ventures (Hoffman, 2001).
Inevitably, there are failures as well as successes. Building a little business “to fall
back on” is not a practice unique today. Every business cycle and every kind of profession
has produced part-time, “hedging”, and “moonlighting” type of entrepreneurial
ventures. For many it is a way to supplement paychecks or social security. For others
it is simply an insurance against job loss, and this sense of job precariousness seems
especially strong during times of a troubled economy (Cox, 1981).
However, moonlighting also provides the opportunity to hedge bets in case of an
entrepreneurial venture failure. Moonlighters rely on a secure career as a “fallback”
position that allows them to take a risk and to start part-time businesses, sometimes at
the expense of neglecting their main jobs. If the entrepreneurial venture succeeds, it
is not unusual for moonlighters to abandon secure careers to engage full-time in their
venture. In the meantime, as Babson Professor Bill Bygrave put it: “The guy who
cuts my trees has a very nice tree business. But that doesn’t mean he should leave
his job with the phone company, with all its benefits and pension plan” (Robichaux,
1990, p. B1).
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BUYinG An eXiSTinG FiRM
Entrepreneurs do not always start a new business from scratch, but rather purchase a
going concern. There are many reasons why some individuals choose to buy an existing
business. The major reason is that it is easier to buy a business that is already in operation
than start one up. Of course, a going concern must be researched carefully before a
decision to purchase can be made. Pre-purchase assessment and due diligence research
is a must if an entrepreneur wants to be confident that the firm under consideration has
good prospects for survival and success.
Advantages of buying an existing business are numerous. Of course, less time,
effort, and pressure is involved in a takeover than in a startup. There is also the
possibility that a good business may be purchased at a bargain low price, and if the
firm has performed well in the past, there may also be the possibility of easier financing
for the purchase. Much investigative work is eliminated when an existing business is
purchased. Sources of supply are already established as well as customers. Also, there
is less uncertainty about the demand for goods or services. Management information
concerning equipment, personnel, and facilities is already established. Another big
plus is that there is a smaller or no time lag involved concerning the initial return on
investment, than if the entrepreneur had started a brand new venture.
As in any case, where there are advantages, there are disadvantages. Purchasing
a going concern entails the possibility that a bargain buy is actually a high-priced
purchase. Another negative possibility may be poor existing inventory or selection of
merchandise. Other negative aspects that should be researched are the possibility of
suppliers or customers with ill will toward the business. Buyers may also be forced to
have their own ideas and plans set aside, in order to conform to the existing goals of
the firm. Along with this possibility, comes the difficulty of changing existing policies
and practices that may be questionable, but already taken for granted by suppliers,
employees, and customers, or the probability that old customers will not accept the
change in ownership and decide not to patronize the business any more.
From a tax viewpoint, buying another company is truly an adventure. Big or small,
winner or loser, the company can frequently offer dramatic potential for earning power
and tax savings. At the same time, the entire subject is a tax maze because sometimes
the tax ramifications themselves determine whether a deal is feasible. For instance, an
entrepreneur may have to forgo an acquisition if the tax savings will not compensate
for the decreased cash flow that is needed for the purchase. On the other hand, an
acquisition that needs capital might provide special write-offs for the buyer who has
had a very profitable year from other ventures or investments.
Prospective buyers of existing firms could also utilize the services of business
brokers, who specialize as dealmakers in buying and selling companies. Good brokers,
like good real estate agents, can be the key to structuring a good deal for both the buyer
and the seller of the firm. A business broker’s track record is indicative of the quality
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of his or her services. Competence in appraising the value of the business, avoidance
of “sign first, look later” pressure tactics, benefit the buyer, while discretion about the
possibility of the sale of a business to avoid losing employees and customers overnight
benefit the seller, and are all signs of a reputable business broker.

Financial Evaluation Of An Existing Business
Setting a value on an existing business is not an easy task. The problem is compounded
because there are many different ways to value a closely held business, with no simple
method covering every business. The intangible factor of the various motives and
goals of business buyers and sellers, as well as the difference of interest between a
buyer and a seller can complicate things even further, because at the end what really
matters is how badly the seller wants to sell, and how badly the buyer wants to buy that
particular business. These qualitative aspects of the evaluation of an existing business
could include the following, as shown in Exhibit 5-1:

EXHIBIT 5-1
Qualitative Aspects of the Evaluation of an Existing Business
BREADTH of the Business
•
•
•

How broad is the client base?
How broad is the product mix?
How broad is the services mix?
MARKET of the Business

•
•
•
•

Competitive position
Market characteristics
Marketing force
Distribution network
MANAGEMENT of the Business

•
•
•
•

Management skills
Facilities
Management perks
Management objectives
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The quantitative aspects of setting a value for an existing business involve a variety of
approaches and valuation methods. The most commonly used techniques are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fixed price: The owner, the seller, or both set a value of what they think the
business is worth.
Value of Salable Assets or Book Value: This technique is set by the company’s
most recent balance sheet.
Adjusted Value of Salable Assets: This method uses the book value approach,
but with certain assets adjusted upwards of their reported book value.
The Gross Income Multiplier Method: Gross income is determined and then
capitalized using a price-earnings multiple.
Discounted Cash Flow Method: This valuation method implies that the future
earning power of the firm is the real value.
Replacement Value: The value of each asset is determined as if it had to
be replaced.

Of all the methods of valuation, the simplest is the “Value of Salable Assets.” This
method involves using the “book” value of the assets and liabilities of the business to
arrive at a specific value; for this reason, the method is sometimes referred to as the
“book value” method. However, the simplicity of the method is offset somewhat by the
inadequacy of the method to accurately determine the value of a small business.
The problem lies in the fact that the value of the business will be influenced more
by the use to which the assets are put, rather than their actual book value. If the assets
are used effectively, then the business will prosper and provide earning to the owner(s).
However, if the assets are not used effectively, then the returns to the business will
be considerable lower. Therefore, the “Value of Salable Assets” method does not give
a true picture of the worth of the business as an income generator. Nevertheless, its
simplicity accounts for its continued usage and the method can be beneficial in that it
provides a “low” estimate of the value of the business.
Establishing a value is not the same as setting a price for the business. The value
is the assessment of the worth of the business by whoever is performing the valuation.
Any valuation method will give a “value” figure for an existing business firm, and
the more alternative methods are used, the better and the more accurate the estimate
of that value. The price, on the other hand, is the negotiated value agreed upon by the
buyer and seller, and as mentioned earlier depends on how badly the seller wants to
sell, and how badly the buyer wants to buy that particular business. Very seldom will
the price at which the business changes hands be the same as the value determined
by the buyer or seller. However, for the deal to be a “win-win” situation, the price
should fall within the range of values that were predetermined by the buyer and seller
(Carland & White, 1980). There are several exceptional cases, however, where the
traditional valuation methods may be of limited value. Exhibit 5-2 illustrates some of
these cases (Howard, 1982).
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EXHIBIT 5-2
Exceptions to the traditional valuation methods

High-tech businesses

These are generally valued by the condition of the
acquisition market, which may be exceptionally high if
the market is “hot.”

“Information”
businesses

Very difficult to value. Often based on an initial payment
plus future payments depending upon sales and earnings.

“Hobby” businesses

These so-called life-style businesses are part business, part
fun, and may have unrealistic earnings or losses.

High-leverage
businesses

Such businesses have special qualities that make them
worth more than a valuation method would indicate. An
example would be a business that has exclusive rights or
product lines that might be expected to generate much
higher earnings if fully exploited.

Professional
businesses

Medical, accounting, legal practices, and other professional
businesses are generally governed by prevailing practices,
and the reputation of specific individuals. Its valuation is
often based on a percentage of future billings.

Start-ups

Start-ups are hard to value, especially those with exciting
high tech qualities and patents that can be worth much
more than what the asset value or the immediate earnings
prospects would suggest. The price will be negotiated, and
will depend on the needs of both parties.

EXAMPLE 1. A restaurant, the building and the land where it was located, and an
adjacent parking lot owned by the same individual were valued separately at $400,000
for the restaurant and $70,000 for the parking lot. On the surface, a total valuation
of $470,000 seems correct. But further analysis reveals that the restaurant was worth
the full $400,000, only if the parking lot were available. So despite the value of the
parking lot as a piece of developable land, it cannot be used for anything other than its
present purpose, which is a parking lot for the restaurant. If the restaurant goes out of
business the lot will have very little value, and as a result of this analysis, the parking
lot’s $70,000 value was eliminated from the final valuation for tax purposes.
The “Gross Income Multiplier” method is a favored method among many people
because it too is relatively simple to construct. It is based on the concept that the gross
profit margin is the most important number to a small business, and has the added
benefit of considering the efficiency of the firm’s asset utilization in the generation
of earnings and cash flows. Additionally, the method is closer to an accurate business
valuation than the book value method, because it is calculated without the consideration
of operating expenses, which are controllable, to a large extent, by management.
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Therefore, the actual management practices of one owner as opposed to another
need not be considered in determining the value of the business. The “Gross Income
Multiplier” method can be used in conjunction with other methods to establish a range
of values, which can be used in the negotiation of a selling price for the business.
EXAMPLE 2. A retail-clothing store had shown a 100 percent increase in both sales
and earnings during the five years preceding its owner’s death. Initially these facts gave
the impression that the business was booming and that it should command a premium
valuation. The first impression turned out to be wrong, because subsequent analysis
showed that each year’s sales growth was directly related to expansion of floor space,
while sales per square foot had not increased at all. In short, the former owner had
doubled his investment to double his sales and his earnings. A buyer, therefore, would
have to invest more than the cost of acquiring the business to continue the growth
trend in earnings, and the final valuation confirmed that the business was probably
worth less than face value, not more.
The most difficult and probably least-used valuation method is the “Discounted
Cash Flow” approach. This approach, by virtue of the subjectivity involved in
determining some of the key factors, will likely provide the widest range of values.
However, because it considers the “cash flows” to the owner(s) as the key factor, this
method is considered by many to be the most appropriate method of valuation. The
“Discounted Cash Flow” method is more difficult than the “Value of Salable Assets” or
“Gross Income Multiplier” methods. However, it provides the most realistic measure
of value to the owner (or potential owner) because it requires the owner’s input for
the calculation of the firm’s value. Therefore, the calculated value that the Discounted
Cash Flow method produces represents the existing or prospective owner’s assessment
of the firm’s prospects.
EXAMPLE 3. A manufacturing company with a long history of steady earnings was
initially valued at $1.1 million on a federal estate tax return. Based on history, the
valuation made sense. Inspection of the plant, however, revealed severe physical
deterioration, not to mention the fact that the building was condemned. The management
had already made plans to acquire a new building elsewhere, but the cost of the new
plant, the cost of the move, and the salvage value of the old plant had not been factored
into the value of the company. An estimate of $500,000 in net costs to the business as a
result of the move led to a reduced valuation of $600,000 ($1.1 million minus $500,000),
because no buyer would pay the full value knowing that an additional $500,000 had to
be invested immediately for the company to keep earnings at historic rates.
Common sense is the guide in almost all cases, but of critical importance is also
the professional appraiser’s role in a valuation, because who prepares the valuation
makes all the difference in the world, whether it concerns the valuation of a firm for
tax purposes, looking at a potential acquisition, or dealing with an estate after death
(Blackman, 1981).
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DiRecT MAil
The practice of sending off for goods and goodies goes back to Colonial days, when
settlers wrote to England for everything from port to pianos (Morrison, 1981). More
and more people are turning to catalog shopping because they do not have the time
to go into a store, or don’t want to put up with parking, or because there is a lack of
sales people.
Direct-marketing sales of merchandise and services have grown at twice the rate of
overall retail sales. In 1978, mail order houses sold $60 billion in goods and services.
By the early eighties, that figure was $120 billion for the year, and it is expected to
exceed $200 billion soon.
Direct marketing includes not only mail-order catalog sales, but also telephone
sales and direct-response advertising in newspapers, magazines, television, and radio.
Catalog sales are so impressive that the major department stores find their turf getting
crowded. Some 10,000 companies rely on mail order for more than 15 percent of their
sales, and independently owned specialty houses appear to be growing even faster
than the rest.
Mail-order houses generally operate at least one store as a good place to sell off
leftover merchandise. Some firms began as specialty shops and found expansion by
mail far cheaper and more practical than trying to open a nationwide chain. But a mailorder company, like any retailer, must keep careful rein on costs. The more elaborate
glossy catalogues are expensive to produce and distribute in addition to the fact that
most catalogues get thrown in the trash. Mail-order merchants eagerly buy or rent one
another’s mailing lists, hoping to reach the true believers in mail order consumers,
who will not only browse through the catalogues but fire off a big order as well.
“Owners of businesses shouldn’t be afraid to decide for themselves what media to
use. They usually know more about the market than they think but don’t have enough
confidence in their own abilities. Unless a product is highly complicated and needs a
lot of explanation,” advises Richard Thalheimer, owner of the San Francisco-based
mail-order firm, The Sharper Image, “start with a small ad in several magazines, then
put more dollars into the most productive publication. Try to target your audience
very narrowly so you’re paying only for those you want to reach.” For advertising to
be effective, Thalheimer feels he must make $2 gross profit for every $1 he spends
on advertising. Profit margins on merchandise average about 40 percent (Kemp,
1982, p. 147).
It looks however, like the boom years of the catalog and mail order business are
nearly over. The tremendous boost that mail order sales received in the 1970s when
many women joined the workforce in large numbers created a transition phase in
shopping habits that is quite complete now. Mail order sales that constitute about 40
percent of consumer sales will grow at a comparable annual rate to retailing, about 10
percent, due to the proliferation of websites by many small firms. These sites however,
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in most cases are nothing more than electronic brochures according to a 2001 National
Federation of Independent Business study. This is because 65 percent of small firm
websites do not allow customers to buy online, and that substantially reduces their
effectiveness. About 35 percent or two million firms with fewer than 250 employees
have websites, while 45 percent of those that do not currently have a website, expect to
launch them in the near future. The reasons that small firms still struggle to fully exploit
the Web leaving thus plenty of commercial opportunities for direct mail catalogues
and marketing, are: lack of technical support in maintaining the website; uncertain
payoff; and wrong product all together. This last issue is quite prominent because the
NFIB survey reported that 77 percent of the small firms claim that their product or
service does not lend itself to direct online sales, and their site is limited to promotion
only (“Power of Web,” 2001).
Entrepreneurs who speculate on engaging in a mail order venture should therefore
keep in mind that the mail-order business is a continuous series of tests and experiments.
They have to take chances now and then, because there is nothing like a unique selling
niche of a value concept proposition that customers can hold in their hands in the form
of a catalogue.

“UnincoRPoRATeD” eXecUTiVeS
Sometimes a large corporation can be a confounding place for talented entrepreneurs
to work. The creative flair and aggressive style that make them a valuable employee
can also make them very unpopular and sometimes even expendable. Most true
entrepreneurs sense it in the organizational climate, and if they are too assertive about
their beliefs and ideas, they find that out in the form of a pink slip. They often get
labeled as mavericks or troublemakers, and some will job-hop several times before
they strike out on their own. For others, it takes only one brush with a bureaucracy to
inspire self-employment.
Michael N. Garin, president of Telepictures, Inc., recalled his years with Time,
Inc.: “They raised my salary by $15,000 and cut my job in half. I was 32, and I thought
I was too young to be paid a high salary and be unhappy. I figured that if I didn’t leave
then, I’d be chained to a big corporation forever. My partner and I were refugees from
big companies who wanted to be on our own” (“The Thrill,” 1981). Dallen Peterson,
president of Merry Maids, a professional home cleaning service, claims that his move
from a corporate executive position to a business of his own “was like going from
renting a house to owning your own home …all of a sudden you see dandelions in the
front yard” (Bacas, 1987).
Why do they discard high-paying jobs for what is many times an uncertain future?
The answer is the same as the one that explains why entrepreneurs, whether they are
refugees from corporations or not, are driven to be their own boss. Control over their
lives, NOT money, seems to be the motivating factor.
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Researchers who have investigated the entrepreneurial decision-making process
have found that displacement, often in the form of an unexpected pink slip or mere
job dissatisfaction is one of the primary reasons that entrepreneurs make the decision
to set up their own shop. Job dissatisfaction and discontentment with the status quo in
a large organization can be a trigger for change as the dissatisfied individuals seek to
come up with new ways to improve current conditions. In an era emphasizing the need
for change, creativity, and innovation in organizational efforts (Frohman, 1997), it is
ironic that employee dissatisfaction, which may actually lead to creative performance,
not only is not often recognized, but also sometimes stifled by the same organization
that ultimately might have benefited from the creative ideas (Zhou & George, 2001).
“That’s why I feel these people are pushed, not pulled into it,” contends Robert
Brockhaus, an entrepreneurship professor at St. Louis University. “An extreme degree
of dissatisfaction with the previous job seems not only to push the entrepreneur from
the previous place of employment, but it may also convince the entrepreneur that
no other place of employment would be a satisfactory alternative. Their need to be
in control is so great that they cannot function properly inside other organizations.
That’s why the successful entrepreneur’s resume usually shows they’ve changed jobs
frequently” (Brockhaus, 1980).
It is estimated that a third of all executives who change careers will end up in a
small, one-person business (Wolner, 1977). Small firms are more likely to be breeding
grounds for potential entrepreneurs than are larger companies, according to a study
sponsored by the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB), which surveyed
owners-managers of 1,805 small companies nationwide. It was found that certain types
of jobs act as “incubators” for entrepreneurs, providing them with the knowledge,
skills, and motivation to start their own businesses. Smaller firms are especially prone
to spin-offs, because they give employees a broad range of job experiences. The study
also showed that 70 percent of entrepreneurs started businesses in a field they already
had job experience; 36 percent had sixteen or more years of schooling, compared to
13 percent of the overall population; and 50 percent had parents who owned their own
business. The typical executive looking for his or her own business was a person who
is in the mid-to-late forties, whose children are finished with school, stalled in a career,
tired of commuting, fed up with office routine, and looking for new challenges. Finally,
entrepreneurs spend an average of eight years at their previous jobs before striking out
on their own, and most of the financing for the ventures comes from personal savings
and from financial institutions (“Small Firms,” 1982).
The entrepreneurial spirit is contagious among other professionals as well. For
example, large numbers of civil or military service employees will retire early from
a government career, and many of them will have the time, freedom, and capital to
start a business venture. The person entering a second career in entrepreneurship
must be somewhat of a “renaissance person.” Small business management requires
a keen mind and a desire to learn within a number of different areas. For the second
careerist, it often requires a giant step from specialized skills and knowledge to the
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administration and integration of diverse operative and managerial functions. A former
executive with a large company may still encounter serious problems in running a
small firm. Many managers in large organizations become quite spoiled, specializing
to such an extent that they fail to keep up in other functional areas. In a large company
they had ample resources and they were able to call upon other specialists, such as
accountants, salespeople, personnel managers, or legal staff, to seek their advice on
particular aspects of business problems. In short, selecting a new career, especially
one in entrepreneurship, should not be done haphazardly. A career change of this type
can be exciting and rewarding. However, if one is not cautious and far-sighted, it may
prove to be a major mistake. Thus, if the growing entrepreneurial spirit is to flourish
among changing careerists, it is vital to develop in advance a systematic program and
plan for starting a new entrepreneurial career (Weinrauch, 1980).

STARTinG UP AGAin
The urge to re-emerge sometimes strikes the entrepreneur who started a company,
made a success of it and then got bored with day-to-day management. Dozens of
executives in such circumstances have left comfortable, remunerative jobs in recent
years for the excitement and uncertainties of starting over. “Some people like to climb
mountains; others like to start companies. Some people are simply ‘spawners’ of
companies,” according to Karl H. Vesper, University of Washington business professor
(Bulkeley, 1981).
In the past years, dozens of well-known entrepreneurs in information processing
and other high-technology industries have started their second, or even their third or
fourth high technology company. And the list of these “high-technology repeaters” is
growing longer every year because there is a great recycling of an industry’s talent.
Entrepreneurs have always been the driving force behind the rapid growth of any
industry, and the recycling of their talent most likely will help the U.S. maintain its
technological lead. Of course, people leave companies that they started for a variety
of reasons. Some are pushed out when the inventive spirit that launched an enterprise
proves inadequate to manage it. Others, who have sold out to bigger companies, grow
restless when they lose their proprietary interest. Arguments with co-founders can also
spur entrepreneurs to begin thinking about starting a new company. Some entrepreneurs
become frustrated after their first companies were acquired and they were no longer
running the show. Others formed their second company not only to gain more control
but also to retain a greater financial stake. Still others itched to get back to the cutting
edge of technology, and they believed that starting over was the only way to do it
(“The Thrill,” 1981).
Others still simply prefer smallness. It is probably like being a parent with a
child rather than about money, because former successes have usually endowed their
founders with the wealth to retire to a life of luxurious obscurity. Instead they start all
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over again in the hope of matching the brilliance of their original startup. However, a
first-time winner by no means guarantees success the second time, even though venture
capitalists claim that ventures that get started by someone who did it before have a
1-in-3 chance of success, compared with only one in twenty original startups. Even
if the second company succeeds, the repeater may not, because, as mentioned earlier,
some repeaters start over because they are unable to manage their original companies
as they grow or because their temperaments are not suited to running large companies.
Many entrepreneurs have the single-mindedness to build, but not the breadth and
patience to orchestrate and manage growth (Garner, 1997).
“Serial” entrepreneurs, like “serial” killers, have some common characteristics
(Cowe, 1998):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Their parents were businesspeople
They have a will to win
They love assuming responsibility
They need to be in control
They have leadership skills and abilities
They are networkers, knowing everyone worth knowing in their industry
They have a background in a volatile industry
They have experience with rapid change and believe that dealing with it is
very important
They have experienced early successes, leaving with financial independence
early in life
They already have a success track record

Experienced “serial” entrepreneurs bring a great deal of knowledge to new ventures.
With a track record of success, many repeaters are able to bargain for a larger share
of the second company. Frequently, they had too small a portion the first time. They
got a taste of getting rich, and they want to get richer or at least not poor again. The
trend has been further accelerated by changes in the U.S. tax laws and the investment
climate. In Europe, where the investment and tax climate is different, entrepreneurs
have a tougher time cashing in on their venture’s success because stock markets are
less fluid than in the U.S., and as a result, there is little venture capital available and
practically no second-time entrepreneurs.

FRAncHiSinG
Franchising, long synonymous with fast-food restaurants and hotel chains, now
encompasses every good or service imaginable and is growing both as a way for
companies to do business and for individuals to start businesses. Large corporations
increasingly see franchising as a way to distribute products without the problems
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in managing far-flung operations. Small firms use franchising to grow into large
corporations quickly, without great amounts of capital. Franchisees view it as a way to
go into business for themselves without the risks faced by independent businesses.
As a word, “franchise” has its origins in French. Originally it meant, “to be free
from servitude.” Today, franchising appears to mean “something for everyone,” at
least to both franchisor and franchisee. Technically, franchising is a form of licensing
in which the owner of a product, service, or method sells the rights to do business
in a prescribed manner over a certain period of time in a known place. The parent
company is termed the franchisor, while the receiver of the privilege is the franchisee,
and the right to the business itself is the franchise. A universally accepted definition
is hard to come by, but the one most often used is that of a continuing relationship
between two independent parties based on contractual arrangements whereby a
franchisor (producer) grants and provides tangible and non-tangible assets to the
franchisee for a fee.
Franchising has proven to be a much needed business activity capable of
creating business opportunities and jobs with a low percentage of failure. Based on
data gathered by Justis and Judd (1989), the Small Business Administration (SBA)
contends that as high as one-third of all independently owned businesses fail in their
first year of operations, and within the first five years, up to two-thirds of these nonfranchised businesses discontinued operations. In contrast, according to Department of
Commerce estimates, less than 5 percent of franchises fail each year, and, as a method
of distribution, franchising is increasing its stake in the economy claiming an everlarger market share by moving into different types of business categories.
One characteristic that more and more companies find unnecessary in the franchising
world of today is “bigness.” Although the major corporations still control the majority
of franchises, franchising is increasingly becoming the tool the “little guy” uses to
expand. Key to the success of franchising is the concept of marketing and market
share. Just as the large vertically integrated chain stores started to grow and prosper
after World War II by employing the techniques of mass marketing and advertising,
in the 1960s franchisors started to use these same techniques. But with their late start,
marketing alone did not account for the success which was to follow.
The success of franchising is due primarily to the fact that franchisee entrepreneurs
have invested their money and are more interested in the franchise firm’s success than
an employee would have been. The combination of the modern marketing practices
of a large corporation and the entrepreneurial drive of the entrepreneur franchisee has
been the cornerstone of success for franchised operations. Franchisors and franchisees
understand each other because after all, every major franchise company was founded
by entrepreneurs. They both have the vision, daring and interest to streamline an
operation to its maximum efficiency (Hayes & Matusky, 1989).
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conclUSion
Opportunities and ideas for businesses are readily available for anyone to capitalize on.
The only problem is how to convert ideas into a value concept and that in turn, into a
profitable business. Most businesses today are not founded upon truly innovative ideas.
Most individuals who start new ventures do not do so from ideas that just “hit” them.
They gain specialized knowledge from their occupations and then are able to recognize
weaknesses and gaps as value concepts in a niche that is not being filled within a
particular market. Business ventures are born whenever entrepreneurs put their ideas
together with a financial backbone. When this is done, work can begin to develop the
idea and the business (Mancuso, 1974).
Other methods of formulating ideas for business may be derived from capitalizing
on the shortcomings of existing products and services, such as finding extraordinary
uses for ordinary things, looking for opportunities in social change and trends, and
turning technological advances to business advantages. All of these methods can be
used to generate new ideas and opportunities for business ventures.
Sometimes a large corporation can be a confounding place for talented entrepreneurs
to work. The creative flair and aggressive style that make them a valuable employee can
also make them very unpopular and sometimes even expendable. Most true entrepreneurs
sense it in the organizational climate, and if they are too assertive about their beliefs and
ideas, they find that out in the form of a pink slip. They often get labeled as mavericks or
troublemakers, and some will job-hop several times before they strike out on their own.
For others, it takes only one brush with a bureaucracy to inspire self-employment. Why
do they discard high-paying jobs for what is many times an uncertain future? The answer
is the same as the one that explains why entrepreneurs, whether they are refugees from
corporations or not, are driven to be their own boss. The strongest motivation for their
decision is not money but control over their lives. There are just certain things you cannot
do in a big corporation.
Researchers who have investigated the entrepreneurial decision-making process
have found that displacement, often in the form of an unexpected pink slip or mere
job dissatisfaction, is one of the primary reasons that entrepreneurs make the decision
to set up their own shop. Job dissatisfaction and discontentment with the status quo in
a large organization can be a trigger for change as the dissatisfied individuals seek to
come up with new ways to improve current conditions. In an era emphasizing the need
for change, creativity, and innovation in organizational efforts (Frohman, 1997), it is
ironic that employee dissatisfaction, which may actually lead to creative performance,
not only is not often recognized, but also sometimes stifled by the same organization
that ultimately might have benefited from the creative ideas (Zhou & George, 2001).
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ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic

web Address

Intuition: Ray
Kroc

www.time.com/time/time100/profile/kroc.
html

Tells the story of
the founder of
McDonalds

www.business.com/directory/small_
business/family-owned_businesses/

Articles on how to
run a family business,
information on
grants offered to
family businesses,
other web-listings
that give information
on family business.

www.uspto.gov

Official homepage
of the United States
Patent Office: allows
you to check on the
status of a patent,
tell how to get a
patent, and gives
information on the
Patent office itself

Family
business

Patents

Description
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keY TeRMS
niche: A French word literally meaning “bird’s nest”, used to safeguard, incubate, and
nurture the entrepreneurial idea and ultimately ensure the survival of the value concept.
“Midpreneurs”: A term suggested by Madeline Swain to describe fired executives
who start hobby-based ventures.
“Cottage industry”: An old name for working out of the home.
“Gross Income Multiplier” Method: A method based on the concept that the gross
profit margin is the most important number to a small business, and has the added
benefit of considering the efficiency of the firm’s asset utilization in the generation of
earnings and cash flow.
“Discounted Cash Flow approach”: The most difficult (and probably least-used)
valuation method which, by virtue of the subjectivity involved in determining some of
the key factors, will likely provide the widest range of values.
Franchise: A French word originally meaning “to be free from servitude” which now
appears to mean “something for everyone,” at least to both franchisor and franchisee.
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ReView QUeSTionS
1. Discuss four attributes that creative individuals may have in common.
2. What is the main problem of family succession in a family run business?
3. Briefly outline the three conditions that an invention must satisfy in order to
be patentable.
4. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of working out of the home?
5. What are some common characteristics of the “serial” entrepreneur?
6. List some of the advantages and disadvantages of buying an existing firm.
7. List and describe some quantitative approaches used in the financial evaluation of
an existing business.
8. Why are franchises so successful?
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
I have learned over a long career in business process improvement that true innovation
usually happens when an outsider comes into a business environment and fundamentally
redefines the business paradigm. This is an extremely interesting phenomenon that
typically happens when someone, who is not invested in the way things are, begins
asking why things are done this way when it makes more sense to do it that way. Or
someone asks the all important question: “What is the one thing that is impossible to do
today, that if it became possible, would fundamentally change the way your business
was done?” I made a living asking that question to Fortune 500 companies in the 1980s
and 1990s and then helping them create the environment necessary to achieve dramatic
improvements in their performance. It was this experience that ultimately led me to
ask the organ transplant community, “Why do transplant teams travel to procure their
own organs?” This line of questioning eventually led to the creation of LifeGuard
America’s business plan and will redefine the process by which human transplant
organs are procured and allocated across America. If you want an interesting read, pick
up any of Joel Arthur Barker’s publications on the business of paradigms and you will
get a better understanding of where to look for innovative ideas and how to predict the
future by creating it.
Let’s look at the origin of LifeGuard America from the perspective of the current
environment of the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN). From
the business plan section entitled The Current Environment:
“The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) has developed centralized,
information-based system for the notification, acquisition, and assignment
of transplant organs. This service is a centralized, computer-based software
system that automates the activities of the donor-to-recipient allocation process
operated 24 hours a day, 365 days a year by the UNOS Organ Center staff.
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This process requires manual coordination through the OPO coordinators,
of medical procurement teams, transportation, and delivery of all organs
involved. Once a donor is identified and the list of possible matches has been
received, the local Organ Procurement Organization (OPO) begins the task
of coordinating organ allocation. In a situation where the organs travel out of
the local area, the OPO must coordinate the logistics of multiple procurement
teams. This involves the scheduling of procurement teams as well as travel
to and from the donor site, and recipient patients. The process to coordinate
these events can take twelve to twenty hours. If successful, two to four organs
will be procured and that many lives changed. However, statistics show that
about 15 percent of the time, this coordination process takes place and the
team arrives only to discover that, due to multiple reasons, the organ is not
suitable for the planned recipient. In this scenario, the organ is not procured
and therefore wasted.”
The business plan continues by answering the call with the next section titled LifeGuard
America’s Approach:
“LifeGuard America’s solution is to develop a secure network and services that
will dramatically reduce the time it takes for transplant teams to get critical
donor information and begin the process of organ assessment. We also allow
multiple teams to participate as secondary or tertiary recipients of organs
without having to travel to the donor site. In the future, LifeGuard America
will use new, faster jet aircraft to increase the distance that a procured organ
can travel. Under LifeGuard America’s plan, once the donor-recipient matched
list has been received, the OPO relays a refined list to the Response Center at
LifeGuard America. At this point, the website and communications network
is coordinated for the transplant teams to view donor information and/or
the organ procurement procedure. Staff at the donor hospital will perform
requested procedures related to the assessment and procurement. This option
eliminates the transplant team’s need to travel, thus reducing the associated
cost and lost opportunity. As the procurement is taking place, teams will be
able to view the procurement in real time and have interaction with the local
team as to the specific characteristics of the organ. If the primary team should
reject the organ for any reason, the secondary and tertiary teams would be
immediately available to assess the organ, thus increasing the opportunity for
organ placement. LifeGuard America’s solution has been designed to reduce
the critical time and logistical issues of this multi-tier approach, giving a
higher probability that viable organs can be effectively placed.”
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.

Mr. Fitzpatrick talks of paradigms. Why are paradigms so important for
entrepreneurship and the success of a new venture?
2. What is the paradigm shift in the organ procurement environment that has led to
LifeGuard America’s opportunity?
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6

VenTURe STRATeGic MARkeT TARGeTinG,
MAnAGeMenT, AnD PlAnninG

(CAN WE SELL IN A DEMAND-DRIVEN STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITY TARGET MARKET?
Who buys, how many, when, how, where?)
learning objectives
1. To understand the differences in “strategic competence” between small and larger firms
2. To define the venture’s strategic competence in a specific strategic target market
3. To determine a venture’s course of action of acting, reacting, proacting, or ignoring within a
preferably demand-driven or a supply-driven opportunity target market of: who buys, how
many buy, when they buy, how they buy, and where they buy
Topic outline
Introduction
“Strategic Competence” Market Targeting
Strategic Competence: big vs. Small business
Strategic Competence: A Strategic Window
Strategic Windows Identification
Effectiveness Over Efficiency
Strategic Flexibility Tactics
Constant Redefinition Of Strategic Competence
Strategic Competence Management
Industry Structure Considerations
Opportunity Identification And Evaluation Considerations
Obtaining, Managing, And Controlling Resources Considerations
Strategic And Operational Considerations
Professional Development Considerations
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
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inTRoDUcTion
Entrepreneurs are often accused of suffering from seat-of-the-pants management. When
times are good the entrepreneur’s poor planning of its strategic target market or total
lack of planning may be tolerable. But when the economy grows weak, mere reaction,
rather than actual planning, to the business environment’s threats and opportunities,
may not be adequate. This is because there is a regular need for a firm to plan finetuned adjustments of its target market and redefine its strategic competence that
constitutes its winning dimension in the marketplace. A demand-driven opportunity
constitutes better circumstances than a supply-driven opportunity. The case of the
supply-driven opportunity is a more expensive proposition, as the entrepreneur has
to “educate” the potential customers on the particulars of the value concept, as well as
convince them that they indeed need to alter their purchasing decisions in order to buy
the product or service, since they may not even be aware that they do have that need. In
contrast, in a demand-driven opportunity the need to buy has already been established
and the customers cannot wait to “vote” on the legitimacy of the value concept with
their feet and money. Whether this demand-driven opportunity is real or perceived is
almost irrelevant, since the demand is already here, and is staying unfulfilled. This
chapter will attempt to address the fundamental controversy over venture planning in
the strategic sense. How sophisticated should target market planning and planning in
general in a small firm be? What are the specific advantages and disadvantages for an
entrepreneur in dealing with the development of a formal strategy? Specifically, how
can an entrepreneur develop a strategic competence for its venture through planning
and management?

“STRATeGic coMPeTence” MARkeT TARGeTinG
In an era of corporate giants spending millions of dollars marketing their products
for thirty seconds to national television audiences during the Super Bowl, can a small
business venture possibly compete? Many entrepreneurs have proven this true by
selecting the appropriate strategic target market and plan accordingly. Frieda Caplan
is just one example and her story was highlighted in Inc. Magazine.
Frieda Caplan started Frieda’s Finest, a wholesaler of exotic fruits and vegetables
in Los Angeles many years ago. She has nurtured the business relying on instinct,
simple marketing tools, and her willingness to keep an open mind as far as her target
market is concerned, into a multimillion-dollar company. Hers is a classic case of
aiming at just the right strategic market target in order to compete with the corporate
giants. Frieda attributes her success to several specific factors:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation: To be successful you have to be totally open to weird new concepts.
Convenience: Market the firm’s wares as product lines, not individual commodities,
as well as offer the luxury of one-stop shopping for hard-to-get items.
Niche: Frieda took on business that mainstream wholesalers turned away.
Know the industry: Frieda noticed the national trend toward more variety in
grocer produce departments.
Definition of the target market: Frieda virtually reinvented vegetables by
adding new exotic items.
Quality: Offer a predictable and consistent standard of quality.
Research and Development: Tested the vegetables in the kitchen before adding
a new one into the target market product mix.
The use of publicity: She did have the potential to generate excitement and
news coverage.
Recognize your limitations: Know that if something takes off, that business
will be “alone” for a limited period of time.
Position the company as a leader: Frieda conducted retail supermarket
seminars, lectures on produce theory, bulletins for retailers, and newsletters
for consumers (Larson, 1989).

What Frieda Caplan’s story is all about, along with so many other similar stories, is the
ability to effectively implement a market strategy in a competitive environment. It is
about growing a thriving venture in an industry otherwise known for being both dull
and brutal, the business of selling produce. In a field dominated by generic products
and devoid of attention to marketing, she created a brand identity and persuaded
millions of Americans to buy fruits and vegetables they had never heard of (Larson,
1989, p.80).
Most people, when they hear the words market or marketing, they invariably relate
it to advertising. Peter Drucker (1985a), however, maintains that target marketing relies
on innovation as much as product innovation and development do, and it is precisely
innovation that connects the two and establishes a framework for success in a new
venture. Drucker suggests that innovation comes from leadership and leadership can
be established by being, as he put it, “the Fustest with the Mostest” (sic!). This concept
of being first does not just mean the first to introduce a product, but could as well be
characterized by adding a new twist to a product, a new means of distribution, or even
an innovative means of promoting its sale.
Most small venture success stories hinge on satisfied customers and innovation.
Four basic premises define an innovative strategic target market in order to ensure
the venture’s success adapted from Peterson (1989):
1.

The entrepreneur defines the company’s value concept niche in terms of
responding to and fulfilling a specific and identifiable set of wants of an
identifiable set of customers (Who and how many buy?).
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2.

3.

4.

The entrepreneur realizes that in order to satisfy the rapidly fluctuating wants
of the consumer, an active market research program must be conducted (How
and when do they buy?).
The entrepreneur realizes that all consumer-related activities must be
coordinated under a grand strategy aimed at ensuring the delivery of customer
satisfaction in their terms and at their convenience (Where do they buy?).
The entrepreneur believes that by satisfying customers, loyalty to the firm is
created along with repeat business and word-of-mouth promotion (Development
of strategic competence).

Kotite (1989) expands on this idea by suggesting that the reasons for this venture
success lie in the entrepreneur’s ability to recognize niches and move quickly on a
market opportunity, and by adapting larger company strategies without the cumbersome
management structure and problems.
Christine Forbes (1989), staff writer for Entrepreneur magazine, stresses the
importance of identifying a venture’s niche and strategic target market especially for
service firms:
Businesses need to attend to the different marketing niches by taking more of a
personal approach. There’s no tangible product in most service fields, so the only
way to set oneself apart from the competition is to provide high-quality service
and an extra dimension. We need to return to the old adage “The customer is
always right.” (p. 56)

Strategic Competence: Big vs. Small Business
A small business is not a little big business. A small firm has its own distinctive
advantages and disadvantages. In a comparison of strategic disadvantages between
small and big business, very few corresponding similarities can be observed. Theory,
research and practice, all point to this direction, and the entrepreneur that attempts
to solve problems or plan according to big business conventional wisdom is in for a
big surprise. Small firms have their own strategic competence, their own edge in the
business world, their own abilities, fitness, and means for survival.
A small firm has a unique expertise in a narrow segment of the market. If small
business is placed on one end of a continuum of organizational characteristics and big
business on the other, certain interesting observations on the differences in strategic
competence between small and big business are noted.
Defining the strategic competence of a business is the most difficult aspect of
the firm’s target market strategy. Moreover, strategic competence can be extremely
deceptive, because it relies on the collection of the strength of the venture, as well as
the strengths of the entrepreneur as perceived by the customers and investors alike.
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•

•

•

Coordination. Big business needs a high degree of coordination due to its size and
its multiple functions. In a small venture the task of coordination is much easier.
Flexibility. This is probably a small firm’s “heaviest gun”! Inputs, process, and
outputs can be increased, substituted, eliminated almost at will. Big business
cannot afford this luxury.
Control. Because of the low need for coordination and the high degree of
inherent flexibility, a small firm does not need the sophisticated control
mechanisms that are absolutely necessary in a large firm.
Sophistication. Quantification, automation, optimization are elements of
sophistication in the operation of a large firm. Without sophistication it renders
itself vulnerable to its competition. The small firm however, does not need
costly sophistication in its operations, because it is not perceived as a threat
and can carve its own niche without “bothering” its big competitors.
Environmental scanning. Operational, day-to-day decisions combined
with the inherent flexibility do not need sophisticated, future-oriented
environmental scanning to identify trends, new areas of activity, and
elements of change. A small firm can weather contingencies (unpredictable,
uncontrollable factors) because of its flexibility; withstand constraints
(predictable but uncontrollable factors) because of its low sophistication; and
finally manage its operating variables (predictable and controllable factors)
because of its low need for control.
Effectiveness. The emphasis of a small firm is on effectiveness, to accomplish
and achieve its goals. The target of most big firms is efficiency, to achieve a
goal with the least possible cost. Again, due to the large-scale competition and
the high stakes involved, an efficient big firm stands a better chance of survival
than an effective but not efficient big firm.
Emphasis on customer needs. Effectiveness in a small firm means satisfying
the specific needs of customers. People are willing to go to a great length in
order to get the perfect shoeshine, the perfect quilt, or to spend the night at the
bed-and-breakfast inn that is friendly and romantic. Big business, while not
neglecting customer needs, puts more emphasis on which customer groups it
will serve, how, and at what price and cost. The effectiveness of a small firm
once again is pitted against the efficiency of a large firm.
Experience curve learning effects. Large firms enjoy economies of scale,
which is the continuous allocation and distribution of fixed costs and overhead
to a larger number of production units, because of their large size, their ability
to command quantity discounts from their suppliers, as well as the successful
substitution of expensive materials with less costly ones, e.g. plastic vs. wood.
On the other hand, small firms enjoy advantages from the learning effects of
an experience curve. As small business operators become more familiar with
the tasks to produce a value concept, more experience is gained, and planning,
tooling, and quality control become more effective.
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Time horizon. Crisis management in a small firm tackles today’s problems
first, because they are more critical than tomorrow’s problems. A large business
has to look further into the future, sometimes sacrificing short-term objectives
for long-range survival. A small firm cannot afford this luxury. Flexibility,
the ability to react fast to changes, and sometimes luck, are the small firm’s
weapons for tomorrow’s problems.
Experience. A large firm relies for its success on specialized training as a
managerial skill, such as an MBA degree. Small firms rely on the experience
of their owner/entrepreneurs and their emphasis on general, rather than
overspecialized skills. Small business owners are experienced general managers,
where managers of large firms are trained specialized functional managers.
Decentralization. Flexibility entails freedom, and freedom requires a decentralized
structure. Small firms have few hierarchical levels, broad spans of control, and
rely more on participative management, than their larger counterparts. Big firms
are more centralized and more bureaucratic with coordinating mechanisms such
as organizational charts, manuals, policies, and procedures.
Change and innovation. At any given year, entrepreneurs rarely do what they
were doing the year before. They do not ask the question “what if?” a typical
question a large firm might ask, but they would rather ask “why not?” Big
business emphasizes the status quo, and unless something drastic happens,
rarely makes any fundamental changes, other than incremental and sometimes
merely cosmetic adjustments, to their original strategy.
Intuition. Intuition’s role in creativity, innovation, and change is indispensable.
John Mihalasky tested hundreds of small firm executives for intuitive abilities,
and found that superior decision-making and profitability indeed correlate highly
with intuitive ability (Raudsepp, 1981). This, of course, does not mean that
entrepreneurs should not use rational, analytical decision-making. Even large
firm executives prefer to use judgment instead of analytical, rational decisionmaking, even though they sometimes try to hide this fact, because it may be
considered professionally disreputable. The larger the relative commitment of
resources, the greater the availability of documented and quantitative data and
the less time pressure, all big business characteristics more or less, the greater
the tendency to use analysis (Mintzberg, Raisinghani, & Theoret, 1976).
Dynamic nature. A small firm, due to its inherent flexibility, can act to seize
opportunities, react to threats, and proact to create opportunities and prevent
threats from occurring, much faster than a big firm. A constant redefinition of its
strategic competence and relatively wide array of available options, provide the
small firm with a dynamic character, absent in a big firm. This dynamism often
counterbalances the small venture’s lack of sophistication in operations and
planning. The consequences of potentially incorrect decisions because of inadequate
screening of market and overall environmental information can be quickly offset
by the almost instantaneous and dynamic redefinition of strategic competence.
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• “ Satisficing.” Entrepreneurs cannot operate by quantifying everything.
Because of what management theorists called “bounded rationality”
limitations in terms of ability and time, the entrepreneur sets some general
minimum criteria that have to be satisfied by a decision. Then a sequential
search of alternatives is undertaken until a satisfactory solution is found, one
that satisfies those minimum criteria. This “satisficing” alternative may not
be the best, the one that maximizes profits or minimizes costs for example,
but given the time and money constraints of a decision, it is better than
considering all alternatives and their consequences, in order to arrive at the
one that procures the maximum gain.
It is quite obvious that the small innovative firm has a different nature of distinctive
strategic competence than its larger counterpart. Despite the generalizations that were
made in this section and the broad overlapping gray area between entrepreneurial and large
firm organizational characteristics, the stage is set to discuss the management of strategic
target market planning, management, and development strictly in a small firm context.

Strategic Competence: A “Strategic Window”
Given the small firm limitations vis-à-vis big business, the entrepreneur should
concentrate on the advantages that the small firm enjoys, as discussed earlier. Relying
on flexibility, the most important advantage of them all, the small firm should:
•
•

Constantly redefine its strategic competence
Continuously identify what Abell (1980, p. 224) so perceptively called
“strategic windows”
• Emphasize effectiveness rather than efficiency
• Identify its strategic flexibility tactics: Act to seize an opportunity; React
to avoid a threat; Proact to induce drastic changes internally or externally
creating opportunities or preventing threats, and; Ignore a situation presenting
itself neither as a threat nor as an opportunity

Strategic Window Identification
Abell and Hammond (1981, p. 63) advanced the concept of “Strategic Windows” which
they defined as follows:
“There are only limited periods during which the ‘fit’ between the key requirements
of a market and the particular competencies of a firm competing in that market are
at an optimum.”
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This concept is a much more dynamic configuration of the strategic competency of
the firm as opposed to a static nature. The strategic window concept recognizes the
inevitability of changes, and forces the firm to focus on what can be changed, improved,
enhanced, or reduced to deal with tomorrow, rather than analyze the current market
position of the firm as it deals with today’s challenges (Abell, 1980, p. 224).
Strategic window opportunities aiming at a specific strategic target market may
emerge along four dimensions: customer needs, customer segments, alternative
technologies (or alternative ways of satisfying a customer need in a customer segment),
and alternative prices. The strategic window identification therefore goes hand in
hand with the constant redefinition of strategic competence, taking full advantage of
the inherent flexibility of new entrepreneurial venture. Some alternative dimensions
can be used for strategic window identification, such as Service (customer needs),
Industry (technology), or Geography (customer segments), or any other dimension
that makes sense in targeting a particular market. As the company grows it can
extend its coverage of strategic windows along each dimension, covering more
needs, and/or more segments, with more alternative technologies, and/or more price
differentiating levels.
Sexton and Bowman-Upton (1991) argue that the upper limit on the realization of
the benefits from a strategic market target opportunity is determined by various market
constraints. The size of the market niche served by the firm represents the volume of
sales theoretically available to the firm. The actual sales generated within this niche
will be constrained by the amount of time the firm has to serve this niche, i.e. how
long the strategic window will remain “open,” as well as by the rate of sales within
this niche, as determined by a product’s position in its life cycle. Finally, the extent
to which the sales potential of a strategic window is realized will be a function of the
desire for growth on the part of the entrepreneur.
The continuous identification of strategic windows will clear the confusion in
terms of what business, what industry, and what market the venture serves:
•

•
•

A business is defined by a selection of customer groups and functions and is
usually based on one primary technology (e.g., business A might be a producer
of one engineered plastic serving a variety of customer groups).
An industry is defined by the boundaries of several businesses but is still
usually based on a single technology.
A market is defined by the performance of given functions in given customer
groups, and includes all the substitute technologies to perform those functions.
Generally speaking, the greater the similarity in manufacturing and marketing
requirements across and within customer groups, the more broadly defined the
market will be in terms of customers and functions. However, in all cases, all
substitute technologies have to be included (Abell, 1980).
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Effectiveness Over Efficiency
Wright (1983) provides an interesting formula for small firms on the road to effectiveness,
growth, development, and profitability:
Uniqueness + Quality + Personal Attention + Flexibility = Profitability
In other words, effectiveness means providing the customer with a unique product, of
high quality and especially reliable service, with personal attention to the needs of that
customer who is treated with TLC (tender loving care) by the small firm, always ready
to accommodate this precious customer with flexibility in terms of payment terms,
packaging, custom-made fabrication, etc. (Wright, 1983).
Sometimes small firms outperform their big rivals even in terms of efficiency and
economies of scale, where large companies supposedly enjoy an advantage due to
their size. A modest pilot program conducted by the SBA and the Air Force shows that
spare parts are cheaper when small contractors supply them. A big contractor charged
$11,007 for a wing part that a small company made for $7,000 less. A preamplifier
that a large contractor priced at $699 cost $174 from a little supplier. Through the
program, the Air Force saved $6.7 million on 181 spare parts contracts in 18 months;
savings averaged 38.5 percent. However, less than 8 percent of the 3.9 million spare
parts the Defense Department stocks are open to competitive bidding, and programs to
assure small companies more contracts seem to be faltering. (“Small Business: What
Economies of Scale,” 1982, p. 27).

Strategic Flexibility Tactics
Having defined its strategic competence, identified its strategic windows, and ensured
effectiveness in rendering a product or a service, the small firm has to understand and analyze
its strategic options in terms of flexibility, position in the marketplace. These options are
strategic tactics, a result of the values, attitudes, and perceptions of the small firm owners.
They represent the overall disposition of the firm toward the market and the competition
and the aggressive, defensive or passive view it holds given its strategic competence. As
mentioned earlier, a small firm has, broadly speaking, four tactical options:
•
•
•

•

Act to seize an opportunity
React to avoid a threat
Proact to induce drastic changes internally or externally by creating
opportunities where none existed before or preventing threats before they
mushroom into real danger
Ignore a threat or an opportunity
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These tactics are by no means mutually exclusive or always discrete. A small firm may
use a combination or a hybrid tactic. For example, as a firm acts to seize an opportunity
it may take some reactive action to directly defend its strategic competence and market
position. Moreover, these tactic distinctions may reflect a difference of degree rather
than separate, disassociated courses of action. Nevertheless, these distinctions of
tactical responses are quite useful in setting the stage for growth and development.
1. “Act” Tactic. Cases where a firm acts to seize an opportunity are quite common
in practice. By focusing its coverage to a specific customer group, and/or
by catering to specific customer needs, a firm aggressively makes a definite
step toward the development of a strategic target market. The strategic firm
disposition to regularly act in order to seize strategic window opportunities
by expanding or contracting along the four dimensions of customer segments,
customer needs, alternative technologies, and alternative prices, is a sign of a
small firm predisposed to take full advantage of its target market, and, if the
“act” tactics continue to be successful, destined to grow. Of course, the factors
that determine the attractiveness of an opportunity are based on judgmental
decisions and perceptions of the entrepreneur. Trade-offs among different
factors and opportunities, as well as taking into account how competitors will
react, influence the decision to act. Strategic competence is an asset that can
be exploited by acting to seize opportunities along the four dimensions of
the strategic window opportunities. However, an “act” tactic seldom yields
automatically the desired results without hard work, thorough research, and
trade-offs in financial and human costs.
2. “React” Tactic. This is a tactic where the small firm builds on its strengths
and defends its strategic competence. Reacting to competitive, financial or
other threats on a regular basis instead of acting, may characterize a firm
predisposed to maintaining the status quo of its strategic target market as
originally identified, rather than concentrating on growth. It may entail in most
cases a strategic competence loss because there are significant advantages to
the competitor that attacked first, and because it takes time for the attacked
small firm to react. Consequently a contraction along the four dimensions of
strategic window opportunities may be undertaken. This does not mean that
a tactic to react constitutes always a concession to the threat. A vigorous
defensive reaction can successfully protect the firm’s strategic competence
and signal to the attacker that it will not be willing to be “pushed around”
and would be willing to fight instead. This is especially true when reacting is
probably less expensive than acting, and defense is less expensive than attack.
However, when the attacked firm makes concessions the strategic competence
loss should be considered permanent.
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3. “Proact” Tactic. This is a situation where a small firm, not only during the
venture initiation stage, but also on a regular basis, engages in an offensive style
of creating opportunities for its strategic target market, and preventing threats
from ever becoming real threats. It is a situation where the firm is constantly
advancing and extending along the four strategic window opportunities
dimensions, not waiting for the opportunities to show, but creating opportunities
where they seemingly do not exist yet. At the same time, measures are taken to
ensure that slight disturbances in the internal or external environment of the firm
are “nipped in the bud” in a preventive maintenance fashion before they ever
develop into full-scale threats. Such a warlike tactic can be very expensive and
quite dangerous, perhaps to the point of exposing vulnerable areas in the strategic
competence of the firm, while the firm is preoccupied with other activities. The
“proact” tactic is also unstable because it is wearing out the firm and cannot last
forever. Total victories as well as total prevention of risks are unrealistic, as
history tells us. However frequent management audits and regular reassessments
of the strategic target market are healthy ways of spotting opportunities, threats
and weaknesses, and generally anticipate the “seemingly unanticipated events.”
4. “Ignore” Tactic. Ignoring a threat or opportunity to the strategic target market
does not constitute a desirable tactical option and is usually ruled out, except
in situations where acting or reacting are fairly costly, or when opportunities
are not particularly attractive and threats not very dangerous.
From the discussion above certain conclusions in relationship to strategic competence
and strategic tactics should be made:
1. When acting on an opportunity in a strategic target market is fairly inexpensive
and reacting fairly expensive, the ideal tactic is to act on the opportunity.
2. Reacting is appropriate when acting on the strategic target market opportunity
is expensive, reacting later is fairly inexpensive, and the market has high entry
barriers, thus providing the venture with relative protection of its existing
original strategic target market.
3. Proacting is usually expensive and is advisable only for short periods when it
is used to preempt other firms from acting, or to prevent a serious internal or
external threat from endangering the strategic target market.
4. Ignoring is advisable when the perceived threats or opportunities do not warrant
the selection of war over peace in the marketplace.
5. Finally, it should be kept in mind, that opportunities and threats, as well as their
degree of importance, are all a matter of perceptions and value judgments. In real
life, the players in the entrepreneurial venture are not always perfectly rational or
accurate in their perceptions. Emotional involvement, bias, and under- or overestimations of opportunities and/or threats, tend to distort tactical formulations.
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constant Redefinition of Strategic competence
As mentioned earlier, small firms do not have the sophistication of large businesses
when it comes to environmental scanning and external information screening
and processing in order to identify strategic competence. The result is, very often,
inadequate responses to identify external threats and opportunities.
Additionally, it should be noted that the achievement of a particular level of growth
or growth rate of sales through the exploitation of a strategic target market opportunity
in a strategic window should not be viewed as evidence of long-term organizational
viability. As a matter of fact, many firms reach their greatest size just before they
die (Adizes, 1989). Hoy, McDougall, and D’Souza (1992) concluded that high firm
growth rates may be minimally or even negatively correlated with firm profitability.
To balance out the consequences of some inevitable wrong decisions in terms of
strategic competence identification, the small firm possesses the formidable weapon
of flexibility. Control of the effects of occasional inadequate or incorrect decisions
can be exercised through a flexible, dynamic realignment and redefinition of the
firm’s strategic competence, in order to effect needed transitions in the venture’s
organizational system (Dodge, Fullerton, & Robbins, 1994).
The conceptual “metamorphosis” of the venture is needed to overcome the many
crises that must be resolved in order to successfully transition to a redefinition of the
strategic competence (Mount, Zinger, & Forsyth, 1993). Entrepreneurs need to reduce
the tension that builds in the organizational system as a result of misfit between the
current strategic competence configuration and the venture’s transition needs (Naman
& Slevin, 1993). The essential task in maintaining and renewing the venture’s strategic
competence is to create a new configuration comprised of the venture’s organizational
attributes and system interrelationships, which are more appropriate now (Hanks,
1990). Specifically, the redefinition of the venture’s strategic competence can be
accomplished with:
1. Basic marketing and pricing strategies that flout industry norms
2. Goal-oriented and rigorously trained sales force with tight parameters
and attitudes
3. A focus on profitability (Taylor, 1979)

STRATeGic coMPeTence MAnAGeMenT
The strategic competence that results from successfully conceptualized venture target
market identification needs to be carefully managed. “Good” strategic competence
management requires careful consideration of the following managerial skills that
contribute to new venture success. These include: (1) industry structure considerations;
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(2) opportunity identification and evaluation considerations; (3) obtaining, managing,
and controlling resources considerations; (4) managing the strategic and operational
elements of the business; and (5) professional development skills.

Industry Structure Considerations
In their review of the determinants of new venture performance, Hofer and Sandberg
(1987) contend that the most important consideration is the structure of the industry
to be entered. Since industry structure can be described by many characteristics, the
authors identify the five most critical factors influencing the chances for successfully
entering a new market. These include (1) the degree of stability in the industry entered;
(2) the industry’s competitive nature; (3) stage of evolution; (4) barriers to entry; and
(5) product characteristics.
A word of caution before interpreting their results: First, the authors’ insights dealt
predominantly with existing industries rather than markets yet to be developed. Second,
much of the research from which the authors drew their conclusions was of studies of
corporate ventures rather than independent entrepreneurial ventures, which may bias
the suggestions somewhat. In the long run, these concerns may not greatly affect their
recommendations for our purposes. However, the independent entrepreneur should
consider them in the context of his/her situation. Five guidelines for enhancing new
venture performance are offered:
1. Focus on industries facing substantial technological or regulatory changes,
especially those with recent exits by established competitors. Successful entries
are facilitated by unstable industry conditions. Entry is easier, particularly if it
occurs relatively early during the unstable period.
2. Seek industries whose smaller firms have relatively weak competitive positions.
Perhaps surprisingly, industries possessing a dominant competitor (>49 percent
market share) were easier to enter for new ventures than those where the largest
competitor had less than a 25 percent share. The former situation may imply
that the remaining competitors are relatively weaker, allowing new ventures
easier entry into smaller market niches. It may also be that the latter situation
may have more intense competition.
3. Seek industries in early, high-growth stages of evolution. Entering rapid-growth
markets early contributes to success. Most competitors share this rapid market
growth; hence, competition is less intense. Also, mistakes and unsuccessful
experiments are easier to overcome when they happen at an early stage. The
market is more forgiving.
4. Seek industries in which it is possible to create high barriers to subsequent
entry. Industries that provide natural entry barriers (e. g, a limited number
of customers or captive suppliers of raw material) or allow entry barriers
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to be erected improve the chances of success by helping new ventures
avoid competition.
5. Seek industries with heterogeneous products that are relatively unimportant to
the customer’s overall success. Industries with heterogeneous products allow
ventures to avoid or lessen competition by following product differentiation
strategies or by finding smaller market segments. Entry is easier when the
venture’s product or service is relatively unimportant to the customer’s needs.
If the product is important, the customer is less willing to try new sources or to
experiment with new approaches (Hofer & Sandberg, 1987, pp. 13-17).
Studying the industry structure as it relates to the strategic competence and the new
venture’s performance is, however, like making decisions in a vacuum, isolated from
all the elements surrounding it. In other words, entrepreneurs must plan and develop
an entrepreneurial strategy that matches successfully their strategic competence and
the unique characteristics of the industry that they intend to enter.
The earliest literature in entrepreneurial strategies recommends the pursuit of
“market niche” strategies in order to avoid direct competition with large firms. Such
approaches advise concentrating on one or more of the following market segments:
specialized/customized products, local geographic markets, markets which are too
small to attract the attention of large-scale firms, and markets where a competitive
advantage can be obtained through service and/or company flexibility.
More recently, the conventional wisdom for new ventures, and particularly for
corporate ventures, was to follow an aggressive strategy, i.e., enter on a large scale,
market and promote extensively, and incur high relative advertising and sales force
expenditures. In several studies, this type of strategy resulted in higher performance
than those ventures pursuing less aggressive entry strategies. Recently, however,
this “wisdom” has come under fire. New studies have shown that aggressive entry
is not appropriate for all firms. Indeed, a number of entrepreneurial strategies have
been identified, which, under the right conditions can lead to success. Even direct
competition with industry leaders has been found to be a successful strategy if the
venture has positioned itself appropriately.
One study, examining 247 independent start-ups and corporate ventures, identifies
eight distinct entrepreneurial strategies, of which only one, controlled growth
via premium-priced products sold directly to consumers, had significantly better
performance (McDougall & Robinson, 1987a). The other seven strategies had relatively
similar performance results. With the one exception noted above, this appears to support
the idea that no single strategy always works best. The eight strategies include:
1. Aggressive strategic competence management via commodity-type products to
numerous markets with small customer orders
2. Aggressive strategic competence management via price-competitive new
products to large customers
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3. Aggressive entry with narrow, special products priced competitively to a few
larger buyers
4. Controlled growth with broad product range to many markets and extensive
backward integration
5. Controlled growth via premium-priced products sold directly to consumers
6. Limited growth in small niches offering a superior product and high
customer service
7. Average growth via steady development of new channels, brand-name
identification, and heavy promotion
8. Limited growth selling infrequently purchased products to numerous markets
with some forward integration. (McDougall & Robinson, 1987b, pp. 74-76)
In their review of the literature, Hofer and Sandberg (1987) found five strategy
considerations playing an important role in new venture performance: (1) product
differentiation; (2) quality, service, and price; (3) market and/or segment domination;
(4) innovation; and (5) methods of growth. From these considerations, the authors
identify several guidelines for improving the odds of succeeding. Much of what they
recommend is similar to, but more generalizable than the competence management
strategies found by McDougall and Robinson (1987b). Their recommendations are:
1. Seek to differentiate your products from those of your competitors in ways
that are meaningful to your customers. Focus such differentiation efforts on
the areas of product quality, marketing approaches, and customer service–
and charge enough to cover the costs of doing so. Cost-based or focus
strategies were not as successful in new ventures because of the lack of
scale, expertise, scope, capital, and market power usually associated with a
newly-developed business.
2. Seek to dominate the market segments in which you compete. If necessary,
either segment the market differently or change the nature and focus of your
differentiation efforts to increase your domination of the markets you serve.
3. Stress innovation, especially new product innovation that is built on existing
organizational capabilities. To remain successful in the long term, the key
is continued innovation. This is especially important immediately after the
introduction of a venture’s first product, therefore R&D expenditures were
heavier in the first two years after start-up in more successful new ventures.
4. Seek natural, organic growth through flexibility and opportunism that builds
on existing organizational strengths. Successful new ventures don’t pursue
growth for growth’s sake. They build on their existing strengths and stay with
their core skills (Hofer & Sandberg, 1987, p. 17-19).
The various characteristics representing the competence management strategy and
industry structure for an entrepreneurial firm need to be consistent and well matched.
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As such, Hofer and Sandberg (1987) offer several suggestions. First, they recommend
that the venture remains flexible and pursues a broadly defined strategy during the
early stages of evolution. There is too much uncertainty at play to do anything different.
Customer needs and product characteristics are still changing and any type of focused
strategy might cause the firm to lose attractive segments.
As the industry evolves into later stages, this approach should be revised–
competition becomes more significant, and the industry and product characteristics
begin to stabilize. Second, the authors recommend following a differentiation strategy
in the early stages, but combining it with other approaches as both the venture and
industry mature. Third, follow a differentiated strategy in industries with heterogeneous
products and avoid undifferentiated strategies in industries with homogeneous products
(Hofer & Sandberg, 1987, pp. 19-21).
A variety of other strategy frameworks exist, but most of them reflect the ideas and
issues discussed in the material above. Nevertheless, the entrepreneur benefits from
his/her familiarity with the various strategies used by new ventures. But familiarity
doesn’t necessarily mean mastery. Following an entrepreneurial strategy is not a matter
of just choosing one and hoping that it will work. Identifying the appropriate strategy
for a new venture’s target market and implementing it is an extensive and difficult
process, but if the entrepreneur is willing to do his/her homework, it can pay off in the
end in terms of sales and profitability.
In summary, industry structure is an important factor to consider when looking
at ways to improve the chances of succeeding in a new venture. But the Hofer and
Sandberg (1987) recommendations also appear to be a more important consideration
for the entrepreneur than the small businessperson, who typically enters businesses in
which competition is fragmented and virtually impossible to avoid (e.g., hair salons,
sewing shops, dry cleaners, etc.).

Opportunity Identification
And Evaluation Considerations
The crux of this set of management skills is to recognize the difference between a
good idea and a good opportunity. To accomplish this, Timmons, Smollen, and Dingee
(1985) advocate that opportunity identification and evaluation skills entail the gathering
of information, being able to do a feasibility study to assess whether the idea is in
actuality a good opportunity, writing a business plan, and being able to recognize the
critical success factors that enable the target market opportunity to produce results and
the venture to perform once it is started.
Drucker (1985b) adds an interesting perspective to this group of skills. He contends
that a market focus is required because when a new venture does succeed, more often
than not it is in a market other than the one it was originally intended to serve; it serves
these markets with products or services not quite those with which it had set out; these
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products and services are bought in large part by customers it did not even think of
when it started, and used for a host of purposes besides the ones for which the products
were first designed. If a new venture does not anticipate this, does not organize itself
to take advantage of the unexpected and unseen markets, and finally, if it is not totally
market-focused and market-driven, then it will succeed only in creating an opportunity
for a competitor (p. 189).
Additionally, since truly new products create markets that have never before existed,
how can one conduct any form of sophisticated and accurate market research? Drucker
(1985b) provides a number of examples to illustrate this point. For instance, around
1950 the manufacturer of the Univac, the first and most sophisticated computer on the
market, concluded from its market research that by the year 2000 only 1000 computers
would be sold. After all, they reasoned, the technical and scientific markets that could
use this product were very small. IBM, on the other hand, recognized the utility of the
machine for the business world and the rest is history. To avoid this problem, Drucker
suggests that the entrepreneur must search not only for unexpected successes, but
also for unexpected failures, and examine them carefully for potential opportunities,
because they are not just “exceptions” to the rule (p. 192).

Obtaining, Managing,
And Controlling Resources Considerations
Being undercapitalized in a specific target market is one problem, but having enough
cash and managing it poorly is another. Needless to say, the popular belief is that the
lack of financial resources is the most common cause of small business failures. This
may be true, but it is probably better to look at cash shortage as more a symptom
than a cause of failure. The sad truth is that a lack of financial and accounting skills
frequently leads to failure. What can small businesses do to avoid this problem? For
one thing, they need to recognize that the ability to obtain sufficient initial capital
for their venture is critical to their success. Being well capitalized allows the firm to
overcome its early mistakes and to survive long enough to resolve initial challenges in
its strategic target market.
After the initial start-up considerations, the focus shifts to skills in managing and
controlling financial resources in order to preserve the emerging strategic competence
in the strategic target market. The founder, or a member of the venture team, should
know enough about finance and accounting to be able to prepare and use financial
statements, keep track of and manage cash flows, reliably forecast the target market’s
cash needs for the future, understand and be able to calculate break-even analyses, and
set up an effective budgetary and control system. Much of this is made easier if the
founder also possesses some fundamental computer skills.
How do these situations differ, (assuming they do) between small business owners
and entrepreneurs? The very nature of the entrepreneurial venture requires that either
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the founder or a financial professional in the management team possess financial skills.
The more the founder understands the rudiments of finance and accounting, the more
likely investors tend to be comfortable with the venture’s chances of succeeding. In
small businesses, however, founders are often lacking financial and accounting skills
and far too frequently end up running out of cash. And yet, the skills are not that
difficult to master and they make life with the outside world that much easier. Does it
make sense to “surrender” the control of your business to an accountant or a financial
advisor when you’ve put in all the hard work and effort to build it? Unfortunately, not
enough small businesspeople understand that accounting is the language of business
and in order to effectively communicate in the business world, they must speak the
language fluently.
Beyond financial resources, there are also physical, intellectual, and human resources
that need to be obtained and managed. To a certain extent, the way they go about
obtaining, controlling, and managing such resources is driven by a philosophy they
possess. At the heart of this philosophy are a commitment and ability to use resources
belonging to other people, groups, organizations, etc. This way, they not only leverage
their risk, but they also learn how to manage resources without having to own them, i.e.,
they subcontract, rent, lease, barter, trade, or whatever else is necessary to get their job
done. They do not commit excessive funds, which they generally do not have to begin
with, and they do not own assets they frequently do not need to own anyway.

Strategic And Operational Considerations
Even though the entrepreneur may have creative and innovative ideas, the management
team must possess excellent sales, marketing, and operations knowledge to run the
day-to-day operations of the firm. Early strategy researchers were predominantly
concerned with identifying a firm’s “best practices” that contributed to its success.
Researchers in this stream share an interest in pondering the inner growth engines
or “the black box” of the firm, and argue that a firm’s continued success is chiefly a
function of its internal and unique competitive resources (Hitt, Hoskisson, Wan, &
Yiu, 1999). Typically, this covers all the various skills needed to manage, market, and
produce a product or service. It encompasses both the short- and long-term elements of
managing the venture in the specific target market, including among others: gaining the
trust and commitment of the customer, setting specific goals and time-phased targets,
recognizing and using the rules-of-thumb gained from experience in the particular
trade, industry, or market, possessing negotiating skills, managing the strategic and
daily operations of the business, and effectively managing time. The list could go
on and on, but the idea is that solid management of the strategic competence of the
venture and its related practices can contribute to success and keep the venture from
failing as so many others have done before. However, as argued by Miller (1992), firms
with a high degree of strategic fit with their market and customers run the risk of being
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less attentive to maintaining the needed strategic and operational complementarities
among the components of their internal organizational systems.
Additionally, evidence suggests that as the venture’s size increases, substantial
strategic and operational managerial energies must be expended to sustain the venture’s
strategic competence in a target market (Slevin & Covin, 1995), especially since this
kind of transition and its successful management constitute the key to venture growth
and success (Ahlbrandt & Slevin, 1992).

Professional Development considerations
Finally, through professional development entrepreneurs can enhance their chances for
success if they continually update and improve their skills to manage their strategic
competence in their target market through management education, continuing education,
and a variety of available seminars, workshops, networking, etc., which can keep them
abreast of the latest managerial techniques, industry trends, and ideas. Part of this
strategic competence professional development work can be delegated. For example,
the shop foreman may have the task of watching for technical changes as reported
in trade journals for the industry, or the sales manager keeps abreast of significant
changes that occur in the firm’s target markets. But entrepreneurs cannot delegate the
hardest part of this work. They cannot delegate the decisions as to what revisions will
be made in the strategic market target plan.
The type of strategic competence management and planning-related information
and its associated importance seem to be a function of the industry and the technology
used, as well as a function of personality traits. Entrepreneurs high in internal locus of
control seek information categories other than personal sources, such as neighbors or
family members. Rigid thinkers, in contrast, seek structure from professional sources,
such as bankers, consultants, and institutional sources – professional organizations,
IRS, and perhaps verify this information with their personal information sources
(Welsch & Young, 1982, p. 57).

conclUSion
Having gained an understanding of the specific characteristics of strategic competence
market targeting and strategic competence management, the issue becomes how to
make it work for the small firm. By concentrating on the advantages typically possessed
by a small enterprise, a well-designed planning process can bring results. Maintenance
of flexibility in terms of strategic competence; exploitation of the plentiful profitable
small value concept niche opportunities; taking advantage of the lower, relative to
larger firms, overhead burden; and direct profit orientation focus by the entrepreneur,
can provide great rewards from planning (Van Kirk & Noonan, 1982). This basic
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fact makes entrepreneurs carry at least strategic thinking up to the point of actually
developing concrete goals and specific objectives for their target market of who buys,
how many they buy, when they buy, how they buy, and where they buy.
This transition from mere strategic thinking to full-scale strategic competence
market targeting is what makes new ventures succeed. When the conceptualization of
the strategic competence target market is as near the actual configuration of the target
market as possible, it means that the opportunity represented by that specific target
market was acted upon. Action is the difference between a plan and a dream.
By doing so, entrepreneurs can at least partially control their own destiny. For
instance, they can locate in areas conducive to start-up and growth ventures, they
can enter industries with traditionally higher survival rates and which possess
characteristics on which they can capitalize, and they can become familiar with the
wealth of external support groups and organizations whose mission is to help small
businesses and entrepreneurial ventures succeed. Founders must examine their
own strengths and weaknesses to decide if they have the capability as well as the
patience to stay with their ventures during a target market’s up and down periods.
They must educate themselves in the management practices indicative of successful
small businesses and growth firms. And finally, they must develop strategies, that take
advantage of their industry’s structural characteristics, their managerial abilities, and
their firm’s strengths and weaknesses. Strategic competence targeting and management
is a deliberate, value-oriented, time-consuming, specialized function for which
entrepreneurs are sometimes ill qualified. Most entrepreneurial efforts are oriented
toward problem solving in the present rather than contemplating opportunities in the
future. The entrepreneur must make a deliberate effort to undertake a major reallocation
of time in order to accommodate this early identification process, because the sacrifice
of time dealing with present problems is a course pursued with the greatest reluctance.
When a judgment about a seemingly exciting opportunity represented by a target
market proves to be wrong, the losses need to be cut as soon as possible and hopefully
the intrepreneur will learn from this bad experience. The mental anguish caused by
wrong judgments is part of the price entrepreneurs pay for being their own boss. The
challenges are there, as are the recommendations for improving the odds of succeeding.
But remember, as someone once said, the only place where “success comes before
work is in the dictionary.”
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ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic
Strategic
Competence
Market
Targeting

Strategic
Competence
Development

web Address

Description

www.friedas.com

Homepage for
Frieda Caplans’s
wholesaler of
exotic fruits and
vegetables

www.grundfos.com/web/
grfosweb.nsf/Webopslag/
FC932C5A898C9489C1256C2b00256669

Grundfos is a
company based
in Denmark that
specializes in water
pumps; this section
of the web page
talks about their
definition of strategic
competence. Other
links in the site talk
about innovation,
strategic planning,
etc.
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keY TeRMS
contingencies: Unpredictable, uncontrollable factors that a small firm may overcome
because of its flexibility.
constraints: Predictable but uncontrollable factors that a small firm may overcome
because of its low sophistication.
Variables: Predictable and controllable factors.
effectiveness: The ability of a small firm to accomplish and achieve its goals. Effectiveness
means providing the customer with a unique product, of high quality and especially reliable
service, with personal attention to the needs of that customer who is treated with TLC (tender
loving care) by the small firm, always ready to accommodate this precious customer with
flexibility in terms of payment terms, packaging, custom-made fabrication, etc.
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efficiency: Achieving effectiveness with the least possible cost, the objective of most
big firms.
Flexibility: The ability to react quickly to changes.
“Satisficing”: Satisfying minimum criteria.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. What are the four basic premises that define an innovative strategic market in
order to ensure the venture’s success?
2. Explain the concepts of contingencies, constraints, and variables in regards to the
environmental scanning benefit of a smaller venture.
3. Distinguish between the terms business, industry, and market.
4. Describe four of the eight entrepreneurial strategies to use in order to enhance
performance.
5. List and explain a small firm’s strategic flexibility tactics.

REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
It is critically important to clearly define your market, and again we return to the
business plan section on market definition. The market for LifeGuard America’s
services consists of three primary institutions governed by the policies and guidelines
of the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) and administrated by
the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS). The first are the fifty-nine (59) Organ
Procurement Organizations that are responsible for the procurement and allocation of
all donated organs in the U.S. The second consists of the 259 Transplant Centers, or
hospitals, in which all transplant operations are conducted and the third encompasses
the 871 Transplant Programs which make up the organizations that perform the
procurement and transplant surgeries. The transplant programs are identified by organ
type and number of programs below:
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Type of Program

Number

Kidney Transplant
Programs

245

Liver Transplant
Programs

122

Pancreas Transplant
Programs
Islet Cell Transplant
Programs

135
30

Intestine Transplant
Programs

39

Heart Transplant
Programs

141

Heart-Lung
Transplant Programs

83

Lung Transplant
Programs

76

Total

871

This represents our entire market of approximately 1,000 organizations across the
United States. The number of transplants that takes place is increasing but is currently
limited by the number of donors, which has not been growing as rapidly as the number
of patients added to the waiting list. There were approximately 22,000 transplants last
year and the number of people on the waiting list eclipsed 80,000. This is the single
greatest problem facing the entire OPTN and is a primary driver for services such as
ours, which focus on eliminating wasted organs and ultimately raise the number of
organs per donor that are transplanted. The OPTN is organized into eleven (11) UNOS
Regions that is depicted on the map on the following page.
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UNOS Region Map

These regions operate in an autonomous way that allows us to approach each region
with services that are tailored to meet their individual needs based on geography,
demographics and population density. These regions all have individual meetings and
each region has representation on the UNOS committees that meet regularly in open
forums nationwide. These meetings are planned well in advance and are the basis for
our marketing plans for the next three years.
Our market is based on the regional segmentation defined by UNOS. As depicted
above, there are currently eleven regions defined by UNOS that cover the entire fifty
United States. These regions are further segmented into areas severed by the Organ
Procurement Organizations (OPOs). There are currently fifty-nine OPOs within the
eleven UNOS regions. These OPOs are non-profit organizations responsible for the
management of procurement and transplantation within their defined geography. Within
these fifty-nine OPOs are 259 Transplant Centers that manage 871 organ transplant
programs. This segment is in the growth phase of its life cycle. The OPTN as a whole
is growing steadily. The number of cadaveric and living donors increased 59 percent
between 1990 and 1999–from 6,633 to 10,561. Cadaveric donors increased 30 percent
(from 4,509 to 5,849) during the same time period.In 1999, a total of 21,155 organs
were recovered from cadaveric donors. This was a 2 percent increase from the 20,829
organs recovered in 1998. Over the last ten years, the number of organs recovered has
increased 41 percent. In 1999, 51 percent of all organs recovered were kidneys, 23
percent were livers, 11 percent were hearts, 8 percent were pancreata, 7 percent were
lungs, and 5 percent were intestines. Of all organs recovered in 1999, 88 percent were
used for local or shared (outside of the recovering OPO service area) transplants.
We have produced a marketing plan that calls out the UNOS National and Regional
meetings that we will attend as we roll out our sales program in Region 4 and then in
Region 3. These Regions are served by the OPOs which are all competitive in nature
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due to the fact that to maintain a viable OPO, Center, or Program, you must perform
a certain number of procurements and/or transplants, which tends to provide a natural
competition for organs in the current environment.
It is equally important to know why your customers will buy and to define clearly
what drives demand. Again, from the business plan section titled “Demand”:
“There are several reasons why the demand for this approach is high. Organ
Procurement Organizations generate revenue based on the number of organs
they recover. Our services increase their ability to place an organ which, in turn,
increases their revenue. The transplant center that receives these otherwise wasted
organs generates increased revenue from the resulting transplants that occur. The
doctors that perform the transplants receive better information to make their
assessments, enabling them to make better decisions that lead to more productivity
and less wasted time chasing unsuitable organs. The service also allows transplant
teams to visually inspect the procurement organs and process while building trust
among the teams and confidence that they will receive an organ “As Advertised.”
This building of trust will perpetuate the paradigm shift toward less travel and
better allocation of organs, making this approach a standard within the OPTN
community.”

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1. What is the business of LifeGuard America?
2. In what industry is LifeGuard America operating?
3. What is the market for LifeGuard America?
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inTRoDUcTion
Inadequate capital is one of the most acute problems that plague small businesses and
new venture startups. Adequate financial evaluation of the new firm’s capital needs is
a “must,” because capital shortage is not only the cause of many new business failures,
but also a constant concern for the survivors. Even successful firms with a proven
record of sales and profit growth often find themselves with unanticipated shortages
of funds. The main causes of these shortages are usually increased inventories, loose
credit policies, and investment in overhead that may outpace the growth in income.
Another typical problem with small business finance is the fact that these shortages
may not be detected until it is too late. The crisis-management style of the small firm
manager does not allow the scrutiny and the constant focus of financial matters that
larger firms can afford. The results: bad debts, payroll that cannot be met, bills that are
not paid, or note payment dates that are missed. The firm then must seek unanticipated
additional funds, and usually on the worst possible credit terms.
With adequate planning of capital needs, inadequate capital crises can often
be avoided. Financial analysis and the development of a financial plan for the new
venture help forecast present and future cash requirements. Sources of funds can be
evaluated avoiding excessive interest costs, and keeping the debt burden at a minimum.
But most importantly, the development of a financial plan and its inherent analysis
improves the chances of securing the capital needed for the initiation of the venture.
An elaborate financial evaluation of the venture will provide the small business owner
with a persuasive argument to lenders and investors, enhancing their confidence in the
business as a safe place to put their money.
This chapter provides an overview of financial concepts and techniques, as well
as a general framework for the financial evaluation of the venture with a special
emphasis on the preparation of a loan application package.

FinAnciAl AnAlYSiS
The term financial analysis refers to the systematic study of the current or potential
performance of a business enterprise. Managers and small business owners use financial
analysis to assess and improve the profitability of their firm. Investors use financial
analysis to evaluate the potential return on their investment. And finally, creditors use
financial planning to determine whether their loan is secure and the appropriate term
for lending to a firm.
Financial analysis also provides guidelines for all asset and liability accounts, so
that actual balances and performances can be compared regularly with the planned or
estimated balances and performance. Thus, any problems of any gap between planned
and actual performance can be detected early and corrective measures can be taken
promptly and economically.
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Financial analysis requires certain basic skills on the part of the small
business owner:
1. Sound understanding of the accounting process
2. Understanding of the economic significance of the facts and figures contained
in the basic financial reports, such as the balance sheet, the income statement,
and the sources and uses of funds
3. Understanding and mastering techniques of financial analysis, such as profit
planning, break-even analysis, cash flow analysis, and forecasting, ratio
analysis, capital planning, and budgeting
The task of the prospective small firm owner is to integrate these basic skills to
adequately evaluate the financial prospects of the venture and eventually to achieve
the best overall performance.

THe AccoUnTinG PRoceSS
At least some of the venture’s goals should be stated in quantitative terms. For example,
“I want the new business to provide me with at least $30,000 a year, otherwise
maybe it is not worth it...” Bookkeeping and accounting are the means to provide
an overview of the firm’s progress toward that goal. At the same time, bookkeeping
and accounting constitute a common language among owners, managers, investors,
and accountants.
Owners make all kinds of decisions as they steer the course of the firm. Managers
translate these general decisions into the daily activities in the everyday course of
the business. Investors want to be informed of the financial impact of those decisions
and activities. Finally, it is the accountant who will document and categorize the
results and consequences of the owner’s decisions, the manager’s activities, and the
investor’s investment. By examining a financial report owners can improve their
decisions, managers their activities, and investors their investment allocations, all
for better results.

Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping is the function of keeping books, that is, recording business transactions
and information in an organized manner: by type of transaction and by chronological
period. For example, when we order merchandise and in due time receive it, there are
usually four pieces of paper representing four different pieces of information: A piece
of paper to constitute the order; another to accompany the merchandise when it arrives;
and still another, an invoice to come later by mail, billing us for a certain amount.
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When we pay this invoice, our check constitutes payment of the invoice and represents
the fourth piece of paper.
All four pieces of information relate to the same category of business transaction,
namely, purchasing of merchandise. However, all these separate pieces of information
and their documentation, the four pieces of paper, have to be brought to a central
location, sorted, and filed into transaction categories (in this case, purchasing), and
finally arranged by chronological order; merchandise order first, arrival documents
second, invoice third, payment last.
The overall purchasing business transaction involves giving up something
(money sent by check), in exchange for something else (merchandise). In other words,
bookkeeping lists transactions that involve increases or decreases on one side of an
imaginary vertical line equaling decreases or increases of the other side of the line:
Increase in Merchandise $1,000
							

Decrease in Cash $1,000

This business transaction, an increase in merchandise for a decrease in cash, involves
two separate accounts: merchandise and cash. An account is simply a place in which to
record the effects of the business transactions on each item involved in the transaction.
The balance of that account is the difference between the increases and decreases in
the account that have been recorded due to various business transactions, as of some
specified date. The file of all the different accounts of the business is known as the
ledger. The ledger is the final product of bookkeeping and a source for the accountant’s
analysis, reporting, and interpretation of all financial data.
However, before we talk about accounting, we need to summarize the
bookkeeping process:
•
•

•
•
•

Transactions originated during the course of conducting business.
All pieces of information and documents pertaining to each business transaction
are brought to a central location, sorted, filed into transaction categories, and
arranged in chronological order.
Record the business transaction in terms of increases and decreases in the
business accounts that it involves.
Update the balance of the accounts.
File all accounts in the ledger.

A typical bookkeeping transaction is depicted in Exhibit 7-1.
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EXHIBIT 7-1
A Typical Bookkeeping Transaction

Accounting
The primary function of accounting is to serve the planning and controlling aspects of
the managerial process. It is the procedure of categorizing, analyzing, and interpreting
financial data. Before these “raw” financial data are processed into meaningful
managerial information, decisions must be made in regard to the form and the nature of
the data categories. The accountant designs the recording system and deals with nonroutine items and transactions that require the exercise of judgment, e.g., tax returns,
bank loan applications, etc. In other words, accounting is needed whenever there is a
need for an informed financial analysis to reach a sound decision.
From an accountant’s perspective, a business enterprise is a collection of assets,
under common control, aimed at the generation of profit. An asset is anything of
value that can be claimed as the property of the enterprise: cash, machines, amounts
to be collected from customers for goods or services sold to them, but not yet paid
(accounts receivable), land, inventory, etc. Even the name of the enterprise can be
of value and can carry a hefty price tag for the right to use it, as in the case of a
franchise like McDonald’s.
The assets of the enterprise are obtained from two sources: creditors and owners.
Creditors provide the enterprise with assets in the form of goods or services for
which they have a legal claim to receive payment in the future. In other words, the
enterprise has a legal obligation and is liable to legal sanctions in case it does not repay
the creditors the amount of assets they financed. These legal obligations are called
liabilities, and usually take the form of accounts payable (i.e. amounts owed to banks
and other creditors that were borrowed for a relatively short period of time) and long— 181 —
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term debt (i.e., amounts borrowed for long periods of time).
The owners of the enterprise contribute the remaining assets which constitute the
firm’s net worth or the owner’s equity, i.e. the residual interest in the enterprise after
all liabilities are paid to the creditors. A careful examination of these definitions leads
us to the fundamental accounting equation:
TOTAL ASSETS= TOTAL LIABILITIES + OWNER’S EQUITY
In other words, all that the firm owns is owed to the creditors first, and what is left, the
residual, belongs to the owners.

FinAnciAl STATeMenTS
In preparing financial statements the accountant often uses what is called a worksheet
that can include many accounts, usually taking the form of a capital T, and consequently
called T-accounts. In the fundamental accounting equation that we discussed earlier,
each asset account as well as each liability or owner’s equity account can be represented
as a T-account. For assets, increases (inflows) are shown on the left side of the T,
which is called debit, and decreases (outflows) in the amount of assets are shown on
the right side of the T, which is called credit.

CASH
Debit (+)
Beginning Balance, July 1

Credit (-)
$4,600

Merchandise sale on cash
July 2

$ 500

Ending Balance, July 31

$4,000

Cash purchase of merchandise
July 5
$ 300
Payment of bill for merchandise
purchased on credit in June
July 8
$ 150
Salary paid to John Clark
July 31
$ 650

In this example, the cash asset account started with a balance of $4,600, as of July 1. On
July 2 merchandise was sold and there was an inflow or increase of cash in the amount
of $500. Merchandise was purchased on July 5, and there was an outflow of cash in the
amount of $300. A June bill of $150 was paid and a salary of $650 was paid to John
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Clerk. On July 31, the ending balance of the cash T-account was $4,000, reflecting the
net effects of a $500 inflow (debit) and a $1,100 outflow (credit): Beginning Balance
+ debits = Ending Balance.
For liabilities, increases are shown on the right side of the T-account (credit) and
decreases are shown on the left side (debit).

Debit (+)

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
						

Merchandise bill paid				
July 8
$ 150
				
			
				

Credit (-)

Beginning Balance, July 1
				
$2,100
Merchandise bought on credit
July 7 		
$ 500

					
Ending Balance, July 31
					
$2,450

For owner’s equity, increases are also shown on the right side of the T-account (credit)
and decreases are shown on the left side (debit).

OWNER’S EQUITY
Debit (+)

						

Cost of Goods Sold
			
John Enterprise, Proprietor
During July 		
$ 250
		
Initial Investment, July 1
										
Other Expenses
			
Revenues from Sales
Salary to John Clerk
Merchandise Sale
July 31
$ 650
July 2				

Credit (-)

$4,600		

$ 500

The owner’s equity account includes one account showing the owner’s equity at the
beginning of the period, plus on revenue account that increases owner’s equity when
we have credits in it. In addition, owner’s equity includes expense accounts, which
are negative components of ownership since they decrease owner’s equity. Because
equity decreases are recorded by debiting owner’s equity accounts, expense accounts
have debit balances.
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Since both sides of the accounting equation must always balance, if we change
one account, we must change another. The accounts must always balance in order for
the equation total assets equal total liabilities and total owner’s equity to remain true.
For instance, we mentioned that sales increase owner’s equity by increasing credit
balance. Sales, however, also bring in cash, thus increasing an asset by debiting the
corresponding amount in the cash T-account.
In our example, the $500 of the July 2 sales revenue, when credited to owner’s
equity and debited to cash, became an asset. Payment of the $650 salary, an expense,
decreased cash (credit) and also decreased owner’s equity (debit). We can increase an
asset by decreasing another asset (e.g., increase in inventory for a decrease in cash).
Or we can increase an asset by increasing a liability or owner’s equity (e.g., increase
in cash and an increase in owner’s equity). But always, the two sides of the equation
must be equal. (See Exhibit 7-2).

EXHIBIT 7-2
Table of Debit and Credit Entries

The Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet is the representation of the fundamental accounting equation:
total assets equal total liabilities plus total owner’s equity. It is also the result of the
adjustments to the balances of all the T-accounts that were included in the worksheet.
Consequently, the Balance Sheet is a statement of financial position on a specific date.
It is a snapshot, if you will, of the company in monetary terms, usually as of December
31. It consists of a list of the balances of the assets, a list of the balances of the
liabilities, and a list of the balances of the equity.
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The balance of these accounts can be listed on a liquidation basis of measurement,
i.e., listing each asset at the amount that could be obtained by selling it. Each liability
is listed at the amount that would have to be paid if the business were to liquidate now,
the residual difference constituting the owner’s equity.
Another possible basis of measurement of the balances of these accounts is the
historical basis. Using this approach, asset balances are measured at their historical
cost (i.e., cost of acquisition of the asset at the time it was acquired). Liabilities and
owner’s equity balances are measured at the amounts invested to date by creditors
and owners. Regardless of which measurement basis is used, if we assume that the
business firm goes out of business on the particular date of the balance sheet, the
owners, stockholders, or proprietors will receive the residual, after all assets are
liquidated and all liabilities are paid with the proceeds. In other words:
Proceeds from total asset liquidation - the amount required to pay all
liabilities = the residual amount remaining for the owners.
Assets. ASSETS are arranged from top to bottom in order of decreasing liquidity, that
is, the further down, the longer the time required for converting these assets into cash,
and the more the likelihood of a loss from the sale.
CURRENT ASSETS are assets which head the list because, if necessary, they can
be converted into cash in a relatively short period of time, usually less than one year,
with minimum loss in the conversion. Current assets include:
•
•

•

Cash: bills, petty cash, and money in the bank
Accounts Receivable: amounts not yet collected from customers minus a certain
allowance (depending on our credit policy) for accounts that experience tells
us will turn into bad debt
Merchandise Inventories: raw materials, partially finished goods still in the
process of manufacture, and finished goods ready for shipment

The TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS, therefore, are constantly involved in the generation
of cash and constitute the “blood” of the firm circulating throughout the enterprise’s
“body.” They are part of what accountants call working capital which is the current
assets remaining after we pay off current liabilities and running expenses. Working
capital should be monitored closely because without adequate cash capital to meet its
current obligations the enterprise cannot “work.”
FIXED ASSETS are assets that cannot usually be converted to cash in a short
period of time. Fixed assets represent long-term investments in assets with long life
expectancies, and they are used over and over again to manufacture the product, store
it, transport it, and sell it. Fixed assets include:
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•
•
•
•

Land
Buildings
Machines and equipment
Office furniture and fixtures

The generally accepted accounting method of valuation for fixed assets is their historical
acquisition cost minus the depreciation accumulated by the date of the balance sheet.
Thus, the figures posted for fixed assets are neither their real market value, nor their
replacement cost.
Accumulated depreciation, therefore, is a large accounting “pot” where we
“deposit” the entire decline in useful value of a fixed asset due to wear and tear from
use and/or passage of time. This imaginary “pot” contains all the yearly value declines
(depreciation expenses) of all fixed assets, except for land, which is not subject to
depreciation because its value generally remains unchanged from year to year.
The TOTAL FIXED ASSETS statement therefore is the net valuation for balance
sheet purposes of the firm’s investment in land, buildings, machines, and office furniture
and fixtures, minus the depreciation accumulated as of the date of the balance sheet.
Before we close the discussion on the assets we should mention some categories of
unusual assets that may follow the list of fixed assets:
•

•

•

Prepayments constitute an out-of-the-ordinary asset when the firm has paid in
advance, e.g., for equipment rental, or for insurance. The benefits from the use
of the equipment or the protection from the prepaid insurance premiums have
not yet been received and should be listed as prepayments among the assets.
Deferred charges constitute an out-of-the-ordinary asset similar to prepayments.
Deferred charges occur when a major expenditure, such as research and
development, is gradually written off over several years, instead of being
charged in full in the year when the expenditure was made.
Intangibles are the last category of out-of-the-ordinary assets and, even though
they do not exist physically, they may be of substantial value to the firm. For
instance, a franchise name like McDonald’s, or a license granted for the
manufacturing of a product, or even goodwill, can be listed as intangible outof-the-ordinary assets.

Current assets, fixed assets, and out-of-the-ordinary assets all added together give the
figure listed on the balance sheet as total assets.
Liabilities. LIABILITIES are arranged from top to bottom in order of seniority of
claims against earnings and assets.
CURRENT LIABILITIES consist of claims that must be paid off in a relatively
short period of time, usually one year or less. CURRENT LIABILITIES also represent
the first claim against assets in most cases and, in particular, first claim against current
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assets. We can see now the intimate relationship between current assets and current
liabilities, and how they help form one of the most revealing things to be learned from
the balance sheet: working capital.
Current Liabilities usually include:
•
•
•
•

Accounts Payable: accounts owed to regular business creditors resulting from trade
and usually subject to a discount if paid in full within a short period of time
Notes Payable: promissory notes owed to banks or creditors, usually due within
a year
Payroll, Sales, and Withheld Taxes: amount owed to the Internal Revenue Service
Accrued Expenses Payable: any amount of expense accrued but unpaid as of the
date of the balance sheet

The TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES sum up all these items and, once again,
subtracted from current assets give us the most important concept of accounting: the
working capital of the firm as of the date of the balance sheet.
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES represent the longer claims against the fixed assets of
the company, and they are usually due after one year from the date of the balance sheet.
Long-term liabilities include:
•
•
•

Notes Payable due after one year
Mortgages
Any other secured of unsecured long-term debt such as bonds

Finally, all liabilities current and long-term are added up and listed under total
liabilities.
Owner’s Equity and Capital. As pointed out earlier, this is the residual interest
that the owner has in the firm. In other words, it is the firm’s net worth after subtracting
all liabilities from all assets. The balance sheet in Exhibit 7-3 shows:
•
•
•

•

The balance of the proprietor’s capital as of the beginning of the fiscal period,
the end of which is reported as the balance sheet date
The net profit during that period, minus the proprietor’s capital withdrawals
during that period
Equals the net increase in the proprietor’s capital during that period, and,
if this amount is added to the beginning balance of the proprietor’s capital,
it shows
The balance of the proprietor’s capital as of the end of the period, which
corresponds to the balance sheet date
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In the case of a corporation, the owner’s equity is represented by capital stock, i.e.,
shares in the proprietary interest of the company. These shares take the form of either
preferred stock or common stock. Preferred stock has preference over common stock
as regards dividends or in the distribution of assets in case of liquidation, but usually
preferred stock carries no voting rights in company affairs. Common stocks have
no guarantees but also no limits on dividends payable each year. Another corporate
equity account is the accumulated retained earnings account, which corresponds to the
proprietor’s capital account in a proprietorship.
Finally, total liabilities and total owner’s equity and capital are added together to
give always the same balance as the total assets balance. This explains once again, why
the balance sheet is called...a balance sheet.
EXHIBIT 7-3
Balance Sheet XYZ Company

Uses of The Balance Sheet
As mentioned earlier, the balance sheet tells where the business is at a particular point
in time by indicating what the firm owns and what it owes. For financial analysis
purposes the balance sheet can be used to:
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1. Determine the overall health of the firm through the equation of assets and
liabilities and owner’s equity;
2. Identify trends in terms of increases or decreases in assets, liabilities, or owner’s
equity by comparing the balance sheets of successive months, or years;
3. Determine the ability of the firm to meet its obligations by checking its
working capital (Moreover, this year’s working capital should be larger than
last year’s.);
4. Provide information to owners and managers for planning and budgeting;
5. Provide information to creditors, investors, and government agencies for tax
disclosure, and overall control;
6. Provide additional information to owners and investors through the calculation
of financial ratios, such as current ratio or ration inventory turnover;
7. Determine the net book value (i.e. net asset value) of a corporation’s securities
of preferred stock, common stock, or long-term debt (bonds); and
8. Determine the capitalization ratios for each of the corporation’s securities in
terms of proportion of capital provided by each kind of security issued by the
corporation, i.e., bonds, common stock, or preferred stock.
The balance sheet, therefore, along with other financial statements discussed later,
can give the owner or manager a wealth of information. What specific information
is desired should be carefully decided in advance–when designing the balance sheets
and the other financial statements–so that later any important information is readily
available at the desired level of detail.

THe incoMe STATeMenT
Just as the balance sheet shows the fundamental soundness and health of the company
at a specific point of time, the income statement, (sometimes referred to also as a
profit and loss statement) reflects what happened during a period of time. It shows the
record of operating activities, how the firm’s earnings were derived, what the sales
were, and what expenses were incurred to generate these sales during the time period.
Of utmost importance also is the historical record of a series of years, quarters, or
months of income statements which tells the owner, the IRS, the potential creditor or
investor how the business has done in the past, in the present, and how it might do in
the future.
The income statement matches all the costs and expenses incurred by the
company against the amounts received from the sale of goods and services or from
any out-of-the-ordinary income source (e.g., interest income). The final outcome of
this comparison is net profit or net loss for a particular time period. This outcome
is carried to the balance sheet where profit increases the owner’s equity in terms of
proprietor’s capital or corporate retained earnings and distributed in terms of owner’s
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withdrawals or corporate dividends. This is how the income statement and the balance
sheet are integrated. The source of the information to be used in the income statement
is derived from the final product of bookkeeping, the general ledger. The balancing
of the ledger will prove the accuracy of all the bookkeeping entries and sets the stage
for the preparation of the income statement. The net sales item represents the amount
received after taking into consideration returned goods and allowances for reduction
of prices.
The cost of goods sold item represents the amount of inventory in raw materials
that was used to produce the sold finished goods. It is calculated by counting the
beginning inventory at the start of the income statement period and adding to it any
merchandise purchases during the period to arrive at the total amount of merchandise
that is available for sale. If we subtract from this figure our count of the ending inventory
at the end of the income statement period we have the total cost of goods sold.
A condensed version of the income statement would take the following form:
Plus Factors

		

Net Sales
		
Extraordinary Income
			
			

Minus Factors

=

Net Profit

Cost of Sales and Operating Expenses
Interest Expense
Depreciation Expense
Provision for Federal Income Tax

Basically, the Income Statement is developed in the following manner (Exhibit 7-4):

EXHIBIT 7-4
A Basic Income Statement
NET SALES
less: Cost of Sales (or Cost of Goods Sold), equals:
GROSS PROFIT MARGIN
less: Operating Expenses and General & Administrative Expenses, equals:
GROSS OPERATING INCOME (or Loss)
less: Depreciation for the Income Statement period, equals:
NET OPERATING INCOME (or Loss)
plus: Out of the ordinary Income, equals:
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NET INCOME (or Loss)
less: Interest Expense, equals:
NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES (or Loss)
less: Income Taxes, equals:
NET INCOME AFTER TAXES (or Loss)

The difference between net sales and the costs of goods sold is the gross profit margin,
which represents the value the firm added to the purchased raw material or merchandise
by processing, packaging, upgrading, and finally selling it as a finished good.
Operating and General Administrative Expenses are costs that include everything
but raw materials. Such costs are labor, and factor overhead, (rent, utilities, repairs,
supplies, etc.). Subtracting these costs from the gross profit margin gives us the gross
operating income (or loss). If we further subtract depreciation, i.e., the yearly/monthly
decline in the useful value of an asset due to wear and tear, an expense chargeable to
operations or production, we arrive at the net operating income (or loss).
Out-of-the-ordinary income (not derived from operations, e.g., dividends and
interest received by the firm from savings or investment in marketable securities) is
added to the net operating income to give us total net income (or loss). From this figure,
out-of-the-ordinary expenses, like interest expenses, which are tax deductible, must be
subtracted to arrive at the total net income before taxes. By setting aside a provision
for federal income taxes we finally come up with the total net income after taxes.
It is a good idea to express every item in the income statement in terms of a
percentage of net sales, which of course represent 100 percent. The percentages
are obtained by dividing each amount by the net sales for the period. This way
each expense category can be closely monitored to see how much of sales revenue
they are responsible for “eating up.” Any alarming increase from year to year in an
expense item is thus clearly noted by the percentage, something not as apparent with
absolute figures.
A slightly varied income statement of a typical small firm is presented in
Exhibit 7-5:
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EXHIBIT 7-5
Income Statement XYZ Company
INCOME STATEMENT
Month of ________200__, and ____months ended _________, 200__
						
This Month			
Year to date
					
Amount
% of Sales
Amount
% of Sales
1. Net Sales				
$____		
100		
$____		
100
Less: Cost of Goods Sold
2.
Beginning inventory		
$____				
$____
3.
Merchandise purchases		
$____				
$____
4.
Merchandise available for sale $____				
$____
5.
Less ending inventory		
$____				
$____
6. Total Cost of Goods Sold 		
$____		
____		
$____		
____
7. Gross Profit Margin			
$____		
____		
$____		
____
Less: Expenses:
8.
Salaries and Wages		
$____				
$____		
9.
Rent				
$____				
$____
10.
Utilities				
$____				
$____		
11.
Repairs and maintenance	$____				
$____
12.
Delivery expenses		
$____				
$____
13.
Supplies			
$____				
$____
14.
Advertising			
$____				
$____
15.
Various taxes and licenses
$____				
$____
16.
Bad and uncollectible debt
$____				
$____
17.
Insurance			
$____				
$____
18.
Other expenses			
$____				
$____
19. Total Expenses			
$____		
____		
$____		
____
20. Gross Operating Income (Loss) $____		
____		
$____		
____
21. Less: Depreciation for the period $____		
____		
$____		
____
22. Net Operating Income (Loss)
$____		
____		
$____		
____
23. Plus: Out-of-the-ordinary Income $____				
$____
24. Net Income (Loss)			
$____		
____		
$____		
____
25. Less: Interest Expense		
$____		
____		
$____		
____
26. Net Income before taxes (Loss) $____		
____		
$____		
____
27. Less: Income Taxes			
$____		
____		
$____		
____
28. Net Income After Taxes (Loss) $____		
____		
$____		
____			
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Uses of The income Statement
The Income Statement, as previously mentioned, shows the result of the operation of
the firm during a period of time. A few observations and detailed analysis can tell a lot
more, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Whether the firm met its goals for sales or profit
How effective the firm has been by calculating its operating profitability,
operating profit over sales, over the years
How efficient the firm has been by calculating its operating cost, operating
costs over sales, over the years
How profitable the firm has been by calculating its net profitability, net profit
over sales, over the years
The ratios of various expense items in relation to sales–constant, rising, or falling

SoURceS AnD USeS oF FUnDS
The Balance Sheet, as mentioned earlier, is a “snapshot” of an enterprise. In other
words, it shows the assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity the firm has at a specific
point of time. The income statement shows the profit made during a period of time.
The Sources and Uses of Funds statement shows the financing the investing activities
of the enterprise, i.e., where the funds came from and what they were used for. Another
name for this financial statement is statement of changes in financial position.
The Sources and Uses of Funds statement shows how the enterprise works. Like
the income statement, it is an explanation of how net working capital (the excess of
current assets over current liabilities) has changed during a period of time. It provides
direct information on the inflow and outflow of funds that could not have been obtained
without tedious and makeshift analysis and interpretation of the balance sheet and the
income statement.
Typically, SOURCES OF FUNDS are provided from:
•
•
•
•
•

Net income from operations
Sale of assets (plant, equipment, etc.)
Issuance of debt
Issuance of capital stock
Depreciation

Depreciation deserves some special attention. It was stated earlier that depreciation
constitutes an expense, so why, suddenly, is it treated as a source of funds? The answer
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lies in the definition of depreciation, which is the decline of the useful value of a fixed
asset due to wear and tear. This is the price of owning a fixed asset. If the asset were
not owned, a certain price had to be paid for leasing or renting a building or a piece
of equipment to obtain the right to use it. So the right to use a fixed asset for a period
of time and the associated value from its use is, for accounting purposes, a source of
funds. Depreciation frees the funds that would have been paid to rent or lease the fixed
assets. The USES OF FUNDS include:
•
•
•
•

Dividend payments (or owner’s withdrawals)
Purchase of assets
Payment of debt
Repurchase of outstanding stock

The difference between the sources and uses of funds will show whether the working
capital increased or decreased during the year, explaining why this financial statement
is also known as “statement of changes in financial position.” If the sources exceed
uses of funds, there is an increase in working capital; the opposite, a decrease in
working capital, occurs when more funds were used than were provided for during a
certain period of time.
Further analysis of two consecutive fiscal years and their corresponding balance
sheet statements can provide valuable information as to the causes of the changes in
working capital. In other words, simple computation of the change in each current asset
or current liability item for two consecutive years will show which item is responsible
for the increase or decrease in working capital. This comparison reveals how strong
the working capital position became from one year to the next. The Sources and Uses
of Funds statement of XYZ Company gives a direct representation of where funds
came from and where they went, accounting for the changes exhibited by the balance
of the two years. XYZ’s Sources and Uses of Funds in Exhibit 7-6 shows the typical
relationship of operations to the production of working capital:

EXHIBIT 7-6
Statement of
Sources and Uses
of Funds XYZ C
ompany
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It should be noted that depreciation by itself is not a source of funds. It is treated as
such for accounting purposes. If depreciation were a true source of funds, a firm could
double or triple its depreciation charges in bad times to “create” funds. Of course this
is not possible. As depreciation increases, the net income will decrease by the same
amount, leaving the net sources of funds total unaffected.

Uses of The Sources And Uses of Funds Statement
Valuable information can be obtained from the Sources and Uses of Funds statement.
The most important contributions of this financial statement to the overall financial
analysis of the firm include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The proportion of funds applied to plant, dividends, owner’s withdrawal, debt
retirement, etc.
The financial habits of management toward financing and spending
The sources of funds (profitable operations vs. borrowing vs. issuance of
capital stock)
Indications of the impact of fund outflows on the future profitability potential
of the firm
A general indication of the firm’s trend toward financial strength or weakness

FinAnciAl AnAlYSiS TecHniQUeS
It is absolutely necessary to apply certain techniques of financial analysis, both before
the initiation of the venture and after. This helps owners and managers establish targets
in sales and profits, as well as helping them make periodic evaluations of the enterprise
to make sure they never lose sight of these targets.

Ratio Analysis
One of the most important financial analysis techniques for assessing the strength of a
firm in the past and the present, as well for comparing its performance with that of the
industry, is ratio analysis. Managers use ratio analysis to determine how well the firm
is doing. Investors use it to determine whether the firm will provide an adequate return
on their investment. Finally, creditors use financial ratio analysis to determine whether
the company is a good credit risk. Typically there are four “families” of ratios that
can provide four different conclusions about the firm: Liquidity ratios, Activity ratios,
Profitability ratios, and Leverage ratios. It should be noted, however, that the ratios by
themselves do not help in deriving any meaningful information about the firm unless:
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1.
2.
3.

Each ratio is compared with the same ratio of past years to detect a
certain trend.
Each family of ratios is compared with the other families of ratios to draw
conclusive information about all aspects of the firm’s operations.
Each ratio is compared with the industry average, for the same ratio since each
industry has its own operational characteristics.

Typically, the balance sheet and the income statement are the two financial statements
that are used for the ratio analysis. It should be remembered, however, that each firm
may have different accounting practices, a fact that may make comparisons with other
firms difficult.
Liquidity Ratios. Liquidity demonstrates a firm’s ability to meet its short-term
obligations. These include any current liabilities, including currently maturing longterm debt. A firm uses current assets to pay off these current liabilities. Therefore,
one indication of a firm’s liquidity is the current ratio, current assets divided by
current liabilities.
Current Ratio =

current assets
current liabilities

Most analysts suggest a current ratio of 2. A high current ratio is not necessarily a
good sign but may mean the organization is not making the most efficient use of
these assets. The optimum current ratio will vary from industry to industry, with the
more volatile industries having higher current ratios. Since slow-moving or obsolete
inventories could overstate a firm’s ability to meet short-term demands, the quick ratio
is sometimes preferred to assess a firm’s liquidity. The quick ratio is current assets
minus inventories, divided by current liabilities.
Quick Ratio =		

current asset-inventories
current liabilities

A quick ratio of 1 would be typical for American industries. Although there is less
variability in the quick ratio than in the current ratio, stable industries would be able
to safely operate with a lower ratio.
Activity Ratios. These ratios demonstrate how effectively a firm is using its resources.
By comparing revenues and expenses with the resources used to generate them, the
efficiency of operation can be established. The asset turnover ratio indicates how
efficiently management is employing its assets. Industry figures for asset turnover will
vary, with capital-intensive industries having a much lower ratio.
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Asset Turnover Ratio =

sales
total assets

Another activity ratio is inventory turnover, which is estimated by dividing cost of
goods sold by average inventory for the year. The norm for American industries varies
depending upon the product or service sold. Small inexpensive items usually turn over
at a much higher rate than durable goods.
Inventory Turnover Ratio =

cost of goods sold
inventory

The accounts receivable turnover measures the average collection period on credit sales.
If the average number of days on credit sales varies widely from the industry norm,
this may be an indication of poor management. A low figure could indicate the firm
is losing sales because of a restrictive credit policy. If the ratio is too high, too much
capital is being tied up in accounts receivable, and management may be increasing its
chance of bad debts. Because of varying industry credit policies, a comparison for the
firm over time or within an industry is the only useful analysis.
Accounts Receivable Turnover Ratio =

sales
accounts receivable

On the basis of a 360-day period, (the accountant’s year) the average collection period is:
Average Collection Period =			
360
accounts receivable turnover ratio
Profitability Ratios. Profitability is the result of an organization’s management,
operation, sales, and marketing. The first ratio to compute is the profit margin. This is
calculated by dividing net earnings by sales. There is wide industry variation, but the
average for American firms is 5 percent.
Profit Margin =			

net income
sales

A second useful ratio for evaluating profitability is the return on investment or equity,
found by dividing net income by total assets.
Return on Equity (ROE)
					

=		

net earnings profit
total assets
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It is often difficult to determine causes for lack of profitability. If the return-oninvestment ratio is low, it can be broken down into three other key ratios to provide
management with clues to the lack of success of the firm.
Return on equity = net income
sales

x

sales
x
total assets

total assets = net income
total equity
total equity

This longer Return on Equity ratio version will show more clearly whether the lack
of a satisfactory return was a result of a low profit margin (too high expenses or too
low a price); low sales generation from assets; too much debit, i.e. low equity; or a
combination of these factors.
Leverage Ratios. The last category of ratios identifies who has supplied the firm’s
capital requirements, owners or outside creditors. These ratios are termed “leverage”
because of the effect of the fixed expenses to service debt on profits or losses. The most
common ratios computed are debt to equity and debt to total assets.
There are several variations of these ratios, but the ones employed here define debt
as long-term liabilities, and equity as the total stockholders’ equity.
Debt to Equity Ratio =		

debt
equity

Debt to Assets Ratio =		
			

debt
assets

Because of the possible losses in poor years, debt to equity ratios over the 0.5 norm are
usually considered safe only for the most stable of industries.

Profit Analysis
It is absolutely essential during the financial evaluation of a particular idea to have a
profit target. Some business people hit their profit target more than others because they
keep their operation aimed in that direction, and they never lose sight of the bull’s eye.
Ending the year with a profit is reserved for the small business people who always
strive for outstanding performance. To keep the firm pointed toward profit and achieve
this outstanding performance some principles need to be identified:
1.
2.

Know your revenues. Each revenue source must be identified for each of the
product lines and for the operation as a whole.
Know your costs. All cost items must be known in detail. This way, cost figures
can be compared as a percentage of sales (operating ratios). The costs must
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3.

4.

•
•

•
•

be itemized so that the ones that seem to be rising or falling can be identified
easily, based on the owner’s experience and cost figures for the industry. An
important thing to remember is that profit is not only a function of revenues but
also a function of the cost level (Profit = Revenues – Costs).
Know your profit. The pricing of the products or services must provide an
adequate profit to cover the costs. Pricing must be monitored closely in order to
be alert in adjusting prices due to rising costs or to remain competitive. There
should be no hesitation in dropping a “loser” product from your product lineup.
Pricing often remains an art despite claims to the contrary. In some cases, it
involves a straightforward equation: material and labor costs, plus overhead and
other expenses, plus profit, equals price. But in many cases the price includes
hard to identify sociological and psychological factors. Thus, the pricing process
is sometimes incredibly arbitrary, and, after considering costs and prices of
similar products, it very often takes the form of a wild guess. Higher prices
seem to suggest higher quality. The relation is at least questionable.
Know the tax implications of your expenses. Major decisions, such as how
to treat pre-opening expenses, must be determined early, in order to minimize
taxable income during the firm’s early years. For example:
Investigatory expenses while a prospective small businessperson examines a
venture, such as market surveys, or plant location analysis, can be amortized.
Organization expenses, such as legal fees for professional services used in
setting up a new business, can be amortized over a period of not less than five
years beginning on the date the business starts operations.
Start-up costs, such as the cost of hiring and training employees after the firm
started operations, are deductible.
Ordinary business expenses, such as rent and utilities, should be deducted right away.

Some additional issues that need to be investigated, as far as the profit analysis of a
prospective venture is concerned, are the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Analyze the business idea to determine whether it constitutes a brand new business
or an expansion of an existing business. If it is an existing business, investigatory
and start-up costs can be deducted currently, rather than over five years.
Determine when the business began operations to distinguish between startup costs and ordinary business expenses.
Prepare for the possibility of abandoning the business idea before the firm
begins operations. In this case it would be advisable to set up a corporation to
claim ordinary loss deductions.
Prepare for the possibility of abandoning the business even after it begins
operations. If this happens within five years after the start-up, the remaining
unamortized expenses can be written off as a loss (Stayen, 1982).
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Cash Flow Analysis
The cash flow cycle defines the period of time beginning with the initial cash outlay
for inventories, raw materials or services, and ending with the collection of funds from
the sale of the finished product. That is, in any business there is some time a lag before
cash is actually received for the goods or services provided. This time lag creates the
need for sound cash planning.
As a beginning step, the length of the cash flow cycle for the firm must be determined.
If actual production takes four weeks, for example, while payment is made four weeks
after delivery of the goods to the customer, the cash flow cycle is eight weeks. The firm
incurs expenses to produce these goods at the onset of production and receives cash
from the sale eight weeks later. This then is the cash flow cycle.
As a further exercise, consider the amount of the cash the firm must have to
start this business. The “up-front” cash costs are the cost of the machine, eight
weeks of lease payment, eight weeks of wages, and the cost of raw materials for
two production cycles.
A cash flow projection is a forecast of cash receipts that business anticipates
receiving, on the one hand, and cash expenditures on the other hand, throughout the
course of a given period of time, and the resulting anticipated cash position at specific
times during the period being projected.
The purpose of preparing a cash flow projection is to determine deficits or surpluses
in cash from that necessary to operate the business during the time for which the
projection is prepared. If deficits are revealed in the cash flow, financial plans must
be altered either to provide more cash from more equity capital, loans, or increased
selling prices of products; from reduced expenditures including inventory; or from
less credit sales, until a proper cash flow balance is obtained. If surpluses of cash are
revealed, this may be an indication of excessive borrowing or idle money that could
be “put to work.” The objective is to finally develop a plan, which, if followed, will
provide a well-managed flow of cash.
A cash flow projection form (Exhibit 7-7) provides a systematic method of
recording estimates of cash receipts and expenditures, which can be compared with
actual receipts and expenditures, as they become known. This is why the form has
two columns: Estimate and Actual. The entries listed on the form will not necessarily
apply to every business, and some entries pertinent to specific businesses may not
be included. It is suggested, therefore, that the form be adapted to the particular
business for which the projection is being made, with appropriate changes in the
entries as required.
Before the cash flow projection can be completed and pricing structure
established, it is necessary to know or to estimate various important factors of the
business. For example:
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•
•
•
•
•

What are the direct costs of the product or services per unit?
What are the monthly or yearly costs of the operation?
What is the sales price per unit of the product or service?
What is a reasonable breakeven goal (including a reasonable net profit) when
conservative sales goals are met?
What are the out-of-the-ordinary sources of additional cash, other than income
from sales such as interest income, loans, equity capital, rent, etc.?

EXHIBIT 7-7
Cash Flow Pro Forma Analysis and Projections

The cash position at the end of each month should be adequate to meet the cash
requirements for the following month. If the cash balance is low, then additional cash
will have to be injected or cash paid out must be reduced. If there is too much cash on
hand, this money is not working, but rather sits idle.
The cash flow projection, the profit and loss projection, the breakeven analysis,
and good cost control information are tools, which, if used properly, will be useful in
making decisions that can increase profits to insure success. These projections become
more useful when the estimated information can be compared with actual information
as it develops. It is important to follow through and complete the actual columns as
the information becomes available. The cash flow projection also assists the small
businessperson in setting new goals and planning operations for future growth.
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Breakeven Analysis
Imagine a firm, XYZ Company. XYZ has a vacant plant equipped sufficiently to
produce a number of products. Fixed costs for this facility are $250,000. Acme is
looking at a potential new product for production in this plant. The product, an electric
fork, will sell for $10.00 and has variable costs for materials, labor, overhead, and
other items of $7.50 per unit. At present, management feels certain that the market for
this product is two million units per year. The physical capacity of the plant is 15,000
units per month or 180,000 per year. Should Acme make electric forks in its vacant
plant? To begin to answer this question we need to find the contribution margin (CM)
for the product. Contribution margin is simply what is left of revenue to cover fixed
costs and profits after direct out-of-pocket costs have been subtracted; that is:
CM = Revenue - Variable Costs (VC)
When you subtract fixed costs (FC) from the contribution margin (CM), you get income
before interest and taxes. You can then calculate the breakeven level by dividing
fixed costs by CM. If CM is expressed on a per unit basis, the breakeven volume
will be expressed in units. If it is expressed as a percent of revenue, the breakeven
volume will be in dollars. Exhibit 7-8 presents some alternative ways of performing a
breakeven analysis, one as a contribution required on a per unit basis, and another, as
a contribution as a percent of revenue:

EXHIBIT 7-8
Breakeven Analysis
Contribution					
on a Per unit Basis				

Contribution
as a Percent of Revenue

CM = Revenue (Price) - Variable Cost (VC)
CM% =
Price - VC
= $10
- $7.50
			
Price
= $2.50
				
= $10 - $7.50 = $2.50 = 25%
								
$10
$10
Breakeven volume = Fixed Costs (FC)
Break Even in Dollars = FC
		
CM				
CM%
		
= $250,000
		
		
= $250,000
			
$2.50					
25%
=
100,000 units
					
= $1,000,000
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Breakeven Analysis is a quick-screening device that can tell you whether or not it
is worthwhile to employ more intensive and costly analysis such as discounted cash
flow which requires large amounts of expensive-to-get data. Breakeven also provides
a handle for designing product specifications. Since each product design has its own
cost implications and cost obviously affects price and marketing feasibility, breakeven
analysis permits comparison of alternative product designs with a different cost mix,
before the specifications are determined.
Breakeven analysis also serves as a substitute for estimating an unknown factor in
making project decisions. In deciding whether to go ahead on a project or to skip it,
there are always many variables to consider such as, demand, costs, price, and other
factors. While most expenses can be determined fairly easily, there are usually only two
unknown variables that remain, namely, profit and demand. Since demand is usually
tougher to estimate, by deciding that profit must at least be zero (the breakeven point),
you can then fairly simply calculate the demand that is needed to make the project
a reasonable undertaking. Of course, this demand figure at breakeven needs to be
related with the market share you think you can capture, in order to judge the ultimate
worthiness of the project, and this is a matter of careful evaluation, and business sense.
But breakeven analysis gives you a way to tackle uncertainty.
For example, in many small businesses a new product with an uncertain volume is
often more feasible if it is made with temporary hand tools and jigs rather than with
expensive production tooling. The first method typically has higher variable costs, but
lower fixed costs. This often results in a lower breakeven for the project, lower risks
and lower potential profits. The more automated approach, on the other hand, raises
the breakeven, but also raises the risks as well as the profit potential for the company.
Breakeven lets you examine these trade-offs (Exhibit 7-9).
EXHIBIT 7-9
Graphic Representation of a Breakeven Analysis
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conclUSion
One of the most important components of the feasibility analysis and evaluation of
an enterprise idea is the part that indicates the expected financial results of operations,
its capital needs, as well as its growth potential. As has been mentioned repeatedly,
for investors and lenders, the analysis should make abundantly clear why they should
provide funds, when they can expect a return, and how large that return is anticipated
to be. It is a plan for the future. Therefore, any presentation of financial information
about the venture and its product or service must be future oriented, regardless how
successful it may be at the present.
The final outcome that is produced through financial analysis is the reflection of the
true financial condition and prospects of the venture. It is used by the entrepreneur and
individuals both inside and outside the enterprise to make decisions about the present
and the future, decisions whether to invest or not, whether to lend to the firm or not,
to buy from or sell to the firm, decisions about growth and development, and finally
decisions about the venture’s performance and the performance of the entrepreneurs as
managers. If the enterprise’s accounting system and the resulting financial statements
and analysis are sound and trustworthy, this will have a positive reflection on the
venture’s management and prospects, as well as make complicated and risky decisions
much easier for all concerned.
Financial projections should be realistic, with reasonable margins that conform
to experience and industry standards. To plan working capital requirements, it is
important to know the “cash flow” which the business will generate. This involves
simply a consideration of all elements of cash receipts and disbursements at the time
they occur. Assumptions concerning necessary or potential capital requirements such
as additional personnel, expanded manufacturing facilities, or equipment needs should
also be clearly stated. Otherwise, the business plan will create an overly “optimistic”
picture for management, and subsequent difficulties in the budgeting process and plan
evaluation in the future. Worst of all, it can also create skepticism for the potential
investors and lenders.
Remember that the budgetary and financial analysis process is the money portion
of a business plan. It is integral to the plan, not separate from it. The budget should
be the last step in the planning process, because only after gathering the feasibility
analysis information, setting objectives, and assessing a venture’s needs can the
budget be realistically formulated. It can then serve to steer any necessary changes
and adjustments in objectives, action steps, or timetables.
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An online guide on
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More extensive
explanation on how
to read and use an
income statement

www.prenhall.com/divisions/bp/app/
cfldemo/RA/RatioAnalysis.html

Helpful website
to understanding
and practicing ratio
equations. Gives
a complete listing
of all equations,
concepts involved,
and practice
problems

Income
statement

Ratio Analysis

ReFeRenceS
Stayen, H.T. (1982, October). How to treat your start-up expenses. Inc. Magazine, 4(10), 147-148.

keY TeRMS
Financial analysis: The systematic study of the current or potential performance of
a business enterprise.
Account: A place in which to record the effects of the business transactions on each
item involved in the transaction.
Balance: The difference between increases and decreases in the account that have
been recorded due to various business transactions, as of some specified date.
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Ledger: The file of all the different accounts of the business, and the final product of
bookkeeping from which an accountant can analyze, report, and interpret financial data.
Business enterprise: A collection of assets, under common control, aimed at the
generation of profit.
Asset: Anything of value that can be claimed as the property of the enterprise: cash,
machines, amounts to be collected from customers for goods or services sold to them,
but not yet paid (accounts receivable), land, inventory, etc.
Liabilities: Legal obligations that usually take the form of accounts payable (i.e.
amounts owed to banks and other creditors that were borrowed for a relatively short
period of time) and long-term debt.
Net worth or owner’s equity: The remaining assets, i.e. the residual interest in the
enterprise after all liabilities are paid to the creditors.
Worksheet: A tool used by many accountants to prepare financial statements which
can include many accounts, usually taking the form of a capital T, and consequently
called T-accounts.
Liquidation basis of measurement: A method of listing assets in order of the amount
that could be obtained by selling each one.
Historical basis: An approach to measure balances in which asset balances are measured
at their historical cost (i.e. cost of acquisition of the asset at the time it was acquired).
Cash: Money bills, petty cash, and money in the bank.
Accounts receivable: Amounts not yet collected from customers minus a certain allowance
(depending on credit policy) for accounts that experience tells us will turn into bad debt.
Merchandise Inventories: Raw materials, partially finished goods, goods still in the
process of manufacture, and finished goods ready for shipment.
Working capital: The current assets remaining after current liabilities and running
expenses have been paid, i.e. current assets minus current liabilities.
Fixed assets: Assets that cannot easily be converted to cash in a short period of time,
and most of which are subject to depreciation.
Total fixed assets: The net valuation for balance sheet purposes of the firm’s investment
in land, buildings, machines, and office furniture and fixtures, minus the depreciation
accumulated as of the date of the balance sheet.
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Prepayment: An out-of-the-ordinary asset which one firm has paid in advance,
e.g. equipment rental or insurance.
Deferred charges: Major expenditures written off over several years rather than
charged fully during one year, e.g. research and development).
Intangibles: Nonphysical assets of a firm that may be of substantial value, e.g.
trademarks and licenses.
Current liabilities: Claims that must be paid off in a relatively short period of time,
usually one year or less.
Long-term liabilities: Longer claims against the fixed assets of the company, usually
due after one year from the date on the balance sheet.
Net sales: Amount received after taking into consideration returned goods and
allowances for reduction of prices.
Cost of goods sold: Amount of inventory in raw materials that was used to produce
the sold finished goods.
Gross profit margin: The value added by a firm to the purchased raw material
of merchandise by processing, packaging, upgrading, and finally selling it as a
finished good.
Operating and general administrative expenses: Costs that include everything
but raw materials.
Gross operating income (loss): The gross profit margin minus operating and general
administrative expenses.
Depreciation: Decline in the useful value of an asset due to wear and tear over time.
Net operating income (loss): Gross operating income minus depreciation.
Out-of-the-ordinary income: Income not derived from operations, e.g. dividends
and interest received by the firm from savings, investment in marketable securities, or
income from sale of a fully depreciated asset.
Total net income (loss): Out-of-the-ordinary income added to net operating income.
Total net income before taxes: Total net income minus out-of-the-ordinary expenses,
such as interest expenses.
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Total net income after taxes: Total net income before taxes, plus an amount set
aside for federal income taxes.
liquidity: A firm’s ability to meet its short-term obligations.

ReView QUeSTionS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Briefly outline the differences between the bookkeeping and the accounting processes.
What are the uses of the balance sheet?
What are the uses of the income statement?
What are the uses of the sources and uses (cash flow) statement?
Briefly discuss the four major financial analysis techniques.
What is the difference between the short and the long version of the ROI ratio, and
what are its uses?
7. Briefly discuss the fundamentals of building a cash flow pro forma statement.
8. What are the principles in profit analysis?
9. Briefly discuss the breakeven analysis and its uses.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
Like any other startup business, initial funding is a primary objective. We based our
initial request for funding on two strategic principles. The first was that we decided
that we would only target one round of equity funding that would allow us to reach
breakeven and profitability. The second was to back up our initial equity funding
with a debt instrument that funded 95 percent of our three-year contracts with the
OPTN organizations. This means that for every thirty organizations that contract
for our services we receive $950,000 in up front cash to operate and expand. This
backup strategy allows us to sell less of the company in the critical startup mode when
valuation of the company is at its lowest point. We worked with several experts who
came up with an initial valuation of LifeGuard America at $5,000,000. This translated
into needing to sell 30 percent of the company to raise the required $1,500,000 to get
us through breakeven and profitability. Let’s now turn our attention to the business
plan section titled “Financials”:
“We have established a sales price of $1,500,000 to acquire a 30 percent
ownership in LifeGuard America. We have created a business model that
generated our pro forma financials presented below. This business model
allows “what if” scenarios to be run that quickly allow the user to understand
important relationships between key business assumptions. Our corporate
financial model includes the ramp-up of our services business and the launch,
in 2005, of our flight operations.”
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Use of Funds
$500,000 will be used to secure the office space, office equipment, computer and
software required for the development of the 24x7 response center and initial
operating expenses. $500,000 will be used to launch the sales and marketing
effort, acquire the necessary personnel to man the response center and fund the
company’s operations for the first year. An additional $500,000 will be used to
accelerate the national marketing campaign and the deployment of our Virtual
Private Network throughout the entire OPTN.
Assumptions
Our financial model is based on a conservative sales plan that calls for the rollout
of our services beginning in UNOS region 4, Oklahoma and Texas in the first
ninety (90) days. This launch is happening in parallel with our response center
development during the first two months after the close of funding. Further, we
will launch into UNOS region 3, the Southeast during the second ninety (90) day
period and continue with a quarterly rollouts into the rest of the UNOS regions
through 2004. This projection assumes no growth in the number of donors,
transplant centers, or transplant programs.

Income Statement
2003

2004

2005

2006

Revenue

4,570,395

11,026,971

20,534,403

32,516,582

Cost of Service

1,765,503

3,355,585

7,040,168

10,841,761

Gross Profit

2,804,892

7,671,386

13,494,235

21,674,821

GPM

61.4%

69.6%

65.7%

66.7%

Selling/Marketing

1,240,000

965,000

1,092,000

665,000

G&A Expense

1,898,100

3,436,007

5,835,618

5,761,745

Other

68,556

495,134

956,736

1,990,941

Operating Expenses

3,206,656

4,896,141

7,884,354

8,417,687

Operating Income

(401,764)

2,775,244

5,609,881

13,257,135

25.2%

27.3%

40.8%

Operating Expenses

OPM

-8.8%

Interest

0

Net Income Before Tax

(401,764)

2,775,244

5,609,881

13,257,135
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Income Statement Continued
Taxes

35%

Net Income After Tax
Net Income Margin
EBITDA

0

971,336

1,963,458

4,639,997

(401,764)

1,803,909

3,646,423

8,617,137

16.4%

17.8%

26.5%

2,967,569

5,838,481

13,528,735

-8.8%
(258,664)

Cash Flow
		
2003
2004
2005
2006
Operations 					
Net Income
(401,764)
1,803,909
3,646,423
8,617,137
Depreciation
143,100
192,325
228,600
271,600
Inventory
0
(1,000,000)
0
(100,000)
Accounts Receivable
(634,777)
(896,747)
(1,320,477)
(1,664,192)
Accounts Payable
147,125
131,988
306,942
316,799
Accruals
100,000
0
0
0
Cash Flow from Operations
(646,316)
1,131,475
2,861,488
7,441,345
					
Investing 					
Capital Expenditures
(715,500)
(515,000)
(175,000)
(215,000)
Aircraft Deposits
(25,000)
Intangibles
(50,000)
Retirements
Cash Flow from Investing
(765,500)
(515,000)
(175,000)
(215,000)
					
Financing 					
Revolver Debt
Term Debt
Paid In Capital
1,500,000
Cash Flow from Financing
1,500,000
		
Change in Cash
88,184
616,475
2,686,488
7,226,345
					
Beginning Cash
0
88,184
704,660
3,391,148
Ending Cash
88,184
704,660
3,391,148
10,617,493
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Balance Sheet
2003

2004

2005

2006

Cash

88,184

704,660

3,391,148

10,617,493

Inventory

-

100,000

100,000

200,000

A/R

634,777

1,531,524

2,852,000

4,516,192

Total Current

722,961

2,336,184

6,343,148

15,333,685

Assets

				
Fixed

715,500

1,230,500

1,405,500

1,620,500

Less: Depreciation

(143,100)

(335,425)

(564,025)

(835,625)

Total Fixed

572,400

895,075

841,475

784,875

				
Other

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

				
Total

1,345,361

3,281,259

7,234,623

16,168,560

				
Liabilities 				
Accounts Payable

147,125

279,113

586,056

902,855

Other/Accruals

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

Total Current

247,125

379,113

686,056

1,002,855

				
Long Term

-

-

-

-

				
Total Liabilities

247,125

379,113

686,056

1,002,855

				
Equity

1,098,236

2,902,145

6,548,567

15,165,705

				
Total Liabilities+Equity

1,345,361

3,281,258

7,234,623

16,168,560

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.

After reviewing LifeGuard America’s financial pro forma, do you believe that Mr.
Fitzpatrick is raising enough money by offering 30 percent and $1,500,000?
2. How close does LifeGuard America come to “hitting the ground” under this
operational plan? What contingencies are there?
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VenTURe FinAnciAl neeDS:
Personal investment And Additional Funding needs
(CAN WE COMMIT?)
learning objectives:
1. To show the diversity of financing options for a new venture
2. To explore traditional and nontraditional funding sources and techniques
3. To provide insight in determining the best funding source and technique for a new or existing venture
Topic outline
Introduction
Venture Funding
Sources of Capital Funding
bootstrapping
Friends, Family, Countrymen (And Fools)
banks
Government Lending Sources
Small business Administration Loans
Small business Investment Companies
SbA (504) Certified Development Company Program
Other Government Funding Sources
Venture Capital
business Angels
Other Lending Sources
Equity Splitting
Going Public
Conclusion
References
Review Questions

“Therefore, there is need for money, oh Athenians!”
(“Therefore, there is need for money, oh Athenians!”)
Athenian orator Demosthenes urging the Athenians to commit in exercising ﬁscal control if they were to succeed
in fending off the military threat from the Macedonian king Philip, Alexander the Great’s father. Not heeding to
his advice, the Athenians were defeated by Philip and Alexander in the battle of Chaironeia, in 338 BC. )
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inTRoDUcTion
To ensure success, the funding needs and requirements of the venture must also be
satisfied. The fact is however, that tapping conventional lending sources for the startup of many new ventures is virtually fruitless. Even the entrepreneurs who are able to
convince their local bankers of the worthiness of a venture find themselves sometimes
paying what not too many years ago were usurious interest rates. Generally, as interest
rates soar, small business borrowing declines. Thus, increasingly entrepreneurs have
to seek funds from many untapped sources, funds not only for start-up, but also for
internal injections at times of depressed sales or cash flow problems.
Many of the funding options that will be examined here are considered traditional,
but other unorthodox funding mechanisms have also emerged in recent years as the
traditional sources have shunned the requests of entrepreneurs. Some confuse borrowing
and equity or investment capital. Yet there is a big difference. You do not have to repay
equity money. It is money you get by selling a part interest in the business to people
who are willing to risk their money in it because they are interested in potential income
rather than in an immediate return on their investment. Whether entrepreneurs satisfy
their funding needs through borrowing or investment, they need to determine early
on specifically what their needs for success are and communicate them clearly and
precisely with lenders and/or investors.

VenTURe FUnDinG
Accompanying a heightened interest in the general area of small business and
entrepreneurship has been an increased interest by policy makers, regulators, and
academics in the nature and behavior of the financial sources that fund startup ventures.
At the core of this issue are questions about the type of financing growing companies
need and receive at various stages of their growth. Particular attention has been
centered on the subject matter of private equity financing, and the connections and
substitutability among alternative sources of funding because this is so critical for
the new ventures to begin their operations successfully. In addition to the interest in
the micro-foundations of small business finance there is also a growing interest in the
macroeconomic implications of small business finance (Berger & Udell, 1998).
In general, small firms are a major economic force and have been the subject of some
recent policy initiatives. But all small firms are not alike. The firms that are ultimately
able to undergo a public listing of their stock are qualitatively different from most
small businesses. It is this small minority of firms that have the economic potential as
entrepreneurial ventures to experience a stock listing that can be distinguished from
the others by their growth potential rather than size and that constitute an issue of
concern. Because these firms have a vision and the potential of rapid growth of at
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least 20 percent annually, they are able to attract external suppliers of equity capital
and additional venture funds from an IPO (Freear & Wetzel, 1990). However, while
venture funds may be raised from the financial markets through IPOs, these funds
are usually available to a start-up company well after its early stages. A more typical
source of early stage capital for business high growth startups that has become widely
recognized is the formal venture capital funds. In fact, venture capital funds controlled
an estimated $24 billion of assets in the United States in startup venture funding (Alleva
& Barnes, 1998). This figure increased in 2000 by 80 percent over 1999 to $68.8
billion, despite an 18 percent decrease from third quarter to fourth quarter of 2000,
according to statistics from the PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) “Money Tree Survey”
in cooperation with VentureOne. However, most of these venture capital funds are
now reserved for companies that are already in venture capital portfolios, rather than
for ventures that are seeking startup funding. For example, during the fourth quarter
of 2000, only 25.5 percent of venture capital resources were directed toward startup
funding, while more than double that figure, 52 percent, was directed toward firms
already being funded and in existing venture capital portfolios (Prince, 2001).
The mid- to late 1990s saw an unprecedented increase in the growth of new startup
companies, especially in the “tech” sector with a very large number of electronic
commerce web-based companies coming into existence. Most of these firms started
with funds from friends, family, and/or angel investors rather than the entrepreneurs
themselves. Some of them also raised additional funds from other private sources,
such as banks and venture capitalists, while some others whose promise seemed to
be the greatest, were successful in obtaining further funding in the Over-The-Counter
financial market (OTC) through initial public offerings (IPOs). The success exhibited
by some firms in raising money was usually followed by an extraordinary rise of
their stock price in the after-market, which led to a rash of IPOs, as even more startup companies scrambled to leap on the band-wagon. Seemingly overnight, investors
poured billions of dollars into these companies and their stock. As stock prices
continued to spiral upward many remained optimistic that stock prices would keep
going up in perpetuity, while others started wondering when the bubble would burst.
Instead of blindly following the herd however, these investors started raising doubts
about the manner by which many in their midst chose to ascertain the true value of the
startup ventures and the stocks being offered. Indeed, in hindsight, when people were
asked in a recent survey to rank the causes of dot-com failures, “risky investors” was
cited by 67 percent of respondents, followed by 56 percent for “poor planning,” and
39 percent for “inexperienced managers” (“Dot-com,” 2001). Consequently, as has
been mentioned repeatedly earlier, it is quite obvious that a great deal of importance
should be placed by investors in obtaining solid signals of a framework of success and
the venture’s quality from entrepreneurial new venture proposals in order to evaluate
and decide which of these proposals are worthy of funding.
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SoURceS oF cAPiTAl FUnDinG
Once the framework for success is in place and clearly communicated, finding money
for seed capital is probably one of the easiest tasks to accomplish, because there are
many types of financing available to the entrepreneur. Building on the agency theory,
investors can use the information provided in the venture proposal’s framework
for success, and also information on the proportion of the entrepreneur’s personal
investment of his/her wealth into the project, as an indication of true commitment
on the part of the entrepreneur to the project. Thus, the knowledge that a venture’s
prospects are indeed framed in success, and the knowledge that a large proportion
of the entrepreneur’s wealth is invested in the project may provide a direct signal of
value AND commitment about the project. This should be strongly “advertised” by
the entrepreneur when constructing the business plan for the project, especially since
this “advertised” notion has the additional benefit of demonstrating that entrepreneurs
were able to analyze their rate of return before making their own investment decision
in their venture project (Prasad, Bruton, & Vozikis, 2000).
Most new firms, of course, will not be eligible for formal venture capital or
have the ability to take their company public right away. However, they will have to
find some equity capital somehow, and in most cases, after they have depleted their
personal savings, entrepreneurs will turn to family, friends, and acquaintances. The
vast majority of the companies utilized personal savings, family, and friends as sources
of capital (“Fastest 50,” 2001).
There are various means through which entrepreneurs can obtain financing for
their new business venture. Exhibit 8-1 below shows the sources of seed capital for
the Inc. 500 reinforcing the notion that after exhausting their personal savings, many
entrepreneurs turn to family, friends, and acquaintances for capital (Mangelsdorf, 1992,
p. 80). The sources of seed capital do not add up to 100 percent due to the fact that
firms used more than one source.
EXHIBIT 8-1
Sources of Seed Capital for Inc. 500
Personal savings
Family Members
Friends
Mortgaged Property

78.5%
12.9
9.0
4.0

Bank Loans
Employees/Partners
Venture capital
Government guaranteed loans
Other

14.4%
12.4
6.3
1.1
3.3

Exhibit 8-2 depicts the percentage of firms considering a source of funding, and
contrasts this with the percentage of firms actually securing funding from that source
(Van Osnabrugge, 2000, p. 53):
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EXHIBIT 8-2
Considered Sources of Funding vs. Actual Funding
SOURCES OF
FUNDING

% FIRMS
CONSIDERING

Personal Savings
Bank Loans
Family or Friends
Government Agencies
Venture Capital and Angels
University Endowments
Strategic Partners

69%
69
12
48
45
5
0

% FIRMS ACTUALLY
FUNDED
49%
7
9
9
10
6
6

It is interesting to note from this table that a great deal of faith for potential funding
is placed in banks, government agencies, and venture capitalists and angels that is not
realized, while at the same time, some funding sources such as university endowments
or strategic partners are materialized without having previously and seriously been
considered by venture entrepreneurs.

BooTSTRAPPinG
Bootstrapping occurs when the entrepreneur uses creative financing to get by on as few
resources and by using other peoples’ resources as much as possible. This occurs because it
may be difficult for a new venture to obtain financing through lenders or investors, so many
new ventures have to bootstrap for various reasons. Typically, but not in all cases, new
ventures either have no track record, are prone to failure, lack competitive advantage, lack
proprietary rights, or the founders lack a significant track record in the industry. The vast
majority of all firms were started by this method and most of them are initially financed
with less than $10,000. In fact, 94 percent of new technology-based firms and 80 percent
of the INC 500 fastest growing privately held entrepreneurial firms in the United States
had bootstrapping sources as their most likely funding source (Van Osnabrugge, 2000).
Bootstrapping involves using credit cards; on-line lending agencies that connect borrowers
with such lenders as American Express, GE Capital, and others; taking second mortgages;
customer advances; extended terms from vendors other suppliers; hiring as few employees
as possible or using temporary employees or “temps;” or subcontracting tasks unrelated to
the firm’s competitive advantage to other firms. Leasing, sharing, or bartering resources
or assets also minimizes some unnecessary costs as well, while at the same time provides
indirectly a source of funding. Pressing customers for payment, factoring accounts
receivables to a bank, forestalling payment to vendors also supply sources of funds.
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FRienDS, FAMilY, coUnTRYMen (AnD FoolS)
“When a friend deals with a friend, let the bargain be clear and well
penn’d, that they may continue friends to the end”
(benjamin Franklin)
In many instances, borrowing from family, friends, or “fools” is the only other
available option, but even under the most plausible circumstances it usually is a nowin situation because this type of financing can be most costly due to the personal and
intimate bond that exists in this arrangement. If the venture fails then you will always
be to blame. If the venture succeeds beyond anyone’s expectations and the loan is
repaid in full, the repayment will never be enough, especially if the returns from the
venture’s success are not shared and/or needed capital is raised without offering family
and friends first a funding option. The entrepreneur might encounter the “I remember
when…” declaration.
I feel it is safe to say that, in a very large number of instances, relatives and
friends play a key role in the financing of new enterprises. Frequently, relatives
and friends are the only investors who can be persuaded to participate in the early
financing of a business, but too often such investments are made emotionally
without the participant having any appreciation of the risks involved. Funds are
advanced primarily out of the desire to give a helping hand to someone they
know well and to whom they wish the best of luck. However, in such situations,
people often lose the objectivity that should always characterize financial
dealings and often neglect to shore up agreements and understandings with legal
documentations. Entrepreneurs should further satisfy themselves that participating
investors invest only those funds that they are in a position to lose comfortably.
(Dible, 1986, p. 248)
There is also another source of funding that is preyed upon by “ethically impaired”
entrepreneurs who are swindlers, white-collar con artists, or better known as
“contrapreneurs” (Francis, 1988). These “contrapreneurs” prey on “fools” who are
investors investing for the wrong reasons, most likely greed. Greed is a very powerful
catalyst for foolishness and foolish investors get caught up in the hype of a deal when
they know very little or nothing about the industry or the individual “contrapreneur”
that they invest in.
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BAnkS
Many small companies depend on bank loans, but in most cases commercial banks
are rarely (except for SBA guaranteed loans) a viable financial option, even though
according to the U.S. Small Business Administration in the past few years the number
and the amount of bank loans to small firms have increased (“Cash Flow,” 2001).
Some reference, however, should be made to the bank’s evaluation of the general
credit worthiness of the firm and the entrepreneur. Commercial banks are heavily
regulated and have a system to follow when lending called the 5 Cs: character, capacity,
collateral, capital, and condition. These five Cs are the factors that loan officers use to
monitor and determine whether a business and their founders are qualified for a loan.
Generally, before approaching a bank with a request for a loan, certain basic
information that has already been discussed earlier should be prepared and addressed
in quantitative as well as qualitative terms, in order to convince loan officers that the
venture firm and their founders are credit worthy. The following points should be
thoroughly assessed prior to visiting a bank official:
•

•

•

•

•

Why is the money needed? An ongoing concern, with a respectable track record
does not need the documentation required as much as in the case of a prestartup request. Is the money for inventory, fixtures, salaries, or travel expenses?
Specifically, how and when will the funds be deployed? There should be no
secrets or no cryptic responses as to how these funds will be applied.
Has a sophisticated cash budget and payback schedule for the principal and
interest been prepared and developed? The venture’s management abilities
are of utmost concern to the lending institution, and the preparation of such a
budget is the acid test.
Will an extension or a request for more money be submitted at a later date?
Planning for contingencies indicates insightfulness, and the possibility of a
shortage assessment reveals the many unknowns that the venture may confront.
What is the overall status of the venture’s macroeconomic environment? In
general, is business good? Are interest rates currently at a level that makes
profitability a formidable objective? A realistic evaluation of the external
environment and its impact on the venture’s framework for success is critical.
Is the individual entrepreneur credible? One of the most underrated and difficult
to discern, and yet the most essential component of the loan request is the
competency, ability, and professionalism of the entrepreneur. Not only is it
essential to “sell” the venture’s value concept, it is essential that entrepreneurs
also sell themselves. Depending upon the loan officer and the financial
institution, as much as half of the evaluation criteria might be predicated on
the entrepreneur. Of importance here is understanding of the financials, attitude
and character, past experience and personal knowledge base, being the “right
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person at the right time,” and finally, managerial skills. This is déjà vu FAKTS
all over again, to quote Yogi Berra.
Once the answers to these questions have been thoroughly and carefully prepared, a
determination of the amount of funding the firm needs from the bank can be made.
Naturally, no money is ever borrowed from a bank without certain stipulations
being placed upon the individual and the firm. This is simply part of any loan
agreement, and generally, the bank will place restrictions on the individual and the
firm in three different areas: repayment terms, pledging on some type of security,
and periodic reporting.
Obviously, both sides have a vested interest in maintaining an open, cordial, and
compatible relationship, because the entrepreneur may indeed need to seek additional
monies from the lender in the future, and at the same time the bank wants to ensure
a systematic repayment schedule that protects its investment in the entrepreneur. In
general, there are two types of borrowed money as a source of funds: short-term money,
and term money.
Short-term bank loans are used for such purposes as financing accounts receivable
for thirty to sixty days or for purposes that take longer to pay off, such as building a
seasonal inventory over a period of five to six months. Usually, lenders expect short-term
loans to be repaid after the loan purposes have been served and satisfied. For example,
when the borrower’s customers have paid the outstanding accounts receivable, or when
the inventory has been converted into saleable merchandise, the short-term loan needs
to be repaid. Banks grant such funding as an unsecured loan on the entrepreneur’s
general credit reputation or as a secured loan. In contrast, the secured loan involves a
pledge of some or all venture assets as security and collateral for the protection of its
depositors against the risks involved, even in business situations where the chances of
success are outstanding.
Term borrowing provides funds that will be paid back over a fairly long period
of time. Term loans are broken down into: intermediate loans made for longer
than one year but less than five years and long-term loans made for more than five
years. Term borrowing is also typically the kind of loan that is paid back in periodic
installments from the company’s earnings. As in the case of secured short-term loans,
few entrepreneurs are able to secure term loans on the basis of their signatures alone.
Generally, the bank requires some added protection guaranteeing the repayment of the
loan. There are many forms of collateral that at one time or another may be utilized in
securing a loan:
•

Endorsers, Co-makers, and Guarantors. Endorsers are other people who
borrowers get to sign a note in order to bolster their own credit. These endorsers
are contingently liable for the note they sign. If the borrower fails to pay, the
bank expects the endorser to make the note good. Sometimes, endorsers may
be asked to pledge their own assets or securities. A co-maker is one who creates
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•

•

•

•

•

•

an obligation jointly with the borrower. In such cases, the bank can collect
directly from either the maker or the co-maker. Finally, a guarantor guarantees
the payment of a note by signing a guaranty commitment. Both private and
government lenders often require guarantees from officers of corporations in
order to assure continuity of effective management. Sometimes, a manufacturer
will act as guarantor for one of their customers, or the federal government in
the form of an SBA guaranteed loan.
Lease Assignment. The assigned lease as security is similar to the guarantee
and is used sometimes when a franchise is involved in which case, for example,
the bank lends the money on a building and takes a mortgage. Then the lease,
which the dealer and the parent franchise company agree upon, is assigned so
that the bank automatically receives the rent payments and thus, is guaranteed
repayment of the loan.
Warehouse Receipts. Banks also take inventory commodities as security,
lending money on a warehouse receipt. Such a receipt is usually delivered
directly to the bank and shows that the merchandise used as security either has
been placed in a public warehouse or has been left on the premises under the
control of a bonded employee in a field warehousing. Such loans are generally
made on staple or standard merchandise that can be readily marketed, and are
drafted using a security a percentage of the estimated value of the goods.
Trust Receipts and Floor Planning. The only way many small firms can
afford merchandise, such as automobiles, appliances, and boats that needs to
be displayed in order to be sold, is by borrowing money with loans that are
often secured by a note and a trust receipt. This trust receipt is the legal paper
for floor planning and is used for identifiable, serial-numbered merchandise.
A trust receipt signed by the entrepreneur signifies and acknowledges that the
merchandise was received, will be kept in trust for the bank, and as soon as the
goods are sold, the loan will be paid.
Chattel Mortgages. Chattel mortgage loans are made in order for the small
firm to buy equipment such as a cash register or a delivery truck, using a lien
on the equipment as security. The bank evaluates the equipment’s present and
future market value and the protection of the equipment being used to secure
the loan, and considers depreciation and insurance issues that may affect its
value in case of fire, theft, property damage, and liability.
Real Estate. When taking a real estate mortgage, the bank evaluates and
appraises the location of the real estate, its physical condition, its foreclosure
value, and the amount of insurance that is needed for the property and/or life
insurance for the borrower.
Accounts Receivable. Many banks lend money on accounts receivable. The
bank may take accounts receivable on a notification or a non-notification plan.
Under the notification plan, the bank informs the firm’s customers that that
account has been assigned to the bank, and this is where the payment should be
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•

•

•

directed. Under the non-notification plan, the borrower’s customers continue
to pay their accounts to the firm and the firm in turn pays the bank back.
Savings Accounts. Sometimes a savings account is assigned to the bank,
which gets to keep the savings account passbook. If the savings account used
as collateral is at a bank different than the one that makes the loan, then the
lending bank asks the other bank to mark its records to show that the account
is held as collateral.
Life Insurance. Another kind of collateral is life insurance, whereas banks
will lend up to the cash value of a life insurance policy, and the policy in
turn is assigned to the bank. If the policy is on the life of an executive of a
small corporation, corporate resolutions must authorize such an assignment.
Most insurance companies allow the policy being signed back to the original
beneficiary once the assignment to the bank ends when the loan is paid off. A
bank loan with an insurance policy as collateral is often more convenient to
obtain and usually at a lower interest rate than borrowing directly from the
insurance company that issued the policy.
Stocks and Bonds. Marketable stocks and bonds can also be used as collateral.
As a protection against market declines and the possible expenses of liquidation
however, banks usually lend no more than 75 percent of the market value of
high-grade stock. On the more secure Federal Government or municipal bonds,
banks may be willing to lend 90 percent or more of market value. The bank
may also ask the borrower for additional security or payment whenever the
market value of the stocks or bonds drops below the bank’s required margin.

While there are many stipulations and regulations, it has been found that banks
provide efficiency and/or effectiveness for businesses in that they attribute to a higher
performance through close monitoring and better evaluation. A sample bank loan
application can be found at http://www.toolkit.cch.com/tools/loan_m.asp.

GoVeRnMenT lenDinG SoURceS
Although the Small Business Administration generally captures the limelight where
loans to entrepreneurs are concerned, there is a number of government lending sources,
other than the SBA, deserving mention. The Federal Government injects billions into
startups, and these monies are available to entrepreneurs through no less than 350
different types of lending programs and in spite of the red tape involved.
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Small Business Administration Loans
Since 1953, the Small Business Administration has helped small firms succeed from
start-up through the many stages of growth. Many large firms, whose names are now
quite well known, such as FedEx, Intel, Nike, Apple, Compaq, and AOL, all received
assistance from the SBA along the way. Their website http://www.sba.gov provides
valuable information as well as additional related links. The SBA is the greatest
dollar volume lender to entrepreneurs accounting for 30 percent of all loans made
(“SBA Loans,” 2001, p. 65). The heart of the SBA loan program has two sections,
the 7(a) loan and the 8(a) loan, which is targeted to minority and women borrowers
seeking funding.
The 7(a) loan program represents the bulk of SBA loans. Under the guidelines of
this program, small manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, service concerns, and other
businesses may borrow from the agency to construct, expand, or convert facilities,
purchase buildings, equipment, materials, or to obtain working capital. By law, the
SBA may not make a loan if a business can obtain funds from a bank or other private
source. Therefore, the venture entrepreneur must first seek private financing from a
local bank or other lending institution before applying to SBA. In a large city, one
with more than 200,000 people, loan application rejections by two banks are required
before applying for a direct SBA loan. Applicants for loans must agree to comply with
SBA regulations that there will be no discrimination in employment or services to
the public, based on race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or marital status. The
SBA emphasizes maximum private lender participation in each loan. This policy has
made it possible for SBA to respond to a far greater number of requests for financial
assistance than is possible under the direct lending program. When financing is not
otherwise available on reasonable terms, effective December 22, 2000, a maximum
loan amount of $2 million has been established for 7(a) loans. However, the maximum
dollar amount the SBA can guaranty is generally $1 million. Small loans with a gross
loan amount of $150,000 or less carry a maximum guaranty of a bank loan to a small
firm of 85 percent. For loans greater than $150,000, the maximum guaranty is 75
percent. SBA business loans may be for as long as ten years, except those portions
of loans used for acquiring real property or constructing facilities, which may have a
maturity of twenty years, while working capital loans are usually limited to six years.
Repayment ability from the cash flow of the business is a primary consideration in
the SBA loan decision process but good character, management capability, collateral,
and owner’s equity contribution are also important considerations. Additionally, all
owners of 20 percent or more of the firm are also required to personally guarantee
SBA loans.
If the entire loan is not obtainable from a private lender and if an SBA guaranteed
loan is not available, SBA will then consider advancing funds on an immediate
participation basis with a bank. SBA will consider making a direct loan only when
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these other forms of financing are not obtainable, and SBA funds are available at the
time for direct lending when there are no federal fiscal restraints (U.S. Small Business
Administration, 2000).
Over 2,000 companies participate in the SBA’s 8(a) loan program, which sets aside
government contracts for minority companies, and is equivalent to about one third
of the total dollar volume of loans made under the 7(a) program. A great fear here,
however, is that many of the firms receiving assistance under this program would
collapse without it.
There are some relatively simple guidelines for applying for an SBA loan for
either a new or an existing venture. For a new venture, the application should include
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A description in detail, of the type of business to be established
A listing of the entrepreneur’s business education, experience, and management
capabilities
An estimate of how much the individual entrepreneur or others have to invest
in the business and how much they will need to borrow
A current, signed, personal financial statement of the owner(s)
A projected profit and loss statement for the first year the business will operate
A list of collateral to be offered as security for the loan, listing the market value
of each item.

This material should be taken to a bank to apply for a direct bank loan, and if
declined, the bank should be asked to make the loan under SBA’s loan guaranty plan.
If the bank is interested in an SBA guaranty loan, the bank needs to contact SBA for
discussion of the application. In most cases of guaranty loans, SBA will deal directly
with the bank. If a guaranty loan is not available, the first six items need to be sent to
the nearest SBA office.
For ongoing ventures, different items are requested:
1.
2.

3.

Submission of SBA Form 912 (Personal History Statement) for each person,
e.g., owners, partners, directors, major stockholders, etc.
A signed current personal balance sheet (SBA Form 413 may be used for this
purpose) for each stockholder (with 20 percent or greater ownership), partner,
officer, and owner, along with his or her Social Security number
The statements listed below: a, b, and c for the last three years; a, b, c, d, dated
within 90 days of filing the application; and finally, statement e, if applicable
a. Balance Sheet
b. Profit and Loss Statement
c. Reconciliation of Net Worth
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d. Aging of Accounts Receivable and Payable
e. Earnings projections for at least one year when financial statements for
the last three years are unavailable or were requested by a district office.
(If a Profit and Loss Statement is not available, it needs to be substituted
with Federal Income Tax Forms, along with a detailed explanation for
its unavailability)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

A brief history of the company and a paragraph describing the expected
benefits it will receive from the loan
A brief description of the educational, technical, and business background of
all the individuals listed under Management
A list of any co-signers and/or guarantors for the loan, including addresses and
personal balance sheet(s)
A list of any machinery or equipment along with its documented cost to be
bought with the loan proceeds
A detailed list of any officers of the company who have ever been involved in
bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings
Details of any pending lawsuits involving the business
An affidavit stating that the applicants or their spouses or any member of their
household, or anyone who owns, manages, or directs the business or their
spouses or members of their households do not work for the Small Business
Administration, Small Business Advisory Council, SCORE or ACE, any
Federal agency, or the participating lender
The names of any subsidiaries or affiliates and their relationship with the
company, along with a current balance sheet and operating statement for each
The name of any concern the firm buys from, sells to, or uses the services of in
which someone in the company has a significant financial interest
A copy of any franchise agreement, along with a copy of the FTC disclosure
statement supplied by the franchisor (U.S. SBA, 2000)

An applicant for any loan from SBA may obtain the assistance of any attorney, accountant,
engineer, appraiser, or other representative to aid him in the preparation and presentation
of his application to SBA. However, such representation is not mandatory.
In the event a loan is approved, the services of an attorney may be necessary to
assist in the preparation of closing documents, title abstracts, etc. SBA will allow the
payment of reasonable fees or other compensation for services performed by such
representatives on behalf of the applicant.
Finally, it is important to note “what’s in it for the bank.” Why should a lending
institution risk making an SBA loan? The answer is simple and profitable for many
lenders. The increased opportunity to sell the SBA guarantee loans to the secondary
market makes them quite attractive to banks, especially since the SBA has cut down the
paperwork involved. For example, after a bank makes a $200,000 80 percent guaranteed
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loan, and collects its loan service charges, it can sell the $160,000 governmentguaranteed portion on the secondary market. This leaves the bank with only $40,000
tied up in the loan, and makes it possible for the bank to make more SBA guaranteed
loans. Such possibilities allow a lot of fresh money available to small businesses.

Small Business Investment Companies
The Small Business Investment Company Act came into existence in 1958 in an
attempt to boost the economy with tax advantaged capital. Banks, financial institutions,
university endowments, and foundations soon became the primary source of capital for
the technology industry in a scheme where the SBA would leverage the capital invested
with loans of its own, so for every dollar invested by a fund, the Small Business
Investment Company (SBIC) would actually have three dollars to invest in a new
emerging technology. SBICs thus, derive their initial capital from private investors
and normally become eligible to obtain funds from the government or from private
financial institutions through government-guaranteed loans. They are privately owned
and privately operated and are licensed by the Small Business Administration to provide
“equity” or “venture” capital and long-term loans to small firms, as well as management
assistance to the companies they finance. But these are their only functions. They
cannot, for instance, sell insurance, trade in property, or become holding companies
for groups of operating businesses.
For SBICs with private capital equal to or in excess of $500,000, the SBA funds an
equivalent of 400 percent of private capital, which becomes available if 65 percent of
the total funds designated for investment are indeed invested or committed to venture
capital investments. Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Companies
dedicated solely to assisting socially or economically disadvantaged small business
concerns, may borrow from SBA at a subsidized interest rate (usually 3 percent below
the going cost of money to the U.S. Treasury) for the first five years of the loan. They
may also sell to the SBA non-voting preferred securities on a one to one basis in
relation to their private capital or in come cases, portions of their private capital.
An SBIC finances small firms in two general ways: by straight loans and by equitytype investments, which give the SBIC actual or potential ownership of a portion of a
small firm’s stock. In general, financing must be for at least five years, except when a
borrower elects to prepay indebtedness.
SBICs invest in practically all types of manufacturing and service industries, and
in a wide variety of other types of businesses, including construction, retailing, and
wholesaling. Many seek out ventures offering new products or services on which the
SBIC management has special knowledge and because they believe these firms have
unusual growth potential. Most SBIC companies diversify and will consider a wide
variety of investments, but naturally, since SBICs are profit-making ventures they
always seek maximum returns on their investments.
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SBA (504) Certified Development Company Program
A long-term credit gap exists for small and medium-size businesses since most
commercial banks are predominantly short- to medium-term lenders (five to ten years),
most savings institutions are legally required to be residential lenders, and the majority
of insurance companies and pension funds prefer large projects of over $1 million.
The Small Business Administration’s 504 Certified Development Company Program
was enacted on July 2, 1980, as an amendment to the Small Business Investment Act
of 1958. The program’s purpose is to help communities by stimulating the growth
and expansion of small businesses within a defined area of operation. SBA-certified
development companies organized under provisions of Section 504 provide long-term,
fixed asset financing to enable communities to create jobs, increase their local tax base,
expand business ownership opportunities, and offer improved community services. In
addition, the program is a flexible economic development tool that can be used for
other purposes such as city or regional development, neighborhood revitalization, and
minority enterprise development. Through this joint federal government/private sector
program, financing for the acquisition of land and building construction, expansion,
renovation, and equipment is available to small business concerns for up to 25 years.
The Certified Development Company Program allows private lenders to meet longterm credit needs of up to 50 percent of the project’s cost, with a contribution of at
least 10 percent equity from the small firm that is being assisted, and through SBAsupported loans based on subordinate SBA second mortgage financing, in the form
of 100 percent SBA-guaranteed debentures. The certified development company can
provide assistance to small business concerns under two basic plans:
Re-lend Plan: Under this plan the small business buys the property being financed,
and the certified development company is a conduit through which SBA guaranteed
debentures and the nonfederal financing flow to the small business concern. Under
the re-lend plan, the business has title to the property, and, under the first mortgage
formula, the bank is entitled to make a direct loan to the business in exchange for a
second mortgage that is then assigned to the SBA.
Lease Plan: Under this plan the development company owns the property and
leases it to the small firm. The arrangement can be a lease, lease-purchase, or a lease
with an option to purchase. The development company uses the proceeds from the sale
of the debenture along with the funds borrowed from non-federal sources to purchase
property, or it constructs or renovates the property for the identifiable small firm.

Other Government Funding Sources
It seems that every government-lending agency attempts to establish its own niche and
target market in the small firm loan business. For example, the Economic Development
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Agency (EDA) controls loans to ventures in socioeconomically disadvantaged areas.
Under the auspices of the Department of Commerce the Economic Development
Administration loans and loan guarantees are made to new and ongoing ventures in
socioeconomically depressed areas with low- to medium-income populations and high
unemployment. As much as 30 percent of the aggregate EDA funds go to new ventures
annually. Loans and loan guarantees can be amortized over a period of 25 years.
The Farmers Home Administration (FMHA) concentrates on lending money to
ventures bringing non-farm jobs to rural areas. FMHA borrowers need not be rejected
elsewhere to apply for a loan. The average FMHA loans are relatively large, and less
than 10 percent of them are direct loans.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has a variety of
loan programs of value to entrepreneurs. The programs grant monies to cities and
towns, which in turn grant funds to entrepreneurs for the construction of buildings or
manufacturing facilities. Community development block grant programs are designated
for rehabilitation and commercial development in central city areas. Loans from this
program are made at a very low interest rate. In cities like Atlanta, Baltimore, and
Philadelphia these loans have proven invaluable to homeowners and entrepreneurs
interested in reviving residences and commercial areas.
A comparatively smaller program funded by the National Science Foundation also
provides funds to entrepreneurs involved in innovative research and development.

VenTURe cAPiTAl
Venture capital is as old as capitalism itself. But organized venture capital in the
United States has a relatively brief history. After World War II, several wealthy
families, including John Hay Whitney and the Rockefeller brothers, decided to set
up partnerships to finance new companies in electronics, communications, and other
fields. Their timing was perfect. The combination of rapid technological advances in
many fields during the war and pent-up consumer demand for new products created a
booming economy in the fifties, largely fueled by the new technologies the investors
backed. Following the Whitney and Rockefeller leads, other wealthy families and
individuals in New York, Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco also established venture
partnerships during the fifties. In 1958, their efforts were given a substantial boost
when Congress passed the Small Business Investment Act authorizing the Small
Business Administration to license and lend money at preferred rates to Small Business
Administration Investment Companies. Within six years, more than 700 licenses had
been granted and half a billion dollars in private capital were committed to SBICs.
Many of venture capital’s first generation of professional investment managers learned
the ropes while working in these early SBICs. Venture capital’s first boom era peaked
in 1969. During the succeeding eight years, new investment activity slowed and the
professional community consolidated. During the same period, large institutional
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investors, particularly pension funds, became the dominant force in the stock and
bond markets. By the late 1970s, when lower capital gains tax rates and a new wave
of technologies combined to provide a fertile climate for renewed venture capital
vigor, financial institutions such as pension funds, banks, and insurance companies
had begun to invest in venture partnerships as well. Major corporations also began to
test the venture capital waters, both by investing in established firms and by setting up
their own venture capital subsidiaries (Leach, 1981).
In the years since its birth, venture capital has expanded from an informal art
practiced by a tiny number of individuals into a formally managed business with carefully
defined and controlled risks. It has also become a more active business. Organized
venture capital is still concentrated in the cities and regions where it originally grew,
such as the East and the West although some branching out has begun especially in
the Southwest and recently in the Midwest. It is evident that the dramatic increase in
venture capital comes not from SBICs or corporate subsidiaries but from independent
venture capital firms. Traditionally funded by wealthy individuals, institutions, life
insurance companies, and foundations, the independent venture capital market has
soared in recent years. A variety of venture capital managers for large corporations
have left the comfortable confines of corporation venture capital funds and initiated
their own independent firms. Since most parent groups manage more than one venture
capital pool, the number of investing entities is smaller.
Most venture capitalists provide management advice and technical help as well as
money to the companies in which they invest. It is still a very small community but,
as the success of many of the high-technology companies and other small businesses
it has spawned suggest, it is a vitally important part of the U.S. capital structure.
However, most of these venture capital funds are reserved for companies that are
already in venture capital portfolios, rather than for ventures that are seeking startup
funding. Venture capital is typically defined as the investment by professional investors
of long-term, unquoted, risk equity finance in new firms where the primary reward is
an eventual capital gain, supplemented by dividend yield (Wright & Robbie, 1998).
Capital gains tax cuts have proven to be the catalyst needed for the explosive growth
in venture capital pools.
A major problem however, is that venture capitalists fund only a very small
percentage of the potential venture plans presented to them (Zider, 1998). Venture
capitalists as a group invest huge amounts of money (almost $103 billion in 2000),
but the pace has slowed, and only a tiny fraction of new companies ever get any
venture capital money (less than 1 percent in 2000), plus it helps to be in the
industries that venture capitalists like to fund, such as internet-specific (40 percent in
2000), communications (21 percent), software and related services (15 percent) and
semiconductors and electronics (8 percent) (“Cash Flow,” 2001, p. 76).
Entrepreneurs often develop ideas that require substantial capital to implement,
and most of them do not have sufficient funds to finance these projects themselves and
must seek outside financing. Start-up companies that lack substantial tangible assets,
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expect several years of negative earnings, and have uncertain prospects are unlikely
to receive bank loans or other debt financing. Venture capitalists finance these highrisk, potentially high-reward projects, purchasing equity stakes while the firms are still
privately held. They normally have access to analysis and research on given ventures
and technologies, and some specialize in specific industries where their knowledge
is extensive. Thus, valuing the potential return on investment in an entrepreneurial
venture is challenging, but there is strong research support to gauge this potential.
Venture capitalists have backed many high-technology companies, including Cisco
Systems, Genentech, Intel, Microsoft, and Netscape, as well as a substantial number
of service firms, such as Federal Express.
As mentioned earlier, venture capital funds are generally provided by venture
capital organizations set up, usually with an elaborate organizational structure, as
vehicles for providing capital to generally unproven, and thereby more risky, ventures.
Whether the firm is in a high- or low-technology industry, venture capitalists are
typically active investors. They monitor the progress of firms, sit on the board of
directors, monitor financial decisions, and quite often retain the right to approve the
appointment or the dismissal of key managers and members of the entrepreneurial
team. In addition, venture capitalists can help entrepreneurial ventures by providing
them with access to critical networks within a given industry, including contacts with
consultants, attorneys, suppliers, buyers, and potential employees.
Typically, the funds that the firm needs are not provided all at once by the venture
capitalist, but rather they are disbursed in a series of financing rounds based on the
attainment of milestones. Venture capitalists typically exit their successful investments
by taking them public, and while they rarely sell their shares at the time of the initial
public offering, they frequently sell the shares or distribute them to their investors
within two years of going public. The U.S. venture capital is also characterized by
highly variable capital inflows, which affect not only the volume of investments but
also the valuations of these transactions (Gompers & Lerner, 2000).
For entrepreneurs, the decision to pursue venture capital comes with pros and cons.
Some of the concerns surrounding the marriage between entrepreneurs and venture
capitalists include:
•

•

•

Autonomy. Who retains control? Usually it is the entrepreneur who has difficulty
in responding to authority, but in return for funding a venture capitalist desires
some say in the operations of a firm.
Financial reporting and regulatory compliance. Entrepreneurs need to
develop sophisticated techniques for maintaining accurate financial records
and for complying with mounds of regulatory paperwork in order to make
monitoring by the venture capital firm easier.
Managing growth. Oftentimes, as the firm begins to grow conflict may
emerge in terms of the degree, nature, and direction of that growth between
the entrepreneur and the venture capitalist.
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•

Harvesting. Similarly, as the venture’s profitability rises, there may be conflict
as to the timing and terms of harvesting the firm between the entrepreneur and
the venture capital firm.

The venture capital firm and the entrepreneurs may experience serious confrontations
and conflict over the management and the future of the firm and in relation to these
issues. On the other hand and in spite of these potential problems, there are a number
of reasons supporting a relationship between entrepreneurs and venture capital firms:
•

•

•

Flexibility. Most venture capital investments are designed for a long-term
return. Immediate production and returns are not demanded or expected, thus
allowing the entrepreneur some flexibility in management.
Synergy. As mentioned earlier, one of the greatest benefits of venture capital
funding is the synergy provided by the venture capital firm. Assistance with
networks, market research, industry insight, and cooperative strategic planning
are all part of these synergistic effects.
Stature and credibility. The affiliation with venture capitalists increases the
overall stature and credibility of the entrepreneurs. In dealing with customers,
banks, suppliers, etc., the credibility of an entrepreneur “married” to a venture
capital firm is drastically improved.

BUSineSS AnGelS
A more accessible and informal source of private equity for most entrepreneurs is funding
from business angels, or individuals that invest their own private financial resources
in an entrepreneur’s startup business. Financing by business angels is estimated to be
much greater than that by venture capitalists (Mason & Harrison, 2000; Freear, Sohl,
& Wetzel, 1997). The potential of business angels and the informal venture capital
market is enormous, and they have been identified as the largest single source of risk
capital for entrepreneurial companies, far exceeding the venture capital industry. It
is estimated that in the U.S., business angels finance 30-40 times as many firms as
the institutional venture capital community (Van Osnabrugge, 1998). Additionally, it
has been shown that entrepreneurs, if given a choice, prefer to seek out financing
from sources other than venture capital funds (Amit, Geoster, & Muller, 1990) since
business angels usually interfere less in the venture startup’s business operations.
While our understanding of venture capitalists and their activities is reasonably
well developed, research on business angels has been limited despite their wide
utilization as a source of informal “venture capital” (Rea, 1989). This is due in part,
to the absence of a well-defined theoretical base to model such financial decisions
(Taylor, 1989).
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oTHeR lenDinG SoURceS
There are various other obscure types of financing available to the entrepreneur. The
Women’s Business Association for example, aids small firms with their financing
in addition to other issues. There are also research grants that can be worked out
with universities and foundations, and lastly, nongovernmental organizations such
as The American Red Cross and Habitat for Humanity are also available to assist
with financing. A brief review of a select group of more of these “hidden” funding
alternatives is listed below:
•

•

•

International Funds. Not only have these foreign funds invested heavily in
U.S. firms, they also provide overseas production, marketing, and distribution
networks, in exchange of strategic alliance agreements.
Leveraged Buyouts. For an individual or team of entrepreneurs, the leveraged
buyout provides the opportunity to acquire all or part of an existing firm for little
money down. Generally, once the deal is struck, an initial pool of funds is gathered
as a down payment on the purchase price, and an additional amount is borrowed for
a fixed or, more likely, floating interest rate including short-term working capital
loans. The remainder of the debt to both the lender and the previous owner is
paid from future earnings or in stock options over a set period of time. Leveraged
buyouts are frequently undertaken in large firms with very small subsidiaries that
are not achieving corporate earnings targets. Of great concern is the issue of the
subsidiary’s ability to stand alone, once the buyout is made.
Business Development Company. A variation of the venture capital and SBIC
themes, Business Development Companies (BDCs) emerged from the 1980
Small Business Incentive Act. This law allows SBICs to go public in seeking
investors and concurrently frees them from a number of legal obstacles. One of
the real advantages for BDC fund managers is that, unlike traditional venture
capital funds that only pay management salaries, BDCs can offer 20 percent of
the profits to its managers. The law increases the leverage capabilities of the
fund and allows newly formed BDCs to circumvent certain SEC regulations.

eQUiTY SPliTTinG
For the entrepreneur seeking funding there comes a time when the only way to secure
financial resources is by offering a “piece of the pie” and surrendering equity to
an investor. When looking for investors, one thing never changes. In attempting to
determine the value of the firm and how much equity to yield, no matter what valuation
the entrepreneur places on his or her company, the investor always thinks it is worthless.
Moreover, the golden rule applies: “He who has the gold, rules.”
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For the entrepreneurs who own 100 percent of their company, the best defense may
be to insist in guarding their company’s equity and not sell more than a small percent
of ownership, under any circumstances. In case of an entrepreneurial team however, it
is more difficult to prevent dividing the pie because if the team’s equity is too small
this will diminish the incentives of the team members.
In placing a value on the entrepreneurial firm and the amount of equity splitting
they should share, venture capital firms use different valuation methods also depending
on the type of business and industry. They generally apply a discounted cash flow to
the return of their investment money at the end of five years. If it is a startup where
the entrepreneurs have very little invested and short track records, they seek a higher
discounted cash flow in the neighborhood of 40 to 50 percent, than in a less risky
situation where they may use 30 percent, or they estimate the discounted cash flow
price/earnings ratio multiples required to apply to fifth year earnings for example, by
differentiating based on the industry and the ownership level, type, and quality. Others
ask hypothetically, how much this company would be worth if it were public today
and of course frequently, this is a lower price than the entrepreneurs would accept.
Thus, they look at a range of a 30 to 40 percent compounded return on investment
projections trying to determine the entrepreneur’s reasonableness.
Finally, the amount of capital being raised is crucial and has to be a credible request.
An accurate method to determine the amount of capital required is to project cash flow
over a 12-month period, showing the accumulated loss at the eventual turnaround
when sales pass the break-even level. The sum of the losses, plus a hedge of 20 to 30
percent, is the amount of capital needed. Entrepreneurs should indicate in the business
plan the amount of ownership they expect to keep, making it a point of potential
negotiations. They should remember the plight of the first person ever to have eaten a
lobster: he had to convince others that it was good (“Splitting the Equity,” 1981).

GoinG PUBlic
The goal of achieving financial independence through the transforming of sweat equity
into bottom line earnings is not to be discounted among the various pursuits of the
entrepreneur. The use of an underwriter for public offerings can cost a firm a flat
10 percent fee plus other expenses, which can account for another 10 percent of the
proceeds. In dealing with the Securities and Exchange Commission, creditors, the
National Association of Securities Dealers, and the public, underwriters can provide
an expertise not easily attainable by entrepreneurs.
Some underwriters who specialize in high technology stock, only process firm
commitment offerings. In this case, the underwriter buys all of the shares offered
by the company and then resells them to the public. Some entrepreneurs, however,
choose to “fly solo” with their offerings and issuing costs can be cut by as much as
75 percent.
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Once the decision is made to go public, a company can choose one of four ways
to file a registration statement with the Securities & Exchange Commission:
•

•

•

•

S-1. This is the SEC’s general filing registration, but it can be burdensome for
small firms, especially startups. Its major drawback is that it requires maximum
disclosure and reporting in both the offering and quarterly reports, and it
constitutes a last resort if the firm cannot use any of the other types of filings. It
is the only choice, however, for all oil, gas, and mining ventures, which cannot
file any other way.
S-2. This is a special filing procedure for startups, and requires different
information than other methods concerning greater details about what the
proceeds of the offering will be used for and the people behind the company.
This registration is intended only for companies with no substantial sales or net
income for the past five years. Few companies choose S-2 filings.
S-18. This form was designed to help businesses raise relatively large amounts
of money without filing with SEC headquarters in Washington, as required
with S-1. This type of filing is handled by SEC regional offices closer to the
company, and there are a number of requirements to be met: The securities
must be sold for cash; the firm must be incorporated in and operate principally
in the U.S. or Canada; and it may not constitute an investment company or
offer limited partnerships.
Regulation A. This is not actually a filing but an exemption from certain filing
requirements and it works as a type of mini-registration procedure. Regulation
A offerings can be filed through SEC regional offices, but the company cannot
raise more than $1.5 million. Once the company has gone public, it does not
have to file 10-K, 10-Q, or interim 8-Q forms if the company has fewer than
500 shareholders and less than $1 million in assets (Lindorff, 1980).

In light of the increased number of initial public offerings by smaller firms, the
Securities and Exchange Commission has recently taken a number of steps to reduce
the regulatory burden on smaller firms interested in raising capital. This, along with
changes in capital gains taxes, might continue to fuel more public offerings.

conclUSion
Despite their occasionally considerable potential, entrepreneurial firms quite often
have difficulties obtaining outside equity capital. They are often in the early stage of
development and have little or no track record or collateral, and they are therefore seen
as risky investments by banks and other lending institutions (Van Osnabrugge, 1998).
Whether venture capitalists or business angels, investors will always be in the same
predicament: how to ascertain the true potential value of the venture proposal and/
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or stocks being offered. Can entrepreneurs “stack” the deck in their favor? Can they
increase their chances of succeeding? In terms of funding needs and funding sources,
one chapter cannot thoroughly review the numerous funding sources available to
the entrepreneur. But the key to success lies in the venture’s value concept idea, its
strategic target market, the original feasibility study, the venture’s formal business
plan, the financial statements, and the quality of the management of the firm proving
the ability to “execute.” Information pertaining to the following factors should be also
thoroughly examined and reexamined to allay any fears of failure because entrepreneurs
will be doing both themselves and their investors or lenders a tremendous disservice
if they enter into any new venture ill prepared. However, once ready, the enormous
possibilities and variety of financing options justify a very optimistic outlook about
funding the new venture. The ability to obtain money when needed is as necessary
to the operation of the business as is a good location, the right equipment, reliable
sources of supplies and materials, or a competent work force. The amount of money
requested should always depend on the purpose for which these funds are required,
and should be crystal clear to the entrepreneur, and relatively easy to communicate to
investors and lenders.

ADDITIONAL WEBSITE INFORMATION
Topic

Web Address

Description

www.cinemarquee.com/magic/
venture.html

List of websites that
offer venture capital
funding

Sources of
Capital Funding

www.businessfinance.com/

Business loan
programs for
financing your needs,
suggestions for sources
of capital funding, links
to credit institutions,
loan opportunities, and
much more

Bootstrapping

www.entrepreneur.
com/Your_Business/YB_
SegArticle/0,4621,303443,00.html

An article from
entrepreneur.com that
talks about the method
of bootstrapping

Venture
Funding
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ADDITIONAL WEBSITE INFORMATION CONTINUED

Small Business
Administration
Loans

Going Public

SBA (504)
Certified
Development
Company
Program
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www.sba.gov

Home page for
the small business
administration,
valuable information
on how to start,
manage, and finance
your business, as
well as link to related
business opportunities

www.sec.gov

Gives information
about the SEC, forms
to fill out, regulatory
actions, investor
information, news
statements and
litigation reports

http://nadco.org/NADCO/welcome.
html

The National
Association of
Development
Companies (NADCO) is
a trade association of
Certified Development
Companies (CDCs) companies that have
been certified by
the Small Business
Administration (SBA)
to provide funding
for small businesses
under the SBA 504
Program. This site
contains general
information for small
businesses that would
like to learn more
about the SBA 504 loan
program as well as
information on the 504
industry for NADCO’s
Certified Development
Company members
and affiliate members.
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ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion conTinUeD

Venture Capital
and business
Angels

Small business
Investment
Companies

www.vfinance.com

Helpful website for
finding sources of
venture capital and
business angels.
Provides help to
entrepreneurs,
investors, Public
companies and
institutions

www.nasbic.org

Homepage for the
National Association
of Small business
Investment Companies.
Acts as the voice for
these companies
before Congress and
the Administration.
Provides resources and
information such as
publications for small
business investment
companies
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keY TeRMS
Bootstrapping: A type of creative financing in which the entrepreneur uses his/her
own few resources as little as possible while using other people’s resources, such as
credit cards as much as possible.
Re-lend plan: A plan in which a small business buys the property being financed,
and the certified development company is a conduit through which SBA guaranteed
debentures and the non-federal financing flow to the small business concern.
lease plan: A plan in which a development company owns the property and leases it
to the small firm.
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ReView QUeSTionS
1. Distinguish between short-term money and term money, and give an example of each.
2. Describe the Re-lend plan and the Lease Plan.
3. Describe two of the three hidden funding alternatives.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
Attracting outside investment in any endeavor is tough and most of the time is a
very frustrating experience. My own drama has played out over the past two years
as I watched my severance package from Indian Motorcycle Company disappear; our
family’s short and long term savings dwindled while our debt on our credit cards rose
beyond any reasonable level. My personal credit has been trashed and family and
friends have been stretched past their normal operating limits. All this because the
funding is almost here, just another week; one more day… The bottom line: if you
can’t stand the heat, don’t go in the kitchen; if you don’t want to run with the big
dogs, stay on the porch. These old sayings are all true. My six-month plan to raise the
necessary funding for LifeGuard America turned into a two-year plan! Along the way,
however, I have attracted some of the most creative and influential people imaginable
to the venture. Our legal firm of Johnson, Jones, Dornblaser, Coffman and Shorb has
been incredibly helpful during the process. They worked long hours over the Christmas
holidays to create our Private Placement Memorandum, a key document for our fund
raising effort. They also put together a comprehensive Operating Agreement for our
limited liability company. These two documents with our business plan serve as the
cornerstone for our funding efforts. We made the early decision to sell them an equity
position in LifeGuard America for their work to get us to full funding. It is an excellent
way for a small startup to leverage the service it needs to get to full funding.
Lessons learned over the past two years:
•
•
•
•

•
•

If you can afford it, get a professional fund-raising partner. It will be money
well spent.
If not, forget brokers; talk directly to the checkbooks. Nobody, but nobody
tells your story like you do.
Generate a list of potential investors and work that list.
When it comes to investors, go with your gut. If it does not feel right, it
probably isn’t. If it looks like a duck, quacks like a duck, waddles like a duck,
cook it and eat it for dinner; it was a duck.
Don’t waste time with lenders if you don’t have the assets or the ability to
offer credible personal guarantees.
If you are like me, the Small Business Administration Loan Program was
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•

a waste of time because we are a service company with very little need for
capital equipment and a pre-revenue startup that equates to HIGH RISK.
Do not waste precious time hoping or wishing your way into funding. It is
time-consuming work that takes an enormous amount of energy and requires
you to be always the optimist, always positive, and above all, always honest
with others and yourself.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.

What appears to be the single most important factor to Mr. Fitzpatrick in terms of
fund raising?
2. What type of funding source would be the most appropriate for LifeGuard America
in your opinion?
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9

VenTURe inFRASTRUcTURe:
Product/Service, and Marketing considerations
(CAN WE PLAN THE PRODUCT AND MARKETING INFRASTRUCTURE?)
learning objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To understand the complexity of the marketing function
To investigate the product life cycle concept and its importance for marketing
To connect the market segmentation process with the strategic market targeting process
To relate the marketing concept with the marketing mix
To examine the intricacies of market research
To obtain insight into the development of a comprehensive strategic marketing plan

Topic outline
Introduction
The What And Why Of Marketing
The Marketing Concept
The Product Life Cycle
Market Segmentation
The Marketing Mix
Product Or Service
Price
Promotion
Placement
Internet Marketing
Market Research
Strategic Market Planning: Putting It All Together
Conclusion
References
Review Questions

“If a man can write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make a
better mouse trap than his neighbor, though he builds his house in the
woods, the world will make a beaten path to his door.”
(R. W. Emerson)
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inTRoDUcTion
It is a scary reality: e-commerce sites turn over their customers at the rate of 60 percent
every six weeks (Campanelli, 2001). If this happens to internet sites where shopping is
so easy, imagine how difficult it is for a regular store, shop, or service provider to find
new customers to replace the ones that were lost, especially since lost customers rarely
return, and most likely they are lost forever. The answer to this dramatic issue lies in
marketing efforts to build customer loyalty. The venture’s infrastructure relating to the
product or service and related marketing considerations needs to be designed in such a
way as to develop long-term relationships with customers. The venture’s marketing mix
and its related 4 Ps, Product, Promotion, Place, and Price, must provide real as well as
perceived incentives, for customer retention. Before designing this specific marketing
mix however, the entrepreneur needs to know the venture’s niche, in terms of “why
would a customer buy?” as well as the venture’s strategic target market, in terms of
“who buys, how many they buy, when do they buy, how do they buy, and where do they
buy?” as discussed extensively earlier. This type of information conceptualized earlier
will help entrepreneurs lay the foundation for the venture’s product and marketing
infrastructure and select the appropriate marketing strategy.

THe wHAT AnD wHY oF MARkeTinG
It would be helpful to revisit Frieda Caplan’s story summarized earlier. Frieda Caplan
started Frieda’s Finest, a wholesaler of exotic fruit and vegetables in Los Angeles
many years ago, and nurtured the business relying on instinct, simple marketing tools,
and her willingness to keep an open mind as far as her target market is concerned, into
a multimillion-dollar company. The result is the right marketing strategy based on a
unique design of the venture’s product and marketing infrastructure, by aiming at just
the right strategic market target. Frieda’s success factors were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation: To be successful, you have to be totally open to weird new concepts.
Convenience: Market the firm’s wares as product lines, not individual commodities,
as well as offer the luxury of one-stop shopping for hard-to-get items.
Niche: Frieda took on business that mainstream wholesalers turned away.
Know the industry: Frieda noticed the national trend toward more variety in
grocer produce departments.
Definition of the target market: Frieda virtually reinvented vegetables by
adding new exotic items.
Quality: She offered a predictable and consistent standard of quality.
Research and Development: She tested the vegetables in the kitchen before
adding a new one into the target market product mix.
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•
•
•

The use of publicity: She did have the potential to generate excitement and
news coverage.
Recognize your limitations: Know that if something takes off, that business
will be “alone” for a limited period of time.
Position the company as a leader: Frieda conducted retail supermarket
seminars, lectures on produce theory, bulletins for retailers, and newsletters
for consumers (Larson, 1989).

Frieda Caplan’s story is once again about the ability to evoke the key benefit of the
ventures’ value concept to the customers, by effectively implementing a marketing
strategy in a competitive environment. It is also about testing this value concept
continuously with prospects and customers by defining, redefining, and adapting to the
venture’s strategic target market, and finally it is all about growing a thriving venture
by “sticking” to a successful and unique product and marketing infrastructure, which
creates not only brand identity and customer loyalty, but also persuades new prospective
customers to buy products and services (such as Frieda’s fruits and vegetables) they
had never seen, heard, or tasted before.
Most people, when they hear the word marketing, invariably relate it to
advertising. There is a great deal more to marketing than that. The American
Marketing Association defines “Marketing” as the process of planning and executing
the conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods, and services
to create exchanges (sales). A different and more specific definition of Marketing
is that of “manipulation,” not of customers, but rather of a business. Businesses
that are able to reengineer their organizational structures around markets and new
market opportunities are in the best position to respond to customer needs and
changing market conditions (Best, 1999). Even though the definition as presented
here suggests a for-profit environment, most marketers will agree that not-for-profit
organizations also participate in marketing activities.
Marketing, as an established discipline, is relatively young in the realm of other
business disciplines, coming of age really in the past century. Numerous principles
of marketing, however, have generated considerable attention during this period and
have guided countless companies to tremendous success. A few of these principles that
will be discussed in this chapter include: the marketing concept; the marketing mix;
the product life cycle; market segmentation; and marketing research.

THe MARkeTinG concePT
Like most of the principles that have emerged from the marketing discipline, the
marketing concept has not been without controversy and debate. Because it focuses
on the customer’s point of view, this concept has stimulated a great deal of research
on consumer needs and market characteristics (Turner & Spencer, 1997). In fact, even
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after all these years, there is no universally accepted definition. Regardless of the
controversy, the marketing concept as opposed to marketing per se, can be defined
as follows:
The marketing concept is a business philosophy, which requires that all organization
members focus their efforts on customer satisfaction, that management emphasizes
marketing strategy and planning, and that the organization strives to earn a profit
through selectively meeting customer needs. (Peterson, 1989, p. 38)
A firm’s marketing concept does not need to have elaborate plans supported by exhaustive
studies and well-crafted theories. Rather, it needs to be practical, beginning with the
product or service itself and the value concept it represents; investigates its demand
or supply driven target market and the price that this market can bear; decides how
to best promote the product’s value concept in the strategic target market; and finally,
examines how the potential customer will be able to find the business and the product
in the marketplace and deal with it. This marketing mix of four Ps, namely Product,
Price, Promotion, and Place is not difficult to discern and coordinate, but it demands
conscientious and considerable efforts in order to deliver the desired outcomes.
It can be argued that by adopting the marketing concept, American companies have
abandoned a previous philosophy that has made this country great, namely innovation,
because by following the marketing concept of strictly satisfying customer needs,
companies have changed from a technological supply-push perspective, to a demandpull strategy. Emphasizing the importance of “manipulating” and setting marketing
goals for the demand-pull target market which already exists and working tirelessly
to satisfy them may stifle new product development and innovation; there is no need
to risk trying to satisfy a previously unrecognized supply-pull need by engaging in
innovative activities. There are, however, two sides to this debate, because sometimes
it is just as important to change course when opportunities arise as it is pursuing
existing, successful, strategic, demand-driven target markets. The reinvention of a firm
and a firm’s product shows commitment toward a renewal of the venture’s competitive
advantage edge through productivity enhancements and innovation. It also shows to
existing customers that the firm is committed to that type of business and is focused on
bringing improvements to their perceived value concept, while at the same time, luring
prospective new customers who all of a sudden find the new enhanced value concept
appealing, when the old value concept had not been perceived as yielding enough
value to make them commit and become customers (Moran, 2000).
Kotite (1989) expands on this idea, by suggesting three reasons for success in a
venture’s “reinventive” marketing concept:
1. The entrepreneur’s ability to recognize niches and move quickly on the opportunity
2. The small firm’s ability to foster more of a “team spirit” in its marketing efforts,
bringing together entrepreneurs, employees and the customers themselves
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3. The ability of entrepreneurial firms to adapt larger company strategies without
the unwieldy management structure and problems
This also implies that the entrepreneurial sector of the economy is responsible for the
creation of a very innovative and “reinventive” marketing concept that characterizes
most new venture opportunities and subsequently creates most of the new employment
in this country. For example, in an economy that is being shaped more and more by
the growing number of working mothers, two-career couples and of less leisure time,
the need for the reinvention of existing value concepts in time-saving alternatives and
related specialized services will be tremendously successful.

THe PRoDUcT liFe cYcle
Another marketing principle that has far-reaching implications for the entrepreneurial
venture is the product life cycle (PLC). This concept is based on the hypothesis that
a product or brand or industry passes through a number of stages during its lifetime,
namely, introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. These stages are defined by
inflection points in the rate of growth of a product’s sales, which typically follow an
S-shaped curve. As the new product is introduced and if successful, diffused, sales
grow slowly first and steeply later, until a point when sales mature and flatten, and
later start declining slowly at first, and rapidly at the end. The slow introductory stage
of growth reflects the difficulty of overcoming buyer inertia stimulating trials of the
product in the strategic target market. Rapid growth occurs as more buyers rush into the
market once the product’s value has proven and/or is perceived as useful or necessary.
Complete penetration of the product’s strategic target market and its potential buyers is
eventually reached, causing the rapid growth to stop and to level off to the underlying
rate of growth of the relevant buyer group. Finally, growth will eventually taper off
as new substitute products appear on the market or the product becomes and/or is
perceived to be obsolete or without value worth purchasing anymore.
Although there have been minor modifications of the PLC concept such as
describing more stages than the four given above, the basic underlying principles have
remained constant over the years. The major debate usually has centered on the actual
application of the concept. Life-cycle research can be one of the best techniques for
attempting to predict how a particular product will turn out (Modis, 1994). Much of
the criticism of the PLC however, has focused on firms that have used the concept as
a sole source of a marketing planning tool (Lambkin & Day, 1989). Michael Porter
(1980), well known in the area of strategic planning, suggests an even more basic flaw
in the application of the concept:
The real problem with the product life cycle as a predictor of industry evolution
is that it attempts to describe one pattern of evolution that will invariably occur. . .
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Since actual industry evolution takes so many different paths, the life cycle pattern
does not always hold. . . Nothing in the concept allows it to predict when it will
hold and when it will not. (p. 162)
The implications for the entrepreneur are very pointed. If adherence to the PLC
theoretical concept is accurate and inflexible, then the only place where small firms can
be found thriving is in the introduction and early growth stage. Once the entrepreneur
has provided the innovation and tested the waters confirming that indeed an opportunity
exists, larger companies possessing the advantage of economies of scale will force
them out.
Entrepreneurs exit during the growth stage because of their “personal predilection”
with the innovation stage (Simurda, 1989). Even though this is often the case, there
are notable exceptions. If they, instead, made an effort to emphasize quality and
“reinvention” of their competitive edge, as much as they initially emphasized innovation,
then their ability to compete would increase significantly because their competitive
advantage, as determined at the introduction of their innovative product or service,
will be enhanced.
You may have given your career to creating a device, but eighteen months down
the pike somebody else is going to come in and undercut you. Neglecting to keep
ahead of the competitors in terms of quality is at least as important as lack of
capitalization in the failure of start-up businesses. (p. 127)

MARkeT SeGMenTATion
Two general approaches can be pursued in targeting a company’s goods and services
to consumers. Some companies will elect to attempt achieving a certain level of sales
by focusing on the entire population. This mass marketing strategy defines everyone
as a potential buyer.
A second approach that is more economical and in line with the capabilities of a
small firm is strategic target market segmentation, by taking advantage of a specific
strategic window of opportunity in combination with the venture’s strategic competence,
as discussed earlier. In this approach, the firm will focus its marketing efforts at one or
a few closely related elements within the population. Segmentation is a very popular
marketing technique because sales in segmented target markets can be generated more
efficiently than with mass market marketing approaches (Cross, 1999).
To pursue this second approach, the firm will generally group these potential
customers into market segments of unique customer needs and/or purchase behaviors,
or some similar demographic, economic, social, or cultural characteristics. Market
segmentation also determines the possible multiple target market strategies and thus
leads to greater efficiencies in marketing strategy implementation. For example,
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lifestyle influences, such as differences in values, attitudes, and personal interests
contribute to different needs. By identifying a specific target market segment on a
particular lifestyle, the marketing strategy may cross and get implemented into a
different demographic age, race, or sex target market segment in order to identify
customers with similar lifestyle needs. Markets, for example, might be segmented on
the basis of any of the following characteristics either individually, or coupled into
groups and forming market segment combinations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age
Sex
Race
Income Level
Educational Level
Lifestyles
Geographic Location
Customer concentration density
Type of product usage
Frequency of usage
Time of usage

The specific configuration of the target market segment that may emerge from the market
segmentation process can be formulated and assessed using the following criteria (Best, 1999):
1. Need-based segmentation by grouping customers under the umbrella of a
specific customer or consumption need, benefit, or value concept solving a
specific consumption problem
2. Segment identification by defining the demographics, lifestyles, and usage
behaviors that make a needs-based segment distinct, identifiable, and “actionable”
3. Segment attractiveness by using predetermined segment attractiveness criteria,
such as volume, customer concentration density, ease of distribution, etc.
4. Segment profitability by calculating the marketing contribution of a target
market segment which can be calculated as follows:
{[(Market Share x Market Demand) x (Revenues per customer - Variable
Costs per customer)] - Marketing Expenses}
5. Segment positioning by defining and interpreting the target market segment’s
value concept proposition into a product-price positioning strategy based on
that segment’s unique identification
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6. Segment “Acid Test” by testing the attractiveness of each market segment’s
product-price positioning strategy through “market segment” descriptive
storyboards on the product’s value concept
7. Segment Marketing Mix Strategy by expanding the product-price positioning
strategy to include all aspects of the marketing mix: product, price, promotion,
and place
Market segmentation therefore, presupposes that we may be able to distinguish with
accuracy relatively homogeneous groups of customers who can be targeted similarly
because they share needs and preferences. Market segmentation however, involves
viewing a heterogeneous market as a number of smaller homogeneous markets, in
response to differing preferences, attributable to the desires of customers for more
precise satisfactions of their varying wants. That in itself creates problems in clearly
identifying homogeneous groups of customers with extreme accuracy (Wedel, 2001).

THe MARkeTinG MiX
While the marketing concept provides a philosophical basis for evaluating the direction
of the marketing plan, an assessment of the marketing mix helps the entrepreneur
to integrate the various components of the total marketing program. Specifically, the
marketing mix can be defined as the blend of Product, Price, Promotion, and Placement
(distribution) that satisfies the demands of the firm’s chosen market segment. Many
people encounter the marketing mix concept through its more familiar name: “the four
Ps of marketing.”
The challenge to the entrepreneur in “fitting” the four elements of the marketing
mix into a strategic marketing plan is a formidable task. In order to satisfy the needs
of the strategic target market segment, the entrepreneur must carefully mix the right
product, at the right price, with the appropriate amount of promotion and distribution
to satisfy the vacillating needs of the “occupants” of the target market segment.
In adapting the four Ps of marketing, there are some useful guidelines that may
prove invaluable to the small firm in the development of the venture’s marketing
infrastructure. The following sections provide a more comprehensive analysis of the
marketing mix.

Product or Service
Generally, the first marketing decision confronted by the entrepreneur concerns the
product or service that will be offered to consumers in the specific target market. The
key here is, of course, to transform the needs and wants of the consumer into a viable
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product or service of real and/or perceived value, in order to attract and keep customers.
Some of the greatest examples of product response to shifting demographics can be seen
in the marketing of products and/or services to women. In recent years some unique
products and services have been marketed to working women. Mind Safety Appliances
Company offers a “pared down” version of a hard hat for women construction workers.
In addition, magazines starting with MS. have flooded the market with such titles
as Working Woman, Self, and Women Who Work. There are a number of factors that
impact the product decision. They include quality, features and options, style, brand
name, packaging, and warranty:

•

Quality. Most people associate quality with price. Injecting quality into a
product may or may not, in fact, be a revenue enhancer, but will always add
to the production cost. Studies suggest that quality may not be as related to
cost as once thought. Curry and Riesz (1988) and Shoemaker (1986) suggest
that quality is not as important as the stage the product is in, in its life cycle
(i.e. introduction, growth, etc). Other researchers such as Zeithaml (1988) and
Tellis (1988) maintain that quality is just one of the many important influences
on price. Mag Instruments illustrates all too well that this is probably the case.
Mag Instruments manufactured the best flashlight that could be produced.
Initially, the higher selling price was in fact due to the high quality. Years later,
when the technology could easily be replicated and the flashlight manufactured
more efficiently by imitators, the higher price for a Mag flashlight was not
because of the better quality, but to protect Mag’s trade secrets and patents
(Brown, 1988).

•

Features and Options. Does the consumer need a microwave oven or a
dishwasher with a memory, cars with wipers on the rear window, blenders with
27 different speeds, or a briefcase that is burglarproof? All of these products
simply represent variations on a theme designed to entice the consumer with
one more feature or one more option. Is this true innovation? Maybe it is, if
this is what consumers really need and attach value to it.

•

Style. American society is indeed very conscious of style and status differences.
Fashion changes, in particular, force consumers to choose between staying “in”
or “out” of style. Are the ties too wide? Are the lapels too narrow? Are miniskirts in or out? How about color? This year blue is in, but next year. . .?

•

Brand Name. The power of brand recognition should not be underestimated.
Every organization, every product has a brand, which becomes the firm’s
reputation. Brands are not invented, but rather discovered by customers who
match a message to a product’s performance. But, the name alone does not
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always work. Levi Strauss tried to utilize its brand name in marketing a line of
men’s suits and failed at the venture, because they strayed from their primary
product/market identification–jeans. On the other hand, the Jordache label has
been used very successfully on literally dozens of products, all bearing the
very familiar Jordache emblem.
•

Packaging. Oftentimes the key to successfully marketing a product is not
found in differentiating that product, but rather in distinguishing the package.
Planters has done an outstanding job of promoting not the quality of their dryroasted peanuts, which are, after all, somewhat generic in size and taste, but
rather the development of marketing campaigns around the packaging of the
peanut. Likewise, Avon has relied for years upon the uniqueness of its “limited
edition” cosmetic containers in marketing its hundreds of cosmetics. Products
may not be easily differentiated as such, but packaging does by adding a real
or perceived uniqueness to the product. There are, of course, thousands of
examples of packaging innovations (Celestial Seasonings tea, long-neck beer
bottles, L’eggs stockings, to name a few) that are indirectly admitting to the
consumer that “our product might not be unique but our package is.” Research
has shown that color is the most important packaging element, followed by
shape, numbers, words as well as graphics on the package, and finally size
(Beresford, 1997).

•

Warranty. One of the greatest consumer fears is to be “stuck” with a lemon.
Internationally, Sears has capitalized on this by providing wary consumers
with an ironclad warranty. Consumers, of course, do pay extra for the solace
of purchasing a worry-free product, but the product’s value concept is a
combination of value concepts: the value concept of the product per se, and the
value concept of peace of mind. Extended warranty programs are a significant
proportion of “hard good” sales, such as appliances, automobiles, etc.

Price
No area within the marketing mix is as devoid of sound scientific explanation and
direction as is pricing. This may be even more critical for the new entrepreneur,
where even a minor miscalculation can spell disaster. Some researchers recommend
using pricing to maximize sales, others call for pricing inventory at such a level as
to increase inventory turnover, while still others emphasize pricing levels to ensure
profit maximization. There is far more to the pricing concept than any one of these
approaches. All too often, price is simply established in reaction to what competitors
are charging or what the market will bear. In order for the entrepreneur to remain
successful over time, a more sophisticated approach must be taken because it does
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small firm owners nothing but a disservice to sell a product or service at the same or
lower price than a competitor if they will ultimately be losing money from the sale.
Pricing often remains an art despite claims to the contrary. But in many cases, the price
includes hard-to-identify sociological and psychological factors. Thus, the pricing
process is sometimes incredibly arbitrary, and, after considering costs and prices of
similar products, it very often takes the form of a wild guess. Therefore, the first step
in setting price is to understand revenues, cost, and profit.
It is absolutely essential to have a profit target during any financial evaluation
in setting a product’s price. Some business firms hit their profit target more often
than others, because they keep their operations aimed in that direction, never losing
sight of it. Ending the year with a profit is reserved for the firms who always strive
for outstanding performance. To keep the firm pointed toward profit and achieve this
outstanding performance, some profit analysis principles need to be identified and
applied, as identified below:
•

KNOW YOUR REVENUES. Each revenue source must be identified for each
of the product lines and for the operations as a whole.

•

KNOW YOUR COSTS. All cost items must be known in detail, so cost figures
can be compared as a percentage of sales and as operating ratios. The costs must
be itemized so that the ones that seem to be rising or falling can be identified
easily and quickly, based on experience and cost figures for the industry. An
important thing to remember is that profit is not only a function of revenues,
but also a function of the cost level (Profit = Sales Revenues – Costs).

•

KNOW YOUR PROFIT. The pricing of the products or services must provide
an adequate profit to cover the costs. Pricing must be monitored closely in
order to be alert in adjusting prices due to rising costs or in order to remain
competitive. There should be no hesitation in dropping a “loser” product from
the product lineup.

•

KNOW THE TAX IMPLICATIONS OF YOUR EXPENSES. Major decisions
must be determined early, in order to minimize taxable income.

A simple breakeven analysis can also provide the owner with a graphic representation of
how cost, revenues, and selling price are related. The first element and one often ignored
or underestimated by the entrepreneur, is the fixed costs. How much will it cost to keep
the doors open if no sales are made? These costs might include rent, utilities, insurance,
administrative salaries, etc. Next, a clear understanding must be established for the
variable costs of what it takes to produce each and every unit, in terms of raw materials,
labor, and selling expenses. Once these two cost measures are known, determining what
markup to add to the total cost will provide a valuable pricing direction.
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Breakeven analysis determines how many units need to be produced and sold in
order to break even and cover at least total costs (fixed and variable costs).
Break Even Point =

$Total Fixed Costs
=
             $Unit Price – $Unit Variable Cost

# BEP units

Breakeven Analysis is a quick-screening device that can determine whether or not it is
worthwhile to employ more intensive and costly analysis such as discounted cash flow,
which requires large amounts of expensive-to-get data. Breakeven analysis also permits
comparison of alternative product designs and specifications with a different cost mix,
before the specifications are determined by examining trade-offs, since each product
design has its own cost implications, which obviously affects price and marketing
feasibility. Finally, breakeven analysis also serves as a substitute for estimating an
unknown factor in making “go” or “no-go” project decisions, since there are always
many variables to consider such as demand, costs, price, and other factors. While
most expenses can be determined fairly easily, profit and demand are usually the only
two unknown variables that remain. Since demand is usually tougher to estimate, by
deciding that profit must at least be zero (the breakeven point), the entrepreneur can
then fairly simply calculate the demand that is needed to make the project a reasonable
undertaking. Of course, this demand figure at breakeven needs to be related with the
product’s estimated future market share in order to determine the ultimate worthiness
of the product or project, and this is a matter of careful evaluation and business sense.
The result of this analysis will determine the firm’s margins that will serve as
guidelines for ensuring a tight reign on costs and revenues, and consequently a better grip
on the consequences of alternative pricing levels. Margin results should be compared
with industry peers in order to get valuable insight into the venture’s performance.
GROSS MARGIN = What percent of sales are/should be the cost of production?
Gross Profit
Net Sales Revenues
OPERATING MARGIN = What percent of sales are/should be the cost of total
operations?
Operating Profit
Net Sales Revenues
NET PROFIT MARGIN = What percent of every dollar of sales constitutes/should
constitute profit?
Net Profit
Net Sales Revenues
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Retail pricing is somewhat different than manufacturing with different sets of margins.
Most retail stores use a markup system of pricing, and this usually means that a certain
amount of inventory stock will be sold under markup, so that an average gross margin
will be achieved. Emerging trends in retailing however, have begun to blur the accuracy
of this approach. Many retailers offer their products and services at a premium price,
because more people in a specific area, region, or demographic market segment have
more discretionary income, so these retailers succeed in mass marketing at a premium
margin (Sheth, 1983).
In addition, shifts toward a service oriented economy and more home-based
businesses have led to a shift in product offerings. One industry affected by this trend
is office supplies. A few years ago manufacturers of office supplies sold to only a
handful of wholesalers, who in turn sold to a few retailers in a given market, with only
the biggest companies being able to receive any price break because of economies
of scale. One retailer that has been able to change this setup has been Staples. Tom
Stemberg, the founder of Staples, decided to take the office supply industry into the
supermarket arena, even at less than a 3 percent margin, far below the traditional
industry average of 10 percent (Solomon, 1989).
Another trend that is having a profound influence on pricing policies in the retail
sector is direct sales companies. As society becomes more “time poor” the acceptance
of higher prices and consequently higher margins when shopping by mail or phone
is becoming more prevalent. With no middlemen to include in the pricing formula,
margins are high enough to sometimes create price reductions, and thus, this segment
of retailing is growing at a rate of more than double that of in-store retailing (Peterson,
Albaum, & Ridgeway, 1989).
Strategically speaking, pricing for a new product can usually be approached in
either of two directions. The company can have a goal of building a large initial
market share by charging a low price for market penetration purposes. Alternatively,
the company can feature a high price directed at making as high a profit as possible,
before other competitors enter the market. This strategy is called “market skimming.”
One thing to keep in mind, of course, is that small firms are normally limited
in their ability to compete against larger companies, which take advantage of their
economies of scale capabilities, precisely because of their size. This is why a better
alternative for the entrepreneur might be the market skimming strategy, at least during
the introduction stage.
		

Promotion
The most exciting aspect of the marketing mix and the area that receives the most
attention is promotion. Promotion can be defined as any communication activity that
increases, either directly or indirectly, sales activity. Most people will obviously relate
advertising to promotion, but there are also numerous other opportunities available
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to promote a product. Promotion however, involves establishing the strategy for
communicating the product/service into the market segment that ultimately leads
to a buying transaction by the consumer. It also involves determining not only the
mode of communication but the content as well. The purpose of the communication
or information is to influence or encourage each party to enter into the transaction/
relationship. This is accomplished by providing information regarding the costs
and benefits of the transaction, or putting in different words the Perception of the
Performance and the Penalty for neglecting its purchase (Yudelson, 1999). The
information may include the nature of the expected benefit as well as information that
is designed to reduce the perceived Penalty/Price associated with the transaction (“low
price,” “free delivery,” “knowledgeable sales staff”).
The most common method of promotion for a majority of small firms is personal
selling. Other categories include public relations, publicity, and sales promotion. A
hybrid category and one receiving considerable recent interest is trade shows.
•

Personal selling. This is one area that most small firms rely on to differentiate
themselves from their larger competitors. In many situations the only difference
between the merchandise carried by a large national chain and a local small firm
is the customized personal selling approach taken by the entrepreneurial firm.

•

Publicity. Many new ventures introduce their innovation using free and unpaid
publicity. Most trade journals, as well as news media shows, can provide just
this type of coverage for the introduction of new products.

•

Trade shows. Another very effective way to promote new products and
services is trade shows. Industry statistics suggest that the cost of closing a
sale for industrial products can be as much as $1000 less per sale using trade
shows compared to personal selling (Bloom, 1988). In fact, a national survey
showed that closing a sale from an exhibition or trade show lead costs on the
average $625 and takes 1.3 follow-up phone calls, compared with $1,117 and
3.7 phone calls needed to close a sale in a different way (“Trade Secrets,” 1999).
Selecting the “right” trade show is important because of different requirements
and promotion goals, and thus certain issues need to be considered, such as
whether typical market segment customers would be attending that trade show,
what specific goals need to be accomplished by participating in the trade show,
what kind of pre-show marketing needs to be undertaken before the show, and
finally what needs to be done to be ready for it (Anderson, 1998).

•

Advertising. Without a doubt, however, the area of promotion that receives
the greatest attention is advertising, defined as any non-personal promotional
activity for which the sponsor pays a fee. If solid market segmentation and
reasonable pricing exist then the foundation for an effective advertising
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campaign is set. Unfortunately, for years the problem of deceptive advertising
has caused considerable attention in the legal world. In the past, there have
been deceptive ads by reputable companies, such as Campbell Soup using
rocks in the bottom of the bowl to make the vegetables come to the top, and
Listerine falsely claiming curing colds. Today, many of the earlier excesses in
the industry have been eliminated. Of even more significance is the criticism
that advertising is fostering a society preoccupied with materialism, cynicism,
irrationality, selfishness, sexual preoccupation, and loss of self-respect. Others
suggest that advertising forces the masses to purchase products they do not need,
or, worse, cannot afford, and has a powerful, detrimental effect on children.
Regardless of the negative opinion held by many toward advertising, there
can be no denying that because of advertising’s effect, sales for firms grow,
jobs are created, and the economy in general flourishes. A study by Aaker and
Bruzzone (1985) identified several areas as being responsible for the majority
of discontent by advertising viewer audiences, and they recommend avoiding
areas of irritation such as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Demonstration of “sensitive” products
Situations that were contrived, phony, unbelievable or over dramatized
Individuals being “put down” because of their appearance
Important relationships, such as father/son for example, being threatened
Demonstrations of personal discomfort
The creation of uncomfortable psychological tension
Unattractive or unsympathetic characters or poor casting
Suggestive scenes

The fact that small firms lack name recognition or an established customer
base is the very specific reason why small firms should advertise. There
are alternatives to the higher priced national advertising campaigns, such
as the yellow pages which can have quite a promotional impact if the ad
has enhanced readability, complete information, and a clear focus, as well
as colorful and big messages coupled with value-added coupons that can
generate significant response by customers. Regardless of what advertising
method or combination of methods is selected, before doing any advertising
some preliminary research is necessary, to determine first and foremost
what makes a business unique. These unique aspects of the firm and its
product should be emphasized over and over again in all future advertising.
Other areas of concern include: avoiding too much copy in advertising,
getting the audience’s undivided attention, and above all establishing a
budget and sticking to it (Huffman, 1988). The creative philosophy behind
an advertising campaign’s success should be very straightforward: keep it
simple, keep it specific, and keep it believable.
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•

Television. In the past, using prime-time television advertising by any firm except
the largest national firms was virtually unthinkable, due to the prohibitive cost.
Cable television however, opened some interesting possibilities for smaller firms,
either for direct response advertising where the viewer picks up the phone to call
an order or request information, or for regular retail advertising to generate brand
awareness or interest. Access to cable television initially led many small firms
to advertise on local independent channels. Even though the target audiences per
channel of television viewing may be reduced because of the very large number
of channels available, this avenue still offers wide promotional coverage for
the small business owner that is quite affordable. The additional possibilities of
reaching even larger audiences by advertising during slots allocated for local
advertisement on national channels, such as CNN and ESPN have also become
affordable marketing options. Finally, there are additional opportunities during
television station “fire sales” of last minute advertising spots available at large
discounts to fill unsold advertising time (Cotriss, 1998).

•

Radio. Radio has long been a means of promotion used by small business firms.
When the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) relaxed its licensing
requirements, the number of stations has been increasing on an almost daily
basis, targeting specific market segments and audiences. What this means for
the entrepreneur is the ability to reach a more specific target market segment
with messages that can be changed on short notice, at a very affordable
price. In addition, because of the competition for air space, radio stations are
conducting their own marketing research that can be very useful to the small
firm. One company that used an innovative approach using radio advertising
was the architecture and engineering firm of Burt, Hill, Kosar, Rittleman and
Associates of Butler, Pennsylvania (Brown, 1988). While most marketers
are stressing target audiences this firm decided to use a “shotgun” approach,
and elected to advertise on an all-news radio station. Marketing research had
shown that the audience would consist of individuals who would never hire an
architect or be the decision makers in putting up a $20 million building. The
commercials were not even formatted as commercials, but rather each spot was
a sixty-second discussion on general architectural matters. What the firm was
hoping to do was to differentiate the firm from other architectural firms and to
gain name recognition. The approach worked and sales rose significantly as a
result of the promotional campaign.

•

Direct Mail. This is a quite expensive promotional approach but sometimes
it is worth its high cost, since the mailing list usually is designed to contain
likely prospects for a firm’s goods and services in the targeted market segment.
However, the obvious disadvantage is that most people regard direct mail as
“junk mail” and usually toss it away.
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•

Magazines. Large circulation magazines offer high quality reproduction, prestige
and low cost per individual reached. On the other hand, many readers do not
belong to the firm’s target market segment, and the ad is a waste of money and
effort unless the periodical is a special interest publication specifically targeting
the firm’s market segment. Other ways to advertise inexpensively are local and
college newspapers, or other special promotional publications. For print advertising
Meinhardt (1989) suggests ten steps to improve the chance of success:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Set a Budget
Plan Your Campaign
Choose a Publication
Find Inexpensive Help
Write Customer-Oriented Copy
Use Design to Reflect Your Image
Decide When to Advertise
Choose Frequency Over Size
Choose the Best Position in the Print Medium
Test and Follow Up

Many elements of promotion other than advertising have direct bearing on the small
firm community. Judging from the amount of advertising done by just the top ten large
advertising spenders and the escalating cost of advertising (Exhibit 9-1), many small
firms owe their very existence to these other ways of promotion, besides advertising.
EXHIBIT 9-1
Top Ten National Advertisers in 1999
(In Millions of Dollars)
Company
			
General Motors							
Procter & Gamble						
Philip Morris							
Pfizer								
A T & T							
Daimler/Chrysler						
Ford Motor Co.							
Sears, Roebuck							
PepsiCo							
Verizon Communications					

Expenditures
4,040
2,611
2,201
2,142
1,950
1,804
1,639
1,505
1,385
1,312

Source: “Top Ten National Advertisers in 1999,” 2000.
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Most of the promotional opportunities normally described in marketing books offer
some limitations for small ventures. Detailed below are some marketing approaches
with promotional alternatives that have worked for various small firms. Each approach
was successful for a particular business or industry and may not be applicable to all
small firms.
•

Licensing. Sometimes it does not pay to wait until a product gains national
recognition and generates the local and regional profits needed to mount a
national campaign. One alternative is to let someone else’s name do the work,
and buying the rights to a nationally well-known name can do this. Licensing
works quite simply by having a company purchasing the rights to a name,
usually for an up-front fee plus a given percent on royalties of sales. However,
the small firm should exercise caution in applying this strategy because the
name must “fit.” Even if the brand name or the name itself is well known, it
does not mean that the customers will make the association with the small firm’s
product. That is why the length of the license agreement should be sufficiently
long to maximize the worth of the investment into that name, especially since
there is a possibility that the licensor may at some point become a competitor.

•

Private labels. Private label marketing is similar to licensing since the
product is sold with someone else’s name under private labels through known
establishments. Once again, it may be a great promotional strategy, but without
additional resources to market the product, the strategy will fail because it will
not be able to compete with other national brands and labels, regardless whose
private label is used. By deciding to sell under private label names, the company
is able to shift the costs of marketing to the retailer, and the elimination of
these costs enables the company to offer the product at a discount, which, in
turn, allows the retailer to compete against national brand names.

•

Franchising. Although similar to licensing in some respects, franchising is
quite different because of the control issue. A franchisee does, in essence,
purchase a name, but along with this name comes a lack of discretion in
operations. As discussed earlier, franchising is, however, a very versatile tool
for many entrepreneurs to get started, because one of the greatest advantages of
franchising has always been the marketing support provided by the franchisor,
which begins with the instant name recognition of a product or service. Name
recognition does not, however, grow simply by having franchised units
throughout the country. National advertisement, generally supplemented by
advertisement fees paid by the franchisees, provides the continuous exposure
necessary to keep the franchise business on everyone’s “short list.” Subway
Sandwiches knows exactly how important this is to the franchise, and Fred
DeLuca, its founder, attributes much of this success to continuous advertising,
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which allows Subway to be positioned in the public eye as a fresh alternative
to burgers. As a result, Subway has been selected in the past by Entrepreneur
magazine as the number one franchise for three consecutive years. (Fuller,
1990, p. 94).

Placement
The final “P” in the marketing mix is placement or distribution. Transportation is a
major factor here, but proper placement of the product also involves decisions about
distribution outlets. For example, small business owners may find that even local “flea
markets” provide a relatively inexpensive distribution outlet for their products.
Although most people think “location, location, location” when this final “P” of
the marketing mix is addressed, there is much more to consider. Placement is part
of a product’s or service’s value chain and supply chain, in which everyone who has
something to do with a product or service adds some value to it. Along the way, the
placement channel joins the value chain either in a “fingerprint” manner, just touching
a product along its path, or by adding substantial tangible value through the product’s
placement, because marketing channels create value added outlets to reach customers.
Whether the customers are reached through retailers, wholesalers, or directly from the
manufacturer, this is a decision that should be planned carefully in light of the specific
transportation, energy, and channel costs.
Sometimes, real placement value is not found necessarily in exclusive
partnership channel arrangements, which are based on the notion that value is
created in a linear fashion, from idea, to raw materials, to production, to placement,
and to final consumption.
Value can also be created by the effective manipulation of what many call “value
webs,” which are temporary alliances that may only last for the duration of a single
transaction, which may constitute the placement of the venture’s product or service in
a hotel’s lobby during a popular event, for example (Wacker, 2001).
The placement and distribution of a product or service depends on the strategic
competence of the individual venture and the entrepreneur’s ability to take advantage
of the best placement opportunities that will add the most value in the value chain. This
is easier said than done. For example, even though the percentage of small companies
on the Internet keeps rising, astonishly, only 34 percent of businesses with 50 or less
employees surveyed by Gallup for telecommunications giant Verizon had a Web site, a
listing in an online directory, or the ability to send or receive e-mail (“Survey Shows,”
2000). Placement is the most overlooked component of the marketing mix and has
never received the attention it deserves from researchers and practitioners alike.
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inTeRneT MARkeTinG
The Web is becoming a very important player in the relationship between manufacturers,
retailers, and consumers. Although actually part of the marketing mix, e-commerce
needs to be examined separately, not only because of its importance for the future,
but also because it constitutes a comprehensive marketing mix on its own. Internet
marketing serves as an advertising promotion channel, a placement channel, a product
support and customer service channel, and finally has a major influence on the product’s
pricing. Finally, it can provide relatively inexpensive information for market research.
The Internet can be used for advertising by setting a “shopfront” application web
site, where customers can review products. In spite of its advantages however, the
Internet is not as effective for advertising purposes as other advertising channels, such
as television, radio, print media, and direct mail. This is because only small banners
can be shown on screen, the surfer is “out-of-control” since there is no captive market
segment target, and consequently, the cost of “per thousand exposure” becomes too
high. However, these “shopfront” applications when added elements of interactivity,
can be valuable sources of demographic information where customers can send
comments to the Web master, customize their user profiles, etc. The site can further
evolve from this simple interactive ode to becoming a full-fledged placement channel,
where customers can place orders, and customer services and after-sales support can
be provided, in essence replacing expensive toll-free telephone numbers, customer
service operators, and paper-based documentation, with online information that can be
updated easily (Chaudhury, Mallick, & Rao, 2001).

MARkeT ReSeARcH
Market research is essential for any business. It can be defined as the application
of scientific method to acquire knowledge and understanding of consumers, buyers,
competitors, markets, and marketing. In simpler terms, market research is the process
of designing, gathering, analyzing, and reporting information that may be used to
resolve a specific marketing problem (Burns & Bush, 2000). This research provides
the information necessary to identify the market and track changes in that market.
This includes the monitoring of competitors and consumers alike. Most entrepreneurs
rely on their personal experience or their “gut” when evaluating the market for his/her
product/service. Smaller companies really are in a Catch-22 situation. They need the
market research information more than larger companies, yet they are often charged
more, even though they can least afford to pay for it because it is harder to research
their potential “niche” customers. If a major corporation made an error in accessing
a potential market segment target it might mean lower dividends for the year, but if
a small business owner makes the same mistake it probably means locking the doors.
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The American Marketing Association defines market research as the function that links
the consumer, customer, or the public to the marketer through information used to:
identify and define marketing opportunities and problems; generate, refine, and evaluate
marketing actions; monitor marketing performance; and finally, improve understanding
of marketing as a process (Anderson & Bennett, 1988). Market research has often been
blamed for the historically abysmal rate of new product failures. However, some of the
more recent investigations into new product failures tend to exonerate at least some of
the benefits of market research. More often, the failures occur because (1) there were
inadequate investments in research, (2) the research was ignored, (3) what was researched
was not what was launched, (4) there was inadequate marketing and promotional support,
or (5) there was inadequate sales or fulfillment support (Neal, 2002).
Market research is not a perfect science because it deals with people and their
constantly changing likes and dislikes, which can be affected by a myriad of influences,
many of which simply cannot be identified. Market research does, however, try to
learn about a specific market scientifically, and gather facts in an orderly, objective
way in order to find out how things are, not how we think they are or would like them
to be, but what people want to buy, not just what we want to sell them.
Market research sometimes can be a hit-or-miss proposition. Too often research is
based entirely on numbers and a quantitative approach that should be prefaced with
a qualitative investigation. This implies setting some investigative parameters by
looking at the industry to understand what is happening with customer, competition,
and industry trends, as well as the small firm itself. The results of such an investigation
at this preliminary stage can make the design of the research as well as the results of
the quantitative analysis much more valuable (Fuller, 1989). Entrepreneurs must ask
many such qualitative questions when undertaking market research to validate the
existence of their venture’s value concept, or to update, adjust, and possibly, “reinvent”
their existing value concept. This validation needs to be done on a regular basis by
using a combination of market research techniques, as Frieda Kaplan did earlier in
this chapter. The following questions are just a framework of the issues that need to be
investigated in a market research project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the customers and potential prospective customers?
What kind of people are they?
Where do they live?
Can and will they buy?
Am I offering the kinds of goods or services they want, at the best place and
time, and in the right amounts?
Are my prices consistent with what buyers view as fair?
Are my promotional programs working?
Are my placement channels appropriate?
What do customers think of my business?
How does my business compare with my competitors?
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Market research does not have to be fancy and expensive. Data used for marketing
research does not always need to consist of the expensive primary data many market
research firms recommend. It can often be done with much less expensive secondary
information data, already collected for other purposes. It can be done sometimes
for peanuts as one creative discount merchandiser discovered. During a three-day
promotion, the merchant gave away free to customers all the roasted peanuts they
could eat while shopping in his store. By the end of the promotion, the merchant had
“litter trails” that provided information on the traffic patterns within the store. He found
trampled peanut hulls littering the most heavily traveled store aisles, and the highest
concentration in front of displays of merchandise of special interest to his customers.
In short, he learned how they shopped in the store and what they wanted, by observing
their path and by drawing conclusions from what he saw in an organized way of finding
objective answers to questions his business had to answer in order to succeed (U.S.
Small Business Administration, 1979). A select sample of the numerous statistical
sources of secondary data and information that can be used for market research is
provided below in Exhibit 9-2:

EXHIBIT 9-2
Some Sources of Secondary Data and Information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Datapedia of the United States
Demographics USA: Survey of Buying Power
Market Share Reporter
Simmons Study of Media and Markets
Datastar http://www.dialog.com
Dow Jones Interactive http://bis.dowjones.com/index.html
Lexis-Nexis http://www.lexis-nexis.com
Compuserve http://www.compuserve.com
FED World http://www.fedworld.gov
Stat-USA http://www.stat-usa.gov

Sometimes these no-cost and lowered-cost research approaches can be used very
effectively and can make a market research campaign very successful. There are
numerous low cost methods available to the entrepreneur undertaking market research.
These can be as simple as counting cars, comparing license plates, coding coupons,
or just plain people watching. These simple marketing research methodologies might
even be as sophisticated and the information generated as valuable as market research
conducted by professional market research firms, or by the 500 federally-funded
research agencies that must make their research accessible under the StevensonWylcher Technology Innovation Act of 1980.
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Market information floating around can also be extremely beneficial and, better yet,
free. This informational “grapevine” consists of sources such as accountants familiar
with important industry-specific ratios; suppliers in the industry knowledgeable of
what is selling and what is not; or trade associations that collect massive amounts
of information on their industry and share this through trade publications. When the
“grapevine” does not provide sufficient information to estimate the economic strength
of a specific target market segment to suit a firm’s market research needs, and before
undertaking expensive market research campaigns, entrepreneurs can still utilize some
low cost market research alternatives: doing some of the “grunt” market research
work themselves; allowing some latitude in their decision making by using “best
guess” information estimates instead of exact precision; or buying specific sections of
previously-conducted market research studies (Brown, 1988).

STRATeGic MARkeT PlAnninG:
PUTTinG iT All ToGeTHeR
The preparation of a comprehensive marketing plan is essential for the entrepreneur’s
long-term success. The plan itself comprises all of the various topics and issues
examined so far, and should be continuously compared with the initial marketing
assumptions and decisions generated by the venture’s original feasibility analysis, the
original Business Plan itself, and the venture’s original strategic target market analysis.
The point of departure for the market plan as well as the overall venture strategic plan is
the determination of how the venture itself has evolved over time and keeps evolving:
where it came from, where it is now, and where it will be in the future. There seems
to be, however, a number of characteristics that, when included in the marketing plan,
seem to contribute to the venture’s success. These elements of an effective strategic
marketing plan are outlined below in Exhibit 9-3:

EXHIBIT 9-3
Elements of a Strategic Marketing Plan
•

Current Marketing Situation
a. Market
b. Product
c. Competition
d. Distribution channels
e. Macroenvironment (regulation, social, political, technological,
economic)
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•

Opportunity and Issue Analysis
a. Opportunity/Threat analysis
b. Strength/Weakness analysis

•

Qualitative Objectives of sales, market share, and profit
a. Quantitative Financial goals of sales, market share, and profit
b. Quantitative Marketing goals of sales, market share, and
profit

•

Marketing Strategy and Action Plans
a. Identification of strategic target market
b. Identification of strategic target market segment
c. Product strategy
d. Price strategy
e. Promotion strategy (Advertising strategy, Publicity, and
Public Relations)
f. Placement/Distribution/Referral strategy
g. Customer Service strategy
h. Overall Sales strategy

•

Internet Marketing Strategy

•
•

Market Research Strategy
Research and Development Strategy

•
•

Summary of Marketing Strategy (what, when, who, where, how, and how
much)
Projected Financial outcomes

•

Marketing Strategy Evaluation and Monitoring Controls

•

Appendix and Supporting Material

Profitable firms seem to have a clear commitment to consumer-oriented goals, sizeable
advertising budgets, breadth of services, and most importantly, a very well defined
strategic marketing plan (Peterson & Lill, 1981). Certainly each of these characteristics
does not in itself guarantee profitability, but when incorporated into a strategic
marketing plan, the opportunity and the probability for success are higher.
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conclUSion
The marketing of the venture is one of the most critical entrepreneurial functions
because the best product or service in the world will never be recognized or rewarded
without a comprehensive market plan. This chapter introduced the entrepreneur to the
multitude of market concerns and activities requiring close attention and response.

ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic

web Address

Description
Homepage for the AMA,
links to AMA information,
how to become a member,
topics of interest, articles and
reports as well as marketing
tools for people to use

American
Marketing
Association

www.marketingpower.com

Product Life
Cycle

Explains the product lifecycle,
www.bized.ac.uk/virtual/cb/factory/ using the example of a
balloon and the ballooning
marketing/worksheets2.htm
industry

Marketing
Mix

www.consultancymarketing.co.uk/
marketing-mix.htm

A brief overview of the
marketing mix components,
plus links to help you create
your own marketing mix

brand Name

www.levistrauss.com

Information about the
company in general, about
the brands and products
available

break Even
Analysis

www.bized.ac.uk/virtual/vla/break_
even_analysis

Allows you to understand
and run a break-even
analysis through simulation

Promotion

www.sears.com/sr/homepages/
sears_homepage.jsp, http://www.
pepsico.com

Homepages for some of the
top ten national advertisers
in 1999

www.mrs.org.uk

Home page for the Market
Research society. Gives
links as to what is new in
the research field, how
to become a member,
conferences and events
about market research and
networking skills

Market
Research
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keY TeRMS
The Four Ps of marketing: Product, Promotion, Place, and Price.
Venture’s niche: Why somebody would buy your product.
Venture’s strategic target market: Who buys, how many they buy, when they buy,
how do they buy, and where do they buy.
Marketing: The process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion,
and distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create.
Marketing concept: A business philosophy, which requires that all organization
members focus their efforts on customer satisfaction, that management emphasizes
marketing strategy and planning, and that the organization strives to earn profit through
selectively meeting customer needs.
Product life cycle: The stages a product passes through during its lifetime, including
introduction, growth, maturity, and decline.
Market segments: The unique customer needs and/or purchase behaviors, or some
similar demographics, economic, social, or cultural characteristics segmented on the basis
of age, sex, race, income level, educational level, lifestyles, geographic location, customer
concentration density, type of product usage, frequency of usage, and/or time of usage.
Segment profitability: [(Market share times market demand) x (revenues per
customer - Variable Costs per customer)] - Marketing Expenses.
Product Decision Factors: Quality, Features and Options, Style, Brand Name,
Packaging, and Warranty.
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Marketing mix: The blend of product, price, promotion, and placement that satisfies
the demands of the firm’s chosen market segment.
Break even Point:

Total Fixed Costs
=
Unit Price — Unit Variable Cost

# of Break Even Units

Gross Margin: Percentage of sales that constitutes the cost of production, i.e. Gross
Profit / Net Sales Revenue.
operating Margin: Percentage of sales that constitutes the cost of total operations,
i.e. Operating Profit / Net Sales Revenue.
net Profit Margin: Percentage of every dollar of sales that should constitute
profit (Net Profit / Net Sales Revenue).
Promotion: Any communication activity that increases, either directly or indirectly,
sales activity.
Advertising: Any non-personal promotion activity for which the sponsor pays a fee.
Placement: Part of a product’s or service’s value chain and supply chain, in which
everyone who has something to do with the product or service adds some value to it.
Market Research: The function that links the consumer, customer, or the public to
the marketer through information used to: identify and define marketing opportunities
and problems; generate, refine, and evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing
performance; and finally, improve understanding of marketing as a process.
Secondary information: Information not directly gathered for a specific business
but whose information can reflect on broad business operations.

ReView QUeSTionS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe some of the main components of each of the four profit analysis principles.
Discuss the three reasons for success in a venture’s “reinventive” marketing concept.
In general, discuss the life cycle of a product, brand, or industry.
Describe the two approaches that can be used when pricing a new product.
Describe some of the ways that small firms can use television as a means of
promotion.
6. Discuss some of the low-cost ways that firms can conduct marketing research.
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REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
Let’s get right to the business plan’s section on marketing and identify the elements
that constitute LifeGuard America’s marketing strategy:

MARKET POSITIONING
Our market niche consists of those organizations interested in increasing their range of
organ acquisition, reducing the overall cost of procurement, and the simplification of
their part in the organ preservation, procurement, and transportation process. In short,
our market consists of the OPTN, UNOS, the UNOS Organ Center, 59 OPOs, 259
Transplant Centers, 871 Transplant Programs, and any hospital capable of providing a
potential for organ donation.
This market currently is underserved and limited in its options due to the lack of
attention to the overall organ procurement process. No single nationwide organization
is focused on improving the range of organ travel that supports the UNOS Principle
of Equitable Organ Distribution. One of our objectives is the elimination of distance
as a barrier to Equitable Organ Allocation through the application of advanced
communications, computer and aviation technology. It is our goal to wrap these
advanced technological services into a single, round-the-clock, high-tech response
center offering the entire OPTN a single 1-800 hotline for time critical response to
organ preservation, procurement, and transportation services.
Our services can be differentiated in the marketplace on the basis of reduced cost
and complexity with increased flexibility of all facets of organ preservation, procurement,
and transportation. Our unique positioning will be: bringing a high-tech solution to the
Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network in a manner that reduces cost, time,
and complexity.
By focusing our services on eliminating the need for Transplant Teams to travel to
the procurement surgery to assess organ suitability, we will be positioning the cost of
our services against the massive costs associated with air transport and the resulting
time lost in the process. The cost of procuring just one organ, where travel is required
to obtain it, can easily exceed $25,000, not to mention the strain on those involved
who must return after the procurement to participate in the transplant process. Also, if
the organ turns out to be unsuitable, the resulting costs are sunk into non value-added
overhead. Our job is to create the perception that traveling for organ procurement is a
twentieth century solution that has been replaced by twenty-first century technology,
allowing virtual access to the procurement process. Travel is an expensive and
unnecessary means to achieve this end.
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SERVICE PRICING
LifeGuard America’s pricing strategy satisfies the following prerequisites:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Price our services based on perceived value.
Our pricing creates a sense of exceptional cost/benefit proposition.
Relates to OPTN existing cost parameters which will highlight our advantages.
Our pricing structure is based on direct, multi-year contracts with the
OPOs, Transplant Centers, the UNOS Organ Center and Transplant
Physicians. We are confident that our pricing strategy is realistic, for the
following reasons:
We are creating a new market segment. No other company offers onecall services similar to ours. The pricing precedent is set by the way the
network evolved over the past twenty years. We will test a variety of price
points in focus groups over the coming months to refine our initial price
points. The suggested pricing structure will be the highest at which they
will still be perceived as an excellent value.
We have received strong support for our pricing structure from several
prospective customers.
The pricing structure allows us to penetrate the network by going in at
the same cost structure with additional benefits that enable OPOs and
Transplant Centers to increase their bottom lines.
Our pricing structure will also allow us, over time, to reduce prices to
create barriers to entry into the market by copycat or knockoff competition
after we have established the segment.

We have established a preliminary pricing structure that is based on a monthly
service charge for the Organ Procurement Organizations, the Transplant Centers,
and the Transplant Programs that are distributed across the country. While this
monthly service charge is initially dependent on the number of participating
organizations, it is targeted at $1,500 per month per organization. This service
charge covers the organization’s capability to create an on-demand request for
ORaccess, VirtualTeam, and/or MedXpress services through the 24x7 Response
Center. A contracted per event charge will be assessed to the Organ Procurement
Organization that hosts the procurement of $1800. We have also established a payper-view option for transplant teams wanting to access the Web-enabled internet
site for ultimate convenience of viewing and interacting with a procurement surgery
from any computer with DSL level access to the internet. This service has been
established at $495 per team per event.
Our coordination of MedXpress will be included in the monthly service charge for
ORaccess. The actual costs associated with the MedXpress air transport will be passed through
to the initiating organization as a line item on our existing monthly invoice statements.
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The costs associated with VirtualTeam are initially bundled into our startup costs as
we provide training and onsite services to enable Transplant Centers to begin hosting
ORaccess events. These teams are planned to transition into a resource available to the
Organ Procurement Organizations for coordination of tasks associated with remote
multiple organ procurements. It is believed that this service will progress to a high
value-added resource for the OPOs as our experience grows over the years, thus adding
another revenue potential to the mix of services we provide.
The demand for our services is based on this fundamental fact that anything that
will bring more organs to an OPO, Transplant Center, or Transplant Program is highly
desirable. We have also positioned our services at a price point that has a very attractive
payback or breakeven, based on organs procured that would have otherwise been
wasted. For example, a relatively small OPO such as the Oklahoma Organ Sharing
Network that performed seventy-five procurements and 230 transplants in 2001 has a
breakeven point of only 8-10 additional organs procured during that same period. That
represents less than 5 percent increase in the number of organs procured to cover our
services for a year.

MARKETING PLAN
It will be important to establish acceptance from both the medical transplant teams and
UNOS of this new approach to organ procurement and transportation. The fundamental
thrust of our marketing strategy consists of a focus on reducing wasted organs and
costs associated with the organ procurement and transportation process. We will begin
with the organizations that ultimately pay the bills: Transplant Centers, and OPOs.
We will target these organizations with a full-scale marketing campaign and follow
through with on-site presentations that are directed at the executive levels within these
organizations. These prospects fall into three different groups:
The organizations that begin the organ transplant process
• The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS)
• Regional Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs)
The organizations that finance the operations
• Medicare
• Medicaid
• Hospitals
• Insurance Companies
The organizations that perform the transplants
• Hospitals
• Transplant Centers
• Transplant Programs
• Surgeon and Physician Corporations
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MARKETING SCENARIO
The strategic marketing objectives will be to educate, demonstrate, and become a
key element of the organ procurement and delivery process. The first objective is to
educate the organ transplant community about the results that can be achieved when
the organ transplant process is re-designed to take advantage of new technological
developments. This objective must also clearly illustrate how these results are achieved
through a centralized, dedicated organization that responds twenty-four hours/day,
seven days/week to an Organ Procurement Organization’s (OPO) request for remote
procurement access and the resulting organ delivery of time-critical organs. The second
objective is to demonstrate that this enhanced process of remote organ assessment can
be realized by a single dedicated organization: LifeGuard America. This will require
demonstrating to the organizations involved that this is not only possible, but that most
transplant centers have the necessary infrastructure already in place. This becomes
another capability that plugs into their existing network allowing higher utilization
of an existing asset. In short, this becomes further validation of the transplant centers’
investment in broadband telecommunications technology.
The last objective is to enter into a relationship with UNOS and the participating
OPOs that unites LifeGuard America with these organizations at the process level and
integrates them at a functional and operational level.
The three phases of the Tactical Marketing Plan will be conducted
simultaneously at all levels of designated key organizations. The key
organizations in this plan are:
• The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS);
• The Regional Organ Procurement Organizations (OPOs);
• The Transplant Center Hospitals;
• The medical teams that conduct the transplants;
• The governmental organizations that administer the transplants;
• The insurance companies and hospitals that pay for the transplants.
By simultaneously approaching all key organizations within the organ transplant
process we will effectively establish acceptance from the doctors and hospitals that
perform transplants together with those who ultimately pay for the transplants. In
approaching the marketing plan this way we can effectively demonstrate, from a
macro perspective, how this application of technology will benefit all those involved
with the organ transplant process.
This marketing approach is outlined below and the actual process maps for the
organ transplant process will be developed during the third quarter of 2003. As this
marketing plan is successfully implemented, it will create the necessary demand for
a single-point service organization that handles activities associated with remote
organ procurement and delivery, a demand that LifeGuard America will fulfill. To be
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successful, our marketing plan must address all levels of the organizations involved; we
must gain acceptance of the operational players; and show substantial and sustainable
competitive advantage for the extended transplant community as a whole. To achieve
this, the marketing plan consists of the following tactics:
•

•

•

Direct marketing to executive management, administrative, and
operations personnel of key organizations by phone, mail, and face-toface presentations, clearly outlining the benefits to the bottom line of this
new approach
Solicitation of direct buy-in at the Organ Procurement Organizational
level as well as the transplant teams, hospitals, and insurance company
levels to more clearly understand the current process and its limitations
and inefficiencies
Demonstration of substantial monetary benefits to the organizations that
finance the overall process and offer sustainable competitive advantage to the
hospitals that want to grow and expand their organ transplant capabilities

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.

What approach do you think was taken by Mr. Fitzpatrick when he formulated
the pricing model for LifeGuard America?
2. How do you think LifeGuard America could benefit from low cost market research?
3. Where would you go to get the primary research for LifeGuard America?
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10

VenTURe inFRASTRUcTURe:
organizational and operational considerations
(CAN WE PLAN THE ORGANIZATIONAL AND OPERATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE?)
Learning objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To identify the need for an internal team to help achieve the venture’s goals
To describe how to recruit and compensate potential partners and internal team members
To discuss the special circumstances at work in a family business and in a “copreneurial” couple
To identify the need for an external support team
To identify low-cost support services available to small businesses seeking help and information

Topic outline
Introduction
The Need For Teams
Internal Teams
Putting Together An Internal Team
Problems And Pitfalls Of An Internal Team
Where To Find Internal Team Partners And Members
Managing The Internal Team Formation Process
Compensating Internal Team Partners and Members
The Family business: A Special Type Of Internal Team
Entrepreneurial Couples As An Internal Team
Divorce: The Internal Team’s Nightmare
External Teams
The Lawyer
The Venture Capitalist
The Accountant
The banker
The Insurance Person
The Consultant
The Outside board Members
Advisory boards As An Alternative
Personal Contacts, Connections, And Other Sources Of Help
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
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“The best chance you have of making a big success
in this world is to decide from square one that you’re
going to do it ethically.”
(Alan Greenspan, U.S. Federal Reserve bank Chairman, November 13, 2001)

inTRoDUcTion
The most important consideration for a venture startup begins with the question of what
type of business the entrepreneur wants to start. Is it an income-producing business
or a potentially high-growth venture? Many of the business skills, except the most
specialized of roles such as law, accounting, insurance, etc., that an income-producing
business requires for success may already be possessed. When other skills or resources
are needed, income-producing businesses such as beauty salons or hardware stores tend
to look for partners among friends or family.
After this initial direction is taken, virtually every business founder has to ask him/
herself some additional questions at the beginning of the start-up process: Can I do this
venture on my own or will I need help? And if I need help, where do I find it, who can
provide what I need, and at what cost? Part of the answer to these questions depends
upon the venture’s objectives. Is the objective to make a lot of money? If this is so, will
taking on partners dilute the “wealth” to the point where it no longer fits the definition
of “a lot of money?” Or will the added resources brought into the venture improve the
chances of achieving these financial goals? Is the objective to start a business so that
the founder gains independence from a “boss?” If so, how much control will be lost
with a partner or partners? How much of the decision-making authority needs to be
shared with internal team members, especially since sharing responsibility is almost
always a problem for a firm’s growth and since most partnerships end up in messy
“divorces?” Answers to the above questions can help determine whether or not internal
team partners are needed in a venture.
On the other hand, the complexities of today’s business environment virtually also
require the use of an external team if the venture start-up is a potentially high-growth
venture. The demands of the start-up process are simply too difficult for all but a
few exceptional individuals, because the breadth of the task is enormous and a larger
pool of external experts is needed. Since “renaissance” people are in short supply,
taking on internal partners and/or putting together an external team will provide the
venture with “the ability to execute” the venture idea and brings in the needed talent
and resources to embark upon a high-growth opportunity and improve the chances of
success. However, it should be noted that advisors are used in an advisory capacity
to help the entrepreneur make better decisions, but they are not the owners and they
should not be ceded control of the business.
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THe neeD FoR TeAMS
Not every venture needs a team to guide it through the start-up process. Even among
those that do, a full team may not be required at the start. Instead, venture teams can
build gradually, initially substituting part-time help or professional advisors for fulltime expertise. Team members can be added as needed, depending on the business’s mix
of skills and the demands of the marketplace. Without question, a careful assessment
of the venture’s need for a team must be made as early as possible.
This decision boils down to two generic concerns: the character of the venture, and
the entrepreneur’s personality, energy, and ability. To what extent do the venture and
the entrepreneurs need help at the start of the firm as opposed to later? Can they get
by with what they have now and with part-time outside help, or do they need full-time
expert help immediately? Can they perform the work required of a generalist, as well
as be proficient and knowledgeable in marketing, finance, management, etc.? Are they
willing to share decision-making authority in areas in which they are not comfortable?
(Baty, 1981, p. 41)
Today’s “common” wisdom holds that there is a strong correlation between success
in a venture and the presence of a high-quality start-up team. It is no secret that funding
sources, such as bankers, venture capitalists, and others, prefer to invest in a business
with a strong founding team rather than an individual founder because experience has
taught them that a good team not only contributes a more balanced set of skills and
resources, but it also provides the venture with greater credibility among the members
of the business community. The willingness to work with a team may send a positive
signal to potential financial investors regarding the venture’s managerial capabilities.
On the other hand, think of the signals sent if entrepreneurs are not willing to do this.
The ability to recruit team members to the venture may indicate talent in attracting
and managing personnel. But even more important, it signifies that others have
“bought” into the venture idea. They have decided that the venture has potential, and are
willing to sacrifice their current jobs and/or higher incomes for longer-term potential.
Furthermore, venture teams can often withstand the loss of a key employee better than
a solo entrepreneur, and they should be able to grow farther before having to look for
new talent to add to the company.
The attributes possessed by the business founder will also weigh heavily on the
decision whether or not to form a team. Certainly, a team provides a larger pool of
managerial talent, but at the same time members need to bring complementary skills
to the business. The more of a specialist the entrepreneur is, the greater the need for
supporting help in other areas, for achieving the venture’s goals. Are there gaps in
knowledge, resources and/or skills that could create the kinds of obstacles that might
impede the chances for success? Is there a need for someone to share the costs of the
business? Is there a need for a specialized expertise? While it sounds like it makes
sense to put together a team or to at least look for partners, it does not always make
sense to share the venture with other people. At the very least, the founder should retain
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control at the inception of the venture. However if sharing ownership with partners is
inevitable, the owner should consider the following:
1. Partners need not be equal partners. Common stock makes unequal partnership
both feasible and easily quantified.
2. Do not take on a partner if you can hire a person for the same role.
3. Do not take on partners because you think having a “balanced team” will
impress financial backers. Responsible backers will be much more interested
in knowing that the people who are actually responsible for the company’s
progress are the ones who hold the motivating stock.
4. Do not allow your normal sense of democracy to cause you to part with more
stock than is needed to give your partners a higher degree of motivation. Try
to view the situation from the standpoint of what are they doing now, what are
their alternative prospects if they do not join the venture.
5. Do not allow the immediacy of your present need, whatever it might be, to bias
your judgment in favor of a partner versus an employee.
6. Stay flexible in terms of compensation and motivation. Consider stock options,
or preferably, bonus plans instead.
7. Do not approach potential partners with tentative offers, in order to elicit their
help in shaping your ideas, until you have gone as far as you can go without
them. In short, make sure that you have established the company as yours, so
that anyone joining it will do so on your terms.
8. If your analysis shows that you can do it alone, do not be afraid to try it. If you
discover as things progress, that you really do need a couple of partners, it is
easier to get them later, than it is doing it the other way around (Baty, 1981,
pp. 42-43).
Some experts contend that teams are not necessary. Perhaps they are right in certain
rare cases or if they are only talking about internal teams. But most ventures, whether
an income-producing small firm or a potentially high growth venture, need a team of
seasoned professionals to help them through rough times because there are always
“peaks and valleys” with which to contend. An accountant may be needed to help
with bookkeeping and financial records, a lawyer to help sort through legal problems,
or a Chief Financial Officer whose skills lie more in fund-raising than controlling
financial resources. The key question is: what kind of team will the venture need?
There is no easy answer to this question, but it seems that start-up ventures at some
point in their early existence need to successfully “collaborate” with three different
sources of help:
1. An internal team whose members may participate in the founding of the firm
2. An external team whose members are advisors and other outsiders actively
assisting the venture
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3. Personal contacts or connections who, although not directly hired for their
services, nevertheless interact with and affect the firm’s progress (Vesper,
1980, p. 40)

inTeRnAl TeAMS
What is an internal team? Many of the issues involved in building a team or simply
recruiting partners for an income-producing business or for an entrepreneurial venture
are quite similar. However, one should recognize the idiosyncrasies unique to each
type of venture and how these “generic” guidelines can be interpreted differently in
various situations.
The concept of an internal team can include individuals who do not own a share of
the venture, as well as those who actually own a share of the firm and are partners in the
legal sense. It can also include those who were given stock as part of their compensation
when they joined the firm, yet they are not really thought of as partners, or members of
top management. In other words, the founder is the one who determines the nature of
the members of an internal team, because there are no definitive boundaries as to who
is and who is not a member of the internal team.
A partnership is one kind of internal team that is popular because of its ease in
starting, and specifically defined by law. Chosen by millions, the Uniform Partnership
Act defines a partnership as “an association of two or more persons to carry on as
co-owners of a business for profit.” This type of relationship implies the sharing
of ownership and responsibility, whether it is a two-person partnership or a giant
partnership like those found in the accounting, legal, and consulting professions.
Interestingly, the partnership relationship is often perceived as one of “equality
in status” despite differences in capital commitment, expertise, function, personality,
motivation, and control (Bird, 1989, p. 215). Although the idea of equality may exist
in some form or another, the reality is that partners come to the table with different
skills, abilities, and resources, and consequently, they contribute differently to the
firm’s success. Some may specialize in certain business functions, such as marketing
or accounting, while others bring capital or have specific knowledge of the technology
of the product or service to be provided. Whatever the differences, the idea of equal
ownership and responsibility is frequently violated. In defying this principle, the
partnership often encounters a serious form of conflict based on: who gets what,
how much, and why? Unfortunately, compensation and stock distribution is much
more complex than simply splitting the value of the company into equal shares, and
consequently, partnerships are fraught with problems, both legal and interpersonal.
Unfortunately, prospective partners all-too-often concentrate on the legal issues, and do
not pay enough attention to the interpersonal relationships, which tend to generate the
most difficult problems because they are loaded with emotion, anxiety, and frustration,
often resulting in the dissolution of the partnership.
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Once entrepreneurs have defined what a successful partnership represents in their
mind, the decisions and issues awaiting them as they build their venture should be
somewhat easier to deal with. Is a successful partnership one that lasts for a long
time, or one that changes, or one that ends “cleanly” with everyone “winning” and
no ill feelings? Is a successful partnership one that sustains a growing organization or
one that focuses on the satisfaction of the individual partner’s needs? Is a successful
partnership one that is evolving or one that remains steady and familiar to the partners?
Is a successful partnership one that is acknowledged by outsiders as being “sound” or
one that “feels good” to the partners? (Bird, 1989, pp. 228-230)

Putting Together An Internal Team
There is a popular misconception of entrepreneurs as “mavericks,” or individualists who
are intent on building their company in their own way. Oftentimes, as discussed earlier,
entrepreneurs are seen as the square peg in the round hole, the persons who could not work
for anyone else, thus had to go out and do it on their own. Obviously, this description does not
fit well when success in an entrepreneurial venture is dependent on the “ability to execute,”
which may necessitate the building of a quality management team. In fact, the entrepreneur
must possess a host of interpersonal skills that include, among others: the ability to recruit
good team players, motivate them, and constantly change the team when conditions require
it, either by adding or by subtracting personnel without disrupting the firm’s operations.
But where does one start? For what qualities should one look? Who makes a good
partner or team member and why? Finding team members has often been called a
convoluted process, idiosyncratic, a crapshoot, and many other names reflecting the
uncertain and random manner in which this procedure is conducted. Sometimes the
entrepreneur is relatively sophisticated and sets out in a planned and somewhat structured
approach to finding team members. Sometimes team members are predetermined by
virtue of family membership or friendship. And at other times, team members are
chosen on the basis of their ability to bring in needed resources such as money, or
some type of specialized knowledge they possess.
Each of these “team-building” approaches has advantages and disadvantages
For example, the ability to bring money into the venture is perhaps the single most
important selection criterion used. And yet, it may be the worst because having access
to capital does not necessarily indicate that the owner has good entrepreneurial skills.
On the other hand, another important criterion is whether the individual possesses
the experience and expertise needed for the venture to succeed. But these are not
guarantees for a successful partnership in an internal team either. Rather, a successful
internal team’s partners must have a feeling of chemistry, a shared commitment to the
venture, mutual respect and trust, a compatible value system, and an understanding
and acceptance of different personalities. Communication among team members or
partners is essential as are shared interests and attitudes.
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The requirements for a successful internal team are not new or revolutionary, but
the excitement, the glamour, and the urgency to get started, often preclude a more
planned approach to team building. Far too often, the criteria used for determining
partners or team members are those of “convenience” rather than the considerations
that should count, and internal teams become “look-alike” teams, where founders
disregard the conventional wisdom of adding complementary skills to the team, and
instead, they choose partners similar to themselves, or look-alikes (Bird, 1989, p. 222).
Such a tendency is easy to understand because as a basic tenet of human behavior, it
is easier to work with and trust people who resemble us. At the same time, however,
joining forces with clones of oneself seldom brings what is needed to make a venture
successful. Thus, one of the hardest tasks in building an internal team is to fight the
urge to “look-alike” and instead, attempt to build an internal team with the kind of
persons and skills that are needed to form a complete team and be able to obtain the
needed resources. Complementary qualities and skills will bring much more benefits to
the venture in spite of potential conflict that may initially arise because of differences
of opinion, as long as these differences are channeled toward productive causes.

Problems And Pitfalls Of An Internal Team
The potential for conflict lies mainly in the split between ownership and operating
responsibility, but there are many areas in which internal team members can run afoul
of each other. For instance, most experts contend that even within equal partnerships,
there must be a leader, someone charged with the responsibility for making the important
decisions. Yet far too often, partnerships based on friendly or family relationships
evolve into a type of “leaderless democracy” (Timmons, Smollen, & Dingee, 1985),
where decision-making is paralyzed and ineffective. Such partnerships can also suffer
from “double-vision,” where the boundaries between friendship or family and business
relationships are so blurred, that the same event can be interpreted in two or more
different ways. For example, a performance appraisal could be much more complicated
when the appraised is not only a member of the internal start-up team, but also a close,
personal friend, or a brother, sister, or other relative. It is very difficult to tell a friend
or relative they are doing a poor job and the business or personal relationship may not
stand up to the performance appraisal test.
How well can the entrepreneur possibly know any partner or internal team member?
Certainly, if they have worked with them before, or if they are family members, it may
be a different story, but what if they do not know much about them and now they have
to determine how well they will work as part of an internal team? Will they handle
pressure and uncertainty differently from the individual entrepreneur, and if so, will
their approaches be acceptable? What if after all of the checking, rechecking, and
interviewing, the entrepreneur finds that the internal team member’s ethics or goals are
not as compatible as originally thought?
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Perhaps the entrepreneur will be comfortable with the initial start-up internal team, but
over time, people join and leave organizations on a regular basis. Such activities bring new
personalities with different interests and expectations, all of which affect the communication
and decision-making processes at work in the venture. What if the entrepreneurs determine
all of sudden that they and their partners can no longer get along? What if the partner goes
through an emotional breakup with their spouse and can no longer “carry their weight,”
lines of communication break down, or the level of trust is affected? To a certain extent,
you can almost bet on the break-up of your initial venture team. The pressures of the startup process and human nature’s natural inclination will virtually guarantee that people will
come and go from the firm. The question is: what can be done about it?
In a formal partnership, the first line of defense is the partnership agreement. It
should contain, in specific language, such items as: how work is to be divided, how
much each partner is allowed to take out of the partnership each year, what is to be
done if a partner wants to leave the firm, and many other related issues that might
have an effect on the structure and ownership of the firm. But what if there is no
formal partnership agreement, and a stock-owning internal team member’s subpar performance and actions are endangering the possible success of the venture?
Obviously, the work relationship must end, but at the same time the entrepreneur and
the venture need to be protected. Certainly some “protection” devices, such as stock
vesting, stock buybacks, etc. are appropriate, but if they do not work, an equitable
offer to buy back the individual’s stock needs to be made, and the situation must be
confronted immediately and resolved, even if it means getting rid of the individual
right then and there, instead of allowing bad circumstances to become worse. It is the
entrepreneur’s responsibility to correct the poor choice of internal team member and/
or partner, and it is usually easier to do so at the beginning when the firm’s valuation
is lower or nil, than in a later stage when the numbers at stake are much larger.

Where To Find Internal Team Partners and Members
Considering the various problems that can crop up among partners or internal team
members, finding good ones can be a very difficult task, particularly when all there is
to start with, is an idea and nothing else. Where can the entrepreneur find candidates
for the internal team and/or partnership who have capital or who are specialists in the
type of technology the venture needs? Several sources for finding good internal team
members and partners are suggested below:
1. Former business associates, since entrepreneurs already know whether or
not they can work with these people;
2. Friends, even though the pool of possible candidates may be smaller than the
entrepreneur would like or need and often does not work for long periods of
time, the conventional wisdom is that if it does work, it works splendidly;
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3. Business consultants can often be hired on a temporary or “trial basis” to test
the working relationship If it works, the consultant is integrated into the firm,
if not, the relationship can be easily terminated;
4. Competitor’s “raided” staff, which may incur some risk of legal action but
such litigation, is generally uncommon due to the cost and problems associated
with it;
5. Referrals by friends and associates of candidates that can fulfill your
requirements. In some cases, venture capitalists will bring people together
who they feel have complementary skills and the ability to form a successful
internal team; and
6. Classified advertising of two types: those listing people looking for positions
or situations, and those listing situations looking for people. (Dible, 1986, pp.
73-75).

Managing The Internal Team Formation Process
Much of the above discussion on finding team members refers to what Timmons (2001)
calls “the natural processes of team formation.” That is, either one individual has the
initial idea and several associates join him/her to bring the idea to fruition, or a group of
individuals share several features, such as the idea, friendship, money, or experience that
bring an entire team or partnership together to fulfill their common goal of building a
profitable venture. As Timmons (2001) further points out, naturally formed partnerships
seldom last for long, because they are usually poorly conceived from the very beginning,
and often struggle with many of the very internal team issues and pitfalls mentioned
earlier. In response to these misguided “natural” approaches, they advocate a “planned”
approach to team formation. In order to avoid the inevitable crises and conflicts in the
early life cycle of the new business, a carefully thought-out process can assist the new
venture team to identify its personal needs in a methodical way.
Exhibit 10-1 illustrates a conceptual framework for a planned approach to internal
team formation:
EXHIBIT 10-1
Internal Team Formation Process and Issues
1.

A planned process, rather than a natural evolution, can reduce the chances
of failure.

2.

The founder or founders should begin with a self-assessment in terms of:
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•
•
•
•
3.

Analysis of the venture is needed to determine what skills and expertise it
requires in terms of:
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Entrepreneurial orientation
Self-image and expectations
Expertise and management skills
Team skills

The major goals from start-up through the first three years
The key tasks and action steps
The requisites for success
The firm’s distinctive competencies
The required external interfaces

Comparison of the needs of the venture with the founder’s existing inventory
of capabilities will help to identify needs for other complementary internal
team members or outside resources:
•
•
•

•

Partners should be picked as one would pick an ideal spouse, and they
should complement the founders personal and business strengths.
A prospective partner’s trust and commitment should be carefully calibrated.
Aligning a new team member’s expectations with the realities of the
start-up is crucial, and should begin prior to his/her actual joining the
internal team.
Supportive reference groups can facilitate the total immersion of a
prospective team member.

Compensating Internal Team Partners And Members
One of the most complex and difficult issues that the entrepreneur will face in regards
to internal teams deals with the compensation of team members or partners, especially
if the original intention was to share the firm’s value and its financial rewards with
partners or internal team members. Who gets what, how much, and in what form?
But how much are these individuals and their contributions worth? How can a value
be placed on what is commonly called “sweat equity?” And what about the wise
recommendation that start-up firms should do everything humanly possible to defer
their cash outflows to the last moment possible?
Since cash is frequently the scarcest resource, the more that can be postponed
in terms of compensation for internal member contributions, the greater the cash
“cushion” to cover unforeseen expenses. Profit sharing or stock distribution plans can
also be used to “delay” a part of the cash expenditures typically allotted for employee
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EXHIBIT 10-2
Reasons For And Against Involving Internal Team Members
and/or Employees In The Ownership Of A New Venture
Reasons FOR Joint Ownership

			

Reasons AGAINST Joint Ownership

Financial and/or Legal Rationale
1. To provide additional investment capital		
2. To defer expense of labor
		
3. To support the price of shares
			
4. To take advantage of tax provisions
							

1. To conserve a relatively undervalued
resource, namely equity
2. To avoid future litigation
3. To avoid complications in any future sale of
the business

Behavioral Rationale
1. To acquire and hold key personnel 			
2. To be fair or to avoid the guilt associated 		
with being unfair
				
3. To enhance employee commitment and
		
performance
			
4. To reward past exemplary service
		
5. To forestall future requests and control 		
allotments
				
					
							

1. To increase the long-run likelihood of
maintaining control
2. To conserve privacy
3. To avoid the conflict caused by increased
knowledge of differences in earnings and
accumulated wealth
4. To avoid future regrets
5. To avoid the complexity of issues associated
with what, when, how, and who, in
formulating a policy for distributing equity

Strategic Rationale
1. An important symbol of control and
		
compensation
2. A way of sharing risk
3. Motivates people to undertake innovative activities

1. Having many stakeholders distracts
management because of internal politics
2. Difficulties in separating the compensation
and control aspects of ownership

compensation. Additionally, such incentive plans are popular ways to recruit and
motivate key internal team members. Unfortunately, the argument over whether or
not to share a firm’s equity with internal team members is not a simple one, nor do
easy answers exist. Instead, a multitude of good reasons supports both sides of the
issue. Exhibit 10-2 lists a number of arguments for and against involving internal team
members and/or employees in the ownership of a venture adapted from McMullan
(1982) and Bird (1989, p. 237).
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Even if the decision is made to distribute the entrepreneur founder’s stock among
internal team members and/or employees, the issue is not over. Subsequent decisions
need to be made in regards to who should get it, how many shares should be distributed,
whether it should be given freely or provided through an option to purchase, and when
the distribution should take place. Obviously, these decisions deal with important
issues and should not be taken lightly, because they can have a significant impact
on the venture’s future. Finally, an important philosophical question remains: should
the initial equity-sharing reflect the best guess of what the internal team member will
contribute in the next couple of years, or merely to provide motivation for future
actions? Should evidence of past performance be rewarded or not?
Another issue that is of critical importance during the formation of an internal
team for a venture startup is the valuation of the venture’s idea. How much is the idea
worth in relative terms? Is it worth more than the effort of a partner who developed
the business plan, enabling the entrepreneur to raise the necessary capital and get the
venture up and running? What if the entrepreneur came up with the idea but had no
capital to contribute. Whose stake should be larger, the idea generator’s or the investor’s
who provided the required funding? What is the value of specialized technical skills,
reputations, commitment to the venture, etc., and how can technical, managerial, or other
skills and intangible factors such as commitment, be ranked in terms of importance and
contributions? In essence, all these questions boil down to a very simple and at the same
time complicated issue: how can value be assigned to different types of contributions, so
the issue of compensation proportionate to contributions can be settled among internal
team members and partners. The issue becomes even more complicated and difficult
given the fact that contributions per se and team members can change over time, and that
perceptions of equitable rewards differ from individual to individual.
In spite of the inherent problems however, it is possible to develop a customized
“earn-in” system (Baty, 1981). Each major task could be assigned a specific value, such
as a certain number of shares, in advance of completion. When the task is finished,
the shares are allocated to the internal team member or partner responsible for the
completion of the task. As the venture progresses, other tasks can be added to the list
and their valuation should be agreed upon in advance. While the above system may
sound appealing, it has both strong and weak points, as outlined below:
Advantages of the “earn-in” system:
•
•
•

It eliminates the arbitrariness and potential unfairness of simply giving most of
the stock to the one or two people who were on board first.
By relating distribution to actual accomplished tasks, each partner has a special
motivation to perform and bring the task to completion.
Since completed tasks trigger stock distribution, non-performing internal team
members or partners can be divested more easily than if they held a share of
the firm’s equity negotiated and received during the venture’s beginning.
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Disadvantages of the “earn-in” system:
•

•
•

It is very hard to correctly gauge the relative difficulty and corresponding
value of accomplishing specific goals. For example, the effort needed to write
a business plan can be estimated fairly easy, but what is the value of raising
capital, especially in a tight market.
The mere completion of a task is not necessarily the same as outstanding completion.
As always, the quality of work is more elusive to measure than quantity.
It is likely that the future abilities and contributions of individual team
members will be quite different in nature and value than the contributions
during the startup phase. The individual who was very good at getting start-up
tasks done may prove later to be of much less value than the contributions of a
team member with outstanding managerial skills, yet they may both hold equal
amounts of stock. (Baty, 1981, p. 45)

The types of compensation available to team members will often vary with the stage of
development of the firm and its financial position. For example, as mentioned earlier,
during the earliest stages of development the firm generally needs to conserve cash
outflows, hence, salaries might be lower than those found in more comparable but
already established firms, therefore, bonuses and fringe benefits may be deferred. Once
the venture progresses into more mature stages, however, salaries can be raised and
bonuses and fringe benefits can be added.
If entrepreneurs wish to use company stock as part of the compensation system, they
need to ensure that stock will be available when needed to reward the team member’s
contributions to the venture, especially if the entrepreneur’s philosophy is to reward
team members when future contributions materialize, rather than their record of past
activities which could be for all practical purposes with another firm. As time passes
and the venture grows, substantial changes in an internal member’s contributions
may occur; new team members may be added; outside investors may dilute the equity
positions of current team members; team members may exit the venture voluntarily or
involuntarily; divorce; and even death may occur. Considering all these possibilities,
it is quite obvious that the chances of stock ending up with individuals who no longer
work for the venture is relatively high. All these possibilities need to be reconciled
with the belief that internal team members should be rewarded for what they achieved
while they are still part of a team, and not when they are no longer with the team.
Timmons (2001) recommends several ways to protect the venture from the possible
situations described above, while at the same time providing current team members
an incentive for performing well. For instance, in order to provide an ongoing reward
stream, stock can be purchased by the team and placed in an escrow account, to be
released over a certain period of time, perhaps three or four years. A second alternative
is to set up a buy-back agreement, which will allow the venture to repurchase an
individual’s stock whenever certain conditions are met.
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A third and perhaps the most popular option, is to use a stock vesting agreement. Under
this agreement, the firm identifies some period of time, such as, three to four years, during
which if team members decide to leave the venture, they are required to sell the stock back
to the company at the original price paid for it, which for startups is typically nothing.
However, if the entrepreneur feels that some team members still need to be rewarded
for their past performance despite their departure from the firm, a vesting agreement can
be written allowing team members to “keep” a portion of their shares for every month or
every year that they were part of the firm. To further ensure fairness, vesting agreements
can also be set up, placing heavier weight on the more recent years of the vesting period.
Such agreements highlight the facts that “venturing” is a long-term process requiring
commitment and dedication, and that the reward structure of the venture is strictly based
on successfully building the firm and nothing else (Timmons, 2001).

The Family Business: A Special Type Of Internal Team
Some of the largest and most prominent public and privately held firms in the country
are “family” businesses, e.g., Ford, Marriott, Levi Strauss, Playboy, Anheuser-Busch,
Coors, and many others. Several of these firms have passed ownership to several
succeeding generations, extending back one hundred years and more. The visibility of
family business as a concept has increased dramatically during the last few years, with
classes on operating a family business offered at universities, family business research
institutes set up, workshops offered, and consulting experts targeting specialized
seminars dealing with topics unique to the family business.
Family businesses comprise a special form of an internal team. Because of their
unique characteristics, there is a growing recognition that the “family” part of a family
business with its inherent family dynamics is a critically influencing part of the business
itself, especially as it relates to succession (Dyer & Handler, 1994). Unfortunately, not
much is yet known about the family firm, and statistics vary as far as their survival rate
is concerned. It seems that only three out of ten family firms make it through the second
generation, and only one in ten through the third, and this is why the average life-span of
an entrepreneurial firm is only twenty-four years, the usual length of time the founding
entrepreneur was associated with the firm (Kets de Vries, 1993).
Despite their importance in the American economy, family businesses have a
complex set of problems not completely addressed by classical management theory.
One such problem is the effect of conflict within the family due to “family distance.”
This distance may be a case of in-laws versus blood relatives or cousins versus
immediate family (Davis & Harveston, 2001). Tension and conflict are of course
necessary ingredients of a successful organization, and the idea is not to live in a
perfect world, free of conflict. However, the objective is to prevent the buildup of
years of disagreement and anger that, if unmanaged, can burst out and blacken the
family and the family firm’s future (Hutcheson, 2002).
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Exhibit 10-3 adapted from Timmons (2001), identifies three circumstances in
which an individual can become part of a family business: launching a venture with a
family member(s), joining a family venture early in its operation, or joining as a latergeneration member. Within each of these circumstances, there are both unique and
overlapping questions that need to be considered before entering the family business.

EXHIBIT 10-3
Joining The Family Firm: Issues To Consider
1. Launching A Venture With A Family Member (a start-up or buyout)
• Who is the lead entrepreneur?
• What are the specific strengths and weaknesses of each member of
the team?
• What are the backgrounds of each member of the team in other areas of
the business?
• What are the specific responsibilities of each member of the team?
• How much money will each member of the team contribute, and how will
equity be divided?
• Under what circumstances, and on what terms, will non-family members be
brought into the venture?
2. Joining A Family Venture Early In Its Operation
• What is the exact definition of each family member’s area of responsibility
and to whom he or she will be responsible?
• What forms of compensation will be used (salary, bonus, equity shares, or
a combination)?
• How will conflicts be handled, particularly when they involve nonperforming family members?
• What is the initial contribution required, and can it be redeemed if there is
a change of mind and heart?
3. Joining A Family Company As a Second- Or Third-Generation Member
• What exactly will the individual’s accomplishments be under the family
umbrella that could not be accomplished as well somewhere else?
• What will the individual’s role be? Dutiful apprentice? Head of an
autonomous division? Eventual chairman and CEO?
• Given the present organizational and managerial structure of the family
firm, how much leeway will individual newcomers have in advancing ideas,
even if they fail?
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Family businesses historically have been characterized by the literature as antithetical
to effective management practices and internal team building, because of nepotism,
and non-rational managerial behavior influenced by the family ties and emotions
(Dyer, 1994).
Levinson (1985) suggests the following reasons for the problems common to
family-owned businesses:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Difficulty in obtaining outside capital. Investors may be discouraged from
joining a closely held family firm because they question the firm’s potential
for future growth.
Complex questions regarding estate planning and tax liability. Such technical
issues frequently require outside advisors and consultants who are typically
not trusted by family members. It also means opening up the company’s books
and the family’s individual personal financial records, an unpopular option for
many family members, with dire consequences as far as a smooth succession
transition is concerned.
Dashing the desires and expectations of second or third generation members.
Involvement of second or third generation offsprings should be purely
voluntary. The family firm should make sure they feel welcome and let them
know that they will be supported in whatever they choose to do. Rules should
be formulated describing the terms of their participation so they know what
the expectations are and how they can progress within the family business.
Some experts even recommend that next generation members be encouraged
to first develop their experience with another firm and then come back to the
family business.
Succession problems. This is generally considered one of the most difficult
issues for family firms, and a quick road to failure. Successors need to be
identified, trained, and in place before the patriarch or matriarch leaves.
Conflicts regarding expenditures. Family members often oppose needed
expenditures that may contribute to greater earnings and constitute an
investment in the family firm’s future, because they fear they will reduce their
dividends and subsequent income from the firm. Sometimes, outside advisors
are needed to convince these family members, while some other times it is just
a matter of showing them on paper.
Family cliques develop rapidly. There are far too many “personal” situations
like sibling rivalry that can be played out in the family and transferred in
the business arena. They have the potential to rub emotions raw and create
warring camps, and conflict quickly spreads to non-family employees, which
worsens the situation. One suggestion to combat this problem is to develop a
family mission statement or covenant that lays out the ground rules of how the
family wishes to work together, and identifies the “game rules” for the family’s
behavior in case of conflict.
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•

•

•

•

Leadership is “fuzzy.” The president of a family firm may not be in charge,
but in reality, the “family” as a whole, may be running the daily operations
by imposing, for instance, limits on the amount that can be spent for capital
expenditures without family permission. One way to combat this situation is to
have an outside board providing balance, and a better perspective.
Non-performing family members. A family member lacking managerial talent
and performance is a potential disaster. The best thing to do is to move him/
her into a job that retains their sense of self-worth, but which does not impact
negatively on the firm. If this is not done, other employees, especially nonfamily employees, lose their respect for the family firm’s leadership.
High non-family employee turnover. Sometimes this is a result of relatives who
resent outside talent and make their lives miserable, while at other times it
happens because promotions are not available to non-family members, when
family members only occupy most of the firm’s top-level managerial positions.
If such turnover occurs, it is necessary to find out why, and an exit interview is
one way of understanding the roots of this problem.
Inequitable compensation. Complaints about inequitable compensation are
not unusual and it is a problem that never seems to be completely resolved.
Compensation should be fair, and based on competitive salaries within the
local area, and with fringe benefits that enable family members to build
their personal assets. Above all, pay should be based on the type of work the
family member does, not based on the family relationship, which can lead to
accusations of nepotism.

Entrepreneurial Couples As An Internal Team
Randi and Debbi Fields of Mrs. Fields Cookies have built a very successful firm. Fred
and Gale Hayman built Giorgio Beverly Hills into a multi-million boutique and fragrance
line until they divorced in 1983. These are just two examples of the many couples
combining “marriage and management” in a special type of family business, involving
the concept of an entrepreneurial couple. When their venture is successful, couples
claim their teamwork improves both their home and business lives. If unsuccessful,
however, the business and their personal relationship can suffer; hence, the ability to
compromise becomes critical if the couple wishes to stay together. Entrepreneurial
couples or “copreneurs” also contend that their arrangement cuts down on the politics
in the firm, allows for easier communication, and provides for a unique closeness that
cannot be experienced in more traditional firms (Carson, Michals, & Baum, 1986).
One of the problems of such an arrangement, however, is the tendency to play and
work together, rather than to keep these activities separate. In addition, even though
there are assumptions about an egalitarian style of family business ownership, research
has shown that copreneurs define their work and home boundaries very differently in
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terms of sex-role orientation, self-concept at work and home, and marital and business
equity. More specifically, copreneurial couples still maintain a conceptual boundary
between work and home, and rely on gender differences to define their roles within the
domains of love and work (Marshack, 1994). Another issue is the “who is in charge?”
question. Almost overwhelmingly, these couples recommend that one partner be in
charge and that clear lines of labor be set up. Any blurriness in this area and problems
quickly develop. Responses to the Work-Home Identity Scale (Friedlander, 1990),
indicate however, that typically the husband is the leader and decision maker at work
and at home, while the wife is consistently the support person.

Divorce: The Internal Team’s Nightmare
Ann Bass, former wife of Texas millionaire Sid Bass, received a divorce settlement
valued at $200 million. Other spouses have received large chunks of equity from
their spouse’s business as part of their divorce settlements. And yet, only a few years
ago, the idea of one-half of a married couple taking control of the other’s business
through a divorce decree was virtually unheard of. Today’s legal system believes that
both parties to a marriage make contributions, such as financial and otherwise, to
form “marital assets,” which can include a company. If one or both spouses owned an
interest in a business that was started, acquired, or gained value during the marriage,
it should be part of the distribution of property (Wojahn, 1986, p. 55). While it is rare
that a settlement ends with a spouse displacing the business founder, it is not without
precedent because generally, the position of the court is that a divorce should end a
relationship, not keep the couple together in a shared investment. Thus, most divorce
settlements result in an exchange of cash or other non-business assets.
It is frequently not the cash settlement, however, that causes the entrepreneur the
greatest trouble. Instead, if the case goes to court, it is the subpoenas, depositions,
expensive litigation, and the possibility of having to open the company’s books
that represents the most trouble. It disrupts work, distracts employees, and can give
the company a reputation for instability with lenders, customers, and investors.
It is therefore advisable to resolve the dispute and settle through negotiations and
compromise, before it goes to litigation, and the family’s dirty linen gets aired in
front of employees and tax authorities, while suppliers and customers get nervous and
may look elsewhere (Nelton, 1991). Furthermore, if business valuators are called in to
appraise the company and assign it a value, the nightmare only gets worse. Valuations
of small, start-up firms are difficult to make and open to highly subjective judgments.
It is no wonder that pre- and post-nuptial agreements are becoming popular among
today’s entrepreneurs, and serve as security for protecting the firm’s assets from being
used as part of a settlement in a messy divorce, and most importantly, as security
against the dilution of the firm’s ownership.
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eXTeRnAl TeAMS
“An expert is someone who knows more
and more about less and less…”
(Unknown)

The venture start-up process has become so complex that it virtually necessitates the
use of part-time, one-time, or periodic advisors in a variety of areas: banking, legal
services, accounting, insurance, specialized consulting, outside board members, and
venture capitalists. These experts can help the venture keep updated on the latest
technology, with changes in the law, tax consequences, help obtain financing, protect
the firm’s assets, and provide a number of other specialized services. Knowing how to
find good professional advisors, what roles they can fulfill, how to select the best ones
for a particular situation, and how to cultivate long-term relationships with them, can
be invaluable during the early stages of the venture’s development. At the same time,
using these experts wisely can lower the company’s requirements and costs for fulltime, in-house expertise.

The lawyer
One of the most difficult decisions entrepreneurs may have to make is to find a good
lawyer. Unfortunately, this decision is not always optimal, because entrepreneurs
frequently do not know how or where to look for a good lawyer, so they follow shortcuts.
They use well-meaning but ill-conceived recommendations, they hire lawyers on the
basis of low fees, or they use lawyers lacking competence in the specific areas needed
because they know them personally or have used them successfully for another purpose.
Oftentimes they end up receiving poor advice and subsequently develop a lack of faith
in their lawyer’s professional judgment.
Most entrepreneurs know little about the law in general, and probably even less
about the specific rules and regulations affecting their particular ventures. And yet, there
are so many important areas in which a good lawyer can aid a budding entrepreneur,
such as setting up partnership agreements or incorporating, electing corporate
officers, writing and negotiating contracts, examining leases, creating effective noncompete agreements, protecting intellectual property through patents, trademarks, and
copyrights, consulting on tax issues, participating in stock underwriting agreements
as well as other functions involved in public and private stock placements, helping
to distribute stock, developing stock vesting agreements, locating potential investors,
defending the entrepreneur against lawsuits, providing answers to legal questions, and
many other areas of much needed advice. Perhaps a better way of looking at this issue
is how much a poor lawyer can cost the entrepreneur beyond the legal fee.
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It is unrealistic to expect most entrepreneurs to have a detailed knowledge of many
of the venture’s legal considerations, but on the other hand, lawyers, no matter how
much they are trusted, cannot be given unlimited decision-making power and authority
to make decisions for the owner. Good legal expertise is critical, but it must also be
carefully “managed.” This means that at least a working knowledge of the areas of
law most relevant to the firm is a skill well worth having. It allows the entrepreneur to
understand the lawyer’s thinking process and ask the right kind of questions.
Small income producing businesses may have limited needs for legal representation,
but the potentially high-growth venture needs to invest considerable time and energy
into a search for good legal representation. That is why many experts suggest that
growing firms are better off using larger, more prestigious law firms, even though
given the particular business and the existing financial resources, a good small law
firm may make more sense. Certainly cost is important, but it should not be the sole or
even the most important criterion in choosing legal representation. Larger law firms
will generally have greater prestige, which can influence or intimidate opponents in
your favor; they have greater resources, more internal experts to draw advice and
expertise; and they have probably had a greater exposure to a variety of different legal
cases and issues. On the other hand, large law firms are often criticized as being less
creative, shunting smaller accounts to junior partners, having higher costs, and seldom
referring you to outside expertise if in-house help is available with no consideration of
the quality of inside versus outside expertise (Rollinson, 1985).
The best time to choose an attorney is when one is not needed. Most people wait
until they have a problem big enough that they cannot handle on their own before
thinking of contacting an attorney. They will be in a panic and in a rush. However,
when choosing the person that they may have to rely on to save their business,
entrepreneurs do not want to be in a panic or in a rush. The entrepreneur might opt for
yellow page advertisements, advertisements on television, radio, etc., or the local bar
association attorney referral system, where attorneys provide information about their
areas of specialization, which is rarely verified, in the hope of increasing their business.
Additionally, many attorneys have websites providing an abundance of information
about their location, how many attorneys are in the firm, the different backgrounds and
areas of practice of the attorneys, e-mail access, etc. The fact that the law firm has a
website is a positive sign that the firm is comfortable with technologically up-to-date
methods of communication.
Unless the choice is limited to a family member or a friend, the search to find a good
lawyer should begin with a source found in most libraries, namely, the MartindaleHubbell Law Directory. It is the most comprehensive directory of lawyers available,
and does include ratings on a limited number of those listed, using confidential surveys
of attorneys and judges who have worked with them. This way, entrepreneurs can find
out how the attorneys on their list are viewed by their peers. If a lawyer is not rated,
it should not be viewed negatively. It could simply mean that he/she just has not been
rated yet. The ratings are as follows:
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•
•
•

AV: Legal ability is very high to preeminent.
BV: Legal ability is high to very high.
CV: Legal ability is fair to high.

Another good approach is to ask for recommendations from other entrepreneurs,
bankers, accountants, and others who come into contact with the legal profession.
Usually people who do a great job running their businesses expect only the best from
the people they hire. If they demand the best and they are satisfied with their attorney,
this should be the first name on the list of attorneys to interview. However, it should be
noted that individuals refer lawyers based on their own experiences and needs, many
of which might be quite different from the one at hand.
Another way to find a good attorney is to contact a law school and/or the state’s
bar association to determine if they have continuing legal education departments.
Attorneys have to take a certain number of credit hours each year, under continuing
legal education (CLE) programs, to maintain their licenses to practice law. Law schools
and bar associations frequently sponsor these CLE seminars, which means that they
hire attorneys who are experts in their areas of specialty as speakers or instructors.
A seminar usually involves five or six expert attorneys who speak about various
aspects of a particular legal topic, such as Employment Law, Business Law for the
Entrepreneur, Legal Issues for the Family-Owned Business, etc. In order to find a
seminar on a topic closely related to the owner’s specific business needs, some law
school and bar association CLE departments have websites, and if not they can be
contacted by phone.
Finally, another way to find a good attorney is to actually go to the courthouse. The
clerks at the courthouse have a great deal of “inside” information on lots of attorneys,
because they deal with them every day. Although officially they are not supposed to,
many civil litigation clerks will give recommendations if asked, on who has a good
reputation for representing businesses, and who is respected around the courthouse
(Boyd, 2001).
Once a list of possible legal representatives has been identified, appointments
should be set with the most likely candidates. When calling for an appointment,
entrepreneurs should explain that they are seeking an attorney with whom they want
to establish a business relationship, and that they need to set a 15-minute free getacquainted visit. If attorneys do not agree to an interview for a few minutes without
charge, they should be crossed off the list, because their legal fees are probably
too high. If they cannot incorporate the interview into their schedule within 2-3
days, unless they are in the middle of a trial, they should also be crossed off the list,
because they are probably too busy.
The entrepreneur should go into the interview with a set of questions developed in
advance, such as: Who are their current clients? Have they been dropped by any small
firms and if so, why? How much time will they be able to spend with the owner? In
the event they are not available, how much time their partners or assistants will spend
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with the owner? What kinds of relevant experiences have they had? What is their
specific expertise? Some sample questions and their rationale are suggested below
(Boyd, 2001):
1. How long have you been in practice? 						
What types of legal issues have you handled?
Clients mistakenly believe that attorneys already know how to handle every
legal issue. They do not. The reason is that the body of law is so huge that no
one can be an expert on everything. So, attorneys specialize. The first time they
handle a certain type of case or legal question, it takes them longer because
they are learning on the job. This is a problem for the entrepreneur if the
attorney is paid by the hour, and gets training and learning through research at
the entrepreneur’s expense. Therefore, someone who has been practicing law
for a few years already, has gained experience, and has had the opportunity
to handle a number of different legal matters, and specifically the ones that
concern the entrepreneur, is a better choice.
2. Do you represent other entrepreneurs, family-owned businesses, and
small businesses?
The entrepreneurial venture’s legal needs will be different from those of an
older, established business or a giant corporation. Entrepreneurs need attorneys
with a similar mindset and a vision toward innovation, creativity, and fresh
ways of doing business. If an attorney has only represented large corporations,
he/she may not understand the small venture’s financial constraints, or the
need for fast-paced decisions. A like-minded attorney will be identifying legal
issues that the entrepreneur may not even have thought of yet, because he or
she has worked already with a number of other similar firms and can help
predict problems and mistakes that should be avoided.
3. How quickly do you respond to telephone calls? 				
Do you have e-mail access? Do you have a pager/cell phone?
One of the biggest complaints that clients make about their attorneys is
inaccessibility. If attorneys cannot promise to return phone calls within 24
hours, or immediately in case of an emergency, they should be crossed off
the list. The attorney’s office staff must be able to reach him or her anytime,
anywhere, whether by pager or cell phone. There is an old story about the
founder of a giant fast food chain that wanted to talk to an attorney when he
was getting started on a Saturday. He tried calling a number of attorneys, and
finally found a guy working on Saturday. That business was not very big at
the time, but it grew into one of the largest hamburger restaurant chains in the
world, and that attorney had to be real glad that he was working that Saturday
and was willing to take on that small client.
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4. How much do you charge?
This is obviously of paramount importance. In fact, fear of expensive legal
fees is probably the biggest reason why people avoid using attorneys. However,
a clear understanding of the timing and the amount of the legal charges makes
contacting an attorney much easier. An attorney should be willing to create
different types of fee arrangements, depending on the venture’s needs and cash
flow. The following are some common fee arrangements:
•

•

•

•

Hourly rate: Most attorneys charge by the hour. One of the best reasons
for interviewing more than one attorney is to get a basis for comparison
within the legal community. People often assume that the rate quoted is set,
but it may be negotiable. There are lots of lawyers who would consider a
reduced rate for a venture startup with the idea that when the firm reaches
success, it will be a valuable client and can later be charged and pay the
standard rate. An attorney can also offer a discount for repeat business
for clients with an on-going relationship, and a long-term commitment,
or agree for a legal fee payment to be spread over two to three months, or
more. The attorney should also be able to give an estimate on the number
of hours a particular job will take. This way a cap can be placed on the job,
and a limit set on the amount of money the entrepreneur can spend, in order
to determine if the attorney will do the job for that amount, or an associate
under the direction of the partner. The rate should be less for an associate,
and significantly less for a legal assistant.
Contingency fee: If an attorney is representing a client in a case which may
generate money damages or payments due the client from the other party,
attorneys may agree to take a percentage of whatever damages, payments,
etc. that they obtain for their client. The percentage varies according to how
much action the attorney is required to take, and is negotiable, especially if
some of the legal research was done by the entrepreneur.
Flat fee: Sometimes attorneys charge fixed rates for specific services, such
as a standard will for example, no matter how many hours of time are
involved. If they already have a standardized form of a will on the computer,
it does not take much time to make the specific changes pertaining to the
specific individual and circumstances. So, it does not hurt to ask for a
price break especially when a client pays bills on time, or as part of a fee
arrangement which includes other services being billed on an hourly basis
or contingency fee.
Annual retainer: Attorneys will sometimes ask for a retainer, and what
they mean is a deposit toward work they will begin in the future. This
is different than an annual or monthly retainer which clients who have a
fairly predictable amount of legal work each month or year, pay in order
to keep an attorney “on retainer.” This means that the attorney and the
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client have determined a monthly or yearly fee that the client pays for
all specified work, no matter how much or how little time it takes. This
helps a client budget an exact amount for routine legal work, but there are
certain services that would be excluded, and paid for separately. Having
an attorney during a venture startup on a small monthly retainer will make
him/her available to answer questions and can prevent expensive mistakes.
Many attorneys would welcome a consistent, even though small, monthly
amount of income, particularly if the venture has the potential of becoming
a steady and permanent client.
After the interviews, the selection must be made based on the outcome of the interview,
recommendations, ratings from Martindale and Hubbell, and the recognition of the
importance of having trust and faith in this person’s judgment, therefore, the personal
chemistry must be right. Entrepreneurs need to feel relaxed and comfortable with the
attorney since he/she will play an important role in the venture’s future, and need
to keep looking until they find the attorney who is accessible, will work with them
on rates, and makes them feel welcome and respected. Rollinson (1985) offers some
other suggestions:
1. Avoid moonlighting lawyers. They may be violating an obligation of loyalty by
the very act of moonlighting and they may not be able to provide timely services.
2. Avoid hiring the first attorney you talk to. Attorneys should be considered
like any other employee. Before a new employee is hired, several applicants are
interviewed in order to select the best one for the job.
3. Avoid waiting until you have a huge legal problem before finding an
attorney to work with. Attorneys can save the venture money by consulting
them before taking action.
4. Avoid lawyers willing to take equity for services. Exchanging stock for services
is tempting, because it conserves much-needed cash and it ties the recipient attorney
to the best interest of the venture. However, it is generally preferable to be in a
position where, if needed, lawyers can be changed without incurring problems
because they are also part owners. A lawyer should be offering dispassionate
advice, not as an owner, but as a truly independent external advisor.
5. Avoid not negotiating on the legal fee. If attorneys are convinced that the firm
will be a dependable paying client, they will usually give a price break while
the business is getting started.
6. Avoid not paying bills on time. Maintaining a good relationship with attorneys
means paying them on time, which also provides them with a good incentive to
possibly give the venture a price break at some later date.
7. Avoid verbal fee agreements. Fee agreements should always be in writing. This
written agreement should clearly state for what services and for how much the
venture will be charged, including items such as photocopies, filing fees, etc.
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8. Avoid not preparing for a meeting with the attorney. The more attorneytime the entrepreneur wastes, the higher the cost. Therefore, in preparing for a
meeting with an attorney, the entrepreneur needs to write down every question
that needs to be asked, bring all documents that relate to the specific case, and
finally an outline of the facts that led to the case, in the order in which they
occurred.
9. Avoid not telling the attorney the truth. Since the attorney is on the
entrepreneur’s side, it makes no sense to leave important information and
details out. The attorney is the one who should decide whether the information
is relevant.
10. Avoid not establishing a long lasting relationship the attorney. The best type
of relationship for an entrepreneur getting started is one in which the attorney
not only provides legal services, but also acts as a mentor and confidant in
which case there is a need to candidly discuss whether and how much the firm
will be charged, for the part of the relationship that involves mentoring and
brainstorming. That part of the attorney’s services may be the most valuable.
Of course, the best way to handle problems is to prevent them, and most problems
with attorneys stem from lack of communication. Entrepreneurs need to make clear
what they expect from their attorney, and should not assume that the attorney already
knows what the expectations are. If attorneys were hired only to tackle a specific legal
problem, or instead to act as a business advisors and mentors, they need to be explicitly
told about the role they need to play in the venture’s business.
If, in spite of doing all this, entrepreneurs still encounter a problem with attorneys,
they need to discuss it very frankly with them, and if the choice of an attorney has been
undertaken with care, any problems can be comfortably communicated and openly
tackled. The attorney should be given a chance to correct a troublesome situation; if
the problem ultimately cannot be resolved, all attempts to resolve the matter with the
attorney first have failed, and it does seem that the attorney has acted inappropriately,
a serious step can be taken and the attorney can be reported to the state bar association.
The state bar association, will investigate the matter, and can take action, if necessary,
to discipline the attorney. On the other hand, if the problem ultimately cannot be
resolved, all attempts to resolve the matter with the attorney first have failed, and it
does not seem that the attorney has acted inappropriately to warrant a report to the state
bar association, it is time to terminate the relationship and hire a new lawyer. However,
a new lawyer cannot accept the entrepreneur as a new client until the relationship
with the former attorney has ended, and the important documents from the former
attorney’s files have been retrieved.
Finally, one of the ways entrepreneurs can save some money on legal fees is to do
research on their own, but even though it is fairly easy to find what the law says, an
attorney is still needed to apply it to the specific situation. A good tip to remember is
that there are federal laws and there are state laws. Federal laws apply to all of us as
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individuals and businesses. State laws apply only to the individuals and businesses
within a particular state, can vary from state to state, and are valid only if they are not
in conflict with Federal laws. A quick review of the different parts of the American
legal system is listed below (Boyd, 2001):
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

U.S. Constitution. The federal Constitution is the foundation of the American
legal system. Every other law listed below is valid only if it does not conflict
with the United States Constitution. It would be unusual for a business to
have a legal issue involving the federal Constitution, but if it does, an attorney
definitely needs to be hired. For a copy of the Constitution, see http://www.law.
cornell.edu: 80/constitution/constitution
State Constitutions. Each state has its own constitution, but as mentioned
earlier, it should not be in conflict with the U.S. Constitution.
Federal treaties. These are agreements between the United States Government
and other countries. States cannot make their own treaties. Again, it would be
unusual for a business to have a legal issue involving treaties, but if it does it
needs to hire a lawyer specializing in this area.
Statutes. These are laws written by the legislature and are what we normally
think of when we talk about “the law.” The United States Congress creates
federal statutes, while state statutes are created by state legislators. These
statutes will definitely affect any type of business.
Ordinances. These are laws passed by local municipalities that will also affect
a business.
Administrative regulations. These are rules created by federal administrative
agencies. Depending on the type of business, they will have either a great deal
of impact or almost no impact at all.
Case law. These are the decisions made as a result of lawsuits and court cases.
Since statutes are applied and interpreted to reach a decision, case law is very
helpful in understanding statutes, which are usually not very clear and ambiguous.
Sometimes it takes a judge in a court case to decide what the legislators really
meant when they wrote the statute. An example occurred when a state legislature
was writing a law to create a pedestrian-traffic-only area in a state park. What
they actually wrote was that, “no four-wheeled vehicles” would be permitted in
the designated area. The problem was, that particular language did not exclude
motorcycle traffic, which the legislators meant to do, but did exclude parents
pushing baby strollers (technically a “four-wheeled” vehicle), which they did
not mean to do. What brought the problem to the attention of the court was that a
veteran’s group wanted to put a monument in the designated area of the park, and
the monument they had in mind was a World War II army jeep, a “four-wheeled”
vehicle prohibited by the statute. It took a lawsuit and the court’s application and
interpretation of the statute in order to make its meaning clear.
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Although many do-it-yourself guides advise to start with a trip to the local law library,
there are numerous law libraries on-line, and most have links to others. A good place
to start is www.law.cornell.edu/. This is the Legal Information Institute of Cornell Law
School, which in addition to providing federal law it also has the state statutes from all
fifty states. It also has links to many other legal sources and websites. Here are some
other great resources, in alphabetical order:
www.benedict.com
The Copyright Website
www.best.com/~szabo/smart.contracts.2.html
A good discussion of “smart contracts”
http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/
The Institute of International Commercial Law at Pace University offers information
on contracts for international sale of goods
www.cli.org
The Cyberspace Law Institute (CLI) offers articles and information on copyright
infringement, trademarks, and domain names
www.cpsc.gov/
The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) offers online versions of CPSC
publications
www.fastsearch.com/law/index.html
The Law Engine can be used for index of user-friendly legal sites
www.findlaw.com/
Findlaw’s directory of law-related websites offers numerous links to all aspects of
contract law
www.ftc.gov/
The Federal Trade Commission’s site
www.hia.com/llcweb/ll-home.html
Information about limited liability corporations
www.hoovers.com
Hoover’s Online is a collection of data on U.S. corporations
www.indiana.edu/~swp/9601.htm
Information on agency law
www.itpolicy.gsa.gov/mka/itdirect/faindex.htm
Names and telephone numbers for most administrative agencies
http://lawguru.com
Access to more than 400 legal search engines and indices from a single location
http://law.house.gov/
The Internet Law Library sponsored by the U.S. House of Representatives offers links
to legislative and regulatory materials
www.lectlaw.com/d-a.htm
The ’Lectric Law Library is a legal encyclopedia
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www.lectlaw.com/formb.htm
Business and general forms
www.legalshark.com/
Information on discrimination Law
www.lib.uwaterloo.ca/society/standards.html
Information on professional standards for various professional organizations
www.Lweekly.com
Lawyers Weekly USA lists many important documents as well as timely articles
www.mgovg.com
Information on limited liability companies
www.osha-slc.gov
The Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) site offers information
related to workplace health and safety
http://rs7.loc.gov/loc/guides/govt.html
Guide to government information about administrative agencies
www.sbaonline.sba.gov/
U.S. Small Business Administration with information on forming, financing, managing,
and operating a business
http://stats.bls.gov/blshome.html
The Bureau of Labor Statistics with data on employment
http://thomas.loc.gov/
Library of Congress
www.uchastings.edu/plri/fall94/whipple.html
A valuable site on electronic contracts
www.unicc.org/wipo/
World Intellectual Property Organization
www.uspto.gov/
The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office provides online access to U.S. and international
trademark and patent resources

The Venture Capitalist
The great majority of professional venture capitalists are in the business of “building
businesses.” They are not looking to make a quick buck, but are generally in for the
long haul. Certainly there are times when they must exit from a losing proposition, but
usually, their investments are made with the belief that it will take a long time before
they begin to pay off. Therefore, even though the main role of the venture capitalists
is to raise capital for potentially high growth ventures, this is only one aspect of their
job, albeit the most important. They recognize that they must be an active part of an
external team, providing contributions wherever they can, not only to safeguard their
financial investment, but also to help a venture grow and achieve its goals.
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Gorman and Sahlman (1986, p. 426) identified the following additional roles
fulfilled by venture capitalists:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Help obtain additional financing
Strategic planning
Management recruiting
Operational planning
Resolving compensation issues
Introducing potential customers and suppliers
Recruiting board members
Managing the investor group
Helping entrepreneurs find professional services such as accounting, law,
consultation
10. Being the entrepreneur’s sounding board
Professional venture capital firms specialize in providing seed capital for a person
walking in with a yellow notepad and the “seed” of an idea, but with no business
plan, and no prototype, just an idea. Others focus on a combination of seed, start-up,
or later-stage financings, or leveraged buyouts, having several different “funds” for
which they raise money for different stages of financing, or they may simply provide
capital to a variety of firms at different stages of development. Regardless, venture
capital firms cannot be all things to all people. In other words, their financing activities
may favor certain industries in which they possess a modicum of expertise, such as
high tech ventures, or they may favor certain geographic areas. What this means is that
entrepreneurs must do their homework to find out which venture capital firms specialize
in the industry of their interest, and seek out advice and referrals by networking with
those acquainted with these venture capital firms, such as other entrepreneurs, lawyers,
bankers, etc. Directories, such as the one published by the National Venture Capital
Association or regional associations such as the Oklahoma Investment Forum, can also
be very helpful.
Timmons (2001) recommends the following suggestions for contacting venture
capital firms. First, the nature of the venture capital industry dictates that the idea or
the venture proposal must be presented to multiple potential investors, but not in a
mass-mail fashion, but rather with proper referral and introduction, to five-to-ten firms
that have been identified earlier as likely to have an interest in the venture. These firms
need to have enough financial resources to fund the venture to completion, barring
any unforeseen circumstances, and need to know what it takes to bring a product to
market in a specific industry, both in terms of time and money. Finally, the venture
capital firm must also have experienced personnel, knowledgeable in the specific
industry, and willing and able to help with the start-up process. Frequently, the first
contact with venture capitalists is over the phone, and this may be the first and last
chance entrepreneurs have to persuade them of the feasibility of the venture idea and
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to express enthusiasm and commitment for it. If they are successful, however, the
venture capitalist will ask to see the business plan and the process begins, but the
typical funding rate by venture capitalists is between 2-3 percent of the business plans
they review, so there are many more obstacles to overcome. What venture capitalists
want to see in a well thought out business plan without “smoke and mirrors,” is a strong
management team with a “manageable” and business oriented entrepreneur willing
to work with the venture capital firm, a novel technology with a strong intellectual
property position, potential for quick and short-term cash flow (preferably less than
twelve months), possible technology applications in multiple markets, a clear path to
exit, and finally an adequate venture fund “burn rate” (Paiva, 2003).
On the other hand, rejection by a venture capitalist is not the kiss of death, and
a study of “rejected” ventures by Bruno and Tyebjee (1983) found that 70 percent of
them were operating within three years of their initial denial by venture capitalists.

The Accountant
It used to be that an accountant was synonymous with the bookkeeping function of a
small business but no longer. Today, accounting firms are aggressively competing for
the business of new ventures under the belief that they can be a member of a startup’s
external team and help them grow into their next lucrative big business client. The
plethora of services offered by accountants is a far cry from the past, when they merely
helped with bookkeeping and perhaps with setting up an initial accounting system.
Virtually every medium- and large-size accounting firm offers some variation
of the following services: cash control, establishing and maintaining an effective
accounting system, auditing, tax consultation, personal financial planning, deal making
by helping to secure financing, and many other services. Frequently, these are offered
to entrepreneurial ventures with high-growth potential at a substantial discount or
with deferred payments. Some of the larger accounting firms even provide rent-free
office space, software that helps write a business plan, and contacts and referrals with
equipment lessors, banks, and other sources of capital. In fact, there are few, if any,
areas in which the larger accounting firms do not claim to have some type of expertise.
These areas are only one small part of the services offered by today’s accounting
firms. In fact, many of the services they offer to emerging ventures emanate from their
consulting departments rather than their more traditional accounting functions.
Unfortunately, these services are not typically available for small, income-oriented
businesses. Given their limited resources and growth potential, and the sizeable fees
commanded by larger accounting firms, most small income-oriented businesses often
opt to use smaller accounting firms or independent CPAs to do their taxes or to help
them set up bookkeeping and/or accounting systems.
Some issues of concern in selecting an accountant as a member of the venture’s
external team should be the nature of the legal relationship that exists between the
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venture and the accountant, and the nature of their liability if errors or omissions
are made on the venture’s financial statements. Mistakes can be made which affect
the venture’s future, and the entrepreneur should be able to recover all or part of any
damages caused by the accounting firm’s negligence.
Given the extensive number of services offered by accountants today, how should
entrepreneurs choose an individual accountant or an accounting firm which will give
them the kind of help they need during the startup stage, and later as the firm progresses
and the problems change? The answer lies in the identification of the specific tasks
with which help is needed, such as closing books in order to complete the financial
statements, preparing tax filings, developing a more effective control system, etc. Once
the most pressing needs have been identified, the question becomes whether a national,
regional, or local firm can best serve the venture. Regardless how big or what type of
firm is chosen, there are some overwhelming considerations that apply when selecting
an accountant as a member of the venture’s external team:
1. Look for previous experience with startup ventures.
2. Make sure they communicate clearly, because not every entrepreneur
understands the language of accounting.
3. Look for someone or a firm that has broad expertise and can give advice not
only on accounting, but also on managerial, marketing, financial issues and
generally, all aspects of the venture.
4. Consider the cost of these services versus the level of service provided, such
as who exactly will be handling the accounting services, how often they will
be available, and if they are not, who will take their place.
5. Check out the firm’s reputation, particularly if dealing with a branch office.
Interview the individuals that will be dealing with the venture, and ask for
recommendations from a variety of sources, such as other accounting clients,
the venture’s customers, lawyers, bankers, etc.
6. Make sure they can service not only present needs, but also those of the future,
as the firm develops over time.

The Banker
Unlike the external team members discussed previously, it is strongly recommended
that entrepreneurs establish a working relationship with a banker long before one is
needed, because if they wait until they actually need to borrow money, it may be too
late. The worst time to go in and ask a bank for money is when the financial need is
already here, since that tells the bank that the firm already has poor money management
practices and is unable to forecast specific cash needs before they arise. Given the
typical bank’s risk-averse nature, one can anticipate that their response to the loan
request under these circumstances will probably be a resounding “no.” So, one of the
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first decisions of aspiring entrepreneurs should be to identify and secure a banking
partner as an external team member, who, like the experts discussed earlier, can offer a
variety of services to an emerging venture, ranging from lines of credit, help with other
forms of financing, contacts, referrals, credit checks, tax advice, etc.
Shopping around will reveal just how different some banks are. Some are very risk
averse and reluctant to deal with startups, while others are aggressively seeking out
small firms by offering services that separate them from the run-of-the-mill commercial
banks. Interestingly, while the different services available to entrepreneurs are certainly
a factor for selecting a bank, the most important criterion may be the bank’s philosophy
toward small business and entrepreneurship, exhibited by the desire to make available
resources, and the ability to work with new ventures providing a good fit for their needs.
Entrepreneurs should identify that kind of philosophy by seeking prospective banking
external team members who will:
•
•
•

Develop a long-term relationship with the venture
Exhibit a professional attitude toward the entrepreneur
Realize that money is just a commodity and can be had from many sources

Entrepreneurs should also seek recommendations and references from other existing
small firms by asking them to describe their experiences with specific bankers, as well
as recommendations from accountants, lawyers, and other professionals. Building and
maintaining a good relationship with a bank based on trust and good faith is a critical
task. This good relationship needs to be maintained in order to formulate a successful
external team partnership with that bank. Baty (1981) and Bennett (1987) offer a
few common-sense suggestions for developing a healthy and mutually beneficial
relationship with a bank, as an external team member:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Financial and other information should be shared as if the banker were a
full partner.
Make certain that the banker never confronts “surprises” all of a sudden,
because they literally hate surprises.
Keep the banker informed and interested of the venture’s progress, by sending
regularly a copy of the financial statements, press clippings, news articles,
releases, and anything else that will let the bank know that the venture is
doing well.
Never allow the firm’s banking account to become overdrawn or past due on
a payment.
When visiting or negotiating a loan always go in prepared, with written
documentation, numbers, and if available, collateral.
Start borrowing as soon as possible, even when there is an excess of cash,
because paying off borrowed funds establishes a line of credit and builds
goodwill that might be used later.
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The Insurance Person
Providing the venture with a comprehensive insurance package is critical in today’s
business environment. It is necessary to protect the firm’s assets in order to guarantee
continued operations and ensure that any unacceptable risks are covered at affordable
costs. Rising insurance costs can drive some small firms out of business because of
such rate increases or because insurance protection is simply unavailable. Given these
difficulties and the range of services a good insurance firm can offer, it is critical to get
the right insurance person on the external team, one who can provide a cost-effective
insurance program which minimizes the firm’s exposure in the areas which the firm
can least afford to have them exposed to potential disaster.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the insurance function has an interesting paradox that will
affect the design of an insurance coverage program and its cost. The goal of a venture’s
management is to select an insurance firm that will help alleviate the company’s
exposure to risks, and if successful, theoretically reduce the insurance premiums. In
contrast, an insurance firm’s revenues are typically based on the total premiums paid.
With this in mind, it becomes quite clear why a good insurance agent is well worth the
effort put forth to find one.
Insurance firms generally provide the basic fire, liability, automobile, and worker’s
compensation insurance services, which are the essential kinds of insurance coverage.
Sole proprietors, for example, need life insurance protection to ensure that their
dependents or heirs will be safely cared for, and/or that the business will continue
after the individual’s death. In case of a partnership, there is a need for insurance
coverage to help protect against dissolution at the time of the death of a partner. In a
case of a corporation, there may be a need for stockholder insurance. However, not all
insurance firms and all agents are well versed in the specific types of life insurance
coverage that is needed for a particular situation, or understand all their intricate
details. Additionally, there are other more complex and uncommon types of insurance
coverage, such as business interruption insurance, renter’s insurance, group life, group
health, disability, retirement, key-man insurance, and the multitude of other types of
insurance that may or may not pertain to the venture’s unique situation. Experience
suggests that the entrepreneur will be confronted with a variety of different insurance
questions and issues and a good insurance agent as part of the venture’s external team
is necessary to provide the right answers.
The first step in selecting an insurance firm is to decide what type of firm to use,
such as an independent agency, an insurance broker, or a direct writer. Independent
agents can place or “broker” insurance policies with a third party because they
represent several insurers at once, and have the following advantages (“Selecting the
Right Insurance Agency,” 1986):
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1. They are independent and not under the control of any one insurer.
2. They usually offer a greater variety of policies and insurers.
3. They usually provide better services, since they have a financial incentive to
serve clients in a customized fashion.
4. They usually have better claims representation.
5. They have greater knowledge since they must be well versed in many types
of insurance.
Brokers are similar to independent agents in some ways, but very dissimilar in others.
For instance, they may be able to provide services that an independent agent cannot,
or at least not in a cost-effective way, such as technical advice. Frequently, brokers are
used once a firm gets to a size large enough to justify and need a “risk manager.”
Direct writers do not always use a sales force, but instead may use direct mail,
salaried personnel, or commissioned salespeople to contact customers. The business
belongs to the insurer, who maintains control over their activities, and they often
offer policies at a discount, thus they are an attractive option for many cash-starved
start-up firms. For growth-oriented companies, however, price should be a secondary
consideration to expert advice and good asset coverage. Their advantages may include
(“Selecting the Right Insurance Agency,” 1986):
•
•
•

Lower premiums
Better service since a direct writer is often a specialist in a given field
Centralized administration and mass advertising

The roles fulfilled by insurance firms may differ somewhat from situation-to-situation.
In general, however, the entrepreneur should look for the following qualities among
insurance candidates as members of the venture’s external team (“Selecting the Right
Insurance Agency,” 1986):
1. Ability to handle difficult or unusual types of coverage if the situation warrants it
2. Responsiveness in answering questions quickly and accurately
3. Innovativeness by always looking for ways to improve the venture’s risk
management program.
4. Stability of the insurance firm
5. Communication in easy-to-understand terms rather than industry jargon
6. Periodic review of the venture’s account and coverage needs
7. Ample professional liability coverage
8. Reasonable premium cost with manageable deductibles
9. Help with the identification and differentiation of what kind of coverage is
essential, what kind of coverage is desirable but not absolutely necessary, and
what type of coverage is best suited for the firm, the individual entrepreneur,
and the firm’s employees
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10. Customization of policies to meet the firm’s specific exposures, financial situation,
and needs
Once entrepreneurs have identified the type of insurance firm they wish to use, have
obtained referrals, and completed a preliminary investigation, they should ask for
formal written proposals. Such a document will frequently contain a general outline of
the agency’s offices, both national and local, a brief resume for each of the key agents
in their office, their offerings, a description of how the agency proposes to handle and
service the venture’s needed types of insurance, and finally references. Entrepreneurs
should invite them in to discuss their individual programs in person, with themselves
and others in the management team who will be affected. It would be very helpful to
know ahead of time and in detail, which physical assets are exposed to loss and need
to be protected, and where other potential liability losses can be incurred, in order to
give the insurance agent a clear idea to develop final proposals.
As mentioned earlier, cost should not be the overwhelming factor, since the issue
here is buying a service, not just a commodity product called insurance. Besides, low
cost may be a sign that the firm has unusually tight claim policies, insufficient loss
reserves, or low commissions, which may reduce the quality of service provided.
Conventional wisdom also suggests that it may be advisable to try to maximize the
venture’s bargaining leverage, by either contracting with only one insurance agency,
or by dividing the coverage of the venture’s insurance needs into two or three different
categories (e.g., property and casualty, life and health) and split them among two or
three different insurers. Depending on the size of the insurance firm and its premiums,
this may provide the venture with better service, but at the same time, may mean
giving up certain discounts that the venture could have qualified for if it had used only
one firm.
For very small businesses and/or self-employed individuals, the costs of employee
benefits purchased through an insurance agent may not be financially feasible.
Sometimes, the local Chamber of Commerce or a small business association in a
specific region may offer such coverage. Oftentimes, their large numbers and combined
purchasing power enable their members to get more reasonable rates.

The Consultant
Depending on how they are used, consultants may or may not be part of the venture’s
external team, but they have the potential to be one of the most important resources.
Typically, consultants are hired when in-house specialists cannot be hired, when the
need for their expertise is only part-time, or when danger signals are showing and the
venture is not performing up to expectations.
Consultants come in an array of sizes, from multinational firms to sole practitioners,
and many specialties, such as accounting, computer systems, personnel, inventory
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control, etc. Some sell advice and some sell equipment. They can be very expensive,
yet it is frequently hard to judge whether or not their services were or will be beneficial.
Unfortunately, there are no easy ways to identify the skilled from the unskilled
consultant, but a few recommendations can be made.
First, the entrepreneur should check to see whether the prospective consultant
is certified by a professional management consulting association or not. While this
is no guarantee of quality, it at least suggests that they have a baseline of skills.
Recommendations from satisfied clients are usually the best way to select a consultant,
as well as the chemistry and personality match with the owner. The Institute of
Management Consultants and the Association of Management Consulting Firms offer
free referral services and consultant directories that can be found in libraries. Articles
written by the consultants themselves in business periodicals are also a good source to
gauge their competence and background.
Once several potential consultants have been identified, the entrepreneur should
try to determine their advantages and disadvantages within the context of what needs
to be done, and in terms of providing advice and/or information, or solving a specific
problem. Candidates need to be interviewed and written proposals, references, and
cost estimates obtained. It should never be assumed that because they are consultants
they are always right, because when they are finished, they can walk away from the
firm, and the entrepreneur may be stuck picking up the pieces.
There is also a different opinion on consultants that advocates never hiring them
unless there is highly specialized work that cannot be done in-house. Consultants may
not be venture-oriented and seldom think like an entrepreneur. Most are technicians or
specialists, bogged down in the details of their specialized interests, and most importantly
they are not accountable for bottom-line profitability. Instead of using consultants, the
venture might attempt to develop the capabilities needed in-house, by rewarding risktaking employees and by creating a climate conducive to change (Samuels, 1983).

The Outside Board Members
Outside board members focus on advising the entrepreneur. Unfortunately, in many
smaller businesses, outside board members are often one of the more unappreciated
and under-utilized assets possessed, because having outside board members often
runs counter to the very autonomy that many entrepreneurs and small businesspeople
desire so much. Outside board members require the owner to disclose details about the
firm’s operations, finances, and plans for the future. Trust is critical, and if the owner
feels comfortable sharing this type of information, outside board members can play an
important role in improving the venture’s chances of succeeding by:
1. Helping to develop leadership and professionalism within the firm
2. Critically examining the owner’s decision-making process
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3. Providing the firm with a sense of credibility to the business community
4. Helping when a change in management is required
5. Providing needed expertise in a wide variety of fields		
Without question, good board members can provide a sense of perspective and a
view from outside the firm, but at the same time, they must use their influence subtly,
knowing when to push and when to back off. In some companies, selecting outside
board members is simply not done, and for many small businesses, or income-oriented
firms, using outside board members is not an option because of their cost, or because
management sees them as being focused on growth rather than income producing goals.
Thus, many small businesses choose to use inside board members only, such as family,
friends, key employees, and others who share similar personal and business goals.
In some start-ups funded by venture capital, the outside board may be dominated
by the lead venture capitalist, who as part of the conditions of funding, may have
insisted on a majority of the board’s seats for co-investors or other individuals that
they deem necessary to sit on the board.
In situations where there is some choice, however, deciding whom to choose is a
difficult question, especially given the trend of increasing litigation against directors and
officers. Directors and Officers (D&O) liability insurance has become a virtual necessity,
given the increasingly large number of lawsuits being filed charging board members with
neglecting their fiduciary responsibility to the stockholders. In order to attract competent
board members, many firms have had to offer incentives, both monetary and nonmonetary, which can add up to quite an expense for a small firm with scarce resources,
because of the need for the expertise that these board members can bring to the table.
The task of finding effective outside board members is by itself a difficult one,
because the entrepreneur needs individuals who will bring a breadth of skills, experience,
and diversity to the venture. Ideally, members of the board should have backgrounds
and contacts that differ from, but complement the entrepreneur’s background and that
of the other directors. Additionally, as the company grows and changes, the governing
board also needs to evolve to meet changing needs and circumstances (Online Women’s
Business Center, 1997).

Advisory Boards
By law, every corporation needs a board of directors. However, more and more
entrepreneurial ventures are supplementing their directors with an advisory board.
Typically, their use depends on the needs of the firm, but they tend to be less expensive
than a formal board, and supposedly, less liable for the decisions they make.
Furthermore, advisory boards may not provide the kind of counterbalance to the
management decisions made by the owners because unlike a formal board of directors,
they have no formal control over management. Still, the use of advisory boards is a
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viable option for many firms, particularly those with a technological thrust, which are
in need of an advisory board with technical capabilities in order to help management
solve problems that may exceed their current skill level.

Personal Contacts, Connections,
And Other Sources Of Help
The third category of people and organizations offering supporting services as
external team members to the entrepreneur seems to include just about everyone else
in the business world. Although this is an obvious overstatement, the list of contacts,
connections, and other networking sources is quite extensive. In fact, some aspiring
entrepreneurs contend that one of their initial problems is sorting through the multitude
of people and organizations offering help and advice.
The best recommendation for those with ideas, prototypes, small business goals, or
those who are just short of capital, is to first use whatever sources of help that are free
or relatively inexpensive, keeping in mind that the quality of free services and sources
varies extensively. If not completely satisfied or if there is need for more information,
other more expensive sources can be consulted. There are numerous contacts and
sources of information that should be utilized not only during the venture’s early stages
but also later, depending to a great extent, on the type of venture and the kinds of skills
and resources needed. These valuable contacts, information sources, and services are
listed below, not in any particular sequence or priority, characterized mostly by the
fact that they are free or relatively inexpensive. However, as mentioned earlier, the
quality of information from these sources will always vary.
•

•

•

•

Government publications such as Census Reports (Census of Business, Census
of Population, etc.) are particularly helpful for gathering demographic data
and identifying trends in potential target markets.
The local Chamber of Commerce frequently has workshops and seminars
and perhaps even more important, opportunities to meet and network with
other entrepreneurs and the professionals that help support them, such as,
accountants, lawyers, bankers, etc. Most Chambers of Commerce for example,
host a Business After Hours social gathering once a month as a networking
device, in order to get people together to talk over similar problems, meet new
clients, new customers, etc.
People who have their own business and you already know, can provide
information on whom they use for various services or give referrals and
recommendations.
Local universities or colleges provide various services that can include
internships for students, having a class group do a research study, arranging
with a student group to do a “consulting” project, among others. Faculty
members are also frequently looking for field projects that they can fit into
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

their curriculum. Some schools have idea evaluation programs at minimal
costs to the aspiring entrepreneur. Business plans are often presented to classes,
in exchange for constructive criticism by students who, what they lack in
experience, can sometimes be overcome by enthusiasm and youthful energy.
Local Small Business Development Centers (SBDC) or Small Business
Advancement Centers (SBAC) connected with the local university, offer
free or inexpensive consulting, sometimes done by students, faculty, or
professional consultants.
The local office of the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) or www.sba.
gov. conducts conferences, workshops, and educational programs on a variety
of small business topics. They also offer services in actual funding, how to
participate in federal government procurement opportunities, information
on grants through the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program,
import/export data, and many other topics of interest.
The local SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) chapter offers
consultants who are retired executives wishing to give something back to the
community that helped them succeed earlier in their career.
Local and state government offices are particularly helpful with regard to
cutting red tape, finding available funds, and numerous other services.
If a minority, opportunities for networking may be available through Black,
Hispanic, and Asian Chambers of Commerce. Workshops and funding
opportunities may also be available through local Minority Business
Development Centers (MBDC).
The newspaper lists events of interest, meetings, speeches, etc. of people actively
working in the industry of interest. They can help by providing information
about the industry, the competition, or the typical problems encountered by
entrepreneurial firms.
Trade associations as well as trade journals offer useful information.
The popular press such as, Inc. Magazine, Entrepreneur, Black Business,
Working Woman, Business Week, Fortune, and other popular magazines
and periodicals have ideas, suggestions, and first-rate articles describing
entrepreneurial experiences, along with excellent practical advice on a number
of topics pertinent to entrepreneurs.
Organizations such as the Toastmasters Club help improve skills in areas critical
to entrepreneurial success, such as negotiating or better speaking skills.
Entrepreneurs who are already in the same industry or business, are often
willing to help, even those who may be eventual competitors. They are always
interested in developing new suppliers and customers, and therefore they are
frequently very helpful sources of information.
Newsletters on products or services are a good source.
Product-licensing services publish information on products available for licensing.
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•
•

•
•
•

Patent brokers can be contacted to see what is available for purchase or license.
The National Technical Information Service (NTIS), has a huge database that
can be accessed to locate information on recent research projects funded by the
Federal government.
Dissertations at university libraries can be accessed.
Reference books dedicated to helping small businesses are available at public
and university libraries.
And last but not least, of course, the Internet offers almost unlimited information.

The list above just scratches the surface of the personal contacts, connections, and
other sources of help that exists out there, waiting to help the entrepreneur. However,
in addition to the fact that there may be obvious differences in the quality of assistance,
as mentioned earlier, not everyone always has the entrepreneur’s best interests at heart.
The entrepreneur needs to get referrals and recommendations whenever possible, check
references, talk to former clients, and take time to sort them out. Even if the time available
to do the required homework for the process of forming an external team may be limited,
a little time, money, and energy spent on that now, should be viewed as an investment
in the future for a bigger payoff later. Some will be well worth the cost, and some will
not even be worth the time spent with them. Exhibit 10-4 lists 26 sources of information
from a 1983 study done in metropolitan Atlanta (Franklin & Goodwin, 1983). Even
though this study was conducted before the advent and convenience of research through
the Internet, it gives a pretty good idea about the relative value of the many sources of
information that exist, most of which can still be accessed through the Internet.

conclUSion
The entrepreneur needs an internal team to achieve success. Decisions need to be
made as to who should be on it, what issues need to be considered regarding recruiting,
responsibilities, compensation, changes in the internal team’s composition, etc. Team
members or partners bring to a firm skills, resources, and knowledge, along with their own
emotional baggage from previous experiences. It is the latter that can take up the majority
of the founder’s time and energy and impede progress toward goal accomplishment.
This can be minimized to some extent by identifying either through a conscious or
unplanned process, the right individuals who share the commitment, the vision, and
certain interests and chemistry with the founder. Team members or partners can also
fill in the gaps that prevent the fulfillment of the venture’s goals by bringing the skills
needed to get a product or service to market and to create the kind of growth required
for future success. They can bring money and other resources or may become the last
piece of the puzzle. In doing so, they should be allowed to share in the venture’s success
by being rewarded accordingly. The entrepreneur needs to make certain decisions as to
which member of that internal team should share in the rewards, how should rewards
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be distributed, in what form, and at what point of time. These questions are critical in
ensuring the recruitment and the successful tenure of good partners and internal team
members. Having a good external support system is also critical. Knowing where to go
for help, putting together effective external teams, connections, and other sources of
help is also essential for the entrepreneur. However, difficulties arise in trying to recruit
competent external team members and in trying to determine what they need to do for
the venture. In many specialized areas, the typical entrepreneur’s working knowledge is
limited, which implies that there will be situations where explicit and implicit trust must
be placed on these external advisors and on gut instincts. That means that the level of
trust must be extraordinarily high, and the quickest way to obtain that type of confidence
and faith is to first make the best selection possible, and second, to work closely together.
For many entrepreneurs, this is a difficult task, because it runs counter to their ideas of
independence and autonomy. However, there is no other choice.
EXHIBIT 10-4
Ranking Of Important Sources Of Information
Source

Mean

Rank

Other Business People
Accountants
Suppliers
Trade Associations
Business Managers
Customers
Attorneys
Manufacturing Representatives
Bankers
Distributors
Newspapers
Conferences
Chamber of Commerce
College Courses
Better Business Bureau
Small Business Associations
National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB)
Credit Associations
State Dept. of Industry & Trade
U.S. Economic Development Administration
City Regional Commission
City Development Authority
College Professors
City Private Industry Council
State Employment Security Agency
State Dept. of Minority Business Entrepreneurs

1.928
1.957
2.037
2.043
2.084
2.107
2.253
2.258
2.267
2.426
2.445
2.532
2.548
2.757
2.957
3.000
3.017
3.019
3.148
3.207
3.259
3.274
3.278
3.281
3.399
3.416

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Source: (Franklin & Goodwin, 1983)
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ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic

Internal Teams/
Family business

Divorce and the
Internal team

External Teams:
the Lawyer

External Teams:
the banker

web Address

Description

http://www.marriott.com/corporateinfo/
culture/heritage.asp?WT_Ref=mi_left

Information on
the history, family
business, and
organizational
culture of the
Marriott hotel chain

http://www.inc.com/
magazine/19980901/998.html

Dramatic stories
of famous
entrepreneurial
couples and their
divorces

http://www.wiggin.com/practices/group.
asp?groupid=10

A legal group that
offers services
directed specifically
to the legal needs of
the entrepreneurs

http://www.startupjournal.com/
financing/loans/20020625-mancuso.html

Wall Street Journal
article on how to
deal with banks,
what banks to use,
and a quiz to test
how well you know
your banker
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keY TeRMS
internal team: Members participating in the founding of the firm.
external team: Members, advisors, and other outsiders actively assisting the venture.
Personal contract or connections: Members not directly hired for their services,
they nevertheless interact with and affect the firm’s progress.
Uniform Partnership Act: A partnership as an association of two or more persons to
carry on as co-owners of a business for profit.
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ReView QUeSTionS
1. What are some things that an owner should take into consideration when facing the
reality that he/she must share ownership with a partner or partners?
2. Discuss three of the six sources for finding good internal team members and partners.
3. In regards to financial and/or legal rationale, what are the reasons for joint ownership?
What are the reasons against it?
4. What are two advantages and two disadvantages of the “earn-in” system?
5. How should family-owned businesses deal with second or third generation members,
and with succession problems?
6. When interviewing a potential lawyer for your firm, why is it important to ask if they
represent other entrepreneurs, family-owned businesses, and small businesses?
7. What is the paradox that the insurance function has that affects the design of an
insurance coverage program and its cost?
8. Differentiate between an independent insurance agency, an insurance broker, and a
direct writer.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
The concept of a team is probably the most central element to any startup endeavor.
Think about it. No, I mean really stop and think about it. Every successful venture
I have ever heard about started with a core team of three or four people. Usually,
they all had a very different perspective of the venture and the ability to “speak their
minds.” It is this nucleus that is the epicenter for every great endeavor. Of the many
entrepreneurial skills I learned from the corporate world, the most important were the
understanding of what composes a great team, how to build one, and how to keep a
great team together.
From the corporate halls of Bell Canada came the method by which a great team is
assembled. If you worked in the process improvement group within Bell Canada back
in the late 1980s and early 1990s, you had already taken a personality traits survey
like Meyers-Briggs and were classified as to your personality type (A, B, C, etc.). It
had been discovered at Bell Canada that the composition of a strong team depended
on getting a mix of left-brain and right-brain thinkers, drivers and listeners, numbers
and graphic thinkers in the right combination. In short, Bell Canada spent many hours
working on the composition of the team’s “personality” before they ever had their first
meeting. The output required from the team was the driver force behind the elements
of the composition of the team. I was so impressed by this approach that it has driven
my every move in putting together any team in my business life since and certainly
affected my assembly of the management team for LifeGuard America. From within
the four walls of Harley-Davidson’s Kansas City Plant, I learned how to build an
effective team to keep any team (Harley refers to them as natural work groups) together.
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The main component of attracting people to any endeavor is clearly articulating what
the team’s objectives are and what the individual brings to the team in the form of
skills and experience. It is not enough for me to understand the primary objective at
LifeGuard America. I must also clearly understand why I am here and what I bring to
the endeavor. It all sounds very simple, and it is but so often companies that flounder
do so because they have lost sight of the fundamentals of business practices. Once you
have identified the players and created a shared vision of what success looks like, the
way you keep the team together is to get out of the way and let them figure it out. This
is what allows great talent to grow. If I feel that I am indeed growing in my knowledge
and experience and I believe my efforts within the team are making a difference, I am
in it for the long run. Teams stay together because the individuals are growing at least
as fast as the team. It is a dynamic that any leader must identify and nurture. I have
found that it is just that simple. Business is not usually that difficult. We just make stuff
up and artificially insert it to make it look like it is.
Through my on-going studies and reviewing the disasters that have plagued giants
in the business community over the past three years, it has become evident to me
that a healthy business is based on strong ethical standards, and therefore, corporate
governance must be a core competency of the endeavor. Harvard Business School
Press is still the primary source of reading material for me, and I have modeled our
corporate governance out of the pages of some of the best minds of the past decades.
For starters, even though I am a primary unit holder of LifeGuard America and sit on
the board of directors, I am not the Chairman and I am the only “management insider”
on the board. As President and CEO, my responsibilities are clearly outlined in our
Operating Agreement. I am responsible for the day-to-day activities of the company
and my primary goal is directing the company to meet the next twelve-month goals
and objectives. It is the responsibility of the board to hold the management team
accountable for its primary business objectives and to concern themselves with the
ten-year strategic plans. Our board consists of experts in the fields of legal, finance,
technology, medical operations, organ transplantation, and hospital administration.
Most importantly, five of the six members of the board of directors are from outside
the company. This way we have a truly objective board that is positioned to be as
effective when we are a large company because we started with the end in mind.
This section reflects on the personnel and infrastructure required to get any business
off the ground and into an operational status that is self-sustaining. First we will look
at the management team of LifeGuard America and then transition to Article VI of our
Operating Agreement.
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First we will review the business plan section on the Management Team:
President & CEO: John R. Fitzpatrick III
Mr. Fitzpatrick has over 15 years experience managing high performance
organizations. He is an expert in business re-engineering, aligning processes
and practices to reflect corporate vision and mission. Mr. Fitzpatrick is also
an influential leader skilled in inspiring peak performance and team cohesion
through an empowering management style. Mr. Fitzpatrick has, for the last
ten years, been a visionary senior executive driving exponential performance
improvement spanning all organizational areas in the consumer products and
service industries. Most recently he was President, CEO and Director on the
Board of Indian Motorcycle Company where he provided strong leadership
through a challenging transition to a revised business plan. Mr. Fitzpatrick
headed an eleven-person senior management team and 740 employees
generating $94 million annual revenue. Mr. Fitzpatrick also is highly
experienced in startup companies; at Harley-Davidson Motor Company, he
had senior leadership responsibilities at the newly established Kansas City
Sportster facility. Mr. Fitzpatrick has held various management positions in
both military and civilian organizations with broad experience in Business
Process and Organizational Design. Mr. Fitzpatrick holds a Bachelor of
Science degree in Electrical Engineering and has had a diverse career spanning
the software, computer, aircraft, automotive, and motorcycle industries.
Chief Financial Officer: Parker L. Strickland
Mr. Strickland’s business experience covers the areas of financial management
as well as commercial banking. He has served as Chief Financial Officer for
companies in the manufacturing and service distribution industries. Most
recently, he held the position of Chief Financial Officer for a $100 million
manufacturing company. In this position Mr. Strickland was part of a fiveperson management team that led the company through a 50 percent growth
in revenue in a four year time period. Mr. Strickland also held a lead position
in the sale of the company to a publicly traded entity where he identified the
buyer and acted as liaison between financial consultants and the company. In
addition to financial management skills, Mr. Strickland’s commercial banking
experience includes seven years in lending and credit administration positions
with multiple regional banks. Mr. Strickland has a Bachelor of Science degree
in Agricultural Economics from Oklahoma State University and a Masters in
Business Administration from Southern Methodist University.
Chief Technology Officer: J. Calvin McClure
Mr. McClure is responsible for the Strategic Planning and Technology
Implementation at LifeGuard America. Mr. McClure comes to LifeGuard
America from Hewlett Packard, where he had senior program management
responsibilities in HP Operations, the outsourcing services group of HP
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Services. Mr. McClure has held various program level responsibilities for
technical design, security consulting, and business modeling of some of HP’s
largest outsourcing contracts to date. This list includes Ford Motor Company,
the joint venture between HP and the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
(CIBC) known as Intria-HP, as well as having provided both technical design
and implementation of Hewlett Packard’s first external customer Operations
Services Center in Atlanta, Georgia. Mr. McClure brings a broad range of
experience in process development, computer technology, and support services,
having provided services in seven countries in North America, Europe,
and the Far East. Mr. McClure has over ten years experience in Hewlett
Packard’s legendary Management by Objective (MBO) business management
environment and is skilled in all facets of human resource management. Mr.
McClure holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering
from the University of Florida, with graduate level studies at the College of
Business Administration from the University of Tennessee.
Director of Operations: Richard W. Poplin
Rick is responsible for all aspects of flight operations. He will direct all
operations related to mission execution based on the schedules generated by
the logistics group. Mr. Poplin has over 4000 hours of flight time in T-37,
T-38, F-16, Boeing 727, 737, 757, 767, Airbus A319 and A320 aircraft. Mr.
Poplin currently holds both an Airline Transport Pilot Certificate and a Flight
Engineer Certificate. As an F-16 Instructor Pilot, Mr. Poplin currently serves
as a Supervisor of Flying, Mission Commander, and Officer in Command of
Quality Assurance for the 138th Fighter Wing, Oklahoma Air National Guard
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Supervising the Quality Assurance office, Mr. Poplin
oversees twenty maintenance personnel that ensure the safe operation of over
$300 million worth of combat aircraft. Mr. Poplin is skilled in the development
and integration of Aircraft Mission Planning and Electronic Briefing systems.
Mr. Poplin initiated an Electronic Briefing system in Tulsa that has become
the standard for F-16 Squadrons worldwide. Mr. Poplin holds a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Business from Oklahoma State University, majoring in
Management Science and Computer Systems.
Vice President of Business Development: Ron Bertanzi
Mr. Bertanzi has more than thirty years of healthcare experience. He has spent
the last eighteen years developing and implementing telecommunications and
information technologies as a means of addressing the problems relating to
quality, cost, and access to care that now afflict many health care systems.
Prior to joining LifeGuard America he was Vice President of Worldwide
Enterprise Solutions for PictureTel. His responsibilities included managing
the sales and marketing efforts to the Fortune 100 corporations as well as the
vertical markets of healthcare and education. In addition, he was the principal
liaison between PictureTel engineering group and Cisco development team
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for their internal video communications network. Mr. Bertanzi earned his
bachelor’s degree in Pre-Med from the University of Mainz in Germany. He
was a practicing Physician Assistant and Certified Cardiovascular Perfusionist
and is a fellow of the American and International Academy of Extra-Corporeal
Technology.
The operational structure of a company is the key to its ultimate success. We have
put together a comprehensive set of checks and balances in our corporate governance
that represents the best of twenty-first century thinking. What follows is LifeGuard
America’s corporate governance philosophy put into practice.

ARTICLE VI
Management and Operation of Business
Section 6.01 Directors. Strategic direction and oversight of the Company
shall be vested in a Board of Directors comprised of seven individuals, one of
whom shall be the President of the Company. As vacancies occur on the Board,
new members of the Board shall be nominated by a majority of the remaining
members of the Board and elected by a Majority Vote of the Members. The
Chairman of the Board shall be appointed by a majority of the members of the
Board (which majority must include the President).
The Board of Directors currently consists of six individuals who have been
appointed by the original Members of the Company, and who shall serve until
their successors are elected and qualified. An additional member of the Board
shall be nominated by a majority of the members of the Board and elected by
a Majority Vote of the Members following the Company’s completion of its
offering of an additional 30,000 Units (anticipated to be closed on or before
June 1, 2003).
In the event that hereafter all members of the Board of Directors have
resigned or been removed from office, the business of the Company shall
be under the exclusive management of the Members, and in such case, a
Majority Vote of the Members shall be necessary for all decisions affecting
the Company.
Section 6.02 Responsibility of Directors. It shall be the responsibility of the
Board of Directors to provide the overall strategic direction of the Company,
and in such role the duties of the Board of Directors shall include, but not
be limited to: (i) approving long-term objectives and goals for the Company,
including potential areas of business expansion; (ii) selecting of the chief
executive and senior officers and overseeing the mentoring of such officers;
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(iii) approving compensation and retirement policies for executive officers;
(iv) delegating administrative authority to the chief executive and subordinate
officers; (v) approving policies related to capital needs and financing, including
distribution of Cash Available for Distribution; and (vi) implementing a formal
review process in the form of a strategic audit, using such criteria and timeline as the Board may determine.
Section 6.03 Compensation of Directors. Each Director will be compensated
for his or her services as a Director, in the form of a Director’s fee equal
to $____________ per meeting of the Board attended by such Director. In
addition, each Director will be entitled to reasonable expense reimbursements
incurred in connection with the performance of his or her duties as a Director
of the Company.
Section 6.04 Restrictions on Directors. Notwithstanding any other provision
hereof, the Board of Directors shall not, without consent or ratification of the
specific act by a Majority Vote of the Members:
(a) Sell all or substantially all of the Company’s Property;
(b) Admit a Person as a Member, except as otherwise provided in
			
this Agreement;

		

(c) Knowingly perform any act that would subject a Member to 		
personal liability; or
(d) Do any act, which would make it impossible to carry on the ordinary
business of the Company.

Section 6.05 Term and Qualifications. Each Director shall hold office until
his or her successor shall have been appointed. Directors need not be Members
of the Company.
Section 6.06 Outside Activities. Each Director and such Director’s Affiliates
may have business interests and engage in business activities in addition to
those relating to the Company, for such Director’s or such Director’s Affiliates’
own account or for the account of others, and no provision of this Agreement
shall be deemed to prohibit such Director or such Director’s Affiliates from
conducting such businesses and activities. Neither the Company, the Members,
the Directors nor any officer of the Company shall have any rights by virtue
of this Agreement or the relationship contemplated herein in any business
ventures of the Directors or the Directors’ Affiliates.
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Section 6.07 Limitation on Liability of Directors. No member of the Board of
Directors shall be liable to the Company or its Members for monetary damages
for breach of fiduciary duty as a Director; provided, however, that nothing
contained herein shall eliminate or limit the liability of a Director: (i) for any
breach of the Director’s duty of loyalty to the Company or its Members; (ii)
for acts or omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct
or a knowing violation of the law; and (iii) for any transaction from which the
Director derived an improper personal benefit.
Section 6.08. Authority of Board of Directors to Confirm Officers of the
Company.
(a) The Board of Directors, by a majority vote of the members thereof,
shall elect the executive officers of the Company, and shall
authorize each such officer to act on behalf of the Company with
such authority as set forth in this Agreement or as such officer
may be granted in writing at the time of his or her appointment;
provided that no such appointment shall relieve the members of
the Board of Directors of the ultimate responsibility imposed by
applicable law for the overall supervision of the Company.
(b) Initially, the Board of Directors has elected the following to serve
as officers of the Company:
John R. Fitzpatrick

President
(Chief Executive Officer)

Parker L. Strickland

Vice President of Finance
(Chief Financial Officer)

J. Calvin McClure

Vice President of Technology
(Chief Technology Officer)

Richard W. Poplin

Vice President of Operations
(Chief Operations Officer)

Ron Bertanzi

Vice President of Business Development
(Chief Marketing Officer)

Subject at all times to the direction of the Board of Directors, and subject
further to the same restrictions that apply to the Board of Directors as set forth
in Section 6.04, the officers shall have the following general authority:
President and CEO: The President shall be the Chief Executive Officer of
the Company and a member of the Board of Directors. In the absence of
the Chairman of the Board, the President shall preside at the meetings of the
Board. The President shall attend and preside at all meetings of the Members
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and, subject to the overall control of the Board of Directors, shall have general
authority to see that all resolutions of the Board of Directors are carried into
effect. The President will nominate individuals that he or she feels are qualified
to fill the roles of the executive vice presidential offices identified above, and
shall submit such nominations to the Board for the Board’s approval. The
President shall have authority to make decisions affecting the normal business
operations of the Company, and to act on behalf of the Company in executing
documents in the name of the Company and to contractually bind the Company
except where required or permitted by law to be otherwise signed and executed
and except where the signing and execution thereof shall be expressly delegated
by the Board of Directors to some other officer or agent of the Company. The
President shall be responsible for the active management of the day-to-day
business operations of the Company.
Vice President: Each President shall make all day-to-day decisions in their
respective area of responsibility affecting the Company, subject to the direction
and control of the President. In the absence or disability of the President, the
Vice Presidents, in the order listed above, shall be authorized to perform the
duties and exercise the powers of the President and shall perform such other
duties and have such other powers as the Board of Directors may from time to
time prescribe.
Section 6.09 Compensation of Officers. Officers shall be compensated for
his or her services as an officer of the Company in such amounts as shall be
established from time to time by the Board of Directors. In establishing the
compensation of any officer other than the President, the Board of Directors
shall seek the input and guidance of the President.
Section 6.10 Limitation on Liability of Officers. No officer of the Company
shall be liable to the Company or its Members for monetary damages for breach
of fiduciary duty as an officer; provided, however, that nothing contained
herein shall eliminate or limit the liability of an officer: (i) for any breach
of the officer’s duty of loyalty to the Company or its Members; (ii) for acts
or omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a
knowing violation of the law; and (iii) for any transaction from which the
officer derived an improper personal benefit.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.

What do you think is meant by the term “speak their minds” and why do
you think Mr. Fitzpatrick believes it to be an important characteristic of a
successful venture?
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Do you believe that the personality makeup of individual team members can have
an effect on the performance of a team? How?
How is LifeGuard America’s Board of Directors elected? How are the
executives selected?
What is the primary role of the Board of Directors at LifeGuard America?
What is the primary role of the CEO? How is it different from the Chairman of the
Board? Do you agree with this separation of powers in a small startup company?
What group within LifeGuard America has the ultimate and final say in any matter?
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VenTURe inFRASTRUcTURe:
legal considerations
(CAN WE PLAN THE LEGAL INFRASTRUCTURE?)

Learning objectives
1. To assess the legal options available to the entrepreneur in structuring the new venture
2. To ensure that the legal structure is the most appropriate for the venture’s staying power
3. To be able to evaluate some alternative legal structure options as the venture grows and evolves
Topic outline
Issues To Consider In Selecting The Right Legal Organizational Form
The Sole Proprietorship
The Partnership
The Corporation
Some Other Legal Organizational Form Options
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
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inTRoDUcTion
Entrepreneurs engage in a contest of strategies governed and structured by unique
rules and laws for the purpose of profit. In addition to skill, entrepreneurs need the true
experience provided by professional counsel or training, in order to be able to gain insight
into these rules of the game. More specifically, the legal form of a business is no longer
something that can be casually fashioned. The long-run success of a business is due
almost as much to the systematic preparation and professional advice as to the “correct”
legal formation of the business, as it is to providing a unique product or service.

iSSUeS To conSiDeR in SelecTinG THe
RiGHT leGAl oRGAniZATionAl FoRM
Prior to examining the various legal options available concerning the appropriate legal
form of business organization, it is critical that a series of simple, yet fundamental,
questions be posed and carefully evaluated. The following issues should be guiding
the decision making process:
1. Ownership. Will there be one or more owners? Will ownership be 50-50?
An entrepreneur’s initial concern is fear of loss of control, since one of the
primary motivations for starting a business is to avoid the burden of working
for someone else. Generally, partnerships and corporations imply that other
principals will be involved in ownership, management, and decision-making.
2. Management. Is the composition of management different from that of
ownership? The key issue here is the extent of the entrepreneur’s day-to-day
involvement in running the organization. In the case of partnerships, are the
role of management and the identity of the manager and decision maker clearly
defined in the partnership agreement?
3. Financing. How much capital is required for start-up and operations and
where will it come from? For ventures needing large quantities of funding,
the sacrifices made by the entrepreneur in terms of managerial and decisionmaking control of the venture during the acquisition of investors through
partnerships or incorporating must be carefully weighed.
4. Liability. In many cases personal assets should be separated from those of
the firm. The increasing fear of lawsuits, prolonged litigation, and uncertain
economic conditions necessitate the examination of incorporation as an option
to limit personal legal liability.
5. Incentives. What types of long-term financial incentives are provided to the
entrepreneur, as well as to the partners, other key managers, and employees of
the firm?
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6. Taxation. Recognizing that tax avoidance is legal but tax evasion is not, what
legal organization form enables entrepreneurs to minimize their tax burden?
7. Income objectives. Are the entrepreneur’s personal financial objectives shortterm and income oriented or long-term and growth oriented?
8. Continuity. Are legal provisions made for the protection of the venture in the
event of illness or death of the principal(s), so the venture’s life is extended
and continues?
It should be noted that the choice of legal form does not have to be final. The usual
progression is to start as a sole proprietorship, or a partnership, and evolve into a limited
liability company (LLC) or a corporation, when the venture’s growth establishes that
the advantages of being a corporation outweighs its disadvantages. The main feature
of LLCs and corporations that attracts small firms is the limit they provide on their
owners’ personal liability for business debts and court judgments against the business,
as well as a range of fringe benefits to both employees the owners and the deductibility
of the cost as a business expense. It is obvious that professional advice is essential in
choosing any legal entity for the venture.

The Sole Proprietorship
The sole proprietorship is unquestionably the simplest legal form to create, the least
expensive in terms of legal fees, and the most prevalent in the business world. If this
legal structure is chosen, then legally speaking, the owner and the business are one
and the same, as long as the owner obtains a business license to do business, if this
is required under state laws or local ordinances. Sole Proprietorship business income
and losses are reported on the owner’s federal tax return (Form 1040, Schedule C).
Business loss may offset income generated from other sources. The advantages of the
Sole Proprietorship are the following:
•

•

•

Ease of creation. The formation of the sole proprietorship is relatively simple,
less formal, and generally less expensive than other business structures.
Other than obtaining local operating and license permits, tax and employee
identification numbers, and other related employee forms if required, there
are few legal hurdles. Even the registration of the name of the venture can be
handled at the local city hall or courthouse with relative ease and speed.
Single beneficiary for profits. The sole proprietor in this case, is the one who
assumes all the risks and receives all the rewards. Profits, as well as losses, are
based upon the proprietor’s performance and are not shared with anybody.
Total control. One of the most appealing characteristics of the sole proprietorship
is the fact that the control and responsibility of the venture resides with one
person, the entrepreneur. No opinions need to be heard or debated, no advice
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•

•

needs to be taken, and all decisions rest squarely on the shoulders of the
entrepreneur.
Maximum flexibility. There is no board of directors to consult, no restricting
policies, no rules to constrain the actions and decisions of the entrepreneur. The
sole proprietorship can respond adequately and expediently to changes in the
business and economic environment, when action is deemed necessary. This
definitive advantage is the one that has enabled many small firms not only to be
able to compete with larger firms, but also quite often, stay a step ahead of their
larger counterparts.
Minimal burden of local, state and federal regulation. Regulation is more
easily avoided by a sole proprietorship, because government, in general, finds
the regulation and policing of small sole proprietorships too cumbersome and
of little benefit. Additionally, “special taxes” often are levied only to larger
firms and sidestepped by proprietorships.

The disadvantages of the Sole Proprietorship are the following:
•

•

•

•

•

Unlimited liability. Unlimited personal liability on all business debts and court
judgments related to the business is clearly the most troublesome disadvantage
of sole proprietorship. Entrepreneurs are obligated for all debts incurred during
the course of doing business, which may exceed their total investment. This
liability not only extends to the entrepreneur’s personal bank account, but also
to any personal valuable property, such as a house, car, etc.
Restricted participation in ownership. The entrepreneur cannot offer managers
an equity position in the firm. This makes it difficult for the venture to attract
competent managers who know that their long-term future with the firm is
restricted, and that rewards for their personal contributions toward the firm’s
profits are limited to their salary.
Limitations in raising funds. For entrepreneurs requiring continuing infusion
of capital during the formative years of the venture, the sole proprietorship
restricts the sources and the amount of capital that can be raised usually to the
entrepreneur’s personal savings, or maybe a small bank loan. To make matters
worse, these limited financial resources and savings are quite often required
by a lender to be used as collateral for that small bank loan anyway. This
predicament may prevent the sole proprietorship from meeting the challenges
of changing competitive or environmental trends.
Over-reliance on a “one-man show.” The venture faces an unstable and limited
life if the entrepreneur becomes ill, suffers serious injury, or dies. Generally, the
greatest asset of the sole proprietorship is the entrepreneur himself or herself.
Cumbersome tax records. A sole proprietor can deduct day-to-day business
expenses the same way an LLC, corporation, or partnership can. The IRS has
strict rules for tax-deductible business expenses, which need to be documented
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•

if challenged. Thus, one good approach is to keep separate checkbooks for
business and personal expenses and pay for all business expenses out of the
business checking account.
Limited perspective. Finally, one of the most unrecognized limitations of the sole
proprietorship is the restricted access to opinions, suggestions, and information
of others. Too often the “I can do it myself” philosophy can prove detrimental
to the venture, because it incorporates all the biases and limited perspectives of
the owner, which may not be appropriate anymore as the business evolves.

The Partnership
The Uniform Partnership Act, adopted by many states, defines the partnership as “an
association of two or more persons to carry on as co-owners of a business for profit.”
Though not specifically required by the Act, the best way to form a partnership is
indeed to draw up and sign a partnership agreement and have these written Articles
of Partnership customarily executed. These articles outline the contribution by the
partners into the business, whether material or managerial, and generally delineate
the roles of the partners in the business relationship. The partnership certificate may
need to be filed with a public office to register the partnership name, as well as obtain
the business licenses that would have been needed if the partnership were a sole
proprietorship. But even if the choice is made not to form a formal partnership, the law
may view the firm as a partnership anyway and as “de-facto partnerships,” regardless
of the lack of a stated intention or lack of formal partnership business organization
form, because The Uniform Partnership Act is considered to be a part of the partnership
agreement, as if it had been written into the contract already. The following are some
examples of articles contained in partnership agreements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The names of the partners
The name of the partnership
The purpose and duration of the partnership
The financial contributions of each partner
The method of sharing profits and losses
The salaries, if any, to be paid to and by the partners
The fiscal year
The accounting method used to calculate profits
The rights and liabilities of the partners upon the withdrawal or death
of a partner
The dissolution procedure
The settlement of disputes
The managerial authority of individual partners
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Some of the characteristics that distinguish a partnership from other forms of business
organization are the limited life of the partnership, the unlimited liability of at least one
partner, the co-ownership of the assets, the mutual ownership “agency,” the sharing
in the management of the partnership, and the sharing of its profits. There are some
additional important provisions that should govern partnership agreements:
1. The Buy and Sell Provision. Problems arising from the withdrawal or the death
of a partner can be resolved by the establishment of a buy and sell provision,
either as part of the partnership agreement or as a separate contract. The buy
and sell provision provides an orderly system for purchasing the interests of
departed or deceased partners. Generally, the agreement will also contain
provisions for determining the value of the departed or deceased partner’s
share, as well as the time and method of payment.
2. Name Provision. Partnerships cannot employ the words company, incorporated,
corporation, or any other language implying the existence of a corporation.
Additionally, if the name of the partnership differs from that of the partners,
public notice must be given revealing the true identity of the partners. The
name of the firm becomes an asset, which can be sold, assigned, etc., in any
way the partners deem appropriate.
3. Goodwill Provision. If the partnership is dissolved, the goodwill of the firm
must be taken into account, since it implies that the name and reputation of the
firm will continue to attract customers. Goodwill, like the partnership name,
can be bought and sold.
4. Profit and Loss Provision. Unless clearly outlined in the partnership agreement,
each partner has the right to share equally in the firm’s profits. Likewise, losses
are to be allocated like profits, unless otherwise specified. The partnership
must also indemnify each partner’s payments made and liabilities incurred in
the normal operation of the business.
5. Partnership Capital Provision . Partnership capital represents the total credits
to the capital accounts of the individual partners. These credits represent the
monies and the proportions of the total partnership capital to be returned
to the various partners in the event of the dissolution of the business as a
whole, as outlined in the partnership agreement. For example, if a partner’s
contribution in a restaurant partnership was the land upon which the restaurant
was built, the land, upon dissolution of the partnership, belongs to the
partnership as a whole, unless otherwise stated. The contributing partner is
only entitled to the share of the partnership’s total capital credits, as outlined
in the partnership agreement.
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There are a number of different types of partners that do not make a partner always a
“partner” as the following list shows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ostensible (declared) Partner. Active and known as a partner.
Active Partner. May or may not be ostensible as well.
Secret Partner. Active, but not known or held out publicly as a partner.
Dormant Partner. Inactive, but not known or considered publicly as a partner.
Silent Partner. Inactive, but known or considered publicly as a partner.
Sub-partner. A partner who, even though is not a member of the partnership,
has contracted with one of the partners to participate in the interest of the
contracting partner in the firm’s management and profits.
7. Limited or Special Partner. Assuming compliance with the statutory formalities
and legalities, limited partners risk only their agreed investment in the business,
and are generally not responsible to the same extent for liabilities as general
partners, as long as they do not actively participate in the management and
control of the partnership or in the conduct of its business.
8. Partner by Estoppel. Partnership liability can be predicated in the legal premise
of “estoppel.” These are not true partners in any sense, since they are not a party
to the partnership agreement. However, they hold themselves out as partners,
or permit others to make such representation by the use of their name or in any
other similar manner. Therefore, estoppel partners are liable as if they were
full partners to creditors, who provided credit to the partnership based and
relying on the reality of such representation. The use of estoppel also applies
to a legal partner for the actions of another partner who acted beyond his or her
contractual authority.

The advantages of partnerships are as follows:
•
•

•

•

Ease of Creation. Like the sole proprietorship, partnerships are legally simple
formalities and relatively inexpensive.
Allocation of Profits. Partnership members are motivated by knowing that the
success of the partnership is in part due to their personal efforts, and that as
the business prospers, all partners will be rewarded either equally, or as agreed
upon in the partnership agreement. This encourages the partnership members to
always place the success of the business above their own self-interest, and this
is why providing employees the chance to become a partner as an inducement
and incentive, makes good business sense.
Accessibility to Capital. The negotiating ability to obtain additional capital from
bankers or venture capitalists is enhanced because of the combined financial
resources of all the general partners.
Flexibility. Like a sole proprietorship, the partnership has a great deal of
flexibility in responding to changing environmental threats and opportunities.
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•

Though not as responsive as a sole proprietorship, a partnership can generally
respond much quicker than a corporation.
Lighter burden of regulation and taxation. A partnership, much like a sole
proprietorship, is subjected to a lesser amount of regulation than its corporate
counterparts, and its partners are taxed on their own individual incomes, rather
than the double taxation that a corporation has to endure. Additionally, under
certain conditions, a partnership of ten or fewer persons can incorporate to
achieve corporate benefits but still retain the right to dividing partnership income
among the partners, as if it were a partnership rather than a corporation.

The disadvantages of partnerships are presented below:
•

•

•

•

•

Unlimited liability. All the partners, except limited or special partners, are
ordinarily liable for the actions of each other in a joint liability, which
applies even if one or more of the partners were totally unaware of the acts
of another.
Tenuous life. The partnership is subjected to many eventualities, which may
terminate its existence or disrupt its operation. A partnership may be terminated
voluntarily, legally, or terminated involuntarily by the death, or the declaration
of insanity or incapacity of a partner. A serious disagreement between or among
partners may affect the proper conduct of the business, but the disagreement
per se may not necessarily result in the actual dissolution of the partnership.
Management harmony and coordination are difficult to achieve. The equality
of the partners is simple in theory but much more difficult in practice.
Partners may not agree, leading to power plays and politics. Division of work
assignments may prove awkward and consequently, essential activities for the
operation of the business can be easily neglected. The principle of equality
among partners does not predicate management harmony and coordination,
since for all practical purposes a strong leader must emerge in a partnership
with followers willing to compromise.
Problems in disposing the partnership interest. A partner’s share is not easily
disposed except by agreement with the other partners, and then most likely to
one or more of the remaining partners. Attempting to sell a partnership share
to an outsider without proper valuation or consent by the remaining partners
can and should be met with strong opposition.
Limitations in raising funds. Even though, as mentioned earlier, the ability of
a partnership to acquire capital generally exceeds that of a sole proprietorship,
compared to a corporation partnerships are simply not capable of obtaining the
same levels of equity or financing.
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The Corporation
The corporation is by far the most complex form of legal business structures and
may be categorized in a number of different ways. There are public corporations,
privately held corporations, corporations for profit, not-for-profit corporations, foreign
corporations, and de jure and de facto corporations. Classifying the corporation at the
outset is important because if a choice is made for a closely held corporation and sells
stock only to a few friends or family members, normally this type of corporation will
be exempt from all but the most routine requirements of federal and state securities
laws. But if stock in the corporation is sold to outside investors, the requirements of
the securities laws, and primarily state, not federal, law will control the corporation.
As defined by Chief Justice Marshall in a famous decision in 1891, a corporation
“is an artificial being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in contemplation of the
law.” In other words, a corporation is a distinct legal entity, separate from the individual
or individuals who own it, and may own property or be sued as if it were a physical
person. Its main advantage is that, as a legal entity the corporation is not affected by
the departure or death of an individual member.
A corporation is usually formed by the authority of a specific state’s government.
If they do business in more than one state, they must comply with the federal laws
regarding interstate commerce as well as with the state laws of each state in which
they operate, and these state laws and the related terminology may vary considerably
from each other. Most state laws generally require that a number of adult persons,
generally at least three, who are U.S. citizens and one of whom is a citizen of the state
of incorporation, file for the charts of incorporation. The application for incorporation
generally includes the names of the principals, the name of the corporation, the reasons
for forming the corporation, the proposed life of the firm, the location of the corporate
office, the total amount of capital stock, and the number of the shares to be issued,
including the value per share. People involved in a corporation traditionally play
different legal roles: incorporator, shareholder, director, officer, and employee.
Generally, the incorporators file the application in a specific state with that state’s
Secretary of State, who subsequently issues a corporate charter, and assesses a fee for the
application. Once the charter has been received and filed, a meeting of the incorporators
is held, during which the board of directors is elected with the further responsibility to
ratify the original corporate bylaws. Besides approving the original corporate bylaws, the
board of directors also has the power at a later date to alter, amend, or revoke these bylaws.
However, if such subsequent changes affect the rights of the stockholders, the board is
limited in its action. The bylaws provide rules for the operations of the corporation and
deal with such issues as the corporate seal, the stock certificate, the numbers of officers
and directors, the method for electing these officers and directors, and the time and place
of board and stockholder meetings. While bylaws are certainly of great importance to the
incorporators, they are of equal and at times greater importance to prospective investors,
who want specific insight into the operating procedures of the corporation.
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The corporate charter operating within the legal bounds defined by the incorporating
state, outlines the powers of the corporation. Along with the general power of conducting
corporate business, most corporations enjoy the following additional powers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To have perpetual existence
To sue and be sued
To have a corporate name and corporate seal
To own, use, convey, and deal in both real and personal property
To borrow and lend money
To purchase, own, and dispose securities
To enter into contracts of any kind
To make charitable contributions
To establish and pay pension plans
To have any other power necessary or convenient to pursue any other
legal purpose

As stated earlier, corporations can sell their stock or securities, and state and federal
government laws have regulated these sales since the 1930s. Federal security laws are
administered by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and are designed
to protect prospective investors. Securities laws cover not only stocks and bonds but
also every kind of investment in which the investor relies on the activities of others
to generate investment profit. Securities laws are covered by two general statutes: the
Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, under the legal heading
of Blue Sky Laws, so called because they provide protection for the public against
investments and securities sales activities into the “deep blue sky.” The Securities Act
of 1933 is in actuality a disclosure law. This law requires the registration of securities
and publication of a prospectus for investors, and focuses on securities sales to the
general public. The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 in contrast, is concerned with the
trading of securities after the primary offering, and also regulates stockbrokers and the
stock exchange markets. This act calls for the registration of certain stock sales with
the appropriate stock exchange, such as the New York Stock Exchange or NASDAQ.
As a general rule, all equity securities held by five hundred or more owners must be
registered if the issuing firm has more than $1 million in gross assets.

The advantages of incorporating are the following:
•

Limitation of the stockholder’s liability. The corporate liability limitation is to
a fixed amount, usually the amount of investment, and should not be confused
with regular liability insurance considerations. There is no limited liability
when the corporation breaks the law, for failing to deposit taxes withheld from
employees’ wages, for example.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Legal entity. As mentioned earlier, the corporation is an entity separate and
distinct under the law, with ownership represented by shares of stock. It may own
property, is not affected by the death or withdrawal of any of its stockholders,
and is protected, as a physical person would be with “due process and equal
protection” covered by the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
Ease of transferability of ownership. The shares of stock can be sold or
transferred without difficulty, as long as there is a buyer.
Obtaining capital. Forming a new corporation with a “saleable” idea can
provide opportunities to sell stock to a variety of investors. Later, as a
corporation achieves growth, stability, and credibility it can usually bargain
more effectively for a substantial amount of equity or borrowed capital than
either a proprietorship or partnership.
Employee benefits. The corporation has a better chance to create incentives
for employees and minor stockholders. Stock ownership and bonuses, pension
plans, insurance programs such as group term life insurance and health
and disability insurance, reimbursement of employee medical expenses not
covered by insurance, death benefit payments, and other “fringe” benefits can
be designed and offered more readily, because they generate tax advantages for
the corporation. In some cases, these advantages can also benefit the owners of
a family owned or a “closely held” corporation.
Tax savings. Once the business becomes profitable, doing business as a regular
corporation allows a degree of flexibility in planning and controlling federal
income taxes that is unavailable to partnerships and sole proprietorships. A
regular corporation may not have to pay any corporate income tax even though
it is a separate taxable entity if it is a closely held corporation where the owners
are usually the employees. They receive salaries and bonuses as compensation
for the services they perform for the corporation, and the corporation then
deducts this “reasonable” compensation as a business expense. This may eat
up all corporate profits, so there is no taxable income left for the corporation
to pay taxes on.
Stability and relative permanence of existence. In the case of illness, death, or
other cause for loss of a principal or officer, the corporation continues to exist
and do business.
Delegated authority. Centralized control is secured when owners delegate
authority to hired managers who act as their “agents,” although they are
sometimes one and the same.
Better management. The corporation usually has the ability to draw on the
expertise and skills of many individuals, and therefore has better chances of
drawing competent management than either a proprietorship or partnership.
Favorable legal status. Certain laws, such as those relating to usury, are not
applicable to corporations. Additionally, many tax laws make special provisions
for corporations.
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The disadvantages of incorporating are as follows:
•

•
•

•

•

Activities limited by the corporate charter. Oftentimes, it becomes
exceedingly complicated for corporations to operate in other states without
having to re-file copies of their charter in every state in which they want
to do business.
High incorporating costs. Forming and maintaining the corporate form,
corporate license fees, and franchise taxes can be very expensive.
Double taxation of corporate income. Corporate profits are taxed first as
corporate income and then as personal income tax, when they are distributed
as dividends to the individual stockholders. As mentioned above however,
in case of closely held corporations, this can be avoided fairly easy.
Excessive regulation. Corporations in general are subjected to much more
government regulations and reporting requirements than other business
legal forms.
Manipulation of minority stockholders. At times, minority stockholders
find themselves powerless at the mercy of majority stockholders.

SoMe oTHeR leGAl oRGAniZATionAl FoRM oPTionS
There are a variety of other incorporating options available to entrepreneurs. They
include: S corporations, professional service associations, not for profit corporations,
cooperatives, limited liability corporations, and joint ventures:
1. The S Corporation. As mentioned earlier, a regular corporation (sometimes
also called a “C corporation”) is treated as a tax-paying entity separate from
its investors and it must pay corporate federal income tax. By contrast, the
S Corporation is a hybrid between a partnership and a corporation, and a
corporation that chooses “S corporation” status does not pay federal income
tax, but instead, the corporation’s owners pay income taxes. Thus, an S
Corporation status has the advantage for the stockholders to be treated as if in
a C Corporation with the limited personal liability of a corporate shareholder,
but with the possibility of using corporate losses to offset other taxable income
on the same basis as a sole proprietor or a partner. Among other things, this
means that as long as the owner actively participates in the business of the S
corporation, business losses can be used to offset income from other income
producing sources, effectively reducing or maybe even eliminating, the tax
burden. Losses from an S corporation on a personal return are deducted
only to the extent of the money investors contributed into the corporation by
buying stock and any money they personally loaned to the corporation. A few
states, however, tax an S corporation the same as a regular corporation. If
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the stockholder did not work actively in the S corporation, there are potential
problems with the deductibility of losses, because they might be considered
losses from passive activities. Shareholders pay income tax on their share
of the corporation’s profits regardless of whether they actually received the
money or not.
To be treated as an S corporation, all shareholders must sign and file IRS
Form 2553. The S corporation may not have more than 75 shareholders and
can receive no more than 20 percent of its income from rents, interest, royalties
or dividends. It files an informational tax return notifying the IRS on each
shareholder’s portion of corporate income, but, as mentioned earlier, it does
not pay corporate taxes itself, as well as certain other taxes. For instance, the
S Corporation does not deduct, nor pay Social Security taxes on the income of
an owner who works for the firm, unlike regular corporations that must deduct
Social Security taxes on income paid to owners employed by the company.
The greatest advantage of the S corporation is for businesses expecting
to operate for a given time period at a loss and the unlimited reliance of S
corporations on “passive” income from rents, royalties, interest, etc. This
explains the growing popularity of this corporate form in recent years, even
though S Corporations have somewhat lost their appeal because of passive
activity loss tax limitations for individual income tax returns, and because
states have began passing laws favoring another non-traditional corporate form,
the Limited-Liability Company (LLC) which also offers its owners greater
flexibility in allocating profits and losses. There are also other advantages such
as the possibility of raising additional capital without losing control of the
company by being allowed to issue two classes of common stock: voting and
non-voting. This, however, may limit equity financing in some cases, because
venture capitalists are not particularly fond of this situation.
From a tax point of view, the S Corporation loses its appeal once the company
grows and starts generating a great deal of profits, at which time it is advisable
to drop S Corporation status with the possibility of picking it up later, during an
expansion period. Some other disadvantages of the S Corporation include the fact
that all shareholders must be only individuals who are U.S. citizens or permanent
residents, estates, or some type of trust. Corporations, partnerships, or foreign
investors are not allowed to invest in the company, thereby limiting the ability of
an S Corporation to raise additional investment capital.
2. The Professional Service Association. Since the Internal Revenue Service
recognized the status of professional corporations in 1969, the traditional
notion of the professional/client relationship has changed, at least in terms
of tax treatment. Today, every state has a statute pertaining to professional
associations generally noted by the letters S.C. (Service Corporations) or P.C.
(Professional Corporation). Furthermore, tax laws often give favorable treatment
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to fringe benefits for corporate employees in professional corporations. These
corporate hybrids provide professional proprietors, such as lawyers, doctors,
engineers, etc., with the same pension and profit-sharing plans that are available
to corporations, but not available to sole proprietorships or partnerships. Much
professional incorporation activity followed the passage of H.R. 10, or the
Keogh, pension plan provision.
3. Nonprofit Corporations. Today, according to Internal Revenue Service
figures, there are more than 800,000 nonprofit organizations in the United
States. Increasingly, this has been a unique route for entrepreneurs entering
the start-up stage of their business operation. Many religious, educational, or
charity-oriented organizations obtain exemption under section 501(c)(3) of the
tax code. Not only is a nonprofit organization free from paying taxes on its
income, but also individuals and organizations that contribute to the nonprofit
corporation can take a tax deduction for their contributions. However, an
investor who “invested” assets into a nonprofit corporation must give up
any ownership or proprietary interest in those assets and in the case of the
dissolution of a nonprofit corporation, any remaining assets must be transferred
to another nonprofit. For many entrepreneurs however, tax protection is not the
only motive for pursuing a nonprofit legal status. Some of the reasons offered
by entrepreneurs for opting for a nonprofit legal form include:
•

•
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Reduced postal rates for mailings. It should be pointed out that sometimes,
it is more difficult to maintain tax-exempt status with the Post Office than
with the IRS. Indeed, both the Sierra Club and the National Rifle Association,
as well as some church affiliated and other nonprofit organizations, have
lost in the past their tax-exempt status with the U.S. Post Office. For
instance, even the appearance of any C corporation’s direct or indirect
advertising in a nonprofit’s mailing will disallow the nonprofit’s reduced
rate by the U.S. Post Office.
Exemption from most taxes. The U.S. Federal law, state laws, and many
local laws exempt nonprofits from most taxes, but they are also very clear
on what the status of the tax-exempt groups organized under Section 501(c)
(3) of the Internal Revenue Service Code should be. In light of this, the
Branch Ministries v. Rossotti case ruling has revoked the tax exemption of
churches that engage in partisan politics. This case began in 1992 when the
Church at Pierce Creek, a Binghamton, New York, congregation bought
political advertisements in USA Today and The Washington Times. Adding
to the legal implications of the church against a tax exempt status was a line
at the bottom of the advertising page that said, “Tax deductible donations
for this advertisement gladly accepted” (Conn, 2000).
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•
•

Instant credibility. Nonprofit status seems to provide companies with
instant credibility and respectability in the corporate world.
Accessibility to grants. Nonprofit status often times facilitates the acquisition
of federal and foundation grants.

The Federal Tax Code lists at least twenty-six different categories of taxexempt organizations. But the letter of the law and its interpretation is always
changing and is subject to frequent review. The option to “go” nonprofit is
an unusual one, but certainly worthy of consideration for a new venture with
special circumstances and a unique mission.
4. Limited Liability Corporations (LLC). An increasingly growing number
of states has been authorizing since 1977, the formation of another nontraditional form of corporation, namely Limited-Liability Corporations (LLC)
for entrepreneurs, and Limited-Liability Partnerships (LLP) for professional
groups that are similar to the LLCs, discussed below. The LLC is the newest
form of business entity, and is often a very attractive alternative to the
traditional legal forms of doing business. The state laws specifying how an
LLC is created and the federal tax regulations determining how an LLC is taxed
are still evolving. The advantages of an LLC are similar to the advantages
enjoyed by the S Corporation allowing the entrepreneurs the benefit of limited
liability provided by the corporation even if they participate in management.
Additionally, LLCs provide the advantages of the avoidance of double taxation
enjoyed by the partnership, and without the special eligibility requirements
and restrictions of the S Corporation. However, not all states have authorized
LLC provisions and that poses some problems when the venture is involved in
interstate commerce. Furthermore, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) has joined the states to ensure that LLCs are not formed to avoid U.S.
securities laws. Many states now also permit the formation of “professional
limited liability companies” (PLLC), whose members also will not be personally
liable for other business debts such as obligations owed to business creditors,
lenders or landlords (Emshwiller, 1994). The decision to be organized as an
entity that limits personal liability for business debts should be further analyzed
by comparing the choice between forming an LLC and a C Corporation, and
should be weighed on the following factors:
•

Limited personal liability. As with a corporation, all owners of an LLC enjoy
limited personal liability. This means that being a member of an LLC does
not normally produce personal legal liability for business debts and court
judgments against the business, and generally speaking, LLC members
risk only their share of capital paid into the business. By contrast, owners
of a sole proprietorship or general partnership have unlimited liability for
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•

•

•

•

business debts, as do general partners in a limited partnership, and limited
partners who take part in managing the business, as discussed below.
Number of owners. In most states, if the sole owner of a business wishes
to limit personal liability, he or she has no other choice but forming a
corporation or an LLC. If the state of residence still requires two or more
members for a valid LLC, the married owner can meet that requirement by
inviting his or her spouse to be an LLC member. If this is not a possibility
and the owner still wants limited personal liability for the one-person
business, there is no other choice but form a corporation.
Tax flexibility. A single-member LLC will not be taxed as a separate entity
like a regular corporation, unless the single LLC member elects to have it
taxed in this manner. Similarly, an LLC with two or more members will
be treated as a partnership for tax purposes, with each partner reporting
and paying income tax on his or her share of LLC profits, unless they
elect to have the LLC taxed as a corporation. Occasionally, the members
of an LLC may determine that there is an advantage to being taxed like a
corporation, with two levels of tax – one at the business entity level for
company profits, and another at the owners’ personal income tax level for
salaries and dividends, because this way, they are able to split taxable
profits between the business owners and the business itself, resulting in
some situations in significant overall tax savings. Electing to have the
LLC taxed as a corporation can also be advantageous for receiving taxfree fringe benefits from the business, because if the LLC is not taxed as
a separate entity like the corporation is taxed, then the LLC’s business
owners, unlike other employees, will pay taxes on the value of the fringe
benefits they receive from the LLC.
Management structure flexibility. The LLC can be managed jointly by the
entrepreneur and other LLC members, by a single member, an outside
manager, or a management group consisting of some LLC members, some
nonmembers or both. No matter how it is done, all LLC members must
sign an operating agreement that spells out exactly how the business will
be managed.
Flexible distribution of profits and losses. The LLC members can decide to
apportion the LLC profits and losses in any way they want.

Overall, for the majority of small firms, the relative simplicity and flexibility of the
LLC makes it a better choice than a corporation. As discussed above, there are some
circumstances that tip the balance in favor of a corporation, i.e. the instances when the
entrepreneur wants to set up a single-member LLC but lives in a two or more member
state, or there is a need to provide extensive fringe benefits to owner-employees, or
entice or keep key employees by offering stock options and bonus incentives.
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5. Limited liability partnerships. In a few states, laws or professional ethics
rulings prevent accounting or law firms from doing business as corporations or
LLCs. Available in some but not all states, a limited liability partnership can
be formed as a general partnership whose partners enjoy some protection from
personal liability. Most limited partnerships are formed to invest in real estate
because of tax advantages for those who are passive investors. The passive
investor is often able to personally write off depreciation and other real estate
deductions. There must be one or more “general partners” with the same basic
rights and responsibilities as in any general partnership, and one or more
“limited partners” who are usually the passive investors. The general partner is
personally liable for the obligations of the partnership but the limited partner
is not. Typically, general partners in an LLP are personally liable only for their
own negligence or that of a directly supervised employee, but not personally
liable for the negligence of anyone else in the firm. However, a general partner
in an LLP is still personally liable for a large variety of partnership debts.
To maintain limited liability, a limited partner may not participate in the
management of the business, with a very few exceptions. The advantage of a
limited partnership as a business structure is that it provides a way for business
owners to raise money from passive investors without having either to take in
new partners who will be active in the business or to engage in the intricacies
of creating a corporation and issuing stock. However, doing business as a
limited partnership can be at least as costly and complicated as doing business
as a corporation.
6. The Joint Venture. A joint venture is a form of temporary partnership whereby
two firms join forces to undertake a venture such as land development or
research, for profit that is taxed as if the two firms were a partnership. When
the profit targets have been reached or the joint venture’s viability is no longer
necessary or desirable, the joint venture is dissolved. A joint venture makes a
lot of sense, especially in the case of two firms with complementary strengths,
such as one providing financial clout and the other research and development
capabilities, or one providing an innovative product and the other a strong
marketing network. These alliances are quite common in the high technology
and communications industries and occur frequently in both domestic and
multinational joint ventures. This legal form may also be appropriate for
ventures in countries that possess vast resources and inexpensive labor, but
lack capital and technology, such as Russia, China, and the former Eastern
block countries, such as Poland, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, etc.
7. The Cooperative. A Cooperative is a business that is formed by independent
producers, wholesalers, retailers, or consumers that act collectively and in
selling and/or buying products and services. Cooperatives pay no taxes and
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distribute any residual profits after their operating expenses back to the members
of the cooperative at the end of each year. Federal and state governments
regulate and impose certain requirements in order for a firm to qualify as a
cooperative form of business. Cooperatives are usually associated with the
production, processing, and marketing of agricultural and farm products, but
they can also appear as utility cooperatives with the recent deregulation of
the utilities industry. For example, several residents of the island of Kauai in
Hawaii where the cost of electricity is one of the highest in the nation, recently
decided to form a cooperative called Kauai Island Utility Co-op and announced
their intention to buy the local utility company, Kauai Electric, from its owner,
Citizens Utilities, hoping that in the long run they will be paying less for their
electric bills (“Kauai Electric,” 2000, p. A5).

CONCLUSION
An evaluation of the best choice for the legal form of the venture needs to be undertaken,
as well as a periodic review to make sure that the legal framework of the new venture
is the appropriate one. Olmi and the U.S. Small Business Administration (1977,
Management Aid #231) has summarized this quest in eight straightforward questions,
and obviously, it is imperative to seek and receive the very best advice available from
lawyers, accountants, bank officers, consultants, etc., on this critical matter:
1. What is the size of the risk? What is the amount of the investors’ liability for
debts and taxes?
2. Given a specific legal organizational form, what would the continuity of the
life of the firm be if something happened to the principal or principals?
3. What legal structure would ensure the greatest flexibility and adaptability for
the management and administration of the firm?
4. What is the impact of the applicable laws?
5. Given a specific legal organizational form, what are the possibilities of
attracting additional capital?
6. What are the needs for and possibilities of attracting additional expertise?
7. What are the costs and procedures in launching the enterprise under different
legal structure alternatives?
8. What is the ultimate goal and purpose of the enterprise, and which legal
structure can best serve its purposes?
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ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic
Sole
Proprietorship

S Corporation

Nonprofit
corporations

web Address

Description

www.nolo.com/lawcenter/faqs/detail.
cfm/objectid/22AF3F85-07AD-4E79A6444122C585b589

Answers some
frequently
asked questions
about sole
proprietorships

www.mycorporation.com/s-corporation/
index.htm?p=google

Answers some
frequently asked
questions about
the S corporation
structure

www.njnonprofits.org/

Gives some
information on
how the New
Jersey Nonprofit
corporations are
organized
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keY TeRMS
Sole Proprietorship: The owner and the business are one and the same.
Advantages of Sole Proprietorship: Ease of creation, single beneficiary for profits, total
control, maximum flexibility, and minimal burden of local, state, and federal regulation.
Disadvantages of Sole Proprietorship: Unlimited liability, restricted participation
in ownership, limitations in raising funds, over-reliance on a ‘one-man show,’ and a
limited perspective.
The Uniform Partnership Act: An association of two or more persons to carry on as
co-owners of a business for profit.
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Ostensible Partner: Active and known as a partner.
Active Partner: May or may no be ostensible as well.
Secret Partner: Active, but not known or held out publicly as a partner.
Dormant Partner: Inactive, but not known or considered publicly as a partner.
Silent Partner: Inactive, but known or considered publicly as a partner.
Sub-partner: A partner who even though is no a member of the partnership, has
contracted with one of the partners to participate in the interest of the contracting
partner in the firm’s management and profits.
Limited or Special Partner: Partners who risk only their agreed investment in the business,
and are generally not responsible to the same extent for liabilities as general partners.
Partners by Estoppel: These are no true partners in any sense, since they are not a
party to the partnership agreement; estoppel partners are liable as if they were full
partners to creditors.
Advantages of Partnerships: Ease of creation, allocation of profits, accessibility to
capital, flexibility, lighter burden of regulation and taxation.
Disadvantages of Partnerships: Unlimited liability, tenuous life, management
harmony and coordination are difficult to achieve, problems in disposing the partnership
interest, and limitations in raising funds.
Corporation: A distinct legal entity, separate form the individual or individuals who
own it, and may own property or can be sued as if it were a physical person.
Advantages of incorporating: Limitation of the stockholder’s liability, legal entity,
ease of transferability of ownership, obtaining capital, employee benefits, tax savings,
stability and relative permanence of existence, delegated authority, better management,
favorable legal status.
Disadvantages of incorporating: Activities limited by the corporate charter,
high incorporating costs, double taxation of corporate income, excessive regulation,
manipulation of minority stockholders.
The Corporation S: A hybrid between a partnership and a corporation, the corporation
does not pay income tax, but the corporation’s owners pay income taxes.
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nonprofit corporations: Free from paying taxes on its income, and also individuals
and organizations that contribute to the nonprofit corporation can take a tax deduction
for their contributions.
Advantages of a nonprofit legal form: Reduced postal rates for mailings, exemption
from most taxes, instant credibility, and accessibility to grants.
limited liability Partnership: A general partnership whose partners enjoy some
protection from personal liability.
Joint Venture: A form of temporary partnership whereby two firms join to undertake
a venture such as land development or research, for profit that is taxed as if the two
firms were a partnership.
cooperative: A business that is formed by independent producers, wholesalers, retailers,
or consumers acting collectively in selling and/or buying products and services.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. What are three out of the eight issues to consider in selecting the right legal
organizational form?
2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each type of legal organization: sole
proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations.
3. What are some other legal organizational forms open to the entrepreneur?
4. Briefly discuss the reasons for opting or for deciding against a limited liability
company (LLC) legal form.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
LifeGuard America is a limited liability company. We chose this type of company for
several of the pros listed above, but mainly because it offered us the most flexibility
based on not fully knowing what future investors might require in their term sheet.
That, while short sighted, does not limit us in any way. If an investor had come to us
and said, “Here’s the cash, but our terms include the element that LifeGuard America
needs to be a “C Corporation,” we would have been able to reverse the board’s election
of a limited liability company (LLC) the very next day. The fact is that we believed that
there are several key elements of the LLC form that met our needs and it has proven to
be even more beneficial for the angel investors that want to flow their earnings out of
LifeGuard America and into their favorite charity.
Our structure allows them to assign their unit ownership to any entity they
want to and we flow the profits out to that entity in the same manner as any other unit— 347 —
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holder. The structure is an important facet of the company, no doubt, but no matter
which structure you choose you need to make sure that you build in flexibility to
change if it becomes necessary.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
4. What is important to the selection of the structure in Mr. Fitzpatrick’s opinion? Do
you agree or disagree?
5. What are the specific advantages and disadvantages of the structure selected?
Would LifeGuard America have been better served with a better structure?

PART THREE:
VENTURE
MANAGEMENT

cHAPTeR

12

VenTURe ABiliTY To eXecUTe:
organizing, Staffing, and Management
(CAN WE EXECUTE THE MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP OF PEOPLE?)
learning objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To determine the ability of entrepreneurial ventures to recruit and retain qualified employees
To investigate the recruitment process for employees with specific skills
To investigate methods of selection process and their legal implications
To emphasize the importance of compensation and benefits to the small firm, and discuss
various options available for providing competitive compensation packages
To examine how the importance of management leadership increases as the venture develops
To examine the importance of delegation in managing the venture
To emphasize the importance of conflict resolution to the venture

Topic outline
Introduction
Job Design
Recruitment
Recruiting For Specific Skills and Employee Categories
Selection
Compensation And benefits
After The Hire
The Management Team
Leadership And Management
Delegation And Management
Conflict And Management
The Nature Of Conflict
Managing Conflict
The Conflict Perception Resolution (CPR)
CPR Stage I: Identification Of The Perceived Conflict
CPR Stage II: Conflict Resolution Implementation
CPR Stage III: Evaluation Of The Conflict Resolution Implementation
Sport Universe, Inc.: A CPR Application
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
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“One reason why the big apples are at the top of the basket is
because a lot of little apples are keeping them up there...”
(Unknown)

inTRoDUcTion
It has been documented over and over again that small firms with less than 100 employees
create more than half of all new jobs created (Johnston & Packer, 1987). This trend is
expected to continue as the economy experiences a declining trend in manufacturing and
an increase in service firms, which usually tend to be smaller than manufacturers. However,
attracting and retaining qualified, competent workers is one of the major problems
facing small firms because of the disadvantages small firms face in competing with
large businesses in such areas as salaries, benefits, and working conditions. Regardless,
attracting and keeping qualified workers should be as high a priority for small businesses
as attracting and retaining customers. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the areas
of organization design, staffing, and compensation for the small venture, in order to fulfill a
number of unique organizational needs and distinctive characteristics that influence the way
startup and ongoing ventures are managed, such as instability in the markets they serve, the
existence of close family and kinship ties within them, the educational and occupational
experiences of their owners and managers, and their patterns of management training and
development (Deeks, 1976). In addition, small firms provide the initial training for people
just entering the labor force with all the expected costs that result from employee errors
(Berney, 1981). The success of the small firm may ultimately depend on the quality of the
people who work for it (Eckert, Ryan, & Ray, 1989).
It is quite useful to remember that when one studies the staffing and organizing
function of a small firm, some issues that apply to large organizations are not applicable
to small firms because small firms should be viewed like children who are not “little
grown-ups.” The venture’s organizing, staffing, and management considerations should
be custom-made for the organizational system at hand (Dandridge, 1979). McGuire
(1976) accuses management researchers of neglecting organizational research on small
firms perceived to be too simplistic and trivial to warrant serious study:
To the sophisticated organizational theorist, the small business enterprise is too
simple and too obvious: it contains no long hierarchical chains; no Machiavellian
power machinations; no complex shifting interpersonal relationships; no large
and confused communications network; and no need to develop yet one more
theory of leadership. To most scholars in these disciplines, then, the small
company does not appear to promise the research challenge provided by the
giant corporation. Rather, the problems of the small company seem to be
uncomplicated and the solutions, in many cases, self-evident… (p. 115)
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The experience of many entrepreneurs reflects that of many in similar situations who
have been successful in starting new ventures only to find out later that the start-up
was the easy part (Hyatt, 1989). It has been suggested that the start-up of a new venture
progresses through steps or stages which include evaluating the opportunity, developing
the business concept, assessing required resources, acquiring needed resources, and
managing and harvesting the business (Stevenson, Roberts, & Grousback, 1985).
This chapter focuses on the last step: managing the venture. In the early stages of
business development, the entrepreneur typically thrives on the “hands on” involvement
required in building a successful enterprise. However, growth in the business generally
requires a shift in management style (Dolan, 1989). Is it possible for an entrepreneur
to also assume the role of manager? Results from years of reviewing entrepreneurial
successes are contradictory. But as mentioned earlier, the fact is that the conditions
under which the entrepreneur operates are different from those of the large corporation
(Andrews, 1983). Although the management tasks may be different for the entrepreneur,
management skills are essential (March, 1984).

JoB DeSiGn
A venture’s prospective should have an appropriate and well-defined job role. The
owner entrepreneur should make sure that the employee about to be recruited is not
subjected to conflicting roles, or repeating the activities that an existing employee
already performs (Feldman, 1980). Job design and job descriptions set rules and are
therefore very important, especially in a new venture where quite often job descriptions
and personnel manuals are absent from a work situation, thus increasing the possibility
of problems between the entrepreneur and prospective employees.
Research has shown that employees are more satisfied and less confused when they
have clear job titles, ranks, and career paths, and when there are no “gray” areas in job
design, while role ambiguity consistently shows a moderate to high correlation with
employee job burnout (Maslach, 2001). Failure to create and maintain comprehensive job
descriptions that clearly define the expectations of the company for an employee can lead
to employee dissatisfaction, which in turn can lead to customer dissatisfaction, hampering
a new venture’s chances of success. Using the typical job description catch phrase “and
other duties as assigned” can be a trap, causing entrepreneurs to neglect job descriptions.
To help with these descriptions, the typical formal manner in which companies create job
descriptions needs to be redefined. Instead of focusing on the skills required for a particular
position, job descriptions in an entrepreneurial firm revolve around the role the position
has within the company. Since skills do not often define the success an employee has
within a role, these role-based job descriptions focus on behavioral competencies that are
essential to job success. The result is brief job descriptions that convey the essence of the
job and are flexible as the specifics of the job evolve (Joinson, 2001). This is accomplished
by considering and implementing four key management principles (DeLong, 1982):
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•
•
•
•

All employees have job descriptions and titles that accurately reflect their
roles and ranks in the venture.
All employees have logical career paths within the venture clearly defined.
Employees are encouraged to take responsibility for their own career
development.
Employee performance is undertaken through consistent evaluation and
performance standards.

A good job description should be carefully designed to include the following
(Evered, 1981):
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Job Title. The job title should actually be and should read, as it will later appear
in employment advertising and personnel records.
Basic Job Function. The fundamental job function should be stated clearly in
one sentence.
Relationships. The interrelationships of the job should be described in terms of
defined lines of communication to other jobs and individuals.
Responsibilities. All the duties for which the employee is responsible should
be indicated clearly and narrowly, by avoiding the statement “other duties, as
assigned,” which can be viewed and often is, a manager’s license to possibly
exploit employees.
Authority. The job’s authority should be delineated in terms of clearly defined
limits of decision-making power legislated by the organization, and limits of
delegation to other employees.
A “Standards of Performance” Statement. This statement should clearly
state how well the employee is expected to accomplish each of the primary
responsibilities in the job description. Completing the following sentence for
each responsibility creates a well-defined set of standards: “Your work will be
deemed completely satisfactory, when…”
Accountability. The employee is accountable for every responsibility and duty
listed in the job description.

RecRUiTMenT
The average cost of recruiting talented employees can be high because expenses
related to advertising, telephone calls, travel, relocation, recruiting agency
fees, training, and administration should also be included in the direct cost of
recruiting. Indirect recruiting expenses result from operational delays caused
by the vacant position and the time required for entrepreneurs to interview job
candidates. Therefore, finding and keeping good people is an area of critical
concern to small firm owners.
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Recruitment is more than the mere act of hiring someone. It is often viewed as a
form of business competition, as firms try to identify, attract, and hire the best-qualified
individuals (Lord, 1989). It is that part of the employment process that discovers and
matches applicants with the necessary abilities, skills, aptitudes, and attitudes to fill the
needs of the organizations. In spite of major differences, the job of recruiting employees
for a small firm is in many respects the same as for a large one. It is important for
the entrepreneur to first establish specific objectives and goals for staff selection
which covers such issues as the importance that the venture places on its workforce,
the philosophy regarding “buying” expertise versus developing talent from within
the venture, the hiring of minorities and the disadvantaged, and levels of authority
responsible for employment-related decisions. It is also helpful to keep a record of
expenditures and the results of the recruitment advertising alternatives in order to help
evaluate the success of the recruitment strategy (“How to Recruit,” 1981).
Recruitment can be viewed as a marketing problem. When an advertisement is
placed in the classified section of a newspaper, certain factors have to be kept in
mind, including:
•
•
•
•

The target audience of the ad
How to best reach the target audience
The projected image of the job
The projected image of the firm

Another very effective recruitment device can be a referral program that offers
incentives and rewards when someone recommends a successful job candidate. (Lord,
1989) For such a program to be successful entrepreneurs must promote the idea by
informing partners, internal and external team members, and current employees of
openings as they occur; employees should be made aware of the qualifications required.
Documentation of all recruitment-related information is critical as all recruitment
materials, applications and resumes must be retained for at least one year after the
employment decision has been made (Lesonsky, 2001).

Recruiting For Specific Skills and Employee Categories
A venture should be seeking the specific types of skills that are essential to the survival
of the firm. It should be quite obvious that different types of skills and different
categories of employees require different recruiting methods and approaches.
Sales Representatives. Smaller firms face two major disadvantages compared with
larger firms in hiring salespeople: difficulty offering competitive salaries and difficulty
providing the necessary sales training (“Promotion,” 1987, p. 13). Consequently,
the average turnover rate for sales personnel in small firms has been estimated to
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be as high as 50 percent the first year and nearly 80 percent within the first three
years (“Building the Sales Force,” 1986, p. 71). Identifying potentially successful
salespeople is a difficult and challenging job, because education and experience may
not always predict future sales success. Therefore, it is recommended that attention be
given to identifying individuals who possess the right combination of personal traits,
skills, and experience to best fulfill the firm’s needs. Personality traits that should be
brought to the job include personal drive, focus, empathy, judgment, the ability to
learn, self-discipline, creativity, adaptability and honesty. Job-related skills include
product knowledge, analytical skills, selling, and communication skills. While these
traits and skills may be difficult to measure, a variety of testing methods exist to help
in the process, including biographical analyses, in-depth multiple interview techniques,
checklists, multiple choice tests, psychological tests, and assessment center approaches.
The choice of the procedure to be used will depend upon the type of job being filled,
the availability of testing facilities and qualified administrators, the time allotted, the
number of job candidates, and the training programs available (“Building the Sales
Force,” pp. 71-77). When screening for good sales candidates, the firms should attempt
to discover the communication, negotiation, and people skills of the candidate. In
applying the five-factor model of personality, referred to as the Big Five, salespeople
that display the personality dimension of extraversion will be sociable, outgoing, and
assertive (Robbins, 2001).
Temporary Workers. The use of temporary workers is now as important to small
firms as to large firms because this option provides a good way to control staffing
expenses. Another reason for using temporary help is that it is possible to match a
special type of skill to a customized temporary project, particularly if the task is boring
or repetitive, such as filing. When the special project is over, the firm releases the
temporary worker without having to carry unemployment benefit costs. However, the
use of temporary workers is not without its liabilities under certain tax and labor laws,
unless the firm gives up the day-to-day control of temporary employees. In addition,
temporary workers, regardless of the duration of employment, are always protected by
anti-discrimination laws, workers’ compensation laws, and the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration’s workplace safety regulations (Manley, 1988). Thus, it
is advisable to always weigh the costs versus the benefits carefully when making the
decision to use temporary workers.
Outside Contractors. Another alternative available to small firms is the use of selfemployed individuals who work only on a project-by-project basis as outside contractors,
when extra help is needed to complete special projects requiring a particular expertise.
One way for identifying contractors who meet the firm’s particular needs is keeping
track of former associates and soliciting referrals (Posner, 1989b).
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Teenage Workers. Many labor-intensive ventures and the fast food industry in
particular, depend upon teenager workers. For most of these young people, such a
job is their first experience with the real world of work, which may produce difficulty
adjusting to work discipline, ethics, and reliability. Even though it probably takes only
a day or two to train a new employee to a level of reasonable competence, high turnover
still costs the owner money in terms of training, employee errors, and lost customers.
However, the number of young people will decline in the future in both relative and
absolute terms, and as a result, employers may have to pay higher wages, hire other
types of workers, such as older workers, and/or invest in labor saving technology
(Johnston & Packer, 1987, p. 82).
MBA Graduates. Most small firms feel they cannot afford to pay a new MBA whose
average starting salary expectation is quite high. Besides, entrepreneurs feel that MBAs
cannot provide the firm with immediate value stemming usually only from “handson” experience, which they consider essential for their line of operations. Despite
this negative outlook, MBA students at major accredited business schools such as
the University of Tulsa, rush to take entrepreneurship courses, not only because they
want to pursue employment by entrepreneurial ventures, but also because they see
themselves as following the entrepreneurial path one day. As a University of Virginia
MBA running a thirty-three-employee firm puts it: “It all boils down to one word:
Freedom!” (“Labor Letter,” 1978, p. 1).
Corporate Executives. Sometimes, by offering the right incentives rather than
high salaries, it is feasible to attract the skills and talents of executives from larger
corporations. Depending upon the particular needs of the firm, it often pays to recruit
a seasoned executive who can complement the venture’s managerial assets with a
different style of aggressiveness or creativity. Executives in their fifties who have already
paid their dues in the corporate world, as well as their mortgages and their children’s
education, may be looking for the kind of job satisfaction that a smaller firm can offer.
Bringing in outside experience may be necessary for various reasons, most notably to
facilitate the growth of the enterprise to the next level. Venture capitalists may prefer
bench strength as a qualification for financing to be extended to the firm (Paris, 2001).
Administration, creativity, inspiration, and diversity may be other reasons. Critical to
this decision will be a clear understanding of the values and culture of the firm, the
leadership style, and teamwork expectations (Lynn, 2001). Making personal decisions
and seeing that they are carried out is something new to a corporate executive used to
top to bottom strategic planning. Entrepreneurs also appreciate the immediate results,
rather than credentials and promises for the future that these skilled individuals can
offer. However, the chances of an incompatible marriage between a small firm and a
corporate executive may be quite high, because the entrepreneur is usually reluctant
to give the new executive enough authority to get the job done, while executives
may resent being told what to do or having the owner looking over their shoulders.
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The unwillingness of the entrepreneur to relinquish control is quite understandable,
because in a large company, one must really make a large mistake with huge dire
consequences to get fired; but in a small firm, something quite minute may go wrong
with drastic consequences, and the venture may become fatally wounded. Some other
reasons for possible incompatibility between the owner and the executive are the lack
of rapport and common frames of reference, as well as the unwillingness of owners to
divulge information about their own companies, especially if they are privately held.
In situations such as these, a better alternative to hiring a former corporate executive
is to hire the services of a consultant.
Recruitment From Within. When staffing vacant managerial and supervisory
positions, one source of potential candidates is the company’s own employees, partners,
or internal and external team members. By adopting a policy of promoting from within,
it is possible to attract and retain productive employees, while providing the firm with
continuity. The use of this method of filling management positions provides employees
with the opportunity for advancement, more challenging assignments, and the chance
for a more rewarding career. Promotional methods used by firms include job posting,
nomination, and career counseling utilizing resource charts (“Promotion,” 1987).
A policy of promotion from within is very helpful in recruiting inexperienced but
potentially dependable employees, since someone already affiliated with the venture
provided references for the newly hired individual (Posner, 1989a).

SelecTion
The process of personnel selection involves numerous steps and processes through
which a firm can hire and maintain effective personnel. The greater the number of formal
selection methods and steps used, the better the selection choice. When choosing the
best combination of selection methods the entrepreneur must weigh the potential costs
in terms of time and money, against the anticipated gains or benefits to the venture.
However, research has documented that objective biographical information is one of the
most reliable predictors of successful work performance, while the employment interview
is one of the least reliable, though one of the most popular methods (Hakel, 1989). The
following steps are among those used in the venture’s employee selection process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Preliminary screening interview
Completion of biographical data form or application
Employment tests
Formal employment interview
Background and reference checks
Physical examination
Employment decision
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During the preliminary screening interview some common sources of selection bias
may emerge, such as:
1.
2.
3.

Nepotism or preferential hiring of relatives
Physical characteristics, such as height, weight, beauty, hair, etc
Projection of personal traits, self-identification onto the interviewee, producing
generalizations of two types:
• “Halo Effect” when the interviewer perceives nothing but good traits
• “Devil’s horns” when the interviewer perceives nothing good at all

Relying too heavily on interviews alone has not proven to be successful in the
past. Multiple studies have been done to analyze the results of the various selection
techniques available to potential employers. The following results provide evidence to
the changing trends in the techniques used for selection:
•
•
•
•
•

Studies have shown only a 14 percent correlation between the ability to deliver
well in an interview and the ability to perform on the job.
Assessments of personality characteristics improved the successful hire
percentage to 38 percent.
When adding an ability assessment on top of a personality assessment, the
percentage rose to 54 percent.
With the addition of an interest assessment this percentage increased again, up
to a 66 percent success rate.
The latest technique, integrated assessment, attempts to match the candidate
to those who are successful in a similar role and have been shown to further
increase the percentage of successful hires to 75 percent, from 1 in 7 for
interviewing alone to 3 out of 4 (Sirbasku, 2002).

These statistics indicate the shortcomings of the interview process alone as well as
the trend towards assessment-based personnel selection. Therefore, the completion of
biographical data forms, application forms, along with possible employment tests are
designed to improve the selection decision choice after the formal and final employment
interview takes place. This information based on objective evidence gives the decisionmaker as many facts as possible to compare the potential candidate along with the
candidate’s qualitative or personality factors and the possible selection biases that
might have emerged during the preliminary screening interview. Furthermore, when
it comes to filling jobs that require specific, measurable abilities, after the preliminary
screening interview, companies must often rely upon the use of objective employment
tests. However, because the testing industry is unregulated, entrepreneurs should be
skeptical when purchasing standardized tests to be used in employment screening
(Simurda, 1989, p. 180). Most personality assessments focus on what are referred to
as the “Big Five” personality traits:
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•
•
•
•
•

Adjustment: upbeat, calm under pressure, patient with others, receptive to
feedback, not likely to constantly complain
Ambition: energetic, competitive, driven, good leader, takes initiative
Interpersonal sensitivity: easy to work with, service oriented, helpful, friendly,
relationship builder
Conscientiousness: dependable, trustworthy, rule-following, careful, detailoriented, good organizational citizen
Openness: creative, strategic, big-picture oriented, open to change, interested
in learning

Additionally, paper and pencil tests designed to determine honesty and integrity have
increased in popularity in recent years, particularly since federal law has banned the
use of polygraph tests in screening potential employees (Simurda, 1989, p. 174). In
using tests to determine honesty, it is important to look to the publisher of the test for
evidence of continuing research with regard to validity. In addition, if an applicant
scores poorly on such a test, but has good qualifications and recommendations, it is
important to recheck references or the scoring of the test to make sure that a mistake
has not been made (Cascio, 1987). Again, such tests should be used with caution since
they have been the focus of much litigation related to charges of discrimination if their
use results in disparate impact on certain minority groups (Hakel, 1989). It is important
that the material covered in the selection test is related as directly as possible to the
job being filled. Although recent Supreme Court decisions have made it tougher for
employees to prove racial bias using statistics (Wermiel, 1989), it is important to be
aware that there may be sources of bias in certain types of tests, such as:
1.
2.

Lack of reliability or consistency in scores
Lack of validity of the degree to which the test measures what it is intended
to measure

There are several types of validity of concern in employment testing:
• Construct validity. The extent to which a test measures a specific trait
considered necessary for successful job performance, such as intelligence
• Content validity. The extent to which a test includes reasonable or
representative samples of the behavior or skills needed to successfully
perform the job
• Predictive validity. The extent to which a test predicts successful
performance on the job measured by testing a group of applicants, and
then comparing their scores on the test to a measure of performance after
hiring and training
• Concurrent validity. Obtained by testing current employees, correlating
their scores with measures of their performance, and using these criteria for
selection of future employees (Werther & Davis, 1989)
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In summary, employment assessments need to determine how well prospective good
performers are identified, how well prospective poor performers are screened out,
and how defensible these determinations are in court, because even unintentional
discrimination based on “race, color, religion, sex, or national origin” is prohibited
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Civil Rights Act of 1991.
Finally, an increasing number of companies are testing both employees and job
applicants for drug and alcohol use. Although critics of drug testing charge that it
is a violation of the individual’s civil rights, there is presently no legal prohibition
against drug testing. If the decision is made to utilize drug testing in the screening
of prospective employees, steps should be taken to limit legal liability. For instance,
applicants should be informed in writing of the company’s intention to use drug
testing in the screening process. It is also important that each applicant understands
the company’s policy regarding drug use and that routine testing will be a part of their
employment by a reliable laboratory that should be carefully selected (Cascio, 1989).
After information on a prospective employee has been gathered from the preliminary
screening interview, the biographical and application forms, and perhaps from
employment tests, the formal employment interview could take place. This process
requires planning and careful preparation in order to conduct it right and produce the
desired results:
Preparation Of The Interview:
1.
2.
3.

Identify and assign duties and responsibilities of the specific job to be filled,
in writing
Identify the skills, experience, personality and training needed from the
prospective employee
Identify a list of related items to be covered during the interview, stemming
from the preliminary screening interview, the biographical form, the
application form, or possibly from the results of the employment tests

The Interview:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Allocate sufficient time.
Allow no interruption whatsoever.
Put the interviewee at ease by being pleasant and courteous.
Show enthusiasm about the job and its prospects.
Listen to what interviewees say, and especially what they do not say.
Observe dress and manners.
Take notes during the interview.
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Interview Questions:
Ask the interviewee probing open-ended questions with no single “right” answer,
along with very narrow questions, such as “What was your selling technique in your
previous job?” that do have a “right” answer. Both types of questions can help assess
the candidate’s operating style on both technical competence and personal contribution
to the firm, and at the same time force the candidate to reflect and organize an answer,
instead of making prepared statements. Questions asked or remarks made during job
interviews may get the interviewer in trouble because of equal opportunity issues.
Most of the issues usually come up during employment interviews are issues that
are perfectly legal to discuss, but some may weigh against the interviewer if other
additional factors point to discrimination, and some are just plain illegal. There are
three categories of questions during a job interview according to the Fair Employment
Practices Guidelines (“The Interview,” 1982, pp. 2-4).
What Cannot Be Asked: There are some absolute prescriptions, but not many:
•
•
•
•

•

Applicant’s race (During either personal or telephone interviews an applicant
cannot be asked to state his or her race or color)
Applicant’s sex
Applicant’s national origin
Applicant’s marital status (This might be allowed if the practice is to always
ask all candidates regardless of sex, and nothing else in the selection process
and record points to potential discrimination against one particular sex)
Applicant’s religion

What Should Not Be Asked: Any inquiries on the following subjects could reveal
information that should not be gathered during a job or even promotion interview. Any of
this information that is required to be known, for insurance purposes for example, can be
gathered after the candidate is hired. Asking before the hire is just asking for trouble:
•
•
•
•
•

Former name
Parents’ names
Place of birth
Second language (Unless the job requires the use of a second language)
Arrest record (Conviction record is justified to get if the job opening requires
an applicant with no conviction record and the business necessity for this
requirement can be proven)
• “Who will take care of the children while the applicant works?” (This might
be allowed if the practice is to always ask all candidates regardless of sex,
and nothing else in the selection process and record points to potential
discrimination against one particular sex.)
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupation of spouse (This might be allowed if the practice is to always ask
all candidates regardless of sex, and nothing else in the selection process and
record points to potential discrimination against one particular sex, as well as
there is no unfair impact on one sex or the other that appears to be based on
the answers.)
Name of religion or clergy
Religious clubs or organizations
Date of birth
Age
Educational background (Unless it can be proven that it is job related.)
Physical disabilities (Unless they would affect performance on the job.)

What Can Be Asked: There are many questions that the interviewer is free to ask any
applicant for any job. All of them can elicit more information that applies to the job
than any of the questions that could not or should not be asked and that could lead to
discrimination charges:
• “Do you understand what this job entails ?” A discussion of the job can
lead to interesting observations about the applicant’s abilities, experience,
enthusiasm, etc.
• “Why do you think you are suited for this particular job?”
• “Have you ever had any hobbies that would help you do this job?”
• “Do you have any outside activities giving you experience and opportunities
that would help on this job?”
• “Have you done any jobs like this before?”
• “What can you tell me about yourself that makes you think you would be good
at this job?”
• “From what I have told you about the company and the job, do you think you
would like working here?
• “Can you give me any particular reasons?”
• “How do you feel about our hours of business?” As long as this question does
not delve into issues of religious holidays or Sabbath hours that might be in
conflict with the applicant’s religion.
• “Do you have any other information about yourself or about your interests that
you think would help me make a decision about filling this job?”
These are all “safe” areas, because they are closely job-related. The key to success in
interviewing without the possibility of being accused of discrimination is to concentrate
on the job itself as the subject under discussion, rather than personal information about
the applicant that could lead the interviewer to discriminate without meaning to, could
lead others to discriminate, or that could create the appearance to a later observer that
the interviewer laid the groundwork for discrimination. This job-related interviewing
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technique should be used with all applicants, not just minorities, women, and those
over forty, and practice will perfect the interviewer’s performance and avoid any
inadvertent blunders or build bad interviewing habits (“The Interview,” 1982).
After The Interview:
Impressions should be recorded immediately after the interview so some important
details will not be forgotten. These impressions should be compared with the notes
made during the actual interview, the initial screening interview, and the results of
any employment tests and evaluate them on the basis of three factors only: technical
competence, personal contribution that the candidate could make to the venture, and
the results of reference checks on the candidate.
Applicant background checks attempt to authenticate the identity and accuracy of
the candidate employment and personal information. An estimated 95 percent of U.S.
corporations use background checks, with the most commonly-verified areas being legal
eligibility for employment, prior employment, military service, education, and identification
(Dessler, 2000). The value of reference checks on a person’s past performance or integrity
is the subject of debate. However, some guidelines on how to approach reference checks
are helpful to avoid the possibility of legal challenges in the future:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Obtain written permission from the candidate before checking job references.
Organize the questions to be asked and keep them job-specific.
Consider the credibility of the source of the information.
Ask for and organize the information obtained in written form in order to prove
that the employment decision was based upon relevant information.
As long as the information asked and provided is related to work behavior and/
or the reasons for leaving a previous job, the courts have ruled that reference
checks do not violate an applicant’s civil rights (Cascio, 1989).

In contrast, if asked to provide reference information on a former employee, the
following guidelines should be considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Obtain written consent from the employee before providing any information.
Do not blacklist former employees.
Keep a written record of all information provided.
Avoid subjective statements, such as: “The employee had a bad attitude.” Keep
information specific and job-related.
When responding to requests by phone, typically do not provide any information.
Instead, simply verify whether or not the information the caller has is correct.
The following types of information are always appropriate for release, subject
to the written consent of the employee: dates of employment, job titles of
positions held and the time spent in each position, promotions, demotions,
attendance, salary, and reason for termination without details (Cascio, 1989).
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There are no fail-safe formulas guiding the employment decision, because even the
best interview and selection techniques do not guarantee that the person hired will
work out in the long run. Choosing selection techniques involves weighing costs
and benefits, because a procedure that may be high in predictive ability may also
be too expensive to administer. The choice of techniques depends upon the relative
importance placed upon the objectives of selection, such as the costs of development
and administration, validity, acceptability to applicants, and legal defensibility (Rynes
& Milkovich, 1986). Once the employment decision has been made, it is important to
legally verify the identity and work authorization eligibility of the individual before
hiring, whether the position is full-time, part-time, temporary, or seasonal. Acceptable
documents include U.S. passports or “green cards” for resident aliens (Cascio, 1989),
because under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, employers who do
not comply with the law and its verification requirements are subject to stiff fines
and possible jail sentences if they hire undocumented workers (Yoshihashi, 1989).
Appropriate paperwork must always be kept on file documenting that the employee is
eligible to work in the United States.

coMPenSATion AnD BeneFiTS
It is very hard for small companies to compete with large firms in the job market,
because it is difficult not only to attract quality people, but it can also be difficult
to retain them, since many employees are motivated by creative and rewarding jobs,
but the salary and benefits are also very important to them. The result is that smaller
firms fight a constant bidding war for qualified people, especially on the lower end
of the salary and skill spectrum, where jobs are difficult to enrich and are evaluated
by employees solely on the basis of the salary or wage rates paid. Timmons (1990)
provides an extensive discussion on reward systems in the venture context, and he
contends that individuals joining a venture where there is clearly a recognized lead
entrepreneur, in addition to salaries and fringes, will usually consider benefits, such as
title, ownership, power which will be awarded to them based on what they contribute,
or according to how hard they bargain.
The first consideration in determining wage and salary rates is establishing what
the venture can afford, because the firm’s ability to pay is constrained by its ability
to compete. In other words, if the entrepreneur cannot raise prices without suffering a
loss in income or revenue because of decreased sales, then the ability to raise wages
and salaries is also decreased (Cascio, 1989). Thus, the small firm must first evaluate
its external competitiveness as it relates to its ability to pay competitive wages. A
second consideration involves evaluating salaries and wage rates of competing firms
as well as the added value that the venture will receive from the individual hired at a
salary comparable, lower, or higher than the prevailing rates. There are three types of
wage and salary information prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics:
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1.
2.
3.

Area Wage Surveys with data broken down by geographic area
Industry Wage Surveys with data on job categories within specific industries
National Survey of Professional, Administrative, Technical and Clerical pay
with data categorized by geographic area and company size (“Taking the
Guesswork,” 1981)

Local labor market conditions must also be evaluated. In areas where the cost of living
is high relative to other parts of the country, salary and wage rates may have to be
adjusted upward to attract qualified individuals. The information from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics surveys, in combination with careful job definition and requirements
obtained from job descriptions, can give the entrepreneur a good idea of the median
salary offered for a specific occupation, at a specific level, in a specific industry, in
a specific geographic area, and for a specific firm size. In addition to government
statistics, there are many specialized salary surveys available from trade associations,
professional journals, management consulting firms, and periodicals.
Fringe benefits are another area in which it is difficult for the small firm to
compete with larger corporations, especially during labor shortages, when there is the
perception that an employee’s base pay bears no relationship to level of performance.
Often employees perceive that they will earn the same amount of money whether they
work hard or whether they give their job a minimal amount of effort. However, regular
fringe benefits such as health insurance or pension plans for example, are costly and
often become a major component of overall operating expenses and overhead. It has
been estimated that benefits may exceed 39 percent of the total compensation costs for
each employee (Tannenbaum, 1989).
Most companies provide group health insurance coverage for their employees, but
the rising cost of health care has resulted in annual premium increases of 20 percent
to 40 percent in recent years. Often small companies are offered reasonable first-year
rates followed by increases of 60 percent or more if an employee files a major claim
(Saddler, 1989). Thus, most small firms must resort to various cost-containment and
cost sharing strategies in order to manage these costs effectively, such as “cafeteria
plans” in which the employee uses a credit to “purchase” options from a menu of
benefits, the use of preferred provider organizations (PPOs) in which a network of
physicians and hospitals agrees to a fee schedule that represents a discount over usual
charges, and health maintenance organizations (HMOs) in which a set annual fee is paid
for each enrollee, through the use of higher deductibles, or by requiring the employee
to contribute more to the cost of the premium (Solomon, 1989). In addition to the
concern for increasing benefit costs, legislation has brought about important changes
in the management of health insurance benefits. The Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1986 (COBRA) requires firms with at least twenty employees to
offer the same group health benefits that are offered to current employees to workers
who have been fired, are on leave, whose hours have been reduced, as well as to the
widowed or divorced spouses of employees (Cascio, 1989). In addition, Section 89 of
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the 1986 Tax Reform Act requires that employers who provide primarily tax-free health
and life insurance benefits to employees distribute them fairly, and if the employer fails
to comply, benefits paid to employees may be considered taxable (Manley, 1989). An
important part of the health benefit package is the way in which it is communicated to
employees, because they not only need to know what kind of health insurance coverage
is provided, but efforts at cost containment will be much more successful if employees
are aware of how much costs have increased, and how much the company spends on
health insurance premiums on behalf of the employees (Carroon & Black, Inc., 1989).
A pension plan as a fringe benefit should be one that is affordable and provides
visibility and perceived value to its participants. Employers who want to provide
retirement benefits to employees have many options available and their contributions,
as well as vesting requirements, are governed by the regulations of the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Most firms provide defined-benefit
plans in which the employer promises to pay the employee a stated pension determined
according to a formula. Defined-contribution plans provide a fixed rate for employer
contributions to the fund, such as group incentive bonuses, gain sharing, profit sharing,
and employee stock ownership plans to supplement the base wages of employees, and the
future benefits are determined by how fast the fund grows. They are attractive because
the employer never owes more than the amount that was contributed (Cascio, 1989).
Profit sharing is appealing to most small firms because of the absence of predefined,
fixed commitments and the positive psychological effect on the employees when they
see that they benefit from the success of the firm. The percentage of profits to be
contributed to a profit sharing plan is usually determined by the owner-manager or
board of directors. Normally if there are no profits in a given year, there will be no
contributions to the plan.
Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs) as a fringe benefit plan allow the firm
to create an employee trust and make fund contributions in its own stock, as well as in
cash. The advantage is that the stock and cash stays within the company, and although
issuing new shares of stock may dilute the founder’s ownership in the company, ESOPs
create an inexpensive and convenient market for the company’s stock. As with pension
plans, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) regulations regarding
contributions and vesting requirements apply to ESOPs.
A small firm considering the implementation of any incentive program should seek
professional advice in order to ensure that the end result meets the requirements of
ERISA. The documented benefits derived from these fringe benefit programs include
increased commitment and productivity, as well as decreased turnover and absenteeism
(“The Staff Role,” 1987). The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA) regulates pension funds. ERISA determines who qualifies for benefits, vesting
qualifications, and what kind of pension fund investments are considered prudent.
Many small firms often decide to turn the management of their pension fund over
to a bank or trust company to avoid the time and expense of keeping up with and
complying with ERISA requirements.
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AFTeR THe HiRe
All new recruits undergo a socialization process when they enter an organization. How
well they adapt or accept this socialization will make the difference between the success
and failure of the recruiting and selection process. The socialization process however, is
a two way street, because the organization has almost as much to lose as the individual.
When there are well defined policies and procedures and they are communicated clearly,
organizational values are instilled in the new hire, and the locus of control resides within
the individual. When new recruits willingly adopt the venture’s value system, their
individual personal goals will be closer to the organizational goals. The socialization
process eliminates extremes rather than forcing the new recruits to conform to the
existing organizational values by gently nudging them in the direction the organization
is heading. This direction is a result of good working relationships and communication
that has been established by existing organizational members who have worked together
for a long time and already get along (Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990).
Bird (1989) considered factors that may draw entrepreneurial teams together:
likeability, proximity, alikeness, complementarity of attributes, and mutual enjoyment.
Similarly, Kamm and Nurick (1993) noted that prospective entrepreneurial team
members and employees may be attracted to others with similar beliefs and interests
or who have qualities judged to be desirable. The socialization process therefore really
succeeds when the chemistry of people attracted to each other is the right one.
Performance, high morale, prevention of disagreements, and possible litigation
avoidance can be achieved if the venture develops a carefully written handbook that
specifically outlines policies and procedures, such as a personnel manual. This manual
will keep all employees informed about the venture’s policies and regulations and at
the same time, provides the entrepreneur owner and other managers in the venture with
support in enforcing them during the process of managing the venture (Ellman, 1981).

THe MAnAGeMenT TeAM
After organizing and staffing the venture, the most essential ingredient contributing
to its success or failure is the management team that the entrepreneur has put in
place. A management team is more than a group because it involves a sense for shared
commitments (Guzzo & Dickson, 1996). One way to ensure effective teamwork is to
invest time in learning about the venture’s team members, partners, and employees. As
the above case amply illustrated, team members like to be informed and feel that they
should be making a real contribution to the success of the organization. Small group
meetings and retreats away from the office will help provide the right environment in
which team members and employees would be willing to speak freely about issues that
are important and real to them, such as:
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•
•
•
•
•

Why do I work here and not somewhere else?
What do I get out of my work here?
What are my aspirations for the long run?
What are the behaviors, actions, or circumstances that make me motivated,
energized, and happy with my work?
What are the things that people do that dampen my enthusiasm and make
me angry or depressed? (Bernstein, 1988)

While these issues seem rather simple and straightforward, the owners of rapidly growing
ventures often overlook them. Successful entrepreneurial ventures are attentive to
these perceived problems and complaints, which should be treated with respect, out of
loyalty to the individuals that make things happen, namely: the internal team members
and employees. “People who feel good about themselves...produce results results . . .
The best minute I spend, is the one I invest in people.” These words from the “OneMinute Manager” reflect the importance for entrepreneurs of building commitment
and a team atmosphere by taking time to listen to the management team’s perceived
concerns, in order to achieve success and effectiveness (Blanchard & Johnson, 1982).

leADeRSHiP AnD MAnAGeMenT
The manner in which entrepreneurs behave toward their management team, partners, and
subordinates in order to obtain desired objectives will determine their leadership style.
In the case of the new venture, the entrepreneur is the founder, leader, motivator, and
manager, in addition to being one of the employees. Miner’s (1996) research suggests a
relationship between personality types and entrepreneurial success, with entrepreneurs
being classified as personal achievers, real managers, empathetic “supersalespeople,”
and expert idea generators. His findings advocate that those entrepreneurs who combine
multiple types will be the most successful leaders for their venture. While a plethora
of leadership theories have developed over the years, ranging from trait theory to
situational or contingency theory, many are simply not applicable to the new venture
setting. However, one of the classical theorists, Douglas McGregor (1960), provides
some insight into the entrepreneurial process of managing subordinates. McGregor
rose from service station attendant to a college president, and his concepts of Theory
X and Theory Y, while always included among the most influential leadership theories,
are too often superficially dismissed. McGregor brought unique insight into leading
and motivating subordinates, and his theory touches upon management practices that
are indeed universal in content and scope.
In The Human Side of Enterprise, McGregor (1960) introduced two perspectives in
explaining the task of transforming human energy through leadership and motivation
into goal-directed behavior. The first, Theory X, can be described in the form of four
basic propositions:
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1.
2.

3.
4.

It is the responsibility of management to organize the elements of productivity
for economic ends.
To fit the needs of the organization, the behavior of people must be directed,
motivated, controlled, and modified, or else they would be passive or even
resistant to organizational needs.
Employees must be persuaded or punished at times, in order to achieve
organizational objectives.
Finally, the average employee is lazy, lacks ambition, dislikes responsibility, is
self-centered, resistant to change, gullible, dumb, and prefers to be led.

McGregor (1960) assailed these conventional notions of human behavior, and argued
that this behavior is not a consequence of man’s nature. Rather, it is the consequence
of the nature of the industrial organization per se and its distorted assumptions about
employee behavior, which in turn are a result of misguided corporate managerial
philosophies, policies, and practices. Unhappy with these assumptions, McGregor
developed the dimensions of a new theory of management, Theory Y, which is also
described in terms of four basic propositions:
1.
2.
3.

4.

It is the responsibility of management to organize the elements of productivity
for economic ends.
People become passive and resistant to organizational needs as a result of their
past experiences.
It is the responsibility of management to provide employees with the opportunity
to assume responsibility, to develop, to excel, and to be rewarded within the
organizational setting.
By managing organizational conditions and methods of operation, management’s
task is to allow people to achieve their own goals by directing their own best
efforts towards organizational objectives.

What McGregor (1960) described typifies much of the frustration encountered by
prospective entrepreneurs in the traditional organizational setting. The key is for the
entrepreneur to learn how to lead and motivate others by utilizing methods that are
different from those previously experienced. The McGregor theorem places an intrinsic
value on an employee’s worth, who in turn, would take his or her cues from the role
model of the entrepreneur. In leading others, McGregor implies that the entrepreneur/
manager must provide an example of what to do, how to do it, when to do it, and
how to reward outstanding performance. Leadership by example can indeed be a very
effective management technique.
Entrepreneurs quite often do not seriously consider what it means to be a good
manager because everything they do as managers usually results from their own
previous experience as employees. Their shallow commitment to management may
not survive the pressures of running a successful and growing company, and unless
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they begin to listen to their employees and accept their input, they will soon find
that not only is there no “quick fix” for poor management practices, but also that the
attitude of the people at the top is what makes a difference. What Hambrick (1994)
termed “behavioral integration” is essential in many entrepreneurial managerial
teams because there is a critical need to manage under shared information exchanges,
collaborative behaviors, and joint decision-making. In the words of Tom Peters from
his book Thriving on Chaos, “all the opportunity areas for competitive advantage,
such as employees, customers, quality, and service, boil down in the end to attitude,
empathy, trust, and listening” (Hyatt, 1989).

DeleGATion AnD MAnAGeMenT
Delegation is simply the art of a manager getting things done through other people. One
of the most taxing decisions confronting the entrepreneur is the delegation of authority
and responsibility within the organization. For the entrepreneur who is wedded to the
venture, the act of sharing control with subordinates is not only difficult, but also at
times impossible. Too many entrepreneurs have built great ventures only to see them
collapse because of the inability to delegate. Roberts (1991) refers to a “founder’s
disease” and notes that some entrepreneurs were inadequate managers from the start,
while others could manage only the initial stages competently but not later stages,
when the need for delegation becomes more prominent.
Delegation as a principle of effective management has been an important topic for
thousands of years. One of the most insightful looks at the role of an entrepreneur as a
manager is provided in the Book of Exodus as it relates the story of Moses, the world’s
first manager, leading the Israelites out of Egypt to the Promised Land. The study of
the length of this trip on any modern map makes one quickly realize that the distance
from Egypt to Israel is not that great, and it should not have required forty years of
walking. Moses quickly recognized that it was the management of his organization
that was responsible for not achieving his objective.
Moses turned to Jethro, his father-in-law, and probably the world’s first management
consultant, for advice. Once these two biblical figures settled upon an equitable fee,
Jethro began his analysis. Jethro’s first comment to Moses did little to remedy the
situation. Jethro said, “Moses, what you are doing is not good.” Aware of the overall
scope of the problem, Jethro continued, “Moses, you sit by the people from dawn
to dusk and from dusk to dawn, day in and day out, listening to their problems.”
Although he commended Moses for his concern, he quickly indicated that once
organizational objectives and strategies have been developed, it is incumbent upon
the chief operating officer to structure the organization in such a manner as to ensure
the achievement of organizational goals. Top management must be free to evaluate
organizational performance and develop innovative short-term plans that guarantee a
gradual movement toward reaching these goals. Thus, Jethro suggested, “Moses, look
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out among you and you will find leaders of men (managers). From these men, select
leaders and place them over thousands (top management), hundreds and fifties (middle
management), and tens (first-line supervisors). Should a minor family problem arise,
then allow your first-line supervisors to handle the problem themselves. By delegating
authority, you become free to contemplate broader concerns.” Jethro did indeed have
a strong argument, and by following his advice, Moses finally managed to get the
Israelites into the Promised Land even though he himself never did.
The recommendation to delegate managerial authority and responsibility evolved
and was applied to a very traditional organizational setting by Frederick Taylor, the
“father” of scientific management. It was included in the fourth of his four principles
of scientific management, which is the plainest of them all, and involves a complete
“redivision” of an organization’s work. Under the old scheme of management, the
workers did almost all of the work. Under the new scheme, the work to be done, which
was formerly done by the workers alone, is divided into two large parts and one of
those parts is handed over to management. It is this real cooperation, this genuine
division of the work between the two sides, more than any other element, that accounts
for the fact that Taylor became convinced that there would never be any labor strikes
under his ideal scientific management scheme. The “best way of getting things
done” becomes true teamwork when the workers realize that there is hardly a thing
they do that does not have to be preceded by some act of preparation on the part of
management, and also when they realize that when the managers fail to do their part,
the task of “getting things done” is not done, and it is not the workers that are punished,
but the managers. That is the characteristic of scientific management, and it represents
democracy, cooperation, and a genuine division of work, which never existed before
Taylor’s time (Taylor, 1916).
One of the primary factors preventing managers from delegating effectively is
the fear of losing control. Entrepreneurs, who have built their organization from the
ground up, often hang on to too many tasks for fear that nobody else can do the job
right, or even worse, they fear that someone else may do it better. The following steps
have been proposed for effective delegating:
1. Plan before you delegate.
2. Know what you want to accomplish.
3. Decide who will do the project.
4. Choose the person best for the job.
5. Communicate your decision.
6. Explain the task.
7. Manage and evaluate.
8. Follow up.
9. Reward or rework.
10. Respond to the person’s performance (McLaughlin, 1989).
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Delegation in new and growing ventures is a critical managerial principle. The new
enterprise needs professional style management, because as the venture grows and
evolves, the entrepreneur must realize that there are only so many hours in a week and
that there is only so much that can be accomplished by one individual. Delegation, if
done effectively, frees time and allows the entrepreneur to focus on the challenges and
areas that need to be confronted by the venture.

conFlicT AnD MAnAGeMenT
There are many sources of conflict within an organization. It can arise from the structure
of the organization itself, from communication distortion, or from interpersonal and
behavioral factors. While politics and conflict in large, established organizations are
viewed as part of normal business operations, conflict in new ventures may often have
a negative impact, and is typically viewed as something that should be suppressed and
eliminated (Labovitz, 1988). However, entrepreneurs overlook the potential benefits of
conflict altogether, which can be healthy for the venture and may produce an atmosphere
in which quality innovative decisions can be made (“Management by Conflict,” 1989).

The nature of conflict
“Whenever human beings compete for scarce resources or share different goals and
time perspectives, conflict is likely to exist” (Labovitz, 1988). Conflict can be defined
as a divergence or incompatibility of values or behaviors within oneself or between
two people (Paranica & Fuchs, 2001). Through the normal course of business, it is
inevitable that conflicts with suppliers, customers, and employees will occur. A key
supplier might have all of your orders in a state of perpetual backorder. A certain large
customer continues to short-pay every invoice. And some employees just cannot seem
to coexist. All of these situations eventually reach a point where the conflict must be
addressed. This often can result in difficult circumstances for the entrepreneur.
Conflict within organizations has been described in terms of a corporate battleground,
complete with a barrage of threats and innuendos against the opposition. In contrast,
traditional entrepreneurial settings typically resolve conflict by throwing partners and
subordinates out of the venture. The lead entrepreneur must take responsibility for
establishing and maintaining the shared values and goals within the venture team that
will consistently help avoid unnecessary conflicts by pursuing peripheral goals that
may waste resources critical to the new venture’s primary goals (Watson, Ponthieu, &
Critelli, 1995). Early organization theorists viewed conflict as inevitable, with both
positive and negative consequences for organizational effectiveness, and felt that a
highly structured, centralized organization could remedy most sources of conflict.
Generally, researchers have identified four types of conflict:
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1.

Conflict within an individual. While this does not fit the literal definition of
conflict, it can be dysfunctional to the organization, especially when it takes
the form of role conflict, which is the most common type of individual conflict.
Such role conflict can arise when there is a contradiction between tasks and
job expectations or when an individual is asked to perform a task that requires
compromising personal values or ethics.

2.

Conflict between individuals. This is the most widely recognized form of
conflict and often results from personality differences, different attitudes,
values, or beliefs. This is particularly evident in entrepreneurial environments,
because it is not unusual for the entrepreneur to hold strong opinions about
what is “right.” This creates conflict among entrepreneurs, partners, and
subordinates, as well as a high degree of turnover, unless the management
team has been carefully selected.

3.

Conflict between the individual and the group. Such conflict arises when an
individual does not conform to group norms. This is the situation confronted
by the “rate buster” entrepreneur for example, who insists on maximizing
productivity despite warnings by internal and external team members to “take it
easy” or “slow down.”

4.

Conflict between groups. Group versus group conflict is often manifested in
the form of clashes between line and staff departments, or between internal and
external venture team members who feel that as conflict arises out of overlapping
responsibilities, their authority and the venture’s operations are jeopardized (“The
Staff Role,” 1987). As ventures develop, the effective utilization of internal and
external team members and their effective contribution to the firm is a very difficult
task confronting the entrepreneur that needs to be continuously reassessed.

While there are a variety of factors that can incite conflict in organizations, there are
three causes of conflict that are most visible in entrepreneurial ventures:
1.

Differences in perceptions and values. We all tend to perceive and only
“see” a given situation from our own personal perception, which is a function
of our own objectives, value system, and needs, and this is often in conflict
with others who may not hold the same beliefs or have the same objectives
and needs that we do. The values of the entrepreneur are, in many instances,
unique, and although the careful selection of a management team may enable
entrepreneurs to identify candidates whose value systems are compatible with
theirs, this process is far from perfect. While conflict can still create some
beneficial benefits by making the entrepreneur avoid “tunnel vision,” serious
value differences can erode both morale and productivity in new ventures.
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2.

Individual differences in social background, values, education, length of
service, and age. It is wise to undertake orientation programs that “socialize”
newly hired employees and introduce them to the existing organizational culture,
ideas, attitudes, and objectives as defined by the organizational participants
already there. However, this is a luxury that is simply not affordable for many
new ventures. Therefore, the impact of individual differences between existing
and incoming participants needs to be preventively minimized through careful
selection and professional training.

3.

Poor communication. When individuals or groups do not fully understand
a particular situation or action and cannot or are not willing to communicate
with each other in order to iron out their differences, conflict often will result.
Research on trust in established venture teams found that members had more
trust in their leaders if they know that their input was considered (Koorsgaard,
Schweiger, & Sapienza, 1995).

The dysfunctional consequences of conflict can create havoc within the enterprise and
sometimes have lasting negative results, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dissatisfaction, low morale, increased turnover, and decreased productivity
Less cooperation and contributions in future endeavors
Loyalty to one’s own group, rather than the organization
Unproductive competition and rivalry between groups within the organization
Perceiving the other party as the “enemy”
Decreased interaction and communication between the conflicting parties

As stated earlier however, conflict does have redeeming values and creates some
positive consequences for the organizations, as well as negative ones, as long as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Problem resolution is an acceptable goal to all motivated parties.
Groups are more cohesive and therefore more inclined to cooperate.
Conflict overcomes the “yes man” problem.
Conflict reduces the incidence of “groupthink,” the phenomenon that encourages
consensus in a group and inhibits conflicting but potentially more productive
opinions and suggestions.
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Managing Conflict
Conflict needs to be managed not only in order to avoid its dysfunctional consequences,
but also to enhance the benefits that some level of constructive conflict can produce for the
entrepreneurial venture. Traditional methods of managing conflict can be grouped into two
categories: the use of structural techniques, and the use of alternative interpersonal styles.
Structural techniques for managing conflict can reduce conflict by:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Clarifying what each individual and group is expected to accomplish
Using the chain of command as a coordinating mechanism, such as a common
superior, committees, task forces, etc., that can often remedy the situation
Establishing superordinate objectives, thus directing the efforts of all
individuals and all groups to a common objective, rather than concentrating on
narrow individual or group objectives
Using a coordinated reward system that encourages behavior consistent with
organizational objectives, by rewarding, for example, salespeople, not for sales
to their individual wholesalers or retail outlet personal customers, but for the
total volume sold to the ultimate consumers

Similarly, Labovitz (1988) suggests the use of alternative interpersonal management
styles that can be used to deal with organizational conflict in some very effective
ways, by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avoidance, denial, or withdrawal from the conflict situation
Smoothing in order to suppress anger, discontent, and conflict by appealing
to solidarity
Forcing commitment to having one’s view accepted at any cost, even though
this may suppress initiative and create resentment
Compromising to resolve an issue, sometimes without fully investigating all
available alternatives, and risking having the best possible option overlooked
The Problem-Solving approach, which confronts emotion, encourages candor,
acknowledges the existence and inevitability of differences of opinion, and
leads to better decisions and increased organizational effectiveness

Other conflict management experts believe that when a manager/entrepreneur is faced
with a difficult conversation to settle a conflict, things can be better managed if the
conflict management process is properly understood as being comprised of three
concurrent conversations. These three simultaneous conversations can be summarized
as follows:
•

What Happened? This is the most obvious one and it relates to the actual
circumstances that have caused the conflict.
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•

Feelings. Why does one party feel the way they do and what can be done
about it.

•

Identity. Anxiety about conflict is often the result of how someone believes
they will be perceived (Tiffany, 2000).

Each of these methods of conflict resolution effectively may succeed in managing
conflict, but the last approach dealing with problem-solving as the way to handle
conflict appears to be the most promising. The following section elaborates upon a
specific applied conflict resolution technique based on problem-solving that has been
both theoretically developed and empirically applied to specific situations, namely the
Conflict Perception Resolution (CPR) method.

THe “CONFLICT PERCEPTION RESOLUTION” (cPR)
The Conflict Perception Resolution method (CPR) is a simple, straightforward
technique developed from actual applications with small firms that can be extremely
useful in resolving internal sources of conflict. It is specifically targeted at ventures,
which survived the initial period of inception and development, and reached a new
stage at which expansion, reorganization, or simple maintenance of existing operations
create dysfunctional conflict situations (Vozikis & Mescon, 1979). These dysfunctional
conflict situations emerge and fester, because most employees in entrepreneurial
ventures, or non family members in a family-owned business, are either reluctant or
have no incentive whatsoever to offer real suggestions to the real problems confronting
the firm, since they do not perceive this to be part of their “job.”
The advantages of CPR stem not only from the fact that the owner receives
feedback “bottom-up” from the individuals in the “trenches” of the business, but also
from the fact that this feedback is the “true story” of the causes and sources of conflict
as perceived by the disgruntled members of the venture team, that the owner would
have never received otherwise. Additionally, the fact that the employees will be the
ones to carry out the actual implementation of the solutions to the problems that they
themselves identified, will ensure the positive outcomes of motivation, satisfaction,
effort, and organizational commitment on their part, and will make the entrepreneurial
owner’s managerial job much easier. The implementation of the CPR method must be
undertaken by an individual outside the realm of the organization, and involves a threestage process extending usually over a six-month period. These three stages involve the
identification of the perceived conflict, the implementation of its proposed resolutions,
and finally, a follow-up stage to examine the progress of the implementation, and to
confirm that the source of conflict has been indeed addressed, resolved, eliminated,
and will never resurface. Before the CPR process is initiated, the entrepreneur owner
must make certain concessions, such as:
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•
•
•

Paid release time for CPR group meetings
Guaranteed anonymity of conflict related comments
Non-interaction between and among the participants and management
concerning the CPR method per se or issues that may emerge during the threemonth period

Once these conditions have been met and agreed upon, stage one of the CPR process
can be initiated. At a designated neutral site and away from the company’s premises,
all key internal team venture members excluding the entrepreneur owner, meet on
company time or during off hours at the expense of the company. During this initial
meeting and after an introductory “melting of the ice” session by the CPR outside
facilitator, the purpose and the objectives of the meeting are explained, and identical
notebooks and pens are distributed to the participants. An assistant to the facilitator
tabulates and enters into an electronic document the emerging issues and suggestions
submitted by the participants. He or she then proceeds by dramatically shredding
the handwritten comments in their presence to ensure the participants’ faith in the
guaranteed anonymity of their input. This process is repeated until all input is gathered
and tabulated electronically, and all handwritten sheets are shredded in the presence
of the participants.
CPR’s Stage I involves four elements in the effort to identify the source of the
perceived conflict, namely: the identification of the perceived specific problems,
the ranking of these perceived problems, identification of in-depth suggestions for
the resolution of these perceived problems, and finally, the ranking of the offered
suggestions for the perceived problem resolution.

CPR Stage I: Identification Of The Perceived Conflict
1.

Identification of specific problems. Participants are asked to list the problems
they encounter on their job. A problem is defined as something that impedes
their flexibility in managing or that they find frustrating because it prevents
them from accomplishing their job. Participants are given thirty minutes to
complete their lists.

2.

Ranking of problems. The various sheets are collected from the participants
and the CPR administrators immediately begin the task of generating a nonoverlapping list. The “problem” list is tabulated, printed, and distributed
to the participants. As mentioned earlier, the original handwritten sheets
received by the participants are shredded in front of them, in order to enhance
the credibility of the process, and further enhance the perception that all
responses are guaranteed to remain anonymous. The participants are then
given fifteen minutes to rank the top five or six problems from the list. This
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is also done anonymously with the results turned in and tabulated by the CPR
administrators, and the original handwritten sheets ceremoniously shredded.
The most frequently mentioned five or six problems are then identified in a
ranking order, tabulated, and distributed back to the participants.
3.

In-depth suggestions for problem resolution. This stage requires thirty minutes
and is also crucial to the CPR process. At this point, the participants are asked
to utilize all of their creative abilities to develop specific solutions for the
problems they have identified. They are also instructed to avoid simplistic
solutions and describe for each of their proposed solutions, the impact on the
organization. In accordance with the law of physics that “for every action there
is an equal and opposite reaction,” the participants are instructed to become
fully aware of the possible effects that their suggested solutions could have upon
ongoing business operations. The participants are given a fifteen-minute break
during which time the administrators tabulate the various solutions offered for
each of the top five or six problems. These are printed and presented back to
the participants, while the original handwritten sheets are again shredded.

4.

Ranking the suggestions for problem resolution. At this time, the participants
are given thirty minutes in which to rank, once again, anonymously and
with no interaction, the most frequently cited suggestions for the resolution
of each of the ranked problems. These are turned in, tabulated in a ranking
order, printed and distributed to all participants, with the actual handwritten
sheets shredded. This last task concludes the two-hour introduction stage of
the Conflict Perception Resolution (CPR) that dealt with the identification of
the perceived sources of conflict.

CPR Stage II: Conflict Resolution Implementation
Implementation. The administrators can now initiate the indirect employee-management
interaction stage of the CPR process. During a visit with the entrepreneur owner the
top five or six identified problems as perceived by the internal venture team members
as a group are presented in ranking order, as well as the suggested solutions related to
each of these problems, also in a ranked order. Working closely with the administrators,
owners determine the specific problems they wish to initially tackle, and at the same
time select from the collective list of the proposed problems and solutions the ones
with which they agree the most, and begin their implementation.
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CPR Stage III:
Evaluation Of The Conflict Resolution Implementation
Evaluation. At four weeks, eight weeks, and twelve weeks, the CPR administrators
meet independently with the internal team members, as well as with the owner. The
implementation process toward the resolution of the perceived conflict is reevaluated
and modified if necessary. These meetings are critical, because they ensure that the
identified and acted upon problems have indeed been resolved and will never resurface.
Also, the meetings implicitly ensure that there is a standing agreement between the
entrepreneur owner and the employees or the internal team members, that if future
problems are to emerge again from perceived conflict, they will be approached and
resolved in a similar fashion.
SPORT UNIVERSE, INC.: A CPR APPLICATION
Sport Universe, Inc. has five specialty shops, with three located in the metropolitan
Tulsa area and two in Kansas City. The stores employ a total of twenty-five full-time
employees, and they primarily offer five basic item classifications in each of the stores:
golf clothing, tennis clothing, golf hardware and bags, tennis hardware and accessories,
and shoes. The owner does all purchasing centrally with some participation by the
store managers.
Compensation Programs. All employees are compensated on a base salary plus
commission of 1 percent on hard goods and 2 percent on soft goods. The profit margin
is greater on soft goods, so the incentive there is higher. Managers also receive a base
salary plus commission, as well as a year-end bonus based upon the increase over last
year’s gross margin. There is also a comprehensive benefit program, including twoweek vacation, one-week sick pay, and medical/dental coverage.
Cyclical Nature Of The Recreation Industry. By specializing in golf and tennis
equipment and accessories, the business must be content with a minimum of five
months slack in sales. Ideally, the business strategy is for the long run to smoothen
this cyclical fluctuation by offering winter sports goods or non-seasonal goods such as
bowling equipment.
Owner’s Management Philosophy. “Managers are not sophisticated enough to handle
part-time people…If I can get two years out of them, I’m happy...”
Organizational Structure. The owner handles all product line purchasing,
accounting, and advertising centrally. Store managers are allowed to hire salespeople
with the approval of the company’s vice presidents, but basically, no sophisticated
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responsibilities are delegated to managers who lack personal discretion on the job,
even though an existing policy manual implies that managers can offer the owner a
good bit of “support” advice. Vice presidents meet with store managers on an informal
basis to discuss store operations, but no regularly scheduled meetings are held for
managers to have the opportunity to exchange ideas and opinion. Additionally, in
recent months two managers have been fired and it appears that in both cases emotional
factors overwhelmed objective performance criteria.
CPR Implementation. With the owner’s cooperation, the store managers and the
assistant managers, as well as the support staff, met in a conference room in downtown
Dallas. Under conditions of guaranteed anonymity and non-interaction in order to
avoid interpersonal bias, the seminar participants listed many perceived problems.
These problems were tabulated and fifteen issues were identified. These issues were
then ranked according to severity and importance. The results of the top six ranked
problems are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The managers are not involved in the company’s overall planning.
The managers are not involved in product selection and new product orientation.
There is no communication among the store managers.
There is inequitable pay among different managers and stores.
Severe inventory problems require frequent inter-store transfers.
There is irregular employee evaluation and minimal opportunity for advancement.

The managers were then asked to generate solutions to these problems by playing the
dual role of the subordinate and the superior. Examples of their comments aimed at the
specific problems above are as follows:
1.

The managers are not involved in the company’s overall planning.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schedule regular meetings.
Ask for the opinions of managers.
Have meetings monthly or quarterly, especially when changes in policy
are being considered.
Make key people in the organization aware of major decisions and solicit
their opinions.
Owner should discuss company planning with managers.
To ensure a sales force that is truly successful, company participation is
necessary. Informal conversations on future expansion or developments
would serve to involve all employees and give them a sense of worth and
importance, especially when their feedback is applied to the final decision.
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2.

The managers are not involved in product selection and new product orientation.
•
•
•
•

3.

There is no communication among the store managers.
•
•
•
•

4.

Plan regularly scheduled meetings.
Have manager meetings on a regular basis to go over problems. If anyone
has a complaint, let it be known.
Managers should also meet on their own to discuss problems, as well as
things that are working well or badly in their stores.
It is imperative that the individual stores communicate with one another.

There is inequitable pay among different managers and stores.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.

Have reps demonstrate and inform everyone regarding new products.
Talk over new products in regular meetings. Ask for opinions regarding
new products.
Store managers should have copies of all new catalogues and should meet
with the sales reps to learn more about new products.
Send every store manager a complete copy of prices, pictures, etc., of all
new merchandise being considered and ask their opinion before ordering.

There should be a minimum salary with regular increases.
The owner should reevaluate each of his managers regarding duties and
pay. Then he should discuss this information with each manager.
Everyone in the company is unhappy with the money he or she is making.
In some cases, it is fair or enough, and in other instances it is not.
Kansas City employees earn more than Tulsa employees in general.
More “work” is done in the original store than any other store.
Managers should have equitable pay.
Bonuses should be evenly distributed to all full-time employees as an
incentive to sell and not sit and stagnate.

Severe inventory problems require frequent inter-store transfers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Keep a constant supply of good sellers in stock and on order.
Order the same merchandise for stores in sufficient quantities.
Set up transfers on a regular basis.
Order before “we are out of something.”
Store managers should communicate their inventory problems to the buyers.
One person should be in charge of inventory.
Employees other than managers should put transferred merchandise in
stock immediately. This will help familiarize them with the merchandise.
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6.

There is irregular employee evaluation and minimal opportunity for advancement.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Since different employees have different capabilities and personalities, the
owner needs to be flexible in evaluations without showing favoritism.
Set up a time for evaluations...every four or six months...and do it!
Employees should be told that they are to be evaluated at certain periods
of time.
The managers should evaluate employees every month. There should be an
evaluation sheet developed jointly by the managers and owner.
There is no place for advancement for any of the managers.
Advancement opportunities should be evaluated every three months among
managers and owner.
Is there room for advancement, and if so, to what degree or capacity and
when can it be expected?
There should be new jobs implemented and positions available, such as an
inventory control person.
Keep employees informed about what might be in store for the future.

Based on the recommendations by Vozikis and Mescon (1979), the owner tackled the
issue of inequitable pay among different managers and stores first, by implementing
the suggestion that was mentioned most frequently by the CPR participants as the
one that would resolve the perceived conflict, namely, establishing a minimum
salary for store managers along with regular increases. This resolved a great deal of
problems because, for example, since managers were on commission basis along with
everybody else, when a merchandise order arrived, nobody, not even the managers,
was willing to take time to store the inventory because of the real possibility of
losing sales and commissions.
Many CPR applications in both small and large organizations and in a variety
of industries have demonstrated that the technique is both theoretically sound and
pragmatically appealing, especially to small business owners and entrepreneurs where
interpersonal conflict can do the most damage. Simple in nature, yet revealing in its
content, CPR proves to be a viable mechanism for the resolution of the many types of
interpersonal problems and overall conflict that emerge in growing ventures.

conclUSion
Attracting and retaining good employees is of critical concern to the small firm. This
chapter examined such issues as recruitment, selection, and compensation as they
relate to the entrepreneur owner. It is always important to study several socioeconomic
and demographic trends that will affect the firm’s ability to recruit and retain qualified
employees in the future and tap the best possible pool of applicants. The use of effective
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interviewing techniques and the appropriate selection tests will help assure that the
best person for the job is selected. However, it is not only often difficult to attract good
employees, but it can also be difficult to retain quality people once they have been
hired. Compensation and fringe benefits play an important role in employee retention.
In addition, it is important that employees know and understand their wage and benefit
package. Finally, personnel manuals and job descriptions are important in socializing
the employee into the organization, as well as maintaining performance, morale, and
preventing disagreements and possible litigation. By communicating critical jobrelated information to the employees, unnecessary turnover can be easily prevented.
The growth of a business generally requires the development of managerial skills on
the part of the entrepreneur. It is important that the entrepreneur provides an example
of what to do, how to do it, when to do it, and how to reward the resulting performance.
In many cases, it is critical for entrepreneurs to realize that their managerial style is
often affected by their own past experiences as an employee and therefore may not be
appropriate or effective. Delegation, or the art of getting things done through other
people, is an important concept in learning to manage the venture effectively. While
many entrepreneurs fear losing control, the proper use of delegation frees up precious
time to focus on the challenges that need to be confronted by the venture. Finally,
the development of conflict management skills is important to the entrepreneurial
manager. Conflict has both functional and dysfunctional consequences, and several
structural and interpersonal methods are available for managing conflict. The Conflict
Perception Resolution (CPR) method of conflict management was presented as a simple
problem-solving mechanism to be used in resolving internal sources of organizational
conflict. Successful companies show loyalty to members of the management team as
well as employees; they are attentive to their problems and complaints; and they treat
them with respect. The development of effective managerial skills on the part of the
entrepreneur will ultimately promote both teamwork and commitment for the internal
team members and employees.
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ADDITIONAL WEBSITE INFORMATION
Topic

Web Address

Description

http://home.att.net/~iso9k1/jobs/
descriptions.html

Gives information on how to
structure a job description
as well as over thirty typical
job descriptions for certain
professions

www.recruiting-online.com/

Offers advanced online
recruiting training, how
to fill up job openings
through recruiting, provides
outsourced canditdate
sourcing, and career
counseling

www.drugtestingnews.com/

Provides the most
comprehensive source
for up-to-date news and
information on the drug
and alcohol testing industry
including legislation, legal
issues, business, and
technology

Interviews

www.job-interview.net/

Gives tips on how to answer
tough questions, provides a
sample interview question
bank, mock interviews and
more

Benefits and
Compensation

www.intel.com/jobs/bencomp/

Compensation and benefits
Intel offers to its employees

http://www.iacm-conflict.org/

The International Association
for Conflict Management
encourages scholars and
practitioners to develop
and disseminate theory,
research, and experience
useful for the understanding,
management, and
resolution of conflict
situations in family,
organizational, societal, and
international environmental
settings

Job
Descriptions

Recruiting

Drug testing

Conflict
management
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keY TeRMS
Job Description: A good job description is carefully designed to include a job title,
basic job function, relationships, responsibilities, authority, a ‘standards of performance’
statement, and accountability.
“Halo effect:” The interviewer perceives nothing but good traits.
“Devil’s Horns:” The interviewer perceives nothing good at all.
construct validity: The extent to which a test measures a specific trait considered
necessary for successful job performance, such as intelligence.
content validity: The extent to which a test includes reasonable or representative
samples of the behavior or skills needed to successfully perform the job.
Predictive validity: The extent to which a test predicts successful performance on
the job measured by testing a group of applicants, and then comparing their scores on
the test to a measure of performance after hiring and training.
concurrent validity: Obtained by testing current employees, correlating their scores with
measures of their performance, and using these criteria for selection of future employees.
The Problem-Solving Approach: An alternative interpersonal management style
which confronts emotion, encourages candor, acknowledges the existence and
inevitability of differences of opinion, and leads to better decisions and increased
organizational effectiveness.
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ReView QUeSTionS
1. Describe the four key management principles and their relationship to job design.
2. Describe some of the biases that may emerge during the preliminary screen interview.
3. List some questions that can be asked of an applicant during an interview.
4. Discuss the four parts of Theory X and Theory Y.
5. Retell the story of Moses in terms of delegation.
6. What are some of the advantages of the CPR method of conflict resolution?
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
Since I have stated before that any endeavor’s ultimate success is determined by the
quality of people the leadership hires, it stands to reason that how you recruit and
manage these highly motivated people is also key to its success. We spent three months
on a hands-on read and assemble test, a physical examination, and three separate
interviews before we hired a new employee at the Harley-Davidson Kansas City Plant.
I learned from that experience how important it is to get it right the first time. In a
startup company, it is crucial to maintain the entrepreneurial integrity as the company
grows. Senior leadership must spend a great deal of time and energy recruiting and
maintaining the “Right Stuff” in the organization. This is not easy in a high performance
workplace such as Harley-Davidson or LifeGuard America. The senior leadership must
be exceptionally good at identifying the right person or sometimes a person that is not
right for the organization and making the right call early. I have seen it all too often
happen when someone says, “…well he/she is certainly technically qualified, but I
don’t think that they are a right fit for the organization. Maybe we should overlook that
because…” It does not work. Having a person with the wrong personality type is as
bad as having someone who does not add value to the company.
We have put together two extensive questionnaires that a prospective employee
will fill out on-line. One is an assessment of basic skills and the other is a behavior
assessment. From one of our standard job descriptions (one of which is listed below),
we create a specific set of on-line questionnaires that allow a person to walk into the
interview process with a good basic understanding of the person being interviewed. In
this way we help assure that we have a good chance of doing it right the first time and
not wasting anyone’s time. These questionnaires cost about $100 to administer and are
well worth the investment up front in the process. The following is a Job Description/
Requirements/Skills with a Profile for our Response Center Manager:
“Successful candidate will be responsible for the operation of a Tier II
Help Desk (24x7 availability and 5x8 manning with on-call support) providing
consolidated, comprehensive technical assistance for medical logistics services.
Responsibilities include understanding and managing automated logistics
request tickets, customer call tracking and resolution/escalation, customer liaison,
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coordination with the software engineering team, reporting, staff management,
and ensuring work is performed consistent with budgetary goals. Also
responsible for tracking system configuration control/management, interfacing
with Flight Services Tier I Help Desk to ensure proper categorization of service
request tickets, problem escalation, and resolution follow through. Oversee
development and maintenance of Standard Operating Procedures to assure
contract terms are met, staff training/monitoring/scheduling, maintenance and
growth of Help Desk knowledge base, and will develop strategies for improving
customer service and quality of service delivery. This position reports to the
Director of Logistics. Education Required: Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent
experience (min. six years) Desired: Master’s.
Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

At least five years of progressive experience in Help Desk or Network
Operations Center operations, with at least three years at a managerial level
Demonstrated accomplishments in promoting customer satisfaction;
development, motivation, and retention of employees
Experienced with task and project management
Proven leadership skills, with the ability to act decisively and handle
pressure during resolution of critical problem situations
Must be available for on-call response 24x7 during scheduled periods
Desired Skills: Experience with flight scheduling; video conferencing

I have also come to understand that if you intend to build a high performance work
environment, you better build in a method for managing conflict. High performance
workplaces, by their very nature, tend to produce conflict. In the best case it is referred
to as “creative tension” and at worst case it manifests itself as non-productive behavior
that has no place in the workplace. Here again, it is up to senior leadership to provide
not only the “rules-of-engagement” for the workplace but also the demonstrated
behavior that is expected from everyone involved in the company. This also includes
outside partners and suppliers who ultimately influence the success or failure of the
company. In my experience it all boils down to basic respect: Respect for each other,
respect for the company, respect for the customer and respect for self. It is important to
have a respectful manner to disagree and resolve a conflict. At Harley-Davidson it was
a simple matter of asking the person “if they were open to feedback” or “here is my
push-back.” These were simple, respectful key-words that announced, “I do not agree
with you but I am asking you if this is the right time to offer my opinion and my views
on the subject.” The entire endeavor at Harley-Davidson was based on establishing
a “shared vision” between everyone involved. That meant that everyone had the
responsibility to be a participant in the process, not a bystander, and that requires a
method of reaching consensus on major elements of the business. There are many other
details to creating the right environment, but they all revolve around respect and trust.
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Below is the benchmark for the Response Center manager that outlines the optimum
attributes of a candidate. The candidate then fills out our on-line questionnaire and his/
her results are compared to the benchmark to see how well the candidate’s traits match
our benchmark. It is just one facet of the interviewing process that allows us to choose
the best among a list of very good prospects.
Response Center Manager - LifeGuard America

Learning Index

1

Verbal Skill

Thinking Style

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5
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9

10

Verbal Reasoning
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7
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9
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9
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Enterprising

Behavioral Traits
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9
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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9
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9
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9
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6

7

8

9
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7
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9
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Accommodating
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6

7

8

9
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9
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Objective Judgment
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5

6

7

8

9
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The bottom line, however, is that no amount of data can take the place of good
interviewing instincts. I always interview an individual with the thought, “Would I
want to spend 48 hours non-stop with this person working on a project with a serious
deadline?” If the answer is no, say goodbye.
There is another element about how to maintain loyalty and build trust. My father
taught me early in life that the world would not need unions if companies treated
their employees well. It is a lesson that I have taken to heart. There are many ways
to build employee loyalty to a company. Williams Companies headquartered in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, is an excellent example of a company that has invested heavily in
its employees’ on-going education with programs that build teamwork in a diverse
workplace. They send all their people through a ropes course designed to build trust
and respect and what they got out of it in return is an employee base that is loyal to the
end. As they have been downsizing like almost every other large company lately, it is
interesting to note that those leaving have nothing but good to say about the company
and they hope that they can return when the economy improves. It is tough to get that
kind of loyalty these days. My goal is to have a corporate condo at a lake resort one
hour north of Tulsa. We will allow the employees to manage the schedule and pay for
someone who has vested in the company with a certain time and performance to take
their family to spend a long weekend, company paid, at the condo. The idea: work hard
– play hard. Support the family because a happy home makes for focused employees
during the workday. Take care of people and help them meet their goals and they will
help you meet yours. Sounds familiar? It should.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1. Why is it important to have job descriptions in a small startup company?
2. What can you conclude about the person LifeGuard America is looking for in their
search for a Response Center Manager?
3. Do you believe that it is important to have “rules-of-engagement” that are published
in a startup company? Why or why not?
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VenTURe ABiliTY To eXecUTe:
Financial Management considerations
(CAN WE EXECUTE THE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF MONEY?)

learning objectives
1. To realize that the success of the small firm relies on strong financial management and control
2. To understand the importance of cash flow management, the “blood” of the venture
3. To learn how to evaluate, monitor, and control the four critical areas of financial management:
cash flow, capital funding sources, taxes, and financial performance
Topic outline
Introduction
Cash Flow Management
Cash Inflow Management
Cash Outflow Management
Account Receivable And Credit Policy Management
Depository Practices And Investment Management
Capital Funding Management
Debt Financing
Equity Financing
Internally Generated Funds
Tax Liability Management
Financial Performance Management
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
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inTRoDUcTion
Financial management and control in small firms is without doubt the most important
determinant of the success of the business. The financial environment is always
characterized by turbulence caused, among other things, by fluctuations in interest
rates, stiff competition from domestic and foreign businesses, and a continuous
struggle to procure future funds as well as secure existing ones. The very size of
a venture creates a condition of an almost permanent state of resource poverty that
requires a special treatment. Resource poverty is the result of small income producing
firms clustering in highly fragmented industries, such as services, retail, job-ship
manufacturing with a great deal of cutthroat pricing competition and slim margins,
and many high growth ventures clustering in a “dotcom” format that compete for
increasingly scarce venture seed capital, as well as later stage financing and financial
viability. Poor accounting, bookkeeping, and financial management practices
resulting in many small firms not being able to survive unforeseen misfortunes and
miscalculations in this area, further accentuate this handicap. This is especially true
for entrepreneurs who are not used to such controls at the high paying jobs they
left in order to start their own ventures (DeCeglie, 1998). For the venture manager,
effective control and management of the financial resources is crucial to the survival
of the venture. This can be accomplished through:
•

•
•
•

Cash flow management, to ensure a continuous positive cash flow position through:
o Cash inflow management, to accelerate cash inflows and receipts
o Cash outflow management to decelerate cash outflows and payments
o Account receivable and credit policy management, to minimize bad debt
o Depository practices and investment management, to maximize the
venture’s return on idle financial resources
Capital funding management to determine the firm’s future short term and longterm capital needs, as well as evaluate and select low-cost sources of funds
Tax liability management, to avoid tax liabilities as much as possible
Financial performance management, to ensure the venture’s long-term
financial viability

cASH Flow MAnAGeMenT
The source of cash is a key indicator of venture success, because liquid funds must
be generated mainly from internal sources, rather than always relying on outside
sources. A Dun and Bradstreet survey found that 33 percent of small business owners
admitted that they have problems managing their cash flow as they are in the process
of building their ventures (Help! My Firm, 1996). Young companies especially have
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been compared to “cash sponges” soaking up every available dollar and always hungry
for more; that is why cash management should be the entrepreneur’s concern from day
one (Fraser, 1998). However, very few entrepreneurs deal diligently with cash flow
management and even fewer use formal techniques for tracking the level of their cash
balances (McMahon & Holmes, 1991).
To manage cash effectively, a small firm must create an ongoing program to
provide a steady flow of cash from within the company, since an indication of profit
in the bottom line is not enough for a business to survive. Even though profit is
the most common measure of business performance, positive cash flow is more
critical than profit because it ensures that the firm meets critical short and long-term
payments as they come due. Focusing only on profits or assets may be extremely
dangerous because too much money may be tied up in assets and not available to pay
bills as they come due (Fisher, 1998). Survival can be prolonged without profits, but
when cash, the “blood” of the firm, dries up, the firm dies an instant death. Successful
cash flow management must involve the entire organization. Everyone must shift
mindsets from operating income and earnings to free cash flow (Moore, 2002). The
entrepreneur should take the following factors into serious consideration as far as
cash flow management is concerned:
•
•
•
•

Remember that “cash is King,” meaning that, if the balance sheet is correct,
most if not all current assets should be easily convertible into cash.
Keep your assets working for you, and do not keep obsolete inventory
or equipment.
Make sure your business is properly financed.
Have a financial plan with its goals matching the balance sheet (Weinstein, 1995).

A firm’s cash flow refers to the stream of cash inflows (receipts) and outflows
(disbursements) over a certain period of time. Cash includes cash at hand or deposited
in a bank in the form of checking accounts. Near-cash items include other negotiable
instruments such as money orders, cashier’s checks, bank drafts, and lines of credit.
Banks mediate these transactions by converting the near-cash items into real cash and
by safely depositing the firm’s valuable cash assets in a business account. By adding
up the deposits during a particular period, and then subtracting the withdrawals during
that period, the firm can determine its net cash flow position at the end of the period.
The first step in developing an effective cash flow management system is the
understanding of the venture’s cash flow cycle, the time lag between paying suppliers
for merchandise and supplies, and receiving payment from customers, and the
development of a corresponding strategy that incorporates the venture’s specific cash
flow patterns (Bak, 1993). Therefore, an alert cash flow manager will not only monitor
cash receipts and cash payments as average amounts, but instead will monitor these
amounts as a function of the calendar and the dates when cash flows in or flows out
(Mamis, 1993). A positive net cash flow is accomplished by ensuring that customers
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make prompt payments for the goods and services they receive from the firm, by
making sure the size of current expenditures and bills is low, and by paying financial
obligations only when they become due in order to realize the benefit of having extra
cash at hand or in the bank. Here lies the difference between profit and cash flow. Profit
is positive when sales revenues exceed expenses regardless of whether these sales are
on a cash or credit basis, and regardless of whether any of the customers paid or not.
On the other hand, cash flow is positive only when customers make payments in cash,
and the firm does not have any bills falling due.
A firm’s Cash Flow Position is therefore, the outcome of the calculation of Net
Cash Receipts minus Net Cash Expenditures. It is obvious that in order to manage
inflows and outflows of cash in a “checkbook” fashion, the current assets and liabilities
of a firm must be monitored and managed with utmost care. For example, managing
accounts receivable that will be converted into cash at a future date, becomes an
integral part of cash management. The same should be said for inventory, the sale of
which will generate cash inflows; but in the meantime, it has generated cash outflows
in the form of purchase invoices that are due in the near future. Cash management,
therefore, is the planning, monitoring, and management of current assets (assets that
can be converted into cash easily) and current liabilities (liabilities and obligations
that are due within a normal operating cycle, usually the next twelve months). More
specifically, the objectives of cash flow management are:
1. Planning what levels of assets and liabilities should be maintained in order to
generate sales and income for the business
2. Monitoring the levels of primarily current assets and liabilities and their
activity flow and trends to see which are contributing to positive cash flow and
which are not
3. Managing all assets and liabilities based on the results of planning and
monitoring to ensure that the firm is always pointed in the direction of positive
cash flow and subsequently profit
Cash flow management, therefore, involves planning and setting targets for what kind and
what level of assets and liabilities will be needed for the business to operate successfully.
Once these targets have been established, monitoring must be undertaken to ensure that
the selected targets were right, and that the activity of assets and liabilities contributes to
a positive cash flow. The final integral part of the cash flow management process is the
management and control of assets and liabilities given the information gathered during
the planning and monitoring stages, by improving positive cash flow asset and liability
contributions, and by minimizing the impact of negative asset and liability cash flow
outlays, in order to ensure that inflows are always greater than outflows.
As mentioned earlier, the primary obligation of the entrepreneur is to meet cash
needs with internally generated funds rather than continuously with externally
borrowed funds, which can be disastrous when interest rates are high. However, in
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a survey of 440 small-company executives, the function of management that small
firm managers believe needs most improvement is managing cash. Pricing strategy,
internal controls, and cost reduction came next in importance (“Small Business:
What Function,” 1982, p. 27).
Most entrepreneurial managers do not generally understand the importance
of modern cash management methods, nor do they think they are really applicable
to their businesses. The lack of use of outside advice and the lack of simple
internal management controls further accentuates the problem, and results in cash
management being controlled on the basis of ad hoc opinions by the entrepreneurs.
Annual budgets are customarily prepared instead of cash budgets or sales forecasts,
even if there are cash flow problems. A majority of respondents believed expending
time or money to reduce cash float would have little or no effect, because they
believed they were at the mercy of customers in receiving payment. Few of the small
firms in the survey had formal lines of credit, used quantitative methods to determine
the amount of cash reserves needed, or to invest excess cash. To ensure effective
planning and control of cash flow, the entrepreneurial manager should periodically,
but consistently, prepare a statement of cash flows reflecting the sources and uses of
cash for three distinct activities:
•
•
•

Operating activities
Investing activities, and
Financing activities

Cash flow from operating activities comprises cash “flowed in” from sale of merchandise
and services to customers, and cash “flowed out” to realize sales, such as inventory
purchases, distribution, expenditures, labor wages, etc. Cash inflows from investing
activities include proceeds from the sale of property, plant, or equipment, and from
sale of investment securities, as well as amount of loans obtained. Cash outflows from
investing activities are expenditures on new plant, property, real estate, purchases of
new investments, loans, etc. Cash inflows from financing activities consist of proceeds
from newly generated equity capital, short-term or long-term debt; cash outflows
from financing activities are payments to retire debt obligations, and payments and
withdrawals to the entrepreneur/owner. Therefore, before effective and comprehensive
cash management plans can be implemented, preliminary data about the business must
be gathered encompassing the following:
•
•
•
•

Firm financial statements for the past three years
Accounts receivable and accounts payable aging schedules, as of the end of
last month
Sales, by month and by product category, for the past 24 months
A twelve-month collection history, determined by dividing each month’s total
collections by the account receivable balance on the last day of the prior month
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•
•
•

A schedule and a monthly average of general ledger cost items, except purchases
and direct labor, for each of the previous seven months
A list of all loans, including the name of the lender, balance due, interest rate,
monthly payments, collateral, due dates, and present status
A roster of all non-direct labor employees, including name, salary, and position
(Durkee & Sharlit, 1983)

Thus, the cash flow statement provides a comprehensive summary of the operating,
investing, and financial activities of the venture, and serves as a very useful information
base for making important future financial decisions. A typical statement of cash flows
is shown in Exhibit 13-1 below:

EXHIBIT 13-1
Cash Flow Budget XYZ Company
MONTH/QUARTER/YEAR :
		

PRE-START-UP

1

2

Estimate Actual

E A

E A

1. CASH ON HAND
(Beginning of the month)
2. CASH RECEIPTS
Cash sales
Collections from A/R
Loan or Other Cash infusion
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE (1+3)
5. CASH PAID OUT
Operations
Subtotal
Loan Principal Payment
Capital Purchases
Reserve and/or Escrow
Owner’s withdrawal
6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
7. CASH POSITION (4 – 6)
(End of month/quarter/year)
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Effective cash management should be therefore viewed as a critical administrative
function that should always pay special consideration to the process of generating,
managing, and controlling the following important elements:
•
•
•
•

Cash inflow management
Cash outflow management
Account receivable management
Depository practices and investment management.

Cash Inflow Management
This aspect of effective cash management deals with the issue of accelerating the cash
inflows and revenue collections. Cash inflows should be steady and without seasonal
fluctuations or administrative bottlenecks that may create cash inflow “lows” that
require emergency cash infusions (“Solving the Cash Crunch,” 1981). To this end the
following areas need to be carefully examined and monitored:
1. Invoice Processing. Invoices need to be mailed and processed as soon as
possible. Outdated billing procedures are usually responsible for cash inflow
delays due to invoice processing bottlenecks. A careful study of the activity
flow of the billing process may identify and remedy these bottlenecks.
2. Mail Flow. Mail needs to be picked up and deposited in an efficient and
expeditious manner, because some cash inflow delays may well be attributed
to outgoing or incoming mail procedures.
3. Remittance Processing. The firm needs to study how long it takes to physically
process a payment. A diagram of the activity flow in this area will also help
identify any hidden backlogs (Tompkins, 1982).

Cash Outflow Management
Account payables are what the venture owes to others and are probably the most current
of all outstanding liabilities and cash outflow items. There are two ways to account for
them: on a cash basis and on an accrual basis. The accounting basis employed depends
upon the business itself and the specific type of the rest of the firm’s accounting system.
Cash basis accounting is very simple because a payment is not recorded until it is
actually paid out. On the other hand, accrual basis accounting is recorded when the
invoice arrives. Due Date Recognition Invoices should not be processed as soon as
they are ready for payment. If a supplier offers credit terms for early payments, it is
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often wise to take advantage of them. Trade Credit or accounts payable are generally
set up to be paid within thirty days. If they are paid within this thirty-day period, there
is no service charge, making trade credit a very inexpensive method of financing the
purchases of the business. However, if the accounts are not paid during this thirty-day
period, a service charge of typically 1-1/2 percent of the balance is charged. This 1-1/2
percent per month however, results in an annual rate of 18 percent, which may be
more expensive than short-term financing from a commercial bank or other financial
institution. If the account cannot be paid within the thirty-day limit, then the 1-1/2
percent per month service charge should be compared to the short-term interest rate at
the commercial lending institution to see which alternative is less expensive (White &
Jahera, 1980).
Small companies that are short on cash often keep stalling and delay paying accounts
payable. Tactics include sending unsigned checks that must be returned, scrambling
envelopes so somebody else gets the firm’s check, or paying the wrong amount. Then
there is the missing invoice ploy, which can buy a week or two while a duplicate is
being sent, or a demand for proof of delivery, which can gain another month’s reprieve
while the trucking firm digs out a copy of the delivery slip. Another stalling tactic is
blaming the computer as often as the mail. A broken computer or a “missing” account
payable file can be worth a delay of a week, a month or more (Jackson, 1981). Stalling
and delaying payment as part of a cash outflow management strategy and its “collect
early, push out the product, and pay late” attitude squeezes both customers and suppliers
and in the long run may have a negative effect. Firms using their financial muscle to
hold off paying smaller suppliers as long as possible through stalling techniques cannot
last long (Hall, 2002). The best policy is to talk to the suppliers honestly and up front
because most of the times a partial or delayed payment is acceptable, especially since
the biggest supplier of credit for small firms is not the banks, but other small firms
(“Business Bulletin: Small Companies,” 1980, p. 1).
Finally, many small firms should examine their account payable and cash outflow
process because they often write ten to fifteen checks per month to the same supplier,
instead of consolidating all the payments and paying just once a month (Tompkins, 1982).
Inventory purchases are also cash outflows and represent money invested in the
business, whether they have been paid for already, or are currently being paid. A large
number of small firms often find themselves in a cash flow shortage even when their
sales are in very good shape, and in many cases, it is because of lack of inventory
management. Managing these inventories translates into managing the cash flow of the
business because obsolete, damaged, or, for some other reason, unsalable merchandise
not only is not helping the business revenue-wise, but it is also probably hurting because
it is making the financial statements look better than they really are by overstating the
current assets (White & Jahera, 1980).
Inventory should be reduced as much as possible as long as it does not affect
customer service. Inventory related management issues should take the form of the
following questions:
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•
•
•

What kind of inventory can the firm live without, when, and for how long?
What can the firm do differently in ordering inventory and when?
What kind of inventory contributes most toward overhead and profit?

Idle inventories, for whatever reason, like unsalable inventories, are not productive
assets because they are not generating any income. Inventory should be listed in
descending dollar amounts and each item classified into three categories: current usage,
excess usage, and obsolete dollar amounts. Management should turn its attention and
concentrate on approximately 80 percent of the inventory dollar amount to 20 percent
of the inventory items, and if there is seasonality in the business, knowing what items
are expected to sell or which ones are selling, can help in the ordering of new stock
which will turn over quickly and produce immediate cash inflows to offset the cash
outflows of the inventory ordered. By keeping accurate records of what items sell best,
and in what part of the year, it is possible to plan the purchases for any season, thereby
minimizing the amount of idle or unsalable inventory on hand at any given time.
Once products not contributing sufficiently to overhead and to profit are identified,
each should be examined to determine which action or series of actions can solve the
problem. Here is a partial list of the options to explore:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase prices.
Decrease overhead costs.
Improve labor productivity.
Reduce material costs through value engineering techniques or improved
purchasing practices.
Discontinue the product.
Do not maintain an inventory of a product, but instead make only to order.
Have the product manufactured by another firm.
Redesign the product to improve market acceptability, thus allowing
higher prices.
Strengthen sales effort without decreasing prices (Durkee & Sharlit, 1983,
pp. 17-18).

Some additional useful insight on the impact of inventory on cash flow can be derived
from the following financial analysis:
•
•
•

Total Number Of Days Inventory Was Held: Date last item was sold minus the
Date all items were received
Number Of Days Before First Item Was Sold: Date first item was sold minus
the Date all items were received
Total Number Of Days An Inventory Batch Was Held: Batch of sold units (as a
percentage of the total inventory received) times the number of days the batch
of sold units was held from the date when the total inventory was received.
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•
•
•

•

Average Number Of Days Inventory Was Held: Sum of days held for each of
the sold inventory batches that represent the total inventory
Gross Profit Margin: Price of the item minus the Cost of the item
Gross Profit Margin For An Inventory Batch: Batch of sold units (as a
percentage of the total inventory received) times the Gross Profit Margin for
that particular sale
Average Gross Profit Margin For Total Inventory: Sum of gross profit margins
for each sale of inventory batches that represent the total inventory

Another way to contribute to an efficient cash outflow management plan is through
exchange transactions or barter. Barter is very attractive for small firms because it
unloads surplus inventory, and most importantly it does not involve cash transactions.
It allows a business to barter its goods at fair market value for trade credit and at
the same time the small firm can reach broader markets without extra advertising or
distribution costs. Bartering, however, must be treated as income or cost and taxed or
deducted accordingly (“Using Barter,” 1980).
Account Receivable And Credit Policy Management
There are three areas relating to accounts receivable that contribute to an effective
cash flow management process:
1. A sound credit policy
2. The establishment of an account receivable system
3. The evaluation of the current accounts receivable
A Sound Credit Policy. A sound credit policy should incorporate three elements: namely:
•
•
•

A proper classification of credit customers
The determination of appropriate credit limits for each account
The development of a proper system of collection and evaluation for each
account

Credit customers do not ask or need the same amount of credit as other customers, and
neither can pay in the same manner. Therefore, they need to be classified according
to how much credit they need, how much they are capable of handling, and for how
long (Christy & Roden, 1976). The venture’s bank can also help in this classification
because banks usually know when a firm seeking credit is headed for trouble before
credit reporting agencies do, since banks can pass such information to other banks,
even though they are not supposed to reveal details of banking transactions (“Small
Business: Should You Extend,” 1983). Additionally, a key financial ratio for checking
a customer’s credit is times interest earned which measures how many times required
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interest payments are covered by pretax earnings. A low ratio, for example 2 times
interest, reveals that the firm is overextended credit-wise compared to other firms in
the industry. The nature of the potential customer’s loan agreements, the repayment
schedule, and interest fluctuations also help in properly classifying a credit customer
(Abelson, 1983).
Setting proper credit limits is a protection for both the venture and its customers,
in that the customer’s chances of getting the account out of line is reduced, while the
venture has limited the chance of having a bad debt account. That is why for marginal
customers it is wise to grant only token or trial credit at first, because as mentioned
earlier, all customers are not alike.
Finally, the venture needs to absolutely adhere to the set credit terms and limits,
insist that all customers pay their bills when due, and constantly evaluate and reevaluate
the credit worthiness of its customers and the current account receivables. Economic
cycles are often not taken into consideration when setting credit policies, but common
sense dictates that if it is hard to get credit from the suppliers, credit should not be
extended to customers either! Ultimately the success or failure of any sound credit
policy program lies on the firm foundation established by credit rules and policies and
on the faithful implementation in the account receivable system.
Establishment Of An Account Receivable System. The key to an effective account
receivable management system is of course success in collection. Accounts receivable
is a very liquid asset that contributes a great deal to cash inflows, and the key word is
liquid when describing accounts receivable; unless they are regularly turning over, this
asset could become a drain on the business. Therefore, a systematic way of collecting
accounts is necessary to make receivables regularly contribute cash inflows.
However, few small firms use more than one or two of the simplest credit control
techniques taken for granted by larger firms, and consequently, small firms typically have
bad debt rates far exceeding those experienced by larger firms (Grablowsky, 1976).
Collecting receivables requires an early start and dogged determination. That
means keeping timely accounts receivable records and recognizing that receivables
are older than they may seem. For merchandise shipped at the beginning of a month,
accounts listed as “current” at a month’s end are already thirty days old. As receivables
get older, the collection attempts must get progressively tougher. A polite “Please pay”
for an amount thirty days past due, should escalate, when it gets to be forty-five days
past due, to a warning that shipments will be stopped if the amount due is not paid
in fifteen days. If the amount becomes sixty days old, shipments should be halted as
threatened and immediate payment demanded. Fifteen days later when the bill is now
seventy-five days old, collection or legal action should be threatened if payment is
not received in fifteen days. Then, when the account payable is ninety days old, the
threatened action should be carried out (“Timely Advice,” 1981).
Collection of accounts receivable is a test of good management. Strict collection
policies and an established account receivable system will enable the venture to hold
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the line on accounts receivable delinquency. Regular weekly readings on the aging
of accounts should be taken, with the first collection letter going out at thirty days,
and the first phone call on the forty-fifth day (“Bite the Bullet,” 1982). Each firm is
different, but there are some general rules that should be followed in establishing an
account receivable system:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Billing should take place at the time of shipment, because a lag in paperwork
can hold up collection almost as much as slow paying customers.
When receivables are more than 45 days old, this is a clear sign of trouble, and
an investment in a special collections staff is worth consideration.
Personal contact can sometimes speed response, by discussing in a friendly
manner business first and socializing later.
Customers need to be called immediately after a past due notice goes out, and
in case of a long-standing relationship, the entrepreneur needs to handle the
collection calls in person.
As mentioned earlier, the risk of a big bad debt is minimized by setting a
maximum limit to any bill a customer can run up and a maximum number of
days that bill can be overdue before shipments are stopped.
Established policies need to be faithfully followed, because customers soon
learn to recognize empty threats.

If an account receivable still remains overdue, there are three options that are not
mutually exclusive: Cut off shipment, call a collection agency, and/or sue. Negotiations
may be preferable to an unbending stance in cases where the customer seems to be in
danger of being pushed into bankruptcy, because then chances of recovery may be nil.
Abusive tactics in collecting overdue accounts are out of the question, because courts
and legislation have backed down on practices such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Subjecting the debtor to repeated phone calls at inconvenient times
Threatening the debtor with a jail term or loss of a job
Embarrassing the debtor by communicating news of the debt to neighbors
and relatives
Calling the debtor a “deadbeat” or worse name-calling
Falsely telling the debtor that a judgment has been entered (Steingold, 1982)

Collection of the accounts receivable can be made easier if there are incentives for the
customer to pay off on time or early. Perhaps offering a finance charge only on unpaid
balances to encourage a larger payment would help. Or if payment should be in the
form of one lump sum, discounts are helpful ways of encouraging early payment. And
once again, since all credit customers are not equal, different credit policies should be
set for different customer groups, with the highest volume accounts classified in an
“A” group that would receive maximum service and incentives at no cost or penalty
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regardless of the size of the invoice. Medium to small accounts with growth potential
should be classified in a “B” group and receive regular service and incentives with
penalties for small orders or past due accounts. Small accounts should be lumped in a
“C” category and receive no service or incentives with substantial penalties for small
orders or past due accounts (Ketchum, 1982).
Even the government is not immune from collection efforts. Under the Prompt
Payments Act unanimously passed by the House of Representatives in March 1982,
federal agencies are forced to pay private contractors on time or face interest penalties.
The bill sets a forty-five day limit for payment of most bills. If bills remain unpaid,
interest will be charged from the thirty-first day. Shorter time periods are set for
contracts for meats and vegetables. In case of court actions against the government,
the Equal Access to Justice Law allows small firms to recover expenses if they prevail
in court action involving the federal government. Under the law, a small firm might
be reimbursed for attorney fees and court costs if it is the prevailing party, and the
government is unable to prove to the satisfaction of the court that it was “substantially
justified” in its actions. The National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) made
passage of these laws one of its top priority goals to correct an extreme imbalance of
power that had created “horror stories” for small firms that could not afford to fight
the government’s unlimited legal resources for their rights (National Federation of
Independent Business, 1982).
Evaluation Of Accounts Receivable. In evaluating a small firm’s accounts receivable,
the use of ratios is always a good place to start. To evaluate the turnover rate of the
current accounts, the Account Receivable Turnover Ratio, which is the Net Credit
Sales divided by the Average Net Receivables, indicates approximately how fast the
accounts were recorded and collected during the year. By utilizing effective collection
methods through an established accounts receivable system, the Average Accounts
Receivable Turnover Ratio is increased. This keeps accounts receivable liquid and
cash flow free.
A second equally important ratio is the Average Age of Receivables Ratio, which is
the Accounts Receivable Turnover Ratio, divided into the number of days in the year.
This indicates approximately how long it takes to collect these accounts.
Finally, the concept of evaluating accounts receivable through their Net Realizable
Value helps provide a sharper picture of the history of accounts receivable. Because
certain past due accounts receivable have a higher ratio of uncollectibility than
others, “aging” them can indicate when these accounts are falling into the areas of
uncollectibility. These account balances can then be recorded on the balance sheet
as being an Allowance for Bad Debt, which follows the accounts receivable amount
as a credit figure. The difference becomes the Net Realizable Value, and allows the
posting of a lower figure on the financial statements at the end of the year (Welsh
& Anthony, 1977, p. 213). The actual value of these ratios and evaluation methods
is relative and needs to be compared to the ratios of similar businesses and industry
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standards. These figures can be found in trade journals and can be used as comparisons
for the assessment of the venture’s current accounting practices.

Depository Practices And Investment Management
The depository practices of the small firm must be structured in such a way as to
take advantage of the cash deposited as well as earlier collections. In many cases
depository practices are dictated by agreements with local banks limiting or expanding
this kind of possibilities. Most banks are offering automated cash management system
service that provides customers not only with draft deposits and payments, but also
with timely information on their bank account’s activity and the current status of their
cash flow. Either on line through the internet or through a phone linked to the bank’s
computer and an assigned code number, a small firm manager can receive up to date
information regarding delinquent and collected balances, number and total amount
of checks cleared, total number of deposits, and floating checks. By having a target
balance of cash that has to be maintained, the firm knows exactly how much idle cash
is available to invest (Tangorra, 1982).
“Floating” checks, writing checks against cash already deposited in the bank, is
quite beneficial because one can invest the deposited funds for a few days, until the
checks clear. This floating activity, however, should be monitored closely and regularly
to know exactly how much cash reserves are available.
Striking a balance between appropriate liquidity and credit reputation with financial
institutions while trying to get a return on investment of idle cash, can almost become
a full time job. There are many options to put idle cash to work:
1. Establishment of a checking account “sweeping” at the close of the bank’s
business day moving any amount over a target balance into a money market fund
where it earns daily interest until it is needed back in the checking account
2. Establishment of a checking account with a money market fund, which
incidentally is not guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), especially for big ticket accounts with minimum draft amounts of
$250 or $500
3. A repurchase agreement or “repo” with a bank that agrees to sell the firm a
government security from its portfolio and agrees to buy it back at a later date,
specified or unspecified, at the same price plus interest
4. A “lockbox” arrangement where customers of a small firm mail payments to a
post office lockbox number operated by a bank, which picks up the payments
and immediately credits the firm’s account and/or invests the money
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5. Investment in a bank certificate of deposit (CD) issued for terms ranging from
fourteen days to several years, insured up to $100,000 and paying interest
usually at maturity. The longer the maturity the higher the interest
6. Investment in commercial paper of the financial branch of major corporations
like GMC of General Motors. Terms range depending on length of investment
and amount, and yields may vary depending on the risk factor evaluation of the
borrowing company and maturity.
7. Investment in a large company’s commercial paper, which is similar to the CD
concept and serves to finance a large firm’s short term borrowing needs
8. Investment in a money market fund exclusively in government-backed Treasury
Bills. However, less risk is usually accompanied by a lower yield.
9. Investment in a tax-free money market fund with even a checking account
coming with it, but with a yield lower than that of a taxable fund
10. Investment in tax anticipation notes issued by state and local authorities against
future collection of taxes. Maturities for these notes range from thirty days to a
year and usually produce tax-free income.
11. Investment in Treasury Bills directly purchased from the Federal Reserve Bank
free of state and local taxes but not federal taxes, and with the interest on them
discounted, i.e., subtracted from par at the time of purchase (Mamis, 1982)
The key concern in depository practices and cash investment management is to strike
a balance among: the liquidity target, the security of investment, the investment yield,
and the ease of management of the investment.

cAPiTAl FUnDinG MAnAGeMenT
Even during the best of times small firms have more trouble raising capital funds than
large firms. Economic and business trends dictate the need for concise guidance on
types and sources of finance, their appropriateness for particular projects, and how to
“present a case” to finance providers. Since new ventures are usually too small initially to
tap the public stock and bond markets, they largely depend on bank credit, and usually
find themselves last in line. Banks would much rather handle a $2 million line of credit
than “bother” with a measly $20,000 credit line. A Fortune 500 company can generally
borrow as much as four times the amount of its deposits at a bank, but for smaller firms,
the ratio often sinks to as low as one-to-one (Pauly, Manning, & Thomas, 1979).
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Small firms derive about two thirds of their operating funds from debt sources,
and over one-half of this debt is short-term in nature. Only 15 percent of all funds
sources are in the form of mortgages, notes and bonds. Bank lending accounts for
only 16.5 percent of all fund sources and 30 percent of all debt. Trade credit supplies
over 17 percent and this type of business financing is very important to small firms.
Large firms recognize the reliance of small firms on trade credit, and make a point of
offering such a financing method as an important selling tool with usually generous
terms. Furthermore, during tight money or slow economic periods, small firms may
stretch out their payments to large suppliers, resulting in some sort of intermediation
where small firms borrow from large firms through trade credit, and large firms in
turn finance themselves in the credit markets (Eisemann & Andrews, 1981). There are
basically three types of capital funding:
1. Debt financing
2. Equity financing
3. Financing from internally generated funds

Debt Financing
Debt financing is the type of financing where the business borrows money for a
certain length of time and must then pay back the principal amount plus interest.
Sometimes high interest rates create a great deal of hardship for small firms, and are
usually a symptom of bad economic conditions created by the federal government.
Government deficits creating excessive public funding demands on the capital markets
in competition with the private sector help push interest rates to high levels. Since the
government is insensitive to the interest rates it pays, it can borrow billions of dollars,
while consumers and businesses have to divide up what is left, and in essence are
“crowded out” from the credit pool. When borrowing costs climb, as they did during
the 1980-1981 period when they exceeded 20 percent, small-sized firms showed signs
of economic distress.
When money is tight, smaller borrowers have to pay rates scaled up from the prime
rate. According to Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, prime rate means the “lowest
commercial interest rate available at a particular time and place.” But the largest banks
in the nation apparently do not adhere to any set definition of prime rate. Morgan
Guarantee Trust for example, has defined the prime rate as “the rate of interest publicly
announced by the Bank in New York City from time to time as its prime rate” (Rock,
l982, p. 53). Even though the Robinson-Patnam Act makes discriminatory pricing of
goods and commodities illegal, small firms, which seldom get loans at prime anyway,
whether this is the lowest commercial lending rate available or not, have every right to
feel discriminated. What sounds like a good deal at a prime rate plus two points, may
not be so good after all, especially when the small venture’s large competitor may be
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paying two points under prime. Furthermore, the rates banks are permitted to charge
borrowers on loans guaranteed by the Small Business Administration are by regulation
tied to the prime rate “printed in The Wall Street Journal that was published on the date
the SBA received the application” (“What Does Prime Rate Mean,” 1981).
Are bankers wrong to hold smaller businesses to the same capitalization standards
that they set for big business? Do they fail to look for the real strengths of a venture
beyond debt-to-equity ratios? Should they be willing to take more of a chance on
entrepreneurial ventures? On the other hand, fewer than 10 percent of prospective
small borrowers come to a bank with an adequate loan application package and/or
business plan prepared. And out of these well-prepared entrepreneurs, some believe
their bank wants perfection, so they try to hide bad news, even though, as mentioned
repeatedly earlier, when dealing with banks, mutual trust and honesty is the best policy
(Jacobs, 1981, p. 25).
The relationship between bankers and small firms, as mentioned in earlier chapters,
is clouded with some kind of conservative bias. Banks favor much more collateralized
consumer loans or large firm loans secured by a history of profitable operations. In an
independent study Inc. Magazine interviewed 150 large and regional banks on how bankers
view small firms and on the reasons why very few ventures are financed by bank loans.
Bankers cited as the main reasons for rejecting small venture loans such issues as: signs of
undercapitalization or too much debt, lack of collateral, inability to demonstrate source of
repayment, poor credit history, inadequate financial information, weak management, lack
of experience in the field of business, poor track record or poor profitability, insufficient
cash flow, and unprofessional financial statements (Howitt, 1981, p. 50).
Venture startups, therefore, are not a favorite with the banks and as a result, many
solid growth ventures needing funding often cannot qualify for unsecured bank loans
on the mere strength of their financial statements. That is why a growing number
of entrepreneurial ventures has discovered aggressive asset-based lending banks as a
last resort, that make secured loans based on a careful review of the venture’s asset
liquidation value (Stevens, 1982, p. 108).
There are two forms of debt financing: Short-term and long-term. A short-term
loan is a loan where the principal is usually due within one year.
1. Short-term Financing. There are many sources of short-term loans with trade
credit, as mentioned earlier, being one of the most common.
•

Trade credit is short-term credit extended by a supplier to a buyer in
connection with the purchase of goods for ultimate resale. The supplier
lends the purchasing firm inventory rather than cash, and this can be a very
inexpensive source of funds if the supplier has a repayment policy of, say, net
thirty and offered no discount for early payment. However, this could also
turn out to be a very expensive source of credit in case of not paying on time
with high corresponding annual interest rates similar to credit card charges.
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•

Bank overdrafts are also considered short-term loans, but they can have
payment demanded on a very short notice, although many businesses
assume that this will never happen. Overdrafts tend to be unsecured, are
available primarily to companies that are financially strong, and their cost
is usually less expensive than all types of debt financing.

2. Long-term Debt Financing. A long-term debt is a loan of one year or longer.
There are several sources of long-term debt:
•

Unsecured loans are loans that are usually obtained from a bank and do not
require collateral. If the loan is not paid back on time, then the bank will
attempt to draw on the company’s assets to have the loan repaid. Obtaining
one of these loans can be difficult, because the decision to grant an unsecured
loan results from a favorable evaluation of the entrepreneur’s character and
the firm’s reputation, condition, capital reserves, and credit worthiness.

•

Installment-type loans are long-term loans that usually extend from two to
fifteen years. This type of loan is amortized with regular payments required
to pay the interest and to gradually reduce the outstanding principal of the
loan. Installment loans are often used to finance plant and equipment and
can be obtained from banks, equipment suppliers, or government agencies.

•

Equipment leasing is another type of long-term debt. The company that
leases a piece of equipment from another company has the utility of the
use of that equipment without having to pay full price for it, or get stuck
with an obsolete technology by purchasing instead of leasing. Along these
same lines, a company can sell a piece of equipment to another company
and then lease it back, thus providing additional capital to the lessee.

•

Mortgage is a very common conventional long-term credit arrangement,
and usually matures in ten to thirty years after being issued. A mortgage
will have equipment, plant, or land pledged as security in case the payments
are not paid when due.

•

Small business investment corporations (SBICs) are privately owned
financial corporations that are licensed, regulated, and promoted by the
Small Business Administration, an agency of the federal government.
SBICs can only lend to or invest in companies that meet the definition
of a small business as defined by the SBA. When SBICs invest in small
companies they are not allowed to gain control of those small companies,
but instead, provide management counseling and assistance in order to
protect their investment. These investments can be in the form of purchasing
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the businesses’ convertible debentures, capital stock, and debt securities.
Long-term loan financing to the venture by the SBICs must be for at least
five years and may be as long as twenty years.
•

The Small Business Administration (SBA) is a federal agency that also
provides direct loans, economic opportunity loans, guarantees on loans by
private lenders, as well as other types of financial assistance to small firms.

Equity Financing
Equity financing entails the sale of a company’s stock. This can be done in two ways,
through the sale of preferred stock, or through the sale of common stock. Selling
preferred stock gives the buyers first rights to the residual profits of a company after
creditors get paid, and before common stockholders receive dividends, but does not
turn over any control to them in the form of voting rights. Small companies are leery
about selling any type of stock to outsiders because the control of the company is
diluted, but if it becomes necessary to sell equity in order to raise funds, then the sale
of preferred stock is preferable to the sale of common stock. The sale of common stock
is unpopular in entrepreneurial circles, because common stockholders may be able
someday to assume control of the venture.

Internally Generated Funds
This form of financing has as its source the retained earnings that the venture does not
pay to its shareholders and/or owners after interest and taxes, but rather plows them
back into the company to finance future growth, or weather lean economic times, or
simply bad luck. Internally generated funds are also the result of funds generated from
an ongoing, sound cash management system that implements cash tracking and cash
saving procedures for the most advantageous purchasing techniques and the shortest
billing and collecting cycles.
One valuable liquid asset that is internally generated and can be quickly turned into
cash and retained earnings is the accounts receivable. These accounts can be turned
into cash quickly not only through collection, but also through their use as collateral
against a loan, or “factoring.” Factoring is the act of selling accounts receivables for
cash to another financial entity, usually at a sizeable discount, depending on how much
legal recourse against the debtor exists, and which represents the finance charge for
the seller. The discount also lowers the risk for the factoring purchaser who assumes
the chance that these account receivables may ultimately never be collected and end
up being worthless, especially if they are attempted to be collected by an entity other
than the original creditor.
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TAX liABiliTY MAnAGeMenT
State and local governments are becoming more sensitive about creating and
maintaining a favorable tax climate for businesses. On the federal level, the formation
of new enterprises and the creation of new jobs are stifled by the high capital gains
tax, which discourages inventors, scientists, engineers, marketers and entrepreneurs
to put their ideas to work for themselves. Instead, because of the burden of the capital
gains tax, these “idea” people sell their talents to large corporations for a salary. When
Congress reduced the maximum tax on capital gains from 49 percent to 28 percent in
1978, new equity offerings for firms with net worth of less than $5 million jumped
from a low of 4 in 1975 to 135 in 1980. This is a clear sign of the correlation between
small firm creation and growth with capital gains tax reduction.
Accelerated depreciation and beneficial liberal depreciation rules probably do not
make much difference for small retailers, construction or service companies. By their
nature, many small firms are labor intensive and not capital intensive, and gain no
direct benefit at all from liberal depreciation schedules, which are clearly aimed at
rewarding companies that invest heavily in capital goods.
Inventory reporting for tax purposes generally has worked against small firms.
During inflationary times the last-in, first-out, or LIFO inventory accounting method
prevents a business from paying taxes on paper profits caused by the inflated value of
inventory. However, switching to LIFO and maintaining the bookkeeping the tax law
requires is so complicated and costly, that many small firms avoid switching methods
(Jacobs, 1981, p. 29)
Constant changes in the tax law also create problems for owners of small concerns
especially in terms of new, different, or additional paperwork required. Only careful
planning can assure that the firm did not pay more income tax than necessary and every
possible deduction was claimed, but in reality, most entrepreneurs seem to be oblivious of
how new tax rules can help or hurt them. Owners are so consumed with running a business
that they do not see how tax law changes can affect decision making (James, 1982, p. 27).
Even though it is hard to generalize about what kind of tax structure would benefit
entrepreneurial ventures, the following suggestions are offered, keeping in mind that
production processes differ from firm to firm:
•

Taxes on net profit are preferable to taxes on sales or gross receipts for new
and rapidly expanding firms whose sales are usually growing more rapidly than
their profits.

•

A corporate income tax with a progressive rate structure like Wisconsin’s,
Kentucky’s, or Arizona’s is preferable to one that takes a fixed percentage of
profits, like California’s, New York’s, or Minnesota’s, since a growing firm’s
profits are likely to be lower than those of its established competitors
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•

The value-added tax does not discriminate between labor-intensive and capitalintensive firms, so it is preferable to payroll or property taxes.

•

A personal property tax that does not include inventories greatly benefits
smaller retailers and wholesalers who tend to be inventory intensive (Berney,
1981, p. 16).

The bottom line is that tax law is simply too complex, and as mentioned earlier, tax
considerations and implications for the venture should be assigned to a member of the
external or internal team, the accountant. Tax management implies not only staying
out of trouble with the IRS, but also saving money by avoiding legally (as contrasted
to evading illegally) paying taxes, especially when there are new tax laws or changes
in tax rates.
The expert assistance of the venture’s tax accountant should be given serious
consideration, especially given the fact that the tax preparation fees are deductible.
Moreover, the Internal Revenue Service in a celebrated case imposed a negligence
penalty on a taxpayer who underpaid his taxes, on the grounds that his return was too
complex to complete without professional help, which means that there is absolutely
no excuse in not seeking professional tax assistance for the venture’s tax management
affairs (“How to Pick,” 1981, p. 142).
Tax management and year-end tax planning is an “always-win” situation and as a
general guideline the following checklist is recommended for year-end tax planning.
The basic assumption behind this checklist is that the firm wants to reduce reportable
income as much as possible. If the owner expects to be in a higher tax bracket the
following year or if there is a loss carryover that is about to expire, the reverse of many
of these suggestions should be considered:
Balance Sheet Items. Many of the best opportunities for controlling profits for tax
purposes occur during the review of the balance sheet. Here are some important points:
• All bad debts should be written off.
• Consideration should be given to whether the allowance or reserve for bad debts
should be increased.
• Obsolete inventory should be sold or given away, so it can be written off.
• Damaged, old, or obsolete merchandise should be valued at its market price if
this is lower than its original cost.
• Inventory levels and inventory location should be where state and local property
taxes are minimized.
• If inflation kicked up the value of inventory and created phony, but taxable profits,
the last-in-first-out (LIFO) method of inventory accounting should be used.
• If equipment becomes obsolete, it should be abandoned so the remaining book
value can be deducted, sold, or traded in. Trade-ins are advantageous if their
market value exceeds their book value, since a capital gains tax is avoided.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Property acquisition should be carefully planned and timed to coincide either
before or after year-end, depending on which point of time will maximize the
benefits of first-year depreciation and the investment tax credit.
All loans, particularly to owners, stockholders, or officers, need to be formalized
with notes at fair interest rates, and with the interest paid when due.
All expenses due to a holder of more than 50 percent of the company’s shares need
to be paid within two and a half months of year-end so they will be deductible.
Investments that show a loss need to be sold, so the loss can be applied to offset
extraordinary profits.
In case of expiring loss carryovers, some successful investments need to be
sold in order to realize profits that can be offset by the expiring past losses.
All excess and idle cash needs to be invested in taxable securities, tax-free
municipal bonds, or dividend-paying stock of domestic corporations, depending
on the tax implications.
The level of excess cash needs to be evaluated because this may make the
IRS conclude that too many earnings have been accumulated, and require the
venture to declare a dividend.
Dividends must be timed to produce the best tax advantages to the stockholders
by generally declaring them at year’s end and paying them the following year.
Every asset and liability needs to be checked and reevaluated to determine if
anything can be done to move income into the year that will be most favorable
to the company.

Cash Flow Items. The following suggestions are offered to increase cash flow resulting
from tax issues:
•
•

•

Expenses due can be paid with notes.
If an automatic ninety-day extension for filing a return is requested, contributions
to a pension or profit-sharing plan can also be delayed for ninety days. Payments
can still be deducted in the current year, but the actual payments need not be
made until five and a half months after the year ends.
If the firm overpaid its estimated tax, a refund claim needs to be filed immediately.

Profit and Loss Items. The following are possible ways to decrease reportable income
on the profit-and-loss or income statement:
•
•

•

Shipping of products sold can be delayed.
End of the year shipments are always shipped to the point of their destination
in terms of Free-on-Board (F.O.B), so the title sometimes does not pass to the
buyer until after the end of the year.
Sales are made on consignment or based on approval to delay posting.
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Deduction Items. The following ideas can increase tax deductions:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bonuses to employees and to a controlling stockholder are made within two
and half months after the year’s end.
Qualified pension or profit-sharing plans are established, large contributions
are made under existing discretionary plans, or benefits under a defined benefit
plan are enhanced.
Make donation of profits to charity.
Benefits that will be received by employees next year are declared at year’s
end, so they can be deducted as liabilities this year.
Supplies that will be needed later are purchased at year’s end.
Needed plant and equipment repairs are made.
Whenever possible, disputed amounts are paid at year’s end to deduct the
payments, but the final settlement of the dispute is reserved for later.
All items on the P&L statement need to be reviewed carefully to see if any
additional deductions can be taken (Blackman, 1981).

FinAnciAl PeRFoRMAnce MAnAGeMenT
Most people would conclude that the purpose of accounting and financial management
is to answer the fundamental question whether the venture made any money in the
final analysis. Financial information, especially income statement data, are essential
in answering this question, and quite too often, entrepreneurs rely only upon what they
see or hear to determine whether or not their business is doing well.
However, certain aspects of the business are not anticipated and cannot always be
accurately sensed. Changes in customer preferences, changes in the national and local
economy, changes in the market, and gradual but seemingly irreversible changes in the
cost structure of the firm can develop into a financial crisis, unless they are detected
at an early stage and effective action is taken. Therefore, financial performance
management should be based on comprehensive and well-documented facts, not upon
piecemeal or random observations, so out-of-line financial conditions can be detected
early, and corrective action taken promptly, in order to get a clear picture on the value
added to the firm from the financial operations (Aguilar, 2003).
Monitoring “how well” the firm is doing, as well as the development of a working
operating profit plan, entails the following aspects:
1.

Continuously evaluating financial results. Each time an income statement
is prepared, actual sales and costs are compared with those projected in the
original profit plan, in order to detect areas of unsatisfactory performance so
that corrective action can be taken.
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2.

Continuously establishing whether there is a need for fewer or additional
resources, such as plant, equipment, or personnel. For example, the profit
plan may show that a sharp increase in expected sales will overload the
company’s billing personnel. A decision can then be made to add additional
invoicing personnel, to retain a billing or collection service, or to pursue
some other alternative.

3.

Carefully planning purchasing requirements and related costs. The volume
of expected sales may be more than the firm’s usual suppliers can handle
or expected sales may be sufficient enough to permit taking advantage of
purchasing quantity discount savings.

4.

Anticipating and planning additional financing needs. With planning, the
search for needed additional funds can begin as early as possible, so financial
crises are avoided and there is enough time allotted to arrange financing on the
most favorable terms.

5.

Delegating and highlighting financial responsibilities. With a working
operating profit plan, personnel are readily aware of their responsibility and
most importantly, accountability for meeting sales objectives and profit targets,
as well as controlling costs.

6.

Developing cost sensitivity. When the cost sensitivity of alternative decisions
is determined and comparatively analyzed, cost excesses can quickly be
identified and planned expenditures can be compared with original budgets
before they occur, thus reducing unnecessary costs and overspending.

7.

Developing a disciplined approach to problem solving. A profit plan should
permit early detection of potential problems so that their nature and extent
are known through a disciplined preventive maintenance problem solving
approach, so that alternative corrective actions can be more easily and
accurately evaluated.

8.

Continuously thinking about the future. Thinking about where the venture
is today, where it could be, should be, and will be next year, or the year
after, ensures that opportunities are not overlooked. At the same time, by
anticipating the seemingly “unanticipated” events, crises that could have
happened, are avoided.

9.

Securing the confidence of lenders and investors. A realistic, working, operating
profit plan, supported by a description of specific steps proposed to achieve
the sales and profit objectives, will inspire the confidence of potential lenders
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and investors. This confidence will not only influence their judgment on the
entrepreneur as a business manager, but also on the prospects of the venture’s
success and worthiness for a loan or an investment (U.S. Small Business
Administration, 1980, pp. 1-2).
However, since profit plans and subsequent financial performance are based upon
estimates, inevitably, many conditions expected to materialize when the plan was
prepared will change. In a year, any number of factors can change, many of them
beyond the control of the entrepreneur. The economic fortunes of customers may
decline, the prices of materials may increase, or the suppliers become unable to deliver
on their promises. All these eventualities may disrupt your profit plans and overall
financial performance, and consequently, adjustments must be made from time to time
to meet changing conditions. There is no point in trying to operate a business according
to a financial plan that is no longer realistic because conditions have changed. Some
common problems with the management and control of financial performance include
the following:
1. Inaccurate Financial Performance Measures. Unless they are built on
discounted cash flow budgets, conventional accounting methods assume a stable
monetary unit of measure, and may not incorporate the impact of inflation in
measuring financial performance. Especially during high inflationary times, a
firm’s adjusted net income may artificially increase, increasing for all practical
purposes the effective tax rate also, which in essence will cloud the true
picture of the venture’s financial performance, since the firm will not be able
to retain enough earnings to maintain capital investment and high productivity
levels. Total sales volume figures as an indication of financial performance
are also a very crude measure at best, as mentioned earlier. At worst, they are
misleading, because they say nothing about the financial “quality” of the gains
or losses. A better measure of performance would be comparative business
sales figures. But even this measure may be misleading because what looks
like a solid sales increase may not have corresponding comparable profits to go
with it. The reason is that sales might have been built up in a costly way with
expensive promotions and markdowns, especially during recessionary times.
Another measure of financial performance widely used by retailers is sales
per square foot that can help in some comparisons of different kinds of stores.
But it is nearly impossible to define what to include as sales space, and any
big gains made by a growing store are diluted by the increasing floor space.
A combination of sales information such as comparable regional (instead of
national) sales figures, sales per square foot of existing stores without including
any added floor space or new stores, changes of holidays from one reporting
period to another, and sales analysis according to product category can portray
a much more accurate picture of financial performance (Weiner, 1980).
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2. Inadequate Financial Performance Strategies. There are three principal
areas of misguided strategies toward financial performance:
•

Growth for growth’s sake. Sales growth is not the solution to all problems,
because growth is expensive, and almost always, it is accompanied by
an increase in overhead except in the short run.

•

Inadequate product analysis and cost allocation. Direct costs can easily be
attributed to a particular product or activity. Indirect costs however, are not
easy to allocate and an easy way out is to charge the same proportionate
amounts of indirect costs to both old and new products alike. This is
not reasonable since a new product line costs far more to start up. The
inadvertent outcome of such an inexact product analysis and cost allocation
is to encourage costly new projects, downgrade the financial performance
of old “cash cow” products, and artificially upgrade that of new expensive
ones. By using the Japanese concept of kaizen costing, advance cost targets
can be accurately set in advance for all aspects of new product design,
development, and production (Monden & Lee, 1993).

•

Lack of concern for the balance sheet in favor of the income statement. As
mentioned earlier, typically entrepreneurs tend to show lack of concern
for the cash flow and the productivity of the employed assets. Instead, they
would rather seek new funds to improve the income statement, rather than
make a better and more efficient use of the funds and assets they already
have (Woodward, 1976).

These accuracy problems as well as misguided strategies toward financial performance
would make a firm of any size highly susceptible to financial errors. These errors may
develop into pitfalls from which a venture will not be able to extricate itself with
disastrous consequences for the firm’s future prospects.
Exhibit 13-2 identifies fourteen pitfalls in financial management that smaller
companies are often guilty of committing, which may eventually become serious
problems and not only deprive the venture from its original competitive advantage,
but it may eventually lead to bankruptcy if left unchecked:

EXHIBIT 13-2
Financial Pitfalls for Entrepreneurial Ventures
Pitfall No. 1: Insufficient capital from the start
Pitfall No. 2: Insufficient capital for growth and expansion
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Pitfall No. 3:
Pitfall No. 4:
Pitfall No. 5:
Pitfall No. 6:
Pitfall No. 7:
Pitfall No. 8:
		
Pitfall No. 9:
		
Pitfall No. 10:
Pitfall No. 11:
Pitfall No. 12:
Pitfall No. 13:
Pitfall No. 14:

Over-dependence on debt
Inadequate financial planning
Inadequate cash management
Emphasizing sales volume at the expense of return on investment (ROI)
Overlooking the risk-return tradeoff
Withdrawing too much money out of the business for personal
compensation and perks
Confounding cash and net income, since net income may not
necessarily be cash
Ineffective bank relations
Too liberal credit policies
Inadequate billing, account receivable, and collection system
Inadequate handling of accounts payable
Inadequate overall accounting system

(Source: Abdelsamad, DeGenaro, & Wood, 1977)
Whenever any of these pitfalls occur or an inadequate financial performance strategy is
pursued on a permanent basis, it is time to consider a firm’s “peaceful death” through
bankruptcy proceedings. The point of no return is reached when all parties concerned
– customers, suppliers, creditors, stockholders, internal and external team members,
with the probable exception maybe of the owner – realize that the following decisive
factors have been established:
1.
2.

The inability of management to recognize there is a pitfall
Failure to realign and reform a declining business from a pitfall in the belief
that soon everything will return to “the good old days”
3. A disorganized management who never knows where it stands, constantly
“extinguishing fires” of continuous profitability and cash crises

Instead, if a comprehensive but simple network of gathering financial performance
information to develop an accurate picture of how well the firm is doing is permanently
in place, an effective financial performance management system is feasible. This does
not mean that the effective financial control of the business should lack sophistication
but rather that the items used to gauge financial performance should be simple,
straightforward, well organized, and result oriented. Such an organized approach to
financial analysis and control leads to a better understanding of how the firm is doing
and how the financial return can be increased. For example, as mentioned in an earlier
chapter, calculating a company’s or a division’s return on investment (ROI) is an
excellent way to measure financial performance in a simple and efficient way:
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ROI = profit before taxes
total equity
A better expression of the same formula is as follows:
ROI = profit before taxes
net sales
(PROFITABILITY)

x

net sales x total assets
total assets
total equity
x (ACTIVITY) x (LEVERAGE)

The long version of ROI gives a better financial performance picture, because it directly
identifies the “culprit” family ratio that was mainly responsible for good or bad return
performance. The important issue is to be consistent and use the same measures
of profit (customarily, before taxes), net sales (customarily, sales after returns and
allowances for bad debt), assets (customarily, net, year-end book value assets), and
equity/investment when figuring ROIs for different periods and/or divisions. The ROI
ratio and its variation the Dupont formula (asset turnover times margin) are used to
gauge financial performance as outlined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure current performance overall.
Compare different companies.
Compare different divisions of individual companies.
Compare future potential profitability among divisions.
Evaluate future investment opportunities.
Evaluate alternative capital expenditure types and levels.
Measure the effect of cost reductions.
Measure the effect of changes in inventory levels.
Measure the effect of changing asset utilization.
Evaluate new product development.
Provide framework for pricing decisions.
Rate managerial effectiveness among divisions.
Provide the basis for determining management promotions and rewards.

However, it should be noted that different companies, divisions, and products
require different levels of investment, and differences in managerial effectiveness
also create different levels of ROI. Return on Investment and productivity (O/I)
improve when managers:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase sales (output) and reduce expenses (input);
Increase sales proportionately more than the increase in expenses;
Reduce sales proportionately less than the reduction in expenses;
Retain level of sales steady, while reducing expenses;
Increase level of sales, while retain expense level steady;
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•
•

Increase sales proportionately more than the increase in investment; and
Reduce sales proportionately less than the reduction in investment.

The ROI and the Dupont formulas provide a useful and comprehensive analytical model
that avoids piecemeal approaches, such as simply “cutting costs,” or “increasing sales”
in evaluating financial performance and in developing strategies to improve it. Rather,
their approach helps entrepreneurs to see the interactions and trade-offs involved
among the important financial variables in terms of a cause-effect relationship.
The ROI formula is superior to the Dupont formula, because the latter has certain
inherent limitations. In spite of the benefits of gradually moving from financial measure
to measure to gauge financial performance, it considers only the effects of operations
to calculate the earning power of a firm (margin multiplied by asset turnover), and
ignores asset financing, i.e. the composition of the firm’s investment.
However, the proportions of debt vs. equity, as well as long-term debt vs. current
liabilities or current assets vs. fixed assets, have a direct bearing on financial results
and performance, and these are questions that are answered directly from the balance
sheet. Unlike the ROI methodology illustrated above, the original Dupont formula
does not have a direct balance sheet orientation, but rather an indirect one in the
asset turnover section. Instead, as Van Voorhis (1981) indicates, the breakdown of the
orientations of the Dupont formula into the two categories of an income stream and
an investment stream, as presented above, enables the small firm owner to trace the
reason for any financial performance decline. For example, by backtracking in both
streams, the guilty factor may be an operating element or an investment element such
as the mix between current and long-tem debt. Each ratio at each stage of the model
can be further subdivided and broken down into its components of more and more
sub-indicators, until the problem or weakness is identified. By comparing the current
figures to composite statistics for similar firms and to historical records, the tracking
process becomes even more valuable and real for the small firm.
Konstans and Martin (1982) further modified and improved the original DuPont
formula as well as the Van Voorhis (1981) version. They claim that both formulas
have a monolithic orientation toward profitability (return on investment) and their
three components: margin, turnover, and leverage. An equally important consideration
should be given to the stability of profits. The measures of such stability are:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Vertical Balance: the extent of the commitment of assets to uses that will potentially
produce revenue as opposed to commitment of assets to non-productive uses,
such as loans to the owner (Current and Fixed Assets/Total Assets);
Horizontal balance: the extent to which equity capital is committed to non-liquid,
long-lived assets (Fixed Assets/Stockholders’ Equity and Long-term Liabilities);
Liquidity: the ability to meet currently maturing obligations; and
Solvency: the ability to service long-term debt, and for both interest and principal.
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Konstans and Martin’s model contains eighteen ratios that are classified as either
primary or secondary, depending on whether they focus directly on problems or
indirectly on symptoms of problems. Liquidity and solvency do not have primary
ratios associated with them.
Another technique for financial performance management and control is the Z value
formula developed by Edward I. Altman of New York University (Ball, 1980). Altman
studied thirty-three manufacturing companies with assets averaging $6.4 million, all
of which had filed Chapter X bankruptcies. As controls, he looked at thirty-three other
randomly selected manufacturing firms with assets between $1 million and $25 million.
He found five weighted ratios that proved a pretty accurate guide to a company’s
financial state. His system of multiple discriminant analysis or “bankruptcy indicator”
as it is less formally known, is used by stockbrokers to determine whether a company
is a good investment. The formula is as follows:
Z = 1.2x1 + 1.4x2 + 3.3x3 + 0.6x4 + I.0 x5
Where,
x1 = working capital divided by total assets (what someone would pay for the company
if it were for sale).
x2 = retained earnings divided by total assets.
x3 = earnings before interests and taxes divided by total assets.
x4 = market value of equity divided by book value of total debt.
x5 = sales divided by total assets.
Z = the overall index of corporate fiscal health.
By inserting a company’s numbers into the formula, a number between -4 and +8 is
produced. The higher the number, the healthier the company, and more specifically,
according to Altman, financially strong companies have Zs above 2.99, while companies
in serious trouble have Zs below 1.81. Those in the middle could go either way. The
closer a company gets to bankruptcy, the more accurate the Z value is as a predictor. In
his group of thirty-three failed companies, Altman reports an accuracy of 95 percent
using a single year’s numbers. The other 5 percent fall in the bottom of the gray area.
Numbers from four years, however, would predict bankruptcy for only 36 percent of
the companies.
It should be obvious by now, that there is no sure method or technique for financial
performance management and control, but with diligent application of any of these
models, owners and entrepreneurs will develop a dynamic and relatively simple means
of reacting quickly when the numbers start going in the wrong direction.
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conclUSion
Financial management consists of careful overview, supervision, and analysis of
four critical financial areas: cash flow, taxes, capital sources, and overall financial
performance of the firm. Cash flow shortages create critical operational problems
and serious doubts about the viability and ultimately survival of a small enterprise.
Tax planning and tax avoidance (not evasion!) helps cash flow and ensures that every
legitimate deduction is claimed, so the least possible tax is finally paid. Capital
management and the determination of how operations, as well as growth and expansion,
will be financed are also of primary importance. How much debt a business should carry
and its risk level, cost, and availability depends on the industry, economic conditions,
and the competitive structure, as well as the value system and the preference of the
owner. Finally, the purpose of an overall financial performance review may uncover
hidden problems not detected by the financial controls that are in place, so corrective
action can be undertaken. Additionally, a financial performance review can determine
whether the conditions and the financial health of the firm are solid, so growth and
development can be planned for the future.

ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic

Cash Flow
budget

Credit Policy

Long-term
Debt Financing

web Address

Description

www.toolkit.cch.com/text/
P06_4300.asp

Gives a brief description of
what a cash flow budget
is, and the purpose of
it. Gives four basic steps
to preparing a cash flow
budget, and provides a
worksheet that lets you
make your own budget

www.jpg.com/creditpolicy.htm

This website gives the
current credit policy
for Pegasus Imaging
Corporation

www.cbsc.org/osbw/longterm.
html

Lists characteristics of a
long-term loan, describes
types of loan agreements,
and tips on how to
approach long-term debt
lenders
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keY TeRMS
Times interest earned: A measurement for how many times required interest
payments are covered by pretax earnings.
Account Receivables Turnover Ratio: The measurement of Net Credit Sales
divided by the Average Net Receivables.
“Floating” checks: Writing checks against cash already deposited in the bank.
“Repo:” A repurchase agreement.
“lockbox” arrangement: An arrangement in which customers of a small firm mail
payments to a post office lockbox number operated by a bank, which picks up the
payments and immediately credits the firm’s account and/or invests the money.
Prime rate: The lowest commercial interest rate available at a particular time and place.
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Short-term loan: A loan where the principal is usually due within one year.
Trade credit: Short-term credit extended by a supplier to a buyer in connection with
the purchase of merchandise or services.
Bank overdrafts: Also considered as a short-term loan although payment can be
demanded on a very short notice.
long-term loan: A loan of one year or longer.
Unsecured loans: Loans that are usually obtained from a bank and do not require
collateral. If the loan is not paid back on time, the bank usually puts a lien on the
company’s assets.
equipment leasing: Another type of long-term debt when the company that leases a
piece of equipment from another company has the benefit of the use of that equipment
without having to pay full price for it.
Mortgage: A common conventional long-term credit arrangement usually maturing
in ten to thirty years after being issued.
Small business investment corporations (SBics): Privately owned financial
corporations that are licensed, regulated, and promoted by the Small Business
Administration.
equity financing: The sale of a company’s stock, either in the form of preferred stock
or common stock.
“Factoring:” The act of selling accounts receivables for cash to another financial
entity, usually at a sizeable discount.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. Effective control and management of financial resources is crucial to the survival
of a venture. According to your text, how can this be accomplished?
2. What are the objectives of cash flow management?
3. Briefly describe the three key areas relating to accounts receivable that contribute
to an effective cash flow management process.
4. Identify and briefly discuss at least three ways to put idle cash to work.
5. Briefly discuss the three basic types of capital funding available to new ventures.
6. What is trade credit? What are bank overdrafts?
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7. Identify and discuss at least three methods described by your text that are used to
monitor how well the firm is doing from a financial perspective.
8. What are two common problems associated with the management and control of
financial performance, according to your text?
9. Identify at least four of the most common financial pitfalls faced by entrepreneurial
ventures.
10. The Z formula was developed by Edward Altman. Explain how it is used in financial
performance management and control.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES AT LifeGuard America
There is nothing like hard times to bring out the lessons in business. My experience at
Indian Motorcycle Company was unlike anything I had ever experienced before. Most
of my early experience was with high performance companies like FlightSafety and
Hewlett Packard and startups like Advanced Graphics Systems or my own consulting
business that led me to Harley Davidson. All the companies that I worked for or with
were growing and expanding. Indian Motorcycle was my first experience with a
company whose historical past was bigger than its current capabilities. When I got to
Indian, the company was expanding and growing like there was no tomorrow. It had
grown from sixty employees to almost 800 in less than one year. It had a million dollar
annual marketing budget for a company that had made 2,000 motorcycles in its second
year. It had positioned itself against the giant in the industry, Harley Davidson. It was
only after a very strong review of the business plan that we came to the conclusion that
there was no way we would be able to produce 8,000 units during our third year and
absolutely no way we could produce and sell 16,000 in the fourth year. There were a
whole host of issues that would keep the company from reaching its projections, but the
bottom line was clear: the company would not reach the performance levels and worse
yet, it would not even come close. This threw the company into a major reevaluation
mode and it was out of this that I learned some very important lessons. My work ethic
had always dictated honesty, but I got to witness first hand how important this single
trait is during times of trouble. Be honest with your suppliers; tell them where you are
and what your plans are to recover. They are in it with you and if you lose their trust
the end will come far faster. We could not build motorcycles without engines and we
could not afford the negative cash flow of paying for them without terms that allowed
us to build, ship, and invoice for the motorcycles. Be honest with your employees;
you can’t deliver product or services without them. Spend as much time as is needed
to keep them in the loop. Get ahold of the checkbook and create a plan that reviews it
daily. Nothing is paid that is not reviewed. Cash is King and Cash is Life, period. All
the education and spreadsheets in the world do not replace a simple cash management
policy. The main takeaway from all of this is: don’t wait for a crisis to get your financial
management procedures in place, do it while you are just beginning. It will serve you
well as you expand and grow.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1. How would you explain the term “Cash is King”?
2. What would you say to an investor in your company if things went bad and expenses
(cash out) exceeded revenues (cash in)?

PART FOUR:
VENTURE
DEVELOPMENT

cHAPTeR

14

VenTURe GRowTH MAnAGeMenT
AnD DeVeloPMenT
(CAN WE GROW?)

learning objectives
1. To understand the concept of stages of growth and development in the venture’s life cycle
2. To learn the organizational characteristics of each stage of development
3. To understand the necessity of deploying different functional strategies at different growth
stages of development
4. To realize that occasionally a voluntary or involuntary exit may be inevitable
5. To learn the implications of a successful harvesting or sellout strategy
6. To understand the consequences of bankruptcy
7. To realize the significance of succession for a business enterprise, and especially a family firm
Topic outline:
Introduction
The Organizational Life Cycle
Organizational Stages Of Venture Development
Managerial Knowledge And Venture Stages Of Development
Managerial Roles And Venture Stages Of Development
Crises And Venture Stages Of Development
Growth Phases And Venture Stages Of Development
To Grow Or Not To Grow? That Is The Question!
Effective Functional Growth Management
General Management And Organizational Growth Management
Marketing Growth Management
Operations Growth Management
Financial Growth Management
Harvesting The Venture
Exiting The Venture Voluntarily Or Involuntarily
Voluntary Exit: Selling The business
Involuntary Exit: bankruptcy
Succession Management
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
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inTRoDUcTion
Like living organisms, business organizations are subject to a life cycle. They have a
period of youth, a period of growth, a period of maturity, and a period of decline. The
life cycle of an organization however, represents a mere potential, not necessarily an
actuality. Survival to a mature stage does not just happen, and if performance is to
match opportunity, such a result must be made to happen. Growth and development
must be planned, controlled, and managed in such a way that various problems that
will inevitably emerge do not stifle the venture’s development, causing premature
stagnation or decline. The entrepreneurship literature has finally recognized that
significant differences exist between venture startups and growing ventures, and most
government and other kinds of assistance programs directed to startups have limited
value for assisting a venture’s growth (Harrell, 1992).

THe oRGAniZATionAl liFe cYcle
A typical organizational life cycle consists of four stages: early growth, accelerated
development, maturity, and decline (McCammon, 1973). New entrepreneurial ventures
and business organizations in general, typically generate high rates of growth and
attractive profitability ratios during their initial stages of development. Organizations
that achieved such extraordinary results during their formative years are, for example,
the department store in the late 1800s, the supermarket in the 1930s, and the discount
department store in the late 1950s and early 1960s (Stern & El-Ansary, 1977, p. 48).
As organizations and institutions mature, however, they are increasingly confronted
by new forms of competition and are forced to compete in ever increasingly saturated
markets. As a result, price competition intensifies, and is usually accompanied by
declines in market share and profitability. Ultimately, mature organizations enter
the decline stage of their life cycle, where they invariably become disadvantaged
participants in the marketplace. Thus, from this perspective, department stores,
variety stores, and supermarkets are for all practical purposes already mature
and/or declining institutions, and represent ways of doing business that no longer
ordinarily produce high rates of growth or extraordinary rates of return on investment
(McCammon, 1973, pp. 2-3).
More important for theorists and managers however, is the knowledge that
organizational life cycles within particular industries have accelerated over the years.
For example, it has been estimated that the time to reach maturity has declined in retailing
from approximately 100 years, in the case of department stores, to approximately
ten years, in the case of catalog showrooms (McCammon, 1973). It seems that the
“dotcom” retailing format’s life cycle is becoming even shorter. Implicit in this analysis
is the point that many contemporary organizations and institutions that are now in their
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initial stages of development, such as software and e-commerce firms, will soon face
the same problems and challenges that confronted department stores and supermarkets
in the most recent past.
Several theories have been formulated describing the process of institutional
change and the basic forces underlying organizational development:
•
•
•
•

Cycle theories
Dialectic processes
Vacuum theories, and
The crisis-change model theory

Cycle theories of organizational life cycle. Cycle theories or organizational change
may be either partial or complete. Partial cycles describe the rise and fall of an
organization, while the complete cycles describe the resurgence of an organization as
well as its rise and fall. Perhaps the best-known partial cycle theory is the wheel theory.
According to this theory, a new and innovative organization will appear, generally
as a low-status, low-margin, low-price operation, to take advantage of a competitive
weakness in an established organization. This new organization gains acceptance and
attracts emulators. Then, in order to differentiate itself from its emulators, it begins to
trade up by acquiring elaborate facilities, increasing services, and thus widening its
margin. Eventually, this organization matures as a high-cost, high-margin operation
and thus becomes vulnerable to new innovative types of competitors that emerge in the
institutional structure. These new types, in turn, go through the same pattern (McNair,
1958). The wheel portrays in essence an organization’s evolution from a low-price,
low-margin, efficient operation to a high-price, high- margin, inefficient one.
An example of a full cycle theory is provided by the so-called accordion theory
of institutional development, which postulates that American institutions have gone
back and forth between extremes in terms of product line (Hollander, 1966). For
example, the wide-line general store was followed by the limited-line specialty shop,
followed, in turn, by the introduction of the department store with its wide line of
merchandise, followed by the specialized discount store, finally followed by the
“megastore supermarkets” carrying an enormous variety of both grocery store and
general merchandise items.
Additional evidence for the accordion theory is supplied by the fact that the number
of establishments in the apparel, furniture, and general merchandise categories of retail
trade has shown a tendency to fluctuate over time, due to cyclical redistribution of the
customer base among these three merchandise groups (Dalrymple & Thompson, 1969),
which have been consolidated in recent years by the “megastores.”
Dialectic Processes. It is also possible to view institutional change as a dialectic
process where there is a thesis, or an established institutional form, an antithesis, or
an innovative institutional form, and a synthesis, or a hybrid new form that emerges,
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drawing positive characteristics from the other two (Gist, 1971, pp. 370-372). For
example, the department store, characterized by high margins, low turnover, full
service, and a downtown location, represented in the past a thesis. The antithesis was
represented by the discount store, characterized by low margins, high turnover, low
service, and a suburban location.
The competition between these two institutions has resulted in the development
of general merchandise retailers with average margins, average turnover, a moderate
service level, and a suburban location. Also, in wholesaling, the general-line, fullfunction merchant wholesaler provides a thesis, the cash-and-carry wholesaler
represents the antithesis, and the limited-line full-function specialty wholesaler can be
viewed as the result of the interaction between the two.
Vacuum Theory. This theory advocates that innovative organizations come into being
when there is a void in the institutional coverage of a specific market (Gist, 1971, pp.
370-372). The dynamics of such movements as well as the identification of a void can
be explained by a development that can be broken into three stages representing various
levels of complexity in the product cost and the product service and consequently the
product mix offered by a firm. Product cost is used as a configuration of product quality,
while service cost is used as a surrogate for the level of service provided by the firm.
The most primitive stage of institutional development is the simplex stage. Here the
firm offers one level of product quality and a corresponding level of service. Thus, a
firm would offer one of the following combinations: high quality-high service, average
quality-average service, or low quality-low service. In order to attract new customers,
and thus increase sales and profits, however, firms need to expand into a multiplex stage.
This is accomplished by either holding the level of product quality constant while the
firm offers more than one level of service, or by holding the service level constant and
offer the consumer alternative levels of product quality. The final stage of development
is the omniplex stage, during which all possible quality-service combinations are offered
(Alderson, 1957). Like the multiplex stage, the omniplex stage is reached as the firm
increases its product mix offerings in an attempt to expand its market.
However, once a firm establishes a market niche for a product offering or what is
commonly referred to as a “cash cow,” this niche provides a haven for the firm during
periods of trouble with other product offerings. The niche’s value concept core is that
part of the firm’s core competency environment that is best suited to the operations and
the strategic resources of the firm, and where the firm has built a sustained competitive
advantage. The fringe elements of the niche provide some resistance to attack, thus
insulating the niche’s value concept core. If a firm fails in the attempt to diversify its
operations in a multiplex or omniplex fashion, it can always fall back on its market
niche with its “cash cow” products to weather the storm, while it regroups and develops
new overall or marketing and product strategies.
The vacuum theory is useful in predicting the diversifying market behavior of firms
in terms of thrusts made by both established and non-established firms, as they seek
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to move into areas unfamiliar to them beyond their market niches. However, because
of their strong strategic commitment to their particular market niches where their cash
cow products lie, even firms with sustained competitive advantages ultimately become
vulnerable to innovative strategic thrusts of other firms seeking to penetrate the niche’s
fringes and eventually the value concept core. The very commitments on the part of
established firms to specific ways of doing business by exploiting their niches allow
voids to develop in the marketplace, and thus create opportunities for new innovative
firms to fill these voids.
The Crisis-Change Model. Perhaps the most useful model for describing the
organizational life-cycle change is the crisis-change model, identifying four distinct
phases through which organizational systems pass as they adapt to crisis situations
(Fink, Beak, & Taddeo, 1971). According to this theory, adaptation begins with
an initial period of shock, when any factor critical to the viability of the total
environmental system, of which the organization is a part, is threatened. Consequently,
as survival becomes the paramount objective, a defensive retreat phase follows, when
the established organizational system mobilizes its forces by imposing controls
designed to reduce the threat. It is succeeded by the acknowledgment phase, when the
established organizational system begins to doubt the validity of its own traditional
strategic beliefs, assumptions, and value systems. It therefore begins to experiment
with new alternatives, but in a rather cautious manner by using structure in an attempt
to reorganize and facilitate the performance of its tasks and functions, rather than
attempting to fit tasks and functions into the existing structures.
Finally, a process of adaptation and change reflects effective coping of the
organizational system and adaptation of tasks, functions, and structures that
represents a rebirth into an ongoing evolutionary developmental stage. By the time
the organizational system has reached this phase, it has, to a large degree, disposed of
task, function, and structural dysfunctional behavior and is finally beginning to work
interdependently, complementing the larger environmental system. It would appear
that the “adaptation and change” phase would terminate the cycle, but in reality it
typically triggers a “shock” phase for the larger environmental system that posed the
original threat to the organizational system in the first place, and now it is that system’s
turn to be in a crisis, because it feels threatened by the adaptation and changes that the
individual organizational system undertook.
The crisis-change cycle continues as a chain of actions and reactions, with
innovation, progress, and efficiency being the final outcome for whole industries, as
long as cost effective technological and marketing innovation continues to become
available to induce productivity improvements and the creation of new value concepts
in the marketplace.
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oRGAniZATionAl STAGeS
oF VenTURe DeVeloPMenT
Clearly, organizational change is the product of a vast number of forces and
circumstances. All of these forces, as well as the relationships and linkages among
firms, must be included in an analysis of organizational change and of the simultaneous
alterations in organizational functions and structures that such change induces, as the
venture evolves through distinct stages of development. Not all organizations progress
through the same stages of growth nor exhibit exactly the same characteristics in
each stage of development. Sexton and Bowman-Upton (1991) warn of the danger
of drawing close analogies between natural phenomena and social phenomena when
describing organizational stages of development, because in a chaotic and extremely
diverse business world exact, continuous, and time-dependent constructs of a
seamless stage of development process cannot exist. Nevertheless, the importance
of successfully managing the complexity that accompanies the realization of growth
through organizational size, number of employees, increased revenues and profits,
and scope of operations demands a focus on the organizational transitions to different
stages of development in order to better understand the complexity that growth brings
to organizations (Covin & Slevin, 1997).

Managerial knowledge And Venture Stages
of Development
For many years, society as well as academicians ignored the impact, problems, and
importance of small firms and venture startups, arbitrarily defined by some magical
cutoff point. Until recently, this neglect had resulted in a lack of theory on the internal
organization of a small enterprise. Thus, small enterprises, in the eyes of society,
chambers of commerce, and the academic community, were analogous to “plain girls
and acne-ridden boys at a high school dance, who are present in large numbers, but
they usually are unnoticed” (McGuire, 1976, p. 115.) McGuire further advocates that
the crucial factor that causes the small company to grow, and that eventually limits its
growth, is entrepreneurial knowledge and expertise. He defines it as:
The entrepreneur’s stock of knowledge about both the operations of the firm and
the present and future internal and external environments in which it exists at any
moment of time. Although entrepreneurial expertise is defined as a stock rather
than a flow concept, it is evident that changes in this stock do occur over time. Thus,
while knowledge is not depleted through use, it can be reduced through neglect.
The stock of entrepreneurial knowledge also may be enlarged in basically three
ways: through formal or informal educational processes; through the utilization of
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external advisors or consultants; and through the addition of “experts” (in the form
of personnel) to the population of the enterprise. (p. 122)
The stage of development that a particular small business finds itself in, is
therefore determined by how, where, and to what extent the entrepreneurial
knowledge was amplified.

Managerial Roles And Venture Stages Of Development
There is a very important relationship between the stages of venture development
and the managerial knowledge stages of development of the entrepreneur, which are
essential for the longevity and prosperity of the firm, because “managerial capability
and skill depreciate over time” (Kroeger, 1974). Major managerial functions must be
executed, and different roles must be assumed at each stage, so the organizational life
cycle will continue sequentially to the next stage. Megginson (1961) further explains
the problem of role growth in small business:
“There appears to be a built-in dilemma in small business management. First, if the
owner proves to be inefficient and if his initiative or his abilities are not sufficient,
the organization will flounder and eventually become one of the casualties
included among the statistics called ‘business failures’. Second, if the ownermanager is mediocre, the organization will continue to be a small business and
will be constantly plagued with the problems associated with smallness. Third, if
the manager proves to be efficient and capable in the exercise of his initiative and
is able to succeed and grow, he runs the risk of losing the very things he seeks from
the business. For the very act of growing means losing some of the autonomy and
the control that he is seeking. If nothing else, he now must please a larger number
of people: his/her customers, the public, and his/her employees. There is then
the problem of controlling other people, that is, exercising the thing that he has
resented himself in others. (p. 7)
Ventures need a systematic program of organizational development as they grow in
order to achieve a professionally managed status. This transition from a “personal”
entrepreneurial status to an “impersonal” professionally managed status requires
change on three organizational levels: the firm’s culture, its management systems, and
its management team per se.
1. Change of culture. A firm’s culture is its value system and the beliefs
held by its people. The culture of an entrepreneur tends to be based upon
the informality of relationships, the lack of accountability, and the lack of
systematic planning. Individuals are relatively free to do what they want on
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an ad hoc basis, although important decision-making tends to be centralized.
The value system of a professionally managed firm emphasizes the importance
of planning, developing a mission for the firm, and controlling efforts to meet
the original business plan’s objectives and goals. In order to develop this
commitment to the venture’s plans, accountability and discipline, the beliefs in
the value of participation of people, and the value of effective communication
and coordination need to be sheltered, enhanced, and developed.
2. Change of Management Systems. The transition to a professionally managed
status also requires developing or modifying the three basic managerial systems
in the firm: planning, the organization of jobs or roles, and controls. The venture
must develop the original intent of the business plan into an annual planning
process that produces incremental plans. It must also restructure and formally
rationalize its organization chart by specifically redefining in detail jobs and
responsibilities, which in an entrepreneurial informal organization structure
have overlapping and undefined responsibilities. Finally, it must develop a
control system, including planned series of meetings, management reports,
performance appraisal systems, and a budgetary control system.
3. Change of Management Team. The creation of a sound management team is
accomplished through the recruitment of skilled managers and a formal program
of managerial development. This process will create the distinctiveness of a
professional management status that is essential for the successful transition
from the existing entrepreneurial management status.
In a professionally managed firm, profit is an explicit goal and it is planned rather than
being left as a residual or an aside thought. A professionally managed firm operates
with formal operating plans, and the practice of informal, superficial, and ad hoc
planning is replaced with regular planning cycles, which become now a way of life.
The firm begins to regularly develop a strategic plan for what it wants to ultimately
become, operational plans for all levels and functions of the organization, as well as
contingency or “what if” plans and scenarios for contingency situations.
A professionally managed firm has a set of written role descriptions, that clearly
state responsibilities and are designed to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive. As the
venture grows, the very act of moving from an informal, unstructured organization to
one that is based upon formal planning and control represents a fundamental shift in
the managerial roles and values of the firm.
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Crises And Venture Stages Of Development
In an insightful study of the small furniture store industry in Great Britain, Deeks
(1976, pp. 77-80) developed a model of the life cycle of small firms, and arrived at an
interesting description of the fragmentation of the development of a furniture company
over a period of thirteen years:
1. 1956-59: a period of initial struggle, during which the new business was
established as a financially viable concern
2. 1959-61: a period of rapid growth in sales turnover following the purchase of
new premises
3. 1961-65: a period of consolidation with little increase in sales turnover
4. 1965-68: a further period of rapid growth in sales turnover accompanied by
additions to existing premises and purchase of more property
It seems therefore, that, as Greiner (1972) points out, growing small organizations
move through distinguishable phases of development, each involving a relatively
calm period of growth that ends with a crisis. More specifically, he identifies five
phases of growth:
1. A growth phase generated by creativity during the venture’s embryonic stage
of development ended by a crisis of leadership
2. A growth phase through direction, if and when the crisis of leadership is
successfully resolved, ended by a crisis of autonomy
3. A growth phase through delegation, if and when the crisis of autonomy is
successfully resolved, ended by a crisis of control
4. A growth phase through coordination, if and when the crisis of control is
successfully resolved, ended by a crisis of red tape
5. A growth phase through collaboration, if and when the crisis of red tape is
successfully resolved, ended by a new crisis. (pp. 40-44)
These intermittent series of crises lead to organizational growth that tends to be
nonlinear and passes through the five discrete stages with varying growth rates at each
stage. Periods of profound organizational development in managerial, financial, and
operational terms often occur between periods of growth. These slower periods often are
viewed with alarm, but they are essential because they force entrepreneurs and managers
to reexamine the firm’s direction and evolution. These periods of development are the
transition periods, which appear to be less dramatic because of the slow growth, but
may be more crucial to a firm’s preparations for the future. The apparent “floundering”
and inertia can provoke useful learning once the firm’s leadership begins to adopt and
encourage new practices and procedures (Greiner, 1972).
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A typical management response to crises and transitional strains is a total or
partial reorganization of the company. This sometimes helps shake up old habits and
inefficiencies, but rarely resolves a transition crisis if taken lightly and only cosmetic
changes are introduced. What is needed is time for the social and political systems
of the firm to realign themselves into new norms and relationships and new strategic
thinking (Barnes & Hershon, 1976).

Growth Phases And Venture Stages Of Development
The growth pattern of a small business can also be viewed in a slightly different way
as a chain reaction. First, there is growth, which leads to new responsibilities, which
leads to the search for executive talent to undertake the new responsibilities since
the existing entrepreneurial skills that helped launch the venture are not adequate
anymore. A successful executive search will lead to professional management, which
leads to a better business, which leads to more profits, at which point the firm reaches
decision-making crossroads and a decision must be made whether to expand further
or not. Then the cycle is repeated. If the attempt to find skilled professional managers
is unsuccessful, the growth will wane. Consequently, somewhere along the line, the
entrepreneur ceases being the venture’s owner-manager and has to either be transformed
from an entrepreneur into a full-blown manager with its associated implications, or
recruit professional management, which transforms the venture into a professionally
run firm that presents a new set of challenges (Stewart, 1956, p. 41). These small firm
growth phases and transformations can also be viewed as a “success” continuum:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The survival firm
The attractive growth potential firm
The underachieving firm
The high success growth firm (Susbauer, 1979

Cooper (1978) presented a simple but sensible typology of the growth stages of development
of the small firm, describing the challenges the venture faces as it makes transitions:
1. The start-up stage, including the strategic decisions to found a firm and position
it within a particular industry with a particular competitive strategy;
2. The early-growth stage, when the initial product-market strategy is being
tested and when the entrepreneur/owner maintains direct contact with all major
activities. Many entrepreneur/owners make a conscious decision to stabilize at
this stage and grow no more, out of fear of losing control and direct contact
with all aspects of the venture’s operations; and
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3. The later-growth stage, which is often characterized by multiple sites for retail
and service businesses and by some diversification for manufacturing firms.
Organizationally, the firm usually has one or more levels of middle management
and at least some delegation of decision-making.
Vesper (1979) makes a valuable contribution to the growth stage development theory
for small firms, by pointing out a fallacious a priori assumption of most researchers.
He observes that most developmental theories seem to imply that the start-up stage or
the early-growth stage is generally followed by more growth. In fact, very few of the
“Mom ’n Pop” category firms are destined for growth, because either they tried to grow
but found they could not, or they could grow but just did not. With this caveat in mind,
a relevant portion of the theoretical framework discussed so far, and the characteristics
of each stage of venture development are summarized below in Exhibit 14-1, using
Cooper’s (1978) general typology of three stages of development:

EXHIBIT 14-1
Characteristics Of Stages Of Venture Development
Stage I
General Management
• “One-man show”
• Non-routine, informal decisions
• Good communication.
Operations
• Reliance on unique personal skills, unique product or unique market
• Diseconomies of scale
Finance
• More concern with survival and break-even, than rate of return
• Limited resources
• No cushion to absorb bad luck
• Emphasis on historical cost
Marketing
• Risk concentrated on few products, markets, and people
• No reputation outside of the immediate vicinity
• Stable market environment
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Characteristics Of Stages Of Venture Development Continued
Stage II
General Management
• Delegation of operating decisions to “lieutenants” or “assistants to”
• Formal consideration of growth
• Direct control and direction
Operations
• Improvement of skill, method or market niche
• Production problems
• Technical specialization
Finance
• Attention to industry standards
Marketing
• Attention to competition
• Attention to market feedback

Stage III
General Management
• More management levels and more delegation
• Utilization of staff analysts
• Increased emphasis on management skills and techniques
• Formal written policies and procedures
• More planning time.
Operations
• Economies of scale
Finance
• Lower rate of return
• Emphasis on future costs
• Emphasis on short-run performance measures
Marketing
• Heavy investment in product and market development
• Drop unprofitable products
• Increased dependence on marketing distribution
• Better equipped to fight competition (Vozikis, 1979)
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To GRow oR noT To GRow?
THAT iS THe QUeSTion!
It has been taken as an article of faith that the growth of a venture startup is the
realization of the “American Dream,” and consequently growth is both normal and
desirable. Growth makes sense in terms of economies of scale, and increases in market
share, sale revenues, and profits. In most instances, however, growth is taken for
granted by the entrepreneur or as something that occurs by itself automatically and
therefore will take care of itself without due diligence. As a consequence, systematic
growth management is a widely neglected area from both theoretical and practical
perspectives as far as entrepreneurial ventures are concerned.
However, as mentioned earlier, not all venture startups with growth potential are
growth oriented. There are firms that may have growth potential but do not know
it, and those who do know it but consciously chose not to grow. On the other hand,
there are firms that want to grow, even try to grow, and found out that they cannot
(Vesper, 1990). Conscious underachievement is rooted on the basic character of the
entrepreneur recognizing his or her limited capability to grow; a desire to keep the
enterprise privately held and under control; or, a value system where leisure occupies
a prominent place. Unintentional underachievement however, has nothing to do
with the entrepreneur’s values. In this instance growth potential in unintentionally
thwarted by actions or lack of action on the part of the entrepreneur (Susbauer, 1979).
Research has also shown that lack of contacts with outside expert advisers is an
obstacle to the expansion of a small firm and perpetuates both the unintentional
underachievement and the conscious underachievement (Larsson, Hedelin, & Garling,
2003). Even more interesting is the fact that when it comes to the consequences of
growth, non-economic concerns and beliefs, such as the well-being of the employees,
the preservation of the work atmosphere, etc., seem to be more important than the
possibility of personal economic gain or loss. These salient beliefs are considered to
be predisposing entrepreneurs about the positive or negative consequences of growth
(Wiklund, Davidsson, & Delmar, 2003).
Growth, therefore, should be given careful consideration, and the entrepreneur
must recognize that certain personal, internal, and external conditions must be present
in order for growth to be achieved. Quite often, entrepreneurs find it difficult to find the
time to make the conscious decision and think systematically about business growth.
Consequently, this indecision and inertia on the issue of growth actually overwhelms
the venture’s operational prospects, and places the firm in financial jeopardy because
of seriously and steadily diminished administrative control (McKenna & Oritt, 1980).
Growth planning and management should also take into consideration the
personal and professional values of the entrepreneur, in conjunction with the strategic
competence of the firm and the evolution of the strategic window of opportunities in
the venture’s environment and strategic target market. The decision to grow should
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be made with the venture’s future viability and economic performance in mind, not
because bigger is necessarily better. In the process of answering this fundamental
question and haunting dilemma regarding the venture’s growth, the entrepreneurs
should elaborate and formulate answers to the following questions regarding:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How large do they wish the venture to become?
What financial, human, and operational resources do they have at their disposal?
Are they willing and capable of going public?
Do they wish their competitive edge to be production or marketing based?
To what extent are they constrained by financing, management expertise, and
experience, as well as employee skills, knowledge, and productivity?
6. Are there stockholders, investors, or other stakeholder demands to satisfy by
pursuing growth? (Van Auken, Sexton, & Ireland, 1982, p. 13).

Similarly, the following guidelines and considerations are suggested when entrepreneurs
try to decide between growth and no-growth, always keeping in mind that it is
imperative to make sure that any type of decision on growth should be made for the
sake of the venture’s future viability, and not just for the sake of getting bigger:
1. Why is the growth of the business important? Why is the growth of the
business important? Does it make sense in terms of the state of the economy and
local competition or would it be simply a reflection of the expectations and ego
of the owner?
2. What should this business ultimately become? Is the owner capable of
administering and managing a larger operation? Should he or she step aside
from active management or perhaps seek further management education in
order to ensure the venture’s success?
3. Is the current management capable of growing with the business? What
does the owner see as the ultimate goal of the business? At what point should
growth be curtailed? While the answers to these two questions may evolve and
change, they are still important for the owner to consider.
4. At what rate should the business grow? How quickly should the business
grow? Too much growth too soon can be disastrous to the survival of the
organization. If the growth of the business is to be successfully managed, its
rate must be predetermined and continually kept in check.
5. What type of resources and commitment will the growth process require?
What resources does the entrepreneur have available to assist with the growth
process? While fiscal matters are usually given highest, if not sole, priority,
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it is equally important to determine what human resources are available, and
whether the entrepreneur or others in the venture’s internal or external teams
have the knowledge to handle the challenges of growth, such as new technology
for example (McKenna & Oritt, 1981).
A small firm determined to grow in size, market share, and other vital dimensions,
therefore, must consciously and strategically put together the “right” combination
of the essential conditions for growth in all functional aspects of the venture. The
successful entrepreneur must recognize that to maintain success and growth, he or she
must experience a change in attitudes and perspective that is absolutely critical for real
growth to occur, and which will be expressed and articulated in a carefully planned
transition from an entrepreneurial to a professional growth management system,
because growth not only constitutes a change per se, but also brings changes to the
physical, structural, managerial, and financial aspects of the business. The essential
elements in this transition from an entrepreneurial to a professional management
style require, therefore, not only a commitment to growth, but also a subsequent
commitment to all the necessary structural and procedural issues, which are necessary
for a successful transition to a higher level of growth and development. Once the
answer to the question to “grow or not to grow?” has been given in favor of growth,
entrepreneurial commitment to changing attitudes and management style should equal
the amount of commitment toward growth. The successful transformation of a “one
man show” to a professionally managed organization involves trade-offs in flexibility,
direct control, and informal communication, in exchange for coordination, delegation
of responsibility and decentralized decision making, and a well-developed, broad-based,
formal management information and communication system. These commitments to
changing attitudes and perspective should exhibit the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explicit and enduring commitment to growth
Development of a definite and distinct hierarchical structure
Increased delegation of authority
Increased emphasis on management skills and techniques
Freedom from dependence on one or more key individuals
Formal written policies and procedures
Utilization of formal information analyses especially through staff personnel
Increased formal control through documentation and budgets (Vozikis, 1979,
p. 48)

Throughout the transition process from an entrepreneurial to a professional growth
management system, a constant evaluation and reevaluation of the entrepreneur’s
emotional and psychological frames of reference should be juxtaposed with the
constant monitoring of the outcomes and performance of the ongoing growth process,
in order to ensure a successful and smooth transition.
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Many businesses, however, favor staying small because it allows for far more
flexibility, is less bureaucratic, is more efficient and profitable, and generally is more
fun for the entrepreneur. This flexibility stems from the ability to make internal
decisions quicker, from the avoidance of the immediate liquidity problems that growth
will require, and finally from the ability to use a wider array of alternative strategic
decisions quickly and efficiently if a course of action does not produce the desired
outcomes. Additionally, by staying small, entrepreneurs have more direct client
contact, have typically better profit margins than their larger counterparts, and after
all they may already be making more money than they had originally planned to begin
with (Jannson, 1977). Making the conscious decision not to grow should begin not
with a fear of what can be lost or at least not gained, but rather with a vision of
what can be gained by not growing, so the decision not to grow becomes a matter of
choice, not a matter of circumstances. Rather than blaming external forces, luck, fate,
or government regulation, the no-growth future of the firm should rest in the hands and
mind of the entrepreneur. Recognition of the ultimate responsibility and accountability
for the venture’s future is a sign of true entrepreneurial leadership.
The decision to remain small should not diminish by any means the quality of the
organization or personal growth for the entrepreneur. The decision and the process
toward a purposeful and positive no-growth future, simply means that the firm is
seeking to realize an optimal size not of convention, but of conviction. Another positive
implication of the conscious decision not to grow is that the entrepreneur will remain an
entrepreneur, and will not be transformed into a manager. The entrepreneurial strength
and the specific skills that took an idea and transformed it into a thriving business are
therefore not lost by the decision not to grow (Williams, 1983).

eFFecTiVe FUncTionAl GRowTH MAnAGeMenT
Numerous entrepreneurial ventures suffer from the underlying weaknesses of being
small, which leads to mistakes that can adversely affect their return-on-investment
and their prospects for future growth. These weaknesses and management problems
tend to become more glaring when the business starts to grow and consequently is
beginning to overextend itself beyond its current managerial and resource limitations,
and beyond what the venture’s entrepreneur/owner can cope with. Major difficulties
occur especially when:
1. Growth of sales is commonly seen as the solution to all problems, when in
reality the problems are managerial in scope.
2. Inadequate cost/product analysis blinds entrepreneurs to the losses incurred by
indiscriminately adding new products.
3. Operations are geared to the income statement outcomes while ignoring the
balance sheet (Woodward, 1976).
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It is therefore imperative for the effective overall management of the venture’s growth,
that each business function area of management, marketing, operations, and finance be
carefully monitored and managed, while at the same time, the entrepreneur’s attitudes
toward growth and professional management also undertake major adjustments,
committing the venture toward an effectively planned path toward growth management.
General Management And Organizational Growth Management
As the venture grows, it enters areas of increasing market complexity, a far cry from the
safety of the relative monopoly it enjoyed in the niche of a well-known neighborhood
or regional market. In the niche of the neighborhood monopoly there were probably no
product substitutes, and the firm’s reputation, as well as the quality of its product or
service constituted sufficient barriers to protect it from new entrants.
When a venture enters the growth stage, it may expand its scope of operations in
the much more competitive environment of an oligopoly. In this market environment,
there are still relatively few firms with close substitutes competing generally on
combinations of non-price variables such as advertising, customer loyalty, etc.,
something that creates a great deal of differentiation among product offerings. Of
course, if the nature of the product or service’s value concept is absolutely unique as
such, a firm may grow and still enjoy a monopolistic market environment.
The level of management effort is very high in the embryonic stage, but declines
during the growth stage as a result of benefits stemming from the learning effects of
the experience curve. These benefits produce the following outcomes:
1. Increased competence level. As entrepreneurs and their employees become
familiar with the required tasks, the level of competence and expertise on the
product and service increases.
2. Increased economies of scale. Economies of scale are materialized, as the
total fixed cost of the productive capacity is allocated among a larger number
of product or service units.
3. Material substitution. Expensive materials used originally in the production
process are substituted now with less expensive materials.
4. Innovation and Value Engineering. Innovation, productivity enhancements,
as well as value engineering in methods and procedures further reduces the
level of managerial effort (Rowe, Mason, & Dickel, 1982, p. 150).
As the small firm grows even further and enters maturity it may well enter a monopolistic
competitive environment far more complex than either oligopoly or monopoly. This
market structure is now composed of many competitors offering products considered
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close substitutes and competing not only on promotion, quality of the product and the
like, but also on price. Since there are differences between mature and new industries,
it follows that firms in mature industries will grow slower than firms in new industries,
especially in manufacturing. A fit between competitive strategy and structural
administrative mechanisms such as managerial skills and organizational structure, is
therefore absolutely essential in order to experience superior performance and continued
growth in a mature industry (Barth, 2003). The monopolistic competitive environment
is by far the largest segment of the economy leading to further new discoveries and
innovations. Additionally, the level of management effort rapidly starts increasing
during this stage due to the following market complexity factors that typically may
require a different more complex organizational structure:
•
•
•

The need to further differentiate the market offerings from competitors with
respect to value concept and product attributes
The need to differentiate with respect to quality and services
The need to make appropriate price adjustments (Gibson & Wald, 1983, p. 28)

The starting point as well as the level of management effort for a venture, therefore,
depends on the evolution of the complexity of its competitive market environment.
The closer toward monopoly, the lower the initial level of management effort is needed.
As the firm grows, the level of management effort required falls due to the experience
curve, but as the venture enters the maturity stage, it rapidly rises in importance and
effort expended. Consequently, the younger the firm, the safer it is under monopolistic
market conditions and only when the firm becomes mature and savvy in management
and organizational development should it venture in the highly complex market
environment of monopolistic competition. During growth and decline, monopoly and
oligopoly are the most appropriate market environments for a small firm, because
during the final stage of decline the firm may want to retrench to less complex market
environments. Due to the threat to its overall survival however, the demands on the
level of management effort reach their peak.

Marketing Growth Management
As the firm grows, certain key elements of marketing related growth factors have to be
carefully determined, readjusted, and well managed:
1. Retaining, broadening, or narrowing the range of product and/or service
package offered. Some small firms diversify into related products and services,
while some others stick basically to a single or same format.
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2. Geographic scope. Growth can take a firm from a regional, to a national, and
even to an international scope of activities, with corresponding requirements
for marketing adjustments.
3. Quality standards and service streamlining. Real quality and exceptional
service are very expensive to maintain, but on the other hand, it is quality that
generates sales and profits, which in turn finance growth. So in order to grow,
the question is what kind and what level of quality is needed in order to ensure
continued adequate sales, without, however, jeopardizing profits.
4. Market research. Growth needs reliable, current, and accurate information
about not only the venture’s existing markets, but also about related or potential
new strategic target markets, in order to determine their size, growth rates,
market segments, customer needs, competitive trends, technology trends, and
sales forecasts (Granger, 1977).

Operations Growth Management
Increased sophistication of methods and techniques of the operation’s business function
is a must during the growth stage of a firm’s life cycle.
1. Cost accounting detailed determination. This is necessary in order to know
the difference between estimated and actual costs, and optimally allocate
costs among the firm’s divisions and products. Additionally, in conjunction
with cost allocation data, revenue comparisons and revenue contributions by
type of product, customer, and location need to be undertaken on a continuing
basis to measure productivity enhancement possibilities in terms of outputs
and inputs.
2. Automation. Growth requires significant improvements in production and
operations, as well as computer data handling, information storage, and
retrieval for a more efficient operations flow.
3. Quality control. In conjunction with the conscious marketing decision on
the improvement in the kind and level of the quality standards embodied in
the venture’s products and services, steps must be taken to ensure that the
operationalization and the quality control of these quality standards are
maintained so the planned pace of growth is sustained and does not falter
because of substandard quality control in operations.
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Financial Growth Management
Financial standards and close examination and reevaluation of financial factors are
essential for successful growth management, if the venture wants to remain on track
with the financial goals and objectives that were set in the original business plan.
1. Commitment to the “right” pace of growth. Growth can “seduce” the small
business owner. The firm needs commitment to a growth rate that will not
impose undue strain on the physical, financial, and human elements of the
enterprise, because growth does not come cheap, but is rather expensive. A
growth rate lower than the planned rate may constitute a missed opportunity.
But, a growth rate faster than planned may entail an excessive financial burden,
lower product quality, inadequate quality control, excessive overtime, undue
training expenditures, and many other undesirable financial outcomes.
2. Consistent operating profit. The “right” pace of growth must be coupled with
the preservation of the “right” operating profit target. Profit objectives imply
a pricing strategy and a pace of growth that reflects not only the absolute
amount or stock of costs, but also the rate of growth of the rising costs as the
firm grows in sales revenues. The rate of profit growth depends on the rates of
growth of both revenues and costs.
3. Capital sources for growth financing. During growth it should be realized
that the traditional sources of capital that gave birth to the venture, such as
personal savings or sources from friends and family, are not adequate anymore
to finance rapid growth, and new funding sources, besides retained earnings,
have to be traced and tapped. The risk and the cost of risk capital are inversely
related to the firm’s lifecycle, because as the firm and sales grow, the risk for
the creditor and/or investor and consequently the cost of capital decrease.

HARVeSTinG THe VenTURe
In agriculture, “harvesting” means reaping the crop at the end of the growing
season. Similarly, growing businesses, like growing crops, need to be harvested to
collect terminal after-tax cash flows on the investment that was initially “planted.”
Unlike agricultural crops, however, when a business is “harvested,” in most cases it
continues to exist, since the entrepreneur or the initial investor may not necessarily
leave the company.
Instead, through harvesting, the ownership mix of the venture is changing in such
a way that harvesting or exiting owners or shareholders extract tangible value from
their investment in the form of money, stock, or other cash flow to be used for other
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purposes. In the case of parent entrepreneurs passing the business to their children
without any financial benefits, the intangible value of succession can be rewarding in
itself (Fry, 1993, p. 432). If the goal of the venture is not just to provide a living for
the entrepreneur, but instead to create and extract value from a growing and profitable
business for the owner and other stockholders, a “harvesting” strategy is absolutely
mandatory (Petty, 1994, p. 379). The initial investors, whether they are family members,
other private informal investors, or even professional venture capitalists, are critically
interested in a mechanism that will allow them to exit the venture, liquidate their
investment, and maximize their after-tax cash flows. These cash flows will determine
the return earned on their investment to be used for other investments or purposes.
One such exit mechanism of harvesting a growing and profitable business is going
public and selling the stock in the open market through an initial public offering (IPO).
This is considered to be the preferred choice for harvesting a firm as opposed to the
direct sale of the firm, employee stock option plans, management buyouts, leveraged
buyouts, mergers, liquidations, or bankruptcy. An IPO, if successful, usually provides
higher valuation for the exiting stockholders and at the same time may generate a
major infusion of cash for the firm’s future growth. Exiting shareholders who want
to sell their stock and incoming investors who want to buy stock in the firm have
the marketplace, as the ultimate valuing mechanism, to determine the final outcome.
However, taking the company public through an IPO is a complex, tedious, and
expensive proposition, and its success will depend on two factors: One relates to the
agreement with the price underwriter regarding the amount and type of stock to be
offered, especially since there is strong evidence to suggest that investment bankers
tend to underprice new offerings, possibly to provide their customers buying the stock
a better “deal” (Petty, 1994, p. 407). The other factor relates to the amount of the
retained, non-cashed-out proportion of equity funding that will be added and provide
the firm the resources necessary for quantum leaps in venture growth. Most firms that
later grow to become national and international companies, could not have achieved
that dramatic growth without having gone public. The existence of the phenomenon
of “underpricing” has been well established for common stock initial public offerings
(CSIPOs). Earlier empirical studies have found that the average firm goes public with
an offering price that is lower than the price that prevails in the immediate after-market.
As noted by Ritter and Welch (2002, p. 1803), these firms signal their high quality by
“throwing money away” in the form of leaving money on the table. Theoretically, they
anticipate that they will recoup this cost at a subsequent time (Daily, Certo, Dalton, &
Roengpitya, 2003). However, the extent of underpricing varies from firm to firm.
Most of the earlier empirical work appears to have concentrated on examining
the underpricing of CSIPOs without regard to the type of offering, even though an
examination of the prospectuses of different firms reveals that the mode of, and
motivation for, going public varies from firm to firm. Prasad (1990, 1994) points out
that, in practice, there are three types of offerings. The first type is that of “pure primary
offerings” where only the company offers shares to the public. In other words, funds
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are raised by the firm through the issue of new shares to outside investors, and all the
new, supplemental funds from the issue go to the firm after adjusting for the floatation
costs. The purpose of this type of offering may be to expand operations, pay off debt,
etc. Most of the CSIPOs are primary offerings.
The second type is that of “pure secondary offerings” where only some of the
existing shareholders are exiting the firm and offer some or all of their shares to
outside investors in the public offering. The motivation for the firm going public, in
this case, appears to be “harvesting” by these exiting shareholders, who are cashing in
their investments. Presumably, through divestment of their personal shares, the selling
shareholders expect to make a profit by selling the offered shares at a price higher than
the price paid by them at the time of their initial investment. In this case, no new funds
become available to the firm through the public offering. These secondary offerings,
however, are not common.
The third type of offering is that of “simultaneous primary and secondary offerings”
or mixed offerings, where both new shares of the company and the shares of some
exiting shareholders are simultaneously made available for purchase by outside
investors in the same public offering. This third type of offerings is very common.
A number of questions arise relating to whether incoming investors will distinguish
among these three types of offerings (i.e. primary offerings, secondary offerings, and
mixed offerings) while making their pricing and investment decisions: Are these
incoming investors indifferent between the choice of buying into a firm through the
issuance of new shares by the firm or through the shares offered by exiting shareholders
(primary offerings versus secondary offerings)? Will the investors be indifferent to
whether the shares are offered by the firm alone or by the firm and exiting shareholders
simultaneously (primary offerings versus mixed offerings)? Or, while incoming
investors may consider the selling of stock by the firm as necessary, will they consider
the sale of shares by exiting shareholders as a “red flag” since the latter’s “harvesting”
reduces the proportion of equity retained by the firm? Should the incoming investors
ask: Why are exiting shareholders selling out, if the growth prospects for the firm are
so great? Has the value of the stock already reached its peak?
The answers to all these questions reflect the out-of-the-ordinary perspective on
the issue of harvesting being about more than money, involving personal and nonfinancial aspects of the harvest as well, especially from the entrepreneur’s perspective
(Petty, 1997). Entrepreneurs do not usually heed to conventional wisdom, which
dictates the need for a harvest strategy before the actual event of harvesting. Various
studies confirm this and report that only a scant 15 percent had a written harvesting
strategy as part of the original business plan (Holmburg, 1991), while in another study
roughly 60 percent of the CEOs surveyed gave some advance thought to the harvest,
either formally or informally, but only 20 percent appeared serious in their efforts
(Hyatt, 1990).
Finally, some recent research pointed out that even ten years after the IPO, founding
family owners in Germany continued to exercise considerable control on the firm. Thus,
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the influence of family shareholders on their firms usually can be preserved, despite
the “exit” through an IPO, especially when they sell only cash flow rights instead of a
complete sale of corporate stake (Ehrhardt & Nowak, 2003).

eXiTinG THe VenTURe
VolUnTARilY oR inVolUnTARilY
For many entrepreneurs their business is their own creation, their own “baby” so
to speak, and they hang on to it until they reach retirement age, when their younger
heirs can possibly take over. However, nearly half of all entrepreneurs eventually
sell out. Another 10 percent seek a buyer at any price when their interest fades or
their health fails (Butrick, 1980). While the sale of a business is more desirable
than liquidation, it is often hard to find individuals with the entrepreneurial savvy,
capital, and dedication necessary to buy the present owner out. This is why advanced
planning for the future development of a business is so important for the owner who
is considering retirement, quitting the business, harvesting, or even going bankrupt
because of unforeseen circumstances.
In case of the positive development of an acquisition possibility, the firm’s owner
must make provisions for facilitating the sale of his business. Some owners find and train
their successors who eventually buy them out, and in many cases they remain available
as consultants to ensure a smooth transfer. In the case of the negative development of a
bankruptcy, an equal amount of care and painstaking management should be exercised
so that such a business disaster does not translate into an equally personal disaster for
the entrepreneur.

Voluntary exit: Selling The Business
Howard Head developed the metal ski, and in 1969, AMF Corp. acquired his Head Ski
Co. for $16 million. He then developed the oversize tennis racquet, and in 1982, he
sold his Prince Manufacturing Company to Cheesebrough-Pond’s Inc. for $62 million
in exchange for Cheesebrough stock. “The fact is that I had no plans for the skis,”
Head said. “They just happened. After that, I had no plans for a tennis racquet. It just
happened. I have no plans now, but who knows what will happen?” (“Howard Head
Sells,” 1982, p. 5H).
Such extraordinary developments may sometimes happen by themselves. However,
small companies do not always deal with glamorous innovations, technology, or energy.
Even the mundane businesses of retailing or service can have “charms” that may lure
investors and buyers. From the investor’s point of view, buying a small company is a
good idea, especially when in addition to such tangibles as cash reserves, the company
has already suffered and evolved successfully through its growing pains. When there
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is shortage of capital, larger, more prosperous companies digest many small firms whose
owners are not very happy with the thought of having their venture be acquired and
disappear, as far as they are concerned. The hard facts, however, are that these companies
will not be able to obtain the capital they need from normal sources and sometimes they
have to be sold out of necessity (Gilligan, 1977). Especially when the economy is bad
or when the interest rates cut into the earnings of small firms, the acquisition process
accelerates significantly “not just because the big fish is gobbling up the small fish, but
also because the little fish wants to swim right into the big fish’s mouth” (“Business
Slump,” 1981). A poor business climate can also create a situation where there are more
owners trying to unload their companies than actual prospective buyers, creating a glut
of sellers and a shortage of buyers. Smaller companies typically can sell for about four
times their net earnings, and consequently, when high interest rates or a bad economy
erode earnings, owners who want to sell their firms may have to settle for less.
There are also serious tax considerations involved in the sale of a business. The
owners can take full cash payment at once and have a big tax obligation, or sell the
business in installments and hope that the new owner can indeed meet these obligations.
If the small company is bought with stock from a large company, tax can be deferred
until the stock from the sale is sold (Rausch, 1975).
Whether they sell willingly or reluctantly, owners must follow a careful valuation
of the firm that will reflect the true value and potential of the firm, and a sales strategy
that will not only bring the best price for the company, but it will also ensure its
further success and development. A company dependent on the owner’s know-how and
contacts for example, is not worth as much as one whose success can be transferred
readily to someone else in a similar or different competitive setting, while a firm with
declining earnings in the past few years is worth less than one with a rising profit
trend. Some owners cling to valuation methods used in their lines of business even
if these valuations do not make much sense. As discussed earlier, assets and earnings
are a better guide to a company’s worth. Assets can be assessed several ways: by their
replacement, liquidation value, or book value. Earnings, too, have different values.
Someone who wants a 20 percent return on investment will place a lower value on
a company based on its profits than someone who will accept 8percent. Earnings of
$100,000 a year are worth $500,000 at a 20 percent rate of return and $1,250,000
at 8 percent (“Putting a Price,” 1982). Even if a small business seller decides to use
a broker for the company’s sale, it is difficult to find one who will understand the
company’s true worth and potential, or recommend the right way to package the firm’s
sale. The following five basic guidelines for selling a business are offered below:
1. The decision to sell needs to be carefully determined. A business should not
be sold out for ridiculous reasons such as curiosity over an offer or “the ego
trip of being courted”. A list of likely buyers from personal contacts, such as
customers, suppliers, competitors, and larger firms with related operations are
among the best candidates.
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2. Plan ahead. A realistic projection of sales and earnings, an up-to-date audit
of the company’s financial records, and scrupulously honest books before a
planned sale even if this costs extra in income taxes, will prevent unnecessary
explanations and financial reconstructions.
3. Package the company. The package should include the company’s history, a
production process description and outline, data about the product or service
development, a summary of the company’s marketing program, a profile of the
key company people, and financial statements for the last five years.
4. Negotiate effectively. Listening carefully, being able to trade off less essential
items for more critical ones, and most importantly, being flexible when
discussing financing is a must in effective negotiations, since most sales are
financed to some degree by the seller.
5. Assess an accurate asking price. Hidden value in a business, such as real
estate carried in the books at less than market value, a long-term renewable
lease, a valuable customer list, or the relative absence of strong competition
can increase the value of the firm. A comparative analysis of similarly-sized
firms can also help in assigning the right value to the firm (“Selling Your
Business,” 1981).
In the case when the entrepreneur follows a conscious developmental strategy of selling
to big companies which want to acquire the venture in order to launch a new product
line, open up new markets, or just increase the present level of sales, a plan of action
must be undertaken in order to convince the larger company that a merger is to the best
interest of both parties involved. Sellers should investigate prospective acquirers with
the same diligence that they are investigated. Future benefits must be assured not only
for the acquirer but also for the seller. The following are certain basic questions that
need to be answered before the two firms merge:
1. Can the acquisition be financed? In case of an installment plan, can the acquirer
secure future payments?
2. Will the firm be a viable entity and efficiently integrated into the acquiring firm?
3. Can the acquirer’s management administer effectively the seller’s firm?
4. What are the acquirer’s true future intentions for the seller’s firm?
5. What kind of policies and procedures will the acquirer implement after the
acquisition?
6. What is the acquirer’s past financial performance and its future profitability
potential?
7. What do the customers think about the acquiring firm? (Spilka, 1982).
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However, small firm development by acquisition is not always smooth or voluntary.
Big firms have voracious appetites for small innovative companies, quite often simply
for tax breaks specifically designed for firms over a certain size, and as a result, not only
can small firms not easily acquire other small firms as an investment and development,
but also they themselves may be the victims of hostile takeover by larger firms.
Another area of concern is what happens even after a friendly acquisition, when
both firms seem to have the best of all possible worlds. Entrepreneurs got a hefty
settlement and their cash problems are over, while the acquiring larger firm has added
a dynamic business to its folds. As time goes by, the honeymoon may be over, and
entrepreneurs may find themselves competing for funds, with other divisions, dealing
with superiors that have little knowledge of their business, feeling an enormous amount
of peer pressure that they are unaccustomed to, saddled with reporting requirements, or
having to meet strict corporate financial goals. Failure to personally adapt and failure
to meet these goals may elicit corporate pressure on the entrepreneur to leave. From
the corporation’s point of view, the end of the “honeymoon” brings problems resulting
from the lack of understanding on the part of the entrepreneur of the necessity to
meet corporate financial goals and objectives, as well as – as mentioned earlier – of
the lack of understanding on the part of the entrepreneur of the need to transform the
entrepreneurial management style to a more participative and professional management
style (“How to Manage,” 1981).
Finally, another area of concern may be the idea of foreign firms interested in
acquiring smaller American firms. When the dollar is weak, foreign investment in
the U.S. goes up, even though in many respects the exchange rate is just the trigger,
and the acquired U.S. firm’s long-term profits are really the ultimate incentive for the
international acquisition. Nevertheless, when the exchange rates fluctuate broadly,
foreign companies can make an inexpensive investment in their currency, while the U.S.
small firm can still recover a healthy amount in dollars (Rosenbaum, 1981, p. 124).

Involuntary Exit: Bankruptcy
Bad economic times or merely bad luck, push many small firms into bankruptcy, a quite
negative perspective in the firm’s development that most likely will arrest its growth.
High interest rates or inflation result in bankruptcies that result in large employment
losses and worsen an economic downturn. There are many reasons why a healthy
business can run aground. Gary Goldstick and George Schreiber, both management
consultants, after years of business troubleshooting, have concluded that there are
many recurring reasons that send companies to bankruptcy (Banaszewski, 1981b):
1. Changes in the marketplace and management being out of touch
2. Changes in technology and products, which suddenly become obsolete or
less competitive
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3. Increased cost of debt and lack of flexibility for strategically shrinking the
business as necessary
4. The Peter Principle Syndrome as applied to entrepreneurial firms, when they
grow beyond the skills and the expertise of their management
5. Development of a location disadvantage in productivity or labor costs
6. Management short of guts to cut expenses or fire “sacred cow” employees
when necessary
7. Company becoming hostage to others, such as bankers, or suppliers
8. Limited financial resources to remain competitive
9. Drastic changes in a product’s distribution system in terms of economic or
legal constraints
10. Internal conflicts and “bad blood”
11. Business growth beyond its working capital sources
12. Deliveries continuously behind schedule
13. Evaporation of the firm’s goodwill
14. Inadequate control systems resulting in poor merchandise quality
15. Over-dependence on a single customer
Robert Donaldson, who watched his father’s forty-six-year-old automobile dealership go
bankrupt, offers some additional advice on how to go bankrupt with a touch of sarcasm:
•
•
•

•
•

Rule 1: Delegate all authority and learn to pass the buck, by becoming an
absentee owner.
Rule 2: Focus on sales and totally disregard such mundane things as profits,
inventory levels, and customer service.
Rule 3: Keep all financial matters strictly your business. Those bankers or
factory representatives are always full of advice and don’t know how to
run your business. It is your money anyway.
Rule 4: Think short-run because long-range goals are for pencil-pushing
idiots with college degrees, probably in statistics.
Rule 5: Expand. (This one is for your ego.) There is a joke about two
country boys who took a shot at the produce business. They took their
goods to market in a run-down pickup truck and sold their merchandise at
cost. At the end of their first day in business, realizing that they had only
broken even, one said to the other, “Golly! Guess we’re gonna have to get
a bigger truck!” (Donaldson, 1982).

When the situation becomes desperate and it seems that the firm has lost battle after
battle, some drastic decisions are in store for the owner, who has to select among
various unpleasant choices:
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1. Give it one last chance. Charles “Red” Scott has helped in turning around
small companies that were nearly dead, and has developed an eight-step plan
to help a crumbling organization in its last stand before it becomes a casualty
(Banaszewski, 1981a):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step one: Take personal control of cash, the firm’s lifeblood.
Step two: Listen carefully to bankers, employees, customers and pay
attention to what they have to say.
Step three: Stop the hemorrhaging by selling, disposing, and eliminating
losing propositions in products and people.
Step four: Find the positives in products and people, because “eagles don’t
flock but rather you find them one at a time.”
Step five: Make a plan of action that takes advantage of the positives
identified in step four, and minimize the losers.
Step six: Raise new cash the easiest ways first: by collecting receivables,
by liquidating inventory, by selling and leasing back real estate, etc.
Step seven: Establish credibility by making only promises you can keep,
and keep comfortably.
Step eight: Improve attitudes and morale by building an enthusiastic and
cohesive management team.

If, despite all turnaround efforts the company still does not show a profit, it is time to
consider other final closing options.
2. Sell the business. An ongoing concern especially with a long-term lease, may
be a good opportunity for somebody, despite the fact that is losing money.
People have all kinds of reasons for buying “dogs” or “puppies,” especially if
they are the kind of entrepreneur that thrives in small-scale fixing and turning
small companies around (“Puppy Catcher,” 1981).
3. Give it away. There may be an employee, an associate, a relative, or a friend that
may be willing to assume both assets and liabilities with a written agreement.
4. Disappear into the sunset. This is probably not a viable option from a moral
or even realistic standpoint, because regardless of despair or distress, the
consequences of running away from debts may be severe and permanent.
5. Liquidation. With a liquidation sale, the creditors at least get some cents on
their loaned dollar and they may deem this preferable to declaring bankruptcy.
This involves converting all assets to cash by selling them privately under
a contract after a court hearing, submitting the contract to the scrutiny of
creditors, or holding an auction in the courtroom. Private sales are unusual
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because they involve only perishable items or very small sales. Submission of
a liquidation sales contract to the scrutiny of the creditors is the most typical
and most widely used. The creditors receive notice of the sale at least twenty
days before the proposed date of the sale. If no creditor requests a court hearing,
the sale materializes. In liquidation through a court auction, the best price of
the highest bidder buys the liquidating firm’s auctioned assets. If no hearing
is requested by any creditors in regard to any objections that they may have
concerning questions about the fairness of the price, the bidder’s ability to pay,
or the terms of the sale, the sale is final (Morrison, 1982).
6. Bankruptcy. Bankruptcy proceedings are like getting involved in a nasty
divorce. In addition to nervous creditors, there may be outraged stockholders,
disgruntled workers, lawsuits and counter lawsuits among principals and
purveyors, and a host of other problems. There are two general types of
bankruptcy: “voluntary,” instigated by the debtor, usually called Chapter 11
bankruptcy, and “involuntary,” instigated at the request of the company’s
creditors, known as Chapter 7 bankruptcy. In the case of the very small firm,
the creditors themselves are not generally well enough informed or adequately
organized to force Chapter 7 bankruptcy proceedings (Smith, 1982, p. 25).
Despite the fact that the bankruptcy route is being recognized more and more as an
acceptable business practice, it is a course of action that should not be taken lightly
because closing down a business is embarrassing, heartbreaking, and stressful to say
the least, and that is why any option or alternative considered when the business must
close should be carefully discussed with the firm’s attorney and accountant.
In addition to asset liquidation, bad publicity, and the complete managerial and
financial control by a creditor’s committee, declaring bankruptcy requires generally
more ready cash than the insolvent business possesses, especially for legal and consulting
fees that understandably must be paid up front. Additionally, bankruptcy proceedings
can be extremely lengthy, complicated, and loaded with applications, complaints,
responsive pleadings, court hearings, court transcripts, and court auctions.

THe ReViSeD BAnkRUPTcY coDe
The revised Bankruptcy Code that took effect in October 2005 has proven to be an
obstacle to businesses seeking bankruptcy protection from the courts. Under the old
Bankruptcy code, businesses were encouraged to seek protection from creditors when they
needed a period of time in which to reorganize the operations and obligations of the company.
Very few businesses sought complete liquidation under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code
because Chapter 11 Reorganization was much more preferable as a means to keep assets
while being able to discharge certain debts. Reorganization allowed the business to come
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up with a new business strategy that was protected by the courts. Congress strategically
organized Chapter 7 and Chapter 11 bankruptcies this way so that the businesses would
have an incentive to continue on in their business instead of throwing in the towel and
liquidating the company and its assets. The intent of Congress in this strategic benefit for
Chapter 11 Reorganization was protection of the capital markets of the United States. The
revised Bankruptcy Code that took effect in October 2005 has proven to be an obstacle to
both the small business and the intent of Congress of avoiding liquidation and promoting
reorganization of companies in bankruptcy since more small businesses will ultimately fail
at reorganization and will be forced into liquidation as a result.
High numbers of bankruptcy filings and abuses of the system have led to changes in
the Bankruptcy Code that make it more difficult for businesses, and particularly small
business owners, to successfully complete a Chapter 11 reorganization. The changes in the
Bankruptcy Code stem from excessive abuses seen in cases such as Enron and Worldcom
where the principals and officers of these corporations walked away with large salaries
and severance packages right before bankruptcy was filed, leaving the shareholders with
an empty piggy bank in the coffers and worthless stock in their hands. After bankruptcy,
the shareholders stand to lose millions of dollars to pay off creditors, whereas the large
sums of money that the officers leave with are in essence taken as a preference for the
departees instead of being kept by the corporation as part of the bankruptcy estate. This
taking of money and cashing in stock when the officers know that the corporation is
about to lose stock price and file bankruptcy is in essence an illegal shifting of assets that
belong to the corporation. The fact the officers are privy to inside information and act on
this to first and foremost protect and expand their personal assets leaves the shell of the
corporation to file bankruptcy and leaves its creditors in dire financial straits.
The result of all this greed and malfeasance is a hardship on the capital markets.
When a corporation as highly leveraged as Enron or Worldcom uses bankruptcy as a
financial planning tool to escape paying large institutional investors while personally
lining their own pockets, the outcry from the public and the investors is overwhelming.
Not only do the little guys such as investors and small creditors get burned, but now
because of the size of the debt, the secured creditors are also not getting paid because
there simply are no assets for distribution under the reorganization plan. Congress has
seen fit to change the bankruptcy laws in order to make it harder for petitioners to meet
the criteria to reorganize, which in essence will force them into liquidation after they
cannot meet the tougher reorganization standards and time frames.
New Bankruptcy Provisions. The key changes in chapter 11 filings affect:
•
•
•
•
•

Getting a plan confirmed
Obtaining post-petition financing
Management control
Retention of key employees
Small business debtors (Bohn, 2006)
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The new revisions that took place in October 2005 have made the process much more
difficult to restructure debt, assets, management, and financing options. Creditors who
stand to lose in reorganization can make it very difficult for a petitioner to get its own
proposed plan for reorganization approved by the creditors. The goal of reorganization
is to keep the business operating as a going concern so that the capital markets do not
suffer as much as if there was an outright liquidation. In order to help the petitioner
restructure and continue on in the business, Congress has traditionally given the
petitioner help in being able to keep creditors at bay while continuing operations
and incurring new debt that gets to be paid before the other secured and unsecured
creditors. Congress has also traditionally given the petitioner the ability to restructure
its management and operations while being protected from the provisions of financing
arrangements that in the normal course of business would constitute a default on
obligations and allow the creditor to reclaim its investment. Not so with the protection
of a bankruptcy filing – here the ordinary default provisions in contracts and financing
arrangements may not be enforced by the courts if an executory contract is assumed by
the estate on the theory that it is burdensome on the bankruptcy estate under §365 of
the Bankruptcy Code. These traditional protections of the petitioner that are afforded
to keep businesses operating as a going concern have given way to fraud and greed, and
many of these provisions are being taken away or changed under the new revisions.
The Plan. A petitioner traditionally had a period of 120 days after filing in which
to exclusively have the right to file a reorganization plan and then had to have the plan
approved no later than 180 days from filing. This provision was based in the assumption
that the petitioner knew the extent of the business better than anyone else and would
be able to propose a fairer plan better than any one creditor who would be looking out
for his or her own interest at the expense of the other creditors. The petitioner could
be (and usually was) granted unlimited extensions on these time periods for cause at
the discretion of the court. When the case involved a company of substantial size, this
was often necessary in order to do the due diligence to put together a confirmable plan.
“As a recent example, it took American Airlines nearly three years to confirm its plan
in 2003” (Bohn, 2006, p.44).
In contrast, the revised Bankruptcy Code has an eighteen month deadline for the
non-small business petitioner to exclusively file a plan and a period of twenty months
from filing to get the plan approved, with no extensions of time granted. For small
businesses, the time frames are even shorter. The petitioner has an exclusive period
to file a plan that is in effect on the date of filing and can be extended by the court on
motion to a maximum of ten months for both filing and confirmation. The only way
that the small business debtor can avoid this short time frame is for the petitioner
to demonstrate a preponderance of the evidence that it is more likely than not to
have a plan confirmed. In either event, the shortened time frames for the petitioner
to exclusively propose and confirm a plan for reorganization require that strides
towards preparing for bankruptcy must be made prior to filing in order to have the
reorganization go according to the wishes of the business. If a petitioner cannot meet
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these deadlines, the creditors will be able to propose and have adopted a competing
plan for reorganization.
Post-Petition Financing. The ability to gain financing while a debtor-in-possession
is in the process of bankruptcy is critical to the survival of the business as a going
concern. Obviously, the petitioner does not have any assets to put up as collateral
since they are all part of the bankruptcy estate and subject to a stay of the court. In
order for a petitioner to be able to gain financing post-petition, the cash flows from the
continuing business are the source of repayment guarantees for the creditor. In order
for the creditor to get repaid, the business has to survive and maintain its cash flows.
Three changes in the Bankruptcy Code make post-petition repayment riskier:
•

•
•

•

The ability of utility providers to cut off service if the debtor provides
adequate assurance of future payment that is satisfactory to the provider
within 20 days of filing under 11 U.S.C. §366;
Debtors’ vendors have 45 days to reclaim goods sold to the insolvent debtor
under 11 U.S.C. §546(c)(1);
Debtors have a shorter time to pay tax claims – now a maximum of five years
to draw out payments as compared to the previous six years under 11 U.S.C.
§1129(a)(9)(c); and
Debtors now have a limit on the amount of time they have to decide if they will
keep or reject commercial leases of 210 days, whereas previously there was no
limit on time extensions to make this decision.

(Bohn, 2006, p.45-46). These factors have a negative impact on cash flows because
they require the debtor-in-possession to stay current on these expenses and take away
any preferential purchases that would have been settled through the estate instead of
operating funds. With the lower levels of cash flow to insure that the business remains
a going concern, the post-petition financiers will be fewer and far between. The risk
of non-payment will be too high. This translates into the debtor having less success at
reorganization. If the debtor fails at reorganization, the court will transfer the chapter
11 reorganization into a chapter 7 liquidation.
Management and Key Employees. After filing for reorganization, the petitioner
can continue to operate its business with either the petitioner continuing to manage
its operations or with a trustee appointed by the court. The duties of these two distinct
parties are the same as it pertains to managing the business, but their goals are drastically
different. The debtor-in-possession will want to keep the business running, while the
trustee may or may not have such desire. The trustee is appointed by the court to
manage the business after there has been a bad act by the debtor-in-possession that
places its intentions in doubt with the court. Typically, a court will appoint a trustee
upon the showing of fraud or dishonesty that rises to the level of incompetence or
intentional fraud. However, under the revised Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S.C §1104(3)),
the situations in which a court will intervene and appoint a trustee have expanded
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so that it just has to be in the best interests of the estate or the creditors to have a
trustee appointed. A trustee can also be appointed when there are reasonable grounds
to suspect that management has “participated in actual fraud, dishonesty, or criminal
conduct in the management of the debtor or the debtor’s public financial reporting.”
(Bohn, 2006, p.47).
Another new area that is regulated by the revised Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C.
§503(c) places limits on compensation and benefits that can be given to insiders of
the company after filing a petition for bankruptcy. Some of the regulations are that the
compensation given to management cannot be more than ten times the compensation
given to non-management employees; severance packages must be available to all fulltime employees and meet the same compensation threshold; and retention payments to
insiders can only occur when another company has placed an offer of the same or more
amount for the insider’s services.
Small Businesses. Small businesses that are filing for chapter 11 reorganization
face even more stringent hurdles to complete the reorganization plan. If the small
business debtor cannot clear all of these hurdles, the reorganization plan will not be
completed. The stakes are high for a failed reorganization. When reorganization under
chapter 11 fails, the court can dismiss the case or transfer it to a chapter 7 liquidation.
The debtor then faces no protection of the bankruptcy code from its creditors or a
straight chapter 7 liquidation. This is not what the debtor wants, but if the debtor
cannot clear the hurdles, this is the result. With the revised Bankruptcy Code, small
business debtors face shorter deadlines to submit financials, propose a reorganization
plan, and get that reorganization plan approved by its creditors.
The revisions that affect small business debtors protect employees who lost
insurance coverage within 180 days prior to the filing, and creditors whose collateral
is not exempted out of the bankruptcy estate as an asset necessary to maintain the
business as a going concern in that they will see shorter time frames for the completion
of the plan, and therefore shorter time until they see recovery of their secured collateral.
The specific changes and additions to the Bankruptcy Code for small business debtors
are: a shorter time frame of ten months to exclusively propose and have approved a
reorganization plan; a maximum of seven days to file financials and federal tax returns
from date of petition (debtor must also keep current with timely payment of taxes);
management must attend the meeting of creditors (this was optional before); and the
maintenance of appropriate insurance. (Bohn, 2006, p.47).
Other Issues. There are other revisions to the Bankruptcy Code which are general
in nature and will affect all reorganizations. Under §548 of the Bankruptcy Code,
a trustee can recover fraudulent transfers made two years prior to the filing of the
petition. The prior benchmark was one year prior to filing. Fraudulent transfers are
transfers that are made with an intent to delay or defraud the bankruptcy estate. This
often occurs when a debtor knows that bankruptcy is inevitable and pays a debt owed
to a favored creditor (such as one that the debtor wishes to continue to do business
with) before other creditors that are due payment first.
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If the debtor is the lessee in a commercial lease, the provisions for assumption or
rejection of a commercial lease have been revised. Under the prior Code, the assumption
or rejection of non-residential leases could be extended for cause indefinitely until
the plan was confirmed. The revised Code deems commercial leases rejected if it
is not assumed upon 120 days after the filing of the petition or by the date of plan
confirmation. The initial 120 day period can be extended by the court for cause, but
only for an additional ninety days (Gregg & Mears, 2005, p.24). Upon rejection of
the lease, the property must be surrendered to the landlord. If the debtor chooses to
assume a commercial lease, the debtor must cure all monetary defaults and provide the
landlord with adequate assurance of continued future performance. Any nonmonetary
defaults are deemed cured upon the assumption of the lease by the tenant, but the
tenant must reimburse landlord for all pecuniary losses that he has suffered.
Retail leases often pose a larger problem for both tenant and landlord in the event
of bankruptcy filing. If the tenant chooses to assume the lease, or assign it to a third
party, the tenant must provide the landlord with adequate assurance that it or the third
party can continue to fulfill both the monetary and non-monetary obligations of the
lease. There has been a lot of pressuring of Congress to enact the revised Bankruptcy
Code because it favors landlords who are faced with tenants holding retail spaces
hostage while going through the lengthy bankruptcy process. The new Code allows
the shorter time for assumption or rejection of the lease, and it also gives the landlord
more discretion as to the use of the space if it is assigned to a third party. Prior, a third
party could assume the lease if there was adequate assurance only of the financial
performance of the lease; now the third party must also adhere to the operating
provisions of the lease so not to violate use, exclusivity, or radius restrictions, or to
upset the current tenant mix of the property. For example, previously Barnes and
Noble could assume a lease in bankruptcy from a retailer of women’s clothing in a
mall where there was already an existing Borders. The existing Borders will always
have an exclusivity clause saying it can be the only book retailer in the mall. This was
a way of getting around the exclusivity clause in Borders’ lease, and the bankruptcy
court would strike this noncompete clause from the women’s clothing retailer’s lease
because it was held to be detrimental to the bankruptcy estate. This was a huge problem
for the landlord who usually got sued for violating this provision. Now, the new Code
(11 U.S.C. §365(b)(3)(A)) does not allow a violation of these clauses that result in a
disruption of the tenant mix of the shopping center.
Conclusion. The revisions to the Bankruptcy Code are an attempt to reign in the
corruption of the system that has been practiced by individuals who are able to drain
the company coffers and leave the creditors and shareholders holding the bag for
fraud. However, the provisions go too far in caving to the lobbyist pressures to make
all bankruptcy filings subject to impossible time frames and hurdles. This allows a
reorganization failure to result in a straight liquidation, which is precisely in opposition
to the stated purpose of Congress by enacting the original Bankruptcy legislation of
allowing the honest but unfortunate debtor a fresh start. Now, a fresh start is much
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harder to come by if you cannot meet the high standards put in place, which limits the
number able to take advantage of this legislation.

SUcceSSion MAnAGeMenT
One of the most severe problems that entrepreneurial firms and especially family-owned
businesses face is the problem of succession. Many times the younger generation
cannot hold out until the older generation quits. The wait often is long, filled with
frustration, and young persons are torn between loyalty and logic. The consequences
of not thinking about retirement, disability, or succession to the helm of the small firm
can be much greater than ever imagined. What is needed is an orderly and clear plan
for succession with the main goal being not only to ensure that the business continues
in good health, but also that the entrepreneur owner’s spouse and children are well
provided. In the struggle to survive, entrepreneurs typically solve problems by trial and
error, usually doing things on their own and not training someone else. At the owner’s
death or severe disability, there are sometimes no trained successors and without the
entrepreneur’s personal knowledge of suppliers, customers, and working procedures,
the business generally is worth only the liquidation value of its tangible assets.
While there is merit to self-reliance and independence, creating managerial backup could contribute to the ability of the business to sustain its growth (Bulloch, 1978).
Succession management therefore involves the management of personal and financial
matters so that the entrepreneurs may pass the business on to their children and others
without unnecessary taxation or interference from outsiders.
The succession of the chief executive of any organization is an important event,
and studies have revealed that it is one of the major causes of all business failures.
McGivern (1978) introduced a model for analyzing succession situations based on
five variables influencing the succession process through a cycle of succession stages
before, during, and after the succession itself:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The stage reached in the firm’s development
The motivation of the owner-manager
The extent of family, internal team, or external team domination
The organizational climate within the firm
The business environment

Succession planning is a difficult commitment for a busy owner, especially since
it may take a year or more, and needs to be reviewed every few years. Succession
management can be successful and financially rewarding to the owners and their
family or partners if it deals with the both complex managerial and financial complex
issues, such as the following:
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1. Slowing down of the growth of the owner’s estate, without slowing down the
growth of the business, so upon the owner’s death the estate tax does not reduce
much the capital of a business, which is probably already undercapitalized.
2. Recapitalization by reorganizing the capital structure and issuing a voting
preferred stock, which the owner keeps, and common stock with minimal
value assigned to it. The common stock is given as a gift to the family with
minor gift tax liability (Schultz, 1982).
3. Maintaining control by periodically reviewing the shareholders list in order to
buy out inactive shareholders that may cause problems in a succession process,
by creating voting and non-voting classes of shares, and by requiring that
voting shares must be offered first to the company before they are offered for
sale to an outsider.
4. Buy-Sell agreements. These are the most common means of providing
for succession when the business is jointly owned and it takes place at a
predetermined point of time (death, retirement, etc.), with a predetermined
formula for valuing the stock for estate purposes (book value at date of death,
etc.) and predetermined restrictions on the sale of stock to outsiders to satisfy
Internal Revenue Service regulations for estate tax purposes. This way, a
buy-sell agreement addresses three key concerns: succession in the business,
continuation of income during retirement or disability, and provision of funds
to pay estate taxes.
5. Management development by bringing younger managers and family members
into positions of responsibility with incentive programs such as bonuses paid
in stock and profit-sharing.
6. Family partnership by having parents as individuals (not as a company) to form
a partnership with younger family members. Parents are general partners and
younger family members are limited partners receiving the flow of earnings
directly from their parents and not from the firm where those earnings would
have been subjected to double taxation (Muchin & Banoff, 1983).
7. Joint venture with trusts especially when the children are still minors. When
such trusts are set up, the trusts, not the children, are the partners, and thus the
parents can still make decisions on the business while having cash contributions
flowing to the children. Since each trust is considered a separate taxpayer the
new joint venture can be split among the children’s trusts, minimizing income
tax liabilities. In all cases, however, gift tax liabilities will still exist.
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8. Creation of independent capital sources outside the business, so that the
owner is less dependent upon the business for retirement and health insurance
purposes, and thus will be more willing to let go of the helm of the business
and seriously plan succession.
9. Solving personal estate problems that should consider the owner’s remaining
active years, retirement, possible disability, protection of surviving spouse
and children, maximum flexibility for changing conditions, and of course, the
owner’s unique personal situation, objectives, and lifestyle (Moffitt, 1982).
10. Balancing the pressures and interests of insiders and outsiders in both family and
business. Family and business though separate, remain tied together. “Family
managers” (inside the family and inside the business) face different pressures
and concerns from “the employees” who are inside the business and outside the
family; “the relatives” who are family members not active in the management
of the business; and “the outsiders” such as creditors, customers, vendors,
accountants, etc. who are neither inside the family nor inside the business, but
are connected with the firm through business practices and activities.
11. Drawing prenuptial agreements between sons and daughters and future daughters
or sons-in-law concerning marital rights to a family firm. Worries about a son or
daughter-in-law ending up with a chunk of the family business, especially true
in community property states, have created conditions of respectability for these
sensitive prenuptial agreements, where the in-law-to-be is asked to give up any
marital rights to the family firm. Prenuptial agreements are not valid, unless those
signing them are fully informed of the value of the assets to which they are waiving
their marital rights, so owners must be willing to disclose financial information
regarding the family venture (“Small Business: Prenuptial Accords,” 1982, p. 25).
The duality of both family and business transitions lies at the heart of any succession
management. Facing the future and the inevitability of death or retirement, older
entrepreneurs must learn how to make the passage from directing and controlling, to
advising, guiding, and teaching. Healthy confrontation can make the transition from
conflict to problem solving, and from name-calling, to concentrating on issues, facts,
and numbers. Mediation through periodic family meetings, outside boards of directors,
or any other third party can also help in softening hardened positions, because
managerial succession problems are not strictly business problems. Ultimately however,
and despite the problems with succession by a son or daughter, one of the things that
can kill a thriving business is nepotism, pushing a family member through the ranks,
even though he or she is not capable. Nepotism or unwillingness on the part of young
family members to undertake the job will not guarantee that the business will stay in
the family or the family will stay in the business (Barnes & Hershon, 1976).
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conclUSion
The small business life cycle needs to be tied with the individual convictions and
aspirations of the entrepreneurs or their family traditions in case of a family business.
These factors are extremely important in determining the venture’s specific stage of
development at a particular point of time, and should be used in conjunction with the
traditional criteria of employee number, asset size, organizational characteristics, and
so on. When entrepreneurs are convinced that their managerial practices and strategies
are not adequate anymore, and/or growth is absolutely necessary for the survival of the
small firm, they should take appropriate actions to move into the next developmental
stage, with new strategies applied to the venture’s new stage of development. The
management problems, issues, strategies, approaches, and style particular to each stage
are quite different, and if entrepreneurs are either unaware of the necessity to change,
or unwilling to adjust and adapt to the venture’s growth requirements, they will be
unable to exploit the venture’s potential. The form of any organization is the result of
the laws of growth up to that point, and lack of understanding of these laws and what
must be done to take advantage of the situation, will result in entrepreneurs becoming
mere caretakers of the enterprise instead. The fundamental issue is to recognize
the operational and organizational implications of change. Managing change is an
inevitable necessity in a growing enterprise and is the major challenge to make growth
happen. The inability or lack of desire to recognize and act upon this challenge is the
major cause of a business failing or not living up to its expectations. Finally, it is quite
obvious that exiting the enterprise, whether voluntarily or involuntarily, is not just an
event, but is rather a process that has to be planned far ahead, and managed properly.
The managerial and financial considerations of the transition into the sale, bankruptcy,
or succession of a firm can be devastating if this transition is just allowed to happen in
a haphazard manner, rather than in a well planned and organized fashion.
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ADDiTionAl weBSiTe inFoRMATion
Topic

web Address

Description

Dialectic Life
Cycle Processes

www.Nordstrom .com,
www.Walmart .com

The thesis and the
antithesis; homepages
for Nordstrom and
Walmart show the
differences in life cycle
between the two

Voluntary Exit:
Selling the
business

www.thepowerofpain.com/stories/
the_head_ski.html, http://www.
thepowerofpain.com/stories/the_
prince_tennis_racket.html

Gives the story behind
the Head Ski and the
Prince racquet
Article about the
“anatomy of the cash
cow,” what it is, potential
for investors and owners
of a business

Cash Cow

www.bcg.com/publications/
publication_view.jsp?pubID=222

Marketing
Growth
Management

www.
smallbusinessmarketingmanagement.
com/12steps.asp

The “12 Step business
Growth Plan” gives an
alternate view of how
to plan the growth of a
small business

www.maf.govt.nz/mafnet/ruralnz/people-and-their-issues/
social-research-and-welfare/farmsuccession/smsucn13.htm

A real world application
of succession
management. This
website explains the
succession problems
faced by family farmers
in New Zealand

Succession
Management
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keY TeRMS
cycle theories of organizational life cycle: May be either partial or complete; partial
cycles describe the rise and fall of an organization, while complete cycles describe the
resurgence of an organization as well as its rise and fall.
Dialectic processes: A view of institutional change where there is a thesis, or an
established institutional form, an antithesis, or an innovative institutional form, and a
synthesis, or a hybrid new form that emerges drawing positive characteristics from the
other two (Gist, 1971, pp. 370-372).
Vacuum theory: This theory advocates that innovative organizations come into being
when there is a void in the institutional coverage of a specific market.
Simplex stage: The most primitive stage of institutional development in which the
firm offers one level of product quality and a corresponding level of service.
Multiplex stage: The stage of institutional development established by holding
the level of product quality constant while the firm offers more than one level of
service, or, by holding the service level constant and offering more than one level
of product quality.
omniplex stage: The stage of institutional development in which all possible
quality-service combinations are offered, reached as the firm increases its product mix
offerings in an attempt to expand its market.
“Pure primary offerings:” Shares to the public are offered only by the company itself.
initial Public offering (iPo): A mechanism of business growth in which the business
goes public and sells its stock on the open public market.
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“Pure secondary offerings:” Only some of the exiting shareholders are exiting the
firm and offer some or all of their shares to outside investors in the public offering.
“Simultaneous primary and secondary offerings” (mixed offerings): Both new
shares of the company and existing company shares are simultaneously made available
for purchase by outside investors in the same public offering.
liquidation: The conversion of all assets to cash by selling them privately under a
contract after a court hearing, submitting the contract to the scrutiny of creditors, or
holding an auction in the courtroom.
Recapitalization: The reorganization of capital structure and issuance of voting
preferred stock, which the owner keeps, and common stock with minimal value
assigned to it.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. Briefly describe the three organizational changes required of a venture as it
changes from a “personal” entrepreneurial status to an “impersonal” professionally
managed status.
2. Define and describe the five basic guidelines for selling a business.
3. What are the outcomes that occur as a result of the decline in the level of
management effort?
4. What is meant by the following statement: “To grow or not to grow, that is
the question”?
5. Briefly discuss the critical issue of succession management for a family business.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
Begin with the end in mind. It is a great strategy. Always know where you are going
because direction is more important than the destination. Flexibility is the key to
thriving in today’s business environment. Change is inevitable and those who create a
business environment that embraces change will ultimately fare better than those that
don’t. There are many growth opportunities for us that include international expansion
into a LifeGuard Canada, LifeGuard Europe, LifeGuard Brazil or LifeGuard Japan. It
will be imperative for us to remain flexible as to how we expand into other markets
because of the nationalistic approach to organ transplantation. The main point to make
here is that we have made the decision upfront that growth is a long-term objective
of the company. It is important also to formulate a clear exit strategy and have it in
place from the beginning, even if it is not an IPO into the world of publicly traded
companies. An investor always wants a strategy that generates a ROI commensurate
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with the perceived risk. LifeGuard America is an excellent example of a company that
is not suitable for an IPO and as a result, certain venture capital investors are not players
for our initial funding efforts. We are looking for smaller, “angel” investors who are
equally interested in the humanitarian aspect and a solid return on their investment.
We have put together a dual track funding strategy that uses both equity and debt as
key elements to get us started and allow us to rapidly grow based on successful sales.
The equity capital of $1,500,000 gets us through startup to cash-flow-positive and
breakeven, while the financing of our three-year contracts produces upfront cash to
grow the business based on selling our service contracts to our primary market, the
organ procurement and transplantation organizations across America. The financing
of our long-term contracts basically gets us up-front access to roughly $950,000
for every thirty contracts we close. That equates to about $3 million in just one of
the eleven regions in the U.S. That becomes our safety net and our growth capital
fueled by success. What is the end we have in mind? Our vision is a direction, not a
destination, so our end is a private company that offers payback to its investors and a
39 percent ROI in the same third year of its operation and a company that creates spinoff opportunities from the intellectual property it creates doing business in the field of
medical logistics. Certainly a mouthful, but ours is a simple model that collaborates
with higher educational institutions to produce new ideas that can be incubated into
small companies that extend our market and our presence in it.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1.
2.

How would you explain the strategy of “begin with the end in mind?”
Is there a perfect investor for every venture? If so, what business elements are
fundamental to each type of investor?
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(CAN WE GROW INTERNATIONALLY?)
learning objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.

To understand the importance of exporting and international growth for the venture’s development
To recognize that there are stages of development in the exporting process
To investigate the sources of export trade assistance
To develop the foundations for an effective exporting strategy

Topic outline
Introduction
The Realities Of International Trade
International Trade And Small Firms
International Growth Strategies For Small Firms
Exporting
The Stages Of The Exporting Process
Small Firm Exporting Problems
Export Trade Assistance
Federal And State Government Resources
Private Sector Resources
Other Sources Of Information And Assistance
Export Strategy Development
Export Potential Analysis
Export Foreign Market Research
Product Classification
Identification Of The Largest And The Fastest Growing Markets And Countries
Identification Of The Most Penetrable Markets And Countries
Identification Of the Specific Export Target Markets
Locating Export Intermediaries, Foreign Representatives, And buyers
Qualifying Foreign Representatives And buyers
Export Financial Considerations
Export Legal Considerations
Export Shipping And Documentation Considerations
Conclusion
References
Review Questions
APPENDIX: Definitions Of International Trade Terms
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inTRoDUcTion
The United States came out of World War II virtually unchallenged economically,
politically, militarily, and technologically, and overwhelmed other countries with
resources and wealth. Times have changed since that point. Although the United States
continued to engage in some degree of international business, most U.S. firms, especially
small firms, have ignored global markets in favor of a constantly growing U.S. market.
The result has been that since the 1950s not only has the U.S. run up the largest trade
deficits in its history by importing hundreds of billions of dollars of foreign trade
goods, but also the American consumer has come to perceive many American produced
goods as inferior to many foreign products, and the U.S. market has become saturated
with foreign-made products. The significant changes in circumstances in the world in
the past decades require that small firms should not be hesitant in looking for growth
opportunities abroad because expanding a venture’s business beyond domestic borders
may actually enhance overall performance by growing faster and earning more from
operations (“International Incentive,” 1992). Additionally, businesses cannot consider
themselves purely domestic companies anymore when global competition can be as
direct and threatening as a competitor six blocks away (Miller, 1991). Failure to cultivate
global markets especially through exporting and/or an e-commerce configuration can
be a critical mistake for ventures and businesses of any size because globalization is
not a future event; it is already here. Therefore, successful growth requires innovation
and competitive moves not only for domestic consumption but also for the satisfaction
of foreign customers’ unique requirements, since 96 percent of the world’s population
and 67 percent of the world’s purchasing power lies outside the borders of the United
States (U.S. Small Business Administration, Office of International Trade, 1999, p.1).
Negotiations are already under way in 2003 to establish a free trade area that
would encompass 34 countries in North, Central, and South America and the Caribbean,
liberalizing trade with the United States’ large economy. Brazil and the United States
are the co-chairs of the negotiations for a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA)
that would span from Ellesmere Island in Canada, to Tierra del Fuego in Argentina
(Parodi, 2003). This agreement would include all thirty-four independent nations of
the Western Hemisphere except Cuba with a total population of 825 million and a
total gross domestic product (GDP) of $12.5 trillion. As Exhibit 15-1 shows, trade
with FTAA countries is 44 percent of total U.S. exports and 36 percent of total U.S.
imports. However, since out of the 44 percent of exports and 36 percent of imports 36
and 30 percentage points respectively is trade with the NAFTA countries of Canada
and Mexico, only 8 and 6 percentage points is trade with non-NAFTA nations. But
if history is a guide, the signing of FTAA will increase U.S. trade with non-NAFTA
countries dramatically and exponentially.
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EXHIBIT 15-1
U.S. Export Profile in 2001
Exports
(US$ billion)
Total
FTAA
NAFTA
FTAA minus NAFTA

730
321
265
56

Imports
Percentage of
(US$ billion) Total Export
1,180
423
353
70

Percentage of
Total Imports

100
44
36
8

100
36
30
6

(Source: International Monetary Fund, 2001)
International entrepreneurship can be defined as “new and innovative activities that
have the goal of value creation and growth in business organizations across national
borders” (McDougall & Oviatt, 1997, p. 293). It encompasses such diverse forms
of international involvement by venture firms as foreign licensing, international
franchising, countertrade and bartering, international cooperative alliances which
reflect the new restructuring of business as firms adapt to compete in the global
economy (Hara & Kanai, 1994); to new joint ventures and IPOs, when entrepreneurial
undertakings require resources from multiple countries because venture financing,
markets, internal processes, and competition span national borders (Timmons &
Sapienza, 1992); to finally exporting, which according to Czinkota (1994) is very wellsuited for small firms to successfully enter the international marketplace. This last
mode of international entry for entrepreneurial ventures is the most prevalent and will
be the main focus of the pages that follow.

THe ReAliTieS oF inTeRnATionAl TRADe
Up to now, no one has managed to change the way most people think about the trade
balance, as a kind of scoreboard in a game of us-against-the-world. It is easier to ride
with the tide and pretend that the trade account is the pure and simple truth about how
the economy is doing internationally.
The trade balance is a familiar concept and measures the balance between a
country’s merchandise exports against its imports. The balance of payments (BOP) in
contrast, can be defined as the balance that reflects not only the visible merchandise
trade balance of exports and imports, which is the largest single component of total
international payments, but also the invisible trade of all of a country’s transactions.
These transactions include the merchandise trade balance to which the balance on
services is added, that is, receipts from and expenditures for travel, transportation, and
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insurance as well as the net flow of international investment and earnings flows. The
Balance of Payments is often misunderstood as a balance sheet, when in reality it is a
country’s cash flow statement over a period of time. These cash flows are measured in
terms of real asset transactions or current account of income inflows and outflows during
the current period for goods, services, official grants and foreign aid from one country
to another, private remittances to and from foreigners, and investment income to and
from foreign sources, as well as in terms of financial asset transactions or capital and
financial account of inflows and outflows of direct investment for purchases, or sales
of companies, and portfolio investment for exchanges of financial claims on stocks,
bonds, loans, in exchange for other financial claims or money (Czinkota, Ronkainen,
Moffett, & Moynihan, 1998).
From these definitions, it is evident that the relationship between the various
accounts is not only complex but also tightly knit. Without pushing matters further,
their interconnections suggest that a rise or fall in the trade balance or balance on the
current account cannot be disassociated from the financial side.
But the temptation is always there to present changes in trade balance or in the
current account as if they were self-propelled events, isolated from financial and
monetary pressures. Yet when these accounts are presented in such terms, the effect is
to obscure the complexity and scope of what is happening to the balance of payments
as a whole. Deficits and surpluses in the current account affect a nation’s economy
in many ways. Money supply, prices, national income, employment, interest rates,
foreign exchange rates, and foreign exchange reserves are all affected by current
account disequilibria, and in turn they affect domestic businesses as well. Additionally,
the forces that change a country’s trade balance may be grouped under two headings.
The first is the growth of its exports relative to imports, measured in volume terms.
The second is its terms of trade, which are expressed as a ratio, obtained by dividing
its export-price index by its index of import prices. A decrease in the ratio signifies that
the country must export more to get the same volume of imports.
Projections of the trade and the current account balances hinge on general assumptions
about the course of monetary policy. Since the overall balance of payments weighs
financial flows against the real flows shown in the current account, it reflects the net
impact of monetary pressures, that is, the net effect of U.S. monetary expansion relative
to money growth abroad, as well as the extent of central bank intervention to influence
the dollar’s exchange rate.

inTeRnATionAl TRADe AnD SMAll FiRMS
Although the international business scene is dominated by larger companies, mere size
does not exclude a firm from seeking opportunities in foreign markets. The overseas
opportunity most frequently encountered by smaller firms is the unsolicited order
from a foreign country. This opportunity represents a demand for some of the firm’s
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products or services for which a particular return may be expected. Considering also
the possibility of future business from the overseas customer, the question becomes
a very simple one, “Is the return worth the effort?” Many smaller firms will not fill
an unsolicited order believing it not worth the effort, while others will and act to
develop future overseas business. The management of these firms reaches opposite
conclusions about the merit of investing resources to develop overseas opportunities.
Either decision may be correct for a particular firm, but the decision should be based
on facts rather than assumptions.
Given the ease of globalization nowadays and the proliferation of e-commerce
where “a company can ship all over the place from all over the place” (Williams, 1990),
why do so many American businesses particularly small-to medium-size companies,
shy away from exporting? There are two main reasons: The comfort of a vast home
market and fear of the unknown (Finlay & Mulligan, 1981).
The North American market, with its highly organized distribution system and a
common language, keeps most entrepreneurial operations more than busy. That tends to
inhibit adventure into the unfamiliar, possibly risky, overseas markets. What are the main
problems with overseas markets? Well, for one thing, these markets are populated by
“foreigners” and many of them do not speak English. They do not think “the way we do”
and some of them have “peculiar ideas” about adhering to contract and settlement terms.
Additionally, in Europe they operate on a metric system, which makes manufactured
spare parts incompatible with American ones. There is also a problem with the translation
of user manuals, and sales and technical literature. For the European market alone, new
literature would have to be printed in at least German, French, Italian, and Spanish.
Some foreign governments (and in some instances the U.S. government too) are
not exactly cooperative, either. They impose red tape and customs duties on imported
goods and services in order to make prices of imported good less competitive, and
thus, protect domestic production. This creates the headaches of developing and
maintaining an export market all but insurmountable. In spite of all these problems, the
development of a healthy export market can add a lucrative and dynamic dimension to
any small firm with a competitive product to sell. Studies by the U.S. Small Business
Administration determined that small firms that engage in international trade are 20
percent more productive and 9 percent more likely to stay financially strong than firms
that are not involved in international trade (“International Incentive,” 1992). As the
exporting market continues to open globally, more and more small and medium-size
firms will enter. They will find problems not as large as they first imagined and sizeable
profits to be made. Some important reasons and factors in favor of U.S. entrepreneurs
entering the exporting business include:
1. The economic cycle, which is crucial for economic downturns, almost
invariably hit the U.S. a year or eighteen months before they reach foreign
countries, giving a cushion to companies with business in the U.S. and abroad,
thus sale declines in the domestic market can be offset by selling abroad.
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2. Foreign firms are often more hesitant to make innovative changes in production,
styling, and overall product lines, enabling American companies to come out
with more up-to-date and innovative products.
3. Pay scales are now close to being the same here as they are in several foreign
nations, especially considering U.S. worker productivity, which is much
higher.
4. Increased sales and profits by expanding abroad means that small firms do not
have to depend on the domestic market alone, which may not be enough in the
long run for survival (Mulhern, 1998).
5. Entering foreign markets can produce economies of scale gains, since fixed
costs can be spread over a larger number of units, thus lowering production
cost per unit. This is especially true for fixed cost and capital-intensive firms.
6. Entering foreign markets can help a small firm hone its competitive skills
and position by being forced to raise quality levels to world-class standards,
thus becoming more customer oriented with a greater sensitivity toward the
different tastes, customs, and unique preferences of both domestic and foreign
customers.
7. Entering foreign markets allows firms to discover through exporting the
use of new competitive approaches, new channels of distribution, and even
new product ideas, which they are able to apply later to their domestic target
markets with great success.
8. Entering foreign markets allows small firms with products that have already
reached the maturity stage of their product life cycle domestically, to rejuvenate
themselves in foreign markets and possibly start a brand new product life cycle
all over again.
An international trade order should almost never be ignored. If it is not to be filled,
a very clear and definite reason should be given, such as an inability to service the
product in foreign countries, for example. Even in these cases, the courtesy of a reply
giving the reason for not being able to fill the international order is important to make
sure that the international contact will remain intact and in good terms, because the
firm’s situation may change later and international trade may be by then a viable option.
Entrepreneurs who enter foreign markets, at least initially by exporting, can indeed
easily recoup their initial investment of analyzing foreign markets and visiting them,
of providing promotional material and sample products and, of course, of their risk
investment in receivables which are exposed to the same or even lower bad debt risk as
domestic markets. Exporting provides the initial valuable international experience after
which a more elaborate strategy for further expansion and growth into foreign markets
can be developed, if the initial experiment with exporting is met with success.
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inTeRnATionAl GRowTH STRATeGieS
FoR SMAll FiRMS
An international growth strategy is a challenge not only for large firms but also for
small ones as well. There are many ways to enter the international trade arena:
•

Launching an e-commerce Web site. This is probably the least expensive
and the simplest way to “going global.” Basically, it is small and mediumsized companies with more customized and innovative products and cheaper
and more flexible computer-based technologies, such as a well-designed Web
site that can reach customers anywhere in the world, not the large vertically
integrated giants of yesteryear driven by standardized mass markets and rigid
mass-production technologies that can rescue the U.S. from failure, as far as
exporting is concerned (Howard, 1990). Unfortunately, nearly half of all U.S.
based Web sites are not set up to process international orders costing millions
of dollars of exporting opportunity cost (Grossman, 2000). Most small firms
however, tend to have an innovative spirit, and a “let’s give it a try” attitude,
something that many larger but more cautious corporations lack, because layers
of management make if difficult for new export ideas to percolate up through
the various levels to the person who can decide to “Just do it!” (Emery, 1980).

•

Joint ventures. These domestic or foreign alliances of two or more small firms for
the purpose of exporting goods and services abroad provide clout and important
connections in foreign countries. In case of the development of export trading
companies (ETC) in the case of a domestic joint venture, the Export Trading Act
of 1982 also provides immunity from antitrust legislation. With a joint venture
the small firm shares not only the costs of getting export licenses and permits,
distribution and transportation costs, but of course the joint venture’s profits.
In the case of foreign joint ventures the key to success is choosing the right
foreign partners and establishing common objectives with them. Unfortunately,
the success rate for joint ventures is very poor, reaching just 43 percent, with its
average life barely exceeding three years (Burroughs, 1991).

•

Foreign licensing. Some small firms enter foreign markets by licensing patents,
trademarks, and copyrights, as well as by transferring turnkey technology
processes to customers overseas, in return for royalties (Lado & Vozikis, 1997).
Foreign licensing enables a small entrepreneurial firm to enter foreign markets
quickly, easily, and with virtually no capital investment whatsoever, but the
risk of losing control over the quality of the manufacturing and marketing
processes, as well as the risk of patent, copyright, and trademark “piracy”
cannot be underestimated.
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•

Countertrade and bartering. These methods of international trade entry
usually occur in countries whose currencies are virtually worthless outside
their borders, or do not have sufficient cash flow to pay for imported goods
(Gilbert, 1992). Countertrade is a transaction in which a company selling
goods in a foreign country agrees to promote investment and trade in the same
foreign country through its connections and strategic alliances, a difficult, time
consuming, and complicated task for a small firm. In contrast, bartering is the
exchange of goods and services for other goods and services with countries
lacking convertible currencies, as in the case of countertrade, but in a much
less cumbersome and much simpler transaction.

•

International franchising. More than 20 percent of the 4,000 U.S. franchisers
have outlets in foreign countries according to the International Franchise
Association (Tomzack, 1995). This is a great way to boost sales and profits
when the domestic market gets saturated with franchise outlets and margins
get thinner and thinner. In most case products and services are identical to the
ones sold in the domestic market, but as every good international trader knows,
adjustments to foreign cultures, tastes, and customs are a must. McDonald’s
sells “lambburgers” in India, sells beer in its German outlets, and Cadbury
chocolate sticks in Great Britain.

However, the prevailing way with which a small firm enters a foreign market is
exporting. The following sections will concentrate on this very effective global strategy
that can provide an entrepreneurial firm with a great source of increased sales and
profits, but unfortunately, only 1 percent of all small and medium-sized businesses do
export (Grossman, 2000; U.S. Small Business Administration, Office if International
Trade, 1999, p. 6).

eXPoRTinG
Like all things, natural resources do not last forever, and are being depleted at an
alarming rate in the United States. Oil, copper, iron, and many other minerals are being
used up so U.S. industries and consumers depend more and more on other countries
for the needed tin, mercury, platinum, rubber, nickel, titanium, and manganese. Each
of us consumes imported tea, coffee, cocoa, and spices. Therefore every year the U.S.
must increase imports to supply domestic needs, to provide the materials for factories
and homes, and in turn, through the remittances of payments for these imports, helps
the nations that sell to us survive and prosper with us, by providing them with hard
currency to buy goods and services from the U.S. and other countries. Thus, world
trade creates jobs, and the more trade takes place, the more domestic and international
jobs are created. The U.S. share of the world exports has fallen from approximately
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18 percent in 1960 to a little over 11 percent in 1981 (“Exports are Shining,” 1981),
and has remained at that level through 1995. Yet the total growth in imports to the U.S.
has increased from 12 percent to 15 percent during the same period. The result is that
the United States, which had realized a trade surplus up until the early to mid-1970s,
has been experiencing continuous and significant trade deficits, with a brief respite
during the year 1975 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1997), and despite a dramatic
improvement in the exporting of services which was not enough to offset the deficits
in merchandise.
One cannot conclude however, that although the U.S. has a negative trade balance
once in a while, this should be a cause for concern. But continuous and significant
trade deficits and a suffering export market are major problems, because not only
do trade deficits increase U.S. international debt that needs to be eventually repaid,
but even more importantly, as mentioned earlier, large trade deficits create job losses
for domestic workers, since it has been estimated that $1 billion in exports creates
approximately 22,800 jobs (Davis, 1989).
When the dollar declines against most major currencies on a price-adjusted
basis and after compensating for country differentials in inflation rates, the U.S.
gains a competitive price advantage because of the dollar’s depreciation. Over the
same period, exports increase and the U.S. share of world-manufactured trade also
increases. A close look at the movement of these two variables over time suggests
that there is indeed a causal relationship between the fall of the price-adjusted dollar
and an increase in the share of U.S. world trade increases. An annual inflation rate
of 4-to-6 percent can cause a price-adjusted currency to remain below parity levels
against other currencies.
During the latter part of the 1980s, the falling dollar acted to reduce the trade
deficit in two ways: by raising the dollar price of imports and thus slowing domestic
demand for foreign products, and by lowering the price of U.S. exports in foreign
markets. But in the initial stage of this process the trade balance actually tends to
deteriorate temporarily. Economists term this phenomenon the “J-curve effect.” It
stems from the fact that import prices respond relatively rapidly to a sustained drop in
the dollar, while volume is unaffected. Thus the import bill measured in dollars goes
up. It is only after the higher tabs begin to slow domestic demand that lower import
volume combines with a rise in exports to place the trade balance on an upward course.
The initial negative stage of the J-curve effect is normally felt over a period of three
months or so after a country’s currency depreciates significantly, while the positive
impact on trade flows may only be felt gradually over another six to nine months.
Others note that the beneficial effect may be delayed even longer. For example, a 20
percent drop in the value of the dollar against the yen may probably aggravate the U.S.
trade deficit vis-à-vis Japan for at least another quarter before things start getting better
(Wolner, 1977, p. 23). The reverse effect or a reverse J-curve happens when there is an
appreciation of the dollar against the euro for example, because U.S. exports to Europe
will continue to rise for at least another quarter before they start slowing down because
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of the appreciated dollar value that renders U.S. exports more expensive relative to the
period before the dollar’s appreciation (Rosenzweig & Koch, 1988).
There is a market somewhere for every product. For every surplus of $1
million in overseas sales, 25 new jobs are created in the U.S. Furthermore, some
25 percent of all exports come from small businesses (Hogan, 1989). Moreover,
exports can reduce domestic inflation and unemployment in addition to increasing
sales and profits.
The immediate and long-term attractiveness of opportunities overseas has drawn
the attention of small firms to foreign markets. These foreign markets often promise
a greater return on the invested resources than would be obtained from investing
equivalent resources in the U.S. market, especially since the U.S. is highly competitive
in the global export market. More specifically, in spite of the fact that the U.S. lags
behind other countries in terms of the absolute volume of exports and imports, a
comparison of the dollar value of exports and imports as a per capita ratio relative to
other countries, indicates that the value of U.S. exports for each person in the country
is lower than that of many other countries (International Monetary Fund, 1996). As
an economist would say, the incremental investment is made where it will earn the
greatest incremental return. However, too few of the U.S. manufacturers are actively
engaged in exports, thus allowing a world market volume to go untapped. According to
the International Monetary Fund International Statistics cited above, if U.S. exports per
capita could be increased by only $1,000, from $2,193 in 1995 to $3,193, this would
create approximately 5,700,000 jobs, eliminating any unemployment whatsoever in
the U.S. (Czincota et al., 1998, p.20).

THe STAGeS oF THe eXPoRTinG PRoceSS
A basic theoretical question is whether a firm’s export behavior should be considered
a multi-activity development process keyed to the firm’s position and perspective in
this learning process, or whether export behavior should be considered in terms of a
single activity model at any given point of time. Most empirical studies illuminated
this question by analyzing export data without consideration of possible differences in
the firm’s export stages. Consequently, cross-sectional studies focusing on perceived
serious obstacles or barriers to exporting found seemingly contradictory results:
Alexandrides (1971), De la Torre (1972), Simpson (1973), Rao and Weinrauch (1974),
Bilkey and Tesar (1975), State of Minnesota (1975), and Tesar (1975) found that nonexporting firms perceived significantly more serious obstacles to exporting than did
exporting firms. Others found no relation (Doyle & Schommer, 1976), or an inverse
relation, meaning that non-exporters perceived fewer obstacles to exporting than did
exporters, since the former have no basis for realizing that their obstacles related to
exporting per se, and therefore would list fewer problems with exporting than do
exporting firms (Bilkey, 1978).
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A recent study that examined the perceptions of small firm owners regarding the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) found significant differences in involvement
with exporting depending on the firm’s strategy, performance, experience, and size. In
other words, small firm owners who exhibited favorable perceptions of NAFTA seem to
be associated with significantly different firm characteristics compared with managers
with unfavorable perceptions. For example, a differentiation strategy and decentralized
structure were closer associated with favorable perceptions than a cost leadership strategy
or a centralized structure, and overall better firm performance is also closer associated
with favorable NAFTA perceptions than with unfavorable ones. These notions might
suggest that favorable or unfavorable perceptions toward NAFTA and consequently
toward exporting to NAFTA countries and exporting in general, are part of a small firm’s
institutionalized belief system that dramatically affects their attitude toward investigating
the possibilities of exporting and overall export behavior (Pett & Wolff, 2003).
Export models depicting a firm’s export behavior as a multi-activity process
have generally concentrated on three issues: identifying the major variables involved,
specifying the relationship among these variables at any given time, and specifying the
dynamics of this relationship. Some have also suggested that the internationalization
process of firms follows a learning curve, similar to a “series of incremental decisions”
made when stimuli induce a firm to move to a higher export stage because the experience
and learning gained from that stage alters the firm’s perceptions, expectations,
managerial capacity, profitability, etc, until new stimuli induce a firm to move to a
higher stage, and so on (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977). This evolution of the exporting
process has also been described as follows:
The exporting process typically begins with an unsolicited inquiry about a
company’s product. The inquiry often comes from either a domestic export
intermediary or directly from a prospective foreign buyer. If the inquiry leads
to a profitable sale, it usually leads to sales with other foreign buyers. Now, the
manufacturer must decide whether to actively develop his or her export business
and appoint an export manager with a small staff. If export sales continue to grow,
the next step is to establish a full-service export department similar in structure
to the domestic sales department. With more sales growth, the manufacturer
may look for additional ways to lower transportation and/or tariff costs such as
establishing overseas sales branches and assembly operations (Root, 1977).
The U.S. Small Business Administration, Office of Management, Information and
Training and Office of International Trade (1977, pp. 8-9) has similarly identified the
following levels of the export development process:
•

Level 1: Export of surplus. The firm is interested only in overseas sales of
surplus products, or lacks resources to fill overseas orders for most products
on an ongoing basis.
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•

•

•

Level 2: Export marketing. The firm actively solicits overseas sales of existing
products, and is willing to make limited modifications in its products and
marketing procedures to accommodate the requirements of overseas buyers.
Level 3: Overseas market development. The firm makes major modifications
in products for export and in marketing practices in order to better be able to
reach buyers abroad.
Level 4: Technology development. The firms develop new products for
existing or new overseas markets.

Bilkey & Tesar (1975) formulated a “stage” model to which the following generalized
multiple regression equation was applied:
A = a + bE - cI + dF + eM
Where: A = is the firm’s export behavior for the stage in question.
E = is management’s expectations regarding the benefits of exporting after it has
been developed.
I = is the inhibitors (mainly serious infrastructural and institutional obstacles) that
management perceives to initiating exporting.
F = is the facilitators (unsolicited orders, information, subsidies, infrastructural
and institutional aids, etc.) that management perceives to initiating exporting, and
M = is the quality and dynamism of the firm’s management and organizational
characteristics that affect exporting.
Small case letters are coefficients, and differ at each stage because of the experience
gained from the preceding stages. Their model used the following export stages, derived
from Rogers’s (1962) stages of the export adoption process:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Stage One. The firm is unwilling to export. It would not even fill an unsolicited
export order because of apathy, dislike of foreign activities, busy doing other
things, etc.
Stage Two. The firm fills unsolicited export orders, but does not explore the
feasibility of exporting.
Stage Three. The firm explores the feasibility of exporting. This stage may be
bypassed if unsolicited export orders are received.
Stage Four. The firm exports experimentally to one or a few markets.
Stage Five. The firm is an experienced exporter to those markets.
Stage Six. The firm explores possibilities of exporting to additional markets.

After classifying thirty-two small exporting firms into three stages of export development,
Vozikis (1981) found that there are significant differences in the overall export problems
of small exporters, depending on their stage of export development. Furthermore,
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there were no significant differences in the number of financial export problems that
small exporters experience, regardless of their stage of export development, which
confirmed the fact that small exporters always encounter problems with financing their
exports, regardless of their stage of export development. Export Stage I comprised nonexporters or exporters who exported by responding to unsolicited orders. Export Stage
II included exporters who formally explored the feasibility of exporting or exported to
limited markets, while finally, export Stage III comprised experienced exporters.
The research findings outlined in this section lead to a major conclusion regarding the
export behavior of firms, namely, that indeed, exporting is essentially a developmental
process. This process may be conceptualized as a learning sequence involving feedback
loops from one stage of the exporting process to another, suggesting that export profiles
can be formulated for each stage of exporting development, with potentially great
usefulness both theoretical and practical. For example, export stimulation government
programs can be tailored to the specific export development stage of the firms to be
stimulated, such as experienced exporters vs. non-exporters or firms, which are just
beginning to experiment with exporting.

SMAll FiRM eXPoRTinG PRoBleMS
As emphasized above, export management should be keyed to the firm’s stage and
positioning in the export development process and should also be viewed as a learning
process. A firm that has never exported, for example, should first concentrate on
gaining basic export learning and experience rather than abruptly undertake major
international ventures. A theoretical and practical implication here is that profiles of
successful or unsuccessful exporters can serve as a guide to determine an effective
export behavior of non-exporters during their export developmental process. This is
because international trade involves many administrative problems that have often
been obscured by the broader problems of international relations.
Less attention has been paid to the specific exporting problems of entrepreneurs
and managers who must try to carry on their business whether political, financial, or
economic conditions are entirely to their liking or not. While it is essential that for
greater success an exporter should know the nature of these conditions and the progress
of government political and trade development overall, the immediate problems of
a business enterprise are those involved in attaining the purposes of every business
enterprise, that is, making a profit. Following the example of the effective export
behavior of successful exporters while avoiding the export behavior of unsuccessful
ones at specific stages of export development allows ventures pursuing exporting to
prevent problems usually associated with international trade.
The problems of exporting include, of course, all the problems of domestic trade
complicated by the fact that every foreign transaction must comply with the laws of
two jurisdictions, and by the fact that adjustments must be made to accommodate
the greater differences between buyer and seller than the ones existing in domestic
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transactions. These differences and problems should be exaggerated for exporters who
find themselves in relatively early exporting stages of development.
The export problems that small firms usually encounter throughout their export
development process are listed below in Exhibit 15-2, and are classified according to
their functional area (Vozikis, 1981):
EXHIBIT 15-2
Small Firm Functional Export Development Problems
MANAGEMENT
1. Lack of previous export experience/apathy
2. Lack of export contacts
3. Lack of export personnel training
4. Legal problems
PRODUCTION/OPERATIONS
1. Lack of product modification capacity
2. Lack of product service/parts capacity
3. Lack of adequate production capacity
MARKETING
1. Foreign market research
2. Pricing
3. Sale terms and documentation
4. Distribution
5. Promotion
6. Competition
7. Shipping
8. Packaging
9. Insurance
FINANCE
1. Lack of export capital
2. Lack of working capital
3. Payment terms problems
The most frequently encountered problem that small exporters experienced regardless
of function or stage of development is that of “foreign market research,” a marketing
problem, reported by 97 percent of the firms surveyed. A close second was “lack
of export contacts,” a management problem, for 94 percent of the firms. The least
frequently mentioned problems overall were: “lack of product modification capacity”
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and “lack of product service/parts capacity,” both operations problems, as well as,
“insurance,” a marketing problem, all three with only 19 percent of the surveyed firms
experiencing each of these three problems (Vozikis, 1981).
In another study that tried to determine the elements necessary to stimulate small
business exporting, Pricer (1980) surveyed 329 manufacturing firms, representing
fourteen SIC codes. The results indicated that the greatest barrier to exporting was the
fact that owners and managers of these firms had little or no knowledge of international
trade and the potential benefits that might be derived from it. To overcome the fear
of risk and loss, which was the second greatest barrier to exporting, Pricer’s study
recommended insurance legislation that directly lessens the risk to small exporters
when marketing abroad.
Perritt and Prakash (1980) also studied the many reasons why small firms lag in
exports, and found that small firm exporters have had very few foreign experiences
that serve to stimulate exports. They are usually bewildered by export regulations, lack
information on foreign markets, and typically most of them have not had good luck with
the profitability of previous exporting attempts overall. For most of the entrepreneurs
surveyed, the decision to export was not part of the strategic plan of their firm, but rather
if exporting was undertaken at all, it was initiated by chance, such as an unsolicited
order, through a plant visit by a vacationing prospective foreign customer, or through
a contact made during a foreign vacation. The study also found that conferences and
seminars trying to attract small firm owners who are already involved in foreign trade
do “preach to the choir” and do not appear to stimulate additional exports by new
exporting firms. Similarly, banks with international trade departments have a rather
passive role in international trade development, by focusing their efforts on current,
rather than potential, exporting customers. Moreover, the dismal state of international
trade involvement by small firms is also due to the fact that the personnel required to
staff international trade efforts are not available in any great numbers, and also because
few universities offer international business programs (Perritt & Prakash, 1980). Finally,
another study investigating foreign trade opportunities for small firms found that the
major reasons why many small firms do not attempt to market their product overseas are,
in order of importance: lack of market information, lack of qualified marketing people,
and lack of resources and capital. Despite efforts by the Federal and State governments
to implement numerous programs for promoting exports, the evidence clearly indicates
that these programs have not been successful (Sood, 1980).
However, although small firms are usually at a disadvantage when competing for
exports because of a lack of expertise involving complex government regulations and
financial transactions, and because managerial and technical expertise is lacking, they
also have certain advantages in serving foreign markets. Potential exporters do not have
to be in the Fortune 500 list before they can be effective exporters, because the same
factors that enable the small firms to compete effectively with larger firms domestically
are also present in exporting, in terms of greater market sensitivity and faster response
time. Competition overseas is no tougher than competition in the United States, and
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small firms enjoy the same advantages over large firms there as they do here. In fact,
many of the barriers to exporting are not insurmountable, especially since small firms
can get free, but expert, advice from the Department of Commerce’s International
Trade Administration field offices, or from trade and industry associations, which can
answer most inquiries about how to get started or problems with exporting.

eXPoRT TRADe ASSiSTAnce
A small firm’s limited capacity to acquire information and use sources to explore its
potential for exporting is a major factor explaining the low involvement and performance
of small firms in the export markets. Effective small business export performance is
determined by the firm’s general competitive strategy, which in turn is explained by
the ability of the specific firm to acquire and manage foreign market information and
assistance (Julien & Ramangalahy, 2003). A very effective and efficient source of export
assistance is the U.S. Department of Commerce. For a small fee per country, DOC will
produce a survey of the market potential for a particular product and a list of possible
contacts, suppliers, or retailers (Watterson, 1981). However, exports would increase
if the government would do more for small firms and develop an “export-oriented
mentality” among small firms, than just hold foreign trade seminars and distribute
brochures and publications. A single positive export experience by entrepreneurs
produces a shift to a more positive view of the export risk factors and the fears of nonpayment, the pirating of technology or process, or other possibly negative outcomes of
export activity (Roy & Simpson, 1981).
Given a national policy that seeks to expand the export activity of the small and
medium-sized manufacturing, the reorganization and consolidation of the federal export
efforts into the Department of Commerce has created an information and advisory
system that is actually, not just theoretically, useful to small and mid-sized U.S. firms
trying to compete in the world market. With the help of the Foreign Commercial Service,
the Trade Opportunities program, and the computerized World-wide Information and
Trade System, U.S. firms have a chance to obtain a share of the market in international
government procurement business opened up by the Multilateral Trade Negotiations
(Pattison, 1981).
State governments also recognize the importance that exporting has upon their
local economies. Every state has responded by creating an international trade division
that promotes internationalization of small- and medium-size firms. For example,
while the federal government provides a 15 pecent exemption on profit earned from
exports for small businesses, the state of Delaware also offers special incentives for
small businesses to become involved in exporting through EMCs. Export assistance
activity at whatever level, federal, state, and/or local, must focus on the decisionmaking process in the small firm, concentrating on acquainting the CEO with actual
export experience. Too often, the presumption is that by familiarizing the CEO with
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the mechanics or the “how to” aspects of exporting, the entrepreneur’s decision to
export has been positively affected. Dealing effectively with the attitudinal factor,
however, should provide more substantive results, because after the initial export
experience, it is quite common for risk to abate, costs becoming apparently lower
than anticipated, and profits generally higher than anticipated, thus creating positive
experiences and motivating circumstances for entrepreneurial firms to continue their
further experimentation with exporting.
To succeed in exporting, the most profitable international markets for the firm’s
products or services must first be identified. Without proper guidance and assistance,
however, this process can be time consuming and costly, particularly for a small firm.
The U.S. federal and state governments, as well as private sector trade associations,
exporters’ associations and even foreign governments offer low-cost and easily
accessible resources to simplify a foreign market research.

Federal and State Government Resources
Many government programs and staff are dedicated to helping the small business
owner assess whether the product or service is ready to compete in a foreign market.
1. The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA). Many new-to-export small
firms have found the counseling services provided by the SBA’s Service Corps
of Retired Executives (SCORE) particularly helpful. Two other SBA-sponsored
programs are available to small firms needing management and export advice:
Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs) and Small Business Institutes
(SBIs) affiliated with colleges and universities throughout the United States.
Small Business Development Centers offer counseling, training and research
assistance on all aspects of small business management, while the Small
Business Institute program provides small business owners with intensive
management counseling from qualified business students who are supervised
by faculty, and provide advice on a wide range of management challenges
facing small businesses, including finding the best foreign markets for particular
products or services.
2. The U.S. Department of Commerce. The U.S. Department of Commerce’s
International Trade Administration (ITA) is a valuable source of advice
and information. In ITA offices throughout the country international trade
specialists can help a small firm locate the best foreign markets for its products.
Oklahoma exporter OK-1 Manufacturing Co. has found the foreign market
research available through the ITA extremely useful: “The Oklahoma District
ITA office prepared a market research study to determine whether we should
export our fitness accessory items to Japan,” according to Sherry Teigen, OK-1
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Manufacturing Co.’s export manager. Today, the company exports to Japan in
addition to twenty other countries. Since it began exporting, the company staff
has grown by seventy-five and Sherry’s husband, OK-1’s President, Roger
Teigen, won the SBA Exporter of the Year award.
3. District Export Councils (DECs). These councils are another useful ITAsponsored resource. The fifty-one District Export Councils located around the
United States are comprised of 1,800 executives with experience in international
trade who volunteer to help small firms export. Council members come from
banks, manufacturing companies, law offices, trade associations, state and
local agencies and educational institutions. They draw upon their experience to
encourage, educate, counsel, and guide potential, new, and seasoned exporters
in their individual marketing needs.
4. The U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service (US&FCS). It helps U.S. firms
compete more effectively in the global marketplace with trade specialists in
sixty-nine U. S. cities and seventy countries worldwide. US&FCS offices
provide information on foreign markets, agent/distributor location services,
trade leads and counseling on business opportunities, trade barriers, and
prospects abroad.
5. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). In case of an agricultural
product, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service
(FAS), with posts in eighty embassies and consulates worldwide, can obtain
specific overseas market information for the product. It also maintains sector
specialists in the United States to monitor foreign markets for specific U.S.
agricultural products.
6. State commerce and economic development offices. State commerce and
economic development offices also have international trade specialists to
provide export assistance.
7. Port Authorities. They are also a very good source of a wealth of export
information. Although traditionally associated with transportation services,
many port authorities around the country have expanded their services to
provide export training programs and foreign-marketing research assistance.
For example, the New York-New Jersey Port Authority provides extensive
services to exporters including XPORT, a full-service export trading company.
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Private Sector Resources
In addition to government-supported resources, private sector organizations can also
provide invaluable assistance. Exporters’ Associations, World Trade Centers, importexport clubs and organizations such as the American Association of Exporters and
Importers, and the Small Business Exporter’s Association can all help in foreign
market research.
•

Trade Associations. The National Federation of International Trade
Associations lists over 150 organizations in the U.S. to help new-to-export small
firms enter international markets. Many of these associations maintain libraries,
databanks, and established relationships with foreign governments to assist in
your exporting efforts. More than 5,000 trade and professional associations
currently operate in the United States; many actively promote international
trade activities for their members. For example, the Telecommunications
Industry Association is just one association that leads frequent overseas trade
missions and monitors the pulse of foreign market conditions around the globe.
Whatever the product or service, a trade association probably exists that can
help the small firm obtain information on domestic and foreign markets.

•

Chambers of Commerce. State chambers and local chambers of commerce,
especially those located in major industrial areas, often employ international
trade specialists who gather information on markets abroad (U.S. Small
Business Administration, 2001).

Other Sources of Information and Assistance
Other sources of information in general are:
1. Commerce America Magazine published by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
which prepares bi-weekly reports on current activity and developments in
foreign and domestic commerce
2. Banks with international departments
3. Marine Insurance Brokers
4. Foreign Trade Zones
5. U.S. Export Factors
6. Overseas Travel Assistance available for American business travelers through
the U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Foreign Service posts overseas
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eXPoRT STRATeGY DeVeloPMenT
The development of an effective export strategy should consist of the following
interrelated steps that will sequentially contribute valuable input to the successful
implementation of a firm’s exporting plans:
1. Export potential analysis by evaluating the firm’s exporting strengths and
weaknesses
2. Export foreign market research by evaluating the exporting environment’s
threats and opportunities
3. Locating export intermediaries, foreign representatives, and foreign buyers
4. Qualifying potential foreign representatives and buyers
5. Export financial considerations
6. Export legal considerations
7. Export shipping and documentation considerations

eXPoRT PoTenTiAl AnAlYSiS
A determination of the product’s export potential is the first step in the process of
identifying an effective export strategy. A clear understanding of the firm’s and the
product’s export strengths and weaknesses will enable the entrepreneur to select the
types of information which are essential for a clear assessment of the firm’s export
potential. This is undertaken by:
1. Understanding the significance of exporting as an alternative to domestic activities
2. Assessing the ability to undertake export activities by taking stock of the firm’s
resources and their current and projected rate of utilization
3. Laying a foundation for isolating and evaluating overseas sales opportunities
by analyzing product lines, product functions, features, and designs related to
customer needs and characteristics, as well as the cases when the product or
service may have to be modified
Only by careful assessment of the firm’s export strengths and weaknesses it is possible
to evaluate the potential of overseas opportunities. A relatively small number of firms
may find out through the assessment of their export strengths and weaknesses that
there is no point in looking for opportunities abroad, while most others may wish to
move further toward fully exploring their export potential abroad. The firm’s analysis
in terms of exporting strengths and weaknesses that will subsequently determine the
degree of its export potential, should include the following factors listed by business
function in Exhibit 15-3:
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EXHIBIT 15-3
Small Firm Export Potential Analysis Factors
Finance
1. Availability of capital
2. Cash flow
Production
1. Product uses
2. Product features (color, quality, dimensions packaging, uniqueness)
3. Available production capacity
4. Product manufacturers (domestic, foreign)
5. Product modification capacity
6. Location
7. Product training/maintenance
Marketing
1. Pricing
2. Packaging
3. Transportation
4. Risk Insurance
5. Quotation
6. Terms of sale: cost, insurance, freight (c.i.f.), free on board (f.o.b.), etc.
7. Method of payment
8. Preferred distribution channels
Previous Export Management Experience
1. Export contacts
2. Trade organization involvement
3. Export agency contacts
4. Export literature knowledge

eXPoRT FoReiGn MARkeT ReSeARcH
The objective of the export foreign market research is the selection, from among
potential customers located in the many countries throughout the world, of a small
group of attractive markets and finally one or two markets to be considered for more
detailed analysis. This selection is important because it helps ensure that the exporter
is considering the most attractive opportunities at the very outset. A detailed analysis is
necessary before a final decision can be made to sell and a marketing strategy planned.
Careful selection helps to ensure that this detailed analysis will not be wasted on a
market which later turns out to offer only limited opportunities. The U.S. Department
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of Commerce suggests the following guidelines, and kinds of information to be
determined before a small firm seeks export assistance from government sources:
1. Accurate classification of the product or service in Standard Industry
Classification (SIC) codes
2. Identification of the largest and fastest growing markets and countries for the
firm’s product
3. Identification of the most penetrable markets for the firm’s product
4. Identification of specific export markets
Product Classification
The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code is the system by which the United
States government classifies its goods and services. Knowing the proper code
for a product or service can be useful in collecting and analyzing data available in
the United States. Data originating from outside the United States, or information
tabulated by international organizations are organized under the Standard International
Trade Classification (SITC) system, or the Harmonized System (HS) which is another
method of classifying products for export, that may assign a different code to the same
product or service. Knowing the HS classification number, the SIC and the SITC codes
for the product is essential for obtaining domestic and international trade and tariff
information. DOC and USDA trade specialists can assist in identifying the codes for
your products. The United States Bureau of the Census (USBC) can help identify the
product’s HS number.

Identification Of The Largest
And Fastest Growing Markets And Countries
At this stage of the research, the entrepreneur should consider where the firm’s
domestic competitors are exporting. Trade associations can often provide data on
where companies in a particular industry sector are exporting their products. The three
largest markets for U.S. products are Canada, Japan, and Mexico. Yet these countries
may not be the largest markets for the firm’s product.
Three key United States government databases can identify those countries which
represent significant export potential for your product: SBA’s Automated Trade Locator
Assistance System (SBAtlas), Foreign Trade Report FT925 and the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s National Trade Data Bank (NTDB).
•

SBA’s Automated Trade Locator Assistance System (SBAtlas). This database
is offered only by the U.S. Small Business Administration and provides current
market information to SBA clients on world markets suitable for their products
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and services. This valuable research tool supplies small business exporters
with information about where their products are being bought and sold and
which countries offer the largest markets. The Country Reports detail products
imported and exported by various foreign nations. Data are supplied by the
DOC’s Census Bureau, as well as by member nations of the United Nations.
This information can be obtained through a SCORE counselor at the SBA
District and Regional Offices and at SBDCs and SBIs. This service is free to
requesting small businesses.
•

Foreign Trade Report FT925. This database gives a monthly countryspecific breakdown of imports and exports by SITC code number. Available
by subscription from the Government Printing Office, the FT925 can also be
obtained through DOC’s ITA offices.

•

National Trade Data Bank (NTDB). This database contains more than 100,000
U.S. government documents on export promotion and international economic
information. With the NTDB, the entrepreneur can conduct databank searches
on country and product information. NTDB can be purchased by subscription
and used with a CD-ROM reader, or can be used at Federal libraries throughout
the United States. DOC’s ITA offices will also conduct specific NTDB searches
to meet a firm’s foreign market research needs.

Once the largest markets for a firm’s products are identified, the fastest growing
markets need to also be determined, in terms of demographic patterns and cultural
considerations that will ultimately affect market penetration. Several publications
provide geographic and demographic statistical information pertinent to a firm’s
product: The World Factbook, produced by the Central Intelligence Agency; World
Population, published by DOC’s Census Bureau; The World Bank Atlas, available
from the World Bank; and the International Trade Statistics Yearbook of the United
Nations. Volume Two of this U.N. publication, which is available at many libraries,
lists international demand for commodities over a five-year period.

Identification Of The Most Penetrable Markets
And Countries
The few prospective foreign markets for the firm’s product that were identified and
targeted as the largest and fastest growing need to be examined in detail, in terms of
their degree of penetrability. At this stage the following questions need to be asked:
•

How does the quality of the product or service compare with that of goods
already available in the strategic target foreign markets?
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•
•
•
•

What is its value concept?
How competitive is the firm’s price in the strategic target markets that are
being considered?
Who are the major customers?
Who buys, how many, when, how, and where?

Answering these questions may seem overwhelming at first, but many resources are
available to help selecting which foreign markets are most conducive to selling the
firm’s product. The U.S. Department of Commerce’s International Trade Administration
(ITA) can link the firm with specific foreign markets. ITA offices are part of the U.S.
and Foreign Commercial Service (US&FCS) and communicate directly with FCS
officers working in United States Embassies worldwide. FCS staff and in-country
market research firms produce in-depth reports on selected products and industries
that can answer many questions regarding foreign market penetration.
A firm can also order a comparison-shopping service report through ITA district
offices. The report is a low-cost way to conduct research without having to leave the
United States. Additionally, SBA’s and DOC’s Export Legal Assistance Network (ELAN)
provides new exporters with answers to their initial legal questions. Local attorneys
volunteer, on a one-time basis, to counsel small businesses to address their exportrelated legal questions. These attorneys can address questions pertaining to contract
negotiations, licensing, credit collections procedures, and documentation. There is no
charge for this one-time service, available through SBA or DOC district offices.
Trade Opportunities Program (TOPs) of the DOC can also furnish U.S. small
businesses with trade leads from foreign companies that want to buy or represent
their products or services. These trade leads are available in both electronic or printed
form from the DOC. Participating companies must pay a modest fee to gain access to
this service. Other important issues about the target foreign markets that need to be
explored are:
•
•
•
•

Political risk considerations
Cultural environment considerations
Product modification needs, such as packaging or labeling that will make the
product more “exportable”
Market barriers, such as tariffs or import restrictions

Identifying market-specific issues is easily accomplished by contacting foreign
government representatives in the United States. Commercial posts of foreign
governments located within embassies and consulates can assist the firm in obtaining
specific market and product information.
American Chambers of Commerce (AmChams) abroad can also be an invaluable
resource. As affiliates of the United States Chamber of Commerce, 61 AmChams,
located in 55 countries, collect and disseminate extensive information on foreign
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markets. While membership fees are usually required, the small investment can be
worth it for the information received. Another fundamental question to ask countryspecific experts is what market barriers, such as tariffs or import restrictions (sometimes
referred to as non-tariff barriers), exist for the firm’s product. Tariffs are taxes imposed
on imported goods, and in many cases, they raise the price of imported goods to the
level of domestic goods. Often tariffs become barriers to imported products because
the amount of tax imposed makes it impossible for exporters to profitably sell their
products in foreign markets. To determine the rate of tariff duty, the firm needs to
identify the Harmonized Tariff section, which corresponds to the product to be exported.
Each country has its own schedule of duty rates corresponding to the section of the
Harmonized System of Tariff Nomenclature, I-XXII.
Non-tariff barriers, in contrast, are laws or regulations that a country enacts to protect
domestic industries against foreign competition. Such non-tariff barriers may include
subsidies for domestic goods, import quotas, or regulations on import quality. Specialists
at U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) should be consulted on trade barriers.
Identification Of The Specific Export Target Markets
Once the largest, fastest growing, and most penetrable markets for the product or service
have been identified, the firm must then define its export strategy by not choosing too
many markets, but rather two or three foreign markets. One market may be the test
case, and then the firm can move on to secondary markets as its export learning curve
develops. Focusing on regional, geographic clusters of countries can also be more
cost effective than choosing markets scattered around the globe (U.S. Small Business
Administration, 2001).

locATinG eXPoRT inTeRMeDiARieS,
FoReiGn RePReSenTATiVeS, AnD BUYeRS
The objective of locating export intermediaries, and/or foreign representatives and
buyers is to guide the firm through the necessary steps for establishing proper export
channels of distribution. A poor selection of distribution channels will undermine all
of the careful work, which has preceded this step. A basic distinction should be made
between direct and indirect exporting. Direct exporting places the firm in direct contact
with customers and channels of distribution located in foreign countries. Indirect
exporting involves the use of intermediaries who assume responsibility for all or part
of the firm’s export sales. A combination of direct and indirect exporting is possible
and sometimes desirable.
There are a variety of intermediaries and representatives available to assist small
firms with indirect exporting. They have the networks of contacts, extensive knowledge
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of local customs and markets, and experience in international trade to market products
effectively and efficiently, and account for roughly 10 percent of all U.S. exports.
•

Export management companies (EMCs). For commissions ranging from about
10 to 20 percent of sales, an EMC provides a wide variety of services, including
market research, distribution, financing, advertising, shipping, translation, and
documentation. Basically, they leave little for the manufacturer to do except get
the product to the dock or airport for shipment overseas. There are more than
1,000 EMCs, mostly located near seaports or other major exporting centers,
and typically specialize in one or two types of products, such as consumer
goods, computer products, or machine tools. There are a number of EMC local
associations that can help entrepreneurs find an EMC for their needs, as well
as the Federation of International Trade Associations (FITA) Web site at www.
fita.org/emc_list_all.html.

•

Export trading companies (ETCs). The Export Trading Company Act was
signed into law on October 8, 1982, in an attempt to duplicate the success
of important vehicles throughout the history of international trade, such as
the Hudson Bay Company and the East India Company in the 1600s. The
underlying purpose of this Act was to promote and encourage the increase of
exports of United States products and services to foreign markets, by allowing
the banding together of small and medium-sized U.S. firms to form export
trading companies to buy and sell products in a number of countries and offer
a variety of services to their clients, so they can enter the international arena.
Under the act, certificates are granted to export trading companies that provide
them with protection against U.S. antitrust laws for certain export activities that
do not affect domestic commerce. However, U.S. exporters are not exempted
from foreign antitrust laws (“Interim Regulations,” 1983).

•

Manufacturer’s export agents. They act as international sales representatives
in a limited number of markets for non-competing domestic firms on a
commission basis, for a short term and for a specific market.

•

Export brokers. They operate a little like a real estate broker, receiving a fee
only after a sale is generated, usually about 10 percent of the overseas delivery
price. Unlike EMCs and export research firms however, the broker assumes all
up-front marketing costs and does not charge a retainer in advance.

•

Export merchants. In contrast, export merchants buy and obtain title of goods
from domestic manufacturers and then market them in foreign markets, often
carrying competing lines from a variety of manufacturers.
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•

Resident buying offices. These offices are set up by foreign governments
or foreign privately owned companies that set up shop on U.S. soil to buy
U.S. goods for further distribution to their own country. Selling to them is like
selling to a domestic firm because the resident buying office handles all the
details of exporting.

Some firms may find that the nature of their products is such that it will be difficult,
unnecessary, and/or costly to use intermediaries on a continuing basis. For such firms,
an export program may be carried out through direct exporting using the domestic
sales force, or foreign distributors and representatives. Foreign distributors and
representatives handle all the marketing, distribution, and service functions in a
foreign country, typically under an exclusive contract giving them distribution rights.
This provides domestic small firms who export directly to the foreign distributors, the
benefits of intimate knowledge and expertise of the foreign market, as well as sales
and service support.
The efforts to identify foreign representatives and foreign buyers should center
on implementing the original export strategy and marketing plan, developed during
the detailed analysis of the target export market. The need for continuing evaluation,
research, periodic visits, and close support of the activities of the distributors and/
or representatives cannot be stressed enough. Foreign export representatives and
distributors as well as direct buyers can be located through:
1. Advertisements in Trade Journals. Many small businesses report that instead
of them looking for foreign buyers, foreign buyers often find them. An ad
placed in a trade journal or a listing in the DOC’s Commercial News USA can
often yield innumerable inquiries from abroad. Commercial News USA is a
catalog-magazine featuring U.S. products, and distributed to 125,000 business
readers in over 140 countries around the world and to over 650,000 Economic
Bulletin Board users in eighteen countries. Fees vary according to the size
of the listing. Many U.S. companies have had enormous success in locating
buyers through this vehicle:
2. Participation in Catalog and Video/Catalog Exhibitions. Catalog and
Video/Catalog exhibitions are another low-cost method of advertising a firm’s
product abroad. The firm’s products are introduced to potential partners at
major international trade shows, and the entrepreneur may never have to leave
the United States. For a small fee, US&FCS officers in embassies can show a
firm’s catalogs or videos to interested agents, distributors, and other potential
buyers. A number of private sector publications also offer U.S. companies the
opportunity to display their products in catalogs sent abroad. They include
Johnston International’s Export Magazine, The Journal of Commerce, and the
Thomas Publishing Company’s American Literature Review.
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3. Pursuit of Trade Leads. Rather than wait for potential foreign customers to
contact the firm, another option is to search out foreign companies looking
for the particular product the firm produces. Trade leads from international
companies seeking to buy or represent U.S. products are gathered by US&FCS
officers worldwide and are distributed through the DOC’s Economic Bulletin
Board. There is a nominal annual fee and a connect-time charge. The leads
also are published daily in The Journal of Commerce under the heading Trade
Opportunities Program and in other commercial news outlets. Another source
of trade leads is the World Trade Centers (WTC) Network, where a firm can
advertise its product or service on an electronic bulletin board transmitted
globally. If the product is agricultural, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) disseminates trade leads collected
by their eighty overseas offices. These leads may be accessed through the
AgExport FAX polling system, the AgExport Trade Leads Bulletin, The Journal
of Commerce or on several electronic bulletin boards.
4. Exhibits at Trade Shows. Trade shows also are another means of locating foreign
buyers. DOC’s Foreign Buyer Program certifies a certain number of U.S. trade
shows each year. DOC commercial officers actively recruit foreign buyers and
special services, such as meeting areas, and translators are provided to encourage
and facilitate private business discussions. International trade shows are another
excellent way to market a firm’s product abroad, and going to a foreign trade
show once is just not enough. Through a certification program DOC also supports
about eighty international fairs and exhibitions held in markets worldwide, where
U.S. exhibitors receive pre- and post-event assistance. The USDA FAS sponsors
approximately an additional fifteen major shows overseas each year.
5. Participation in Trade Missions. Participating in overseas trade missions is
yet another way to meet foreign buyers. Public/private trade missions are often
organized cooperatively by federal and state international trade agencies and
trade associations. Arrangements are handled for the firm so that the process
of meeting prospective partners or buyers is simplified. Matchmaker Trade
Delegations are DOC-sponsored trade missions to select foreign markets. A
company is matched carefully with potential agents and distributors interested
in the company’s product. Being properly prepared for the kinds of inquiries
a firm might encounter on overseas trade missions is important. The SBA
offers pre-mission training sessions through its district offices and the SCORE
program, labeled “How to Participate Profitably in Trade Missions.”
6. Contacts with Multilateral Development Banks. In developing countries,
multilateral development banks such as the World Bank, the African, Asian, InterAmerican Development Banks, and the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development often fund large infrastructure projects. Multilateral Development
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Bank (MDB) projects often represent extensive opportunities for U.S. small
businesses to compete for project work. Development bank projects can be an
excellent way to start exporting, and DOC estimates that MDB projects could
amount to at least $15 billion dollars in export contracts for United States
businesses. Many U.S. small business exporters have benefited from large
MDB projects through subcontracting awards from larger corporations. From
their Washington, D.C. headquarters, many MDBs hold monthly seminars to
acquaint businesses with the MDB procurement process. Additionally, the
DOC’s Office of Major Projects can be of assistance in identifying contracting
and subcontracting opportunities (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2001).

QUAliFYinG PoTenTiAl FoReiGn
RePReSenTATiVeS AnD BUYeRS
Once a potential foreign buyer or representative is located, the next step is to qualify
them by reputation and financial position, and as much information as possible needs
to be obtained. The following are a few sample questions that need to be asked:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the company’s history and what are the qualifications and
backgrounds of the principal officers?
Does the company have adequate trained personnel, facilities, and resources to
devote to the business?
What is their current sales volume?
What is the size of their inventory?
How will they market and promote the firm’s product: retail, wholesale, or
directly to the consumer?
Which territories or areas of the country do they cover?
Do they have other U.S. or foreign clients?
Are any of these clients competitors?
Can references be obtained from several current clients?
What types of customers do they serve?
Do they publish a catalogue?
What is their sales force?

When this background information is collected and the entrepreneur feels comfortable
about proceeding with the individual representative or buyer, then a credit report needs
to be obtained about the representative’s or buyer’s financial position. DOC’s World
Trade Data Reports (WTDRs) compiled by US&FCS officers are available from local
District ITA offices. A WTDR can usually provide an in-depth profile of the prospective
company under investigation.
There are also several commercial services for qualifying potential partners, such
as Dun & Bradstreet’s Business Identification Service and Graydon reports. U.S. banks
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and their correspondent banks or branches overseas, and foreign banks located in the
United States can also provide specific financial information (U.S. Small Business
Administration, 2001).

eXPoRT FinAnciAl conSiDeRATionS
The financial considerations of international trade should include:
1. Methods of receiving payment:
• Cash in advance
• Open account
• Sight and time drafts
• Letters of credit
2. Checking on the financial standing of foreign firms:
• World Traders Data Reports that are available through U.S. Department of
Commerce
• The firm’s bank
• Commercial credit reporting agencies
3. Insurance:
• Marine Insurance to protect goods in transit
• Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) a self-supporting
government agency offering political risk insurance and financial services
to U.S. firms interested in investing in developing countries
• Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA) commercial and political risk
insurance on U.S. exports
4. Financing:
• Export-Import Bank assisting with financing U.S. exports

eXPoRT leGAl conSiDeRATionS
The legal considerations of international trade should concern:
1. Special legal treaties and legal provisions:
• Western Hemisphere Trading Corporation (WHTC). Corporate tax
reduction for exporting in countries of the Western Hemisphere;
• Possessions Corporation. Tax relief for firms establishing operations in
U.S. possessions, primarily Puerto Rico or American Samoa; and
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•

Webb-Pomerene Act. It provides a limited exemption from antitrust laws
for export associations.
2. Sales and agency agreements
3. Patents and trademarks

eXPoRT SHiPPinG
AnD DocUMenTATion conSiDeRATionS
Information on shipping and documentation can be obtained from:
1. Ocean carriers and airlines. They provide data on freight rates, packing,
schedules. Some lines offer worldwide marketing services.
2. Foreign freight forwarders. Experts in documentation and shipping that
handle all details of movement of goods from the manufacturing plant to the
foreign destination, they are licensed by the Federal Maritime Commission.
3. District offices of the U.S. Department of Commerce. These offices provide:
• Export licenses,
• Shippers Export Declaration,
• Foreign Trade Regulations.
4. American International Traders Register (AITR). This is a computer registry
of American firms engaged in or interested in exporting and used to channel
marketing and other useful information matching the interests of the registrant.
5. Preparation of quotations and terms of sale. This involves:
• Pro-forma invoice
• Foreign trade definitions
• Steps in handling an order
6. Preparation of the commercial invoice and other export documents.

conclUSion
Many small firms first become involved in exporting by receiving unsolicited orders
from overseas. The decision to become involved in exporting is one of managerial
viewpoint: does management view the unsolicited order as an opportunity or a problem?
Many small firms are content with their domestic markets and do not wish to accept
the challenge that export markets offer. There are exporting stages of development the
same way there are organizational stages of development. Each stage is characterized
by differing problems relating to the stage of development per se, and the culture and
business practices of the foreign country where exporting takes place, but through each
stage of development, the exporter becomes more involved and more experienced with
exporting. Compared to large international firms, small exporters have the advantage of
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flexibility with which they meet a changing market and react faster by quickly adapting
to foreign client needs. The small exporter also has the advantage of extensive federal
government and private sector assistance. Additionally, through intermediaries and
foreign representatives, they can develop a very effective indirect exporting strategy
if a direct one is not feasible. Finally, small exporters should develop an exporting
strategy in order to identify:
1. Export potential analysis by evaluating the firm’s exporting strengths and weaknesses
2. Export foreign market research by evaluating the exporting environment’s
threats and opportunities
3. Locating export intermediaries, foreign representatives, and foreign buyers
4. Qualifying potential foreign representatives and buyers
5. Export financial considerations
6. Export legal considerations
7. Export shipping and documentation considerations
It is quite obvious that elaborate market research and preparation is the best way for a
small firm to target an export market. Some additional international trade definitions
are presented in the Appendix.

ADDITIONAL WEBSITE INFORMATION
Topic

Web Address

Description

http://www.ita.doc.gov/

Home page for the U.S.
Department of Commerce

Small Firm
Exporters

http://www.sbea.org/

The homepage for the Small
Business Exporter’s Association.
Gives many sources of
exporting information for small
firms.

International
Growth
Strategies for
Small Firms:
e-commerce
websites

http://www.business.com/
directory/internet_and_online/
ecommerce/

Gives types, categories, and
examples of e-commerce
websites

Export Trade
Assistance
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keY TeRMS
international entrepreneurship: New and innovative activities that have the goal
of value creation and growth in business organizations across national borders.
current account: Real asset transactions inflows and outflows during the current period
for goods, services, official grants, and foreign aid from one country to another, private
remittances to and from foreigners, and investment income to and from foreign sources.
capital and financial account: Financial asset transactions of inflows and outflows
of direct investment for purchases, or sales of companies, and portfolio investment for
exchanges of financial claims on stock, bonds, loans, in exchange for other financial
claims or money.
Proliferation of e-commerce: A company can ship everywhere from anywhere.
Joint ventures: Domestic and foreign alliances of two or more small firms for the
purpose of exporting goods and services abroad.
Foreign licensing: Entering foreign markets by transferring turnkey technology
processes to customers overseas in return for royalties.
J-curve effect: Raising the dollar price of imports and thus slowing domestic demand
for foreign products, and by lowering the price of U.S. exports in foreign markets.
Standard industrial classification code: The system by which the United States
government classifies its goods and services.
SBA’s Automated Trade locator Assistance System: This database provides
current market information to SBA clients on world markets suitable for their
products and services.
Manufacturer’s export agents: They act as international sales representatives in a
limited number of markets for non-competing domestic firms on a commission basis.
export brokers: They assume all up-front marketing costs and do not charge a retainer
in advance.
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export merchants: Export merchants buy and obtain title of goods from domestic
manufacturers and then market them themselves in foreign markets.

ReView QUeSTionS
1. Explain some of the potential problems with operating in overseas markets.
2. List and briefly explain the four levels of the export development process.
3. Why is foreign market research considered to be one of the determining factors
when deciding to export goods to foreign markets?
4. Briefly discuss some financial, legal, and shipping and documentation
considerations impacting international trade.
5. Identify some strengths and weaknesses of small firms as far as their export
potential analysis is concerned.
REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF LifeGuard America
We have created an element of our long-term strategy for international expansion. As
mentioned before, it is something that we will need to spend significant research and
development activity in order to completely understand all the implications that come
with moving offshore. The most notable are the government laws and regulations
associated with organ transplantation and the structure an American company must
have to provide medical logistics services in foreign counties.
We have a primary goal to explore the franchise potential of LifeGuard America
worldwide. LifeGuard Canada, LifeGuard Europe, Asia, and South America are
all potential extensions as these countries continue to develop and refine their own
national organ transplant programs. Looking further ahead, we feel that by the first
quarter of 2007, LifeGuard America will be in a suitable position for expansion into
Canada and possibly Europe using the experience gained during its first four years.
We must make it work first at home and we must understand all the peculiarities and
possible pitfalls before we begin to think in terms of expanding outside the four walls
of the United States.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON LifeGuard America
1. Do you believe there is an international market for LifeGuard America?
2. How would you go about finding out what the best next step would be for
LifeGuard America, internationally speaking?
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APPenDiX: Definitions of international Trade Terms
AccePTAnce
A draft payable at a fixed or determinable future date upon the face of which has
been acknowledged in writing the unconditional obligation of the person or bank upon
which it is drawn to pay it at maturity, by writing the word “accepted” across the face
of it followed by the date and signature of the acceptor.
BeneFiciARY
The party in whose favor a letter of credit is opened.
Bill oF lADinG (oceAn oR RAilRoAD)
A document issued by the captain, agent, or owner of a vessel, or by a railroad, furnishing
written evidence for the conveyance of merchandise sent by sea or rail to a certain
destination. It is both a receipt for the merchandise and a contract to deliver it as freight.
ceRTiFicATe oF oRiGin
A special document required in connection with shipments to certain countries for tariff
purposes in which certification is made as to the country of origin of the merchandise.
The signature of the consul of the country of destination is sometimes required.
cleAn cReDiT
A letter of credit available to the beneficiary against presentation of only a draft or receipt.
cleAn DRAFT
A draft to which no documents are attached.
coMMeRciAl inVoice
An invoice from the seller of goods to the buyer with a description of the goods, price,
charges, etc.
conSUlAR inVoice
A detailed statement regarding the nature, etc. of the merchandise shipped on a form
provided and certified by a consul of the country from which shipment is made, to a
consul of the country of destination.
cUSToMS enTRY
The United States Customs requires an entry to be made by a customs house broker
along with the attached bill of lading and consular invoice describing the shipment and
the nature of the articles, prices, and country of origin so that the customs authorities
can determine any duty payable.
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DATE DRAFT
A draft drawn with maturity on a fixed date, irrespective of the time of acceptance of
the trade contract.

DELIVERY ORDER
Written instructions from the recorded owners of merchandise to warehouses, steamship
companies, railroads etc., to release a specified shipment or part shipment to the party
named in those instructions.
DOCUMENTARY CREDIT
A letter of credit available to the beneficiary against presentation of a draft and other
specified documents.
DOCUMENTARY DRAFT
A draft with trade-related attached documents released either on payment or on
acceptance of the draft.
DRAFT
An unconditional order in writing often referred to as bill or bill of exchange, addressed
by one person to another, signed by the person making it, and requiring the addressee
to pay at a fixed or determinable future date a certain sum of money to the order of a
specified person.
INSPECTION CERTIFICATE
A document usually issued by an impartial party, certifying as to the quality of the
merchandise being shipped.
INSURANCE POLICY OR CERTIFICATE
A document issued by an insurance company, usually to the order of the shipper, to
cover the expenses of the shipment of merchandise. The rights, interests and the title
thereafter under this document are transferred to the party who is the final owner by
the shipper’s endorsement.
IRREVOCABLE CREDIT
This is a credit issued by a bank of an importing country in favor of an exporter
in a foreign country and usually forwarded or advised to the beneficiary through a
corresponding bank abroad. Under this credit, the importer and his/her bank irrevocably
undertakes to honor the beneficiary’s drafts and documents provided they are drawn and
negotiated in accordance with the terms of the credit. The credit may not be cancelled
or amended in any manner without the consent of the beneficiary, and because of the
irrevocable feature, a fixed expiration date must be set.
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REVOCABLE CREDIT
This is a credit issued a bank of an importing country in favor of an exporter in a
foreign country and forwarded or advised through one of a corresponding bank abroad,
usually with a fixed expiration date. The credit may be cancelled or amended at any
time without the consent of the beneficiary. However, it is customary to include a
clause in the revocable credit document to the effect that any draft negotiated by the
bank abroad prior to the receipt of a notice of revocation or amendment will be honored
by the bank of the importing country.
SIGHT DRAFT
A draft payable upon presentation to the drawee.
TIME DRAFT
A draft that matures after a fixed date or time after presentation or acceptance.
TRUST RECEIPT
A document signed by a bank’s customer to whom the bank releases merchandise for
the purpose of manufacture or sale under the terms of which, however, the bank retains
title. The customer is obligated to maintain the identity of the goods or the proceeds
thereof distinct from the rest of other assets, and hold them subject to repossession by
the bank in case of non-payment.
WEIGHT LIST
A document usually prepared by the shipper, giving details of the weight of each case
or package comprising a shipment.
WAREHOUSE RECEIPT
A document issued by a warehouse furnishing written evidence that merchandise has
been stored in that specific warehouse. These documents may be either negotiable or
non-negotiable.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ESSENTIALS©
©George S. Vozikis, Ph.D.
Edward Reighard Chair of Management
California State University, Fresno

leARninG oBJecTiVeS
 To understand the fundamental premises of the accounting process
 To learn the purposes and uses of financial statements
 To provide a general framework for the financial evaluation of a venture or an
organization.

oUTline
 Financial Analysis
 The Accounting Process
 Bookkeeping
 Accounting
 Financial Statements
 The Balance Sheet
 The Income Statement
 The Accumulated Retained Earnings Statement
 Sources And Uses Of Funds (Cash Flow) Statement
 Analysis of Changes in Working Capital
 Financial Analysis Techniques
 Ratio Analysis
 Profit Analysis
 Cash Flow Analysis
 Breakeven Analysis
 Conclusion
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FinAnciAl AnAlYSiS
 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS refers to the systematic study of the current or
potential performance of a business enterprise.
 It provides guidelines for all asset and liability accounts, so that actual balances
and performances can be compared regularly with the planned or estimated
balances and performance.
 It identifies gaps between planned and actual performance, so that problems
can be detected early and corrective measures can be taken promptly, effectively,
and efficiently.

THe AccoUnTinG PRoceSS
 The Accounting Process consists of bookkeeping and accounting as the means to
provide an overview of the firm’s progress toward a financial goal.
 It is a common language among owners, managers, investors, and accountants.
 Managers translate these general decisions into the daily activities in the
everyday course of the business.
 By examining a financial report, owners can improve their decisions, managers
their activities, and investors their investment allocations, all for better results.

Bookkeeping
 Bookkeeping is the function of keeping books, that is:
 Identify transactions originated during the course of conducting business.
 Bring all pieces of information and documents pertaining to each business
transaction to a central location, sort, file them into transaction categories, and
arrange them in chronological order.
 Record each business transaction in terms of the increase and decrease in the
business accounts that it involves.
 Update the balance of the accounts.
 File all accounts in the ledger.
Increase in Merchandise $1,000
Decrease in Cash $1,000
CASH ACCOUNT
Date
Description Increase
July 30 Investment
$10,000
by owner
July 31 Merchandise
purchase
MERCHANDISE ACCOUNT
Date
Description Increase
July 31 Merchandise $ 1,000
purchase

Decrease

Balance
$10,000

$ 1,000

$ 9,000

Decrease

Balance
$ 1,000
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Accounting
 Accounting is the function of planning and controlling aspects of the managerial
process.
 It categorizes, analyzes, interprets, and processes “raw” financial data into
meaningful managerial information, in order to reach a sound decision.
 The fundamental accounting equation represents all that the firm owns (ASSETS)
is owed to the creditors first (LIABILITIES), and what is left, the residual, belongs
to the owner(s) (OWNER’S EQUITY).
TOTAL ASSETS= TOTAL LIABILITIES + OWNER’S EQUITY

FinAnciAl STATeMenTS
 Financial statements use worksheets that can include many accounts in the form of
a capital T, and consequently are called T-accounts.
 For ASSETS, an increase (inflow) is shown as debit, on the left side of the T, and
a decrease (outflow) is shown as credit, on the right.
 For LIABILITIES, an increase is shown as credit on the right side of the T-account
and a decrease is shown as debit on the left side.
 For OWNER’S EQUITY, an increase is also shown as credit on the right side of
the T-account (goes into the owner’s pocket) and a decrease is also shown as debit
on the left side (goes out of the owner’s pocket).
 REVENUE accounts increase owner’s equity and therefore have credit balances.
EXPENSE accounts are negative components of ownership since they decrease
owner’s equity, and therefore have debit balances.

Table of Debit and Credit Entries
ACCOUNT
TYPE

ACCOUNT
INCREASE

ACCOUNT
DECREASE

TYPICAL
BALANCE

ASSET

debit

credit

debit

LIABILITY

credit

debit

credit

EQUITY/CAPITAL

credit

debit

credit

REVENUE INCOME credit

debit

credit

EXPENSE

credit

debit
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The Balance Sheet
 The Balance Sheet is the representation of the fundamental accounting equation:
total assets equal total liabilities plus total owner’s equity.
 It represents the adjustments to the balances of all the T-accounts that were included
in the worksheet, and is the firm’s financial position as a “snapshot” statement on
a specific date.
 The balance of these accounts can be listed on a liquidation basis of measurement
or on a historical basis. Using this approach, asset balances are measured at their
historical cost (i.e., cost of acquisition of the asset at the time it was acquired).
Liabilities and owner’s equity balances are measured at the amounts invested to
date by creditors and owners.

BALANCE SHEET, XYZ Co. December 31, 2xx1
ASSETS					
2xx1		
2xx0
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash				
$ 450,000
$ 300,000
Marketable Securities at cost
(market value: 2xx1, $890,000;2xx0, $480,000) 850,000		
460,000
Accounts Receivable			
(Less: Allowance for bad debt: 2xx1, $100,000
				
2xx0, $ 95,000
2,000,000
1,900,000
Inventories			
2,700,000
3,000,000
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS		
6,000,000
5,660,000
FIXED ASSETS (Property, plant, and equipment)
Land				
$ 450,000
$ 450,000
Buildings			
3,800,000
3,600,000
Machinery				
950,000		
850,000
Office Equipment			
100,000		
95,000
		
LESS: Accumulated Depreciation
1,800,000
1,500,000
NET FIXED ASSETS			
3,500,000
3,495,000
PREPAIDS 					
100,000		
90,000
INTANGIBLES (good will, patents, trademarks) 100,000		
100,000
TOTAL ASSETS			
9,700,000
9,345,000
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BALANCE SHEET, XYZ Co. December 31, 2xx1 (cont.)
LIABILITIES				
2xx1		
2xx0
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
$
1,000,000
940,000
Notes Payable			
850,000
1,000,000
Accrued Expenses Payable
330,000		
300,000
Taxes Payable			
320,000		
290,000
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
2,500,000
2,530,000
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
First Mortgage Bonds
(5% interest, due 2xx5)		
2,700,000
2,700,000
TOTAL LIABILITIES			
5,200,000
5,230,000
OWNER’S/STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY
CAPITAL STOCK
Preferred stock $5 cumulative, $100 par value each
authorized, issued, and outstanding 6,000 shares 600,000		
600,000
Common stock, $5 par value each, authorized,
issued, and outstanding 300,000 shares
1,500,000
1,500,000
CAPITAL SURPLUS				
700,000		
700,000
ACCUMULATED RETAINED EARNINGS
1,700,000
1,315,000
TOTAL OWNER’S/STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY
4,500,000
4,115,000
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
9,700,000
9,345,000

Uses Of The Balance Sheet
 Determine the overall health of the firm through the equation of assets and
liabilities and owner’s equity.
 Identify trends in terms of increases or decreases in assets, liabilities, or owner’s
equity by comparing the balance sheets of successive months, or years.
 Determine the ability of the firm to meet its obligations by checking its working
capital. Moreover, this year’s working capital should be larger than last year’s.
 Provide information to owners and managers for planning and budgeting.
 Provide information to creditors, investors, and government agencies for tax
disclosure, and overall control.
 Provide additional information to owners and investors through the calculation of
financial ratios, such as current ratio or inventory turnover ratio.
 Determine the net book value (i.e. net asset value) of a corporation’s securities of
preferred stock, common stock, or long-term debt (bonds).
 Determine the capitalization ratios for each of the corporation’s securities in terms
of proportion of capital provided by each kind of security issued by the corporation,
i.e., bonds, common stock, or preferred stock.
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The Income Statement
 The income statement, (sometimes referred to also as a profit and loss statement)
reflects what happened during a period of time, unlike the balance sheet that
shows the fundamental soundness and health of the company at a specific point of
time.
 It shows the record of operating activities, how the firm’s earnings were derived,
what the sales were, and what expenses were incurred to generate these sales
during the time period.
 Of utmost importance is the historical record of a series of years, quarters, or
months of income statements which tells the owner, the IRS, the potential creditor
or investor how the business has done in the past, in the present, and how it might
do in the future.
 The final outcome of this comparison is net profit or net loss for a particular time
period. This outcome is carried to the balance sheet where profit increases the
owner’s equity in terms of proprietor’s capital or corporate retained earnings and
distributed in terms of owner’s withdrawals or corporate dividends. This is how the
income statement and the balance sheet are integrated.

INCOME (P&L) STATEMENT, XYZ Co. – 2xx1
							
NET SALES REVENUES			
$
COST OF SALES & OPERATING EXPENSES
Cost of Goods Sold			
		
GROSS PROFIT			
Depreciation 					
Selling & Administrative Expenses		
		
OPERATING PROFIT		
OTHER INCOME
Dividends and Interest Income			
TOTAL PROFIT/INCOME				
LESS: INTEREST ON BONDS				
PROFIT BEFORE FEDERAL INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR FEDERAL INCOME TAX		
NET PROFIT/INCOME AFTER TAXES
$

2xx1		
11,000,000

2xx0
10,200,000

8,200,000
2,800,000
300,000		
1,400,000
1,100,000

7,684,000
2,516,000
275,000
1,325,000
916,000

50,000		
1,150,000
135,000
1,015,000
480,000		
535,000		

27,000
943,000
135,000
808,000
365,000
443,000

COMMON SHARES OUTSTANDING		
300,000		
Net Earnings per Common Share 			
$1.68
(2xx1: 535,000-30,000 preferred stock dividends=505,000/300,000)

300,000
$1.38
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Uses Of The Income Statement
 To determine whether the firm met its goals for sales and profit.
 To determine how efficient the firm’s production has been, by calculating its gross
margin (gross profit over sales) over the years.
 To determine how effective the firm’s operations have been by calculating its
operating margin (operating costs over sales) over the years.
 To determine how profitable the firm has been by calculating its net profit margin
(net profit over sales) over the years.
 To determine how volatile the firm’s profitability is by calculating the ratios of
various expense items (constant, rising, or falling) in relation to sales.

Margins
 GROSS MARGIN = What percent of sales are the costs of production?
Gross Profit
		
Net Sales Revenues
 OPERATING MARGIN = What percent of sales are the costs of total
operations?
Operating Profit
		
Net Sales Revenues
 NET PROFIT MARGIN = What percent of every dollar of sales finally
constitutes profit?
Net Profit
		
Net Sales Revenues
 Margin results should be compared with industry peers in order to get valuable
insight into the company’s performance

ACCUMULATED RETAINED EARNINGS STATEMENT, XYZ Co.
						
2xx1
2xx0
Balance January 1			
$
1,315,000
1,022,000
Net Profit for the Year		
		
535,000		
443,000
TOTAL				
1,850,000
1,465,000
Less: Dividends Paid on:
		
Preferred Stock		
		
Common Stock		
Balance December 31			

$

30,000		
120,000		
1,700,000

30,000
120,000
1,315,000

Accumulated Retained Earnings Analysis
 Should a firm always pay dividends regardless of whether it made money or
not, as a stability and confidence policy?
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 Should a firm pay the same amount of dividends as a consistent policy, or alter
the amount according to each year’s earnings?
 Should a company pay out a higher proportion of a year’s increased earnings as
dividends, or pay less in the hope that the retained earnings will be reinvested?
 Should stockholders prefer to have these “surplus” earnings in their pockets,
or should they leave them in the firm’s “pockets”?
 Are companies more careful with money borrowed from outside sources
where they subject themselves to the scrutiny of financial markets, or will they
be disciplined enough to put those retained earnings in good use and reinvest that
capital wisely?

SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS (Cash Flow Statement)
 The Sources and Uses of Funds statement shows the financing of the investment
activities of the firm, i.e., where the funds came from, and what they were used for.
 Another name for this financial statement is statement of changes in financial
position.
 The Sources and Uses of Funds statement shows how the enterprise works. Like the
income statement, it is an explanation of how net working capital (the excess of
current assets over current liabilities) has changed during a period of time.
 It provides direct information on the inflow and outflow of funds that could
not have been obtained without tedious and makeshift analysis and interpretation
of the balance sheet and the income statement.

SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS (Cash Flow Statement)
XYZ Co. -2xx1
Funds were provided FROM:
Net Income				
$535,000
Depreciation		
300,000
		
TOTAL						
Funds were used FOR:
Dividends on preferred stock		
$ 30,000
Dividends on common stock
120,000
Plant & Equipment		
305,000
Sundry Assets			
10,000
		
TOTAL						

$835,000

$465,000
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INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL			
$370,000
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL, XYZ Co. – 2xx1
CHANGES IN CURRENT ASSETS
Cash				
$150,000
Marketable Securities		
390,000
Accounts Receivable		
100,000
Inventories			
(300,000)
		
TOTAL						
$340,000
CHANGES IN CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable			
$ 60,000
Notes Payable			
(150,000)
Accrued Expenses Payable
30,000
Federal Income Tax Payable
30,000
		
TOTAL						
$(30,000)
Uses Of The Sources And Uses Of Funds (Cash Flow) Statement
 It shows where funds came FROM and what they were used FOR.
 It shows how much total money/funds passed through XYZ, Co.’s hands during a
certain period or year.
 It shows how much was made in profits.
 It shows how much profit was paid to the shareholders as dividends vs. how much
was retained as accumulated earnings.
 It shows how much of the funds passed through the firm was cash vs.
depreciation.
 It shows the proportion of funds applied to plant, dividends, owner’s withdrawal,
debt retirement, etc.
 It shows the financial habits of management toward financing and spending.
 It points to the optimal sources of funds (retained earnings vs. borrowing vs.
issuance of capital stock).
 It shows the impact of fund outflows on the future profitability potential of the
firm.
 It provides a general indication of the firm’s trend toward financial strength
or weakness.

CASH FLOW? It isn’t always what it seems!
(Source: Sender, H. (2002, May 8). Cash flow? It isn’t always what it seems! Wall Street
Journal, p. C1.)
 Few things matter more than cash inflows and outflows.
 If core operations are not generating enough cash, sooner or later the firm needs to
load up on either debt (payment of which will reduce earnings) or equity (which
involves undesirable dilution).
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 If a firm is not growing, negative cash flow can signal unsustainable cash burn, but
what really matters is what the cash is used for: investment or “frivolities”?
 One common method to make cash flows look better is to sell or securitize Accounts
Receivable, but thus, sacrificing future operating cash flows for a one-time boost
of these flows.

FinAnciAl STATeMenT FooTnoTeS
 Watch for Financial Statement Footnotes, an integral part of a financial report,
relating to:
 Changes in the company’s method of depreciation
 Changes in the value of the stock outstanding due to stock splits
 Details of stock options granted to company officers and employees
 Employment contracts, profit sharing, pension and retirement plans
 Contingent liabilities representing claims or lawsuits pending
 Definition of “revenue recognition policies” to determine when a SALE
really becomes REVENUE. A sale may immediately become revenue,
“evolve” into revenue over the life of a contract, or be “deferred,” meaning
there is no revenue whatsoever yet. (Lucent Technologies and some other
companies were recently forced by the SEC to post lower revenues to
correct aggressive accounting in the past, when they “booked” sales as
revenue before getting any money).

FinAnciAl AnAlYSiS TecHniQUeS
 Financial Analysis Techniques help owners and managers establish targets in
sales and profits, as well as helping them make periodic evaluations of the firm
to make sure they never lose sight of these targets.
 The major Financial Analysis Techniques are:
 Ratio Analysis
 Profit Analysis
 Cash Flow Analysis
 Breakeven Analysis

Ratio Analysis
 Ratio analysis is one of the most important financial analysis techniques
for assessing the strength of a firm in the past and the present, as well for
comparing its performance with that of the industry.
 Managers use ratio analysis to determine how well the firm is doing.
 Investors use it to determine whether the firm will provide an adequate return on
their investment.
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 Finally, creditors use financial ratio analysis to determine whether the company
is a good credit risk.
 Typically, the balance sheet and the income statement are the sources of
information for the ratio analysis.
 There are four “families” of ratios that can provide four different, but equally
meaningful conclusions about the firm:
 Liquidity ratios
 Profitability ratios
 Activity ratios, and
 Leverage ratios
 It should be noted that the ratios by themselves do not produce any meaningful
information about the firm, unless each ratio or ratio family is compared IN A
GRAPHIC FORM:
 With the same ratio of past years to detect a certain trend
 With the other families of ratios to draw conclusive information about all
aspects of the firm’s operations
 With the industry average for the same ratio, since each industry has its own
operational characteristics
 With the direct competitor(s)’ average for the same ratio, in order to develop
benchmarks

Liquidity Ratios
 Liquidity ratios demonstrate a firm’s ability to meet its short-term obligations,
i.e. current liabilities, and currently maturing long-term debt, through its current
assets.
 Current Ratio = current assets
			
current liabilities
(The extent to which the claims of short-term creditors are covered by short-term assets)
 Quick Ratio or Acid Test Ratio = current assets – inventory
			
current liabilities
(The firm’s ability to pay off short-term obligations without having to sell inventory)
 Inventory to Net Working Capital =
inventory
					
current assets – current liabilities
(The extent to which the firm’s working capital is tied up in inventory)
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Profitability Ratios
 Profitability ratios demonstrate a firm’s effectiveness in generating profit, as a
result of its sales, and operations.
 Gross Profit Margin = sales – cost of goods sold
					
sales
(Total margin available to cover operating expenses)
 Net Profit Margin = profits after taxes
				
sales
(Rate of return on sales)
 Return on Assets = earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)
					
total assets
(Rate of return on the total investment from both stockholders and creditors)
 Return on Equity = profits after taxes
				
total equity
(Rate of return on the owner’s or stockholders’ investment)

THE “CASH KING” MARGIN
(Source: Motley Fool’s Online Rule Maker Portfolio. (2002, January 13). The “cash
king” margin. Retrieved January 13, 2002, from http://www.fool.com)
 It essentially measures profitability like the net profit margin, however, it
circumvents the possibly dubious “revenue recognition policies” which can be
manipulated.
 Instead of using net income (from income statement), it uses the more “honest”
number of operating cash flow.
 Operating cash flow – capital expenditures
Sales for the same period
 Operating cash flow = Actual net cash provided by, or used by, operating
activities (from sources and uses of funds).
 Capital expenditures = Additions to, or subtractions from, property and
equipment (from sources and uses of funds).
 Desirable results over 10 % or even better 15% mean that for every sales dollar,
10 or 15 cents of cash were received.

Activity Ratios
 Activity ratios demonstrate a firm’s efficiency and productivity and how well its
productive capacity is being used.
 Inventory Turnover =     sales
				
inventory
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(The amount of inventory used by the company to generate its sales volume)
 Fixed Asset Turnover = sales
				
fixed assets
(The firm’s fixed-asset productivity and plant utilization to generate its sales volume)
 Average Collection Period = accounts receivable
				
average daily sales
(The firm’s average length of time that is required to receive payment on its
accounts receivable)

Leverage Ratios
 Leverage ratios demonstrate a firm’s source of capital, i.e. owners/stockholders or
outside creditors, and at what proportion.
 Debt to Assets Ratio =   total debt
				
total assets
(The extent to which borrowed funds are used to finance the firm’s operations)
 Debt to Equity Ratio = total debt
				
total equity
(Ratio of funds from creditors to funds from stockholders, i.e. how much equity 		
the firm has to support the its debt)
 Long-term Debt to Equity Ratio = long term debt
					
total equity
(The balance between debt to equity that usually determines the firm’s additional 		
debt capacity, in case it seeks additional outside financing)

Financial Ratio Profile
 A consolidated view of all four ratio families for reporting purposes could use
the following sample format below:
Liquidity
__________________________________________________________
			
very tight
about right
slack too slack
Profitability __________________________________________________________
			
very low
average
high very high
Activity
__________________________________________________________
			
too slow
slow		
about right
fast
Leverage __________________________________________________________
			
too much debt		
balanced
too much equity
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Industry Ratio Comparison
 A very useful resource to compare and contrast a firm’s financial ratios with those
of the industry is the reference source Robert Morris Associates (RMA), which
publishes industry data by:
 SIC Code
 Asset size
 Typical financial statements as percentages of total assets, total liabilities, and
total net sales, according to asset size
 Typical financial ratios according to asset size
 Typical comparative historical data for previous years, according to asset size
Return On Investment (ROI): The “Queen” of Ratios
 Calculating a company’s, or a division’s ROI is an excellent way to measure
performance :
 ROI =    profit before taxes
		
total equity
A better expression of the same formula is as follows:
 ROI = profit before taxes
x
net sales
x
total assets
		
net sales
total assets
total equity
		
(PROFITABILITY)
X (ACTIVITY)
X
(LEVERAGE)



The long version of ROI is better because it directly identifies the “culprit” family
ratio that was mainly responsible for good or bad return performance.
The important issue is to be consistent and use the same measures of profit
(customarily, before taxes), net sales (customarily, sales after returns and allowances
for bad debt), assets (customarily, net, year-end book value assets), and equity/
investment when figuring ROIs for different periods and/or divisions.

Uses of the ROI ratio
 Measure current performance overall.
 Compare different companies.
 Compare different divisions of individual companies.
 Compare future potential profitability among divisions.
 Evaluate future investment opportunities.
 Evaluate alternative capital expenditure types and levels.
 Measure the effect of cost reductions.
 Measure the effect of changes in inventory levels.
 Measure the effect of changing asset utilization.
 Evaluate new product development.
 Provide framework for pricing decisions.
 Rate managerial effectiveness among divisions.
 Provide the basis for determining management promotions and rewards.
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An ROI example
 It is possible to have two companies or divisions with the same level of sales,
expenses, profit, and liabilities, but with different ROIs:
Division I
Sales		
$500,000		
Current Assets $125,000
Expenses
- 440,000		
Fixed Assets +500,000
Profit		
$ 60,000		
Total Assets
$625,000
				
Total Liabilities - 25,000
						
Total Equity
$600,000
Division I ROI = profit/equity  = $60,000/$600,000 = 10%
Division II
Sales $500,000		
Current Assets $100,000
Expenses
- 440,000		
Fixed Assets +225,000
Profit		
$ 60,000		
Total Assets
325,000
						
Total Liabilities - 25,000
						
Total Equity
$300,000
Division II ROI = profit/equity = $60,000/$300,000 = 20%

ROI afterthoughts…
 Different companies, divisions, and products require different levels of
investment.
 Differences in managerial effectiveness create different levels of ROI.
 ROI and Productivity (O/I) improve when managers:
 Increase sales (output) and reduce expenses (input)
 Increase sales proportionately more than the increase in expenses
 Reduce sales proportionately less than the reduction in expenses
 Retain level of sales steady, while reducing expenses
 Increase level of sales, while retain expense level steady
 Increase sales proportionately more than the increase in investment
 Reduce sales proportionately less than the reduction in investment
 What is a firm’s worth?
 It depends on its EBITDA = Earnings Before Interest Taxes Depreciation and
Amortization level and multiples thereof that a buyer is WILLING to pay, given
the firm’s future potential for growth and profitability, as well as its “strategic
fit” with the buyer’s existing operations.
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Business Value EBITDA Multiples
Growth Potential
Acquisition
Profitability Potential

Low

Low
Net Assets/2x
Moderate		
2x/3x
High		
		
4x/5x
Strategic Acquisition
6x/7x

Moderate

2x/3x		
4x/5x		
6x/7x		
8x/9x		

High

4x/5x		
6x/7x		
8x/9x		
10x/?		

Strategic

6x/7x
8x/9x
10x/?
?__

PROFIT ANALYSIS
 It is absolutely essential during the financial evaluation to have a profit target.
Some business firms hit their profit target more often than others, because they
keep their operations aimed in that direction, never losing sight of it.
 Ending the year with a profit is reserved for the firms who always strive for
outstanding performance. To keep the firm pointed toward profit and achieve
this outstanding performance some profit analysis principles need to be
identified and applied.

PROFIT ANALYSIS PRINCIPLES
 KNOW YOUR REVENUES. Each revenue source must be identified for each of
the product lines and for the operations as a whole.
 KNOW YOUR COSTS. All cost items must be known in detail, so cost figures
can be compared as a percentage of sales (operating ratios). The costs must be
itemized so that the ones that seem to be rising or falling can be identified easily and
quickly, based on experience and cost figures for the industry. An important thing
to remember is that profit is not only a function of revenues, but also a function of
the cost level (Profit = Sales Revenues – Costs).
 KNOW YOUR PROFIT. The pricing of the products or services must provide an
adequate profit to cover the costs. Pricing must be monitored closely in order to be
alert in adjusting prices due to rising costs or to remain competitive. There should
be no hesitation in dropping a “loser” product from the product lineup. Pricing
often remains an art despite claims to the contrary. But in many cases, the price
includes hard to identify sociological and psychological factors. Thus, the pricing
process is sometimes incredibly arbitrary, and, after considering costs and prices
of similar products, it very often takes the form of a wild guess.
 KNOW THE TAX IMPLICATIONS OF YOUR EXPENSES. Major decisions
must be determined early, in order to minimize taxable income.
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CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
 The cash flow cycle defines the period of time beginning with the initial cash
outlay for inventories, raw materials or services, and ending with the collection of
funds from the sale of the finished product. That is, in any business there is usually
some time lag before cash is actually received for the goods or services sold. This
time lag creates the need for sound cash planning.
 The length of the cash flow cycle for the firm must be determined. If actual
production takes four weeks, for example, while payment is made four weeks after
delivery of the goods to the customer, the cash flow cycle is eight weeks. The firm
incurs expenses to produce these goods at the onset of production and receives
cash from the sale eight weeks later.
 A cash flow projection is a forecast of cash receipts that the firm anticipates
receiving, as well as cash expenditures it anticipates expending during a given
period of time, and the resulting anticipated cash position at specific times during
the period being projected.
 The purpose of preparing a cash flow projection is to determine deficits or
surpluses in cash from that level necessary to operate the business during the time
for which the projection is prepared.
 If deficits are revealed in the cash flow, financial plans must be altered either to
provide more cash from more equity capital, loans, or increased selling prices of
products; from reduced expenditures including inventory; or from less credit sales,
until a proper cash flow balance is obtained.
 If surpluses of cash are revealed, this may be an indication of excessive borrowing
or idle money that could be “put to work”.
 The objective is to finally develop a plan, which, if followed, will provide a wellmanaged flow of cash. These projections become more useful when the estimated
information can be compared with actual information as it develops.
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS: Essential Operating Data
 To ensure credibility and validity, the Cash Flow Projections (Pro forma) need to
be constructed on a discounted cash flow basis, taking into consideration that the
present value of money is more than the value of tomorrow’s money.
 Before the Cash Flow Projections are compiled, the end-of the-month amount of some
essential non-cash flow operating information needs to be pre-determined:
1. Sales Volume
2. Accounts Receivable
3. Bad Debt
4. Inventory on Hand
5. Accounts Payable
6. Depreciation
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CASH FLOW ANALYSIS:
A Monthly Cash Flow Projection Form
YEAR 2xx3
MONTH :
PRE-START-UP
XYZ, CO.
Estimate Actual
1. CASH ON HAND
(Beginning of the month)
2. CASH RECEIPTS
Cash sales
Collections from A/R
Loan or Other Cash infusion
3. TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
4. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE (1+3)
5. CASH PAID OUT
Operations
Subtotal
Loan Principal Payment
Capital Purchases
Reserve and/or Escrow
Owner’s withdrawal
6. TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
7. CASH POSITION (4 – 6)
(End of month)

E A

1
2
3
4…_
E A E A E A…

BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
 Breakeven analysis determines how many units need to be produced/sold in
order to break even and cover at least total costs (fixed and variable costs).
 BEP = $Total Fixed Costs
=
# BEP units
  
$Unit Price – $Unit Variable Cost

USES OF BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
 Breakeven Analysis is a quick-screening device that can determine whether or not
it is worthwhile to employ more intensive and costly analysis such as discounted
cash flow which requires large amounts of expensive-to-get data.
 Breakeven analysis also permits comparison of alternative product designs
and specifications with a different cost mix, and before the specifications are
determined, by examining trade-offs, since each product design has its own cost
implications that obviously affect price and marketing feasibility.
 Breakeven analysis also serves as a substitute for estimating an unknown factor
in making “go” or “no-go” project decisions, since there are always many
variables to consider such as, demand, costs, price, and other factors. While most
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expenses can be determined fairly easily, profit and demand are usually the only
two unknown variables that remain. Since demand is usually tougher to estimate,
by deciding that profit must at least be zero (the breakeven point), the demand that
is needed to make the project a reasonable undertaking can then be fairly simply
calculated. Of course, this demand figure at breakeven, needs to be related with
the project’s estimated future market share in order to determine the ultimate
worthiness of the project, and this is a matter of careful evaluation, and business
common sense.

conclUSion
 The final outcome that is produced through financial analysis is the reflection of
the true financial condition of an enterprise:
 What business is the company in? Is it in a growing, profitable industry? Is it a
leader in the field? What is the “business model”, and how do they make their
money? Are its profit margins and ROE healthy and growing?
 What is the firm’s track record, and how does it compare with its
competitors?
 What do the financial statements really tell you? Is the firm growing? Are there
any “red flags” or “cryptic messages” requiring further investigation?
 What are the present and future risks that the company and its investors are
facing? Is the stock valued appropriately and attractively?
 Financial analysis is also used by individuals both inside and outside the enterprise
to make decisions about whether to invest, lend, buy or sell to the firm or not,
and about the venture’s performance and the performance of the entrepreneurs,
managers, and their employees.
 Finally, if the enterprise’s accounting system and the resulting financial statements
and analysis are sound and trustworthy, this will have a positive reflection on the
firm’s management.
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